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DYNAMIC GEOLOGY 

UNIT – I 

GEOLOGY: INTRODUCTION 

What is Geology? 

Geology is the study of the Earth. Geology mainly concerns itself with the study of the 

earth’s origin, structure, composition & history (including the development of life), and nature of 

the processes. So, it is also known as Earth Science. 

Why study the Earth? 

 We are part of it. 

 Energy and mineral resources come from the Earth. 

 A better understanding of Geologic Hazards. 

 Curiosity. 

Important point of the Earth: 

Earth has evolved (changed) throughout its history, and will continue to evolve. 

The Earth is about 4.6 billion years old; humans being have been around for 2 million 

years. 

The first multi celled organisms appeared about 700 million years ago. 

 

BRANCHES OF GEOLOGY 

Geology is such a huge and broad subject. The subject comprises a number of branches 

which deals with different objective in background. The branches of Geology are as follows: 

1) Economic Geology 

2) Mining Geology 

3) Petroleum Geology 

4) Engineering Geology 

5) Environmental Geology 

6) Geochemistry 

7) Geomorphology 

8) Geophysics 

9) Historical Geology 

10) Hydrogeology 

11) Mineralogy 

12) Paleontology 

13) Petrology 

14) Structural Geology 

15) Sedimentology 

16) Stratigraphy 

17) Volcanology 
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1) Economic Geology 

Economic geology is concerned with earth materials that can be used for economic and 

industrial purposes. 

2) Mining Geology 

Mining geology is the extraction of valuable minerals or other geological materials from 

the earth from an orebody, lode, vein which forms the mineralized package of economic interest 

to the minor. 

3) Petroleum Geology 

Petroleum geology is the study of origin, occurrence, movement, accumulation and 

exploration of hydrocarbon fuels. 

4) Engineering Geology 

Engineering geology is the application of the geologic sciences to engineering practice for 

the purpose of assuming that the geologic factors affecting the location, design, construction 

operation and maintenance of engineering works. 

5) Environmental Geology 

Environmental geology, like hydrogeology is an applied science concerned with the 

practical application of the principles of geology in the solving of environmental problems. 

6) Geochemistry 

Geochemistry is the science that uses the tools and principles of chemistry to explain the 

mechanisms behind major geological systems such as the Earth’s crust and its oceans. 

7) Geomorphology 

Geomorphology is the scientific study of landforms and the processes that shape them. 

8) Geophysics 

Geophysics is the physics of the earth and its environments in space; also the study of the 

earth using quantitative physical methods. 

9) Historical Geology 

Historical geology is the use of the principles of geology to reconstruct and understand the 

history of the Earth. 

10) Hydrogeology 

Hydrogeology is the area of geology that deals with the distribution and movement of 

groundwater in the soil and rocks of the Earth’s crust (commonly in aquifers). 

11) Mineralogy 

Mineralogy is a subset of geology specializing in the scientific study of chemistry, crystal 

structure and physical and optical properties of minerals. 

12) Paleontology 

Paleontology is the scientific study of prehistoric life. It includes the study of fossils to 

determine organism’s evolution and interactions with each other and their environments 

(Paleoecology). 
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13) Petrology 

Petrology is the branch of geology that studies the origin, composition, distribution and 

structure of rocks. 

14) Structural Geology 

Structural geology is the study of the three – dimensional distribution of rock units with 

respect to their deformational histories. 

15) Sedimentology 

Sedimentology is the study of the depositional sediments such as sand, mud (silt), and clay 

and the processes that result in their deposition and environment. 

16) Stratigraphy 

Stratigraphy is a branch of geology which studies rock layers and layering (Stratification). 

17) Volcanology 

Volcanology is the study of volcanoes, lava, magma and related geological, geophysical 

and geochemical phenomena. 

 

SCOPE OF GEOLOGY 

 
 

1)  Civil Engineering: Geology provides necessary information about the site of construction 

materials used in the construction of buildings, dams, tunnels, tanks, reservoirs, highways and 

bridges.  

Geological information is most important in planning phase (stage), design phase and 

construction phase of an engineering project. 

2)  Mining Engineering: Geology is useful to know the method of mining of rock and mineral 

deposits on earth’s surface and subsurface. 

3)  Groundwater: Resources development geology is applied in various aspects of resources and 

supply, storage, filling up of reservoirs, pollution disposal and contaminated water disposal. 
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SOLAR SYSTEM 

The Sun is at the center of a revolving system, trillions of miles wide, consisting of nine 

planets, their satellites, and numerous smaller asteroids, comets, and meteoroids. 

The nine planets revolving around the sun in order of their increasing distance from the 

sun have been named as Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. 

Pluto was recently reclassified as a member of a new class of solar system bodies called 

dwarf planets. 

 

 
 

Planets and their distance from the Sun: 

 

S.No Name Distance (A.U) 

1 Mercury 0.39 

2 Venus 0.72 

3 Earth 1.00 

4 Mars 1.52 

5 Jupiter 5.20 

6 Saturn 9.54 

7 Uranus 19.20 

8 Neptune 30.10 

9 Pluto 38.00 

*A.U – Astronomical Units, 14, 96, 42, 000 kms taken approximately as 150 million kms. 

 

A "planet" is a celestial body that 

❖ is in orbit around the Sun,  

❖ has sufficient mass for its self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so that it assumes a 

hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly round) shape, and 

❖ has cleared the neighbourhood around its orbit. 
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The Sun 

The Sun is an average star, one of 200 billion stars that make up the Milky Way Galaxy.  

The Sun can be divided into: 

➢ Solar interior (Core, Radioactive zone and Convective zone),  

➢ Photosphere (visible surface) and  

The two layers of its atmosphere,  

➢ Corona and  

➢ Chromosphere 

The other features  

➢ Sun Spots 

➢ Sun Flares 

➢ Sun Prominences 

 

Core: The source of the Sun’s energy is nuclear fusion. Deep in the solar interior, at a temperature 

of 15 million K, a type of nuclear fusion called the proton– proton chain reaction converts four 

hydrogen nuclei (protons) into the nucleus of a helium atom. During the reaction, some of the 
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matter is converted to the energy that the Sun radiates to space. The Sun can continue to operate 

its nuclear furnace and exist in its present stable state for 10 billion years. As the Sun is already 5 

billion years old, it is a “middle-aged” star  

Convective zone: An interior layer of the Sun, lying between the core and the convection zone, 

where energy travels outward by radiation. 

Radioactive Zone: A layer in a star in which convection currents are the main mechanism by 

which energy is transported outward. In the Sun, a convection zone extends from just below the 

photosphere to about seventy percent of the solar radius. 

Photosphere: The photosphere radiates most of the light we see. Unlike most surfaces to which 

we are accustomed, it consists of a layer of incandescent gas less than 500 kilometers (300 miles) 

thick and has a grainy texture consisting of numerous relatively small, bright markings called 

granules. 

Chromosphere: Just above the photosphere lies the chromosphere, a relatively thin layer of hot 

incandescent gases a few thousand kilometers thick. 

Corona: At the edge of the uppermost portion of the solar atmosphere, called the corona, ionized 

gases escape the gravitational pull of the Sun and stream toward Earth at high speeds, producing 

the solar wind. The solar wind and the Sun’s magnetic field form a sort of bubble that extends far 

beyond the orbit of Pluto. This immense region, called the heliosphere, extends to the outermost 

boundary of the Sun’s influence, where interstellar space begins. 

Sun spots: Numerous features have been identified on the active Sun. Sunspots are dark blemishes 

with a black center, the umbra, which is rimmed by a lighter region, the penumbra. The number of 

sunspots observable on the solar disk varies in an 11-year cycle. 

Sun Flares: The most explosive events associated with sunspots are solar flares. Flares are brief 

outbursts that release enormous quantities of energy that appear as a sudden brightening of the 

region above sunspot clusters. During the event, radiation and fast-moving atomic particles are 

ejected, causing the solar wind to intensify. When the ejected particles reach Earth and disturb the 

ionosphere, radio communication is disrupted, and the auroras, also called the Northern and 

Southern Lights, occur  

Sun Prominences: Prominences, huge cloudlike structures best observed when they are on the 

edge, or limb, of the Sun, are produced by ionized chromospheric gases trapped by magnetic fields 

that extend from regions of intense solar activity. 

The planets can be arranged into two groups: 

✓ Inner planets (or) Terrestrial (Earth-like) planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars) and 

✓ Outer planets (or) Giant planets (or) Jovian (Jupiter-like) planets (or) Superior planets 

(Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto). 
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Differentiate between Inner and Outer Planets 

 

S.No. INNER PLANETS OUTER PLANETS 

1 

2 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

 

10 

11 

12 

Relatively smaller  

Relatively more dense 

Contain proportionally more rocky 

material, 

Contain proportionally less gases and icy 

materials,  

Have slower rates of rotation   

Thin atmospheres, 

Relatively High temperature  

Weak gravity 

Higher proportion of heavier gases (CO2,N 

and water vapour) 

Low proportion of lighter gases (H and He) 

Orbital velocity is more 

None or Few Satellites (Maximum of 2) 

Relatively bigger  

Relatively less dense 

Contain proportionally less rocky material 

 

Contain proportionally more gases and icy 

materials 

Have faster rates of rotation   

Thick atmospheres  

Relatively Low temperature 

Strong Gravity 

Lower proportion of heavier gases (CO2, N 

and water vapour)  

Higher proportion of lighter gases (H and He) 

Orbital velocity is less 

Large number of satellites (minimum of 13) 

 

INNER PLANETS 

Mercury 

 

 

 

 

 

Mercury is the Inner most and closest planet to the Sun. For physical data of the planet (lor 

other planets also) refer to the Table Mercury is 2.5 times smaller than the Earth. Mass is 1/20th 

of that of the Earth. But density is similar to the Earth's. It is similar to Moon In having craters. 

mountains and lava plains. Atmosphere is meagre. Its surface temperature is due to little 

atmosphere and proximity to the Sun. The temperature Is high enough to melt lead and tin. It has 

a dense iron core making 80 per cent of the interior. The characteristic features of the Mercurian 

surface are shallow cliffs of several hundreds of kilometers in length. These may be due to the 

shrinking of the planet. It has a low magnetic field. 
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Venus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Venus is in between Mercury and Earth. Venus is Identical In many respects with the Earth. 

Both have similar size, mass and density. Venus is nearest to the Earth with a minimum distance 

of 41 mkm from the Earth. Recent Investigations shattered the Idea of twin planets since Its surface 

conditions are far from the speculations. 

It is geologically active. Recently, volcanic lava flows have been recognized on Its surface. 

The dense atmosphere gives brilliant illumination to the planet and is appropriately called 

morning and evening star in the eastern and western sky. This dense atmosphere produces a 

GREEN HOUSE EFFECT and the surface temperature is shot up to 480°C. Pressure is calculated 

as 91 atmospheres of the Earth. Venusian atmosphere is chiefly composed of CO2 (97%). The 

atmosphere rotates itself every four days (Planet spins slowly) raising the wind speed to 350 kph. 

The clouds may contain sulphuric acid droplets. If it rains there, then It is sulphuric acid rain. 

The apparent motion of the Sun will be from west to east to an observer on the Venus since 

the rotation of the planet is retrograde. It may have a liquid iron core. Its rotation Is slow to induct 

a magnetic field. 

Earth 

 

 

 

 

 

The Planet Earth has been extensively studied. Researches are being carried in all aspects 

of the Earth. The third planet from the Sun, the Earth is unique among the system's various planets. 

The Earth is the only planet to have liquid water and is geologically active. 78% Nitrogen and 21% 

Oxygen make the atmosphere. The young ocean floors and old continents are the surface features. 

The fragmentation and integration of continents viciously occur and is explained by the theory of 

plate tectonics. The atmospheric circulation, hydrological cycle and internal thermal cycle are 
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important factors for the geological activities. Evidences show that the Earth's interior is 

segregated according to physical and chemical properties of the material into 3 distinct spherical 

layers as Core, Mantle & Crust. Volcanoes and earthquakes are the perceptible processes of the 

Earth. Earth has one satellite, the Moon. 

Mars 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mars is the fourth planet revolving around the Sun in an elliptical path beyond the Earth. 

Mars is half the size of the Earth with a mass of 1/10 of that of the Earth. 

Mars's atmosphere is thin and consists of water-ice, carbon-di-oxide, nitrogen, krypton and 

xenon. The atmospheric pressure is low. The surface temperature varies below the freezing point. 

Marsian red coloured soil gives a reddish shine to the planet. The surface features such as valleys, 

volcanoes and craters are of gigantic proportions. Evidences indicate past fluvial erosional 

activities which in turn indicate a dense early atmosphere of Mars. 

Mars has two satellites namely Phobos and Deimos. In size they are smaller and are 

comparable to asteroids. Because of their nature and size, they are supposed to be bodies escaped 

from the asteroid belt and recaptured by Mars. 

OUTER PLANETS 

Jupiter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jupiter is the largest and the massive planet of the solar system and is the fifth one from 

the Sun. It is ten times as big as the Earth having a mass equal to 318 times that of the Earth. The 

density is 1.34. Its albedo is 0.54. 

Several dark belts and light zones of atmospheric clouds are found parallel to the equator 

of the planet. The predominant weather modifiers are water, ammonium hydrosulphide and 

ammonia. The surface may contain liquid hydrogen and helium. The core may have a temperature 
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of 30.000ºK (29,704ºC). This is enveloped by liquid hydrogen layers. The temperature of these 

layers is around 11.000ºK (10,794ºC) and pressure is 3 million Earth-atmospheres. Above these 

layers is the atmosphere to a thickness of 1000 km. Probably it may be rapidly spinning ball of gas 

and liquid. It has no solid surface. 

An important feature of the Jupiter is the Great Red Spot with a width of 14,000 km and 

ranging in length from 30,000 km to 40.000 km. The Great Red Spot is considered to be a gigantic 

hurricane like one. This spot revolves around the planet. 

Jupiter has a ring system, whose thickness is 6000 km. The ring seems to be a permanent 

feature. The loss of material by diffusion is gained by in-falling comets, meteoroids, volcanic 

materials of inner satellites. 

SATELLITES: Fifteen known satellites of Jupiter may be grouped into 1. inner group 2. smaller 

group and 3.  outer group. Size ranges from the size of Mercury to Earth's Moon. All moons keep 

one hemisphere toward the planet. The inner larger group satellites are collectively called Galilean 

satellites (after its discoverer Galileo). They are lo, Europa, Ganymede and Gallisto, lo is found 

to be geologically active. 

Saturn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saturn is the sixth planet with an elaborate ring system in the Solar system. Saturn is the 

second largest planet having a lower density than water surface gravity is 1.14 (Earth = 1). It is 9 

times the size of the Earth with a mass of 95 times the Earth's mas, Albedo is 0.57. 

Saturn is a multilayered globe of gas (helium and hydrogen) with a core of iron and rocky 

material to a radius of 13.800 km. It appears through a telescope as a pole-flattened sphere 

embedded in a ring system. 

Several dark belts and light zones of clouds of gases are sound parallel to the equator of 

the planet. Wind speed exceeds 800 kps. Temperatures range between 82°K and 143°K (-191°C 

to -130°C). These minimum and maximum temperatures are measured at pressure levels of 70 and 

1200 millibar (Earth's 1 atmosphere = 1000 millibar). 

Saturnian Rings: The ring system has been divided into following rings: F-ring, Outermost; 

A-ring, B-ring and C-ring, the closest to the planet. Rings consist of ringlets (particles of different 

sizes, 3 to 11 m). 
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SATELLITES: Inner satellites revolving the planet in the region from 99,760 kms to 482,700 

kms from the planet are Janus, Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, Dione and Rhea. These are spherical 

in shape and composed of water-ice. 

Outer satellites (from 1.15 mkm to 12.9 mkm) are Titan, Hyperion, Lapetus and Phoebe. 

Apart from the above-mentioned satellites there are very small satellites several hundred 

kilometres in size. 

Titan is the largest. Nitrogen is the chief component of the atmosphere. Rivers and lakes 

of methane may be found. on its surface. Chemically life forms may exist if temperature conditions 

allow. 

Uranus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uranus is the seventh planet from the Sun. It is 3 1/2 times as big as the Earth and possesses 

a mass of 14 1/2 times as that of the Earth. Density is 0.3. Gravity is 1.07. Albedo Is 0.65. 

The interesting fact about this planet is that it rotates about an axis almost parallel to the 

ecliptic plane. Its rotation is retrograde, like Venus. The planet possesses a ring system with nine 

rings. Each pole of the planet will be illuminated by sunlight for a period of 42 years. 

SATELLITES: Miranda, Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and Oberon are the satellites revolving the 

planet in a perpendicular plane to the planet's ecliptic. 

Neptune 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neptune was theoretically predicted from the perturbations of the Uranus's motion. This 

planet, Invisible to the naked eye, is the eighth one in the Solar system. Size is four times the 

Earth's size and mass is 17 times that of the Earth. Albedo is 0.68. 
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A thick layer of atmosphere is indicated by its high albedo. It has not completed one 

complete revolution after its discovery since its sidereal period Is equal to 165 years. It is almost 

similar to Uranus in size, mass and composition. 

SATELLITES: Neptune has two satellites namely Triton and Nereid. Triton is the larger one 

and is retrograde in motion. 

Pluto 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pluto was also predicted from the perturbations of Neptune's motion. It is 1/4 th the Earth's 

size with a mass of 1/10th the Earth's mass. Density Is 0.3 and gravity is 1/4 th the Earth's gravity. 

Albedo is low (0.13). Pluto's peculiarity is its orbital plane which is inclined by 17° and highly 

elliptic. Although Pluto has to cross the Neptune's ecliptic plane, at its perihelion there is no 

possibility for a collision between the two since the Pluto's ecliptic is highly inclined. Previously, 

Pluto has been considered as a satellite escaped from Neptune's system because of its size, mass, 

inclination and eccentricity of its orbital plane. It may be composed of solid methane. 

SATELLITE: Charon is the Pluto's satellite having greater than half of the planet's diameter and 

may form a double planet system. 

ORIGIN OF THE EARTH 

• About 13.6 billion years ago, the Big Bang created the universe from a point source. 

• During this process, light elements, like H, He, Li, B, and Be formed. From this point in 

time, the universe began to expand and has been expanding ever since. 

• Concentrations of gas and dust within the universe eventually became galaxies consisting 

of millions of stars. 

• Within the larger stars, nuclear fusion processes eventually created heavier elements, like 

C, Si, Ca, Mg, K, and Fe. 

• Stars eventually collapse and explode during an event called a supernova. During a 

supernova, heavier elements, from Fe to U, are formed. 
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• Throughout galaxies clusters of gas attracted by gravity start to rotate and accrete to form 

stars and solar systems. For our solar system this occurred about 4.6 billion years ago. 

• The ball at the center grows dense and hot, eventually nuclear fusion reactions start and a 

star is born (in our case, the sun). 

• Rings of gas and dust orbiting around the sun eventually condenses into small particles. 

These particles are attracted to one another and larger bodies called planetesimals begin 

to form. 

• Planetesimals accumulate into a larger mass. An irregularly-shaped proto-Earth develops. 

• The interior heats and becomes soft. Gravity shapes the Earth into a sphere. The interior 

differentiates into a nickel-iron core, and a stony (silicate) mantle. 

• Soon, a small planetoid collides with Earth. Debris forms a ring around the Earth. The 

debris coalesces and forms the Moon. 

• The atmosphere develops from volcanic gases. When the Earth becomes cool enough, 

moisture condenses and accumulates, and the oceans are born. 

NEBULAR HYPOTHESIS 

The nebular hypothesis was first put forward by the German philosopher Immanuel Kant 

in 1755 and later in 1796 the French mathematician Pierre-Simon Laplace independently proposed 

a similar hypothesis for the origin of the solar system. According to this hypothesis the sun was 

thought to be originally a hot rotating mass of gas and dust called nebula. The nebula was initially 

very large in size.  It gradually contracted by its gravitational attraction into a smaller mass. The 

rotational velocity then increased greatly (according to the law of conservation of angular 

momentum). At a certain point the centrifugal force exactly matched the gravitational force of the 

nebula resulted in the isolation of matter in the form of a ring in the equatorial region. The matter 

in this ring provided the substance for the outermost planet. This process continued to produce 

nebular in a Similar manner and produce the other planets. Laplace proposed that diffuse matter 

in each ring condensed to form a single planet. The planet in turn produced satellites in a similar 

manner. 
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Facts explained by the hypothesis 

✓ All planets are composed of same elements. 

✓ All planets revolve about the sun in the same direction and lie more or less in the same 

plane. 

✓ The planets are at different distances from the sun. 

✓ The sun is hot – this is true because nebula was supposed to be hot. 

✓ The Interior of the earth is hot supposed to be originally hotter and cooled only on the 

surface.  

✓ The earth has an atmosphere. 

Objections 

 This hypothesis falls to explain the distribution of angular momentum.  

 The sun has no equatorial bulge at present, to split and to form a new ring. 

 Not all satellites revolve in the same direction and in to the plane. 

 There is no explanation for the intermittent contraction of the sun (nebula) to produce rings. 
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PLANETESIMAL HYPOTHESIS 

In 1905 two American scientists, Thomas Chamberlin and Forest Moulton postulated the 

origin of the solar system from small stellar fragments called Planetesimals, hence the hypothesis 

is commonly known as planetesimal hypothesis. According to the authors of this theory the sun 

was already in existence. A rapidly moving star passed very close to the sun. mutual attraction of 

the two bodies caused tidal bulges or bolts on the opposite sides of the sun. Matter was drawn out 

as curved arms of gases from the bolts which were similar to the solar prominences of today but 

much larger. The inner part of these arms of gases fills back of material for the planets. The 

particles in the outer part was set in motion in highly elliptical orbits about the sun. They condensed 

from gaseous state to small solids called the planetesimals. The planetesimals in turn joined by 

collision to form the planets. Internal heat of the earth was produced by increased gravitational 

compression. As the earth began to be heated the gases were given out to form the atmosphere. 

Gas → Solid → Planetesimal → Planet 

Objections 

 For matter to be drawn out the passing star must have come very close to the sun which is 

an unlikely event (distance should not more than the diameter of the two stars). 

 The closing velocity of the passing star should have been greater than 3000 miles/sec which 

is greater than escape velocity of the galaxy. 

Merits 

The direction of revolution and angular momentum of the planets were imparted by the passing 

star. 

TIDAL HYPOTHESIS 

James Jeans in 1916 and Harold Jeffery in 1929 proposed a hypothesis to explain the origin 

of the planetary system. According to their hypothesis the sun was travelling in the space at a very 

high speed, when a big star approached the sun and came very close to it. The approaching star 

exerted a very strong pull on the sun due to which a tide was raised on its surface. As the 

approaching star came nearer and nearer the size of tide increased. The approaching star then 

withdrew and went away leaving the protuberances on the surface of the sun (long filament). The 

shape of the tide on the sun was like that of a spindle i.e. thick in the middle and thin at the ends. 

This spindle-shaped mass was unstable as the sun rotated very fast and it detached from the sun 

and broke into a number of fragments which condensed into planets and their satellites. The 

limitation of the hypothesis is that it failed to explain how the encounter of a star could raise 

protuberances on the surface of the sun. Also, there is the very least possibility of a star passing 

by the sun as stars are separated by extensive distances. 
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Fig: Tidal hypothesis: A- Passing Star Pulls out a filament from the Sun. B- Planets from the 

filament revolving around the sun. 

Objection 

This hypothesis faced the same objections as the planetesimal hypothesis. In addition, a 

gaseous matter drawn out from the sun would be of very high temperature and hence the rapidly 

moving gas molecules would have escaped into the space. 

DUST CLOUD HYPOTHESIS 

This hypothesis was proposed by C. Von Weizsacker and O.J.  Schmidt in 1943. In this 

hypothesis, the planets are thought to have evolved out of a cold cloud of gas and dust which was 

present around the sun. The light of the star pushed the atoms of the gases and dust to form huge 

particles that were attracted to each other by the pull of gravity. A huge ball of materials formed 

the sun and the part of the cloud of dust and gases stayed around the sun and slowly rotated. The 

huge whirlpools originated in these rotating clouds formed planets. In this way, the earth was 

originated in its cold stage. It was called “proloplanetary cloud” Its shape was like a disc.  Planets 

were formed in this cloud by gradual aggregation of the dispersed matter. The hypothesis explains 

well some of the observed phenomena relating to the solar system. 

MERITS AND DEMERITS 

Merits of the Nebular Hypothesis  

(i) This hypothesis is able to explain for similar directions of rotation of all the planets and the 

Sun. 

(ii) It also accounts for the same plane of rotation of the planet. 

Demerits of the Nebular Hypothesis  

(i) It does not satisfy the principle of conservation of angular momentum in the solar system. This 

theory was rejected when it was learnt that the angular momentum of the solar system is 

concentrated in the planets and not in the Sun. This is not compatible with the idea that the mass 

of the matter rotated more rapidly as it condensed. 
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(ii) Certain planets, for e.g. Venus and some satellites of Mars and Jupiter etc. rotate in a direction 

opposite to that of the other planets and the Sun. 

(iii) If this hypothesis is assumed to be correct then probably there would have been the formation 

of another ring or a planet. 

(iv) The process of condensation of highly rarified gas into rings rather than its dissipation into 

space is questioned. 

(v) The hypothesis fails to explain the observed differences in the density, size and mass of the 

planets of the solar system. 

Merits of the Tidal Hypothesis 

(i) The rotation of the gaseous filament accounts for the concentration of angular momentum in 

the planets rather than in the Sun itself. 

(ii) This is a simple hypothesis. 

Demerits of the Tidal Hypothesis 

(i) The process of formation of planets seems quite mysterious. 

(ii) Encounter of one star with the Sun does not appear to be correct. Since the stars and the Sun 

are so apart from each other that passing of one star near the Sun does not appear to be convincing. 

(iii) The ejected gaseous matter would have been dispersed into the space, instead of forming 

planets by condensation. 
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Physical Data for the Major Planets 

Property Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto 

Mean distance from the 

sun 

mkm 57.91 108.21 149.6 227.94 778.3 1427 2869 4498 5900 

AU 0.4 0.7 1 1.5 5.2 9.5 19.2 30.1 39.4 

Mean Diameter (km) 4879 12,104 12,756 6779 1,40,000 1,17,000 50,700 49,200 2,376 

Mass (Earth = 1) 0.055 0.815 1 0.11 318 95.2 14.5 17.2 0.002 

Mean Density (g/cm3) 5.43 5.2 5.51 3.93 1.33 0.69 1.6 2.3 1.7 

Motion Direct Retrograde Direct Direct Direct Direct Retrograde Direct Direct 

Rotation Period (D) 59 D 243 D 23h 56m 4s 24h 43m 9h 50m 10h 19m 10h 38m 15h 50m 6D 9h 50m 

Inclination of Equator to Orbit (°) 0 177 23.4 25.2 3.1 26.7 97.9 29.6 ? 

Surface Gravity (Earth = 1[g]) 0.38 0.9 1 0.38 2.53 1.14 1.07 1.35 0.23 

Velocity of Escape (km/s) 4.3 10.4 11.2 5 60 36 22.2 24.5 5 

Temperature (Kelvin) 683 720 287 190-240 11000 223 123 123 63 

Albedo 0.08 0.69 0.36 0.15 0.54 0.57 0.65 0.68 0.13 

No. of Satellites - - 1 2 15 10 5 2 1 

Major components of Atmosphere None CO2 N2, O2 CO2 H2, He H2, He 
H2, He, 

CH4 

H2, He, 

CH4 
None 

 



UNIT – II 

DATING THE ROCKS 

Geochronology is the science of estimating the age of the rocks. Dating refers to the 

calculation of the age of the mineral or rock. Dating may be absolute or relative.  

Geological specimens that are unearthed need to be assigned an appropriate age. To find 

their age, two major geological dating methods are used. These are called relative and absolute 

dating techniques. Absolute dating, also called numerical dating, arranges the historical remains 

in order of their ages. Whereas, relative dating arranges them in the geological order of their 

formation. 

The relative dating techniques are very effective when it comes to radioactive isotope or 

radiocarbon dating. However, not all fossils or remains contain such elements. Relative techniques 

are of great help in such types of sediments. 

 

Relative Dating Vs. Absolute Dating 

Relative Dating 

➢ It determines if an object/event is younger or older than another object/event from 

history. 

➢ Relative dating is qualitative. 

➢ This technique helps determine the relative age of the remains. 

➢ It is less specific than absolute dating. 

➢ Relative dating is comparatively less expensive and time-efficient. 

Relative dating is usually done by observing the cross-cutting relations of the material involved 

in it. For example, observe below the Figure showing a sediment (C) overlying a dyke (B) intruded 



tilted rock formations (A). It is clear in this example that the tilted formations are the first formed. 

Dyke is intruded followed by sedimentation It works best for sedimentary rocks having layered 

arrangement of sediments. 

 

The following are the major methods of relative dating. 

 

Stratigraphy: The oldest dating method which studies the successive placement of layers. It is 

based on the concept that the lowest layer is the oldest and the topmost layer is the youngest. 

 

Biostratigraphy: An extended version of stratigraphy where the faunal deposits are used to 

establish dating. Faunal deposits include remains and fossils of dead animals. 

 

Cross dating: This method compares the age of remains or fossils found in a layer with the ones 

found in other layers. The comparison helps establish the relative age of these remains. 

 

Fluorine dating: Bones from fossils absorb fluorine from the groundwater. The amount of 

fluorine absorbed indicates how long the fossil has been buried in the sediments. 

Absolute Dating 

➢ It determines the age of a rock/object using radiometric techniques. 

➢ Absolute dating is quantitative. 

➢ This technique helps determine the exact age of the remains. 

➢ It is more specific than relative dating. 

➢ Absolute dating is expensive and time-consuming. 

➢ It works best for igneous and metamorphic rocks. 



Absolute dating refers to the determination of the time of an event in terms of years. Whereas 

the relative dating refers to the chronologic order of a sequence of events. That is which event is 

first and which follows next. 

In absolute dating concordant as well as discordant ages are obtained. If the age of a specimen 

is found similar by two or more methods then it is termed as a concordant age. In some cases, 

different ages may be estimated through several methods for the same specimen. These are 

discordant ages. 

The following are the major methods of absolute dating. 

 

Radiometric dating: This technique solely depends on the traces of radioactive isotopes found 

in fossils. The rate of decay of these elements helps determine their age, and in turn the age of 

the rocks. 

Amino acid dating: Physical structure of living beings depends on the protein content in their 

bodies. The changes in this content help determine the relative age of these fossils. 

 

Dendrochronology: Each tree has growth rings in its trunk. This technique dates the time period 

during which these rings were formed. 

 

Thermoluminescence: It determines the period during which certain object was last subjected to 

heat. It is based on the concept that heated objects absorb light, and emit electrons. The 

emissions are measured to compute the age. 

Differentiation Using a Venn diagram 

A Venn diagram depicts both dating methods as two individual sets. The area of 

intersection of both sets depicts the functions common to both. Take a look at the diagram to 

understand their common functions. 

 



When we observe the intersection in this diagram depicting these two dating techniques, we can 

conclude that they both have two things in common:  

 

1. Provide an idea of the sequence in which events have occurred. 

2. Determine the age of fossils, rocks, or ancient monuments. 

AN OUTLINE OF RADIOACTIVE OTHER DATING METHODS 

Radioactivity 

Radioactivity is the process of spontaneous disintegration of certain unstable chemical 

elements and consequent emission of certain particles with the release of heat energy. This process 

continues until a stable element Is produced. Thus, a parent element dis-integrates to form a 

daughter element which is stable. Radiation is emitted by the nucleus during radioactive decay. 

For example, uranium-238 (a radioactive isotope of uranium) disintegrates to form lead-

206 (a stable isotope of lead) through a series of unstable isotopes of different elements. 

The transformation of the parent element to a daughter element takes place in a regular 

manner. That is in a unit of time the amount of disintegrated element is half the initial quantity. 

This period of time during which a given amount of substance reduces itself into half by 

radioactivity is known as half-life. Since the uniform rate of disintegration of any radioactive 

element is not affected by the, physical or, chemical changes the half-life of that is also constant 

the half-life period is variable for different elements. 

Alpha Particle 

This is composed of 2 protons and 2 neutrons. This loss reduces the mass number by 4 and 

the atomic number by 2 (below the Fig). 

Beta Particles 

An electron produced by the break-up of a neutron (a neutron is the sum of protons and 

electrons). This loss does not change the mass number, but increases the atomic number by 1. A 

nucleus can also gain a beta particle (electron-capture), which decreases the atomic number by 1 

(below the Fig). 

Gamma Ray 

These are high energy X-rays, electromagnetic radiations. The nucleus loses energy 

without a change in its mass or atomic number. This is the most dangerous form of radiation (below 

the Fig). 

Heat 

Energy is emitted from the nucleus partly as heat (below the Fig). 



 

Fig: The atomic number (also known as the proton number), Z, is the number of protons found in 

the nucleus of an atom and mass number, A, is the total number of protons and neutrons within the 

nucleus of an atom. 

Table: Data used in Radiometric Dating 

 

* Decay constant (λ) is obtained by diving the natural logarithm of 2/half-life period in million 

years. 

 



 

Fig: The flow chart of the process of radioactive decay and its products 

Radioactivity in dating the past 

By the use of radioactivity of certain elements present in the rocks the age of the rocks may 

be calculated. This method is known as the Radiometric Dating. 

The radiometric dating can be put into use to deduce the time of crystallization of igneous 

rocks, formation of metamorphic rocks, origin and modification of fold mountains and deposition 

of sediments. Mass spectrometer is the instrument used in the detection of several radio isotopes. 

Radiometric Methods 

Potassium — Argon method: Potassium-40 decays forming two different stable products namely 

calcium-40 and argon-40 

β particle   → 0 87.6% Ca-40 

Potassium-40 < 

electron capture → 12.4% Ar-40 



Since Ca-40 is ordinarily found to be a component of common rock types it cannot easily 

be distinguished from radiogenic Ca-40. Hence it is not used in dating, whereas the transformation 

of K-40 to Ar-40 is used in dating. 

Rubidium — Strontium, method (Rb-87 — Sr-87): Rubidium-87, by beta radiation (emission 

of electron) transforms into strontium-87. Two values 47000 and 50000 Ma are suggested as the 

half-lives of rubidium-87 since it is difficult to find by direct measurements. Rubidium-87 is found 

in other minerals to the extent of 100-1000 ppm. Biotite, muscovite, orthoclase, microcline, and 

glauconite can be dated. This is potassium rich (potash feldspar and mica rich)'rocks such as 

granites and granitic gneisses. Unsuitable ones are hornblende basic igneous and metamorphic 

rocks. 

Uranium methods: Uranium, being the raw material for atomic energy, has been studied in details 

and the constants are accurately found. Two isotopes of uranium (U-238 and U-235) and one 

isotope of thorium present in the same mineral helps to determine the age of the mineral in three 

different ways. For these above reason’s uranium methods have been the important ones among 

the radiometric methods. 

Lead — Lead / Lead ratio / 207 — 206 method: The decay of uranium-238 and uranium-235 

and the production of lead-206 and lead-207 are time dependent. Hence a ratio may be established 

between Pb-207 and Pb-206. Using this ratio of Pb-207 to Pb-206 of a mineral the age of that 

mineral may be found. This may be found from an analysis of lead isotopes only. This method 

may be termed as Lead-lead or Lead ratio or 207/206 methods. 

Common lead exists in four different isotopes namely Pb-208, Pb-207, Pb-206, and Pb-

204 of which Pb-204 is a non-radiogenic one. All the other three isotopes, of lead have been 

produced due to the nuclear fission of radioactive elements, thorium-232, uranium-235 and U-238 

respectively. 

Decay Methods 

Radiocarbon Dating 

Radiocarbon dating has been widely used to date events and materials of recent past since 

its half-life period is 5730 years only. Another peculiarity is that the amount of end member cannot 

be measured. For the same reason it is called a Decay Clock where the time is estimated from the 

decay of carbon-14 with the development of analytical techniques the effective dating range of 

carbon-14 has been extended upto 75,000 years. 

For counting the carbon radiation, the sample is purified and converted to a gaseous form 

of carbon like carbon-di-oxide, ethane and acetylene. Using the scintillation counter the beta rays 

are counted to find the ratio of carbon-14 to total carbon. 



Carbon-14 Cycle: Carbon-14 moves through the atmosphere, hydrosphere and biosphere. 

Exchange reservoir of radiocarbon comprises of all carbon com-pounds of air, water and plants 

and animals. For ex-ample, carbon-14 combines with the atmospheric oxygen and transforms into 

carbon-di-oxide. Plants absorb a mixture of normal and radiocarbon-di-oxides from the 

atmosphere where the proportion of these two is a constant, during photosynthesis. The addition 

of balanced carbon-di-oxide ceases only when the plant or animal dies. Until then, the ratio of 

radiocarbon to normal carbon, found in the organism is similar to that of the atmosphere. When 

the organism is no more taking carbon-di-oxide from the atmosphere the decay of radiocarbon in 

the organism is not balanced. Thus, at the same time the decay clock is set in operation. 

Decay of carbon-14: Carbon-14 decays back to nitrogen-14 by beta emission. Lesser the carbon-

14 in a  specimen greater is its age. 

Particles of cosmic ray → atoms of upper 

Atmosphere → neutrons → nitrogen-14 

→ neutron absorption → carbon-14 

→ beta emission → nitrogen-14. 

 

 

 



Fission-Track Dating 

Uranium-238 spontaneously decays by fission. Particles from the nucleus make tracks in 

rock minerals which can be counted and tied to a number of years. This dating method has the 

largest useful age range of any radiometric method. 

Biological Methods 

Shell Growth: A few marine shell organisms like clams possess growth bands. These micro-thin 

layers are daily growth layers. The thickness of these growth layers the depth of water covered the 

clam, during high tide the layer becomes thicker and thinner when the tide is low. The presence of 

14 thick and thin layers may be correlated with the 14 day-cycle of tides (see below the Fig.). 

 

Fossil shells show greater number of growth layers indicating greater number of tides 

occurring in a month's time. Or the Earth might be rotating faster than now. It is estimated during 

Cambrian a year contained 424 days each day of 21-hour duration. 

Dendrochronology: It refers to the tree ring dating. Annual growth rings of trees are a measure of 

time (below the Fig.). Upto 8000 years tree-ring dating may be feasible. Sometimes radiocarbon 

is revised or calibrated by the tree-ring dating. Oldest living tree the bristle cone pine of California, 

U.S.A is 5000 years old. 

 

Annual growth bands 



Varves 

The rhythmic changes in a sedimentary environment creates a type of clock based on the 

successions of thin sediment beds. Some of these rhythms correspond to the annual cycle of 

seasons. Thin layers of clay called Varves (see below the Fig), accumulate in still waters of some 

glacial lakes. Here, each graded layer represents 1 year, created by seasonal variations in the 

amount of sediment-laden meltwater that flowed into a lake. By carefully counting these layers, a 

record has been created that extends back by 20,000 years in glaciated regions around the Baltic 

Sea of Northern Europe. Some varves can also be dated by C-14. techniques if they contain 

sufficient organic material. 

 

Fig. The glacial varves. The dark layers were deposited in winter and the light-colored ones in 

summer when abundant meltwater transported sand and silt to the lake where it settled to the 

bottom. Typically, winter layers are all about the same thickness, whereas summer layers tend to 

vary more due to differences in weather that influence the amount of meltwater 

Evolution Clock 

Evolutionary changes of animals give rough estimation of the age of the Earth. Biologists 

have determined the age of the Earth to 1000 Ma, considering the development of unicellular 

organisms to man. But it is to be remembered that life appeared on the Earth after a long span of 

time. 

AGE OF THE EARTH 

It was interesting to know that a date of birth and time were ascribed to the Earth by 

creationists. The then Bible contained the information that the Earth was created on 26th; October 

4004 B.C. at 9.00 a.m. which means that the Earth was only 6000 years old. On the other hand, 



thinkers of Hindu philosophy fixed an age of 2000 Ma (roughly half of the calculated age) to the 

Earth. 

But the scientific advancements made it clear that the planetary systems are not created but 

evolutionary ones. Scientists believe that the Earth must be at least 4600 Ma old. 

All possible methods have been tried in order to determine the age of the Earth. Several 

laboratories are engaged in determining the age of rocks through modern nuclear methods. 

A boulder of granite found in the conglomerate of Greenland showed an age of 3.8 billion 

years. (Oldest specimen of the Earth). This boulder belongs to Precambrian. Conglomerate is itself 

an evidence to the existence of rock cycle even before the Precambrian times. It leads to think that 

a considerable time would have elapsed before Precambrian during which time hydrosphere, etc. 

would have formed. 

But specimens of meteorites and Moon show an age of 4600 Ma. This difference, that Is 

the lunar samples are older than the Earth, may be due to the absence of geologic activity on Moon 

and other extra-terrestrial bodies. 

From the study of the Earth, Moon and meteorites an age of 4600 Ma is ascribed to the 

Earth. It may be inferred that at that time a major event should have occurred throughout the solar 

system. 

Geological Time Scale 

The study of the Earth would be complete and meaningful only when it is with reference 

to time. So, it is necessary to correlate the events, such as the appearance and disappearance of 

various life forms, large scale geological activities like continental drift, mountain building, etc. 

and formation and erosion of rocks, with the time. The Geological Time Scale Is a scale of time 

whose divisions mark the geological and biological events that occurred since the origin of the 

Earth. 

Modern time scale shown in below the Table (frontispiece) is a modified one of two 

important early geological time scales proposed by Charles Lyell (1833) and Chamberlin and 

Salisbury (1905). 

Table: Time and rock units 

Time unit Rock unit 

Eon Eonothem 

Era Erathem 

Period System 

Epoch Series 

Age Stage 

 



Principle of Uniformitarianism 

Processes that are operating during the present are the same processes that have operated 

in the past. i.e. the present is the key to past. If we look at processes that occur today, we can 

infer that the same processes operated in the past. 

VOLCANOES 

Introduction 

A volcano is an opening in the earth’s surface from which molten lava, rock fragments, 

and other gases erupt. When hot material (Lava) comes out from a volcano, it is called a volcanic 

eruption. In such eruptions, temperatures can reach as much as 1,250 °C. Under some conditions, 

magma temperature can reach as much as 1,400 ºC. Magma is an extremely hot liquid that is 

generated inside the earth, usually at depths from 10 to 200 kms. Often magma starts building 

pressure and moves up to the surface. This pressure buckles the surface of the earth and eventually 

forms a mountain. If this liquid comes out to the surface of the earth, then, a Volcano is born. 

Volcanoes, the so called 'burning mountains' are merely openings of any shape or size 

through which molten rocky material (includes gases and liquids) is ejected out onto the surface. 

Volcanic mountains are themselves the result of volcanic activity. Volcanic material is poured out 

from fissures also. Thus, volcanic activity may or may not develop mountains. 

Volcanoes with explosive eruptions are fireworks of nature. So incredibly incandescent 

material is thrown into air to heights of hundreds of meters. Among the naturally occurring 

phenomena volcanoes are both destructive and constructive. They are in no way second to 

earthquakes in devastating life and proper-ties. For the reason, in ancient times people thought that 

volcanic eruptions were God's fury over erring people. The term volcario was derived from 

'Vulcan', the God of fire. 

At present there are some 561 active volcanoes in the world. 

Structure of an ideal Volcano 

A volcanic cone is the hillock or mound or mountain built around the opening or Vent. 

Funnel shaped top of the mountain, called crater, is connected to the Magma Chamber by 

VOLCANIC PIPE or VENT. Magma chamber is located far beneath the Earth's surface which 

serves as the reservoir of molten rocky material. Parasitic or Secondary Cones are the cones 

developed on the flank of a main cone by the eruption of magma through the fissures. Caldera is 

the enlarged crater. Below the Figure shows the structure of an ideal volcano. 



 

Fig. Structure of an ideal volcano 

Table. Summary of magma types 

 



 

TYPES OF VOLCANIC ERUPTION 

Six types of eruption or phases of vulcanicity have, so far, been recognized after the famous 

volcanoes of the world. Six types are: 1. Hawaiian, 2. Strombolian, 3. Vulcanian, 4. Vesuvian, 5. 

Pelean and 6. Plinian (See below the Fig.). 

1. HAWAIIAN PHASE: Volcanoes with mild eruption belong to this phase. Ex: Hawaiian 

Volcanoes. The phase named Hawaii, is free from explosions. Lava is ejected mildly. Such quiet 

eruptions build shield volcanoes and lava plateaus and plains. Low silica-basaltic composition 

makes the lava mobile. This mobility helps build such shallow cones and plains and plateaus. 



2. STROMBOUAN PHASE: Eruption of lava, punctuated by periodic, mild explosions is known 

as Strombolian phase. This type of eruption is first observed on Stromboli, an Italian Volcano. In 

this type of eruption lava is ejected out in fountains with cinders and bombs. Cinder cones are 

formed. 

 

Fig. Volcanoes based on types of eruption 



3. VULCANIAN PHASE: This phase is recognized from the mode of operation of a volcano called 

Vulcano in Sicily. Lava is less mobile and viscous. Solid fragments, cinders and ashes are 

explosively thrown out and thick clouds are formed. A composite cone is beautifully built. 

 4. VESUVIAN PHASE: As the conduit is blocked by the gases viscous lava extrudes through 

fissures and vents on the flanks. Thus, the conduit becomes emptied upto a certain depth. As a 

result of this reduced overburden gas charged magma from great depths expels explosively, 

forming cauliflower like luminous clouds. Eruption is spasmodic with longer intervals of 

quiescence. 

5. PELEAN PHASE: Mount Pelee of West Indies erupts pyroclastics in violent explosions. 

Volcanic domes and spines are characteristically formed. Glowing clouds or Nuee ardente are 

typical feature of Pelean phase. 

6. PLINIAN PHASE: In this phase the eruption is in most violent explosions. Calderas are formed. 

Volume of erupted material is enormous. It is named after the observer Pliny the elder, who lost 

his life during the observation of Vesuvius, Italy. 

No volcano erupts in the same manner throughout its life. A single volcano may erupt in 

different types at different times in its life time. This lack of uniformity is due to the change in the 

composition of magma and other factors of a volcano time to time. 

CENTRAL VENT AND FISSURE TYPES 

Volcanoes may be classified on the basis of their mode of eruption. That is whether the 

eruption of volcanic material takes place from sub-surface to surface through a pipe-like channel 

or through a fissure or crack in the Earth’s surface. Accordingly, the former ones are called Central 

eruption volcanoes and the latter ones are called Fissure eruption volcanoes. Both types differ in 

several ways. Below the table shows the differences. 

Table: Central and fissure eruption volcanoes 

Aspect Central eruption Fissure eruption 

1. Opening Cylindrical Rift 

2. Eruptive force Moderate to violent Mild 

3. Ejectamenta Pyroclasts & Lava Lava 

4. Landform features Mountains (Cinder, composite cones) 

& Shields (Lava cones) 

Plateaus (Lava flows) 

5. Rock composition Andesitic to Rhyolitic Basaltic 

6. Viscosity Medium to High Low 

7. Erosional effects Volcanic necks & dykes Hills & Valleys 

8. Special features Craters & calderas Horizontally laid lava sheets 

9. Distribution Mostly on convergent boundaries & 

Plate centres 

Mostly on divergent boundaries 

 



DORMANT AND EXTINCT VOLCANOES 

On the basis of activeness of the volcano, that is whether a volcano erupted in the past but 

quiet at present or quiet in the past but active at present, volcanoes are grouped into three classes 

as follows. 

a) Active Volcano: Active volcanoes are those which are in action at present or have been in 

eruption at least during the historic past. Ex.: Vesuvius, Italy; and Mauna Loa, Hawaii. 

b) Dormant or Slumbering Volcanoes: These are volcanoes which have not been in action during 

the historic period but at the same time, may have the chance to erupt in future. This statement was 

made true when the erstwhile dormant Indian volcano called The Barren Island, located in Bay of 

Bengal suddenly started erupting smoke and lava. 

c) Extinct Volcanoes: These are geologically ancient and have totally stopped all their activities. 

However, there is no assurance as to their continued quiet state forever. Any time they may erupt. 

They are termed extinct considering their very long quietness. Ex.: Narcondam and Popa Islands, 

Bay of Bengal, India. 

TYPES OF VOLCANIC CONES 

These are developed when eruption is central. Their cones may be shallower or taller 

depending upon the viscosity of eruptive material. If the viscosity is low the eruptive material 

spreads speedily on the surface. Hence height of the cone is less development. Ratio of height to 

perimeter will be very low. Such broad based low elevated volcanic cones are termed shield 

volcanoes or lava cones. Ex.: Mauna Loa, Hawaii. 

Whereas steeper volcanic cones can be classified into 2 types on the basis of the nature of 

the volcanic material They are: 1. Cinder cones and 2. Composite cones. 

CINDER CONES: Volcanic conical hills are developed as a result of accumulation of materials 

thrown in gas-generated explosions, around the opening. Glassy and solid fragments fall closest to 

the opening. Most of them erupt andesitic or basaltic material. Such cones, entirely built of cinders 

of tephra and lapilli are termed cinder cones or tephra cones. Cone is symmetrical in cross section 

and the bases is circular in plan. With the angle of repose from 20° to 80° the fragments accumulate 

to form a steep skied cone. But sides are concave upward. These cones are characterized by 

circular, flat-bottomed craters the top. Heights of cinder. ones are up to 400m (Below the Fig.). 

Most of the cinder cones are parasitic to major ones. That is, they are formed on the flanks 

and within the craters of the greater volcanoes. Some of them are studded on rift zones. In such 

types no symmetry is seen as one cone overlaps the other. The deposition of wind-blown ash and 

cinders on the leeward flank of the cone overlaps the other. The deposition of wind-blown ash and 

cinders on the leeward flank of the cone is more and the cone becomes asymmetrical. The 

formation of parasitic cones also offset the symmetry. Ex.: Paricutin, Mexico. 



 

Fig. Left: Cinder cone; Right: Composite cone 

COMPOSITE CONES: Composite cones are built up of alternating layers of pyroclastic material 

and lava. They indicate cyclic changes in the nature of eruptions. Owing to their layered structure 

they are sometimes known as Strato volcanoes (Below the Fig.). Ex.: Vesuvius, Italy. 

Magnificent volcanoes of the world are composite volcanoes. Gigantic size of these 

volcanoes is most probably due to the extrusion of lava, intermittently. Mud flows are 

accompanied features of certain great volcanoes like Vesuvius whose eruption covered the cities 

of Pompeii and Herculaneum in 79 A.D. Tephra of composite cones are of andesitic or rhyolitic 

composition. 

LAVA PLATEAUS: Lava plateaus are the result of fissure eruption. Lava outpoured from fissures 

spread onto the surface covering several thousands of square kilometres of land area. 

Ground is fissured and cracked as magma tries to come out. Lava issues through these 

fissures in successive ejections. These are known as Lava flows. Lava plateaus are composed of 

several lava flows. Ex.: Deccan Plateau of India. 

HORNITOS: More or less solidified lava is ejected out, sometimes to form a small steep-sided 

lava cone, called hornitos. 

CLASSIFICATION OF VOLCANOES BASED ON THE NATURE OF VOLCANIC 

ACTIVITY 

There are six types of volcanoes. They make up all the volcanoes on Earth. The six types 

are Cinder Cone Volcano, Stratovolcano, Shield Volcano, Rhyolite caldera complexes, 

Monogenetic fields, and Flood Basalts. 

Cinder Cone Volcanoes are cone shaped. They are the most common volcano in the world. 

These cone shaped mountains are formed from cinder. Cinder is cooled magma that is pebble 

sized, it is usually red or black. The mountains height is usually 100-400 meters. Krakatoa is a 

Cinder Cone Mountain. 



Stratovolcanoes also known as composite volcanoes. They have a main magma vent and 

have sills to the sides. It is made of many layers “Stato”. These layers are made of hardened lava, 

tephra, pumice, and volcanic ash. These layers form its cone shape. The height of the volcanoes 

varies from 100-3500 meters. Mount Etna is a Stratovolcano. 

Shield volcanoes are dome shaped. These volcanoes are formed by lava slowly oozing out. 

The slowly oozing lava is what makes it dome shaped. The dome resembles a shield and that is 

how it got its name. The Shield volcanoes are usually 9000 meters tall. Hawaii is a Shield Volcano. 

Rhyolite Caldera Complexes usually do not look like volcanoes. They are the most 

explosive volcanoes on Earth. Their explosions are usually so strong that the volcano will collapse. 

When they collapse, they create a large caldera. In these explosions’ ash is blasted over a thousand 

kilometers away from the caldera. Some examples are Yellowstone, La Primavera, Rabaul, and 

Taupo. 

Monogenetic fields like the last volcano do not look like a volcano. These volcanoes are 

groups of hundreds of thousands of lava vents. This volcano is spread out very far. This happens 

because there is a very low amount of magma. The magma makes a new vent each time, because 

the other vent cool. Many of these volcanoes are in Mexico and the southwest US. 

Flood Basalts are another odd type of a volcano. It is the result of a giant volcanic eruption 

or a series of eruptions. These eruptions have been the size of continents. They can be on the ocean 

floor or on land. They create plateaus and mountain ranges. 

These six volcanoes are found all over the world. This is how they were formed and how 

they got their names. New volcanoes are formed every day. All Volcanoes destroy and make land. 

These volcanoes fall into deeper categories, but these are the are the first three. 

PRODUCTS OF VOLCANOES 

GASES 

Of all gases, released by a volcano, water vapour takes a share of 95% of total volume of 

all gases. Second abundant gas is carbon dioxide. Next is sulphur dioxide followed by nitrogen, 

hydrogen, carbon monoxide, sulphur, chlorine and fluorine. Argon and ammonia are also 

emanated. Sulphur, chlorine and fluorine combined with hydrogen and oxygen produce hydrogen 

sulphide, hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids. 

Certain gases are invariably emanated from many of the volcanoes; However, the presence 

and abundance of any gas are variable with individual volcanoes. Volcanic gases differ from 

atmospheric gases in their state of energy for example, nitrogen is found to be more energised 

before it is mixed with atmosphere where it becomes inert. Elemental forms of gases at higher 

temperatures become gas compounds at lower temperatures. 



LIQUIDS 

The liquids produced by the volcanoes are lavas. Lavas are classified on the basis of their 

silica content and composition as acidic, intermediate and basic. Rocks formed out of such lava 

are termed rhyolites, andesites and basalts respectively. 

The molten rocky material and the solid rock congealed after cooling are referred to as 

Lava flows. 

Lava Flows 

The temperature of lava flows ranges between 500° and 1400°C. There are four kinds of 

lava flows on the basis of their structure which in turn depends on viscosity, temperature 

composition and environment. Consolidated lavas acquire a porous nature due to the escape of 

contained gases. 

Mobility of a flow depends on the gas content. Had gases expelled out as a result of 

crystallisation within the flow, the flow will turn stiff. Basic lavas, being more mobile, flow at 

variable speed controlled by the slope of the ground and the mobility. 

Acid lavas, rich in silica, are less mobile and quickly congealing cones. 

AA: As lava cools and congeals, gases, present in it, escape, leaving gas cavities. Hence lava 

acquires a rough jagged scoriaceous knife edged and spiny appearance. Such a rough mass of solid 

lava is termed Aa by a hawaiian term. Also, it is known as Blocky lava. This type of lava is 

produced when gas charged explosion takes place. 

PAHOEHOE: Flows with smooth, ropy and satiny appearance are called Pahoehoe or Ropy lava. 

This kind of lava usually issues from fissures and cools slowly. Its low viscous nature keeps the 

flow mobile for longer time than the as flow. 

Outer layers of a lava flow get cooled and congealed more quickly than the inner parts. The 

inner still mobile lava drains out forming a LAVA TUNNEL or LAVA CAVE. Glass icicles 

hanging from the roof add beauty to some of the famous lava caves of Iceland and Hawaii. 

PILLOW LAVA: Pillow lavas are pahoehoe lavas congealed under water. For the reason they 

appear as if a number of pillows stacked randomly, they are termed so. True mechanism of their 

development is yet to be understood. 

 



SOLIDS 

Arthur Holmes has made an attempt to classify the solid products of volcanoes on the basis 

of the source of the solids. According to him, in any eruptive volcano, there are three sources; 1. 

Colling lava 2. Materials of early eruptions and 3. Country rocks. Holmes described these groups 

of volcanic products as 1. Essential 2. Accessory and 3. Accidental. However, materials of these 

sources are brought to the surface by gas erosion and explosions. Gas erosion might have been 

through the process FLUIDIZATION. 

All solids ejected by a volcano are termed as ejecta or ejectamenta or tephra or 

pyroclastics (Tephra = Ashes; Pyroclastics = fire broken). 

DISRTIBUTION AND CAUSES OF VOLCANISM 

Volcanism in the World 

A map of the volcanically active regions of the world reveals that they are confined to 

certain belts which strikingly coincide with the seismic belts of the world. The coincidence of 

seismic and volcanic belts, further reveal that they are aligned along the margins of plates of the 

Earth. However, volcanoes are also located in interior of the plates. 

PACIFIC ZONE: In the distribution of volcanoes Pacific zone stands prominent. For the reasons 

that numerous active volcanoes occur along the margins of the Pacific Ocean it is called the Ring 

of fire or Girdle of fire. This ring follows the convergent boundary of the Pacific plate. This 

includes the celebrated volcanoes of South and Central America, Alaska, the Aleutian Islands, 

Japan, the Philippines and East Indies. 

MEDITERRANEAN: This zone extends in an east-west direction and includes the volcanoes of 

the Mediterranean basin. (Southern Europe and Indonesian Island arcs) the West Indies, Hawaii 

and the Azores. Divergent boundary volcanism is marked by the East African Rift valley volcanic 

activity. 

In addition to these two major zones there are also volcanoes in the Atlantic, Pacific and 

Indian Oceans. In Iceland, and the Antarctic. Most of the oceanic volcanism parallels the divergent 

boundary that is they occur along Mid-Oceanic ridges. North end of Mid-Atlantic ridge is exposed 

above the surface as the island of Iceland, an island being built by volcanism. 

ANDESITE LINE: Andesite line is the line or boundary that separates the regions of andesitic 

volcanism and basaltic volcanism (Below the Fig.). It is located around the Pacific Ocean. 

Andesitic lava is erupted from the volcanoes located outside this line and within this line basaltic 

lava is the dominant eruptive material. 



 

Fig. Andesite line 

Causes of volcanism 

Two fundamental processes are involved in any volcanic activity. 1. Generation of magma 

and 2. Rise of magma. Again, these fundamental processes depend on attendant factors: 1. Heat 

energy, 2. Density of magma, 3. Composition of magma, 4. Depth, 5. Pressure, 6. Water content 

and 7. Earth's local structure. All these things determine the location and kind of a volcano and 

nature of the eruption and the material erupted. 

GENERATION OF MAGMA 

In the generation of magma the attendant factors are 1. Temperature; 2. pressure; 3. Water 

content; 4. Composition; and 5. Depth. These five factors go hand in hand in the generation of 

magma. 

Rise in the temperature is essential to melt rocks. 1. The source of heat for melting of rocks 

may be from the original heat that is retained within the earth; 2. Decay of radioactive elements 

present in the earth's layers and 3. Friction due to tectonic movements. Most probably all the three 

agencies might be in action to produce heat. 

As depth increases pressure and temperature in-creases. At the surface at 1000°C solid 

rocks turn into liquid for example lava. If so, at a depth of about 100 km temperature exceeds 

1000°C where no rock could exist. However, rocks are still in solid condition because of the 



increasing pressure. In contrast, if the water is present the melting point of rocks is lowered aided 

by pressure and vice versa. 

So, magma is generated at a depth according to the prevailing conditions of pressure, 

temperature and other factors. 

RISE OF MAGMA 

Magma rises to surface when it has low density than the surrounding rocks. This is simply 

due to tendency of materials to attain a gravitational balance. 

Gases dissolve under pressure. When pressure is released gases tend to rise. In the same 

way a gas-charged magma rises upward with escaping gases. A bottle of soda water can be cited 

as an analogy. When it is uncorked soda water effervesces. 

Sometimes it is compared to water under the pressure head of ice bergs. When an ice berg 

is cracked water gushes through cracks. Similarly, magma under a great confining pressure of 

rocks gets a way out as the Earth's outer crust adjusts itself. 

 

 



UNIT – III 

EARTHQUAKES: 

DEFINITION 

Any sudden movement of a portion of the Earth’s crust due to a natural cause, which 

produces a shaking or trembling of the ground is called an earthquake. 

SEISMIC WAVES 

 

The point within the Earth where seismic waves first originate is called the focus (or 

hypocenter) of the earthquake. This is the center of the earthquake, the point of initial breakage 

and movement on a fault. Rupture begins at the focus and then spreads rapidly along the fault 

plane. The point on the Earth’s surface directly above the focus is the epicenter. 

Two types of seismic waves are generated during earthquakes. These are Body waves and 

Surface waves.  

Body waves are seismic waves that travel through the Earth’s interior, spreading outward 

from the focus in all directions.  

Surface waves are seismic waves that travel on Earth’s surface away from the epicenter, 

like water waves spreading out from a pebble thrown into a pond. Rock movement associated with 

seismic surface waves dies out with depth into the Earth, just as water movement in ocean waves 

dies out with depth. 

 



1) Body Waves 

There are two types of body waves, both are Primary waves and Secondary waves. A P 

wave is a compressional (or longitudinal) wave in which rock vibrates back and forth parallel to 

the direction of wave propagation. Because it is a very fast wave, traveling through near-surface 

rocks at speeds of 4 to 7 kilometers per second (9,000 to more than 15,000 miles per hour), a P 

wave is the first (or primary) wave to arrive at a recording station following an earthquake. 

 

 



The second type of body wave is called an S wave (secondary) and is a slower, transverse 

wave that travels through near-surface rocks at 2 to 5 kilometers per second. An S wave is 

propagated by a shearing motion much like that in a stretched, shaken rope. The rock vibrates 

perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation, that is, crosswise to the direction the waves 

are moving. Both P waves and S waves pass easily through solid rock. A P wave can also pass 

through a fluid (gas or liquid), but an S wave cannot. 

2) Surface Waves 

Surface waves are the slowest waves set off by earthquakes. In general, surface waves 

cause more property damage than body waves because surface waves produce more ground 

movement and travel more slowly, so they take longer to pass. The two most important types of 

surface waves are Love waves and Rayleigh waves, named after the geophysicists who discovered 

them. 

 

 



Love waves are most like S waves that have no vertical displacement. The ground moves 

side to side in a horizontal plane that is perpendicular to the direction the wave is traveling or 

propagating. Like S waves, Love waves do not travel through liquids and would not be felt on a 

body of water. Because of the horizontal movement, Love waves tend to knock buildings off their 

foundations and destroy highway bridge supports. 

Rayleigh waves behave like rolling ocean waves. Unlike ocean waves, Rayleigh waves 

cause the ground to move in an elliptical path opposite to the direction the wave passes. Rayleigh 

waves tend to be incredibly destructive to buildings because they produce more ground movement 

and take longer to pass. 

FOCUS, EPICENTRE AND ISOSEISMAL LINES 

Elements of earthquakes 

Focus is the point at which an earthquake is originated. Epicentre is the point on the 

surface of the Earth's crust directly above the focus. In an earthquake the region around the 

epicentre will be worst affected. Epicentral line is the line on the surface marking the line of origin 

of earthquake directly below the line. Isoseismal lines are the lines connecting the points of equal 

intensities of earthquakes. These are circular around an epicentre and radiating from the focus (see 

below the Fig.). 

 

 



 

SEISMOGRAPH AND SEISMOGRAM 

The invention of instruments that could accurately record seismic waves was an important 

scientific advance. These instruments measure the amount of ground motion and can be used to 

find the location, depth, and size of an earthquake.  

The instrument used to measure seismic waves is a seismometer. The principle of the 

seismometer is to keep a heavy suspended mass as motionless as possible suspending it by springs 

or hanging it as a pendulum from the frame of the instrument. When the ground moves, the frame 

of the instrument moves with it; however, the inertia of the heavy mass suspended inside keeps 

the mass motionless to act as a point of reference in determining the amount of ground motion. 

Seismometers are usually placed in clusters of three to record the motion along the x, y, and z axes 

of three-dimensional space. 

A seismometer by itself cannot record the motion that it measures. A seismograph is a 

recording device that produces a permanent record of Earth motion detected by a seismometer, 

historically recorded as wiggly lines drawn on a moving strip of paper, but now digitally recorded. 

The record of Earth vibration is called a seismogram. The seismogram can be used to measure the 

strength of the earthquake. 

Fig: A simple seismograph for detecting vertical rock motion. The pen records the ground motion 

on the seismogram as the spring stretches and compresses with it’s up and down movement. Frame 

and recording drum move with the ground. Inertia of the weight keeps it and the needle relatively 

motionless. 



 

Fig: A seismograph for horizontal motion. Modern seismographs record Earth motion as a digital 

recording. Historically, a seismometer consisted of a mass suspended by a wire from a column 

that swung like a pendulum when the ground moved horizontally. A pen attached to the mass 

recorded the motion on a moving strip of paper. 

A network of seismograph stations is maintained all over the world to record and study 

earthquakes (and nuclear bomb explosions). Within minutes after an earthquake occurs, distant 

seismographs begin to pick up seismic waves. A large earthquake can be detected by seismographs 

all over the world. 

Because the different types of seismic waves travel at different speeds, they arrive at 

seismograph stations in a definite order: first the P waves, then the S waves, and finally the surface 

waves. These three different waves can be distinguished on the seismograms. By analyzing these 

seismograms, geologists can learn a great deal about an earthquake, including its location and size. 

P and S waves start out from the focus of an earthquake at essentially the same time. As 

they travel away from the quake, the two kinds of body waves gradually separate because they are 

traveling at different speeds. On a seismogram from a station close to the earthquake, the first 

arrival of the P wave is separated from the first arrival of the S wave by a short distance on the 

paper record. At a recording station far from the earthquake, however, the first arrivals of these 

waves will be recorded much farther apart on the seismogram. The farther the seismic waves travel, 

the longer the time intervals between the arrivals of P and S waves and the more they are separated 

on the seismograms. 



 

Fig: This is a recording of the magnitude 9.0 (moment magnitude) Tohoku earthquake from March 

11, 2011 recorded at the Global Seismic Network (GSN) station at CMB (Columbia College) in 

the Sierra foothills in California 8050 kilometers away. The first arrivals of P, S, and surface 

waves are shown. Courtesy of Mark Panning, University of Florida. 

 

Fig: Because of the difference in travel times, intervals between P waves, S waves, and surface 

waves increase with distance from the focus. 

Because the time interval between the first arrivals of P and S waves increases with distance 

from the focus of an earthquake, this interval can be used to determine the distance from the 

seismograph station to a quake. The increase in the P-S interval is regular with increasing distance 

for several thousand kilometers and so can be graphed in a travel-time curve, which plots seismic-

wave arrival time against distance. 



 

Fig: A travel-time curve is used to determine the distance to an earthquake. Note that the time 

interval between the first arrival of P and S waves increases with distance from the epicenter. 

Seismogram X has a 3-minute interval between P and S waves corresponding to a distance of 

2,000 km from the epicenter, Y has an interval of 8 minutes, so the earthquake occurred 5,300 km 

away, and Z has an interval of 12 minutes, so it is 9,000 km from the epicenter. 

In practice, a station records the P and S waves from a quake, and then a seismologist 

matches the interval between the waves to a standard travel-time curve. By reading directly from 

the graph, one can determine, for example, that an earthquake has occurred 5,300 kilometers (3,300 

miles) away. This determination can often be made very rapidly, even while the ground is still 

trembling from the quake. 

Analyses of seismograms can also indicate at what depth beneath the surface the quake 

occurred. Most earthquakes occur relatively close to Earth’s surface, although a few occur much 

deeper. The maximum depth of focus the distance between focus and epicenter for earthquakes is 

about 670 kilometers (416 miles). Earthquakes are classified into three groups according to their 

depth of focus: 

Shallow focus   0–70 kilometers deep 

Intermediate focus   70–350 kilometers deep 

Deep focus    350–670 kilometers deep 

Shallow-focus earthquakes are most common; they account for 85% of total quake energy 

released. Intermediate-(12%) and deep-(3%) focus quakes are rarer because most deep rocks flow 

in a ductile manner when stressed or deformed; they are unable to store and suddenly release 

energy as brittle surface rocks do. 



EFFECTS AND CAUSES OF EARTH QUAKES 

Effects of earth quakes 

The effects of earthquake range from frightful to grotesque. The destructiveness is quite 

considerable and depend upon the factors like, velocity, period and geology of the area and also 

depend on man-made structures. Several permanent topographic features are produced. Ultimate 

cause for these and other effects can be attributed to the associated ground motion with the passage 

of earthquake waves. 

Geologic effects 

Numerous changes take place in the topography as a consequence of the more severe 

earthquakes. Ground shaking is the important effect of an earthquake during the earthquake. 

Maximum recorded life of an earthquake (of single shock) and associated ground motion is 4 

minutes. A wave like motion of the ground. Ground roll as it is called, can be seen. The resultant 

effects of ground motion are: Faulting, fracturing, fissuring, landslides, slumping, expulsion of 

sandy water, soil compaction, subsidence, uplift and tilting. Ground water circulation is also 

affected. 

Faults: Displacement of rock bodies along fracture planes is a common effect of earthquakes. A 

few structural features like scarps, graben and pressure ridges are produced (Ex.: Assam, India). 

Ground Cracking: Fissures and cracks are opened in soil and alluvium covered ground. The 

width of the fractures ranges from a few centimetre to many metres. Solid rocks are not much 

affected. 

Compaction: Ground shaking removes water from water-soaked areas and compact them. As 

volume is reduced subsidence occurs. Ground uplift also occurs. 

Tsunamis: The seismic sea waves are known as Tsunamis (Japanese word). These giant sea waves 

are generated by certain sudden movements in the sea floor such as earthquake caused submarine 

landslides. A tsunami is originated in the following way. 

When a sudden slippage occurs in the ocean floor sudden sinking of water column over 

that part accompanies. This disturbance causes a giant wave. Until it reaches the shore it is 

unnoticeable as its wave height is no more than a metre or so with a wave length of about 200km. 

Wave period is around 15 minutes. 

This giant sea wave turns into a gigantic breaker as it touches the floor of the shore. The 

mighty power of this gigantic breaker can be understood from its velocity of 600kph and a height 

of 30m. Devastation occurs when it runs aground. Coastal areas experience a total destruction. 

Tsunamis are capable of travelling thousands and thousands of kilometre distance across the deep 

ocean uninterruptedly. 

 

 



Causes of earth quakes 

Ground vibrates even when a motor vehicle passes on the road. So, Earth will tremor when 

pressure is applied. The pressure may be naturally induced. Smaller the pressure or stress weaker 

the tremor. 

Earthquakes are caused when sediments slump; when a cavern roof collapses; when a 

volcano erupts violently and by many others. 

Large scale earthquakes are the result of tec-tonic or structural disturbances. Rocks of the 

earth can withstand stress up to a limit. When the accumulating stress exceeds a critical limit, rocks 

break and move along the fracture planes. This rupture and displacement bring about an 

earthquake. 

Elastic Rebound Theory 

A blade breaks when it is bent. The broken parts vibrate for a little while. It explains that 

during the breakage of the blade the ac-cumulated energy of the applied force (for bending) is 

released in the form of vibrations. The same principle applies to Earth also. 

Earlier to 1891, then geological world thought that it was earthquake that resulted a fault. 

In 1891, B. Koto, after investigating, the effects of an earthquake declared that it was the breaking 

of the rocks that generated the earthquake. This shocked the then seismologists. 

Koto's view on the cause of earthquakes was supported by H.F. Reid. Reid made a thorough 

investigation of San Francisco earthquake of 1906 and stated, in his report, that a displacement 

along the San Andreas fault was the cause for the earthquake. 

The break between the two rock masses is a fault. The classic explanation of why 

earthquakes take place is called the elastic rebound theory. It involves the sudden release of 

progressively stored strain in rocks, causing movement along a fault. Deep-seated internal forces 

(tectonic forces) act on a mass of rock over many decades. Initially, the rock bends but does not 

break. More and more energy is stored in the rock as the bending becomes more severe. Eventually, 

the energy stored in the rock exceeds the breaking strength of the rock, and the rock breaks 

suddenly, causing an earthquake. Two masses of rock move past one another along a fault. The 

movement may be vertical, horizontal, or both. The strain on the rock is released; the energy is 

expended by moving the rock into new positions and by creating seismic waves. 



 

Fig: The elastic rebound theory of the cause of earthquakes. (A) Rock with stress acting on it. (B) 

Stress has caused strain in the rock. Strain builds up over a long period of time. (C) Rock breaks 

suddenly, releasing energy, with rock movement along a fault. Horizontal motion is shown; rocks 

can also move vertically or diagonally. (D) Fence offset nearly 3 meters after 1906 San Francisco 

earthquake. Photo by G.K. Gilbert, U.S. Geological Survey. 

RICHTER’S SCALE OF EARTHQUAKE 

Magnitude is expressed by the Richter scale and is a measure of the amplitude (height) of 

a seismic wave, determined by measuring the amplitude of the largest waves on the Seismogram. 

The Richter scale, named after Dr. Charles F. Richter of the California Institute of Technology 

(USA), is the best known scale for measuring the magnitude of an earthquake. He showed that 

larger the intrinsic energy of the earthquake, the larger the amplitude of ground motion at a given 

distance. He calibrated his scale of magnitudes using measured maximum amplitudes of shear 

waves on seismometers particularly sensitive to shear waves with periods of about one second. 

The scale is logarithmic. Each increase of 1 on the Richter Magnitude is a tenfold increase in the 

size of the earthquake. The size of the earthquake is dependent on the amount of energy released. 

Seismologists use a Magnitude scale to express the amount of seismic energy released by 

each earthquake. Typical effects of earthquakes in various magnitude ranges are given in Table. 

 



Table. Earthquakes magnitude and effects 

Richter magnitude Noted effects of the earthquake 

< 3.5 Generally, not felt, but electronically recorded. 

3.5–5.4 Often felt, but rarely causes damage 

Under 6.0 
Slight damage to well-designed buildings. Major damage likely to 

poorly constructed ones; effects are limited to a small region 

6.1–6.9 
Destructive in areas up to approximately 100 km across where people 

live 

7.0–7.9 A major earthquake; serious damage over large areas 

8 and > A great earthquake; serious damage in areas several 100 km across 

 

Although each earthquake has a unique magnitude, its effects vary greatly according to 

distance, ground conditions, construction standards, and other factors. Seismologists use a 

different Mercalli Intensity Scale to express the variable effects of an earthquake. 

MERCALLI’S INTENSITY SCALE 

Intensity is the estimate of the effects of an earthquake. Intensity should not be confused 

with magnitude. Although each earthquake has a single magnitude value, its effects vary from 

place to place, and hence, there are many different intensity estimates. The intensity is expressed 

by the Mercalli Scale. It is a subjective measure that describes how strong a shock was felt at a 

particular location. The Modified Mercalli Scale (MMS; see below the Table) expresses the 

intensity of an earthquake’s effects in a given locality in values ranging from I to XII. The most 

commonly used adaptation covers the range of intensity from the condition of I (not felt except by 

few) to XII (state of total damage). An earthquake’s destructiveness depends on many factors. 

Table. Modified Mercalli intensity (MMI) scale (modified from Wood and Neumann 1931, 

Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America) 

MMI Scale Noted effects of the earthquake 

I People do not feel any earth movement 

II 
A few people might notice movement if they are at rest and/or on the upper 

floors of tall buildings 

III 
Many people indoors feel movement. Hanging objects swing back and forth. 

People outdoors might not realize that an earthquake is occurring 

IV 

Most people indoors feel the movement. Hanging objects swing. Dishes, 

windows, and doors rattle. A few people outdoors may feel the movement. 

Parked cars rock 



V 

Almost everyone feels movement. Sleeping people are awakened. Doors swing 

open or close. Dishes are broken. Pictures on the wall move. Small objects 

move or are turned over. Trees might shake. Liquids might spill out of open 

containers 

VI 

Everyone feels movement. People have trouble walking. Objects fall from 

shelves. Pictures fall off walls. Furniture moves. Plaster in walls might crack. 

Trees and bushes shake. Damage is slight in poorly built buildings. No 

structural damage 

VII 

People have difficulty standing. Drivers feel their cars shaking. Some furniture 

breaks. Loose bricks fall from buildings. Damage is slight to moderate in well-

built buildings; considerable in poorly built ones 

VIII 

Drivers have trouble steering. Houses that are not bolted down might shift on 

them foundations. Tall structures such as towers and chimneys might twist and 

fall. Well-built buildings suffer slight damage. Poorly built structures suffer 

severe damage. Tree branches break. Hillsides might crack if the ground is wet. 

Water levels in wells might change 

IX 

Well-built buildings suffer considerable damage. Houses not bolted down move 

off their foundations. Some underground pipes are broken. The ground cracks. 

Reservoirs suffer serious damage 

X 

Most buildings and their foundations are destroyed. Some bridges are 

destroyed. Dams are seriously damaged. Large landslides occur. Water is 

thrown on the banks of canals, rivers, lakes. The ground cracks in large areas. 

Railroad tracks are bent slightly 

XI 
Most buildings collapse. Some bridges are destroyed. Large cracks appear in 

the ground. Underground pipelines are destroyed. Railroad tracks are badly bent 

XII 
Almost everything is destroyed. Objects are thrown into the air. The ground 

moves in waves or ripples. Large amounts of rock may move 

 

In addition to magnitude and the local geologic conditions, focal depth, distance from the 

epicenter, and the design of buildings is some other contributing factors. Add to that the density 

of population and the quality and amount of construction in the area of the earthquake. An area 

underlain by unstable ground (sand, clay, or other unconsolidated materials) will experience more 

noticeable effects than an area equally distant from an earthquake’s epicenter but underlain by firm 

ground such as granite or a basalt. 

Rating the Intensity of an earthquake’s effects does not require any instrumental 

measurements. Seismologists use newspaper accounts, diaries, and other historical records to make 

intensity ratings of past earthquakes. Such research helps estimate future hazards. 

  



DISTRIBUTION OF EARTHQUAKE 

The plates consist of an outer layer of earth, the lithosphere, which is cool enough to behave 

as a more or less rigid shell. Occasionally, the lower hot asthenosphere finds a weak place in the 

lithosphere to rise buoyantly as a plume, or a hotspot. Most earthquakes occur along relatively 

narrow belts, coinciding with plate boundaries, but few also occur away from plate boundary 

margins. Other major earthquake regions include the Mediterranean Sea area, through Iran and on 

to the Himalayas, Asia (Indonesia, Himalayan region), and the Mid-Ocean Ridges. 

Earthquakes in India 

The Himalayan ranges and the Indo-Gangetic alluvial plains are' the two zones frequently 

affected by earthquakes. 

1. KHILARI EARTHQUAKE (Maharashtra, 1993): On September 30, 1993 at 3.56am an 

earthquake destroyed the Districts of Khilari, Latur and Osmanabad located around the junction of 

borders of States,' viz. Karnataka, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh. 

The earthquake affected about 50 villages situated within an area of 80 km radius. Of them, 

16 villages were demolished. Around 35,000 people were dead in bed and 120,000 were rendered 

homeless. Those who were praying Lord Ganesha late night were the survivors! For the first time, 

India was ought to accept the foreign aid. The earthquake was of 6.4 magnitude on Richter scale. 

2. UTTARKASHI EARTHQUAKE (Uttar Pradesh, 1991): An earthquake of 7.1 Richter struck 

Uttarkashi on October 19, 1991. About 2000 people were killed, and another 2000 was injured. 

18000 buildings were demolished in Chamoli-Uttarkashi area. It lasted for 45 seconds. Several 

landslides occurred. Bridges collapsed. Dam was damaged. The epicentre was located at Almora. 

3.DARBHANGA EARTHQUAKE (Bihar, 1988): On August 21, 1988 a 6.7 Richter strong 

earthquake shook India-Nepal border area. The epicentre was located at 80 km northeast of 

Darbhanga, Bihar near Indo-Nepal border. This quake took away 650 lives and injured  3000 

people. 

4. KOYNA EARTHQUAKE: An earthquake of 6.5 point rocked Koyna river valley and its 

adjacent areas on 11th December 1967. This was the first ever recorded earthquake in the Deccan 

Peninsular shield (Western periphery). In spite of damage to life and property Koyna dam and 

reservoir escaped from the earthquake. The depth of focus is 8km and the epicentre was located at 

17°22' N and 73°44' E (320km south of Bombay). The earthquake was thought to be the effect of 

a slip in the Great Malabar Fault which extends from Kutch to Kanniyakumari. 

5. NORTH-EAST ASSAM EARTHQUAKE: A considerably high intensity earthquake attacked 

northeast Assam on 15th August 1950. Affected area is 39,000sq.km in areal extent. Drainage 

were offset. Consequently, water from tributaries of Brahmaputra inundated the countryside and 

took away the life and property of sizeable amount. The other features are subsidence, elevation 

and fissuring of the ground. Epicenter was located somewhere on the northeast border of Assam. 



6. BIHAR EARTHQUAKE: Bihar experienced an earthquake on 15th January 1934. Killing more 

than 12,000 people and standing crops, it rocked an area of 4,900,000km2. Seismographs of nearby 

stations were put out of order by the severe shocks. Distant stations like Leningrad and Tokyo 

recorded the event. It took only three minutes to demolish the cities of Monghyr and Bhatgaon 

(Nepal). Landslides, fissures erupting sand laden water and fault scarps were created. The cause 

was attributed to some movements in the depths of gangetic basin. 

7. KANGRA EARTHQUAKE: It occurred on 4tn April, 1905. Epicentres of this earthquake lie in 

two tracts one between Kangra and Kulu and the other between Mussoorie and Dehra Dun. 

Surroundings of these regions were affected by the earthquake. The depth of focus was between 

34 and 64km. For more than a year after shocks were felt at the rate of 10 to 30 per month. 

Landslides and rock falls associated with drainage offset were the geological effects. Parallel to 

MAIN BOUNDARY FAULT there might have occurred fault movements in these regions to affect 

the earthquake. 

8. ASSAM EARTHQUAKE: The dooms day for Assam and its adjacent areas about 4 million 

square kilometres was on 12th June 1897. Shillong was laid flat in one minute. All communications 

paralysed. As ground motion was very complex stone pebbles were tossed in the air. Fountains of 

sand-laden water (1 to 3m in height) were active from the wide gap-fissures formed in the ground. 

Rivers, tanks and wells were silted up by sand. Drainage was totally disturbed: Consequently, 

flooding resulted. Faultscarps, landslides, ground level change were a few geologic effects. A 

prominent fault scarp was produced, running 20km along the river Chidrang with a 30cm to 11 m 

scarp width. Sequential to it was the development of several waterfalls and lakes in the course of 

river. 

INTERIOR OF THE EARTH – THE STRUCTURE AND CONSTITUENTS 

The Core, Mantle, and Crust constitute the three main layers of earth (see the Fig.). 

Compositionally (chemically), the outer thin crust is mostly silicate (SiO2-based) and mantle, the 

layer below is accompanied by metal oxides (such as MgO, FeO, Al2O3, CaO, and Na2O) in 

mineral composition. Mantle is the largest by volume, making up almost 87 % of the earth. The 

base of the mantle to the center of the earth (the last 1/8 volume), is made up of iron (90 %), nickel 

(5 %) with a possible admixture of carbon, silicon, oxygen, sulfur, and hydrogen (comprising 

around 5 % by mass). The core makes up 35 % of the total mass of the earth and is probably made 

of almost pure iron, perhaps even in a single crystal form. 

Structure 

The earth is divided into layers whose salient characteristics are briefly mentioned below. 

The discussion follows from the uttermost to the inner most layer of the earth, i.e., from top to 

bottom.  

  



 

Fig. a) The interior structure of the earth. b) Subdivisions of the three layers of the earth. c) 

Respective thickness of these subdivisions 

Continental Crust (0 – 75 km) 

This is the outer most layers and forms the surface of the earth. It is primarily composed 

of crystalline rocks with low-density buoyant minerals that are largely dominated by silicates 

(Quartz; SiO2) and feldspars (metal-poor silicates). As cold rock deforms slowly, this rigid and 

brittle outer layer is also called the Lithosphere (lithos meaning rocky or strong layer). 

Oceanic Crust (0 – 10 km) 

The majority of the earth’s crust was made through volcanic activity. The oceanic ridge 

system, a 40,000 km long network of volcanoes, generates new oceanic crust at the rate of 17 km3 

per year, and covers the ocean floor with Basalt, an igneous rock. Hawaii and Iceland are two 

classic examples of such accumulations. 

Upper Mantle (10 – 400 km) 

Solid fragments of the upper mantle have been found in eroded mountain belts and volcanic 

eruptions. These include such minerals as Olivine [(Mg, Fe)2 SiO4], Pyroxene [(Mg, Fe) SiO3], 

and others that crystallize at high temperatures. The asthenosphere, part of the upper mantle, might 

well be partially molten. 

Transition Region (400 – 650 km) 

The transition region or Mesosphere (for middle mantle) is sometimes also called the 

Fertile layer. It is the source of basaltic magma and complex aluminum-bearing silicate minerals 



containing calcium, aluminum, and garnet. When cold, this layer is dense due to the presence of 

garnet. It is buoyant when hot as these minerals melt easily to form basalt which rises through the 

upper layers as Magma. 

Lower Mantle (650 – 2890 km) 

The lower mantle is probably composed of silicon, magnesium, and oxygen with some 

amounts of iron, calcium, and aluminum. 

Dʹʹ Layer (2700 – 2890 km) 

It is also called the D prime (Dʹʹ) and is 200–300 km thick. Although it is often identified 

as part of the lower mantle, seismic data suggest that this layer might differ chemically from the 

lower mantle. 

Outer Core (2890 – 5150 km) 

The outer core is hot and composed of electrically conducting liquid made mainly of iron 

and nickel. This conductive layer combines with earth’s rotation to create a dynamo effect that 

maintains a system of electrical currents, thereby, creating the earth’s magnetic field. It is also 

responsible for the subtle jerking of the earth’s rotation. This layer is not as dense as pure molten 

iron, thus, suggesting the presence of lighter elements also. It is suspected that about 10 % of the 

layer is composed of sulfur and oxygen as these elements are abundant in the cosmos and also 

dissolve readily in molten iron. 

Inner Core (5150 – 6378 km) 

The inner core is made of solid iron and nickel and is suspended in the molten outer core, 

unattached to the mantle. It is believed to have solidified as a result of pressure-freezing which 

occurs to most liquids under extreme pressure. 



UNIT – IV 

MOUNTAINS: 

Mountains are second order relief features. They are landmasses elevated above the 

surroundings. They are characterized by pointed or ridge like tops: Mountains with flat summits 

are called, plateaus. The landmass which are elevated above the surrounding on their size and 

altitude. 

Diastrophism 

Diastrophism is the process that results a change in the physical nature of the Earth's crust. 

The Earth’s crust is affected continuously by compressional as well as tensional forces. A complex 

situation that arises out of the joint effect of the rotation of the Earth, heat and the density of the 

interior materials, could generate internal processes. In turn, these internal processes generate 

complementary forces of compression and tension. The net result of the influence of these forces 

on the Earth's crust is a change in the form and disposition of the Earth's crustal layers. The changes 

like bending, folding, displacement, raising and lowering as a result of crustal movements are 

collectively known as diastrophism. 

There are two types of diastrophic movements: 1. Epeirogenesis and 2. Orogenesis. 

 

Fig. Forces and their effects 



Epeirogenesis: From the Greek word 'Epeiros' meaning continent the word epeirogenesis is coined 

to mean the origin of continents. The other movements associated with the continent building are 

local vertical movements. Raised continental blocks are known as positive areas. Lowered areas 

are known as negative areas. Sudden movements generating earthquakes also accompany with 

epeirogenic movements. These movements have a bearing on the sea level. The epeirogenic 

movements affect the coastlines. 

Orogenesis: The mountain building is known as orogenesis (Gr.: Oros = Mountain). In 1890, G.K. 

Gilbert coined the term orogeny. (Orogeny refers to a single episode of mountain building. Plural 

is orogenies). Until the advent of plate tectonics there were no acceptable mechanism for the 

orogenesis. Several early proposed mechanisms met with serious draw backs. A suitable 

mechanism is elusive because the mountains are genetically and structurally different from each 

other. Despite a few shortcomings the mountain building is well described by the plate tectonics 

theory. 

CLASSIFICATION OF MOUNTAINS 

Mountains are not only found in continents but also on ocean floors. In fact, oceanic 

mountains are more spectacular than continental mountains Previously it was thought that the 

mountains ale continental features and ocean bottom is a featureless plain. But later ocean 

expeditions brought to light that the ocean floors are active in creating and destroying features like 

mountains. Could waters of the oceans be dried up the scenario presented by the ocean floor will 

be magnificent. 

Terminology 

Hillocks:  Less elevated portions of the Earth. 

Hills:   Well elevated but less than 610m in height. 

Mountain:  Prominently elevated. Greater than 610m in height. May be isolated peaks or 

connected ridges. 

Group:  Composed of several mountains. 

Range:  A large tract of mountain groups similar in age, formation and direction. 

System:  Comprises two or more parallel ranges formed during one period.  

Chain:   Composed of several systems and ranges dissimilar in age, origin, structure having 

a general trend located in a definite part of a continent. 

Cordillera:  A group of mountain ranges, systems and chains including their valleys, plains, 

rivers, lakes etc. trending in a general direction. But component systems etc. may 

trend differently. Located in a general portion of a continent. 



Mountains of the world show a diversity in their nature and origin. This aspect makes a 

classification of them difficult. It seems more meaningful if they are classified on the basis of their 

mode of origin. The mode of their origin is dependent on the responsible agency for their 

development. Mountains are, thus, classified into 3 main categories as 1. Depositional mountains, 

2. Erosional mountains and 3. Diastrophic mountains (See below the Table). 

Type Location Process Example Mountain 
 

1.Depositional 

 

Seafloor & Continent 

 

Intra-plate volcanism Hawaiian Islands 

Archipelago 

Basaltic volcanic 

mountains on oceanic 

crust 

Continent Aeolian deposition Deserts Sand dunes 

 2.Erosional Continent Erosion 
Eastern &Western 

Ghats, India 

Relict Mountains 

3. Diastrophic 

Continental interior 

Convergent plate 

boundary collision 

between continental 

crustal plates 

Himalayas Fold mountains in 

continental interior 

Continental margin 

Collision between 

continental & oceanic 

plates 

Andes, South 

America 

Fold mountains along 

continental margin 

Continental interior 

Geosynclinal collapse 

collision between 

oceanic & continental 

crust where geosynclines 

absent 

Cascade range, U.S.A. Andesitic volcanic 

mountains on 

continental crust 

 
Collision between 

oceanic & oceanic crusts 

Aleutians, Bearing 

Sea 

Andesitic volcanoes 

on oceanic crust 

Seafloor 

Divergent plate 

boundary continental 

splitting seafloor 

spreading 

African Rift Valley 

Mid Atlantic Ridge 

Fault mountains 

Oceanic ridge 

mountains 

 

Types of mountains 

Mountains are classified into 4 different categories as 1. Volcanic mountain, 2. Fold 

mountain 3. Domal mountain and 4. Fault mountain. 

1. Volcanic mountain 

Volcanic mountains are located both on land and on seafloor. However volcanic mountains 

on land are limited in number. They are restricted to near the continental border regions.as, for 

example, in western U.S.A. 



Mountains formed by volcanic extrusion on sea floor are numerous and in dimension they 

also vary. Many of them are submerged under the sea. Certain mountains are seen above the sea 

level. They are raised from the sea floor. Ex. Hawaiian group of islands. 

2. Fold mountain 

Mountains of this group are 1 elevated by compressional movements. Layers Of rock, 

originally horizontal are thrown into folds when laterally compressed. Mountains having such 

folded layers of rocks are known as folded mountains. Most of the world's mountain chains belong 

to this group. Ex.: Himalayas, Alps, Urals, Rockies and Appalachians. 

These fold mountains are also found to be affected by faulting and igneous activity. Such 

folded and complex mountains are known as Alpine Chains. 

3. Domal mountain 

Domed mountains are isolated mountains and are elevated into domes as igneous intrusions 

occur. When an igneous rock body is intruded beneath overlying sediments the sediments are 

upwarped to form domes (below the Fig.). 

4. Fault mountain 

Blocks of the Earth's crust resulting from the dis-placement along fracture planes stand out 

as mountains. The displaced blocks are known as fault blocks and the mountains are called fault 

block mountains. 

Fault block mountains (below the Fig.) are bounded on one or two sides by normal faults. 

Conspicuous fault blocks mountains are formed by fault movements. The effective faults are of 

horst and graben type. One such type is Basin and Ridge Province of U.S.A. 

 

Fig. Types of Mountains: a. Volcanic mountain, b. Fold mountain                                                

c. Domal mountain d. Fault mountain. 

 



Life cycle of Mountains 

Everlasting mountains are never so. They are created, developed and destroyed. All kinds 

of mountains are subject to constant removal through erosion. As soon as mountains born 

geological agents like water commence their work. Although the change is continuous four stages 

in the life history of mountains are recognized. Within these stages conspicuous changes in the 

mountainous region could be seen. The stages are 1. Initial stage, 2. Youth stage, 3. Mature 

stage and 4. Old stage. 

Initial stage: Actually, this stage refers to the seeding for mountains. Material is accumulated. 

Stress conditions extensively develop. As a result, sediments are folded and faulted. Roots of the 

mountains form through sinking as well as igneous intrusions. Generally, the stage can be 

recognized from the Identification of the following features. 

1. Intense seismic activities accompanied by volcanism sometimes. 

2. Structural features like folds and faults (nappe) in more or less complete form. 

3. Mountains look afresh as eroding agents have just operated. 

Youth stage: Mountains continue to raise. The rate of upliftment is greater than the rate of erosion. 

The net result is lofty mountains with steep slope having low talus. Silhouette of mountains show 

sharp edges and pointed summits. Erosional features are less pronounced. Steep sided gorges are 

common. Elevation varies abruptly facilitating the development of water falls. Streams are 

torrential. Landslides and avalanches often occur. Himalayan mountains form a good example for 

youth mountains. 

Mature stage: Mountains cease to raise. The rate of erosion is high and the erosional features are 

well pronounced. Height is reduced. Hill tops are rounded and vegetation covered. Gentle slopes 

are talus covered. 

Old stage: Mountains become 'monuments' in the form of Monadnocks isolated remnant hills. 

Elevation approaches peneplane. Topography may be low and rolling. 

Life cycle of a river can be considered as complement to the life cycle of mountains as they 

are well inter-related. 

ORIGIN OF TECTONIC MOUNTAINS 

CONTRACTION THEORY 

Mountains on the Earth were once thought to be analogous to the wrinkles on a dried apple. 

Originally hot Earth when cooled shrank. Shrinking produced wrinkles on the skin of the Earth. 

Mountains are such wrinkles only. 



Now it is widely accepted that the Earth is a cold evolving body and the radioactive 

elements present in the Earth generates heat. On these two grounds the contraction idea could not 

stand. 

CONTINENTAL DRIFT HYPOTHESIS 

Continental drift theory was proposed by Alfred Wegener in 1912. It was first put forward 

by Abraham Ortelius in 1596 before fully being developed by Alfred Wegener. The theory deals 

with the distribution of the oceans and the continents. According to Wegener’s Continental Drift 

theory, all the continents were one single continental mass (called a Super Continent) – Pangaea 

and a Mega Ocean surrounded this supercontinent. The mega ocean is known by the name 

Panthalassa. Although Wegener’s initial theory did not cover mantle convection until Arthur 

Holmes later proposed the theory. 

 

Fig. Continental Drift Theory 

According to Wegener, drifting continents might collide with each other. On collision 

mountains might be elevated on the continents. 

  



CONVECTION CURRENT THEORY 

Convection Current Theory is the soul of Seafloor Spreading Theory. Arthur Holmes in 

1930s discussed the possibility of convection currents in the mantle. These currents are generated 

due to radioactive elements causing thermal differences in the mantle. 

 

Fig. Convection currents in the mantle 

According to this theory, the intense heat generated by radioactive substances in the mantle 

(100-2900 km below the earth surface) seeks a path to escape and gives rise to the formation of 

convection currents in the mantle. 

Wherever rising limbs of these currents meet, oceanic ridges are formed on the seafloor 

due to the divergence of the lithospheric plates (tectonic plates), and wherever the failing limbs 

meet, trenches are formed due to the convergence of the lithospheric plates (tectonic plates). The 

movement of the lithospheric plates is caused by the movement of the magma in the mantle. 

According to Holmes there is a convection current from the equator to the poles in the 

subcrustal region which causes crustal deformation responsible for mountain building. 

The above theories now become obsolete. They are described here, in brief, just make the 

reader known about how several thoughts culminate to give birth to a modern concept. 

PLATE TECTONIC THEORY 

Plate tectonics, theory dealing with the dynamics of Earth’s outer shell the lithosphere that 

revolutionized Earth sciences by providing a uniform context for understanding mountain-building 

processes, volcanoes, and earthquakes as well as the evolution of Earth’s surface and 

reconstructing its past continents and oceans. 



The concept of plate tectonics was formulated in the 1960s. According to the theory, Earth 

has a rigid outer layer, known as the lithosphere, which is typically about 100 km (60 miles) thick 

and overlies a plastic (moldable, partially molten) layer called the asthenosphere. The lithosphere 

is broken up into seven very large continental- and ocean-sized plates, six or seven medium-sized 

regional plates, and several small ones. These plates move relative to each other, typically at rates 

of 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4 inches) per year, and interact along their boundaries, where they converge, 

diverge, or slip past one another. Such interactions are thought to be responsible for most of Earth’s 

seismic and volcanic activity, although earthquakes and volcanoes can occur in plate interiors. 

Plate motions cause mountains to rise where plates push together, or converge, and continents to 

fracture and oceans to form where plates pull apart, or diverge. The continents are embedded in 

the plates and drift passively with them, which over millions of years results in significant changes 

in Earth’s geography. 

ISOSTASY 

Different layers of the Earth and crustal rocks are in a certain balance according to their 

densities and thickness. Such an equilibrium of rocks in their vertical distribution in the Earth is 

known as isostasy. Thus, isostasy is a sort of balance of Earth materials which elevates lighter 

materials and depresses denser materials. (Gr.: isos = equal; stasis = standing). Vertical movements 

of the crust are as a result of isostatic adjustments. 

Addition of load through deposition, glaciation and water storage and removal of load 

through erosion and glacial retreat, obviously, give way to vertical movements of the Earth's crust. 

However, one thing has to be borne in mind that is the Earth's layer has some strength. It is capable 

of receiving load and losing load without any significant change in the elevation. 

But isostatic adjustments are a balance of rock masses on regional scale and not local. The 

Earth's crust warps when the extent of loading or unloading of materials is regional. 

Isostasy can be understood by an example of floating ice blocks in water. When ice blocks 

are small in size the depth of submerged part is also small. Large blocks have larger portion 

submerged (See below the Fig.). In a similar way mountain have their roots sunken in the denser 

substratum, that is sima. 

 

Fig. Isostasy of ice blocks 



Airy’s Theory 

Airy was the first to suggest that mountains, plateaus and ocean float in a substratum of 

higher density material, as ice bergs float in sea water. ice bergs float one tenth exposed above the 

sea level and the remaining nine tenth submerged under water. Suppose that exposed part is 

removed, immediately ice is forced upward to the same height of 1/10 of the present height of the 

ice berg after removal of a part. So that both ice and water can exist under equilibrium conditions. 

Airy supposed blocks of different dimensions having same density to account for the 

isostatic equilibrium. When these blocks, say wooden, are allowed to float they are vertically 

balanced according to their height. Smallest block will float with small portion submerged. 

Whereas highest block stands above all with greatest portion submerged than others. He called the 

depth at which the highest block sinks as the level of compensation. Along that surface of 

compensation, the pressure will be equal even beneath the smallest block. 

Airy formulated a hypothesis of isostasy with a back-up of ice berg-analogy. The Earth's 

outer crustal layer has a uniform density and it floats in a denser substratum. Mountains or plateaus 

of continents float in the substratum in proportion to their thickness or heights. That is mountains 

project deeply into the bottom layer and plateaus project to a lesser depth. 

  

Fig. Airy model in which isostatic equilibrium is achieved by variations in the thickness of a 

uniform low-density crust that overlies a high-density mantle. (Density- Constant, Thickness- 

Varying (High, Low)). 

Pratt’s Theory 

J.H. Pratt thought that the error in the deflections might have crept in due to the mislevelling 

of the geodetic instruments. Plumb bob was used to find the vertical. In Kaliana, the station close 

to the Himalayas, the plumb bob should be attracted towards Himalayas due to the excess mass of 



the mountains. So, he believed strongly and further analyzed and to his shock the deflection of the 

bob was three times greater than the calculated value. 

According to him when blocks of varying densities are set afloat in the denser medium all 

the blocks will have a common depth level which he called the Depth of Compensation. But above 

the surface of the liquid the blocks will stand at different heights proportionate to their densities. 

Similarly, the Earth's materials having different densities accordingly will project as mountains or 

plateau or basins. All of them are floating in the denser substratum from the depth of compensation. 

Lower deflection of the plumb bob requires the occurrence of materials as that of 

mountains at depths. A greater attraction is compensated by the 'deep-rooted' low density 

materials. Other geophysical studies support the deep penetrating mountains. 

  

Fig. Pratt model in which isostatic equilibrium is achieved by lateral changes in the density. 

(Density- Change, Thickness- Constant). 

Vening Meinesz Theory 

There are other theories by which isostasy has been explained. These are proposed by 

Helmert, Hayford, Daly, Vening Meinesz and others. Daly proposed an 'anti-roots' theory. 

According to him the Earth's outer layers sial and sima are capable of adjusting themselves to the 

varying geothermic conditions. Even an erosional surface may be elevated when temperature is 

raised below. 

The temperature is also playing a role in the isostatic adjustment. It is stated from the 

understanding of the plate tectonics. A continent is divided by the development of a divergent 

boundary or oceanic ridge across the continent. Along the boundary both sial (of continents) and 

newly generated ocean floor are at elevated positions due to the high temperature. As continents 

move away from the boundary the margins of the continents cool and contract. As a result, weight 



increases. Thus, increased mass of the continental margins requires an isostatic adjustment and 

vertically sink. 

But Vening Meinesz thought of a regional concept. That is when a load is placed on a 

certain slab of floating body it is not only the location of such load but also the surrounding parts 

or region will also be affected. The load placed on the body by its weight, develops a sagging of 

the body regionally. On release of the load from the body, the body regains its original elevation 

or level because of the loss of the overburden. 

  

Fig. Vening Meinesz model in which the topography is considered as a load and isostatic 

equilibrium is achieved by flexural down warping and upwarping of the crust and mantle over a 

broad area. In this model, a load is supported by the strength of the lithosphere (which is 

determined by its effective elastic thickness, Te) and the buoyancy of the underlying asthenosphere. 
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454 CHAPTER 19

  LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

  ■ Summarize Wegener’s evidence for continental drift. Why did the 
scientific community not initially accept the idea of continental drift? 

  ■ Outline the evidence that revived interest in continental drift. 
  ■ Explain the concept of seafloor spreading. Discuss how seafloor 

spreading explains features on the sea floor. 

surface features of Earth. Plate tectonics has come to dominate 

geologic thought today because it can explain so  many   features. 

The basic idea of      plate tectonics    is that Earth’s surface is divided 

into a few large, thick plates that move slowly and change in size. 

Intense geologic activity occurs at  plate  boundaries   where plates 

move away from one another, past one another, or toward one 

another. The eight large lithospheric plates shown in  figure 19.1 , 

plus a few dozen smaller plates, make up the outer shell of Earth 

(the crust and upper part of the mantle).  

 The concept of plate tectonics was born in the late 1960s 

by combining two preexisting ideas—continental drift and 

 seafloor spreading.      Continental drift    is the idea that  continents 

move freely over Earth’s surface, changing their positions 

relative to one another.  Seafloor spreading  is a hypothesis 

that the sea floor forms at the crest of the mid-oceanic ridge, 

then moves horizontally away from the ridge crest toward 

an  oceanic trench. The two sides of the ridge are moving in 

 opposite  directions like slow conveyor belts. 

  A
 s you studied volcanoes; igneous, metamorphic, and 

sedimentary rocks; and earthquakes, you learned how 

these topics are related to plate tectonics. In this chap-

ter, we take a closer look at plates and plate motion. We will 

pay particular attention to plate boundaries and the possible 

driving mechanisms for plate motion. 

 The history of the concept of plate tectonics is a good 

example of how scientists think and work and how a hypothesis 

can be proposed, discarded, modified, and then reborn. In the 

first part of this chapter, we trace the evolution of an idea—how 

the earlier hypotheses of moving continents (continental drift) 

and a moving sea floor (seafloor spreading) were combined to 

form the theory of plate tectonics. 

  Tectonics  is the study of the origin and arrangement of the 

broad structural features of Earth’s surface, including not only 

folds and faults but also mountain belts, continents, and earth-

quake belts. Tectonic models such as an expanding Earth or a 

contracting Earth have been used in the past to explain  some  of the 

  ■ Describe the evidence that plates move. 
  ■ Sketch and describe the various types of plate boundaries and the 

different geologic features associated with each. 
  ■ Discuss the possible driving mechanisms for plate tectonics.  

 FIGURE 19.1  

 The major plates of the world. The western edge of the map repeats the eastern edge so that all plates can be shown unbroken. Double lines indicate spreading axes 

on divergent plate boundaries. Single lines show transform boundaries. Heavy lines with triangles show convergent boundaries, with triangles pointing down subduction 

zones.  Modified from W. Hamilton, U.S. Geological Survey  
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 Before we take a close look at plates, we will examine 

the earlier ideas of moving continents and a moving sea floor 

because these two ideas embody the theory of plate tectonics.  

   THE EARLY CASE FOR 

CONTINENTAL DRIFT 

  Continents can be made to fit together like pieces of a picture 

puzzle. The similarity of the Atlantic coastlines of Africa and 

South America has long been recognized. The idea that con-

tinents were once joined together and have split and moved 

apart from one another has been around for more than a century 

( figure 19.2 ).  

 In the early 1900s, Alfred Wegener, a German meteorol-

ogist, made a strong case for continental drift. He noted that 

South America, Africa, India, Antarctica, and Australia had 

almost identical late Paleozoic rocks and fossils. 

 The plant  Glossopteris  is found in Pennsylvanian and 

Permian-age rock on all five continents, and fossil remains of 

 Mesosaurus,  a freshwater reptile, are found in Permian-age 

rocks only in Brazil and South Africa ( figure  19.3 ). In addi-

tion, fossil remains of land-dwelling reptiles  Lystrosaurus  and   

Cynognathus  are found in Triassic-age rocks on all five continents.  

 Wegener reassembled the continents to form a giant super-

continent,  Pangaea  (also spelled  Pangea  today). Wegener 

thought that the similar rocks and fossils were easier to explain 

if the continents were joined together, rather than in their pres-

ent, widely scattered positions. 

 FIGURE 19.2  

 Pangaea breakup and continental drift.  After C. R. Scotese (   www.scotese.com   )  
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 Wegener also reconstructed old climate zones (the study 

of ancient climates is called  paleoclimatology ) from evidence 

preserved in sedimentary rocks. For example, glacial till and 

striations indicate a cold climate near the North or South 

Pole. Coral reefs indicate warm water near the equator. Cross- 

bedded sandstones can indicate where ancient deserts formed 

near 30 degrees North and 30 degrees South latitude. If ancient 

 climates had the same distribution on Earth that  modern 

 climates have, then sedimentary rocks can show where the 

ancient poles and equator were located. 

 Wegener determined the positions of the North and 

South Poles for each geologic period. He found that ancient 

poles were in different positions than the present poles 

(  figure  19.5  A ). He called this apparent movement of the 

poles     polar wandering    .  Polar wandering, however, is a 

deceptive term. The evidence can actually be explained in 

the  following ways:

    1. The continents remained motionless and the poles actually 

 did  move—polar wandering ( figure 19.5  A ).   

   2. The poles stood still and the continents moved— continental 

drift ( figure 19.5  B ).  

   3. Both occurred.    

 Pangaea initially separated into two parts.  Laurasia  was the 

northern supercontinent, containing what is now North America 

and Eurasia (excluding India).  Gondwanaland  was the  southern 

supercontinent, composed of all the present-day Southern 

Hemisphere continents and India (which has drifted north). 

 The distribution of Late Paleozoic glaciation strongly sup-

ports the idea of Pangaea ( figure  19.4 ). The Gondwanaland 

continents (the Southern Hemisphere continents and India) all 

have glacial deposits of Late Paleozoic age. If these continents 

were spread over Earth in Paleozoic time as they are today, 

a climate cold enough to produce extensive glaciation would 

have had to prevail over almost the whole world. Yet, no evi-

dence has been found of widespread Paleozoic glaciation in the 

Northern Hemisphere. In fact, the late Paleozoic coal beds of 

North America and Europe were being laid down at that time 

in swampy, probably warm environments. If the continents are 

arranged according to Wegener’s Pangaea reconstruction, then 

glaciation in the Southern Hemisphere is confined to a much 

smaller area ( figure 19.4 ), and the absence of widespread gla-

ciation in the Northern Hemisphere becomes easier to explain. 

Also, the present arrangement of the continents would require 

that late Paleozoic ice sheets flowed from the oceans toward 

the continents, which is impossible.  

 FIGURE 19.3  

 Distribution of plant and animal fossils that are found on the continents of South America, Africa, Antarctica, India, and Australia give evidence for the southern supercontinent of 

Gondwana.  Glossopteris  and other fernlike plants are found in Permian- and Pennsylvanian-age rocks on all five continents.  Cynognathus  and  Lystrosaurus  were sheep-sized land 

reptiles that lived during the Early Triassic Period. Fossils of the freshwater reptile  Mesosaurus  are found in Permian-age rocks on the southern tip of Africa and South America. 
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 Wegener plotted curves of apparent polar wandering 

(  figure 19.6 ). Since one interpretation of polar wandering data 

was that the continents moved, Wegener believed that this sup-

ported his concept of continental drift. (Notice that in only one 

interpretation of polar wandering do the poles actually move. 

You should keep in mind that when geologists use the term 

 polar wandering,  they are referring to an  apparent  motion of 

the poles, which may or may not have actually occurred.)   

   Skepticism about Continental Drift 

 Although Wegener presented the best case possible in the 

early 1900s for continental drift, much of his evidence was not 

clear-cut. The presence of land-dwelling reptiles throughout 

the scattered continents was explained by land bridges, which 

were postulated to somehow rise up from the sea floor and then 

subside again. The existence or nonexistence of land bridges 

was difficult to prove without data on the topography of the 

sea floor. Also, fossil plants could have been spread from one 

continent to another by winds or ocean currents. Their distri-

bution over more than one continent does not  require  that the 

continents were all joined in the supercontinent, Pangaea. In 

addition, polar wandering might have been caused by moving 

poles rather than by moving continents. Because his evidence 

was not conclusive, Wegener’s ideas were not widely accepted. 

This was particularly true in the United States, largely because 

of the mechanism Wegener proposed for continental drift. 

 Wegener proposed that continents plowed through the 

oceanic crust ( figure  19.7 ), perhaps crumpling up mountain 

 FIGURE 19.4  

 Distribution of late Paleozoic glaciation; arrows show direction of ice flow. ( A ) Con-

tinents in present positions show wide distribution of glaciation (white land areas 

with flow arrows). ( B ) Continents reassembled into Pangaea. Glaciated region 

becomes much smaller.  From Arthur Holmes, 1965,  Principles of Physical Geology, 

 2d ed., Ronald Press  
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 FIGURE 19.6  

 Apparent wandering of the South Pole since the Cretaceous Period as deter-

mined by Wegener from paleoclimate evidence. Wegener, of course, believed that 

 continents,  rather than the poles, moved.  From A. Wegener, 1928,  The Origins of 

 Continents and Oceans,  reprinted and copyrighted. 1968, Dover Publications  
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458 CHAPTER 19

magnetic poles. Because the magnetic and geographic poles 

are close together, our discussion will refer to apparent motion 

of the geographic poles as well. 

 As we discussed in chapter 17, many rocks record the 

strength and direction of Earth’s magnetic field at the time the 

rocks formed. Magnetite in a cooling basaltic lava flow acts like a 

tiny compass needle, preserving a record of Earth’s magnetic field 

when the lava cools below the  Curie point.  Iron-stained sedimen-

tary rocks such as red shale can also record Earth’s  magnetism. 

The magnetism of old rocks can be measured to determine the 

direction and strength of the magnetic field in the past. The study 

of ancient magnetic fields is called  paleomagnetism.  
 Because magnetic lines of force dip more steeply as the north 

magnetic pole is approached, the inclination (dip) of the magnetic 

alignment preserved in the magnetite minerals in the lava flows 

can be used to determine the distance from a flow to the pole at 

the time that the flow formed ( figure 19.8 ).  

 Old pole positions can be determined from the magnetism 

of old rocks. The magnetic alignment preserved in magnetite 

minerals points to the pole, and the dip of the alignment tells 

how far away the pole was.  Figure 19.9  shows how Permian 

lava flows in North America indicate a Permian pole position 

in eastern Asia.  

 For each geologic period, North American rocks reveal a dif-

ferent magnetic pole position; this path of the  apparent  motion 

of the north magnetic pole through time is shown in   figure 19.10 . 

Paleomagnetic evidence thus verifies Wegener’s idea of polar 

wandering (which he based on paleoclimatic evidence).  

 Like Wegener’s paleoclimatic evidence, the paleomag-

netic evidence from a  single  continent can be interpreted in 

two ways: either the continent stood still and the magnetic 

pole moved, or the pole stood still and the continent moved. 

At first glance, paleomagnetic evidence does not seem to be 

a significant advancement over paleoclimatic evidence. But 

when paleomagnetic evidence from  different  continents was 

compared, an important discovery was made. 

 Although Permian rocks in North America point to a pole 

position in eastern Asia, Permian rocks in  Europe  point to a 

different position (closer to Japan), as shown in  figure 19.10 . 

Does this mean there were  two  north magnetic poles in the 

Permian Period? In fact, every continent shows a different posi-

tion for the Permian pole. A different magnetic pole for each 

continent seems highly unlikely. A better explanation is that a 

single pole stood still while continents split apart and rotated as 

they diverged. 

 Note the polar wandering paths for North America and 

Europe in  figure 19.10 . The paths are of similar shape, but the 

path for European poles is to the east of the North American 

path. If we mentally push North America back toward Europe, 

closing the Atlantic Ocean, the paths of polar wandering are 

almost identical between North America and Europe. This 

strongly suggests that there was one north magnetic pole and 

that the continents were joined together. There appear to be 

two north magnetic poles because the rocks of North America 

moved west; their magnetic minerals now point to a different 

polar position than they did when the minerals first formed.  

ranges on the leading edges of the continents where they 

pushed against the sea floor. Most geologists in the United 

States thought that this idea violated what was known about the 

strength of rocks at the time. The driving mechanism proposed 

by Wegener for continental drift was a combination of centrifu-

gal force from Earth’s rotation and the gravitational forces that 

cause tides. Careful calculations of these forces showed them to 

be too small to move continents. Because of these objections, 

Wegener’s ideas received little support in the United States or 

much of the Northern Hemisphere (where the great majority 

of geologists live) in the first half of the twentieth century. The 

few geologists in the Southern Hemisphere, however, where 

Wegener’s matches of fossils and rocks between continents 

were more evident, were more impressed with the concept of 

continental drift.     

  THE REVIVAL OF 

CONTINENTAL DRIFT 

  Much work in the 1940s and 1950s set the stage for the revival 

of the idea of continental drift and its later incorporation, along 

with seafloor spreading, into the new concept of plate tecton-

ics. The new investigations were in two areas: (1) study of the 

sea floor and (2) geophysical research, especially in relation to 

rock magnetism.  

   Evidence from Paleomagnetism 

 Convincing new evidence about polar wandering came from 

the study of rock magnetism. Wegener’s work dealt with 

the  wandering of Earth’s  geographic  poles of rotation. The 

  magnetic  poles are located close to the geographic poles, as you 

saw in chapter 17 on Earth’s interior. Historical measurements 

show that the position of the magnetic poles moves from year 

to year but that the magnetic poles stay close to the  geographic 

poles as they move. As we discuss magnetic evidence for 

polar wandering, we are referring to an apparent motion of the 

 FIGURE 19.7  

 Wegener’s concept of continental drift implied that the less-dense continents 

drifted  through  oceanic crust, crumpling up mountain ranges on their leading 

edges as they pushed against oceanic crust. 
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 FIGURE 19.9  

 Paleomagnetic studies of Permian lava flows in North America indicate an appar-

ent position for the north magnetic pole in eastern Asia. 
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460 CHAPTER 19

fossils, ages, and degree of metamorphism. Such detailed 

matches are convincing evidence that continental drift did, in 

fact, take place. 

 There is also an abundance of satellite geodetic data from 

the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) system, so we can now 

watch the continents move—about as eventful as watching 

your fingernails grow!  

  History of Continental Positions 

 Rock matches show when continents were together; once the 

continents split, the new rocks formed are dissimilar. Paleo-

magnetic evidence indicates the direction and rate of drift, 

allowing maps of old continental positions, such as  figure 19.2 , 

to be drawn. 

 Although Pangaea split up 200 million years ago to form 

our present continents, the continents were moving much ear-

lier. Pangaea was formed by the collision of many small conti-

nents long before it split up. Recent work shows that continents 

have been in motion for at least the past 2 billion years (some 

geologists say 4 billion years), well back into Precambrian time. 

For more than half of Earth’s history, the continents appear to 

have collided, welded together, then split and drifted apart, only 

to collide again, over and over, in an endless, slow dance.    

  SEAFLOOR SPREADING 

  At the same time that many geologists were becoming inter-

ested again in the idea of moving  continents,  Harry Hess, a 

geologist at Princeton University, proposed that the  sea floor  

might be moving, too. This proposal contrasted sharply with 

the earlier ideas of Wegener, who thought that the ocean 

floor remained stationary as the continents plowed through it 

( figure  19.7 ). Hess’s 1962 proposal was quickly named sea-

floor spreading, for it suggests that the sea floor moves away 

from the mid-oceanic ridge as a result of mantle convection 

( figure 19.12 ).  

 According to the initial concept of     seafloor spreading    ,  the 

sea floor is moving like a conveyor belt away from the crest of 

the mid-oceanic ridge, down the flanks of the ridge, and across 

the deep-ocean basin, to disappear finally by plunging beneath 

a continent or island arc ( figure 19.12 ). The ridge crest, with 

sea floor moving away from it on either side, has been called 

a  spreading axis  (or  spreading center ). The sliding of the sea 

floor beneath a continent or island arc is termed      subduction    .  
The sea floor moves at a rate of 1 to 24  centimeters per year 

(your fingernail grows at about 1 centimeter per year). Although 

this may seem to be quite slow, it is rapid compared to most 

geologic processes.  

   Hess’s Driving Force 

 Why does the sea floor move? Hess’s original hypothesis was 

that seafloor spreading is driven by deep mantle convection. 

    Convection    is a circulation pattern driven by the rising of hot 

material and/or the sinking of cold material. Hot material has 

  Geologic Evidence for Continental Drift 

 As paleomagnetic evidence revived interest in continental drift, 

new work was done on fitting continents together. By defin-

ing the edge of a continent as the middle of the continental 

slope, rather than the present (constantly changing) shoreline, 

a much more precise fit has been found between continents 

( figure 19.11 ).  

 The most convincing evidence for continental drift came 

from greatly refined rock matches between now-separated 

 continents. If continents are fitted together like pieces of a 

 jigsaw puzzle, the “picture” should match from piece to piece. 

 The matches between South America and Africa are par-

ticularly striking. Some distinctive rock contacts extend out to 

sea along the shore of Africa. If the two continents are fitted 

together, the identical contacts are found in precisely the right 

position on the shore of South America ( figure 19.11 ). Isotopic 

ages of rocks also match between these continents. 

 Glacial striations show that during the late Paleozoic 

Era, continental glaciers moved from Africa toward the pres-

ent Atlantic Ocean, while similar glaciers seemingly moved 

 from  the Atlantic Ocean  onto  South America ( figure  19.11 ). 

 Continental glaciers, however, cannot move from sea onto 

land. If the two continents had been joined together, the ice 

that moved off Africa could have been the ice that moved onto 

South America. This hypothesis has now been confirmed; from 

their lithology, many of the boulders in South American tills 

have been traced to a source that is now in Africa. 

 Some of the most detailed matches have been made 

between rocks in Brazil and rocks in the African country of 

Gabon. These rocks are similar in type, structure, sequence, 

 FIGURE 19.11  

 Jigsaw puzzle fit and matching rock types between South America and Africa. 

Light-blue areas around continents are continental shelves (part of continents). 

Colored areas within continents are broad belts of rock that correlate in type and 

age from one continent to another. Arrows show direction of glacier movement as 

determined from striations. 
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of the ridge. This movement accompanies tension 

at the ridge crest, cracking open the oceanic crust 

to form the     rift valley    and its associated  shallow-
focus earthquakes.   

  Oceanic Trenches  
As the mantle rock moves horizontally away from 

the ridge crest, it carries the sea floor (the basal-

tic oceanic crust) piggyback along with it. As the 

hot rock moves sideways, it cools and becomes 

denser, sinking deeper beneath the ocean sur-

face. Hess thought it would become cold and 

dense enough to sink back into the mantle. This 

 downward plunge of cold rock accounts for 

the  existence of the oceanic trenches  as well as 

their  low heat flow  values. It also explains the 

large  negative gravity anomalies  associated with 

trenches, for the sinking of the cold rock provides 

a force that holds trenches out of isostatic equilib-

rium (see chapter 17). 

 As the sea floor moves downward into the 

mantle along a subduction zone, it interacts with 

the rock above it. This interaction between the 

moving seafloor rock and the overlying crustal 

and mantle rock can cause the  Benioff zones of 
earthquakes  associated with trenches. It can also 

produce  andesitic volcanism,  which forms vol-

canoes either on the edge of a continent or in an 

island arc ( figure 19.12 ). 

 Hess’s ideas have stood up remarkably well over more 

than thirty years. We now think of lithospheric plates moving 

instead of sea floor riding piggyback on convecting mantle, 

and we think that several mechanisms cause plate motion, but 

Hess’s explanation of seafloor topography, earthquakes, and 

age remains valid today.  

  Age of the Sea Floor  
The  young age of seafloor rocks  (see chapter 18) is neatly 

explained by Hess’s seafloor spreading. New, young sea floor 

is continually being formed by basalt eruptions at the ridge 

crest. This basalt is then carried sideways by convection and is 

subducted into the mantle at an oceanic trench. Thus, old sea 

floor is continually being destroyed at trenches, while new sea 

floor is being formed at the ridge crest. (This is also the reason 

for the puzzling lack of pelagic sediment at the ridge crest. 

Young sea floor at the ridge crest has little sediment because 

the basalt is newly formed. Older sea floor farther from the 

ridge crest has been moving under a constant rain of pelagic 

sediment, building up a progressively thicker layer as it goes.) 

 Note that seafloor spreading implies that the youngest sea 

floor should be at the ridge crest, with the age of the sea floor 

becoming progressively older toward a trench. This increase in 

age away from the ridge crest was not known to exist at the 

time of Hess’s proposal but was an important prediction of his 

hypothesis. This prediction has been successfully tested, as you 

shall see in the section on “Marine Magnetic Anomalies” in 

this chapter.     

a lower density, so it rises; cold material has a higher density 

and sinks. The circulation of water heating in a pan on a stove 

is an example of convection. Convection in the mantle was a 

controversial idea in 1962; for although convection can be eas-

ily demonstrated in a pan of water, it was hard to visualize the 

solid rock of the mantle behaving as a liquid. Over very long 

periods of time, however, it is possible for the hot mantle rock 

to flow in a ductile manner. A slow, convective circulation is 

set up by temperature differences in the rock, and convection 

can explain many seafloor features as well as the young age 

of the seafloor rocks. (The heat that flows outward through 

Earth to drive convection is both original heat from the planet’s 

formation and heat from the decay of radioactive isotopes, as 

 discussed in chapter 17.)  

  Explanations 

  The Mid-Oceanic Ridge  
If convection drives seafloor spreading, then hot mantle rock 

must be rising under the mid-oceanic ridge. Hess showed how 

the  existence of the ridge  and its  high heat flow  are caused by 

the rise of this hot mantle rock. The  basalt eruptions  on the 

ridge crest are also related to this rising rock, for here the  mantle 

rock is hotter than normal and begins to undergo decompres-

sion melting. 

 As hot rock continues to rise beneath the ridge crest, the 

circulation pattern splits and diverges near the surface. Mantle 

rock moves horizontally away from the ridge crest on each side 

 FIGURE 19.12  

 Seafloor spreading hypothesis of Harry Hess. ( A ) Hess proposed that convection extended throughout 

the mantle. (Scale of ridge and trenches is exaggerated.) ( B ) Hot mantle rock rising beneath the mid-oce-

anic ridge (a spreading axis) causes basaltic volcanism and high heat flow. Divergence of sea floor splits 

open the rift valley and causes shallow-focus earthquakes (stars on ridge). Sinking of cold rock causes 

subduction of older sea floor at trenches, producing Benioff zones of earthquakes and andesitic magma. 
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S waves slow down here. This low-velocity zone probably 

reflects partial melting of just a few percent of the upper asthe-

nosphere’s volume, which would account for its properties 

and behavior. The partially melted upper asthenosphere acts as 

a lubricating layer under the lithosphere, allowing the plates to 

move. The low-velocity zone may extend from a depth of 70 to 

200 kilometers beneath oceans; its thickness, depth, and even 

existence under continents are vigorously debated. Below the 

asthenosphere is more rigid mantle rock. 

 The idea that plates move is widely accepted by geologists, 

although the reasons for this movement are debated. Plates 

move away from the mid-oceanic ridge crest or other spreading 

axes. Some plates move toward oceanic trenches. If the plate 

is made up mostly of sea floor (as are the Nazca and Pacific 

plates), the plate can be subducted down into the mantle, form-

ing an oceanic trench and its associated features. If the lead-

ing edge of the plate is made up of continental rock (as is the 

South American plate), that plate will not subduct. Continental 

rock, being less dense (specific gravity 2.7) than oceanic rock 

( specific gravity 3.0), is too light to be subducted. 

 To a first approximation, a plate may be viewed as a rigid 

slab of rock that moves as a unit. As a result, the interior of a 

plate is relatively inactive tectonically (but see box 19.1). Plate 

interiors generally lack earthquakes, volcanoes, young moun-

tain belts, and other signs of geologic activity. According to 

plate-tectonic theory, these features are caused by plate interac-

tions at plate boundaries. 

 Plate boundaries are of three general types, based on whether 

the plates move away from each other, move toward each other, 

or move past each other. A     divergent plate  boundary    is a 

boundary between plates that are moving apart.   A     convergent 
plate boundary    lies between plates that are moving toward 

each other. A     transform plate boundary    is one at which two 

plates move horizontally past each other.   

  HOW DO WE KNOW 

THAT PLATES MOVE? 

  The proposal that Earth’s surface is divided into moving plates 

was an exciting, revolutionary hypothesis, but it required test-

ing to win acceptance among geologists. You have seen how 

the study of paleomagnetism supports the idea of moving conti-

nents. In the 1960s, two critical tests were made of the idea of a 

moving sea floor. These tests involved marine magnetic anoma-

lies and the seismicity of fracture zones. These two successful 

tests convinced most geologists that plates do indeed move.  

   Marine Magnetic Anomalies 

 In the mid-1960s, magnetometer surveys at sea disclosed some 

intriguing characteristics of marine magnetic anomalies. Most 

magnetic anomalies at sea are arranged in bands that lie parallel 

to the rift valley of the mid-oceanic ridge. Alternating positive 

and negative anomalies (chapter 17) form a stripelike pattern 

parallel to the ridge crest ( figure 19.14 ).  

  PLATES AND PLATE MOTION 

  By the mid-1960s, the twin ideas of moving continents and a 

moving sea floor were causing great excitement and emotional 

debate among geologists. By the late 1960s, these ideas had 

been combined into a single theory that revolutionized geol-

ogy by providing a unifying framework for Earth science—the 

theory of plate tectonics. 

 As described earlier, a     plate    is a large, mobile slab of rock 

that is part of Earth’s surface ( figure 19.1 ). The surface of a plate 

may be made up entirely of sea floor (as is the Nazca plate), or it 

may be made up of both continental and oceanic rock (as is the 

North American plate). Some of the smaller plates are entirely 

continental, but all the large plates contain some sea floor. 

 Plate tectonics has added some new terms, based on rock 

behavior, to the zones of Earth’s interior, as we have discussed 

in some previous chapters. The plates are composed of the rela-

tively rigid outer shell of Earth called the     lithosphere    .  The lith-

osphere includes the rocks of the crust and uppermost mantle 

( figure 19.13 ).  

 The lithosphere beneath oceans increases in both age and 

thickness with distance from the crest of the mid-oceanic ridge. 

Young lithosphere near the ridge crest may be only 10 kilome-

ters thick, while very old lithosphere far from the ridge crest 

may be as much as 100 kilometers thick. An average thickness 

for oceanic lithosphere might be 70 kilometers, as shown in 

 figure 19.13 . 

 Continental lithosphere is thicker, varying from perhaps 

125 kilometers thick to as much as 200 to 250 kilometers 

thick beneath the oldest, coldest, and most inactive parts of the 

continents. 

 Below the rigid lithosphere is the     asthenosphere    ,  a zone 

that behaves in a ductile manner because of increased tem-

perature and pressure. Some geologists think that the upper 

part of the asthenosphere is partially molten because P and 

 FIGURE 19.13  

 The rigid lithosphere includes the crust and uppermost mantle; it forms the plates. 

The ductile asthenosphere acts as a lubricating layer beneath the lithosphere. Oce-

anic lithosphere averages 70 kilometers thick; continental lithosphere varies from 

125 to 250 kilometers thick. Asthenosphere may not be present under continents. 
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  The Vine-Matthews Hypothesis  
Two British geologists, Fred Vine and Drummond Matthews, 

made several important observations about these anomalies. They 

recognized that the pattern of magnetic anomalies was symmetri-

cal about the ridge crest. That is, the pattern of magnetic anoma-

lies on one side of the mid-oceanic ridge was a mirror image of 

the pattern on the other side ( figure 19.14 ). Vine and Matthews 

 FIGURE 19.14

 Marine magnetic anomalies. ( A ) The red line shows positive and negative magnetic 

anomalies as recorded by a magnetometer towed behind a ship. Positive anoma-

lies are shown in black and negative anomalies are shown in tan. Notice how mag-

netic anomalies are parallel to the rift valley and symmetric about the ridge crest. 

( B ) Symmetric magnetic anomalies (“stripes”) from the mid-Atlantic ridge south of 

Iceland. 
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also noticed that the same pattern of magnetic anomalies exists 

over different parts of the mid-oceanic ridge. The pattern of 

anomalies over the ridge in the northern Atlantic Ocean is the 

same as the pattern over the ridge in the southern Pacific Ocean. 

 The most important observation that Vine and Matthews 

made was that the pattern of magnetic  anomalies  at sea matches 

the pattern of magnetic  reversals  already known from studies 

of lava flows on the continents ( figure 19.15  and  chapter 17). 

This correlation can be seen by comparing the  pattern of 

 colored bands in  figure  19.15  (reversals) with the pattern in 

  figure 19.14  (anomalies).  

 Putting these observations together with Hess’s concept 

of seafloor spreading, which had just been published, Vine and 

Matthews proposed an explanation for magnetic anomalies. 

They suggested that there is continual opening of tensional 

cracks within the rift valley on the mid-oceanic ridge crest. 

These cracks on the ridge crest are filled by basaltic magma 

from below, which cools to form dikes. Cooling magma in 

the dikes records Earth’s magnetism at the time the magnetic 

minerals crystallize. The process is shown in  figure 19.16 .  

 FIGURE 19.15  

 Magnetic reversals during the past 5 million years determined from lava flows 

that have been radiometrically dated. Black represents normal magnetism; tan 

represents reverse magnetism.  After Mankinen, E. A. and Dalrymple, G. B., 1979. 

Revised geomagnetic polarity time scale for the interval 0–5 m.y. B.P. Journal of 

Geophysical Research, v. 84, pp. 615–626.  
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464 CHAPTER 19

from the present magnetic field, and so a magnetometer towed 

over such dikes measures a weaker magnetic field—a  negative
magnetic anomaly. Since seafloor motion separates these dikes 

into halves, the patterns on either side of the ridge are mirror 

images.  

  Measuring the Rate of Plate Motion  
There are two important points about the Vine-Matthews 

hypothesis of magnetic anomaly origin. The first is that it 

allows us to measure the  rate of seafloor motion  (which is the 

same as plate motion, since continents and the sea floor move 

together as plates). 

 Because magnetic reversals have already been dated 

from lava flows on land ( figure 19.15 ), the anomalies caused 

by these reversals are also dated and can be used to discover 

how fast the sea floor has moved ( figure 19.16 ). For instance, 

a piece of the sea floor representing the reversal that occurred 

4.5 million years ago may be found 45 kilometers away from 

the rift valley of the ridge crest. The piece of sea floor, then, has 

traveled 45 kilometers since it formed 4.5 million years ago. 

Dividing the distance the sea floor has moved by its age gives 

10 kilometers per million years, or 1 centimeter per year, for 

the rate of seafloor motion here. In other words, on each side of 

the ridge, the sea floor is moving away from the ridge crest at 

a rate of 1 centimeter per year. Such measured rates generally 

range from 1 to 24 centimeters per year.  

  Predicting Seafloor Age  
The other important point of the Vine-Matthews hypoth-

esis is that it  predicts the age of the sea floor  ( figure 19.16 ). 

 Magnetic reversals are now known to have occurred back into 

Precambrian time. Sea floor of  all  ages is therefore character-

ized by parallel bands of magnetic anomalies.  Figure 17.20 

shows the pattern of marine magnetic anomalies (and the 

reversals that caused them) during the past 160  million years. 

The distinctive pattern of these anomalies through time 

allows them to be identified by age, a process similar to dat-

ing by tree rings. 

 Now, even before they sample the sea floor, marine geolo-

gists can predict the age of the igneous rock of the sea floor 

by measuring the magnetic anomalies at the sea surface. Most 

sections of the sea floor have magnetic anomalies. By matching 

the measured anomaly pattern with the known pattern that is 

shown in figure 17.20, the age of the sea floor in the region can 

be predicted, as shown in  figure 19.17 .  

 This is a very powerful test of the hypothesis that the sea 

floor moves. Suppose, for example, that the sea floor in a par-

ticular spot is predicted to be 70 million years old from a study 

of its magnetic anomalies. If the hypothesis of seafloor motion 

and the Vine-Matthews hypothesis of magnetic anomaly origin 

are correct, a sample of igneous rock from that spot  must  be 

70 million years old. If the rock proves to be 10 million years 

old or 200 million years old or 1.2 billion years old, or any 

other age except 70 million years, then both of these hypotheses 

are wrong. But if the rock proves to be 70 million years old, as 

predicted, then both hypotheses have been successfully tested. 

 When Earth’s magnetic field has a  normal polarity  (the 

present orientation), cooling dikes are normally magnetized. 

Dikes that cool when the field is reversed ( figure  19.16 ) are 

reversely magnetized. So each dike preserves a record of the 

polarity that prevailed during the time the magma cooled. 

Extension produced by the moving sea floor then cracks a dike 

in two, and the two halves are carried away in opposite direc-

tions down the flanks of the ridge. New magma eventually 

intrudes the newly opened fracture. It cools, is magnetized, and 

forms a new dike, which in turn is split by continued exten-

sion. In this way, a system of reversely magnetized and nor-

mally magnetized dikes forms parallel to the rift valley. These 

dikes, in the Vine-Matthews hypothesis, are the cause of the 

anomalies. 

 The magnetism of normally magnetized dikes adds to 

Earth’s magnetism, and so a magnetometer carried over such 

dikes registers a stronger magnetism than average—a  positive
magnetic anomaly. Dikes that are reversely magnetized subtract 

 FIGURE 19.16  

 The origin of magnetic anomalies. During a time of reversed magnetism (Gilbert 

reversed epoch), a series of basaltic dikes intrudes the ridge crest, becoming 

reversely magnetized. The dike zone is torn in half and moved sideways, as a 

new group of normally magnetized dikes forms at the ridge crest. A new series of 

reversely magnetized dikes forms at the ridge crest. The dike pattern becomes 

symmetric about the ridge crest. Correlating the magnetic anomalies with mag-

netic reversals allows anomalies to be dated. Magnetic anomalies can therefore 

be used to predict the age of the sea floor and to measure the rate of seafloor 

spreading (plate motion). 
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 The mid-oceanic ridge is offset along fracture zones (see 

 figure 19.1 ). Conceivably, the mid-oceanic ridge was once con-

tinuous across a fracture zone but has been offset by strike-slip 

motion along the fracture zone ( figure 19.18  A ). If such motion 

is occurring along a fracture zone, we would expect to find two 

things: (1) earthquakes should be distributed along the entire 

length of the fracture zone, and (2) the motion of the rocks on 

either side of the fracture zone should be in the direction shown 

by the arrows in  figure 19.18  A.   
 In fact, these things are not true about fracture zones. 

Earthquakes do occur along fracture zones, but only in those 

segments between offset sections of ridge crest. In addition, 

first-motion studies of earthquakes (see chapter 16) along 

fracture zones show that the motion of the rocks on either 

side of the fracture zone during an earthquake is exactly 

opposite to the motion shown in  figure 19.18  A.  The actual 

motion of the rocks as determined from first-motion stud-

ies is shown in  figure  19.18  B.  The portion of a fracture 

zone between two offset portions of ridge crest is called a 

transform fault    .  
 The motion of rocks on either side of a transform fault was 

predicted by the hypothesis of a moving sea floor. Note that 

 Hundreds of rock and sediment cores recovered from 

holes drilled in the sea floor were used to test these hypoth-

eses. Close correspondence has generally been found between 

the predicted age and the measured age of the sea floor. (The 

seafloor age is usually measured by fossil dating of sediment 

in the cores rather than by isotopic dating of igneous rock.) 

This evidence from deep-sea drilling has been widely accepted 

by geologists as verification of the hypotheses of plate motion 

and magnetic anomaly origin. Most geologists now think that 

these concepts are no longer hypotheses but can now be called 

theories. (A  theory,  as discussed in box 1.4 in connection with 

the scientific method, is a hypothesis that has been tested and 

found to explain observations.)   

  Another Test: Fracture Zones 

and Transform Faults 

 Cores from deep-sea drilling tested plate motion by allowing 

us to compare the actual age of the sea floor with the age pre-

dicted from magnetic anomalies. Another rigorous test of plate 

motion has been made by studying the seismicity of fracture 

zones. 

 FIGURE 19.17  

 The age of the sea floor as determined from magnetic anomalies.  After  The Bedrock Geology of the World  by R. L. Larson, W. C. Pitman, III, et al., W. H. Freeman  
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466 CHAPTER 19

 FIGURE 19.18  

 Two possible explanations for the relationship between fracture zones and the mid-oceanic ridge. ( A ) The expected rock motions and earthquake distribution, assuming 

that the ridge was once continuous across the fracture zone. ( B ) The expected rock motions and earthquake distribution, assuming that the two ridge segments were never 

joined together and that the sea floor moves away from the rift valley segments. Only explanation ( B ) fits the data. The portion of the fracture zone between the ridge seg-

ments is a transform fault. 
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sea floor moves away from the two segments of ridge crest 

(  figure 19.18  B ). Looking along the length of the fracture zone, 

you can see that blocks of rock move in opposite directions 

only on that section of the fracture zone between the two seg-

ments of ridge crest. Earthquakes, therefore, occur only on this 

section of the fracture zone, the transform fault. The direction 

of motion of rock on either side of the transform fault is exactly 

predicted by the assumption that rock is moving away from 

the ridge crests. Verification by first-motion studies of this pre-

dicted motion along fracture zones was another successful test 

of plate motion.  

  Measuring Plate Motion Directly 

 In recent years, the motion of plates has been directly measured 

using satellites, radar, lasers, and the Global Positioning Sys-

tem (GPS). These techniques can measure the distance between 

two widely separated points to within 1 centimeter. GPS is now 

routinely used to measure the relative motion between plates 

because of its accuracy and because the receivers are relatively 

inexpensive and fairly portable ( figure 19.19  A ). Plate motions 

are now recorded on a yearly basis throughout the world 

( figure 19.19  B ).  

 If two plates move toward each other at individual rates of 

2 centimeters per year and 6 centimeters per year, the combined 

rate of convergence is 8 centimeters per year. The measurement 

techniques are sensitive enough to easily measure such a rate 

if measurements are repeated each year. Such measured rates 

match closely the predicted rates from magnetic anomalies.    

  DIVERGENT PLATE BOUNDARIES 

  Divergent plate boundaries, where plates move away from each 

other, can occur in the middle of the ocean or in the middle of a 

continent. The result of divergent plate boundaries is to create, 

or open, new ocean basins. This dynamic process has occurred 

throughout the geologic past. 

 When a supercontinent such as Pangaea breaks up, a diver-

gent boundary can be found in the middle of a continent. The 

divergent boundary is marked by rifting, basaltic volcanism, 

and uplift. During rifting, the continental crust is stretched and 

thinned. This extension produces shallow-focus earthquakes 

on normal faults, and a  rift valley  forms as a central  graben
(a  downdropped fault block). The faults act as pathways for 

basaltic magma, which rises from the mantle to erupt on the 

surface as cinder cones and basalt flows. Uplift at a divergent 

boundary is usually caused by the upwelling of hot mantle 

beneath the crust; the surface is elevated by the thermal expan-

sion of the hot, rising rock and of the surface rock as it is 

warmed from below. 

  Figure 19.20  shows how a continent might rift to form an 

ocean. The figure shows rifting before uplift, because recent 

work indicates that this was the sequence for the opening of the 

Red Sea. The crust is initially stretched and thinned. Numerous 

normal faults break the crust, and the surface subsides into a 

central graben ( figure 19.20  A ). Shallow earthquakes and basalt 

eruptions occur in this rift valley, which also has high heat 

flow. An example of a boundary at this stage is the African Rift 

 Valleys in eastern Africa ( figure  19.21 ). The valleys are gra-

bens that may mark the site of the future breakup of Africa. A 

dramatic example of rifting occurred in September 2005 when 

a 60-kilometer-long fissure or crack opened in just three weeks 

after a series of earthquakes shook the Afar region. The open-

ing cracks swallowed goats and camels, and nomads in the area 

reported black smoke that smelled of sulfur venting out of the 

fissures and also saw what looked like “large black birds” fly-

ing out of the linear vents. What they were witnessing was the 

largest single rip in the crust since the advent of satellite moni-

toring, and the associated injection of mafic magma (enough 
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 FIGURE 19.19 

   ( A ) Global Positioning System (GPS) station being installed in Iceland that will collect signals from orbiting GPS satellites to determine plate motions. ( B ) Yearly plate motions 

from stations around the world as measured by GPS.  Photo (A) © Icelandic Met Office; (B) from NASA   http://sideshow.jpl.nasa.gov/post/series.html  
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to fill a football stadium 2,000 times) along a vertical crack 

as new crust was being formed ( figure 19.21  C ). The stretching 

apart of this area may eventually tear northeastern Africa away 

from the rest of the continent.   

 As divergence continues, the continental crust on the 

upper part of the plate clearly separates, and seawater floods 

into the linear basin between the two divergent continents 

(  figure  19.20  B ). A series of fault blocks have rotated along 

curved fault planes at the edges of the continents, thinning 

the continental crust. The rise of hot mantle rock beneath the 

thinned crust causes continued basalt eruptions that create true 

oceanic crust between the two continents. The center of the nar-

row ocean is marked by a rift valley with its typical high heat 

flow and shallow earthquakes. The Red Sea is an example of a 

divergent margin at this stage ( figure 19.21 ). 

 After modest widening of the new ocean, uplift of the 

continental edges may occur. As continental crust thins by 

stretching and faulting, the surface initially subsides. At the 

same time, hot mantle rock wells up beneath the stretched crust 

(  figure  19.20  B ). The rising diapir of hot mantle rock would 

cause uplift by thermal expansion. 

 The new ocean is narrow, and the tilt of the adjacent land 

is away from the new sea, so rivers flow away from the sea 

( figure  19.20  B ). At this stage, the seawater that has flooded 

into the rift may evaporate, leaving behind a thick layer of rock 

salt overlying the continental sediments. The likelihood of salt 

precipitation increases if the continent is in one of the desert 
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468 CHAPTER 19

 FIGURE 19.20  

 A divergent plate boundary forming in the middle of a continent will eventually create a new ocean. 
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Sea level

A Continent undergoes extension. The crust is thinned and 
a rift valley forms.

B Continent tears in two. Continent edges are faulted and uplifted. 
Basalt eruptions form oceanic crust.

C Continental sediments blanket the subsiding margins to form continental shelves. 
The ocean widens and a mid-oceanic ridge develops, as in the Atlantic Ocean.

Narrow sea
Fault

blocks

Continental shelf

belts or if one or both ends of the new ocean should become 

temporarily blocked, perhaps by volcanism. Not all divergent 

boundaries contain rock salt, however. 

 The plates continue to diverge, widening the sea.  Thermal 

uplift creates a mid-oceanic ridge in the center of the sea 

(  figure 19.20  C ). The flanks of the ridge subside as the seafloor 

rock cools as it moves. 

 The trailing edges of the continents also subside as they 

are lowered by erosion and as the hot rock beneath them cools. 

Subsidence continues until the edges of the continents are 

under water. A thick sequence of marine sediment blankets the 

thinned continental rock, forming a  passive continental margin

( figures 19.20  C  and  19.22 ; see also chapter 18). The sediment 

forms a shallow continental shelf, which may contain a deeply 

buried salt layer. The deep continental rise is formed as sedi-

ment is carried down the continental slope by turbidity currents 

and other mechanisms. The Atlantic Ocean is currently at this 

stage of divergence.  

 A divergent boundary on the sea floor is located on the 

crest of the mid-oceanic ridge. If the spreading rate is slow, 

as it is in the Atlantic Ocean (1 centimeter per year), the crest 

has a rift valley. Fast spreading, as along the East Pacific Rise 

(18 centimeters per year) and along other ridges in the Pacific 

Ocean, prevents a rift from forming. A divergent boundary at 
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 FIGURE 19.21  

 ( A ) The East African Rift Valleys and the Red Sea. ( B ) Satellite photo of Red Sea. 

Gulf of Suez is on the upper left and Gulf of Aqaba on upper right. Note the simi-

larities in the shorelines of the Arabian Peninsula (right) and Africa (left) suggesting 

that the Red Sea was formed by splitting of the continent. ( C ) Da’Ure volcanic vent 

and fracture that opened during the September 2005 rifting event in Afar, Ethiopia. 

This rifting event was the largest ever observed on land, and will eventually lead to 

eastern Ethiopia being torn away from the rest of Africa and the birth of a new sea. 

Note people for scale.   Photo B by Jeff Schmaltz, MODIS Rapid Response Team, 

NASA/GSFC; photo C by Anthony R. Philpotts  
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 FIGURE 19.22  

 A passive continental margin formed 

by continental breakup and diver-

gence. Downfaulted continental crust 

forms basins, which fill with basalt and 

sediment. A layer of rock salt may 

form if a narrow ocean evaporates. 

A thick sequence of marine sedi-

ments covers these rocks and forms 

the continental shelf, slope, and rise. 

A reef may form at the shelf edge if 

the water is warm; buried reefs occur 

on many parts of the Atlantic shelf of 

North America. 
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470 CHAPTER 19

 Not all transform faults connect two ridge segments. As you 

can see in  figure 19.23 , a transform fault can  connect a ridge to 

a trench (a divergent boundary to a convergent  boundary), or 

it can connect two trenches (two convergent boundaries). The 

most famous example of a transform fault is the San Andreas 

fault in California ( figure  19.23  D  and box 19.2). The San 

Andreas fault forms a ridge-ridge transform plate  boundary 

between the North American and Pacific plates. To explore 

the surface features of the fault as it cuts across  California, 

visit box 15.2. Continued transform plate motion on the San 

Andreas fault creates an earthquake risk for those living near 

the fault (see box 16.3). 

 What is the origin of the offset in a ridge-ridge transform 

fault? The offsets appear to be the result of irregularly shaped 

divergent boundaries ( figure 19.24 ). When two  oceanic plates 

begin to diverge, the boundary may be curved on a sphere. 

Mechanical constraints prevent divergence along a curved 

boundary, so the original curves readjust into a series of 

 right-angle bends. The ridge crests align perpendicular to the 

spreading direction, and the transform faults align parallel to 

the spreading direction. An old line of weakness in a continent 

may cause the initial divergent boundary to be oblique to the 

spreading direction when the continent splits. The boundary 

will then readjust into a series of transform faults parallel to the 

spreading direction.    

sea is marked by the same features as a divergent boundary 

on land—tensional cracks, normal faults, shallow earthquakes, 

high heat flow, and basaltic eruptions. The basalt forms dikes 

within the cracks and pillow lavas on the sea floor, creating 

new oceanic crust on the trailing edges of plates.   

  TRANSFORM BOUNDARIES 

  At transform boundaries, where one plate slides horizontally 

past another plate, the plate motion can occur on a single fault 

or on a group of parallel faults. Transform boundaries are 

marked by shallow-focus earthquakes in a narrow zone for a 

single fault or in a broad zone for a group of parallel faults 

(see figure 16.26). First-motion studies of the quakes indicate 

strike-slip movement parallel to the faults. 

 The name  transform fault  comes from the fact that the 

displacement along the fault abruptly ends or transforms 

into another kind of displacement. The most common type 

of transform fault occurs along fracture zones and connects 

two divergent plate boundaries at the crest of the mid-oceanic 

ridge ( figures 19.23  and  19.18  B ). The spreading motion at one 

ridge segment is transformed into the spreading motion at the 

other ridge segment by strike-slip movement along the trans-

form fault.  

 FIGURE 19.23  

 Transform boundaries ( A ) between two ridges; ( B ) between a ridge and a trench; 

and ( C ) between two trenches. Triangles on trenches point down subduction 

zones. Trench-trench transform boundaries are common in the southeast Pacific. 

Color tones show two plates in each case. ( D ) The San Andreas fault is a ridge-

ridge transform plate boundary between the North American plate and the Pacific 

plate. The south end of the San Andreas fault is a ridge segment (shown in red) 

near the U.S.-Mexico border. The north end of the fault is a “triple junction” where 

three plates meet at a point. The relative motion along the San Andreas fault is 

shown by the large black arrows, as the Pacific plate slides horizontally past the 

North American plate.  (D) Modified from U.S. Geological Survey  
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 FIGURE 19.24  

 Divergent boundaries form ridge crests perpendicular to the spreading direction 

and transform faults parallel to the spreading direction. ( A ) Oceanic plates. ( B ) Con-

tinental plates. 

A  Oceanic plate divergence

B  Continental plate divergence

Weakness

  CONVERGENT PLATE BOUNDARIES 

  At convergent plate boundaries, two plates move toward each 

other (often obliquely). The character of the boundary depends 

partly on the types of plates that converge. A plate capped by 

oceanic crust can move toward another plate capped by oceanic 

crust, in which case one plate dives (subducts) under the other. 

If an oceanic plate converges with a plate capped by a conti-

nent, the dense oceanic plate subducts under the continental 

plate. If the two approaching plates are both 

carrying continents, the continents collide 

and crumple, but neither is subducted.  

   Ocean-Ocean Convergence 

 Where two plates capped by sea floor con-

verge, one plate subducts under the other 

(the Pacific plate sliding under the western 

Aleutian Islands is an example). The sub-

ducting plate bends downward, forming 

the outer wall of an oceanic trench, which 

usually forms a broad curve convex to the 

subducting plate ( figures 19.25  and  19.26 ).   

 As one plate subducts under another, a 

Benioff zone of shallow-, intermediate-, and 

deep-focus earthquakes is created within 

the upper portion of the down-going litho-

sphere (see figure 16.23). The reasons for 

these quakes are discussed in chapter 16. 

The existence of deep-focus earthquakes to 

a depth of 670 kilometers tells us that brittle 

plates continue to (at least) that depth. The 

pattern of quakes shows that the angle of subduction changes 

with depth, usually becoming steeper ( figure  19.25 ). Some 

plates crumple or break into segments as they descend. 

 As the descending plate reaches depths of at least 

100  kilometers, magma is generated in the overlying astheno-

sphere ( figure  19.25 ). The magma probably forms by partial 

melting of the asthenosphere, perhaps triggered by dewatering 

of the down-going oceanic crust as it is subducted, as described 

in chapter 3. Differentiation and assimilation may also play an 

important role in the generation of the magma, which is typi-

cally andesitic to basaltic in composition. 

 The magma works its way upward to erupt as an     island 
arc    ,  a curved line of volcanoes that form a string of islands 

parallel to the oceanic trench ( figure 19.25 ). Beneath the volca-

noes are large plutons in the thickened arc crust. 

 The distance between the island arc and the trench can 

vary, depending upon where the subducting plate reaches the 

100-kilometer depth. If the subduction angle is steep, the plate 

reaches this magma-generating depth at a location close to the 

trench, so the horizontal distance between the arc and trench is 

short. If the subduction angle is gentle, the arc-trench distance 

is greater. A thick, buoyant plate (such as a subducting aseismic 

ridge) may subduct at such a gentle angle that it merely slides 

horizontally along under another plate. Because the top of the 

subducting plate never reaches the 100-kilometer depth, such 

very shallow subduction zones lack volcanism. 

 When a plate subducts far from a mid-oceanic ridge, the 

plate is cold, with a low heat flow. Oceanic plates form at ridge 

crests, then cool and sink as they spread toward trenches. Even-

tually, they become cold and dense enough to sink back into the 

mantle. Oceanic trenches are marked by strong negative grav-

ity anomalies. These show that trenches are not currently in 

isostatic equilibrium but are being actively pulled down. Hess 

 FIGURE 19.25  

 Ocean-ocean convergence forms a trench, a volcanic island arc, and a Benioff zone of earthquakes. 
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 Trench positions change with time. As one plate subducts, 

the overlying plate may be moving toward it. The motion of 

the leading edge of the overlying plate will force the trench to 

migrate horizontally over the subducting plate. The Peru-Chile 

Trench is moving over the Nazca plate in this manner as South 

America moves westward ( figure 19.1 ). There is another rea-

son that trenches move. A subducting plate may not sink in a 

direction parallel to the length of the plate but may fall through 

the mantle at an angle that is  steeper  than the dip of the down-

going plate. This steep sinking pulls the subducting plate pro-

gressively away from the overlying plate and causes the hinge 

line of bending and the oceanic trench to migrate seaward onto 

the subducting plate. The migration may cause stretching or 

extension in the backarc region of the overlying plate, a process 

called  backarc spreading . The location at which the subducting 

plate contacts the 100-kilometer depth where magmas are gen-

erated in the asthenosphere also migrates seaward toward the 

subducting plate and may cause the position of the island arc to 

migrate toward the subducting plate as well.  

  Ocean-Continent Convergence 

 When a plate capped by oceanic crust is subducted under the 

continental  lithosphere, an accretionary wedge and forearc 

basin form an  active continental margin  between the trench and 

the continent ( figure 19.27 ). A Benioff zone of earthquakes dips 

under the edge of the continent, which is marked by andesitic 

volcanism and a young mountain belt. Examples of this type of 

thought that this pulling was caused by a down-turning convec-

tion current in the mantle. Today, most geologists think that the 

pulling is caused by the sinking of cold, dense lithosphere. 

 The inner wall of a trench (toward the arc) consists of an 

accretionary wedge  (or  subduction complex ) of thrust-faulted 

and folded marine sediment and pieces of oceanic crust 

(  figure 19.25 ). The sediment is “snowplowed” off the subduct-

ing plate by the overlying plate. New slices of sediment are 

continually added to the bottom of the accretionary wedge, 

pushing it upward to form a ridge on the sea floor. A relatively 

undeformed  forearc basin  lies between the accretionary wedge 

and the volcanic arc. (The trench side of an arc is the forearc; 

the other side of the arc is the backarc.) 

 FIGURE 19.26  

 A dented table tennis ball can show why trenches are curved on a sphere. 
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 FIGURE 19.27  

 Ocean-continent convergence forms an active continental margin with a trench, a Benioff zone, a magmatic arc, and a young mountain belt on the edge of the continent. 
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 FIGURE 19.28  

 The collision of two continents forms a young mountain belt in the interior of a new, larger continent. The most famous example of continent-continent collision is the collision 

of India with Asia. ( A ) India is moving toward Asia due to ocean-continent convergence. ( B ) India collides with Asia to form the Himalayas, the highest mountain range on Earth. 

( C ) Map view of the northward movement of India through time. 
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the magmatic arc ( figure 19.27 ). The thrust faults, associated 

with folds, move slivers of mountain-belt rocks landward over 

the continental interior (the  craton ). Underthrusting of the rigid 

craton beneath the hot, mobile core of the mountain belt may 

help form the fold-thrust belt. 

 Inland of the backarc fold-thrust belt, the craton subsides to 

form a sedimentary basin (sometimes called a  foreland basin ). 

The weight of the stacked thrust sheets depresses the craton 

isostatically. The basin receives sediment, some of which may 

be marine if the craton is forced below sea level. This basin 

extends the effect of subduction far inland. Subduction of the 

sea floor off California during the Mesozoic Era produced 

basin sedimentation as far east as the central Great Plains.  

  Continent-Continent Convergence 

 Two continents may approach each other and collide. They 

must be separated by an ocean floor that is being subducted 

under one continent and that lacks a spreading axis to create 

new oceanic crust ( figure  19.28 ). The edge of one continent 

boundary are the subduction of the Nazca plate under western 

South America and the Juan de Fuca plate under North America.  

 The magma that is created by ocean-continent convergence 

forms a     magmatic arc    ,  a broad term used both for island arcs 

at sea and for belts of igneous activity on the edges of con-

tinents. The surface expression of a magmatic arc is either a 

line of andesitic islands (such as the Aleutian Islands) or a line 

of andesitic continental volcanoes (such as the Cascade volca-

noes of the Pacific Northwest). Beneath the volcanoes are large 

plutons in thickened crust. We see these plutons as batholiths 

on land when they are exposed by deep erosion. The igneous 

processes that form the granitic and intermediate magmas of 

batholiths are described in chapter 3. 

 The hot magma rising from the subduction zone thickens 

the continental crust and makes it weaker and more mobile than 

cold crust. Regional metamorphism takes place within this hot, 

mobile zone. Crustal thickening causes uplift, so a young moun-

tain belt forms here as the thickened crust rises isostatically. 

 Another reason for the growth of the mountain belt is the 

stacking up of thrust sheets on the continental (backarc) side of 
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will initially have a magmatic arc and all the other features of 

ocean-continent convergence.  

 As the sea floor is subducted, the ocean becomes nar-

rower and narrower until the continents eventually collide and 

destroy or close the ocean basin. Oceanic lithosphere is heavy 

and can sink into the mantle, but continental lithosphere is less 

dense and cannot sink. One continent may slide a short dis-

tance under another, but it will not go down a subduction zone. 

After collision, the heavy oceanic lithosphere breaks off the 

continental lithosphere and continues to sink, leaving the con-

tinent behind. 

 The two continents are welded together along a dipping 

 suture zone  that marks the old site of subduction (  figure 19.28  B ). 

Thrust belts and subsiding basins occur on both sides of the 

original magmatic arc, which is now inactive. The presence 

of the original arc thickens the crust in the region of impact. 

The crust is thickened further by the shallow underthrusting of 

one continent beneath the other and by the stacking of thrust 

sheets in the two thrust belts. The result is a mountain belt in 

the interior of a continent (a new, large continent formed by 

the collision of the two, smaller continents). The entire region 

of impact is marked by a broad belt of shallow-focus earth-

quakes along the numerous faults, as shown in  figure 16.26. A 

few deeper quakes may occur within the sinking oceanic litho-

sphere beneath the mountain range. 

 The Himalayas in central Asia are thought to have formed in 

this way, as India collided with and underthrust Asia to produce 

exceptionally thick crust and high elevations. Paleomagnetic 

studies show that India was once in the Southern Hemisphere 

and moved north to its present position ( figure 19.28  C ). The 

collision with Asia occurred after an intervening ocean was 

destroyed by subduction ( figure 19.2 ).    

  DO PLATE BOUNDARIES MOVE? 

  Almost nothing is fixed in plate tectonics. Not only do plates 

move, but plate boundaries move as well. Plates may move 

away from each other at a divergent boundary on a ridge crest 

for tens of millions of years, but the ridge crest can be migrat-

ing across Earth’s surface as this occurs. Ridge crests can also 

jump to new positions. The original ridge crest may suddenly 

become inactive; the divergence will jump quickly to a new 

position and create a new ridge crest (the evidence lies in the 

seafloor magnetic anomaly pattern). 

 Convergent boundaries migrate, also. As they do, trenches 

and magmatic arcs migrate along with the boundaries. Con-

vergent boundaries can also jump; subduction can stop in one 

place and begin suddenly in a new place. 

 Transform boundaries change position, also. California’s 

San Andreas fault has been in its present position about 5 million 

years. Prior to that, the plate motion was taken up on seafloor 

faults parallel to the San Andreas. In the future, the San Andreas 

may shift eastward again. The 1992 Landers earthquake, on a 

new fault in the Mojave Desert, and its pattern of aftershocks 

extending an astonishing 500 miles northward, suggest that 

the San Andreas may be trying to jump inland again. Geodetic 

 studies have shown that more than 25% of the plate motion 

between the Pacific and North American plates is accommo-

dated along faults in eastern California and western Nevada (see 

box 19.1, figure 2). If more motion is taken up along this zone, 

most of California will be newly attached to the Pacific plate 

instead of the North American plate, and California will slide 

northwestward relative to the rest of North America.   

  CAN PLATES CHANGE IN SIZE? 

  Plates can change in size. For example, new sea floor is being 

added onto the trailing edge of the North American plate at the 

spreading axis in the central Atlantic Ocean. Most of the North 

American plate is not being subducted along its leading edge 

because this edge is made up of lightweight continental rock. 

Thus, the North American plate is growing in size as it moves 

slowly westward. 

 The Nazca plate is getting smaller. The spreading axis is add-

ing new rock along the trailing edge of the Nazca plate, but the 

leading edge is being subducted down the Peru-Chile Trench. If 

South America were stationary, the Nazca plate might remain the 

same size, because the rate of subduction and the rate of spread-

ing are equal. But South America is slowly moving westward 

because of spreading on the Atlantic Ridge, pushing the Peru-

Chile Trench in front of it. This means that the site of subduction 

of the Nazca plate is gradually coming closer to its spreading axis 

to the west, and so the Nazca plate is getting smaller. The same 

thing is probably happening to the Pacific plate as the  Eurasian 

plate moves eastward into the Pacific Ocean.   

  THE ATTRACTIVENESS 

OF PLATE TECTONICS 

  The theory of plate tectonics is attractive to geologists because 
it can explain in a general way the distribution and origin of 
many Earth features. These features are discussed throughout 
this book, and we summarize them here. 

 The distribution and composition of the world’s  volcanoes  
can be explained by plate tectonics.  Basaltic  volcanoes and 
lava flows form at divergent plate boundaries when hot mantle 
rock rises at a spreading axis.  Andesitic  volcanoes, particularly 
those in the circum-Pacific belt, result from subduction of an 
oceanic plate beneath either a continental plate or another oce-
anic plate. Although most of the world’s volcanoes occur at 
plate margins, some do not (Hawaii being an example). We will 
discuss some of these isolated volcanoes in the “Mantle Plumes 
and Hot Spots” section of this chapter.  

  Earthquake  distribution and first motion can largely be 
explained by plate tectonics. Shallow-focus earthquakes along 
normal faults are caused by extension at divergent plate bound-
aries. Shallow-focus earthquakes also occur on transform faults 
when plates slide past one another. Broad zones of shallow-
focus earthquakes are located where two continents collide. 
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 FIGURE 19.29  

 A possible model of mantle convection.  Modified from L. H. Kellogg, B. H. Hager, and R. D. van der Hilst, 1999,  Science,  283:1881–84  
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 Possible driving mechanisms for plate tectonics include: 

mantle convection, ridge push, slab pull, trench suction, and 

mantle plumes.  

   Mantle Convection 

 There is no doubt that convection in the mantle is linked in 

some crucial way to plate motions (see  figure  19.12 ). Man-

tle convection—the slow overturning of Earth’s hot, ductile 

interior as heated rock wells up from below, cools near the 

surface, and sinks back down again—could take place as a 

series of giant cells, individually extending all the way from 

the heat source at the core-mantle boundary to the base of 

the lithosphere itself. Recent studies using seismic tomogra-

phy and computer modeling indicate that this idea of “whole 

mantle convection” is too simplistic, however ( figure 19.29 ). 

Change in density with depth in the Earth, the property of 

large continents to trap mantle heat, and the “stirring” of the 

mantle from the sinking of subducted oceanic lithosphere all 

contribute to a more complex pattern of convective heat loss. 

Cold  lithospheric plates may subduct down to the   core-mantle 

boundary, whereas other, less-dense (younger) plates may 

only reach the 670-kilometer boundary. One of the most recent 

models  suggests that the lowermost part of the mantle does not 

mix with the upper and middle mantle but acts like a “lava 

lamp” turned on low, fueled by internal heating and heat flow 

across the core-mantle boundary. Variation in the thickness of 

this dense layer may control where mantle plumes rise and 

subducted plates ultimately rest.  

 Some geologists think that mantle convection is a  result  
of plate motion rather than a cause of it. The sinking of a cold, 

subducting plate can create mantle convection (convection 

can be driven by either hot, rising material or by cold, sinking 

Dipping Benioff zones of shallow-, intermediate-, and deep-
focus quakes are found along the giant thrust faults formed 
when an oceanic plate is subducted beneath another plate. Most 
of the world’s earthquakes (like most volcanoes) occur along 
plate boundaries, although a few take place within plates and 
are difficult to explain in terms of plate tectonics. 

  Young mountain belts —with their associated igneous intru-
sions, metamorphism, and fold-thrust belts—form at conver-
gent boundaries. “Subduction mountains” form at the edges of 
continents where sea floor is sliding under continents. Exam-
ples include the Andes and Cascade Mountains. “Continental-
collision” mountains such as the Himalayas form in continental 
interiors when two continents collide to form a larger conti-
nent. Old mountain belts such as the Urals in Russia mark the 
position of old, now inactive, plate boundaries. 

 The major features of the sea floor can also be explained 
by plate tectonics. The  mid-oceanic ridge  with its rift valley 
forms at divergent boundaries.  Oceanic trenches  are found 
where oceanic plates are subducted at convergent boundaries. 
 Fracture zones  are created at transform boundaries.   

  WHAT CAUSES PLATE MOTIONS? 

  A great deal of speculation currently exists about why plates 

move. There may be several reasons for plate motion. Any 

mechanism for plate motion has to explain why:

    1. mid-oceanic ridge crests are hot and elevated, while 

trenches are cold and deep;  

   2. ridge crests have tensional cracks; and  

   3. the leading edges of some plates are subducting sea floor, 

while the leading edges of other plates are continents 

(which cannot subduct).    
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 FIGURE 19.30  

 Other possible mechanisms for plate motion. Plates are 

pushed apart at the ridge ( ridge push ) by sliding downhill on 

the sloping boundary between the lithosphere and astheno-

sphere. Plates may also be pulled ( slab pull ) as the dense 

leading edge of a subducting plate sinks down into the asthe-

nosphere. If the subducting plate falls into the asthenosphere 

at angles steeper than its dip ( slab rollback ) then the trench 

and overlying plate are pulled horizontally seaward toward the 

subducting plate by  trench suction.  
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material). Hot mantle rock rises at divergent boundaries to take 

the place of the diverging plates; however, such plate-caused 

convection would be shallow rather than mantle-deep. 

 The basic question in plate motion is, why do plates 

diverge and sink? Two or three different mechanisms may be 

at work here.  

  Ridge Push 

 One proposal is called “ ridge push. ” As a plate moves away 

from a divergent boundary, it cools and thickens. Cooling sea 

floor subsides as it moves, and this subsidence forms the broad 

side slopes of the mid-oceanic ridge. An even more impor-

tant slope forms on the base of the lithosphere mantle. The 

mantle thickens as cooling converts asthenospheric mantle to 

lithospheric mantle. Therefore, the boundary between them is 

a slope down which the lithosphere slides ( figure 19.30 ). The 

oceanic plate is thought to slide down this slope at the base of 

the lithosphere, which may have a relief of 80 to 100 kilometers.   

  Slab Pull 

 Another mechanism is called “ slab pull ” ( figure 19.30 ). Cold 

lithosphere sinking at a steep angle through hot mantle should 

pull the surface part of the plate away from the ridge crest and 

then down into mantle as it cools. A subducting plate sinks 

because it is denser than the surrounding mantle. This density 

contrast is partly due to the fact that the sinking lithosphere is 

cold. The subducting plate may also increase its density while 

it sinks, as low-density materials such as water are lost and as 

plate minerals collapse into denser forms during subduction. 

Slab pull is thought to be at least twice as important as ridge 

push in moving an oceanic plate away from a ridge crest. Slab 

pull causes rapid plate motion. Recent studies show that the 

bigger the plate and the longer the subduction zone, the faster 

the plates move. This can be observed in  figure 19.19 , where 

the largest plates, the Pacific, Nazca, and Indo-Australian 

plates, have the fastest motion and subduct into very long zones 

of convergence.  

  Trench Suction 

 If subducting plates fall into the mantle at angles steeper 

than their dip ( figure 19.30 ), then trenches and the overlying 

plates are pulled horizontally seaward toward the subducting 

plates. This mechanism has been termed “ trench suction. ” 

It is  probably a minor force, but it may be important in mov-

ing continents apart. Divergent continents at the leading 

edges of plates cannot be moved by slab pull, because they 

are not on subducting plates. They might be moved by ridge 

push from the rear, or trench suction from the front, or both 

(  figure 19.30 ). They move much more slowly than subduct-

ing plates. 

 All three of these mechanisms (ridge push, slab pull, and 

trench suction), particularly in combination, are compatible 

with high, hot ridges; cold, deep trenches; and tensional cracks 

at the ridge crest. They can account for the motion of both 

oceanic and continental plates. In this scheme, plate motions 

are controlled by variations in lithosphere density and thick-

ness, which, in turn, are controlled largely by cooling. In other 

words, the reasons for plate motions are the properties of the 

plates themselves and the pull of gravity. This idea is in sharp 

contrast to most convection models, which assume that plates 

are dragged along by the movement of mantle rock beneath 

the plates.  

  Mantle Plumes and Hot Spots 

 A modification of the convection process was suggested by 

W. Jason Morgan of Princeton University. Morgan proposed 

that convection occurs in the form of     mantle plumes    ,  nar-

row columns of hot mantle rock that rise through the man-

tle, much like smoke rising from a chimney ( figure 19.31 ). 

Mantle plumes are now thought to have large spherical or 

mushroom-shaped heads above a narrow, rising tail. They are 

essentially stationary with respect to moving plates and to 

each other.  

 Plumes may form     hot spots    of active volcanism at Earth’s 

surface. Note in  figure 19.32  that many hot spots are located 

in volcanic regions such as Iceland, Yellowstone, and Hawaii. 

Recent seismic tomography images of the mantle suggest that 

not all hot spots are fed by mantle plumes. Of the forty-five hot 

spots identified on Earth, only twelve show evidence of a deep, 

continuous plume in the underlying mantle.  

 According to one hypothesis, when the head of a large 

plume (“super plume”) nears the surface, it may cause uplift 

and the eruption of vast fields of flood basalts. As the head 

 widens beneath the crust, the flood-basalt area widens and the 
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 FIGURE 19.31  

 Model of mantle plume rising upward 

through the mantle to form a hot spot and 

associated flood basalts and volcanic chain. 

( A ) Rising mantle plume contains a hot, 

mushroom-shaped plume head and a nar-

row tail. ( B ) Plume head forms a broad hot 

spot when it reaches the top of the mantle 

and causes uplift and stretching of the crust 

and eruption of flood basalts. ( C ) When the 

tail rises to the surface, a narrower hot spot 

forms a volcano. ( D ) Continued plate motion 

over the hot spot creates a trail or chain of 

volcanoes. Visit  mantleplumes.org  for more 

information on mantle plumes. 
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 FIGURE 19.32  

 Distribution of hot spots, identified by volcanic activity and structural uplift within the past few million years. The hot spots near the poles are not shown. 
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crust is stretched. The tail that follows the head produces a nar-

row spot of volcanic activity, much smaller than the head. 

 The outward, radial flow of the expanding head may be 

strong enough to break the lithosphere and start plates moving. 

In Morgan’s view, a few plumes, such as those underlying some 

of the hot spots on the mid-oceanic ridge in the Atlantic Ocean 

in  figure 19.32 , are enough to drive plates apart (in this case, to 

push the American plates westward). Lithospheric tension set 

up by trench suction or slab pull could combine with mantle 

plume action to break a large plate (such as the former Pangaea) 

into smaller, diverging fragments. New studies suggest that 

plumes can also push a plate and speed up its movement. The 

Indian plate may have gotten an initial push northward from the 

plume under the Reunion hot spot (see  figures 19.28  and  19.32 ). 
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  W
 hile it is easiest to conceive of Earth’s skin as being made 

up of rigid tectonic plates that interact narrowly along their 

edges, the reality is more complicated—and interesting. The forces 

that cause plates to be geologically active along their boundaries 

may extend far into their interiors as well. Consider the following 

two examples: 

  The Collision of India with Asia 

 Approximately 40 million years ago, India began colliding with Asia 

to form the Himalaya Mountains, the biggest mountain system in the 

world. The sea that once separated India from Asia drained away 

as the former ocean floor rose into ridges and peaks as much as 

5 miles high. The stresses of the continent-continent convergence 

extend far to the north of the Himalaya plate boundary, however—

perhaps as far as 5,000 kilometers into Central Asia. Huge strike-

slip fault systems with roughly east-west orientation break China 

apart ( box figure 1 ). These have formed as Central Asia shifts out of 

the way of India, with the lithosphere moving primarily eastward to 

override the Pacific and Philippine plates in a series of very active 

subduction zones. India, in other words, has greatly “indented” 

Asia by colliding with it. The world’s most destructive earthquakes 

have occurred in China, far from any plate boundaries. The Shaanxi 

earthquake in 1556 alone killed over 800,000 people, and the more 

recent 2008 Sichuan earthquake killed more than 70,000 and was 

one of the costliest natural disasters in Chinese history.  

 Near the northern edge of the zone of collisional stress, huge 

grabens have opened up, including the Baikal Rift, which contains 

the deepest lake in the world. A hot spot lies near the southern 

end of the Baikal Rift system, creating the Hangay Mountain Range 

in western Mongolia, which has been volcanically active within the 

past few thousand years—smack in the middle of Eurasia. 

 In Tibet, the northern prow of the Indian landmass has slipped 

beneath Central Asia along a series of Himalayan thrust faults, 

causing a doubling up of the lithosphere and uplift of the largest 

 high-elevation plateau in the world. Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, lies 

in a fertile valley at an elevation of 3,700 meters (12,000 feet) above 

sea level.  

  The San Andreas Transform Boundary 

 The San Andreas fault is a 1,100-kilometer-long rupture marking the 

border between the Pacific and North American plates in Califor-

nia. But only about  one-third  of the approximately 2,000 kilometers 

 IN  GREATER DEPTH 19.1 

 Indentation Tectonics and “Mushy” Plate Boundaries 

 BOX 19.1 ■ FIGURE 1  

 Central Asia has adjusted to the broadside collision of India through uplift of the Tibetan plateau, and by stretching 

and slipping along major “intraplate” faults. 
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 A mantle plume rising beneath a continent should heat the 

land and bulge it upward to form a dome marked by volca-

nic eruptions. As the dome forms, the stretched crust typically 

fractures in a three-pronged pattern ( figure 19.33 ). Continued 

radial flow outward from the rising plume eventually separates 

the crust along two of the three fractures but leaves the third 

fracture inactive. In this model of continental breakup, the two 

active fractures become continental edges as new sea floor 

forms between the divergent continents. The third fracture is 

a  failed rift  (or  aulacogen ), an inactive rift that becomes filled 

with sediment.  

 An example of this type of fracturing may exist in the vicin-

ity of the Red Sea ( figure 19.34   ). The Red Sea and the Gulf of 

 BOX 19.1 ■ FIGURE 2  

 Many faults participate in easing North America past the 

Pacific plate. 
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of total slip between the two places, the biggest plates on Earth, 

has taken place along the fault during its 25- to 30-million-year 

history. How then do the plates actually move past one another in 

this region? The answer is that the San Andreas belongs to a much 

larger system of related parallel faults. Other ruptures, such as the 

Death Valley fault in eastern California and the Brothers fault zone 

in Oregon, also take up components of plate motion, so that the 

plate boundary is actually a  zone  of slippage about 600 kilometers 

wide rather than the single line you see on a map in an introductory 

geology textbook ( box figure 2 ). The western side of North America 

is sliced up like a giant stack of dominoes—in other words, each 

domino slides past another in a right-lateral sense.  

 The San Andreas itself bends in places, so that it is not 

always parallel to the vectors of plate movement. In southern 

 California, local plate convergence along the fault has shoved up 

the  mountains bordering Los Angeles. Here, the San Andreas is a 

dynamic, evolving structure that will almost certainly wane as new 

faults inland more efficiently ease the plates past one another in the 

not-so-distant geological future.  
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 FIGURE 19.33  

 Continental breakup caused by a mantle plume. ( A ) A dome forms over a mantle 

plume rising beneath a continent. ( B ) Three radial rifts develop due to outward 

radial flow from the top of the mantle plume. ( C ) Continent separates into two 

pieces along two of the three rifts, with new ocean floor forming between the 

diverging continents. The third rift becomes an inactive “failed rift” (or aulacogen) 

filled with continental sediment. 
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480 CHAPTER 19

 FIGURE 19.34  

 An example of radial rifts. The Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden are the active rifts, 

as the Arabian peninsula moves away from Africa. The Gulf of Aden contains a 

 mid-oceanic ridge and central rift valley. The less active, failed rift (aulacogen) is 

the rift valley shown in Africa. 
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 FIGURE 19.35  

   Fringing reef forms around volcanic island as it moves off hot spot. Waves erode 

and flatten top of volcanic islands to form guyots that progressively sink and 

become submerged away from hot spot. 
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 FIGURE 19.36  

 Ages of volcanic rock of the Hawaiian island group. Ages increase to northwest. Two active volcanoes on Hawaii are shown by red dots. The plume is currently offshore 

under the Loihi seamount (red dot), where recent underwater eruptions have been documented. 
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Aden are active diverging boundaries along which the Arabian 

Peninsula is being separated from northeastern Africa. The third, 

less-active rift is the northernmost African Rift Valley, lying at 

an angle about 120 degrees to each of the narrow seaways.  

 Some plumes rise beneath the centers of oceanic plates. 

A plume under Hawaii rises in the center of the Pacific plate. 

As the plate moves over the plume, a line of volcanoes forms, 

creating an aseismic ridge ( figure  19.35 ). The volcanoes are 

gradually carried away from the eruptive center, isostatically 

sinking as they go because of cooling. The result is a line of 

extinct volcanoes (seamounts and guyots) increasing in age 

away from an active volcano directly above the plume.  

 In the Hawaiian island group, the only two active volca-

noes are in the extreme southeastern corner ( figure 19.36 ). 

The isotopic ages of the Hawaiian basalts increase regularly 

to the northwest, and a long line of submerged volcanoes 

forms an aseismic ridge to the northwest of Kauai. Most 

aseismic ridges on the sea floor appear to have active volca-

noes at one end, with ages increasing away from the erup-

tive centers. Deep-sea drilling has shown, however, that 

not all aseismic ridges increase in age along their lengths. 

This evidence has led to alternate hypotheses for the origin 

of aseismic ridges. It may pose difficulties for the plume 

hypothesis itself.     
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  T
 he plate-tectonic theory provides an overall model for the ori-

gin of metallic ore deposits that has been used to explain the 

occurrence of known deposits and to explore for new deposits. 

Because many ore deposits are associated with igneous activity, 

a close relationship exists between plate boundaries and metallic 

ore deposits. 

 As discussed in chapter 18,  divergent plate boundaries  are often 

marked by lines of active hot springs in rift valleys that carry and 

precipitate metallic minerals in mounds around the hot springs. The 

metals in rift-valley hot springs are predominantly iron, copper, and 

zinc, with smaller amounts of manganese, gold, and silver. Although 

the mounds are nearly solid metal sulfide, they are small and widely 

scattered on the sea floor, so commercial mining of them may not 

be practical. Occasionally, the ore minerals may be concentrated in 

richer deposits. On the floor of the Red Sea, metallic  sediments have 

precipitated in basins filled with hot-spring solutions. Although the 

solutions are hot (up to 60 8 C or 140 8 F), they are very dense because 

of their high salt content (they are seven times saltier than seawater), 

so they collect in seafloor depressions instead of mixing with the 

overlying seawater. Although not currently mined, the metallic sedi-

ments have an estimated value of $25 billion. 

 Hot metallic solutions are also found along some divergent 

continental boundaries. Near the Salton Sea in southern Califor-

nia, which lies along the extension of the mid-oceanic ridge inland, 

hot water very similar to the Red Sea brines has been discovered 

underground. The hot water is currently being used to run a geo-

thermal power plant. The high salt and metal content is corrosive to 

equipment, but metals such as copper and silver may one day be 

recovered as valuable by-products. 

 Seafloor spreading carries the metallic ores away from the 

ridge crest ( box figure 1 ), perhaps to be subducted beneath island 

arcs or continents at  convergent plate boundaries.  Slivers of  ophio-
lite  on land may contain these rich ore minerals in relatively intact 

form. A notable example of such ores occurs on the island of Cyprus 

in the Mediterranean Sea ( box figure 2 ). Banded chromite ores may 

also be contained in the serpentinized ultramafic rock at the bottom 

of ophiolites.   

 Volcanism at  island arcs  can also produce hot-spring depos-

its on the flanks of the andesitic volcanoes. Pods of very rich ore 

collect above local bodies of magma, and the ore is sometimes dis-

tributed as sedimentary layers in shallow basins ( box figure 3 ).  

 Many important ore deposits are also found at  convergent plate 
boundaries,  where metals from the subducting plate or overlying 

mantle are released and are concentrated in magmas or hydrother-

mal fluids. More than half of the world’s supply of copper is mined 

from deposits associated with plate convergence. 

 It is tempting to think that  mantle plumes  might cause ore depo-

sition, for plumes provide a source of both magma and hydrother-

mal solutions. The locations of supposed plumes, however, such as 

Yellowstone and Hawaii, are notable for their  lack  of ore deposits. 

 EARTH SYSTEMS 19.2 

 The Relationship between Plate Tectonics and Ore Deposits 

 BOX 19.2 ■ FIGURE 3  

 On island arcs, metallic ores can form over hot springs and be redistributed into layers 

by currents in shallow basins. 
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 BOX 19.2 ■ FIGURE 2  

 Second-largest copper mine in Cyprus, Greece, mines copper from the Troodos ophiol-

ite. Copper deposits were initially formed on the sea floor where active hot springs pre-

cipitated metallic minerals in rift valleys where the oceanic lithosphere was being pulled 

apart.  Photo © Jonathan Blair/Corbis  

 BOX 19.2 ■ FIGURE 1  

 Divergent oceanic plates carry metallic ores away from rift valley. (Size of ore deposits 

is exaggerated.) 
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 Summary 
 Plate tectonics is the idea that Earth’s surface is divided into 

several large plates that change position and size. Intense geo-

logic activity occurs at plate boundaries. 

 Plate tectonics combines the concepts of  seafloor  spreading  

and  continental drift.  
 Alfred Wegener proposed continental drift in the early 

1900s. His evidence included coastline fit, similar fossils and 

rocks in now-separated continents, and paleoclimatic evidence 

for  apparent polar wandering.  Wegener proposed that all conti-

nents were once joined together in the supercontinent  Pangaea.  
 Wegener’s ideas were not widely accepted until the 

1950s, when work in paleomagnetism revived interest in polar 

wandering. 

 Evidence for continental drift includes careful fits of conti-

nental edges and detailed rock matches between now- separated 

continents. The positions of continents during the past 200  million 

years have been mapped. 

 Hess’s hypothesis of  seafloor spreading  suggests that the 

sea floor moves away from the ridge crest and toward trenches 

as a result of mantle convection. 

 According to the concept of seafloor spreading, the high 

heat flow and volcanism of the ridge crest are caused by hot 

mantle rock rising beneath the ridge. Divergent  convection
currents in the mantle cause the rift valley and earthquakes 

on the ridge crest, which is a  spreading axis  (or  center ). New 

sea floor near the rift valley has not yet accumulated pelagic 

sediment. 

 Seafloor spreading explains trenches as sites of seafloor 

 subduction,  which causes low heat flow and negative gravity 

anomalies. Benioff zones and andesitic volcanism are caused by 

interaction between the subducting sea floor and the rocks above. 

 Seafloor spreading also explains the young age of the rock 

of the sea floor as caused by the loss of old sea floor through 

subduction into the mantle. 

 Plates are composed of blocks of  lithosphere  riding on a 

ductile  asthenosphere.  Plates move away from spreading axes, 

which add new sea floor to the trailing edges of the plates. 

 An apparent confirmation of plate motion came in the 

1960s with the correlation of marine  magnetic anomalies  to 

 magnetic reversals  by Vine and Matthews. The origin of mag-

netic anomalies at sea apparently is due to the recording of nor-

mal and reverse magnetization by dikes that intrude the crest 

of the mid-oceanic ridge, then split and move sideways to give 

anomaly patterns a mirror symmetry. 

 The Vine-Matthews hypothesis gives the rate of plate 

motion and can predict the age of the sea floor before it is 

sampled. 

 Deep-sea drilling has apparently verified plate motions and 

the age predictions made from magnetic anomalies. 

 Earthquake distribution and first-motion studies on  

transform faults  on fracture zones also verify plate motions. 

  Divergent plate boundaries  are marked by rift valleys, 

shallow-focus earthquakes, high heat flow, and basaltic volcanism. 

  Transform boundaries  between plates sliding past one 

another are marked by strike-slip (transform) faults and 

 shallow-focus earthquakes. 

  Convergent plate boundaries  can cause  subduction  or 

  continental collision.  Subducting plate boundaries are marked 

by trenches, low heat flow, Benioff zones, andesitic volcanism, 

and young mountain belts or island arcs. Continental-collision 

boundaries have shallow-focus earthquakes and form young 

mountain belts in continental interiors. 

 The distribution and origin of most volcanoes, earth-

quakes, young mountain belts, and major seafloor features can 

be explained by plate tectonics. 

 Plate motion was once thought to be caused by  mantle 
convection  but is now also attributed to the cold, dense leading 

edge of a subducting plate pulling the rest of the plate along 

with it ( slab pull ) .  Plates near mid-oceanic ridges also slide 

down the sloping lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary at the 

ridge ( ridge push ) .   Trench suction  may help continents diverge. 

  Mantle plumes  are narrow columns of hot, rising mantle 

rock. They cause flood basalts and may split continents, caus-

ing plate divergence. 

 An aseismic ridge may form as an oceanic plate moves 

over a mantle plume acting as an eruptive center (hot spot). 

  A FINAL NOTE 

  Objections were raised to plate tectonics after it was proposed 

in the late 1960s. Some seafloor features did not seem compat-

ible with a moving sea floor. The geology of many continental 

regions did not seem to fit into the theory of plate tectonics—

in some cases, not even slightly. But a revolutionary idea in 

science is always controversial. As it progresses from an “out-

rageous hypothesis” to a more widely accepted theory, after 

much discussion and testing, a new idea evolves and changes. 

The newness of the idea wears off, and successful tests and pre-

dictions convert skeptics to supporters (sometimes grudgingly). 

Perhaps equally important, dissenters die off. 

 As refinements were made to plate tectonics and as more 

was learned about the puzzling seafloor features and continen-

tal regions, they began to seem more compatible with plate tec-

tonics. Objections died out, and plate tectonics became widely 

accepted. 

 It is wise to remember that at the time of Wegener, most 

geologists vehemently disagreed with continental drift. 

Because Wegener proposed that continents plow through 

seafloor rock and because his proposed forces for moving 

continents proved inadequate, most geologists thought that 

continental drift was wrong. Although these geologists had 

sound reasons for their dissent, we now know, due to over-

whelming evidence, that lithospheric plates move and the early 

geologists were wrong. 

 The evidence for plate tectonics is very convincing. The 

theory has been rightly called a revolution in the Earth sci-

ences. It has been an exciting time to be a geologist. Our whole 

concept of Earth dynamics has changed in the last fifty years.              
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 Terms to Remember 
   asthenosphere 462  

  continental drift 454  

  convection 460  

  convergent plate boundary 462  

  divergent plate boundary 462  

  hot spots 476  

  island arc 471  

  lithosphere 462  

  magmatic arc 473  

  mantle plume 476  

  plate 462  

  plate tectonics 454  

  polar wandering 456  

  rift valley 461  

  seafloor spreading 454, 460  

  subduction 460  

  transform fault 465  

  transform plate boundary 462   

 Testing Your Knowledge 
 Use the following questions to prepare for exams based on this chapter.

    1. Summarize Wegener’s evidence for continental drift.  

   2. Define polar wandering. What is the paleoclimatic evidence for polar 

wandering? What is the magnetic evidence for polar wandering? 

Does polar wandering require the poles to move?  

   3. Describe the evidence that South America and Africa were once 

joined.  

   4. In a series of sketches, show how the South Atlantic Ocean might 

have formed by the movement of South America and Africa.  

   5. What is Pangaea?  

   6. In a single cross-sectional sketch, show the concept of seafloor spreading 

and how it relates to the mid-oceanic ridge and oceanic trenches.  

   7. How does seafloor spreading account for the age of the sea floor?  

   8. What is a plate in the concept of plate tectonics?  

   9. Define  lithosphere  and  asthenosphere.   

   10. Discuss the origin of marine magnetic anomalies according to Vine 

and Matthews.  

   11. Why does the pattern of magnetic anomalies at sea match the pattern 

of magnetic reversals (recorded in lava flows on land)?  

   12. How has deep-sea drilling tested the concept of plate motion?  

   13. How has the study of fracture zones tested the concept of plate 

motion?  

   14. Explain how plate tectonics can account for the existence of the mid-

oceanic ridge and its associated rift valley, earthquakes, high heat 

flow, and basaltic volcanism.  

   15. What is a transform fault? What type of transform fault is the San 

Andreas fault?  

   16. Explain how plate tectonics can account for the existence of 

oceanic trenches as well as their low heat flow, their negative 

gravity anomalies, the associated Benioff zones of earthquakes, and 

andesitic volcanism.  

   17. Describe the various types of plate boundaries and the geologic 

features associated with them.  

   18. Discuss possible driving mechanisms for plate tectonics.  

   19. What is a mantle plume? What is the geologic significance of mantle 

plumes?  

   20. The southern supercontinent is called

    a. Gondwanaland.     b. Pangaea.  

   c. Laurasia.     d. Glossopteris.     

   21. The sliding of oceanic lithosphere beneath a continent or island arc is 

called

    a. rotation.     b. tension.  

   c. subduction.     d. polar wandering.     

   22. In cross section, the plates are part of a rigid outer shell of the Earth 

called the

    a. lithosphere.  

   b. asthenosphere.  

   c. crust.  

   d. mantle.     

   23. The Vine-Matthews hypothesis explains the origin of

    a. polar wandering.  

   b. seafloor magnetic anomalies.  

   c. continental drift.  

   d. mid-oceanic ridges.     

   24. The San Andreas fault in California is a

    a. normal fault.  

   b. reverse fault.  

   c. transform fault.  

   d. thrust fault.     

   25. What would you most expect to find at ocean-ocean convergence?

    a. suture zone  

   b. island arc  

   c. midocean ridge  

   d. none of the above     

   26. What would you most expect to find at ocean-continent convergence?

    a. magmatic arc  

   b. suture zone  

   c. island arc  

   d. midocean ridge     

   27. What would you most expect to find at continent-continent 

convergence?

    a. magmatic arc  

   b. suture zone  

   c. island arc  

   d. midocean ridge     

   28. Passive continental margins are created at

    a. divergent plate boundaries.  

   b. transform faults.  

   c. convergent plate boundaries.     

   29. The Hawaiian Islands are thought to be the result of

    a. subduction.  

   b. midocean ridge volcanics.  

   c. mantle plumes.  

   d. ocean-ocean convergence.       
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 Expanding Your Knowledge 
    1. Plate tectonics helps cool Earth as hot mantle rock rises near the 

surface at ridge crests and mantle plumes. What can we assume about 

the internal temperature of other planets that do not seem to have 

plate tectonics? What would happen to Earth’s internal temperature 

if the plates stopped moving?  

   2. Are ridge offsets along fracture zones easier to explain with mantle-

deep convection  causing  plate motion or with shallow convection 

occurring as a  result  of plate motion?  

   3. Why are mantle plumes narrow? What conditions at the core-mantle 

boundary could cause the formation and rise of a mushroom-shaped 

plume?  

   4. The slab pull and ridge push mechanisms of plate motion may 

operate only after a plate starts to move. What starts plate motion?  

   5. If subducting plates can penetrate the 670-kilometer mantle 

boundary and sink all the way to the base of the mantle, why are 

there no earthquakes deeper than 670 kilometers?   

 Exploring Web Resources 
    http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/dynamic/dynamic.html   

This Dynamic Earth: The Story of Plate Tectonics.  U.S. Geological Sur-

vey online book by W. J. Kious and R. Tilling provides general informa-

tion about plate tectonics.  

   http://www.earthscope.org  

 EarthScope website includes information about the Plate Boundary 

Observatory, which uses seismic and geodetic studies to study the details 

of the Pacific and North American plate boundary in the western United 

States.  

    http://vulcan.wr.usgs.gov/Glossary/PlateTectonics/framework.html   

 USGS website with links to maps, publications, and other items of inter-

est regarding plate tectonics, seafloor spreading, and subduction zones.  

    http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/dynamic/historical.html   

 USGS publication describing the historical perspective of plate tectonics, 

beginning with Alfred Wegener’s theory of “continental drift.”  

    www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/geology/tectonics.html   

 Find information on the history and mechanisms driving plate tectonics, 

as well as animations and related links.  

    http://cpgeosystems.com/globaltext2.html   

 View images of plate-tectonic reconstructions by Ron Blakely, professor 

emeritus, at Northern Arizona University.  

    www.scotese.com   

 View images and animations by C. R. Scotese of the assembly and 

breakup of Pangaea through time.  
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GEOMORPHOLOGY

DEFINITION OF GEOMORPHOLOGY

Geomorphology is significant branch of physical geology, defined as the 

science of description of various forms of the earth’s surface. 

Geomorphology is the scientific study of surface features of the earth’s 

surface involving description of landforms, their origin and development 

and nature and mechanism of geomorphologic processes which evolve the 

landforms.

GEOMORPHIC  AGENTS AND PROCSSES

The geomorphic processes are all those physical and chemical 

changes which effect a modification of the earth’s surficial form. A 

geomorphic agent or agency is any natural medium which is capable of 

securing and transporting earth material.

The running water, groundwater, glacier, wind, sea waves, current, 

tides and tsunami are the great geomorphic agents because they remove 

material from one part of the earth’s crust, and transport and deposit them 

else where . The geomorphic processes which shape the configuration of 

the earth’s surface may be divided in to two broad categories the 

endogenetic or internal processes (hypogene) and the exogenetic or 

external processes (epigene).

The endogenetic processes originate within the earth’s crust which 

includes volcanism and diastrophism. They are essentially processes of 

land renewal and land uplift. The exogenetic processes derive their energy 

primarily from the sun which have their origin in the earth’ atmosphere 



and are guided by the force of gravity. These are essentially processes of 

land destruction .They remove materials from one part of earth’ surface, 

transport and deposit them elsewhere.

Rocks disintegrate and decompose which move to lower elevation 

under gravity, are carried away by running water, glacier, wind and waves 

and tides. All these processes through which there is rock wastage and land 

destruction are collectively described as Denudation.  Denudation consists 

of two processes –one static and the other mobile. The disintegration and 

decomposition of rock is a static process and is called weathering. 

Weathering makes a rock more transport worthy by breaking them in to 

small pieces. The movement of rock, big or small, is achieved through 

mobile processes. The mobile processes include mass wasting and erosion.

In mass wasting there is transfer of rock material down slope under 

the influence of gravity. The removal of weathered materials also takes 

place under the influence of other mobile agent like running water, ground 

water, glaciers, wind, or waves which may carry them to great distance and 

also break them in to smaller pieces in the process. The activation of the 

mobile processes is together called erosion. Erosion includes transport, 

corrosion and deposition. When rock fragments are moved from one place 

to another by the agent of erosion is called transportation. As these rock 

fragments move, they erode the rock over which they move and are 

themselves broken in to still smaller fragment in the process. This is called 

erosion. The debris is carried by the transporting agents is sooner or later 

deposited and is called deposition.



The term gradation is used in the place of denudation include, “All 

those processes which tend to bring the surface of the lithosphere to a 

common level.’’ The gradational processes are sub divided into two 

categories-those which level down (i.e)degradation-includes the processes 

of weathering, mass wasting and erosion by mobile agents and those which 

level up (i.e) aggradation-includes deposition by various agencies.

All landforms can be related to a particular geologic process or set of 

processes. Landforms thus developed may evolve with time through a 

sequence of forms dependent in part on the relative time a particular 

process has been operating.

Geomorphology may be organized on the basis of

1. Dimension and scale of relief feature

2. Processes that shape the landforms and

3. The approaches to the geomorphic studies.

On the basis of dimension and scale, the relief features of earth 

surface may be grouped in three broad categories of descending order as:

First Order of Relief:

Second Order of Relief:

Third Order of Relief:

 

RELIEF FEATURES OF THE FIRST ORDER

 --Which includes the continents and oceans.

-- The description and analysis of the characteristics and evolution        of 

continent and ocean basins.



--The consideration of continental drift , caused either by the force coming 

from within  the earth involving plate tectonics or from outer sources like 

tidal forces, gravitational  forces .

--Plate tectonics help in understanding the origin of continents and ocean 

basin. 

The broadest landform scale is divided into continental landmasses, which 

include all of the crust above sea-level (30% Earth’s surface), and ocean 

basins, which include the crustal areas below sea-level (70% of Earth’s 

surface)

RELIEF FEATURES OF SECOND ORDER

--The structural forms developed over a continent or part there of as 

mountain, plateaus, lakes, fault planes, rift valleys etc., constitute the relief 

features of the second order.

--These forms are mainly due to endogenetic forces. 

The second order of relief includes regional-scale continental features such 

as mountain ranges, plateaus, plains, and lowlands. Examples include the 

Rocky Mountains, Atlantic Coastal Plain, and Tibetan Plateau.

Major ocean basin features including continental shelves, slopes, abyssal 

plains, mid-ocean ridges and trenches are all second-order relief 

landforms. 

RELIEF FEATURE OF THIRD ORDER:

--Micro-level landforms developed on secondary relief features by 

exogenetic denudational processes. The third order of relief includes 



individual landform features that collectively make up the larger second-

order relief landforms. Examples include individual volcanoes, glaciers, 

valleys, rivers, flood plains, lakes, marine terraces, beaches and dunes.

--These land forms may be

1.  Erosional - glacial valley, river valley, canyons, sea cliffs etc.

2. Depositional- drumlins, flood plains, delta, sea beaches, sand dunes, 

stalactites, stalagmites.

3. Residual -  monadnocks,  inselbergs.

4. Minor tectonic feature.

The third order is given more importance in geomorphic studies since they 

are the core subject matter of geomorphology.

Each major landform categorized within the third order of relief may also 

contain many smaller features or different types of a single feature. For 

example, although a flood plain is an individual landform it may also 

contain a mosaic of smaller landforms including point bars, oxbow lakes, 

and natural levees. Rivers, although a single landform, may be classified 

by a variety of channel types including straight, meandering or braided.

WEATHERING:-    Weathering  is the processes of disintegration and 

decomposition of rock fragments by the external agencies. Weathering is 

essentially the breakdown of rock due to chemical and mechanical 

processes at their place.

Weathering of the rock is influenced by various geomorphological 

features such as structure, lithology, climate, time and diastrophism.



FOLDED STRUCTURE;-  Sedimentary rock beds are squeezed and 

buckled and folded in to anticlines and synclines due to lateral 

compressive forces. When these folded structure  subjected to continued 

fluvial erosion for longer period, experiences the process of inversion of 

relief, where in original anticlines are eroded down and become anticlinal 

valleys, where as synclines become synclinal ridges.  (Fig)

FAULTED STRUCTURE;- When the crustal rocks are displaced due to 

tensional movement caused by the endogenetic forces along a plane , the 

resultant structure is called fault. Different types of fault created due to 

varying direction of the motion along the fault plane. Different fault types 

produce different landforms of varying characteristics after constant 

erosion by water through the gaps in 

the fault zone. (fig)



    

DOMED STRUCTURE: Domed structure results either due to upwarping 

of crustal surface affected by diastrophic force or due to intrusion of 

magma in to surfacial rocks. These domel structures are characterized by 

the development of radial or centrifugal drainage pattern having a set of 

sequent stream which follow the slope gradient. (fig)

UNICLINAL/ HOMOCLINALSTRUCTURE:-  Homoclinal structure are 

those which represent inclined rock strata of uniform dip angle caused by 

general regional tilt. Such structure involves both hard and soft rocks and 

sometimes there are alternate bands of soft and resistant rocks   and hence 

these are subjected to differential erosion, with the result rivers forms their 

valley along soft rock giving birth to the formation of strike valleys while 

resistant rock beds are less eroded and hence become lines of asymmetrical 

hills known as cuesta having one side of steeper scarp slopes while other 

side represent gentle slope.

HORIZONTAL STRUCTURE: If the regional sedimentary formation of 



well defined horizontal beds of resistant rocks are subjected to erosion 

from all sides, produce  isolated flat- tapped hills known as Mesa (of large 

size ) and Butte ( of small size).

JOINTS:  Rock jointing is an extremely important factor in both chemical 

and mechanical weathering. They allow the entry of water and oxygen in 

the rock and provide lines of weakness for use by mechanical agent of 

disintegration such as frost and ice. Chemical weathering by rain water is 

concentrated along joints and bedding planes. Various limestone features 

caused by solution are closely related to the joint pattern. 

LITHOLOGY: The influence of some rocks on geomorphic feature is so 

dominant that the resultant landscape is named after the rock group or 

individual rock

IGNEOUS;    Intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks influence landform 

characteristics differently depending on their degree of relative hardness. 

Massive lava flow are least affected by fluvial erosion but deep weathering 

of basalt may lead to reduction of volcanic plateau by erosion. But the 

rivers, which develop over the basalt plateau resort to vigorous valley 

deepening through active down cutting with the  result  the extensive 

basaltic plateau is segmented in to numerous smaller plateau characterized 



by flat tops and steep slopes on all sides. Such features are called mesas 

and buttes

The hills intruded in the tilted or inclined sedimentary layer are more 

resistant than the surrounding sedimentary rocks and  project above the 

general ground surface as cuestas & hogbacks. (fig-) Grantic rocks when 

subjected  to exfoliation  or onion weathering give birth to domeshaped 

landforms known as exfoliation domes. The differential erosion of the 

basaltic cap rock produces interesting feature like mesas and buttes.

  
Hogbag                                         custa 

SEDIMENTARY: Sandstones having silica cementation are resistant to 

chemical weathering and give birth to bold topography while sandstone 

cemented by ferrous contents are subjected to rapid rate of oxidation and 

fluvial erosion. The argilaceous rocks like clay and shale are less resistant 

to erosion and characterized by low relief, low to gentle slope angle, 

moderate drainage density , dendritic drainage pattern

Calcarious rocks (e.g limestone, dolamite and chalk ) are subjected to 

solution under  humid condition and give birth to solution holes and 

depression of varying shapes and dimensions. The landforms developed on 

carbonate rocks are collectively called as karst topography.

METAMORPHIC Unlike sedimentary and igneous rocks, metamorphic rocks are 

not prominant  in the development of landforms because they have uniform resistance 



to erosional processes though the process of metamorphism converts rocks of lower 

resistance to higher resistant rocks. Slates are more succeptible to erosion and are 

associated with subdued relief while resistant schist rocks produce highland 

topography. Gneissic rock forms domes and tors. 

CLIMATE:

      The climatic factors include temperature changes and humidity and 

also the rate of weathering. Cold climate and desert favours disintegration 

especially where slopes are steep, while chemical weathering is more 

important in warm and humid climate and areas of low relief. Chemical 

weathering is effective in very warm climate for every 10°c rise in 

temperature. Chemical weathering is also most active in wet climate, as 

water is essential for various chemical processes.   Mechanical weathering 

requires considerable fluctuation in temperature between day and night in 

hot desert or it may be caused by frost and ice –wedging in peri-glacial and 

glacial climates where there is freeze-thaw cycle.

1.THE TROPICAL HUMID CLIMATE: Here the high temperature 

coupled with high rainfall provide very favourable condition for rapid 

decomposition of rocks. Resistant rocks like granite, gneiss and schist are 

decomposed to considerable depth in areas of gentle slope and a thick 

layer of weathered materials may be found covering the underlying rocks. 

Duricrusts or weathering crust is widely developed in warm humid and 

monsoonal climates. They comprise strongly weathered materials 

cemented by silica, iron or calcium minerals in to a very hard layer, several 

meters thick.  The best example of duricrust is laterite, a regolith rock. 

Laterite is a kind of vascular clayey rocks composed essentially of a 



mixture of hydrated oxides of aluminum and iron, present in variable ratio.

2.ARID AND SEMI ARID CLIMATE: These climates are characterized 

by marked diurnal changes of temperature. As a result there is alternate 

expansion and contraction of base rock surfaces resulting in block and 

granular disintegration or the physical breakdown of rocks. Chemical 

weathering induced by the presence of small quantity of moisture also 

plays an important part resulting in exfoliation and basal weathering of 

steep slopes.

3.TEMPERATE CLIMATE:  Most of the weathering processes are formed 

in the temperate climate and also the chemical weathering is more active 

then mechanical weathering and is generally acted by the wide spread soil 

and vegetation cover.

4ARCTIC CLIMATE: In these cold climates mechanical weathering is 

quite active. The dominant process is frost action, resulting in 

disintegration of rocks in to blocks, boulders and finer materials.  

Chemical weathering in low lying areas above the permafrost causes the 

formation of peats and organic acids.

TIME:  These processes took place through a long period of geological 

time.

DIASTROPHISM:  Slow tectonic processes also combine and have its 

own activities. 



TYPES OF WEATHERING

There are three main types of weathering:- 1.physical or mechanical 

weathering 2.chemical weathering and 3.biological or organic weathering. 

In nature, physical and chemical weathering usually operates together in a 

combination of processes.

PHYSICAL WEATHERING When rock is broken and disintegrated 

without chemical alternation, the process is expansion called physical 

weathering. Physical weathering takes place in four different ways –frost 

action and crystal growth, thermal and contraction by temperature changes, 

organic activity and expansion by unloading

(a)FROST ACTION AND CRYSTAL GROWTH: Frost action is one of 

the most important processes of physical weathering in cold climate. When 

water fills the pores, cracks, and crevices in rocks and then freezes it 

expands and exerts a bursting pressure of about 150kg/ sq.cm. The rocks 

are ruptured and fragmented and wedged apart. Frost action is most 

effective where there is repeated freeze and thaw and in rocks with 

fractures and bedding planes.

The formation of ice crystals in rocks is the disintegration of rocks by 



the growth of salt crystals. The salt crystals form in dry climate as a result 

of the capillary action of water containing salt. During the long dry period 

as the water rises to the surface and evaporated, tiny crystals of salt are left 

behind in the porous outer zone of the sand stone. The force generated by 

these crystals leads to grain by grain braking of the sand stone which 

disintegrates into sand. The zone of rocks lying close to the base of a cliff 

is the most liable to be affected because here the underground water seeps 

out ward to reach the rock surface. This process may be responsible for the 

formation of niches, pits, shallow caves and rock arches found in 

sandstone formation.

(b)THERMAL EXPANSION AND  CONTRACTION: Most rock forming 

minerals expand when heated and contract when cooled. When rock 

surfaces are exposed to marked diurnal changes of temperature in the hot 

desert, the alternate heating and cooling results in alternate expansion and 

contraction which exerts a powerful disruptive force on the rocks. The 

intense heat of the day causes the thin surface layer of the rock to expand 

and to pull it away from the cooler layer within. This process is called 

mass exfoliation.



(c)ORGANIC ACTIVITY

As the plant roots grow, they wedge the rocks apart and cause the 

widening of joints and other fractures.

(D)EXPANSION BY UNLOADING : When overlying burden is removed 

by erosional processes on igneous and metamorphic rock which are under 

pressure tend to break free from the parent rock mass. The process 

produces thin onion like layer or concentric large scale fracture which 

develop parallel to the land surface are called sheeting joints or sheeting. 

When the sheety structure has formed over the top of a single large body 

of massive rock, an exfoliation dome is produced. 

                     



           CHEMICAL WEATHERING : Chemical weathering is more in the 

warm and humid climates of the equatorial, tropical and sub-tropical zones 

where heat and moisture are abundant. Water is the main agent of chemical 

weathering but when mixed with oxygen or carbon-dioxide it becomes an 

active chemical agent. Under their influence the rocks decompose, decay 

and break into smaller particle size and new secondary minerals are 

formed. 

The chief chemical weathering processes are solution, oxidation, 

hydration including hydrolysis and carbonation. These processes are also 

inter-related and act in combination. 

(a)SOLUTION :-Solution is one of the less important forms of chemical 

weathering , in which solid rocks are dissolved by water. It is seen in the 

case of calcareous rocks acted upon the rain water, which has become 

slightly acidic owing to its accumulation of carbon-di-oxide from the 

atmosphere. Thus it is one of the several agents responsible for the 

production of karst landforms, although weathering of limestone rock is 

partly due to hydrolysis and carbonation. Of the minerals most vulnerable 

to solution --calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium are the most 

important. 

(b)OXIDATION: Oxidation is one of the varieties of chemical weathering 

in which oxygen dissolved in water reacts with certain rock minerals, 

especially iron to form oxides. Iron oxides have yellow or red colour and a 



brown surface layer is the first indication of weathering, as most rocks 

contain iron in small quantities. Discoloration by the oxide is readily 

noticeable and oxidation is the first to take place, and hydrolysis follows it.

(c)HYDRATION & HYDROLYSIS The process of hydration involves the 

absorption of water. Most rock-forming minerals absorb rain water, 

increases in volume and produces chemical changes resulting in the 

formation of new minerals which are relatively softer and more 

voluminous.

            In hydrolysis, on the other hand, there is a chemical change and 

both the mineral and water molecules decompose and react to form new 

compound. Hydrolysis takes place in aqueous solution and is a very 

important chemical weathering reaction of silicate minerals. The 

significant result of hydration and hydrolysis on exposed granitic surface 

results in grain- by- grain breakup of the rock, creating boulder and 

pinnacle forms by rounding of angular joint blocks.

(d)CARBONATION: Carbonation and hydrolysis are closely linked. 

Carbon-di-oxide (Co2) dissolved in water (H2O) forms a weak acid called 

carbonic acid (H2CO2). Carbonic acid particularly attacks minerals which 

contain iron, calcium, magnesium, sodium or potassium. These elements 

are soluble in carbonic acid and the minerals and rocks containing them 

start decaying under its influence.

 Calcium carbonate of limestone is insoluble in pure water, but 

becomes soluble in rain water and gets dissolved. The impurities in 

limestone, such as quartz and clay, remain undissolved and accumulate. 



Similarly the rain water creates limestone caverns by solution and 

carbonation. Carbonic acid disrupts the crystalline structure of feldspar, 

and the most common by-product of the chemical break-down of feldspar 

is clay minerals.

BIOTIC OR ORGANIC WEATHERING :

             Plants and animals including mass largely control the breakdown 

of rocks. It does not mean that biotic communities always indulge in 

destructive work but the burrowing animals, also transfer the soils from 

lower to upper and upper to lower horizons and activates weathering. 

Though vegetation protect the rocks by binding them through their roots 

but different types of acids produced  by them facilitate biochemical 

weathering .Recently, man has become the most powerful weathering 

agent because of the development of modern technologies. Biotic 

weathering is divided in to three types 1.Faunal weathering 2.Floral 

weathering and 3.Anthropogenic weathering.

 1.Faunal Weathering: The burrowing animals, worms and other 

organisms help in breakdown of rocks by dugging burrow and tunnels in 

the rocks and unconsolidate the geo- material. Small organisms mix up the 

soil materials and expose fresh materials to weathering agents.



2.Floral weathering :  weathering of rocks by  vegetation takes place in 

two ways  i.e 1.physical weathering and 2.chemical weathering also called 

biochemical weathering.

Larger plants affect and control physical weathering by: 1.cracks are 

widened by root penetration and consequent  root pressure. 2.Dense 

vegetation cover generates district microclimate and the ground surface. 

3.Soil atmosphere is affected by root respiration, humus  content, increased 

moisture due to low rate of evaporation, increased content of organic CO2, 

low temperature.

BIO CHEMICAL WEATHERING :  Biochemical weathering refer to 

decomposition and  disintegration of rocks due to organic materials of both 

flora and fauna. A complex set of different biochemical processes such as 

cation root exchange, chelation, solution by root exudates and production 

of different kinds of organic acids such as humic acids, bacterial acid, 

microfaunal acids etc

                     Humic acids activate chelation and help in the decomposition 

of silicate minerals. Fulvic acids, humic acids derived from peat play 

important role in decomposing rock minerals. Bacterial acids including 

lactic, acetic , oxalic and gluconic attack rock minerals of magnesium 

carbonate, calcium and magnesium silicates feldspar and kaolinite. 

Bacterial acids also produce  sulphides, oxidize iron and help in the 

solution of silca. Microfaunal acids such as oxalic and citric acids are 

produced by fungi and lichens which weather silicate minerals and clay .  



ATMOSPHERE, COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE

Earth is a unique planet because the life is found only on this planet. The air 

has a special place among the conditions necessary for life. The air is a mixture of 

several gases. The air encompasses the earth from all sides. The air surrounding the 

Earth is called the atmosphere. The atmosphere is an integral part of our Earth. It is 

connected with the earth due to the gravitational force of the earth. It helps in 

stopping the ultra violet rays harmful for the life and maintain the suitable 

temperature necessary for life.

The air is essential for the survival of all forms of life on the earth. You cannot 

imagine any kind of life in the absence of it. The atmosphere is like a large protective 

cover. Besides many gases, water vapour and dust particles are also found in the 

atmosphere. Due to these all kinds of changes take place in the atmosphere you will 

study in this lesson. The composition and structure of the atmosphere and the cyclic 

process of main gases.

COMPOSITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE9.1 COMPOSITION OF 
ATMOSPHERE

The atmosphere is made up of different types of gases, water rapour and dust 

particles. The composition of the atmosphere is not static. It changes according to the 

time and place.

(A) Gases of the atmosphere:

The atmosphere is the mixture of different types of gases, including water 

vapour and dust particles. Nitrogen and Oxygen are the two main gases of the 

atmosphere. 99 percent part of it is made up of these two gases. Other gases like 

organ, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, nion, helium etc. form the remaining part of 

atmosphere. The details of different gases of the atmosphere are given in the table.



Table :- Amount of gases in the dry 

and air of the atmosphere.

Serial 

No.

Gas Amount (in 

percentage)

1 Nitrogen 78.1

2 Oxygen 20.9

3 Organ 0.9

4 Carbon 

Dioxide

0.03

5 Hydrogen 0.01

6 Neon 0.0018

7 Helium 0.0005

8 Ozone 0.00006

                                                

             



                                                                                    Fig.  Composition of 

Atmosphere Ozone Gas

The amount of ozone gas in the atmosphere is very little. It is limited to the ozone 

layer but it is very important. It protects the living beings by absorbing the 

ultraviolet rays of the sun. If there was no ozone gas in the atmosphere, there 

would not have been existence of living beings and plants on the earth surface.

(B) Water vapour

Gaseous form of water persent in the atmosphere is called water vapour. Water 

vapour present in the atmosphere has made life possible on the earth Water vapour 

is the source of all kinds of precipitation. Its maximum amount in the atmosphere 

could be upto 4 percent. Maximum amount of water vapour is found in hot-wet 

regions and its least amount is found in the dry regions. Generally, the amount of 

water vapour goes on decreasing from low latitudes to high latitudes. In the same 

way, its amount goes on decreasing with increasing altitude. Water vapour reaches 

in the atmosphere through evaporation and transpiration. Evaporation takes place 

in the oceans, seas, rivers, ponds and lakes while transpiration takes lace from the 

plants, trees and living beings.

(c) Dust Particles

Dust particles are generally found in the lower layers of the atmosphere. These 

particles are found in the form of sand, smoke and oceanic salt. Sand particle have 

important place in the atmosphere. These dust particles help in the condensation of 

water vapour. During condensation water vapour gets condensed in the form of 



droplets around these dust particles. Due to this process the clouds are formed and 

precipitation is made possible.

Importance of the Atmosphere:

(i) Oxygen is very important for the living beings.

(ii) Carbon dioxide is very useful for the plants.

(iii) Dust particles present in the atmosphere create suitable conditions for the 

precipitation.

(iv) The amount of water vapour in the atmosphere goes on changing and directly 

affects the plants and living beings.

(v) Ozone protects all kinds of life on the earth from the harmful ultra violet rays 

of the sun.

STRUCTURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE

The atmosphere is an integral part of the earth. It surrounds the earth from all sides. 

Generally it extends upto about 1600 kilometres from the earths surface. 97 percent 

of the total amount of weight of the atmosphere is limited upto the height of about 

30 kilometres. The atmosphere can be divided into five layers according to the 

diversity of temperature and density.

(a) Troposphere  (b) Stratosphere  (c) Mesosphere (d) Ionosphere (e) Exosphere



                   
                                                Fig.  Structure of the atmosphere

(a) TROPOPHERE :-

(i) This is the lowest layer of the atmosphere.

(ii) The height of this layer is about 18 kms on the equator and 8 kms on the poles. 

The main reason of higher height at the equator is due to presence of hot 

convection currents that push the gases upward.

(iii) This is the most important layer of the atmosphere because all kinds of 

weather changes take place only in this layer. Due to these changes development of 



living world take place on the earth. The air never remains static in this layer. 

Therefore this layer is called changing sphere or troposphere.

(iv) The environmental temperature decreases with increasing height of 

atmosphere. It decreases at the rate of 10C at the height of 165 metre. This is called 

Normal lapse rate.

(v) The upper limit of the troposphere is called tropopause. This is a transitional 

zone. In this zone characteristics of both the troposphere and ionosphere are found.

(b) STRATOSPHERE

(i) This layer is above the troposphere.

(ii) This layer is spread upto the height of 50 kms from the Earth’s surface. Its 

average extent 40 kms.

(iii) The temperature remains almost the same in the lower part of this layer upto 

the height of 20 kms. After this the temperature increases slowly with the increase 

in the height. The temperature increases due to the presence of ozone gas in the 

upper part of this layer.

(iv) Weather related incidents do not take place in this layer. The air blows 

horizontally here. Therefore this layer is considered ideal for flying of aircrafts.

(c) MESOSPHERE

(i) It is the third layer of the atmosphere spreading over stratosphere.

(ii) It spreads upto the height of 80 kms. from the surface of the earth. It’s extent is 

30 kms.

(iii) Temperature goes on decreasing and drops upto – 1000C.

(iv) ‘Meteors’ or falling stars occur in this layer.

(d) IONOSPHERE

(i) This is the fourth layer of the atmosphere. It is located above the mesosphere.

(ii) This layer spreads upto the height of 400 kms. from the surface of the earth. 

The width of this layer is about 300 kms.



(iii) The temperature starts increasing again with increasing height in this layer.

(iv) Electrically charged currents flows in the air in this sphere. Radio waves are 

reflected back on the earth from this sphere and due to this radio broadcasting has 

become possible.

(e) EXOSPHERE

(i) This is the last layer of the atmosphere located above ionosphere and extends to 

beyond 400 km above the earth.

(ii) Gases are very sparse in this sphere due to the lack of gravitational force. 

Therefore, the density of air is very less here.

O

SPHERE



Underground water

Water table, also called Groundwater Table, upper level of an underground 

surface in which the soil or rocks are permanently saturated with water. The water 

table separates the groundwater zone that lies below it from the capillary fringe, or 

zone of aeration, that lies above it. The water table fluctuates both with the seasons 

and from year to year because it is affected by climatic variations and by the 

amount of precipitation used by vegetation. It also is affected by withdrawing 

excessive amounts of water from wells or by recharging them artificially. 

Water table

Just below the surface, all permeable rocks are wet or saturated. The upper limit of 

this saturated layer is called saturation level or water table. It is that level below 

which the pores, joints and cracks of rocks are saturated with water. 

   
The Zone of  Non-Saturation:- 

This is the zone just below the surface through which water percolates below to the 

underlying rocks,but which itself never gets fully saturated. In this zone of non-

saturation, some water is retained by the soils which is used for plant growth.

https://www.britannica.com/science/soil
https://www.britannica.com/science/groundwater
https://www.britannica.com/science/capillary-fringe
https://www.britannica.com/science/capillary-fringe
https://www.britannica.com/science/capillary-fringe
https://www.britannica.com/science/vadose-zone
https://www.britannica.com/science/vadose-zone
https://www.britannica.com/science/vadose-zone
https://www.britannica.com/science/vadose-zone
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The Zone of Intermittent Saturation:-

Just below the zone of non-saturation, is a zone which gets highest level of  

saturation in the rainy season but in which no water(or) lowest level of saturation is 

available during the dry season.

The Zone of Permanent Saturation:-

Below the zone of intermittent saturation, is the zone of permanent saturation. This 

zone extends below upto depths to which underground water can penetrate and 

cannot go deeper because of the presence of an underlying layer of impervious 

rocks. The upper limit of saturation is called the water table.

 Springs:-

Springs are natural seepage of groundwater where water table is exposed, oozes 

and flows out naturally. Springs are found either at the point where the water-table 

cuts the ground slope or a little blow it.

Artesian well:-

There are some wells in which the water automatically flows to the surface. Such 

wells are called artesian wells.

Geyser 



Geysers are hot springs that intermittently spout a column of hot water 

and steam into the air. This action is caused by the water in deep conduits beneath 

a geyser approaching or reaching the boiling point. At 300 metres (about 1,000 

feet) below the surface, the boiling point of water increases to approximately 230 

°C (450 °F) because of the increased pressure of the overlying water. As bubbles 

of steam or dissolved gas begin to form, rise, and expand, hot water spills from the 

geyser’s vent, lowering the pressure on the water column below. Water at depth 

then momentarily exceeds its boiling point and flashes into steam, forcing 

additional water from the vent. This chain reaction continues until the geyser 

exhausts its supply of boiling water.

A geyser is a hot spring which intermittently and violently  discharges a jet 

of hot water and  steam from a hole in the ground  (Figure 1). Many geysers eject 

steam and hot water only a few  metres into the air, although some  can send jets 

up to 60 m above the  ground. Some geysers erupt at regular intervals, others are 

very  unpredictable. 

Geysers are of two types: those where water erupts from a cone-like mound, 

and those where fountains of water are ejected in different directions from a  moat-

like pool.  Geysers occur in some, but not all, volcanic areas. They are rare, 

because very specific conditions are  needed for their formation.  Specifically they 

need: 

● a water source, which is usually by abundant rainfall and/or snow- melt which 

feeds groundwater

●a heat source – for example a  magma chamber

Hot springs are pools of warm or hot  water  from a spring  which is unrestricted, 
so that the flow  is continuous and non-explosive.  Surface water returns 
underground  to maintain the circulatory flow.  
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GROUND WATER LAND FORMS:

Water that occupies pores, cavities, cracks and other spaces in the crustal 

rock is known as ground water or under ground water. It includes water 

precipitated from atmosphere (meteoric water), water from deep magmatic sources 

liberated during igneous activity (juvenile water) and water retained in sedimentary 

rock (connate water).

WORK OF GROUND WATER:

The geomorphic work of ground water includes chemical erosion of soluble 

rocks at the surface by surface water and below the surface by percolating and 

moving ground water, limited transport of eroded materials in suspended form and 

deposition of solutes. Besides erosional work ground water also facilitates 

slumping, debris slides and fall and land slides on hill slopes because ground water 

acts as a lubricator. Ground water erosion starts with water percolating through 

joints, faults and bedding planes and dissolving the soluble rock.

LIMESTONE TOPOGRAPHY OR KARST TOPOGRAPHY

The slow moving under ground water can dissolve huge quantities of soluble 

rocks and carry them in solution. Land forms reduced by chemical weathering or 

chemical erosion of carbonate rocks mainly calcium carbonate (lime stone) and 

magnesium carbonate (dolomites) by surface and subsurface water are called karst 

topography.

CONDITION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF KARST TOPOGRAPHY;

1. The limestone must be massive, thickly bedded, hard and tenacious, well 

cemented and well jointed

2. The position of the limestone   should be above the ground water table so that 

surface drainage and sub surface drainage forms caves, passages and galleries



3. The carbonate rock should be very close to the ground surface so that rain water 

may easily and quickly infiltrate in to the beds of limestone and may corrode the 

rocks to form solutional land forms.

4. The limestone should be highly folded or fractured or faulted

5. There should be enough rainfall so that required amount of water is available to 

dissolve the carbonate rocks.

EROSIONAL LAND FORMS:

LAPIES   : The highly corrugated and rough surface of limestone characterized by 

low ridges and pinnacles, narrow clefts and numerous solution holes is called 

lapies.      

SOLUTION HOLES:  Chemically   active rainwater dissolves limestone and other 

carbonate rock along their joints and thus numerous types of solution holes are 

developed at the ground surface. Smaller holes are called Sink holes and larger 

depressions are called Dolines.

CAVERNS: - Caves or caverns are voids of large dimension below the ground 



surface. Caves are produced by erosional work of ground water in limestone 

lithology. Large caves are formed in pure, massive and thickly bedded limestone. 

Caves vary in size and shape.

TERRA ROSSA:     The rain water dissolves and deposits the red clay soil on the 
surface as well as in the opened joints which are called Tera Rossa or residual red 
soil or laterite.

 

KARST WINDOW:    karst window is formed due to collapse of upper surface of 

sink holes or dolines.

UVALA: Extensive depressions are called Uvala which are up to one kilometer 

across .It is formed by the coalescence of adjoining dolines.

POLJE: - polje is a large depression in a karst region with steep side and flat floor.

SINKING CREEK: -    The surface of the karst plain looks like a sieve because of 

numerous, closely spaced sinkholes. When surface water disappear through 

numerous sinkholes located in a line, the resultant feature is called sinking creek.

BLIND VALLEY: -  Blind valley refers to the valley where surface streams 



disappear in limestone formation through a shallow hole or sink holes and the 

valley also looks dry valley.

The stream in this image on the left 

disappears into the limestone and 

continues to flow underground before 

resurfacing downstream.



DEPOSITIONAL LAND FROM:

The   mineral matter dissolved by ground water can be deposited in a variety of 

ways. The ground water deposits mineral matter, as cement between grains in 

permeable rock such as sand- stone and   conglomerate. After limestone caverns 

have formed, it happens frequently that water seeping through the walls of the roof, 



deposits calcium carbonate in the form of stalactite or stalagmite. The deposition 

from solution is brought  by

1. Evaporation of the water.  2. Reduction in pressure. 3. Loss of gases.

STALACTITES

Stalactites are formed due to depositions of calcareous solution which are carried 

by water dripping through the cave ceiling in dry environment. The water is 

evaporated and solutes are deposited in needle like forms.  These structures have 

broad bases struck to the cave ceiling and tapering ends hanging downward from 

the cave ceiling.

       
STALAGMITES

The solution that drops on the cave floor is also precipitated   and crystallized and 

forms a column like structure called stalagmite. It may eventually combine with a 

stalactite to form < pillar.

KARST CYCLE OF EROSION



Two types of condition have been recommended for the initiation of karst cycle of 

erosion 1. Exposure of thick of limestone cover at the ground surface and 

2.limestone cover overlain by non-soluble rock. Karst cycle of erosion become 

more effective in folded limestone and faulted beds of limestone. The karst cycle 

of erosion taken place as below

1. YOUTH STAGE:  The youth stage begins with surface drainage in either 

original lime stone surface or the one that has been exposed on the surface by 

erosion. The rain water mixed with atmospheric carbon di- oxide reacts with 

limestone along the interfaces of joints and forms sinkholes, lapies and dolines, 

blind valley, sinking creeks, caves and cavern etc. The termination of youth stage 

is marked by total disappearance of surface drainage.

MATURE STAGE: The initiation of maturity is characterized by dry waterless  

condition of ground surface. The surface drainage disappears through dolines and 

blind valleys and numerous sinking creeks are formed. The increased solution of 

carbonate rock result in gradual enlargement of caves, Gullies and passages. The 

thinning of cave roofs by all round enlargement of caves gives birth to Uvalas, 

Poljes and karst windows. The late maturity is characterized by the destruction of 

solutional land forms.

OLD STAGE:  The residuals of carbonate rock project slightly above the ground 

and resemble the peneplain of normal fluvial cycle of erosion. The second karst 

cycle of erosion may start with fresh upliftment of karst plain.

 

 



 



FLUVIAL LAND FORMS



The landforms either carved out (due to erosion)  or  built  up  (due to 
deposition) by running water are called fluvial  land forms and   the  running  water  
which shape them  are called fluvial  processes .

The geological work of fluvial   processes   or rivers has three phase work 
comprising   erosion, transportation and deposition. The fluvial land forms are 
divided in to two major groups (1) Erosional   landforms and, (2) Depositional 
landforms. The land forms resulting from progressive removal of  the bed rock 
mass are called erosional land  forms (e.g.) various types of valley (gorges, 
canyon), pot holes, rapids and waterfalls, structural benches, terraces, meander  
etc...The land form shaped by the deposition of different types of eroded materials 
become depositional land forms such as alluvial fans and cones, natural levees, 
flood plains, terraces, deltas   etc  .
EROSION BY RIVERS:

Erosion is that process in which various erosive agents (running water, river, 
wind, glacier periglacial, sea waves and ground water) obtain and remove rock 
debris from the earth crust and transport   them   for long distance.

The Erosional work of the river depends   on   channel gradient, volume of 
water, velocity, and thus kinetic energy, water discharge, river load  (tools  of 
erosion ) etc.. The quantity, size and caliber (angularity)   of erosional tools (river 
load) largely control the nature and magnitude of fluvial erosion.

TYPES OF FLUVIAL EROSION
The   Erosional work of the river is performed in two   ways;
(1)Through chemical erosion – corrosion or solution and carbonation.
(2)Through   mechanical   erosion: - corrosion or abrasion, hydraulic action and 
attrition.
Fluvial erosion also divided in to (a) vertical erosion or valley deepening and
(b) Lateral erosion or valley   widening.
SOLUTION OR CORROSION

Involves the dissolution of soluble materials through the processes of 
disintegration and decomposition of carbonate rock. The soluble materials are 
removed from the parent rock and are mixed with the running water of the streams. 
Most of the salt are removed from the bedrock through the process of carbonation.
ABRASION OR CORROSSION

Involves the removal of loosened materials of the rocks of valley walls and 



valley floors with the help of Erosional tools (boulder, pebbles, cobbles, gravel, 
etc...).The Erosional tools or river loads move down the channel gradiant along 
with water and thus strike against the rock which comes in contact with   them. The 
repetition of this mechanism weakens the rock which are ultimately loosened and 
broken down. Thus abrasion occurs. The nature and magnitude of abrasion 
depends on the nature, size, and angularity of boulder, cobbles and pebbles which 
are generally called drilling tools
ATTRITION; is the mechanical tear and wear of the Erosional tools in themselves. 
The boulders, cobbles ,pebbles etc. while moving with water collide against each 
other and  fragmented in to smaller and finer pieces in transit .Thus the rock 
particles are broken down in to coarse to fine sand particles which are transported 
down the channels in suspension .
HYDRAULIC ACTION:
Involves the breakdown of the rock of valley sides due to the impact of the water 
current of channel. Hydraulic action is the mechanical   loosening and removal of 
materials of rock by water alone. Also the hydraulic action is interrelated with 
chemical erosion and abrasion
BASE LEVEL OF EROSION:
There is a limit for maximum vertical erosion by a river beyond which it cannot 
degrade its valley. This limit of maximum downward erosion by a river is called 
base level of erosion. Base level, in fact is the ultimate limit of vertical erosion by 
a river.
TRANSPORTATION BY RIVER:
The solid  matter carried   by a stream is the stream load and is carried in three 
ways ; 1)dissolved matter is transported invisibly in the form of chemical  ions .2) 
sand, gravel, pebbles and large particles move as bed loads close to the channel 
floor. 3) Clay and silt are carried by suspension.
DEPOSITION:
Accumulation of transported particles on a stream bed, upon the adjacent flood 
plain or in a body of standing water is known as stream deposition.  As the velocity 
of river decreases or a fast flowing hill stream debounches  into the plain, the 
deposition of rock fragment ,sand  and silt takes place which leads to the formation 
of  alluvial fans and cones.
EROSIONAL LANDFROMS:
The significant landforms results from fluvial erosion by streams include river 



valleys, water falls and rapids, pot holes, structural benches, river terraces, 
Meander, pene plain etc
                    

RIVER VALLEYS:
The valley carved out by the rivers is significant erosional landforms. The valley 
formed in the youthful stage is V-shaped having steep valley side slopes of convex 
element.  The valley is very deep and narrow due to the vertical erosion called 
Valley Deepening. The valley is gradually widened due to lateral erosion with flat 
valley floor and uniform or rectilinear valley side slopes during mature stage of 
valley development. V-shaped valleys are divided in to two types. (Fig)
1 GORGES: A very deep and narrow valley is called is a gorge. Gorges are formed 
due to pot holes drilling or due to recession of water falls.
2. CANYONS: Canyons are extended form of gorges. Canyons represent very 
deep, narrow but long valleys. The steepness of the valley sides depends on the 
nature of rocks.

   
WATER FALLS:
Water falls or simply falls are caused because of sudden descent or abrupt breaks 
in the longitudinal  course of  the rivers due to a host  of   factors (e.g) variation in 
the relative resistance of rocks, relative difference in  topographic relief’s , fall  in 
the sea level, earth movement etc .
A.VERTICAL BARRIER  FALLS: When alternate resistant and soft rock are 
arranged in vertical manner, soft rock  are eroded away rapids but the resistant rock 
beds are less eroded and hence forms precipitous   scarps and dykes in the course 
of the river which give birth to water falls of steep slope.(fig)
B.PLATEAU FALLS: The river descents suddenly from the plateau to the low 
lying area are called plateau falls.



C.FAULT PLANE FALLS: When the upper part of a river is uplifted by earth 
movement and fault develops in its course, then the river forms a water fall along 
the fault scrap because of the sudden change in level.
D.HANGING VALLEY FALLS: Sometimes, water falls of varying dimensions 
are formed when the tributary stream join their master streams from great height 
forming hanging valleys.

POT HOLES:  The small depression in the rock beds of the river valleys is called 
pot holes which are usually cylindrical in shape. Pot holes are generally formed in 
coarse-gained rock such as sand stone and granites. The diameter of pot holes 
ranges from a few centimeters to several meters

STRUCTURAL BENCHES:
The step like flat surfaces on either side of the present lowest   valley floor are 
called terraces .The benches or terraces formed due to differential erosion of 
alternate bands of hard and soft rock beds are called structural benches.

       

RIVER MEANDER:
River meander refers to the bends of longitudinal course of the river. Each bend of 
a meander has two types of slopes. One side is characterized by concave slope 
which is subjected to severe erosion resulting is the formation of vertical cliff 
called cliff-slope side. The other side characterized by convex slope which receives 
deposition mostly of sands and gravels which is called slip- off slope.  (Fig)



OX-BOW-LAKES:
The lakes formed due to impounding of water in the abandoned meander loops are 
called ox-bow or horse shoe lakes. When the curvature of the meander loops is so 
accentuated due to  lateral   erosion,  the meander loops become almost circular 
and the two ends of  meander loops come closer consequently  the stream 
straighten their course and meander loops are abandoned to form ox-bow lakes 
.(fig)

DEPOSITIONAL LANDFORMS
Rivers deposit sediment in different parts of their course and thus form various 
types of landforms which are called constructional or depositional landforms.
ALLUVIAL FANS AND CONES:
When the rivers enter the plain area crossing the hilly region, the river flow is 
slackend due to the gentle slope. Consequently loads of finer to coarser materials 
are deposited in triangular shape through which the river flows in several braided 
channels. Their gently sloping accumulation of coarse alluvium deposited by 
braided stream is known as alluvial fans or cones.

MEANDER LOOP



 
BAJADA:
Bajada is a landform with gentle and sloping surface leading down from a 
mountain front to an inland basin  also  in an arid or semi arid basin.
NATURAL    LEVEES:
The narrow belt of ridges of low height built by the deposition of sediments by the 
spill water of the streams on its either bank is called natural levee or natural 
embankment

DELTA:
Delta is a deposit of sediments at the mouth of a river where it enter a lake or sea. 
It is normally built up only where there is no tidal or current action capable of 
removing the settlement as fast as it is deposited and hence the delta builds forward 
from the coastline. This process of building up is complex and leads to the 
formation of a number of separate channels, isolated lagoons, levees, marshy 
grounds and a network of small creeks.
CLASSIFICATION OF DELTA:
Deltas are generally classified on the basis of slope, structure, size, growth etc .The 
shape of delta  is determined  by the physical condition such as discharge of water, 
velocity of stream flow, supply and amount of sediments ,rate of subsidence,  tidal 
waves,   sea waves etc.



1. ARCUATE DELTA:   Such   deltas are like an arc of a circle or a bow and arc 
of lobate form in appearance, where in middle portion has maximum extent 
towards the sea where as they narrow down towards their margins.

 

2. BIRD FOOT DELTA:         Bird foot delta resembling the shape of foot of a bird 
are formed due to deposition of finer materials which are kept in suspension in the 
river water which is lighter than sea water. The river with velocity carry suspended 
finer load deep in to the oceanic water. The fine materials settle down on either 
side of the main channel and thus a linear delta is formed. These linear bars 
resemble the finger of human hand.
3.ESTUARINE  DELTA:   The deltas formed due to filling of estuaries of river are 
called estuarine delta. Whenever river succeeds in depositing sediments at this 
submerged mouth, long and narrow deltas are formed. Such delta are called 
estuarine delta.
4. CUSPATE DELTA OR TOOTH SHAPED DELTA: This is a symmetrical 
delta, usually formed where a river debounches in a straight coastline, and in which 
the sedimentary material is deposited evenly on either side of a river mouth.
5. LACUSTRINE DELTA: A delta built in the lake by a heavily laden stream is 
known as lacustrine delta. The fine silt deposited in the lake basin ultimately result 
to fill up the lake.

\



BASE LEVEL OF EROSION

There is a limit for maximum vertical erosion by river beyond which 
it cannot degrade its valley. This limit of maximum downward erosion by a river is 
called base level of erosion or simply a base level. Base level, in fact, is the 
ultimate limit of vertical erosion by a river. J.W.Powell postulated the concept of 
base level in 1875. According to him the sea level becomes the grand base level 
beyond which no dryland can be further degraded. Besides grand base level, there 
are local and temporary base levels in particular river.

 (1)  Grand base level is called general or ultimate or permanent 
base level which is determined by the sea level. Base level is smooth curve which 
rises and becomes concave upstream. In other words, grand base level is such an 
imaginary smooth curve below the land the slope of which gradually decreases 
downstream towards the sea where the rivers enters the sea. This imaginary smooth 
curve of the grand base level. Denotes the limit of maximum downward erosion by 
Particular River. The sea level is a tangent on this smooth curve of the grand base 
level of erosion. The grand base level depends on the Position of sea level.

 In other words, it changes with changes in the sea level. When a river 
degrades its valley upto sea level near its mouth, the river is said to have attained its 
base level. The rise and lowering of base level. Thus, changes in base level of 
erosion in response to sea level changes produce different suites of landforms.

(1) Temporary base level – There may be several temporary base 
levels in a particular river due to variety of factors e.g. due to the presence of lakes, 
different beds of hard and soft rocks etc. the temporary base levels are eliminated 
when the whole course of the river attains its grand base level or permanent base 
level determined by the sea level.

(2)  Local base level is, in fact the level of the confluence of tributary 
streams with its receiving master stream. The tributary streams first erode their 
valleys according to the level of their confluences and thus grade their longitudinal 
profiles. Ultimately, the sea level becomes entire drainage basin.



GRADED CURVE /PROFILE OF A RIVER 
1. Longitudinal profile and graded curve 

The longitudinal course of a river from its source to mouth is called 
longitudinal or simply long profile or valley thalweg. In fact, long profile of a river 
represents channel gradient of the river from its source to the mouth. Each river 
tries to develop such a longitudinal course (profile) that it may be able to transport 
the bed – load downstream. The longitudinal channel course is generally smooth 
curve which rise upstream. A river is supposed to ultimately remove topographic 

irregularities by penultimate stage 
(monadnock stage) and to develop 
smooth curve from the source to 
mouth. The maximum limit of vertical 
erosion (valley deepening) is 
determined by grand base level which 
represents sea – level. Thus, rivers 
always try to erode their valleys down 
to base level of erosion near sea coast 
and the valley floor become concave in 
such a way that it rises upstream or 
head ward. Thus, the rivers always try 
to develop smooth concave curve of 

their channels. 

The concavity of long profile of a river results from the fact that there is 
minimum erosion in the upper and lower courses of the river while there is 
maximum erosion in the middle segment. Lack of required amount of erosion tools 
(load) and water in the source segment and gentle gradient and very low flow 
velocity in the lower segment of the river  are responsible for minimum erosion 
whereas sufficient load, channel gradient and flow velocity in the middle course of 
a river cause maximum erosion of valley floor. This is why a river develops a 
smooth concave curve of longitudinal course. When a river develops such channel 
gradient is such that resultant flow velocity is able to transport entire load, the 
resultant longitudinal curve of valley thalweg is called graded curve and river 
after attaining graded curve is called graded river and the long profile of the river 
becomes profile of equilibrium as there is balance between transporting capacity 
of the river and total load to be transported i.e. balance between available energy 
and work to be done.



WATERFALL, RAPIDS, CACADE

The stream slope is not smooth. Nearer to the source the river flows over a 
steep slope. Thus the plunging down of water over a cliff is termed a water 
fall. At a few locations in the stream profile the bedrock may be vertical. In 
such instance water drops down vertically giving a water fall. A rapid is one 
on which water flows along a steep slope. If water flows over step like 
terraces it is known as a cascade.

 WATER CONDITIONS:

A sudden fall in the stream gradient favors the development of a water fall. 
The occurrence of steep slope and cliff in the path of stream flow result of 
following reasons 

TOPOGRAPHY:   topography is the appearance of the earth’s external 
surface. The topography that is the relief may vary abruptly. If a river flows 
over that initial steep slope a water fall is resulted

.



EARTHQUAKE: Earthquake dislocates the rocks or earth’s surface. Thus 
due to faulting [rupturing], scarp or steep slopes may be resulted. When 
these scarps are across the river, water drops suddenly forming a waterfall.

VOLCANISM: lava flow of volcanoes may form steep slope or cliff.

UNEQUAL WEATHERING OR UNEQUAL EROSION: the processes of 
weathering or erosion may not be uniform since the rocks very much differ 
in their stability. Hence, less stable rocks are removed quickly. [Here the 
durable rocks stand crosses such a cliff.   

UNDERMINING OR CUTTING AND RECESSION: The undermining or 
cutting and recession take place here the bedrock is of different stability. If 
underlying rock is of soft nature they are eroded away faster than the 
overlaying rocks strata [layer]. The overlaying rocks project outwardly. This 
is undermining or cutting.

DEVELOPMENT OF RIVER VALLEYS

Rivers are continuously engaged in the development of their valleys 
through three major activities viz.

*valley deepening

     *valley widening

     *valley lengthening.

It may be mentioned that the present forms of the valleys of the rivers [e.g.  
Ganga, Yamuna, Narmada, Godavari, Krishna, Cauvery etc.] have not 
developed suddenly but have evolved slowly and gradually through several 
stages of valley development. The water received through rainfall on the 
earth’s surface becomes runoff which may be of two types viz. sheet flow 
and laminar [linear] flow, the concentrated linear flow forms rills which 
form narrow furrows which are transformed into gullies and streamlets and 
rivers. Thus, it is apparent that initially the valleys are very narrow but are 
changed, at a later date, into       well developed wide and deep valleys due 
to continued erosion. It is also evident that sufficient runoff and ground 
slope are prerequisite conditions for the development of river valleys.



It is important to note that sometimes rivers and valleys are used as 
synonyms e.g. young, mature and old rivers are equated with young, mature 
and old valleys respectively but it is not always necessary that the valleys of 
a young river will also be young because in a region of polycyclic relief 
[where several cycles of erosion have taken place] young valleys are found 
within old valets of the river. Such situation of topographic discordances 
valley in valley topography] in any region arises due to rejuvenation. The 
development of the river valley is related to three processes [mechanisms] of 
erosion viz. 1. Valley floor is deepening through vertical erosion or down 
cutting [also known as valley incision] the entire mechanism is called valley 
deepening, 2. Valley is widened [increase in valley width] through lateral 
erosion-the mechanism is called valley widening, and 3. The longitudinal 
distance is increased through   headward and mouthward [genrally seaward] 
erosion- the mechanism is called valley lengthening.

1. VALLEY DEEPENING

Valley deepening involves erosion of valley through the mechanism of 
vertical erosion or down-cutting by the process of pot-hole drilling. The 
nature and magnitude of vertical erosion of valley floor depends on the 
nature, size and caliber[angularity] of the erosion tools [e.g. boulders, 
cobbles, pebbles etc.] of various kinds, lithological characteristics, channel 
gradient, flow velocity, transporting capacity of the river, kinetic energy etc. 
the erosional tools of fairly large size and high caliber, when caught into 
water eddies, drill the valley floor through the mechanism of pot- hole 
drilling resulting into the formation of numerous pot holes [ cylindrical 
holes or depression] of various sizes in the valley floor. On an average the 
valley deepening includes the mechanism of hydraulic action, corrosion of 
valley floor, pot hold drilling, solution [corrosion]  etc. valley deepening 
becomes most active when channel gradient is steep, discharge and flow 
velocity is very high, transporting capacity of the river is maximum, rock are 
relatively less resistant and there is gradual rise in the landmass.

River resort to maximum down-cutting of their valley floor in the youthful 
stage of normal cycle of erosion. Valleys become very narrow and deep with 
almost vertical side walls due to continuous active down-cutting of valley 
floor at exceedingly fast rate. The valley side slopes become convex in plan. 



Thus, the resultant juvenile valleys are V- shaped and are called gorges and 
canyons. The valley floors are studded with numerous pot-holes which are 
the result of pot-hole drilling. It may be pointed out that through valley 
deepening dominates in the juvenile stage but valley widening also takes 
place through weathering and slumping.

2. VALLEY WIDENING

Through valley widening also occurs in the youthful stage of normal cycle 
of erosion but it becomes most active during mature stage. Valley widening 
occurs in two ways viz. 1. Widening of the upper part of the valley due to 
erosion and 2. Widening of valley floors. These two mechanism of valley 
widening operate together.  The valley widening takes place through the 
following processes - *undercutting [cliffing] off the lower parts of the 
valley sides through abrasion[corrosion] and hydraulic action causes 
collapse and slumping of upper portions of the valley walls. The repetition 
of this mechanism causes gradual retreat of valley walls and consequent 
widening of the valleys. Through this mechanism of valley development but 
it is most active during mature and old stages. 2. Sheet-wash of the valley 
walls through corrosive [solution] mechanism of water causes slow but 
gradual erosion of valley walls. 3. Development of rills and gullies along the 
bank of the rivers [mostly alluvial rivers] results I the erosion of riparian 
tracts and active widening of river valleys. 4. Meandering is the most 
effective mechanism of valley widening of valley widening in the late 
mature and old stages of fluvial cycle of erosion etc.

Transverse valley profile [ cross-section of the valley] may be of the two 
forms viz. symmetrical, when both the valley sides are almost of uniform 
slope, and asymmetrical, when one valley sides is of steep slope and the 
other one is of gentle slope. The asymmetrical shape of the cross profile of 
the valley generally results from the following factors-1.structural controls-
deep valleys with steep valley sides develop in the areas having resistant 
rocks [valley sides are of gentle slope]. If resistant and soft rocks are found 
in alternate manner [horizontally and not vertically] then narrow and deep 
valleys and open and wide valleys are formed together 2. If there is alternate 
arrangement of resistant rocks are less eroded than soft rocks and hence 
stepped cross profile of the valley, characterized by structural benches is 
developed. These are also called valley benches. It may be pointed out that 



such situation [stepped valley] is local. 3. Faulting of crustal rocks causes 
asymmetry in the transverse section of river valleys. 4. Uniclinal 
[homoclinal] shifting of valley walls in the region of Uniclinal structure 
causes asymmetry in the cross profile of the valley 5. Meandering process 
of the rivers produce asymmetrical valleys where in one side of the valley is 
of very steep slope, known as cliff slope, while the opposite side is of very 
gentle slope, while the opposite side is of very gentle slope, known as slip-
off slope.

3. VALLEY LENGTHENING

The increase in the length of the river, valley lengthening is accomplished in 
the following manner – 1. Head-ward erosion – slumping of the headwalls 
of the source point of the causes gradual slope several of the valley bends 
resulting in slow but gradual upslope increase in the valley begins. It may be 
pointed on that not all the streams are always actively engaged in head-ward 
erosion. 2. River capture – the length of the capture stream increase due to 
capturing of up-streams. 3. Meandering- mechanism of the streams 
becomes most active during monadnock stage [old stage] of river cycle. The 
length of the river increases enormously because of development of 
numerous big meanders in the longitudinal course of the rivers. 4. 
Regressional phase of the sea and consequent emergence of previously 
submerged [under sea water] land is eroded down by the stream extend their 
courses and mouth up to new coast-line 5. Gradual seaward growth of 
delta and simultaneous extension of river-mouth toward the sea through 
mouth-ward erosion causes valley lengthening.

Tabular Presentation of Valley Types

1. On the basis of the stages of 
geomorphic cycle

              (I)    young valleys
              (II)   mature valleys
              (III)  old valleys



2. Genetic classification        (I)    consequent valleys
    (II)   subsequent valleys
    (III)  obsequent valleys
    (IV)  resequent valleys
    (V)   insequent valleys

3. On the basis of structural 
control

    (I)    uniclinal valleys
   (II)    anticlinal valleys 
    (III)  synclinal valleys
    (IV)  rift valleys
    (V)   fault – line valleys
    (VI)  joint  valleys

4. On the basis of structural trend     (I)    antecedent valleys
    (II)   superimposed 

valleys
5. On the basis of base – level 

changes 
    (I)    drowned valleys
    (II)   rejuvenated valleys

   



DRAINAGE PATTERN

Drainage pattern refers to the total appearance in plan, of a stream with its 
tributaries. The pattern of a stream may be the result of the many factors 
like, lithology, topography and structure of the region. 

DENDRITIC PATTERN:  Tributaries join main streams irregular at any 
angle and in any direction. The pattern produced by streams is termed 
dendritic pattern. They develop upon a rock of uniform resistance and are 
usually found in horizontal sedimentary rocks and in massive igneous rock.

Pinnate is a special dendritic pattern on which tributaries run sub-parallel 
and join main stream at acute angles.

TRELLIS PATTERN: Trellis pattern refers to the arrangement of the 
stream nearly parallel. The tributaries taking right angle. Except master 
stream, tributaries may flow through two right angled bends. This is due to 
rock formation, striking parallel or parallel topography feature [by wind or 
ice]. Trellis pattern reflects regional structures. 

FAULT TRELLIS PATTERN: This is the  type in which the stream pattern 
is due to parallel faulting which brought the weak and strong rocks adjacent.

RECTANGULAR PATTERN :  in  rectangular pattern both main stream 
and tributaries show right angled bend. They may be due to joint and fault 
systems.

ANGULATE PATTERN : is the type of rectangular pattern. It is produced 
where joint and faults join at acute and obtuse angles.

BARBED DRAINAGE PATTERN : barbed drainage pattern is local and 
found at headwater. The tributaries join main streams in hook like bends 
hick point upstream. It is the result of stream piracy.

RADIAL PATTERN : radial pattern have streams diverging from a central 
elevated. They develop on domes, volcanic cones, etc.



CENTRIPETAL PATTERN : the centripetal pattern producedby rivers 
flowing towards a central depression. They are found on sinkholes, craters, 
etc.

ANNULAR PATTERN : on much eroded domes these type of the pattern 
are developed. Alternating belts of strong and weak rocks may encircle. 
Tributaries may follow weak rock beds in circle. In plan they are ring like. 
The pattern is termed annular.

COMPLRX PATTERN : drainage network developed in areas of 
complication topography, structure and lithology pose a problem in 
description the drainage pattern. Different part of the drainage system 
acquire different pattern. Such a pattern is simply described as complexion 
pattern. 



RIVER PIRACY (RIVER CAPTURE)

*Acquisition of water of one drainage basin by a river of 
another drainage basin is termed stream piracy or river capture. This 
becomes possible due to the lengthening of the river through headward 
erosion.

*Two rivers flowing in different directions may be joined by 
river piracy. The length of the first stream may be increased due to headward 
erosion. finally the tributary of the first stream may cut the valley of the 
tributary of the second river .



*There by waters to be drained in second stream are made to 
drain through the first streams. The second stream may go dry.

*Stream piracy is a result of difference in the rate  erosion of concerned 
stream. The pirate stream cuts down its bed faster than the stream it captures. 
The rapid erosion may be due to steep slope, soft rock or greater volume. Ex. 
Sharavati river, Karnataka, as a northeasterly river, until it was captured by a 
west flowing consequent stream.

RIVER MEANDERS

River meanders refer to the bends of longitudinal course of the 
rivers. The bends of sinous rivers have been named meanders on the basis of 
the Meander river of Asia Minor (Turkey) because it flows through numerous 
bends. Each bend of a meander belt has two types of slopes of valley sides. 
(1) One side is characterized by concave slope where the channel strikes the 
valley sides directly, with the result concave side is subjected to severe 
erosion resulting into the formation of vertical cliffs. This side of meander 
belt is also called as cliffs. This side of meander belt is also called as cliff – 
slope side. The other side of the meander belt is characterized by convex 



slope which receives deposition mostly of sands and gravels but sometimes 
alluvium is also deposited. This convex side is characterized by gentle slope 
and is called the side of slip – off slope. The shape of meander is usually 
semicircular but sometimes it is circular. The length of meander belt can be 
found out on the basis of the channel width because meander belt is usually 
about 15 to 18 times the width of the bank full channel. 

It may be pointed out that meandering is a natural process 
which is governed by number of environmental factors viz. lithological 
characteristics, topographic characteristics, general slope, vegetation, annual 
precipitation, stream discharge and of course the stage of river development 
and cycle of erosion ( i.e. timal factor ). All streams meander in all types of 
terrains (e.g. mountainous and hilly terrains, dissected upland, alluvial plains, 
plateaus, coastal plains etc.) but their magnitude varies according to the 
ground slope and nature of geomaterials. Meandering is most pronounced in 
the regions characterized by even surface and gentle slope, alluvial deposits 
and sufficient stream discharge. Theoretically, the streams should adopt 
straight path (referred to as expected path) but no streams adopt straight path 
rather they register significant departures from expected straight paths. The 
degree of deviation of observed path (theoretical straight course), known 
expected path (theoretical straight course), known as sinuosity index, tells the 



magnitude of meandering. If the value ranges between 1 and 1.5 then it is 
straight, the stream becomes meandering if the value exceed 1.5. 

The gradient of highly meandering streams ranges between 20 cm to 10 m 
per kilometer. All of the alluvial streams of the Northern Plains of India 
have developed meandering courses.  The Gomati river (Utter Pradesh) is 
typical example of highly meandering stream of alluvial plains because of 
the fact that its channel gradient is very low (9 cm per kilometer between 
Lucknow and Sultanpur). The Ganga River has developed highly 
meandering course between Allahabad and Varanasi due to very low 
channel gradient (6 cm per kilometer). Besides the Ramganga, the Sai (a 
tributary of the Gomati River), the Rapti, the Ghaghara, the Punpun, the 
Burhi Gandak, the Kosi etc. have also developed highly meandering courses.

Meanders are the result of erosion and deposition both. Meanders are 
divided into two major types on the basis of the nature of fluvial erosion e.g. 
(1) Meanders developed through lateral erosion (normal meanders) and (2) 
Meanders developed by vertical erosion or valley deepening (incised 
meanders). (3) Misfit or unfit meander is also identified as the third type of 
meanders. Morphologically, river meanders are into three types viz. (1) 
Wavy type of meanders, (2) Horse – shoe type of meanders and (3) Ox – 
bow or bracelet type of meanders. The wavy meanders are very simple in 
plan wherein the meander necks are wide apart. Such meanders have been 
developed by the major streams in Himalayas. The horse shoe types of 
meanders are those in which the beds are highly curved and the arms of 
meanders are brought closer to each other with the result, the meander necks 
become very narrow. The Ox bow or bracelet (a type of ornament of women) 
types of meanders are those which have almost circular bends with high 
curvature. Most of the alluvial rivers of the Northern Plains of India have 
developed horse – shoe and ox – bow types of meanders.

(1) Simple meanders – The meanders developed during first 
cycle of erosion by a stream are called simple meanders. These are formed by 
lateral erosion. Simple meanders or say monoclinic meanders are divided into 
three types on the basis of their morphological characteristics e.g. (I) wavy 
meander, (II) horse – shoe type of meander and (III) ox – bow or bracelet 
type of meander. There are certain necessary conditions for the development 
of simple meanders. Overloaded streams cannot form meanders because their 



total power is spent in the transportation of huge amounts of sediments. Such 
rivers are always engaged in depositional activity. The streams in youthful 
stage are also not capable of forming meanders because they are actively 
engaged in incising their valleys deepening. Thus, mature streams are more 
capable of forming meanders because they resort to lateral erosion and 
consequent valley widening more than valley deepening. The most ideal 
condition required for the development of meanders is alluvial plains, gentle 
slope, and sufficient amount of precipitation and general absence of 
vegetation. A minor obstruction in the free flow of the streams in flood plains 
diverts their courses from straight course and thus the process of meander 
formation begins with the initiation of very minor bends in the longitudinal 
courses of the alluvial streams (formation of wavy meanders). The channel 
current strike against the concave side of the open meander bends and cut the 
loose geomaterials (alluvium) and thus there is continuous sharpening of 
meander bends resulting into high degree of curvature of meander loops 
(formation of horse – shoe type of meander). The process of erosion of 
concave sides and deposition of sediments on convex sides of meander loops 
continue and the curvature of meander loops are made more and more 
circular (formation of ox – bow or bracelet type of meanders) and the river 
course becomes highly meandering with several ox – bow lakes.

(2) Incised meanders – Incised meanders are the representative 
features of rejuvenation and are developed through vertical erosion leading to 
valley incision or deepening. The narrow and deep meanders formed due to 
accelerated rate of valley incision caused by rejuvenation (either due to 
upliftment of land area or fall in sea level) inside simple meanders (having 
wide and shallow valleys) developed by. It may be pointed out that simple 
meanders develop over loose geomaterials (such as alluvium) as well as over 
resistant bed rocks but incised meanders are always dug out in bedrocks. Five 
terms are in use to indicate incised meanders which are developed due to 
vertical erosion (downcutting or valley incision) of bedrocks viz. (I) incised 
meanders, (II) entrenched meanders, (III) intrenched meanders, (IV) 
inclosed meanders, and  (V) ingrown meanders. 

Inclosed and incised meanders represent those meanders of 
deep and narrow valleys which are inclosed by rock wall. In fact, incised 
meanders mean the formation of meanders in older meanders through 
downcutting of valley floors. Further incised meanders can be divided on the 



basis of nature and slope of valley sides into (I) entrenched or intrenched 
meanders having uniform slopes of both the valley sides of meander loops 
and (II) ingrown meanders which have unequal slopes of valley sides 
wherein one side of the valley representing concave side is deeply undercut 
and the other side (convex side slip – off slope) is characterized by gentle 
valley side slope and deposition of sediments mainly sands. Thus, it is 
apparent that entrenched meanders represent those incised meanders in which 
the valley floors have been deeply entrenched through vertical erosion 
consequent upon rejuvenation whereas in which one side of the valley has 
been deeply undercut resulting into the formation of hanging cliff.

Misfit meanders represent those meanders which are formed 
within the extensive former meanders due to substantial decrease in the 
volume of water. The rivers develop extensive meander loops and belts in 
alluvial plains and are braided into several channels which wander in the 
extensive broad and flat valleys. When, by any reason, the volume of the 
water in the concerned rivers decreases substantially, the channel becomes 
narrow. These narrow channels become unable to fit themselves in the 
broader former valleys and hence they develop their own meandering 
courses of narrow valleys within the older wider meanders are called misfit 
meanders because they cannot fit with latter.

Ox – bow lakes

The lakes formed due to the impounding of water in the 
abandoned meander loops are called ox – bow or horse – shoe lakes. When 
the curvature of the meander loops is so accentuated due to lateral erosion, 
the meander loop become almost circular and the two ends of meander loops 
come closer, consequently, the streams straighten their courses and meander 
loops are abandoned to form ox – bow lakes. It may be pointed out that the 
formation of oxbow lakes owes to erosion (straightening of river course 
through the intersection of two ends of meander loops at the meander neck 
due to lateral erosion) and deposition both (filling and plugging of cutoff 
ends of meander loops through deposition). There is frequent sedimentation 
(alleviation) of oxbow lakes during floods and thus they are converted into 
swamps in due course of time. The meandering course of the Ganga River in 
Utter Pradesh and its gradual southward shifting has left out a series of 
paleochannels and oxbow lakes to the north of the present course of the 



Ganga. Such paleochannels and oxbow lakes are now seen in the forms of 
tanks, ponds and lakes. Several examples of paleochannels and paleo – 
oxbow lakes are still observable in Pratapgarh district of Utterpradesh.   

         



REJUVENATION
Rejuvenation means acceleration of erosive power of the fluvial 

process caused by a variety of factors. Rejuvanation lenghtens the period of 
cycle of erosion. If the cycle of erosion is passing through old stage 
characterised by gentle channel gradient, sluggish river flow and broad and 
shallow alluvial valleys, after rejuvanation the cycle is interrupted and is 
driven back to youth stage characterised by steep channel gradient and 
accelerated valley incision. Rejuvenation is of 3 types—

1. Dynamic rejuvenation 
Causes:- upliftment in the landmass, tilting of land area and lowering of 
outlet.
2. Eustatic rejuvenation
Causes :- diastropic events (subsidence of sea-floor or rise of coastal 
land) and glaciation causing fall in sea-level
3. Static rejuvenation
Causes:- decrease in the river load, increase in the volume of water and 
cosequent stream discharge duen to increased rainfall or melt-water and 
increase in water volume of the main river due to river capture.
Causes of rejuvenation:-
The basic cause for rejuvenation of fluvial cycle of erosion is negative 
change in the base level of erosion which is caused by fall in sealevel 
which is also called Eustatic movement. It may be pointed out that fall in 
sea-level steepens the channel gradient resulting in to increased kinetic 
energy of the fluvial process which resorts to valley incision with 
renewed vigour.
Negative change in sea-level causing rejuvenation locally and regionally 
because of subsidence of sea-floor in relation to coastal land due to 
tectonic factors. 
Local or regional upliftment of landmass causes interuption in the fluvial 
cycle of erosion and rejuvenates the fluvial processes. 
Lowering of outlets of streams also causes rejuvenation due to release of 



extra volume of waterin the concerned river. Such rejuvenation also 
occurs when the water supply suddenly increases due to river capture.  
EFFECTS
The typical landforms resulting from rejuvenation includes topographic 
discordence, valley in valley, uplifted peneplains, incised meanders, 
paired terraces, nick points etc.
Topographic discordence refers to the creation of older topographic 
forms above and younger forms below due to interruption in fluvial cycle 
of erosion caused by rejuvenation. 
Either by fall in sea-level or upliftment of landmass, the river is 
rejuvenated and begins active downcutting of its valley in to deep and 
narrow flanked by terraces on its either side which represents  earlier 
older valley. Such topography is called valley in valley.
Uplifted peneplains are formed due to interuption caused by rejuvenation 
consequent upon regional upliftment.
The narrow and deep meanders formed due to accelerated rate of valley 
incision caused by rejuvenation within simple broad meanders developed 
by lateral erosion during Ist cycle of erosion are called incised meanders. 
Knick point represents breaks in slope in the longitudinal profile of a 
river caused by rejuvenation.



RIVER TERRACES

River terrace are step like level surfaces cut by stream erosion. These are 
due to the lateral planation of  stream which migrate back and forth, usually 
found on flood plain. There aretwo kinds of river terrace.



PAIRED TERRACES : paired terraces are the terraces equal in number and 
level carved on both banks of the river. Alternate planation and uplift of the 
flood plain result in the development of such paired terraces.

A set of terraces may be eroded on an older flood plain. Later, on upliftment 
of the plain the streams may be rejuvenated. Hence another set terraces may 
be cut. Thu repeated uplift followed by erosion gives rise to paired terraces.

UNPAIRED TERRACES: 

In unpaired terraces number and level of terraces are unequal on 
both bank of the river. This is due to simultaneous lateral planation and 
rejuvenation. A meandering river erodes its outer bank while it is being 
rejuvenated. When stream takes the opposite curve of the meander it erode 
the other bank. But this level I not the same as that of other bank’s terrace.

GLACIAL LAND FORMS

The moving ice mass down slope under the impact of gravity is called 
glacier. The areas of accumulation of huge volume of ice are called snow 
field which generate glaciers of different dimensions. Snow is a fluffy mass 
of loosely packed snow flakes of very low density having an open feather 
like appearance.  Semi compacted snow due to the weight of over lying 
snow   is transformed in to granular snow of denser form. Such granular 



snow is called firn or neve .Further compaction of granular snow produces 
pure solid glacial ice.
TYPES OF GLACIERS: 
In general, glaciers are of two types
1. Continental glaciers and
2. Valley glacier.

Glaciers, however, exhibit many variations in form, size and origin; as 
a result many different names have been applied to individual types. 
Ahlmann (1948) has given a morphological classification of glacier as 
follows:
(a)  Glacier that are continuous sheets from which the ice may move in all 
direction.

1. Continental glacier or inland ice covering large area
2. Glacier caps, which are smaller then continental glacier.
3. Highland glacier, which cover the highest and central portion of 

mountain area    
(b) Glacier with geomorphological constraints or confined to more or less 
marked courses: 

4. Valley glaciers or alpine type
5. Cirque glaciers
6. Glacier tongues
7. Wall sided glaciers
8. Transaction glaciers

(c) Cake –like ice sheet
9. Piedmont glaciers
10. Foot glaciers
11.  Shelf ice

MOVEMENT OF GLACIERS
Glaciers moves under the impact of the force of gravity which is the result of 
the thickness of ice mass and the gradient of the bed. There are three types 
of movement of glaciers
1. By sliding over bed rock
2. By internal deformation of the ice and
3. by alternate compression and extension of the ice mass

EROSIONAL WORK:
Normally a glacier is supposed to erode the rock, transport the eroded 



materials and deposit the eroded materials at suitable places like other agents 
of erosion and deposition. It may be pointed out that glaciations may include 
both the process of occupation of land by ice masses and erosional and 
depositional works of advancing glacier.

The erosional work of glaciers is done by the mechanisms of abrasion,   
plucking and polishing. Pure ice mass is geomorphologically inactive but 
when coarse debris is carried by the glacier, at its base, it become active 
agent of erosion. Thus the glaciers erode its bed and side walls with the help 
of erosional tools like coarse debris through the mechanism of abrasion. 
Large particles of well jointed rock are detached by the moving glacial ice. 
This mechanism is called plucking.

EROSIONAL AND RESIDUAL LAND FORMS:
The land forms caved out of glacial erosion include U-shaped valley, 

hanging valley, cirques, arctes, horns, nunataks, crag, and tail, glacial 
stairway, roches mountonnees, trough lakes, tarn, fiords etc
U-SHAPED VALLEYS:

The cross section of glacial valley or glacial troughs of mountain 
glacier is U-shaped which is characterized by steep valley walls with 
concave slope and broad and flat valley floor Sometimes, U-shaped valley 
are associated with tributary valley called as hanging valleys.
HANGING    VALLEY

The valley of tributary glacier which join the main glacial valleys of 
much greater depth are called hanging valleys. After deglaciaton the melt 
water of hanging valley makes water-falls while joining the main valley.
CIRQUES

Cirques are a glacially eroded rock basin with a steep wall depression 
like an arm-chair shaped or horse shoe shaped. There are four types of 
cirques via 1.simple cirques 2.compound cirques 3.hanging cirques 4. 
Nivation cirques .The depressions are formed by frost action and water – 
erosion and these depressions are later modified by glacier cirques.

TARN;
A rock basin is formed at the floor of the cirque due to erosion 

consequent upon greater thickness of ice mass and its enormous pressure. 
After deglaciation this rock basin is filled up with water and thus forms a 
small glacier lake which is called as a cirque lake or simply a tarn.



COLS, ARETES AND HORNS
A high plateau or a mountain range  after being eroded rather 

incompletely by glaciers mainly through the process of cirque recession on 
its both side .Such sharpened  peaks resembles saw- teeth’s are called arête. 
The gap formed due to cutting headwalls because of intersection of two 
steep-sided cirques is called col. A pyramidal or triangular-faceted peak 
formed due to recession and intersection of three or more cirques is called 
horn.
NUNATAK

The higher peak and mounds surrounded by ice from all sides are 
called nunataks. They look like scattered Small Island amid extensive ice 
masses and also called as glacial island. They decrease in size due to erosion 
and frost action.
CRAG AND TAIL:

A peculiar land form having vertical eroded steep up glacial side and 
tail –like appearance with lower height down glacial side is called crag and 
tail. Such landform is developed over old volcanic or basaltic plugs which 
project above the ground surface as resistant knots in the flow direction of 
glacial ice.

ROCHES MOUTONNEES:
                    Roche’s moutonnees are streamlined asymmetrical hillocks, 
mounds or hills having one side smoothly   molded with gentle slope (onset 
or stoss side) and the steepened and craggy lee side on the other. The on set 
or stoss side is smoothened through the mechanisms of abrasion and 
polishing by the advancing ice while the lee side is steepened due to 
plucking out of joint blocks by descending ice mass.

GLACIAL STAIRWAY-
                     The advancing ice of glacier carves out giant stairways through 
the processes of abrasion and plucking of steep fault which come across the 
paths of moving glaciers. The plucking of rocks at the foot forms vertical 
cliffs. Each stair is separated from the others by vertical cliffs measuring 30 
to 300 meters. Smaller depressions are formed at the base of cliffs. These 
depression become lakes when they are filled with melt-water. These smaller 
lakes are called paternoster lakes.



FIORDS:
            Fiords are glacial troughs which have been occupied by the sea. 
Fiords are the arms of the sea which have U-shaped glacial valley which 
were dug out below sea level through the mechanisms of abrasion and 
plucking by valley glaciers descending from coastal mountains. Fiords are 
characterized by steep side walls and several hanging valleys.
TRANSPORATION &DEPOSITIONAL WORK OF GLACIERS-  
                       The rock debris carried by the glaciers is collectively called 
glacial drifts. The debris transported by the glaciers are called moraine and 
also are the landforms deposited by direct glacial origin. The glacial debris is 
divided in to 3types on the basis of location i.e. 
1. Englacial debris, which is transported within the glacier   
2.Superglacial debris, which exists on the surface of the glacier and 
3. Sub glacial debris, which is found at the base of the glacier 
             Glacial sediments are transported along the sides, floor and snout of 
the glacier.
DEPOSITIONAL LANDFORMS:
              Depositional landform formed due to settling down of glacial 
sediment of varying size includes moraines and drumlins.  
MORAINES
              Moraines are ridge-like depositional features of glacial tills or 
glacial sediment. They are long but narrow ridges with height more than 
30m .Moraines are generally divided in to 4 main categories on the basis of 
locational aspect of glacial deposits via 1. End or terminal moraines. 2. 
Lateral moraines.    3. Medial moraines and 4.ground moraines.
(1) Terminal moraines, also known as end moraines are formed due to 
deposition of glacial till across the moving ice sheet at the snout of glaciers 
after ablation of ice. Terminal moraines are horse shoe shaped or crescentic 
ridges having concave slopes facing glacial valleys. They stretch for hundred 
of kilometers in length and more than 100 meters in height     
 2. LATERAL MORAINES: are parallel ridges of till on either side of a 
glacier. They are formed due to deposition of sediments along the margins of 
a glacier when it contracts in size due to melting of ice. Lateral moraines are 
generally long, narrow and steep sided ridges parallel to the glacial valleys. 
They are several hundred meters in height.
3. MEDIAL MORAINES: are formed due to deposition of glacial sediments 



along the internal margins of two glacier of their confluence. They project 
above the surface of glacial valley. 
4. GROUND MORAINES: are formed when glacial sediments are deposited 
at the floor of glacial valleys. The sediments are not sorted because coarse 
and fine sediments are deposited together.
DRUMILNS:      The swarms of rounded hummocks resulting from the 
deposition of glacial tills are called drumlins. They look like an inverted boat 
or spoon. Drumlins are elliptical or ovoid hills blunt on the upglacier end 
(steeper slope) with an elongate down glacier tail. These are streamlined 
hills which vary in size ranging from a few meters to 100metres in height 
and from a few hundred meters to one kilometer in length. Usually, they 
occur in cluster and regular pattern. Such topography is called ‘basket of egg 
topography’. Drumlins resemble roches moutonnees in shape. 

GLACIO FLUVIAL DEPOSITS AND LANDFORMS:  The snout of a 
glacier starts melting due to increase in temperature when it descends below 
snowline.  The process of melting of a glacier is called ablation. Melt water 
escape through numerous but small and temporary streams. These streams 
carry sediments for longer distances and deposit them in various forms. 
These streams still carry some ice. Thus the deposition of sediments after the 
ablation of a glacier is called glacio-fluvial deposit and the landforms from 
deposits are called glacio-fluvial landforms. The sediments are deposited in 
the form of low alluvial fans (on land) a deltas (in standing water).The fans 
spread out and coalescein to plains called as outwash plain. The glaciofluvial 
landforms include eskers, kames, kame terrace, kettle, kettle holes, out wash 
plains etc…

ESKER: 
             Eskers are long, narrow and sinuous ridges of sands and gravels and 
are situated in the middle of ground moraine. The sides of eskers are very 
steep. They vary in height and width in the range of tens of meter and extend 
in length for kilometer. They are extended through valley, lakes and 
undulating terrains and thus they are very useful from the point of 
transportation as roads are easily constructed along eskers. Some times a 
series of swellings are strong along the eskers at regular intervals. Such 
eskers are called beaded eskers.
KAMES:   



               Kames are small hills or irregular mounds of bedded sands and 
gravels which are deposited by melt water near or at the edges of the 
retreating ice sheets. They are, in fact, small alluvial cones if deposited in 
the land or small alluvial deltas if deposited in the lakes. So kames are 
classified in to cone kames and delta kames. They are characterized by steep 
side slopes. Narrow flat topped terrace like ridges formed along the trough 
between the glacier and the valley side are called kames terraces.

KETTLES&HUMMOCKS: Kettles are depressions in the out wash plains. 
Kettles are formed due to melting of large block of ice. Large kettle is dotted 
with numerous low mounds which are called hummocks. 

OUT WASH: The melt water caused due to ablation of a glacier at its snout 
descends through the terminal moraine and spreads like sheet water. This 
spreading water eroded the terminal moraine and deposits the eroded 
sediments in front of the terminal moraine and thus form a plain called out 
wash plain.

COASTAL LANDFORMS       

The principal agent of marine erosion is breaking waves armed with 

rock fragments. The work of sea water is performed by several marine 

agents like sea waves, oceanic currents, tidal waves and tsunamis but the sea 

wave are most powerful and effective erosive agent of coastal area.

         Waves are generated due to friction on water surface caused by 

blowing winds. Under the influence of winds the level surface of the ocean 

water develops ups and downs and becomes undulating. In waves some part 

of the water rises up while some other part is depressed. The highest part of 

the wave is called the crest and the lowest or the depressed part of the wave 

is called its trough. The horizontal distance between two consecutive crests 



is called the length of the wave. The vertical distance between the crest and 

the lowest point of the trough is called the height of the waves.

Fig-1  

     Waves may be of two kinds -free waves and forced waves. When friction 

by blowing winds causes waves to develop on the ocean water surface, the 

waves may be transmitted to long distance from their place of origin 

independently of the wind. Such waves are called free waves. But when the 

wind is strong, it presses against the side of the through as a result of which 

the height of the wave increases. Such waves are called forced waves.

                Sea waves are classified in to two types on the basis of depth of 

oceanic water via. 1. Waves in deep water are called oscillatory waves and 

2. waves of shallow water are called translatory waves. In oscillatory waves 

water particles move in circular orbit and they return very nearly to their 

original position after the passage of waves while in translatory wave water 

particles move formed approximately of the same velocity as the wave form.

                 From geomorphological point of view sea waves are divided into 

two major types 1.CONSTRUCTIVE WAVES: –low frequency waves 

approaching the shore and beach are constructive in character because they 

help in the building of beaches.

2. DESTRUCTIVE WAVES   High frequency waves occurring on a more 

steeply sloping shore are destructive in character because instead of spilling 

they plunge and generate a powerful backwash which combs down the 

beach.

SEA COAST AND SEA SHORE: Sea shore represents the zone of land 

between high tide water (HTW) and low tide water (LTE) while the shore 

line represents the actual landward limit of sea water at a given moment of 



time. The shoreline is the line of demarcation between land and water. The 

coast represents the land zone immediately behind the cliff. The coast line 

represents the cliff-line of the margin of land rising above the sea water.(Fig-

2)

The shore zone or shore is divided in to 3 zones via. 

1. BACK SHORE:   Represents the beach zone starting from the limit of 

frequent storm waves to the cliff base.

 2. FORE SHORE:  Extends from low tide water to high tide water. 

3. OFF SHORE:  Represent the zone of shallow bottom of the continental 

slope.

Fig-3     

MARINE EROSION:

FACTORS AFFECTING MARINE EROSION:

A. Wave length, wave velocity, wave frequency and wave period.

B. Structure and composition of bed rocks of coast land. Rocks types 

determine the nature erosion.

C. More or less stable coast line is subjected to more erosion than unstable 

coast line.

D. Vertical coast line (cliff) having deep water is less eroded than the cliffs 

at shallow depth.

E. Availability of erosion tools (sands, gravels, pebbles, and cobbles, and 

sometimes boulders)

F. Duration of marine erosion.



The extensive bodies of water always subjected to disturbance due to 

the prevalence of continuous waves and currents. Upon the surface of 

comparatively deep water bodies, the waves generally maintain their usual 

form. In shallow water, an advancing wave has a smaller length and greater 

height and ultimately its front becomes remarkably concave. Finally the 

crest of the wave moves further ahead and rushes down in the form of a 

breaker.  Breakers develop in shallow water and rush upon the shore and 

causes remarkable erosion and transportation.                                  

The marine water bodies, together waves and current, do an 

appreciable amount of work in shaping the out lines of the continents by 

hydraulic action, abrasion, solution, transportation and deposition.

HYDRAULIC ACTION:    The waves and breakers, dashing forcefully 

against the shore, bring wear and tear of the rock exposed to their fury. This 

gradual breaking down of the rock masses due to the hydraulic pressure of 

the impinging water is described as hydraulic action.

 ABRASION:  The broken fragments of rocks, produced due to hydraulic 

action, commonly travel with the advancing waves and strike against the 

shore. The rocks, forming the shore are subjected to further erosion due to 

the rubbing effect of the impinging rock fragments. This process of wear and 

tear of the county rocks by the invading rock fragments has been described 

as abrasion. Hydraulic action and abrasion generally operate simultaneously 

and cause remarkable erosion.

ATTRITION     The rocks fragments of variable size produced due to 

hydraulic action and abrasion roll upon or move to and fro and collide with 



one another and are subjected to further wear and tear.  This process of 

breaking down of loose rock fragment is known as attrition.

CORROSION OR SOLUTION Refers to the chemical alteration of rocks 

mainly carbonate rocks due to their contact with sea water. Coastal rocks are 

also weakened  and disintegrated due to alternate processes of wetting 

(hydraulic) and drying (de hydration)

EROSIONAL LAND FORM: Two major landforms produced by marine 

erosion are the sea cliffs and wave cut benches or platforms.  In addition 

some of the features such as notch, cave, arch, stak, chimneys etc…

SEA-CLIFFS: When the waves first start their work of erosion on a sloping 

land mass, they cut a small nick or notch at the place. This is the starting 

point of the formation of the sea-cliff and the wave-cut platform. This notch 

is cut at the base of the slope where the waves are able to reach at the time of 

high tide. The debris produced by erosion gets transported towards the sea. 

The height of the cliff goes on increasing with the continued erosion of the 

coast, and below it the width of the wave cut platform also goes on 

increasing simultaneously. Sea-cliff formed in this fashion by marine 

erosion has a steep slope and at the base of the cliff there is a notch cut by 

wave attack.  When the notch becomes big, the overhanging part of the cliff 

becomes foundationless and unstable and starts falling down.  By this 

process the cliff continually recedes towards the land.   ( Fig- 4)

                    The form of the sea cliff depends primarily on the type, nature 

and structure of rock. Joints and bedding planes particularly influence the 

cliff form, as the rock break most easily along the joints and the bedding 

planes.



WAVE-CUT PLATFORM:    Rock-cut flat surface in front of cliff are 

called wave-cut platforms or, simply shore platforms, which are slightly 

concave upward. The origin and development of wave cut platform is related 

to cliff recession. These are also called wave cut-benches. Shore platform 

are formed where cliff recession is active due to powerful bombardment of 

cliff base by up rushing breaker waves and effective removal of eroded 

materials by backwash. Extensive platforms are developed where the rocks 

are least resistant to wave erosion on the other hand; narrow and steeper 

platforms with high mean elevation are developed over resistant rocks. 

Consequently, while the upper portion of the platform is wave-cut, it 

gradually becomes a wave built or depositional platform towards the sea.

Fig – 5& 6

DISTINTIVE FEATURES OF CLIFF COAST:                                                                                                                                     

                   The waves striking against the coastal rocks produce a number 

of small but quite distinctive erosional features, where the coastal rocks have 

well developed joints or weak dykes, the waves cut them to form sea caves. 

The sea caves can be formed both by mechanical abrasion and by chemical 

corrosion. The size of the caves goes on slowly increasing. The interior of 

the caves extend a little beyond the reach of waves. This is so because the 

waves are preceded by compressed air which enters these cracks under great 

pressure.  When the waves return, and the mouth of the caves opens, there is 

decrease in pressure and the compressed air expands with explosive intensity 

and breaks the rocks. By this process not only the caves enlarged, but 

sometimes the roof of the caves creak along joints through which the air 

escape with a hissing sound. Such vertical holes are called blow- holes.   

The narrow arm of land which project in to the sea as head lands or 

buttresses may develop caves on either side, which ultimately may join 



together from side to side while the upper portion of the buttresses may 

stand like an arch. These are known as sea arches. 

                In course of time, when the arches fall down or the projecting 

portion of the headland is separated from the cliff, vertical pieces of rocks 

may be formed standing in the sea separated from the cliff. Such features are 

called stack or sea-stacks. They have also been referred to as chimney or 

skerry. 

DEPOSITIONAL LANDFORM:  Significant depositional landforms 

developed by sea waves include sea beaches, bars and barriers, off-shore and 

long shore bars, spits,  hooks, loops, connecting bars, looped bars, tombolo, 

barrier island, etc…

BEACHES:  In the upper part of the wave-cut platform, the landform which 

results from the deposition of debris along the coast is called the beach. 

Beaches are deposited by breaker waves between high and low tide waters. 

Beaches are wedge shaped sediment deposits on sea-shore. Beaches are 

generally formed when sea is calm and winds are of low velocity. Beach 

material consists of fine to coarse sand, pebble, cobble and boulders. The 

major sources of the supply of beach materials are by erosion of head lands 

and cliffs, sediments brought by the river and nallas of their mouth, mass 

wasting and land slides of cliffs, scouring of the off-shore zone by the storm 

waves etc...

                   An ideal beach consists of two main elements (i.e.) upper beach 

and lower beach and several minor elements like storm beach, beach ridges 

or berms, beach cusps, small channels, ripples, ridges and runnels etc...Fig- 

7(24.10)



                    The upper beach representing the landward section of the beach 

composed of coarser and larger materials such as pebbles cobbles etc. The 

lower beach representing the sea ward section of the beach composed of 

sand. The storm beach is a semi permanent ridges which stands well above 

the level of highest spring tides. The successive low ridges built by 

constructive waves parallel to the coastline and below the level of high 

spring tides are called beach ridges or berms. Beach cusps are small regular 

embayment and a series of head lands composed of shingles. Sand ripples 

are developed on the lower beach section by wave action. Ridges and 

runnels are broad and gentle rises and depressions which are developed of 

the sea ward side of the sand beach.  

Beaches are generally classified on the basis of beach materials in to 

1. Sand beach –composed of sand grains (0.5-2mm) 

2. Shingle beach –composed of pebbles (2-100mm)

3. Boulder beach –more than 100 mm in diameter.

On the East coast of India where the coast is low, extensive sandy beaches 

are found between the mouths of the Mahanadhi and Godavari rivers. The 

beach east of the town of Puri is particularly wide where the width of sand 

and shingles is nearly 4.5 kms. Crystalline and laterite hills are present near 

the Mahanadi delta and the Mahanadi brings large quantities of sand by their 

erosion. The beach near Madras is also sandy, and the entire coast is covered 

with sandy deposits.

BAR AND BARRIER AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES:-



                        The ridges or mounds of sand formed by sedimentation 

through sea waves parallel to the shore line are called bars. The larger forms 

of bars are called barriers. (Fig -8)

If the bars are formed in such a way that they are parallel to the coast 

but are not attached to the land are called off- shore or long shore bars. If the 

sand bars are formed in such a way that their one end is attached to the land 

while the other end project towards the sea, are called spits. High energy 

storm waves modify the shape of the spits by bending them towards the 

coast in the form of hooks called hooked spits. Good examples of bars and 

spits are found also on the Kerala coast in S.W.India where laggons are 

usually found behind the spits. Several good examples of double spits can be 

seen on the western coast of India, between Cannore and Mangalore. Here 

there are spits both to the north and south of Kasaragod Harbour and the 

harbour inlet lies in the middle. Connecting bay bars can be found between 

Nileshwar and Cananore on the western coast.  

                 When the opposing current become more dominant than the 

littoral current, the spits are bent to such an extent that they are attached to 

the main land to from a complete loop which encloses sea water in the form 

of lagoons. Such form of spits are called loop or looped bars. Connecting 

bars are formed when bars are extended to join two islands and also when a 

bar connects the main land to an island then it is called tombolo. Examples 

of tombolo are found along the Indian coast near Tuticorin joins Hare island 

with the coast and there is a light house on this island. On the western coast 

of India several tied islands and tombolo can be seen between Malwa and 

Ratnagiri.

Fig – 9       



BEACHES 

               We have seen that on the outer edge of the wave –cut platform and 

sea ward from it there is a wave – built platform or terrace where finer debris 

and sediments are deposited on the sea- bed. The upper part of the wave –cut 

platform, the landform which results from the deposition of debris along the 

coast, is called the beach. The beach is a zone of periodic submergence and 

is covered with water at high tide. This deposit is usually temporary as there 

is a constant movement of debris by the waves. When the waves are strong 

at the time of storms the beach is cut and eroded, and at the time of ordinary 

waves there is increase in the deposition of debris.

            Where the coast is broken into headlands and bays, crescent beach is 

formed in the relatively quiet waters of the bays where the debris and 

deposited. Such small beaches are known as pocket beaches.

           Most of the debris that goes into the formation of the beach is 

derived from the land to which rivers, land to which rivers, landslides, 

weathering of the cliff marine erosion of the coastal rocks all contribute. 

But in addition some debris is also derived from the sea which is brought by 

the waves. The formation of the beach stars in a narrow zone below the cliff 

or crescents in the bays and then advances progressively towards the sea.

           The beach may be formed both on the foreshore. Usually the upper 

portion of the upper portion of the beach is in the backshore and the lower 

portion of the beach inside the sloping foreshore is called berm or beach 

berm, while the sea ward limit of a berm is known as the berm crest or berm 

edges where the slope becomes steeper. The sloping section of the beach 

below the berm normally exposed to the wave up rush is called the beach 

face. The deposition of particles on the beach may consists of either 



rounded rock fragments, pebbles, shingles, or sand or a mixture of all these. 

This depends on the source of the debris and the action of the waves.

CONTINENTAL SHELF 

             Continental shelf is the shallowest part of the ocean and surrounds 

the continents as a shallow platform which is terminated sea wards by a 

sharp break in slope, called the shelf-edge or shelf-break. The depth at 

which this change of gradient occurs is   variable and so the shelf width. 

The continent shelf has a slope which varies from less than 1 to 3 . The 

continental shelf has an average width of 75 km but actually the width 

varies widely in the different parts of the world. Along the east coast of the 

Indian peninsula the shelf is narrow and usually 40 km  wide, becoming 

only 20 km wide, around Sri Lanka, but the east-west shelf skirting the 

Ganga -Brahamputra  delta at the head of the Bay  of Bengal is much wider. 

Along the Western coast of India the 110 km wide in the south widening to 

about 350 km off the Gulf of Cambay.  

ORIGIN OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF:

Four possibilities have been suggested for the formation of the 

continental shelves. First is that they could be constructional features, built 

up by deposition from the land. Second, they could result from the marine 

erosion of the off shore islands while the intervening basins become filled 

with fine sediments. A third possibility is that they are submerged deltas. A 

fourth possibility is that they are submerged and down- warped wave- cut 

terraces. 



CONTINENTAL SLOPE

                   The continental slope is the relatively steep decent from the 

shelf break to the deep –sea floor. From the shelf break which is usually 

less then 200 m deep, the continental slope plunges down at least 1 km and 

usually 2or 3 km, to the top of the continental rise. The continental slope is 

usually a very irregular area, being diversified by valleys or basin.

                    The depths of the base of the continental slopes vary 

extensively. They are generally deeper (-5,000to- 10,000m) on active 

margin then on stable margins (-200to 3,000 or -4,000m). The typical 

sediments of the continental slopes are finer then those of the shelves and 

appear to be different from land sediments, though originally most of the 

shelves and appear to be different fro land sediments, though originally 

most of them must have been derived from deposits brought by rivers. 

Roughly, about 60% is mud 25% sand and the remainder rock, gravel, 

shells and ooze.

           The continental slope is a major relief feature which lies at the 

junction of two fundamentally different structural types, with two very 

different levels – the continental platforms and the ocean basins. The steep, 

escarpment-like character of the continental slope has been shown to be the 

result of various kinds of structural control. Some are fault scarps, and 

others seem to result from a variety of ‘dams’ i.e. ridges that have trapped 

shelf sediments to a varying degree. Some of the kinds of dams tat have 

been suggested include horsts and tilted fault blocks, coral reefs, volcanic 

islands, salt domes and anticlines. 

CONTINENTAL RISE:-



 At the base of the continental slope there is a gently sloping apron of 

sediments which merges into the deep-sea floor. This is called the 

continental rise. Its depth is usually between 4,000 to 5,000 meters below 

sea level and its slope is only about 1 but rises upward to 6. It consists 

essentially of submarine fans which are very similar to the piedmont 

alluvial plains found on land. This great pile of sediments laps upon to the 

continental slope between 1200-2000m below sea level. The volume of the 

sediments is so great that they have been derived not merely from the outer 

shelf and upper slope, but mostly from the land probably since Cretaceous 

times. Erosion of the continents would lead to pouring down of sand, silt 

and other sediments down the continental slope by turbidity currents and 

this sediment in turn has produced the great fans by deposition at its base. 

These sediments have been found to be as thick as 1.6 km and they extend 

outward for about 600 km from the base of the continental slope. The 

continental rise covers nearly 5.3% of the total ocean surface area.

CORAL REEFS AND CORAL ISLANDS:-

The coral reefs constitute a distinctive submarine morphological 

feature. They are organic calcareous structures formed by accumulations of 

various kinds of marine organisms, the most important of which are coral 

polyps. The reef forms an active biological system of high productivity. The 

most common reef formers are the hermatypic corals with symbiotic 

flagellates and the calcareous coralline algae, which are found principally in 

the tropical seas. The symbiotic flagellates (which are plants) obtain 

phosphorous and nitrogen from the corals and helps the corals in 

calcification and photosynthesis but probably do not provide food to the 

latter. The corals live in huge colonies and their bodies are attached to one 

another. They are essentially depended on the calcium obtained from the 

sea, and their lower part is attached to either rock surface or the pile of dead 



corals by calcareous materials. As corals die, other corals start living on the 

calcareous debris of the dead corals. Through this process in course of time 

a solid structure or reef of pure calcium carbonate is formed which is 

known as the coral reef.

 

CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH OF CORAL REEFS

              1. The hermatypic corals and the associated organism and algae 

which are the most common reef builders are confined to the tropical belt, 

extending a little north and south of the tropics where the average 

temperature of the ocean water is at least 21C (68F).

             2. Corals can live only in saline water, and for their proper growth 

the average salinity should be between 2.7 to 4.0%

              3. Corals do not usually live in water which are deeper then 65m 

(200ft) and their vigorous growth is confined to shallow water less than 46 

m deep.

              4. Corals also require sediment- free clear water. The silt chokes 

the mouth of corals and they die. The muddy water along the mouths of 

rivers has a deleterious effect on coral growth. 

               5. Water which is disturbed by ocean waves and currents is 

beneficial for the corals, as this ensures an adequate supply of food to the 

latter.

            6. Corals do not grow above the sea level, as they cannot survive for 

more than an hour or two above sea level at the time of low tide. This is 

why the reefs are usually found below the average sea- level, and are found 



above sea level only where they have been uplifted, but in such cases their 

surface consists of dead corals. 

           7. For the growth of corals in the open seas it is necessary to have 

submarine platform which may act as foundations for the corals.   

        

Types

It is possible to identify three principal types of coral reefs based on their 

structure and shape. They are

1. Fringing reefs:- Fringing reefs are those which are formed along the 

coasts of continents or islands. Their surface is connected with the 

coast and rises up to low tide water level as a rugged and uneven 

platform. The outer edge of the platform slopes steeply towards the 

sea.

2. Barrier reefs :- When the coral reef is situated away from the coast, 

and in between the coast and the reef there is a relatively wide deep 

lagoon, the reef is called barrier reef. Barrier reefs are long, wide and 

extensive, and slopes towards the sea at an angle of 25ºto 45º.

3. Atolls:- Atolls are roughly circular or horse-shoe shaped reefs with a 

steep outer slope leading to deep water and a lagoon in the centre. 

Shore line

Natural tendency of erosion and deposition by waves is to develop a 

straight or slightly curving shoreline as to attain equilibrium. There is no 



excess energy to carry out further erosion nd deposition but to transport the 

sediments. Present day shorelines are active margins because the sea level is 

risen since the retreat of ice age.

 Where the coast is transverse i.e. the alignment of the land is 

transverse to the coast and there are river valleys in relatively softer rocks 

parallel to the mountain ranges, the river valleys are drowned with the rise in 

sea-level, and long arms of the sea enter into the land along the drowned 

valleys which are separated from one another by high lines of mountains 

projecting into the sea. Such drowned river valleys which widen towards the 

sea are called ria coast.

On the contrary, where the initial coast is longitudinal and the 

structure is parallel to the coast, submergence causes the mountain ranges to 

form long chains of islands parallel to the coast and in between them long 

narrow arms of the sea enter the land through the older valleys, parallel to 

the coast. Such a coast is called dalmation coast.

Fjord coast is really a modified form of ria coast where the river 

valleys were converted into glacial troughs by glacial erosion prior to their 

submergence in the sea. The coast is marked by long, narrow and deep 

indentations of the sea into the land. The walls of the fjords are high, vertical 

and relatively straight, in contrast to the sinuous rias. 

                                                               LAKES

Lake is an extensive sheet of water enclosed by land, occupying a hollow 

in earth’s surface without direct communication with the sea. Lakes vary greatly 

in area, depth, location and other characteristics. Some of the lakes owe their 

origin to the work of rivers where the landscape has been principally formed by 

the action of wind, glaciers and waves, or volcanic and tectonic activity. 



Origin of lakes: - 

Two things are essential for the formation of a lake. The first requirement 

for the formation of a lake is the existence of a basin which may be surrounded 

on all sides by relatively high ground and secondly, there has to be supply of 

water to fill the basin. The depression or the basin may be formed either by 

deposition or erosion or by earth movement. These depressions are referred to 

as lake basins.

Classification of lakes:-

Lakes basins may be classified according to the agencies which were 

responsible for their formation and they are

1. Tectonic lakes

2. lakes associated with volcanic activity,

3. lakes formed by landslides,

4. lakes formed by glacial activity,

5. solution lakes,

6. lakes due to fluvial action,

7. lakes formed by wind action,

8. lakes produced by marine processes,

9. lakes formed by organic or animal activity,

10. lakes produced by meteorite impact.

Tectonic lakes – The lake basins which owe their origin to earth movements 

are called tectonic lake basins. Lake basins may be formed by earth 

movements in several ways. Epirogenic earth movements may isolate 

portions of the sea which take the form of inland seas surrounded on all sides 

by land. Such relict seas are called relict lakes and have saline water. 

Sometimes when continental shelves are uplifted to form land the 



irregularities on its surface take the form of lakes. Such lakes are called new 

land lakes. Lake basins may also be formed by folding. The synclinal basins 

formed by folding are called synclinal lakes. Lakes formed by single fault are 

called fault lakes and lakes associated with rift valley or graben is called 

graben lakes.

Lakes associated with volcanic activity: - Volcanic activity gives rises to lake 

basin in various ways. Lakes may be formed by craters of extinct volcanoes 

commonly referred to as crater lakes. Sometimes the pyroclastic materials 

ejected with the lava accumulate as a circular ring round the vent. In such 

crater relatively small but deep lakes are formed and are called maars in 

Germany. Some lakes have been formed by the combined influence of 

volcanic and tectonic activity. These are called volcano-tectonic basin.

Lakes formed by landslides: - In hilly areas with steep slopes there is 

sometimes sudden mass movement of rock fragments under the influence of 

weathering and heavy rainfall. As a result of heavy landslide alongside a river 

valley, the course of the river may be blocked and the portion above the 

landslide dam converted into a lake.

Glacial lakes: - Lakes formed by glacial erosion are broadly of three different 

kinds – ice-scour lakes, valley rock-basin lakes and cirque lakes. 

1. Small ice-scoured depressions are formed by ice-sheet erosion, especially 

along zones of fracture or weakness. Lakes formed in these basins are small 

but usually occur in large numbers. 2. The valley rock basins formed below 

the snowline by glacial erosion and plucking, form valley rock-basin lakes. 

Sometimes these lakes are long and linear and resemble the fingers of 

human hands, therefore called Finger Lakes. 

3. Cirque lakes develop in mountains at the head of glaciated valleys after the 

glacier has melted. While the ice-scoured lakes are generally irregular in 

shape, the cirque lakes are usually sub-circular.

 In addition to the lakes formed by glacial erosion there are lakes formed 

essentially by glacial deposition.



Fluvial lakes: - Various kinds of lakes may be formed by fluvial erosion and 

deposition, but such lakes are usually small, temporary and short- lived. The 

big waterfalls create a plunge pool below them and for some reason when the 

river changes its course, then it is called plunge-pool lakes. A special kind of 

fluvial lakes called lateral lakes are formed when the course of small tributary 

streams is obstructed by high aggradation along the natural levee as well as 

bed of the main river. Basins formed by abandoned channels in mature 

floodplains of rivers form distinctive type of lakes called ox-bow or cut-off 

lakes. 

Solution lakes: - In the karst regions, solution of limestone by water gives rise 

to roughly circular depressions such as dolines, uvalas and polje. They may 

be filled by water to form lakes which are collectively called karst lakes. 

Lakes formed by wind action: - Deflation basins or hollows are formed by 

wind action in sandy deserts and the drainage of the neighbouring mountains 

or highlands collects in these basins, temporary saline lakes called Playa 

lakes are formed.

Coastal lakes: - the formation of coastal lakes and lagoons is related to the 

formation of bars along the coast. A lagoon is an elongated body of shallow 

water lying parallel to the coast and separated from the open sea by sandy 

barriers built by the waves.

lakes produced by meteorite impact:- When large meteorites strike the 

surface of the earth, the impact leads to the formation of a circular hollow. 

Because of the explosion the hollow is larger than the meteorite and the 

meteorite is also thrown out of the hollow.

Lacustrine deposits
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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Lacustrine deposits are sedimentary rock formations which formed in the bottom of ancient 
lakes.[1] A common characteristic of lacustrine deposits is that a river or stream channel has 
carried sediment into the basin. Lacustrine deposits form in all lake types including 
rift graben lakes, oxbow lakes, glacial lakes, and crater lakes. Lacustrine environments, like 
seas, are large bodies of water. They share similar sedimentary deposits which are mainly 
composed of low-energy particle sizes. Lacustrine deposits are typically very well sorted with 
highly laminated beds of silts, clays, and occasionally carbonates.[2] In regards to geologic 
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time, lakes are temporary and once they no longer receive water, they dry up and leave a 
formation.

Lake types[edit]

Lacustrine deposits can form in every variety of basins found in nature. How each basin 
originates is where the distinction between lacustrine deposit types stem. Rift graben lakes 
are formed from crustal stretching also known as rifting. Sediment influx is typically 
dominated by precipitation runoff and discharge through channels migrating towards the 
depression. Oxbow lakes form lacustrine deposits from seasonal overbank flooding as well 
as precipitation runoff which refills these isolated basins with fresh water and new 
sediments. Glacial lakes form when terminal moraines block water from escaping the newly 
carved valley from glacial erosion. As the glacier melts, the valley fills with melt water that 
creates a glacial lake. Crater lakes can be meteoritic or of the caldera variety. Crater lakes 
sediments are provided from precipitation runoff descending their steep slopes.

Resource value[edit]

Lacustrine deposits have gained more attention recently due to containing valuable source 
rocks of oil, coal, and uranium. Lacustrine deposits generally provide productive mining 
conditions but can prove challenging when underground mines are attempted due to the 
poor shear strength of clays and silts as well as the amount of moisture often locked in the 
layers due to a low permeability characteristic of lacustrine deposits. Ephemeral lakes have 
recently been found to be especially valuable due to their seasonal wetting and drying out 
characteristic. Between the wet and the dry seasons, there is a time period when organic 
matter has the perfect opportunity to generate, only to be submerged by the influx of water 
during the wet season. This action creates a prime combination of organic matter, silts and 
clays to create oil shales or coal deposits.

Lakes accumulate sediments from their surrounding environment and 
so sediment cores recovered from lakes can provide a continuous 
record of environmental change. Accumulation rates in lakes are often 
high, so lake sediments offer the potential for high-resolution records of 
past climate, providing they can be adequately dated. However, no two 
lakes are identical so the environmental conditions in each lake basin, 
and the water properties of each lake must be carefully evaluated in 
order to make a meaningful paleoclimatic interpretation of the 
sediments. A great deal of basic information about Changes in climatic 
conditions can be derived from relatively simple measurements on the 
sedimentary and inorganic geochemical characteristics of lake 
sediments. Biological productivity in lakes is, in part, climatically-
dependent and so the remains of organisms that lived in the water 
column can be of paleoclimatic significance. Siliceous microfossils are 
an important component of many lake and wetland sediments, and 
account for the bulk of biogenic deposition in many lakes. Isotopes of 
oxygen, carbon (and to a minor extent nitrogen) have provided valuable 
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insights into paleoenvironmental and paleoclimatic conditions. Oxygen 
isotopes in carbonates are especially important. Biomarkers are organic 
compounds that are produced by specific organisms; when preserved in 
sediments they can provide a molecular proxy for the paleoclimatic or 
paleoenvironmental conditions which influenced the life of the organism.

The types of lacustrine deposits, clastic, organic, or chemical 
precipitates depend on geographic location and the surrounding area. 
Mountain lakes exhibit coarse clastics, especially when above tree line. 
When a lake basin is surrounded by steep mountain fronts, coarse 
debris is expected along the mountain front shore. Silts and clays make 
up the greater per cent of clastic sediments in lake basins. Color of most 
lacustrine silts and clays range from white to black, gray–blue to green 
being predominant. The lacustrine clastics, larger than silt and clay may 
originate as: (1) a lag remaining after formation of a deflation basin; (2) 
fragments brought to the lake by influents; (3) fragments due to shore 
attrition; (4) fragments dropped by high winds; or (5) fragments 
distributed by lacustrine currents. Lake basins, hundreds of miles 
downwind from volcanic areas, collect volcanic debris, particularly the 
fine-grained siliceous ash. Volcanic ash deposited in ancient lake basins 
usually presents a lenticular deposit, often with an irregular top. 
Thickness of most lacustrine ash falls is generally not great, but 
identification is often difficult

Sediments and sedimentation
Lake sediments are comprised mainly of clastic material (sediment of 
clay, silt, and sand sizes), organic debris, chemical precipitates, or 
combinations of these. The relative abundance of each depends upon 
the nature of the local drainage basin, the climate, and the relative age 
of a lake. The sediments of a lake in a glaciated basin, for example, will 
first receive coarse clastics, then finer clastics, chemical precipitates, 
and then increasingly large amounts of biological material, including 
peats and sedges.
Geologists can deduce much about a lake’s history and the history of 
the lake basin and climate from the sedimentary records on its bottom. 
A sediment core contains such clues as ripple marks caused by current 
or wave action, carbonaceous layers, and alternations of strata that 
include cold- and warm-water species of fossils, pollen, and traces of 
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chemicals of human derivation. These data provide the basis for 
extensive documentation of lake history (paleolimnology). Some well-
known historical events, such as major volcanic eruptions, the clearing 
of North American forests by early settlers as revealed by pollen 
concentrations, the first extensive use of certain heavy metals 
by industry, and nuclear explosions, provide reference points in the 
sediment record.

Many of the materials that are detrimental to the ecology of a lake—

e.g., excessive quantities of nutrients, heavy metals, pesticides, oil, and 

certain bacteria—are deposited in lake sediments by chemical 

precipitation or the settling of particulate matter. These materials are 

potentially available for regeneration into the lake water and must be 

considered in any planning for measures to abate lake pollution. Within 

the uppermost lake sediments, large volumes of interstitial water are 

often present. This water may have high concentrations of nutrients 

and other constituents and enhance the exchange potential with the 

lake proper.

Clastic sediments
Waters draining into a lake carry with them much of the suspended sediment 
that is transported by rivers and streams from the local drainage basin. Current 
and wave action along the shoreline is responsible for additional erosion and 
sediment deposition, and some material may be introduced as a result of wind 
action. Rivers and streams transport material of many different sizes, the largest 
being rolled along the riverbed (the bed load). When river water enters a lake, 
its speed diminishes rapidly, bed-load transport ceases, and the suspended load 
begins to settle to the bottom, the largest sizes first. Lake outlets carry with 
them only those materials that are too small to have settled out from the inflows 
or those that have been introduced adjacent to the outflow. 
Because dynamic processes that keep materials suspended are generally more 
active near the shore, lake sediments are usually sorted by size; the rocks, 
pebbles, and coarse sands occur near shore, whereas the finer sands, silts, and 
muds are, in most cases, found offshore.
Clastic material over most of a lake basin consists principally of silts and clays, 
especially away from shores and river mouths, where larger material is 
deposited. Clays exist in a variety of colours, black clays containing large 
concentrations of organic matter or sulfides and whiter clays usually containing 
high concentrations of calcium carbonate. Other colours, including reds and 
greens, are known to reflect particular chemical and biological influences.
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Organic sediments are derived from plant and animal matter: förna is 
recognizable plant and animal remains, äfja finely divided remains in colloidal 
suspension, and gyttja is a deposit formed from äfja that has been oxidized. 
Rapid accumulation of organic matter in still lakes is not uncommon; in the 
English Lake District, 5 metres (15 feet) of lake sediment of organic origin 
accumulated over a period of about 8,000 years. Pollen analysis has been used 
to accurately decipher climatic conditions of the lake in the past.
Varved deposits are the product of an annual cycle of sedimentation; seasonal 
changes are responsible for the information. Varves are a common feature in 
many areas and especially so where the land has received meltwaters from ice 
sheets and glaciers. The deposits consist of alternating layers of fine and coarse 
sediments.

Coarse clastic materials seldom are larger than boulders (25 cm [10 inches]), 
and the type of material in sizes larger than silt and clay frequently reveals its 
source. Materials along lakeshores can in most cases be traced back to a 
particular eroded source within the local drainage basin, and the distribution of 
this material provides evidence of the predominant current or wave patterns in 
the lake.

Volcanic ash is deposited downwind from its source. Ash from volcanic 
activity during the Pleistocene Epoch can often be dated and used as a 
stratigraphic marker. Lakes throughout the northwestern United States contain 
some of the best examples (the Mazama ash), and one deposit in the central 
United States, called the Pearlette ash deposit, occurs in beds as thick as 3 
metres (10 feet).

Chemical precipitates

The major chemical precipitates in lake systems are calcium, sodium, and 
magnesium carbonates and dolomite, gypsum, halite, and sulfate salts. Calcium 
carbonate is deposited as either calcite or aragonite when a lake becomes 
saturated with calcium and bicarbonate ions. Photosynthesis can also 
generate precipitation of calcium carbonate, when plant material takes 
up carbon dioxide and bicarbonate and raises the pH above about 9 (the pH is a 
measure of the acidity or alkalinity of water; acid waters have a pH of less than 
7, and the pH of alkaline waters range from 7 to 14).
Dolomite deposition occurs in very alkaline lakes when calcium carbonate and 
magnesium carbonate combine. Recent dolomites have been found in Lake 
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Balqash in Kazakhstan. In many saline lakes, gypsum deposition has 
occurred; Lake Eyre, Australia, is estimated to contain more than four billion 
tons of gypsum. For gypsum to be deposited, sulfate, calcium, and hydrogen 
sulfide must be present in particular concentrations. Hydrogen sulfide occurs in 
deoxygenated portions of lakes, usually following the depletion of oxygen 
resulting from decomposition of biological material. Bottom-dwelling 
organisms are usually absent.
Lakes that contain high concentrations of sodium sulfate are called bitter lakes, 
and those containing sodium carbonate are called alkali lakes. Soda 
Lake, California, is estimated to contain nearly one million tons of anhydrous 
sulfate. Magnesium salts of these types are also quite common and can be 
found in the same sediments as the sodium salts. Other salts of importance 
occurring in lake sediments include borates, nitrates, and potash. Small 
quantities of borax are found in various lakes throughout the world. Lakes with 
high alkalinity levels, such as Mono Lake in California, can still support some 
forms of life.
The gradual increase of sediment thickness through time may threaten the very 
existence of a lake. When a lake becomes shallow enough to support the 
growth of bottom-attached plants, these may accelerate the extinction of a lake. 
In several European countries, steps are being taken to restore lakes threatened 
by choking plant growth. Lake Hornborgasjön, Sweden, long prized as a 
national wildlife refuge, became the subject of an investigation in 1967. Lake 
Trummen, also in Sweden, was treated by dredging its upper sediments. In 
Switzerland, Lake Wiler (Wilersee) was treated by the removal of water just 
above the sediments during stagnation periods.

LAKE: NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL (LIST OF LAKES IN INDIA)
A lake is an area of variable size filled with water, localized in a basin, that is surrounded by 
land, apart from any river or other outlet that serves to feed or drain the lake.
Lakes lie on land and are not part of the ocean (except for sea lochs in Scotland and 
Ireland), and therefore are distinct from lagoons which are shallow body of water separated 
from a larger body of water by barrier islands or reefs.
Lakes are also larger and deeper than ponds, though there are no official or scientific 
definitions. Lakes can be contrasted with rivers or streams, which are usually flowing. 
However, most lakes are fed and drained by rivers and streams.
Lakes can be broadly divided into two: –
(i) Natural Lakes
(ii) Artificial Lakes
Lakes whether they are natural or artificial are of great value to human beings.
(i) A lake helps to regulate the flow of a river.
(ii) It prevents flooding and promotes agriculture.
(iii) During the dry season, it helps to maintain an even flow of water and provides water for 
domestic proposes.
(iv) Lakes are used for developing Hydro-electric power.
(v) They influence the climate in the surrounding region.
(vi) Lakes maintain the aquatic ecosystem.
(vii) They enhance natural beauty and help develop tourism and provide recreation.
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List of Famous/Major/Important Natural & Artificial 
Lakes in India
1. Kolleru Lake – Andhra Pradesh

  One of the Largest fresh water lake in India.

  Located between Krishna and Godavari delta.

  Atapaka Bird Sanctuary is a located on the Kolleru Lake.
2. Sambhar Lake – Rajasthan

  India’s largest inland salt lake.

  It is a bowl shape lake encircles historical Sambhar Lake Town located 96 km south west of 

the city of Jaipur (Northwest India) and 64 km north east of Ajmer along National Highway 8 

in Rajasthan.

  Mahabharata mentions the Sambhar lake as part of the kingdom of the demon king 

Brishparva.
3. Pushkar Lake – Rajasthan

  Located in the town of Pushkar in Ajmer district of the Rajasthan.

  Pushkar Lake is a sacred lake of the Hindus.
4. Wular Lake – Jammu Kashmir

  Largest Freshwater lake in India.

  Wular lake can spread over nearly 200-sq-kms but its actual surface area tends to vary 

during the year.

  The Jhelum River flows into the lake, 40-km downstream from Srinagar, and then out again.

  Lake basin was formed as a result of tectonic activity and is fed by the Jhelum River.
5. Pulicat Lake- Andhra Pradesh

  Second largest brackish – water lake or lagoon in India.

  The large spindle-shaped barrier island named Sriharikota separates the lake from the Bay 

of Bengal.

  The island is home to the Satish Dhawan Space Centre,the launch site of India’s successful 

first lunar space mission, the Chandrayaan-1.
6. Loktak Lake -Manipur

  Largest freshwater lake in North -East India

  Keibul Lamjao the only floating national park in the world floats over it,which is the last 

natural refuge of the endangered sangai or Manipur brow-antlered deer.
7. Sasthamcotta Lake – Kerala

  Largest fresh water lake in kerala.

  The purity of the lake water for drinking use is attributed to the presence of large population 

of larva called cavaborus that consumes bacteria in the lake water.
8. Vembanad Lake -Kerala



  Vembanad (Vembanad Kayal or Vembanad Kol) is the longest lake in India, and the largest 

lake in the state of Kerala.

  It is known as Punnamada Lake in Kuttanad and Kochi Lake in Kochi.

  The Nehru Trophy Boat Race is conducted in a portion of the lake.
9. Chilka Lake -Odisha

  Chilika Lake is a brackish water lagoon, spread over the Puri, Khurda and Ganjam districts 

of Odisha state on the east coast of India, at the mouth of the Daya River, flowing into 

the Bay of Bengal, covering an area of over 1,100 km2.

  It is the largest coastal lagoon in India and the second largest lagoon in the world.

  Chilika Lake is the largest wintering ground for migratory birds, on the Indian sub-continent.
10. Dal Lake – Jammu Kashmir

  Dal Lake is a lake in Srinagar and is integral to tourism known as  the “Jewel in the crown of 

Kashmir” or “Srinagar’s Jewel”.

  Asia’s largest Tulip garden is on the banks of Dal Lake.

  Mughal gardens, Shalimar Bagh and the Nishat Bagh are on the banks of Dal Lake.
11. Nalsarover Lake- Gujarat

  The Nalsarovar Lake in Gujarat is probably the largest water bird sanctuary in the country.

  The Nalsarovar Lake is mainly inhabited by migratory birds in winter and spring, it is the 

largest wetland bird sanctuary in Gujarat, and one of the largest in India.

    It was declared a bird sanctuary in April 1969.
12. Tsomgo Lake – Sikkim

  Tsongmo Lake or Changu Lake, is a glacial lake in the East Sikkim.

  The lake is the venue for the Guru Purnima festival in which Jhakris of Sikkim assemble at 

the lake area to derive benefits from the healing qualities of the lake waters.
13. Bhimtal Lake – Uttarakhand

  Bhimtal Lake is a lake in the town of Bhimtal, in the Indian state of Uttarakhand, with a 

masonry dam built in 1883 creating the storage facility

  It is the largest lake in Kumaon region, known as the “lake district of India”.

  “C” shaped lake.
14. Barapani Lake- Meghalaya

  Barapani or Umiam Lake is in Shillong .

  The origin of Lake in 1965 is due to the Umiam Umtru Hydro Electric Power Project ,the first 

Hydel power project in the North-east region of India.
15. Nainital Lake – Uttarakhand

  Nainital Lake, a natural freshwater body, situated amidst the township 

of Nainital in Uttarakhand State of India

  Kidney shaped or crescent shaped.
16. Periyar Lake -Kerala



  Periyar Lake is formed by the construction of the dam across the Mullaperiyar River in 1895.

  The notable elephant reserve and a tiger reserve, Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary is located on 

the banks of Periyar lake.
17. Hussain Sagar Lake – Telengana

  The lake is in Hyderabad, built by Hazrat Hussain Shah Wali in 1562, during the rule of 

Ibrahim Quli Qutub Shah.

  Connects the twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

  A major attraction at the Hussain Sagar is the 16 meter high, 350 tonne monolithic Buddha 

statue on the ‘Rock of Gibraltar’ installed at the center of the lake.
18. Salim Ali Lake – Maharashtra

  It has been renamed after the great ornithologist, naturalist Salim Ali and also known as 

birdman of India.

  Salim Ali Sarovar (lake) popularly known as Salim Ali Talab is located near Delhi Gate, 

opposite Himayat Bagh, Aurangabad.
19. Kanwar Lake- Bihar

  Kanwar Lake Bird Sanctuary comprising water ponds, marshes and forests is a home for 

different species of wild animals, birds, plants etc.

  The Kanwar Taal or Kabar Taal Lake is Asia’s largest freshwater oxbow lake.
20. Nakki Lake – Rajasthan

  It is a very ancient sacred Lake, according to the Hindu legend. It is called by this name 

because it was dug out from Nails (Nakh).

  ‘Nakki Lake is situated in the Indian hill station of Mount Abu in Aravalli range.

  Mahatma Gandhi’s ashes were immersed in this Holy Lake on 12 February 1948 and 

Gandhi Ghat was constructed.
21. Bhojtal Lake- Madhya Pradesh

 Also known as Upper Lake lies on the western side of the capital city of Madhya Pradesh, 

Bhopal.

 It is a major source of drinking water for the residents of the city, serving around 40% of the 

residents with nearly 30 million imperial gallons (140,000 m3) of water per day.

 Bada talaab, along with the nearby Chhota Talaab, meaning small lake in Hindi, 

constitute Bhoj Wetland, which is now a Ramsar site.

 Largest artificial lake in Asia.
22. Surajkund- Haryana
23. Ulsoor lake- Bangalore, Karnataka
24. Sambhar lake- Rajasthan
25. Pichola lake- Udaipur,  Rajasthan
26. Pangong lake- Ladakh,  Jammu and Kashmir
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Unit I 

Definition and scope – Crystalline and amorphous forms.  A brief outline of crystal structure.   

Morphological characters of a crystal.   Elements of crystal symmetry – Crystallographic axis – Axial 
Ratios, Parameters Indices and Symbol.  Weiss and Millerian systems of crystal notation – zones – 

crystal forms – interfacial angles and their measurements – contact and Reflecting Goniometers. 

Classification of crystals into systems and classes.  Holohedral, Hemihedral, Hemimorphic and 
enantiomorphous forms in crystals.  Study of the symmetry elements and forms of the Normal, 

Pyritohedral, Tetradedraal and Plagiohedral classes of Cubic system with special reference to their type 

minerals. 

 

Unit II 

Study of symmetry elements and forms of Normal, Hemimorphic, Tripyramidal, Pyramidal 

Hemimorphic, Sphenoidal and Trapezohedral classes of Tetragonal system with special reference to 
well developed crystals of Zircon, Rutile, Cassiterite, Vesuvianite Apophyllite, Scheelite, meonite, 

Wulfenite and Chalcopyrite.  Study of the symmetry elements and forms of Normal, Hemimorphic, 

Tripyramidal, Pyramidal – Hemimorphic, Trapezohedral, Rhomohedral, Rhombohedral hemimorphic, 
and Trapezohedral classess of Hexagonal system with special reference to well developed crystals of 

Beryl, Zincite, Apatite, Calcite, Corundum, Tourmaline, Phenacite and Quartz. 

 

Unit III 
Study of Normal, Hemimorphic and sphenoidal classes of Orthorhombic system with special 

reference to well developed crystals of Barite, Olivine, Topaz, Staurolite, sulphur, Calamine, and 

Epsomite.  Study of the symmetry elements and forms of the Normal classes of Monoclinic and Triclinic 
systems with special reference to well-developed crystals of Gypsum, Orthoclase, Augite, Axinite, 

Albite .  

Twin crystals - Definition - Evidences of twinning - Twinning plane, twinning axis and 

composition plane, Laws of twinning, kinds of Twinning – Simple, Contact, Penetration and repeated.  
Polysynthetic and Cyclic twins.  Secondary twins.   Study of twin laws pertaining to the following 

crystals; Flourite, Pyrite, Rutile, Calcite, Quartz, Aragonite, Staurolite, Gypsum, Augite and Feldspars.  

A brief outline of imperfection and irregualriites in crystals. 

 

Unit IV 

Introduction to general characteristics of light – polarization, plane polarized light, Brewster’s 
law, polarization by absorption – Isotropism and Anisotropism – double refraction.  Nicol Prism – its 

construction and uses; polaroids.  Petrological microscope – its parts and thier functions.  Construction 

and use of the following optical accessories – Quartz wedge, Gypsum plate and Mica Plate.  

 

 

Unit V 

Isotropic minerals – properties observed under parallel nicols.  Uniaxial minerals: Properties 
under parallel and crossed nicols – optic axis, determination of relative refractive index, optic sign and 

sign of elongation – dichroism. Biaxial minerals  properties observed under parallel and crossed  nicols 

– optic axes optic normal, 2v, optic axial plane, optic sign, birefringence- pleochrosism, extinction, 
extinction angle and its determination, A brief outline about interference colour,  the order of 

interference colors ,quartz wedge, colour chart and its applications.  

 

  



CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 

INTRODUCTION 

  Crystallography is the science of crystals.  This includes the study of crystal 

development and growth, their external form, internal structure and physical properties. 

 

  Most minerals and many chemically prepared substances occur with smooth flat faces.  

For example, the mineral quartz can be found as clear transparent solid, with six sides 

terminated with six triangular faces.  The ancient Greeks believed this as a variety of ice, which 

has been permanently frozen.  Hence they gave the name Krystallos (meaning clear ice) to 

these beautiful forms.  Thus the term Crystal was used to mean rock-crystal or quartz 

throughout the Middle Ages. 

 

  The crystals are solid substances with regular smooth surfaces.  A crystal must possess 

a definite internal structure and an external form.  It is clear that the external features like 

smooth surfaces and definite mutual relations of the faces are the outward results of the internal 

structure. 

 

CRYSTALLINE AND AMORPHOUS FORMS: 

  Minerals may be either in the crystalline or amorphous state. Crystalline substances are 

able to form definitely shaped bodies, called crystal.  Each substance is characterized by a 

definite crystal form. 

A crystal can be defined as a homogeneous solid, bounded by naturally-formed plane 

faces.  These naturally formed external faces are the result of a regular internal arrangement of 

atoms in fixed patterns.  In most crystalline substances the value of the physical properties are 



different in different directions.  Particularly light is propagated at different speeds in different 

directions. 

A substance is said to be crystallized, when definite geometrical shapes are developed.  

If no definite crystals are developed, but there is only an aggregate of imperfectly formed 

crystals then they are called crystalline.  It is said to be cryptocrystalline, when more traces of 

crystalline structure are present or when the substance has a microscopic crystalline structure.  

Most minerals (about 98%) occur as crystals or in the crystalline state. 

 

  Amorphous substances do not assume any regular shape and the physical properties 

have the same value in all directions.  For example, light is propagated in them at the same 

speed in all directions.  This is due to the fact that in amorphous substances the atoms are 

irregularly arranged.  They are not arranged according to definite patterns as in crystalline 

substances. 

 

  Most liquids and a few “solids” such as opal are amorphous.  The amorphous state is 

rare among minerals. 

 

MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS OF CRYSTALS 

 

FACES : 

  A crystal is bounded by plane surfaces called Faces.  These faces are usually perfectly 

flat and sometimes curved as in siderite, diamond, dolomite, etc.  There are two kinds of faces, 

like and unlike faces.  Some crystals are bounded by faces that are all alike.  For example, the 

mineral Halite (common or Rock salt) commonly crystallizes in cubes.  Any one of these cubic 



faces is like all the other faces in its properties.  Such faces that have the same properties are 

called like faces.  Faces having different properties are unlike faces. 

 

FORMS : 

  In crystallography the term form is applied to an assemblage of one or more like faces.  

A form may be considered to be a set of symmetrical faces.  These faces occur in an orderly 

manner showing definite relation with the crystallographic axes.  These faces may partially or 

completely constitute a crystal exterior. 

 

  A crystal in which all the faces are alike is termed as simple form.  For example, a cube 

is a form consisting of six similar square faces, an octahedron is also a simple form of eight 

triangular faces.  A crystal, which consists of two or more simple forms is a combination. 

 

  The simple form that enclose space by themselves are called closed forms (eg. cube, 

octahedron, etc.,).  Some other forms do not enclose space by themselves.  They can occur only 

in combination, because they are having too few faces to enclose space by themselves.  Such 

forms are called open forms (eg. Prism, Pinacoid, etc.). 

 

Edge : An edge is formed when two adjacent faces of a crystal meet.  An edge of a crystal is 

always a straight line. 

 

Solid Angle : A solid angle is produced, when three or more faces meet at a point.  In other 

words, a solid angle is formed by the intersection of more than one edges.  

 

ELEMENTS OF CRYSTAL SYMMETRY 



  In a crystal there is a certain regularity of arrangement of like faces, edges, etc.  this 

regularity constitutes the symmetry of the crystal.  The characteristic feature of symmetry is 

repetition. 

 

  A crystal may show repetition with respect to a plane (plane of symmetry), with respect 

to an axis (axis of symmetry), or with respect to a point (centre of symmetry).  These are known 

as symmetry elements.  Every crystal is characterized by a specific combination of symmetry 

elements.  However, there is complete absence of symmetry for a few substances.  

 

Plane of symmetry : 

  A plane of symmetry is a plane that divides a crystal into two similar and similarly – 

placed halves.  That is a plane of symmetry divides a crystal into two parts in such a way that 

one part is the mirror image of the other part.  In such crystals for each edge, face, solid angle 

on one side, there is a corresponding edge, face, or solid angle on the other side of the plane. 

 

  Planes of symmetry may be divided into either principal and secondary planes.  

Principal plane of symmetry is one in which the plane passes through at least two 

crystallographic axes.  Secondary planes contain only one crystallographic axes. 

 

  Planes of symmetry can also be described as vertical, horizontal or inclined according 

to the attitude of the planes. 

 

Axis of symmetry : 

  Many crystals, when rotated about an axis, occupy the same position more than once in 

a complete rotation (360o).  this axis is an axis of symmetry.  The same kind of face, edge and 



solid angle repeat themselves in one complete rotation, when a crystal is rotated about an axis 

of symmetry. 

 

  A crystal may occupy the same position two, three, four or six times in a complete 

rotation.  If it is repeated two times in a rotation of 360o, it is said to have an axis of two fold 

(diad or diagonal – repeat after 180o rotation) symmetry.  Other possible axes of symmetry in 

crystals are three fold (triad or trigonal – repeat after 120o rotation), four fold (tetrad or 

tetragonal – repeat after 90o rotation), six fold (hexed or hexagonal – repeat after 60o rotation).  

 

  Axes of symmetry are indicated by the following symbols: 

Two fold          .     Three fold           .    Four fold             and  Six fold 

 

Centre of symmetry : 

  When like faces of crystal are arranged in pairs, in corresponding positions, on opposite 

sides of a central point, that point is known as a centre of symmetry.  In such a case for every 

face, edge and solid angle there is a corresponding face, edge and solid angle on the opposite 

side of the crystal, at equal distance from the centre. 

 

Composite symmetry : 

  When through the combined operations of rotation about an axis and inversion about 

the central point, a geometric figure repeats itself in appearance, it is said to have an axis of 

rotary inversion. 

 

Example :  Tetragonal sphenoid.  If the crystal is rotated through 90o about the vertical axis 

and then inverted, the original arrangement of faces, edges and solid angles are reproduced.  

Since this is happening four times in a complete revolution (360o), this is called as fourfold 



rotary inversion axis.  Other possible axes of rotary inversion are twofold, threefold and six 

fold. 

 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AXES 

  In crystallography the position of crystal faces are to be described.  The method adopted 

to describe the faces is that of solid geometry.  Here the position of a plane in space is given 

by its intercepts (or the lengths cut off) on three mutually perpendicular lines called axes.  The 

important difference in crystallography is that the reference axes are not necessarily at right 

angles to one another.  More-over, the units of measurement are not necessarily the same on 

the different axes.  These reference axes are called crystallographic axes. 

 

  According to conventions, in naming the crystallographic axes, the front to back axis is 

the ‘a’ axis, with the front end as positive.  The ‘b’ axis runs from right to left and is positive 

at right side.  The top to bottom axis is called the ‘c’ axis and the top end is the positive end.  

When the axes are equal and similar in position then they are referred as a a1, a2 and a3. 

 

AXIAL RATIO : 

  The unit length of the different crystallographic axes are different in crystals of different 

minerals.  But the unit lengths of the crystallographic axes of crystals of a mineral is constant.  

Normally the unit length of one of the horizontal axes is taken as unity.  The lengths of the 

other axes are referred to this unit, which is the axial ratio. 

 

  The unit lengths of the crystallographic axes are equal in cubic system.  Then the ratio 

is a:a:a or 1:1:1 and hence, need not be stated. 

 



  In the hexagonal and tetragonal systems the unit lengths of the vertical c axes are 

different from those of the horizontal axes a1, a2, + a3, which are equal.  Here the unit length of 

the ‘c’ axis is referred to the unit length of the horizontal ‘a’ axis.  Thus the axial ratios of 

Quartz (hexagonal) is a:c 1:1.099 and zircon (tetragonal) is a:c = 1:0.64 

 

  In the orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic systems, the b axis is taken as unity.  Thus 

the axial ratios of sulphur (orthorhombic) is a:b:c = 0.813:1:1.903, Gypsum (Monoclinic) is 

a:b:c = 0.690:1:0.412 and Albite (Triclinic) is a:b:c = 0.633:1:0.557. 

                                                                            ----------- 

PARAMETERS : 

  The Parameters are useful in determining the position of a face of a crystal.  The 

parameters of a crystal face are the ratios of the distances at which the face cuts the 

crystallographic axes.  They are usually given in terms of unit lengths of crystallographic axes.  

  In the figure let OX, OY and OZ are the three crystallographic axes and OA, OB, and 

OC are their respective unit lengths, normally represented as a, b & c.  Then the parameters of 

the face ABC, which cuts the three axes X, Y & Z at A, B, C respectively will be OA:OB:OC 

ie. a:b:c.  Similarly the face HKL cuts OX at 1/4 of unit distance, OY at 1/3 of unit distance 

and OZ at 1/2 of unit distance.  Hence the parameters of the face HKL are 1/4a : 1/3b : 1/2c.  

Similarly the parameters of the face ANM are 1a:4/3b:2c. 

 

  When a face is parallel to one of the crystallographic axis, it is considered to cut that 

axis at infinity.  Thus the parameters of a face parallel to the c axis are la:2b: c. 

Weiss system of Crystal notation : 

  This system of crystallographic notation is the same as the parameters.  The different 

axes are represented by the letters a, b and c (a, a and a for the three equal axes and a, a and c 

for the two equal and one unequal axes).  Then the intercepts (cutting distances) the crystal 



face makes on the axes are written before the letters.  For example, na, mb, pc, where n, m & 

p are the lengths cut off by the face a, b & c axes.  It is usual to reduce either to unity. 

 

INDICES : 

  It is very difficult to use parametric values in crystallographic calculations.  Hence 

simplified expressions are derived from the parameters of a crystal face.  These are known as 

indices.  Of the several indices used, the Miller’s indices are most commonly employed. 

 

  W.H.Miller (1832) had obtained the indices by taking the reciprocals of parameters and 

clearing of the fractions.  Hence such indices are called Miller’s indices.  Examples : 

Parameters       Reciprocals           Miller’s Indices 

1a:2b:1c          1,  1,  1     212  (read: two, one, two) 

                        1   2   1 

2a:ocb:1c          1,  1,   1     102  (read: one, zero, two) 

                        2   oc   1 

3a:1b:3c          1,  1,  1     131  (read: one, three, one) 

                        3   1   3 

1a:ocb:occ          1,  1,    1     100  (read: one, zero, zero) 

                        1   oc   oc 

(It should be remembered that any number divided by infinity is zero).  It is clear that since the 

indices are the reciprocals of the parameters, the larger the value, the smaller the intercept.  If 

a face cuts a crystallographic axis, say be axis at its negative end then the parameters will be 

given as ma : -nb: pc  (e.g) la: -2b : 1c and the Miller’s indices are (2 1 2) 

ZONES : 

  The lines of intersection of adjacent crystal faces are called crystal edges.  The edges 

may be vertical, horizontal or in oblique directions. 

 



  If the crystals are studied carefully, then it is clear that many crystal edges are mutually 

parallel.  It is because of the arrangement of the crystal faces, which produce parallel edges.  

Thus a set of faces, which have their edges mutually parallel, form a zone. 

 

  A zone may be consisting of faces which form 

1. Vertical parallel edges, 

2. Horizontal edges (parallel to a. front to back axis b. left to right axis or c. any other 

directions) 

3. Sets of oblique parallel edges, which are neither vertical nor horizontal. 

 

  A line, passing through the centre of the crystal and parallel to the edges of faces in a 

zone, is called a zone-axis.  It should be noted that a crystal may have one or more number of 

zone-axes and a crystal face may belong to a number of zones. 

 

INTERFACIAL ANGLE : 

  The interfacial angle is the angle between any two adjacent faces of a crystal.  The 

measurement of these interfacial angles is an important step in crystallography.  The angle 

between the normal’s (perpendiculars) to the two faces is usually measured instead of the angle 

between the two faces.  For instance in the fig. OA and OB are the two normal’s to the two 

faces.  The interfacial angle between the two faces is x here. 

 

  If the angle between the normal’s of two faces say, cube and dodecahedron is 45o, then 

it is written as od = 45o where o is octahedron and d is dodecahedron.  Similarly, mm = 63o 45’ 

means the interfacial angle between two adjacent prism faces is 63o 45’. 

 



MEASUREMENT OF INTERFACIAL ANGLES 

  The interfacial angles of crystals are measured by instruments called goniometers 

(meaning – angle – measurer).  Two types of goniometers are generally used in crystallography. 

1. The contact – goniometers are used for rather bigger crystals. 

2. Reflecting goniometers are used with small crystals having smooth and perfect faces. 

 

CONTACT – GONIOMETER : 

  The contact – goniometer consists of a card on which a semicircular graduated are is 

printed (or simply a protractor can be used).  The straight edge of the card or protractor is 

pivoted or screwed at the centre with a straight strip of celluloid or colorless transparent plastic 

as shown in the figure.  The strip has a straight line marked at the centre.  The goniometer is 

placed in such a way that the two adjacent faces of the crystal are in perfect contact with the 

two straight edges of the protractor and the celluloid strip.  Care must be taken to see that the 

plane surface of the protractor and the strip must be perpendicular to both the crystal faces.  

Two values of the interfacial angle, which total 180o may be read from the protractor.  One is 

the internal solid angle DBC and the other is the external angle ABC between one face and the 

extension of the other.  This angle ABC is equal to the angle COD between the perpendiculars 

to the two faces and is usually called the polar angle.  It is this angle COD that is quoted in 

most of the books, in describing crystals. 

 

Reflection Goniometer : 

  A common form of small reflecting goniometer consists of a vertical circle, graduated 

and capable of rotation, and a horizontal arm fixed at right angles to the plane of the circle.  A 

mirror is fixed on the horizontal arm.  The crystal is placed at the centre of the graduated circle 

with an edge parallel to the horizontal arm.  The image of a distant signal is observed by 



reflection from the mirror, and also by reflection from the crystal face.  By rotation of the 

graduated circle and with it the crystal, the two images are made to lie in the same straight line.  

The circle is then rotated until an image is obtained by reflection from the adjacent face.  The 

amount of rotation gives the angle between the normal’s to the two crystal faces, that is, the  

interfacial angle, as shown in fig.  Here light reflected from the face AB of the crystal in the 

ABCD position is seen by the eye.  If the crystal is rotated about the edge between AB and AD 

so that the face AD takes up the new position dA where dA and AB are in the same straight 

line, then the signal is again seen.  The crystal has been rotated through the angle dAD, which 

is the supplement of the internal angle between the faces AB and AD, and is therefore the 

interfacial angle. 

 

LAW OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHY : 

1.  Law of constancy of interfacial angles : 

  The crystal faces are the result of a regular internal arrangement of atoms in fixed 

patterns.  Each mineral crystallizes in a characteristic form having the same number of faces, 

edges and solid angles.  The size of the crystals of the same substance may differ.  But “The 

interfacial angles between similar faces, on all crystals, of a given mineral are constant”.  This 

is one of the fundamental laws of crystallography and is known as the Law of Constancy of 

Interfacial Angles. 

 

  Sometimes the crystals may grow easily in one direction than another.  This results in 

the development of malformed or distorted crystals.  Even in such distorted crystals of the same 

mineral the interfacial angles remain constant. 

 

2.  Law of Rational Indices : 



  The study of crystals of different minerals has established the Law of Rational Indices.  

This law states that “the indices of any crystal face are either small whole numbers of zero”.  

Thus indices like 1   3    3 or 2  1.431  O are impossible.  This law follows from the regularity 

of the space – lattice representing the atomic structure of crystals. 

                                                                        ------- 

 

HOLOHEDRAL AND HEMIHEDRAL FORMS 

  In each crystal form of the normal class (the class with the highest symmetry) in a given 

system all the faces have the same position with regard to the crystallographic axes.  Such a 

form is called a holohedral form (holo – symmetric form). 

 

  On the other hand the lower symmetry classes have hemihedral forms.  The hemihedral 

forms have only half the number of faces of the holohedral forms of the normal class.  Further, 

there are two similar and complementary heihedral forms for a given holohedral form.  They 

are called respectively positive and negative (or right and left), which together embrace all the 

faces of the holohedral form.  Eg. Pyritohedron, Diploid, Tetrahedron, etc.  Similarly 

tetartohedral forms show one quarter of the number of faces in a related holohedral form (holo 

– symmetric form). 

 

 

Hemimorphic Form 

  Crystals belonging to higher symmetry show that the two ends of any axis of symmetry 

of crystallographic axis are similar.  However, this is not true in case of hemimorphic forms.  

Here the faces present are only those belonging to one extremity of an axis of symmetry and 

crystallographic axis.  Hence hemimorphic forms cannot enclose space and are open forms.  



Such crystals are showing different types of faces at the two ends of the axis in question.  It is 

clear that there can be no centre of symmetry in hemimorphic crystals. Eg. Zincite, Tourmaline, 

Wulfenite. 

 

Enantiomorphous Forms 

  Crystal forms are said to be enantiomorphous, when two forms are related to one 

another as mirror images are related. 

 

  The right and left hands, placed with palms together, are good examples of an 

enantiomorphous pair.  The same terms are used in crystallography to designate each of a pair 

of enantiomorphous forms (eg) Right-handed and left handed plagiohedrons. 

 

  Neither a plane nor centre of symmetry is present in the enantiomorphous forms.  The 

two types cannot be converted into each other by any rotation. 

 

Drawing 

 

                                                                     ---------- 

 

 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF CRYSTALS 

  THOUSANDS of different crystals, each showing characteristic morphology, have 

been described.  These crystals are classified into 32 classes on the basis of combination of 

symmetry elements.  The symmetry element’s are plane of symmetry, Axis of symmetry and 

Centre of symmetry. 



 

  Some of these classes are having certain common characteristics and so are grouped 

together.  These groups are called as systems.  The classes of crystals which are referred to the 

same crystallographic axes are placed in the same system.  Thus there are six different systems 

of crystallographic axes to which classes are referred and hence there are six different systems 

of crystals. 

The following are the six crystal systems. 

1. Cubic or Isometric system 

2. Tetragonal system 

3. Hexagonal system 

4. Orthorhombic system 

5. Monoclinic system 

6. Triclinic system 

    Crystallographers like Phillips, Growth and others have divided the crystals belonging 

to hexagonal system into Hexagonal and Trigonal or Rhombohedra systems. 

 

1. ISOMETRIC SYSTEM OR CUBIC SYSTEM :- 

  All crystals which are included in the isometric system may be referred to three equal 

mutually perpendicular crystallographic axes.  Since they are equal and mutually 

perpendicular, they are interchangeable.  They are usually designated as a1, a2 and a3; instead 

of by a, b, and c which are used for non-equivalent axes.  The front to back axis is called as a1 

and the front and is positive.  The left to right axis is the a2 axis and the positive end is the right 

end.  The top to bottom axis is known as a3 and is positive at the top end.  There are five classes 

in this system, which are characterized by the presence of 4 three fold axes of symmetry. 

 

2.  TETRAGONAL SYSTEM :- 



  This system includes all the crystals that are referred to three crystallographic axes 

which are at right angles to each other.  Of the three, two axes lie in a horizontal plane and are 

equal in length and hence they are interchangeable.  They are called, a1 and a2 axes.  The third 

is the vertical or c axis.  It may be longer or shorter than the horizontal axes.  The positive and 

negative ends are same as in the case of cubic system.  There are seven different classes 

included in this system.  

 

3. HEXAGONAL SYSTEM :- 

  This system includes all the crystals that are referred to four crystallographic axes.  

Three of them are equal and are in the horizontal plane intersecting at angles of 120o between 

the positive ends.  (60o between the positive end of one axis and the negative end of the next 

axis).  The horizontal axes being equal and interchangeable are called a1, a2 and a3.  The fourth 

vertical axis or c axis is either shorter or longer than the horizontal axes.  The nature of axes of 

hexagonal system is shown in the figure.  There are two divisions in the hexagonal system, 

namely Hexagonal division and Trigonal or Rhombohedral division.  Hexagonal division is 

characterized by one six fold axis of symmetry coinciding with ‘c’ crystal lographic axis.  In 

Rhombohedral division the c axis is an axis of three fold symmetry.  The hexagonal division is 

having seven different classes while the trigonal division comprises five different classes. 

 

4. ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM :- 

  Crystals in the orthorhombic system are referred to three unequal crystallographic axes.  

But they are mutually perpendicular to each other.  The two horizontal axes are a and b axes.  

The vertical axis is c axis.  The ‘a’ axis is the front to back axis and is known as the branchy 

axis.  The ‘b’ axis is the right to left axis and is called as macro axis.  There are three classes 

in the orthorhombic system. 



 

5. MONOCLINIC SYSTEM :- 

  All crystals in the monoclinic system are referred to three unequal axes and are known 

as a, b and c.  Two axes a and c are in a vertical plane at an oblique angle to each other.  The 

left to right axis is b axis and is horizontal.  Hence, it is perpendicular to the vertical, c axis.  

This horizontal axis is perpendicular to the a-c plane.  The front to back axis is called as cline 

axis while the horizontal left to right axis is known as Ortho axis.  The acute angle between a 

and c axes is termed B.  There are three classes in this system. 

 

6. TRICLINIC SYSTEM :- 

  All crystals in the triclinic system are referred to three unequal crystallographic axes a, 

b and c.  These makes oblique angles with each other.  That is the axes are inclined to one 

another.  The front to back ‘a’ axis is called Brachy axis.  The right to left b axis is Macro axis.  

The top to bottom c axis is vertical axis.  The angle between a and c is called ‘B’ b and c is ‘r’ 

and between ‘a’ and ‘b’ is ‘r’.  There are two classes in this system.  The crystals of this system 

do not have any plane of symmetry and axis of symmetry. 

 

 

 

 

CUBIC SYSTEM 

  Crystals belonging to the Isometric or Cubic system are referred to three equal and 

mutually perpendicular crystallographic axes (a1 = a2 = a3 : a
1 a2 a3).  The nature of the axes is 

shown in the figure. 

 



  There are five classes included in this system.  All the classes have four three fold axes 

of symmetry and of either three four fold or three two fold axes of symmetry.  These four fold 

or two fold axes are the three crystallographic axes.  The following are the five classes. 

1. Normal class or Galena type 

2. Pyritohedral class or Pyrite type 

3. Tetrahedral class or Tetrahedrite type 

4. Plagiohedral class or Cuprite type 

5. Tetartohedral class or Ullmannite type 

Of these the first four classes are important. 

 

NORMAL CLASS OR GALENA TYPE (HEXOCTAHEDRAL CLASS) 

 The following are the symmetry elements of the normal class of cubic system. 

1. Three principal planes of symmetry (They are at right angles to each other and each 

containing any two of the three crystallographic axes). 

2. Six secondary planes of symmetry (bisecting the angles between the principal planes). 

3. Three four fold axes of symmetry (coinciding with the three crystallographic axes). 

4. Four three fold axes of symmetry. 

5. Six two fold axes of symmetry. 

6. Centre of symmetry. 

This class possesses the maximum number of symmetry elements.  (The normal class of each 

system is known as holohedral class of that system). 

The following are the forms present in the Normal class of the cubic system. 

   From                 No. of faces              General Symbol 

Cube        6    (100) 

Octahedron       8    (111) 

Dodecahedron    12    (110) 

Tetrahexahedron    24    (hko) as (210) ; (310) ete 



Trisoctahedron    24    (hhl) as (221) ; (331) ete 

Trapezohedron    24    (hll) as (211) ; (311) ete 

Hexoctahedron    48    (hkl) as (321) ; (421) etc 

 

Description of the forms 

(I) CUBE :- Cube is a solid bounded by six similar square faces.  Each face cuts only one 

crystallographic axis and is parallel to the other two axes.  The general symbol is (100).  It is a 

simple and closed form. (The faces of the cube are parallel to the principal planes of symmetry.  

It is also known as hexahedron). 

 

(II) OCTAHEDRON :- Octahedron is a solid bounded by 8 similar equilateral triangular faces.  

Each face cuts all the crystallographic axes at equal lengths.  So, the general symbol is (111).  

It is a simple and closed form. 

 

(III) DODECAHEDRON :- Dodecahedron is a solid bounded by 12 similar faces.  Each face 

is a rhomb.  Each face cuts two crystallographic axes at equal distances and is parallel to the 

third axis.  The general symbol is (110).  It is a simple and closed form.  It is also known as 

rhombic dodecahedron. 

 

(IV) TETRAHEXAHEDRON :-  It is a solid bounded by 24 similar isosceles triangular face.  

Each face cuts two crystallographic axis at unequal lengths and is parallel to the third 

crystallographic axis.  So, the general symbol is (hko).  The best examples are (210) ; (310), 

etc.  It is a simple and a closed form.  Four of these faces together occupy the position of one 

face of the cube. 

 



(V) TRISOCTAHEDRON :-  It is a solid bounded by 24 similar isosceles triangular faces.  

Each face cuts two crystallographic axes at equal distances and also cuts the third 

crystallographic axis at a greater distance.  So, the general symbol is (hhl).  Best examples are 

(221), (311) etc.  It is a simple and closed form.  It is some times called as trigonal 

tisoctahedron.  Three faces together occupy the position of an octahedral face, Hence the name. 

 

(VI) TRAPEZOHEDRON :- It is a solid bounded by 24 similar trapezium like faces.  Each 

face cuts two crystallographic axes at equal distances and also cuts the third crystallographic 

axis at a …….. distance.  So, the general symbol is (hll) eg. (211) ; (311).  It is a simple and 

closed form.  It is sometimes called as Tetragonal trisoctahedraon.  Here again ……. Three 

faces can replace an octahedral face and hence the name. 

 

(VII) HEXOCTAHEDRON :- It is a solid bounded by 48 similar scalene triangular faces.  

Each face cuts all the three crystallographic axes at unequal distances.  So the general symbol 

is (hkl).  The best examples are (321) ; (432).  It is a simple and closed form. 

 

  The important mineral that crystallizes in this class is Galena.  So, the normal class of 

the cubic system is sometimes referred as Galena Type. 

  The other important minerals that crystallize in this class are 1. Garnet, 2. Fluorite, 3. 

Spinel, 4. Magnetite and 5. Analcite. 

 

PYRITOHEDRAL CLASS OR PYRITE TYPE 

Typical forms and symmetry elements :- 

  The Typical forms of the pyritohedral class are the pyritohedrons or pentagonal 

dodecahedron and the diploid.  The symmetry of these forms and hence of the class are as 



follows.  There are only three principal planes of symmetry present in this class.  The six 

diagonal planes of symmetry present in the normal class are absent here.  The three 

crystallographic axes are axes of two fold symmetry only.  The four axes of three fold 

symmetry of the normal class are also present in this class.  There is a centre of symmetry, 

since similar faces, edges etc. occur on opposite sides of a central point. 

 

SYMMETRY ELEMENTS :- 

1. Three principal planes of symmetry (each including two crystallographic axes). 

2. Three two fold axes of symmetry (coinciding with the three crystallographic axes). 

3. Four three fold axes of symmetry (diagonal axes). 

4. Centre of symmetry. 

The following are the forms present in the pyritohedral class of cubic system. 

   From                 No. of faces              General Symbol 

1. Cube       6    (100) 

2. Octahedron       8    (111) 

3. Dodecahedron    12    (110) 

4. Pyritohedron   12    (hko) +ve (kho)-ve as (210)  

5. Trisoctahedron    24    (hhl) as (221)  

6. Trapezohedron    24    (hll) as (211) ; (311) ete 

7. Diploid     24   (hkl)+ve (khl)-ve 

Pyritohedron :- (this form receives its name from the fact that it is the common form in which 

the mineral pyrite crystallizes).  It is a solid bounded by twelve pentagonal faces.  Hence, it is 

also known as the pentagonal dodecahedron.  The four sides of the pentagon are equal while 

the fifth side is greater in length than the other four.  Each face cuts the two crystallographic 

axes at unequal distances and is parallel to the third.  In this respect this form closely resembles 



that of tetra hexahedron of the normal class but it contains only half the number of faces present 

in the tetra hexahedron.  Hence pyritohedron is called a hemihedral form of tetra hexahedron 

of the Normal class.  There are two distinct forms known as positive and negative 

pyritohedrons, with the symbols (hko) and (kho) respectively (where h>k).  It develops owing 

to the development of the alternate faces present in the tetra hexahedron of the Normal class.  

It is a simple and closed form.  It is sometimes known as pentagonal dodecahedron. 

 

Diploid :-  Diploid is a solid bounded by 24 faces.  Each face is a trapezium and they are 

grouped in pairs, hence the name diploid.  Each face cuts all the axes at unequal distances.  The 

general symbol is (hkl).  Because this form contains only half of the number of faces present 

in the hex octahedron of the normal class, it is a hemihedral form of hex octahedron.  There are 

two types of diploid called positive and negative diploid.   The positive diploid has the general 

symbol (hkl) and the good example is (321).  The negative diploid has the general symbol (khl) 

and the good example is (231).  These two Diploids are simple and closed forms. 

  The important mineral crystallizing in this class is pyrite and so this class is some times 

known as pyrite type.  Other minerals crystallizing in this class are cobaltite, smaltite etc. 

TETRAHEDRAL CLASS OR TETRAHEDRITE TYPE 

Symmetry Elements :- The three principal planes of symmetry of the normal class and 

pyritohedral class are absent here.  But the six secondary planes of symmetry present in the 

normal class are found in the tetrahedral class.  The three crystallographic axes are two-fold 

axes of symmetry.  There are also four axes of three-fold symmetry which join the centre’s of 

the tetrahedral face to the apex opposite them.  Naturally there will be no centre of symmetry. 

 

Thus the symmetry of Tetrahedral class is :- 

1. 6 secondary planes of symmetry. 

2. 3 two-fold axes of symmetry (coinciding with the three crystallographic axes). 



3. 4 three-fold axes of symmetry. 

No centre of symmetry. 

The forms present in the Tetrahedral class are :- 

   From                 No. of faces              General Symbol 

1. Cube       6    (100) 

2. Dodecahedron   12    (110) 

3. Tetrahedron      4    (111)+ve (111) -ve 

4. Tetrahexahedron   24    (hko)  

5. Tetragonal tristetrahedron  12    (hhl) +ve (hhl)-ve 

6. Trigonal tristetrahedron  12    (hll) +ve (hll)-ve  

7. Hextetrahedron   24   (hkl) +ve (hkl)-ve 

 

TETRAHEDRON :-  It is a solid bounded by four similar faces hence the name.  Each face is 

an equilateral triangle and cuts all the axes at equal distances.  The symbol of the form is 

therefore (111).  The symbol shows that it is related to the Octahedron of the normal class.  

Further, it contains only half the number of faces present in the Octahedron.  Hence tetrahedron 

is the hemihedral form of Octahedron of normal class.  They are two types of tetrahedron 

positive and negative, with the symbols (111) (111), respectively.  They result due to the 

development of alternate faces of the Octahedron.  Tetrahedral are simple closed and congruent 

forms. 

 

TETRAGONAL TRISTETRAHEDRON :- It is a solid bounded by 12 similar quadrilateral 

faces (or deltoid in shape. Hence it is also called as deltoid-dodecahedron).  Each face cuts the 

two crystallographic axes at equal lengths end the third at a greater distance.  Hence the general 

symbol in (hhl) and resembles trisoctahedron of Normal class.  The tetragonal tristetrahedron 



is made up of the twelve faces of the trisoctahedron that occur in alternate octants.  Hence it is 

a hemihedral form of Trisoctahedron of Normal class.  There are two distinct Tetragonal 

Tristetrahedron namely positive and negative, with the symbols (hhl) and (hhl) respectively.  

These are simple, closed and congruent forms. 

 

6. TRIGONAL TRISTETRAHEDRON :-  It is  a solid bounded by 12 similar isosceles 

triangular faces.  Each face cuts the two crystallographic axes at equal lengths and the third at 

a smaller length.  Hence, the general symbol is (hll).  The corresponding form in the normal 

class in the trapezohedron.  It contains only half the number of faces of the trapezohedron.  

Hence it is the hemihedral form of the trapezohedron.  Here again there are positive and 

negative forms with the symbols (hll) and (hll) respectively.  They are characterized by the 12 

faces occurring in alternate octants of trapezohedron.  These are simple, closed and congruent 

forms. 

 

7. HEXOCTAHEDRON :- It is a solid bounded by 24 similar scalene triangular faces.  Each 

face cuts all the three axes at unequal lengths and the general symbol is (hkl).  These correspond 

to the faces of the alternate octants of the hex octahedron of normal class.  Hence, it is a 

hemihedral form of hex octahedron.  There are two types of hex octahedron, positive and 

negative with the symbols (hkl) and (hkl) respectively.  These two are simple, closed and 

congruent forms. 

 

  The minerals that crystallize in this class are tetrahedrite, sphalerite and Boracite. 

 

PLAGIOHEDRAL CLASS OR CUPRITE TYPE 



  The plagiohedral class is the fourth class of cubic system.  This is otherwise known as 

gyroidal class because the faces of the general form (hkl) are arranged in spiral order. 

 

Symmetry elements :- There are no planes of symmetry and no centre of symmetry.  But it 

has all the axes of symmetry of the normal class.  The following are the symmetry elements:- 

1. 3 four fold axes of symmetry (coinciding with the three crystallographic axes and 

perpendicular to the cube faces). 

2. 4 three fold axes of symmetry (perpendicular to the octahedral faces). 

3. 6 two fold axes of symmetry (perpendicular to the dodecahedral faces). 

The following are the forms present in plagiohedral class:- 

   From                 No. of faces              General Symbol 

1. Cube       6    (100) 

2. Octahedron      8    (111) 

3. Dodecahedron   12    (110) 

4. Tetrahexahedron   24    (hko)  

5. Trisoctahedron    24    (hhl)  

6. Trapezohedron    24    (hll)  

7. Plagiohedron   24   (hkl) left (hkl)right 

 

Plagiohedron :- 

  It is a solid bounded by 24 similar pentagonal faces (Hence it is also known as 

Pentagonal icositetrahedron).  Each face cuts all the three axes at unequal distances.  So the 

general symbol is (hkl) which is similar to hex octahedron of normal class.  This form contains 

only one half of the number of faces of hex octahedron.  Hence it is a hemihedral form of hex 

octahedron.  There are two distinct forms known as left handed plagiohedron and right handed 



plagiohedron with (hkl) and (khl) as respective symbols.  Example : (321) and (231).  They are 

simple closed and enantiomorphous forms. 

 

  The mineral cuprites crystallizes in this class and so this is also known as cuprites type. 

                                                                           ----------- 

 

TETRAGONAL SYSTEM 

  The faces of all crystals in the Tetragonal system are referred to three mutually 

perpendicular axes.  Of these two are horizontal and equal in length and hence interchangeable 

they are called a1 and a2 axes.  The third axis is the vertical axis, which is either shorter or 

longer than the other two and is known as c axis.  The length of c axis is referred to the unit 

length of the a axis and this is the axial ratio a:c, where a is always taken as unity.  The axes 

are shown in the figure. 

Drawing 

  Seven classes are included in this system.  In four of the classes the vertical axis is an 

axis of four fold symmetry and in the remaining three classes it is a two fold axis of symmetry. 

Following are the seven classes of the tetragonal system:- 

1. Normal class  2. Hemimorphic class  3. Tripyramidal class  4. Pyramidal – hemimorphic 

class  5. Sphenoidal class  6. Trapezo hearal class  7. Tetartohedral class. 

 

NORMAL CLASS – ZIRCON TYPE 

Elements of symmetry :- There are three principal planes of symmetry; one horizontal and 

two vertical.  The horizontal plane contains the two horizontal axes a1 and a2 and the vertical 

planes posses c axis and any one of the two horizontal axes.  There is also another pair of 

vertical planes bisecting the angles between the principal planes.  These two include a diagonal, 



two fold axis of symmetry and the c axis.  The c axis is an axis of four – fold symmetry.  There 

are four horizontal two-fold axes of symmetry.  Two of them are horizontal crystallographic 

axes a1 and a2 and the other two bisect the angles between them.  Since, corresponding faces, 

edges and solid angles being present in pairs on opposite sides of a central point, there is also 

a centre of symmetry. 

 

Thus the symmetry elements of normal class are as follows:- 

1. Three Principal planes of symmetry (One Horizontal and Two Vertical) 

2. Two secondary planes of symmetry (Vertical) 

3. One four – fold axis of symmetry (Vertical, coinciding with c axis) 

4. Four Two-fold axes of symmetry (Horizontal, two coinciding with a1 and a2 axes and 

another two bisecting the angles between a1 and a2) 

 

Centre of symmetry :- The forms present under normal class of tetragonal system are as 

follows:- 

 Forms                  No. of faces              General Symbols 

1. Base or basal pinacoid       2    (001) 

2. Tetragonal Prism of the first order      4    (110) 

3. Tetragonal Prism of the second order   4   (100) 

4. Ditetragonal Prism       8    (hko) as (210) ; (310) etc. 

5. Tetragonal pyramid of the first order   8   (hhl) as (111) : (211) etc. 

6. Tetragonal pyramid of the second order   8   (hol) as (101) ; (201) etc. 

7. Ditetragonal pyramid   16   (hkl) as (211) ; (321) etc. 

 

1. Base or Basal pinacoid :- 



  This form includes the two similar square faces which are parallel to the two horizontal 

axes a1 and a2.  One face cuts the vertical axes at the positive end and the other face cuts at its 

negative end.  Hence the indices are (001) and (001) respectively.  Since they do not enclose a 

space this form is an open form.  Consequently this form can occur only in combination with 

other forms. 

 

2. Tetragonal Prism of I Order :- 

  This includes four similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts the two horizontal axes at 

equal distances and is parallel to the vertical c axis.  So the general symbol is (110)  It is a 

square prism with interfacial angles of 90o.  It is a simple and open form. 

 

3. Tetragonal Prism of II Order :- 

  This also includes four similar rectangular faces.  But here each face cuts only one 

horizontal axis and is parallel to the other horizontal axis and the vertical axis.  So the general 

symbol is (100).  It is also a square prism with interfacial angles of 90o.  It is a simple and open 

form. 

 

4. Ditetragonal Prism :- 

  This is bounded by eight similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts the two horizontal 

axes at unequal distances and is parallel to the c or vertical axis.  So the general symbol is (hko)  

The best examples are (210) ; (310) ; (320) etc.  It is a simple and open form. 

 

5. Tetragonal Pyramid of I Order :- 



  This is bounded by eight similar isosceles triangular faces.  Each face cuts the two 

horizontal axes at equal distances and also cuts the vertical or c axis.  Hence the general symbol 

is (hhl) and the best examples are (111) ; (221) ; (331) etc.  It is a simple and closed form. 

 

6. Tetragonal Pyramid of II Order :- 

  This is bounded by eight similar isosceles triangular faces.  Each face cuts only one 

horizontal axis and is parallel to the other horizontal axis.  It also cuts the vertical or c axis so 

the general symbol is (hol) the best examples are (101) ; (201) ; (302)  It is a simple and closed 

form. 

  The above two pyramids are square pyramids because the basal sections are square. 

 

7. Ditetragonal Pyramid :- 

  This is bounded by sixteen similar scalene triangular faces.  Each face cuts the two 

horizontal axes at unequal distances and also cuts the vertical or c axis.  So the general symbol 

is (hkl).  The best examples are (321) ; (211) etc.  It is a simple and closed form. 

  The important mineral that crystallizes in the normal class of tetragonal system is 

Zircon.  So this class is referred to as Zircon type. 

 

The other important minerals of the class are :- 

  Rutile, Cassiterits, Vesuvianite, Apophyllite. 

 

2. HEMIMORPHIC CLASS – IODOSUCCINIMIDE TYPE 

SYMMETRY ELEMENTS :- 

  There is no horizontal axis or plane of symmetry in this class.  This is the main 

difference between this class and the normal class of the tetragonal system.  Because of the 



absence of these horizontal symmetry elements, the forms of this class are known as 

hemimorphic forms.  The centre of symmetry is also absent since the faces present here are 

only those belonging to one end of the vertical or c axis.  As in the case of normal class, the c 

axis is an axis of four fold symmetry, there are four vertical planes of symmetry two of these 

are principal planes and the other two are the secondary planes which are the same as in the 

normal class. 

 

The symmetry elements of hemimorphic class :- 

1. Two principal planes of symmetry (Vertical-Containing c and a1 axes and c and a2 

axes) 

2. Two secondary planes of symmetry (Vertical, containing c axis and bisecting the angles 

between a1 and a2) 

3. One four fold axis of symmetry, coinciding with the c axis No centre of symmetry. 

  



Forms                  No. of faces              General Symbols 

1. Basal pinacoid   Upper    1    (001) 

         Lower    1   (001) 

2. Tetragonal Prism of  I Order     4    (110) 

3. Tetragonal Prism of II Order    4   (100) 

4. Ditetragonal Prism       8    (hko)  

5. Tetragonal pyramid of  I Order Upper   4   (hhl)  

        Lower   4    (hhl) 

6. Tetragonal pyramid of  II Order Upper   4   (hol)  

        Lower   4    (hol) 

7. Ditetragonal pyramid     Upper   8   (hkl)  

        Lower   8    (hkl) 

 

1. Base or Basal Pinacoid :- 

  In this class the two faces of the basal pinacoid of normal class are two distinct forms; 

the upper base and the lower base, each with only one face.  The upper base cuts the vertical 

or c axis at its positive end with the symbol (001) and the lower base is cutting the c axis at its 

negative end with the symbol (001).  Both of them are parallel to the horizontal a1 and a2 axes.  

They are simple and open forms. 

 

5. Tetragonal pyramid of  I Order (upper and lower) :- 

  These two forms are bounded by four similar isosceles triangular faces.  Each face cuts 

the two horizontal axes at equal distances. 

 

  The faces of the upper I order pyramid cut the vertical or c axis at the positive or upper 

end.  The faces of the lower I order pyramid cut the c axis at its negative or lower end.  Hence 

the general symbols are (hhl) and (hhl) respectively.  The best examples are (111) : (221) ; 

(111) ; (221)  Here the faces present are only those belonging to one extremity of the c axis.  



These two forms are similar to Tetragonal pyramid of I order of normal class, but contains only 

one half of the number of faces at one extremity of the c axis.  Hence these two are the 

hemimorphic forms of tetragonal pyramid of I Order. 

 

6. Tetragonal Pyramid of II Order (upper and lower) :- 

  These two forms are bounded by four similar isosceles triangular faces. Each face cuts 

one horizontal axis and is parallel to the other horizontal axis.  The faces of the upper II Order 

pyramid cut the vertical or c axis at its positive or upper end .  the faces of the lower II order 

pyramid cut the c axis at its negative or lower end.  Hence the general symbol, are (hol) and 

(hol) respectively.  The best examples are (101) (201) for upper forms and (101) (201) for 

lower forms.  They are the hemimorphic forms of Tetragonal pyramid of II order of normal 

class. 

 

7. Ditetragonal pyramid (Upper and Lower) :- 

  Each of these two forms are bound by eight similar scalene triangular faces.  Each face 

cuts the two horizontal axes at unequal distances.  The faces of the upper ditetrangonal pyramid 

cut the vertical or c axis at ………….. upper end.  The faces of the lower ditetragonal pyramid 

cut the vertical or c axis at its negative or lower end.  Hence the general symbols are (hkl) and 

(hkl) respectively and the best examples are (321), (321) etc.  These two forms are simple and 

open forms.  They are the hemimorphic forms of ditetragonal pyramid of normal class. 

 

3. TRIPYRAMIDAL CLASS or SCHEELITE TYPE 

Symmetry elements and forms :- 

  The crystals belonging to the Tripyramidal class have only one horizontal plane of 

symmetry containing the two horizontal crystallographic axes.  They also have centre of 



symmetry.  They have one four fold axes of symmetry coinciding with the vertical c axis.  The 

distinctive forms of this class are the tetragonal prism and tetragonal pyramid of third order. 

Thus the symmetry elements of the Tripyramidal class are :- 

1. Horizontal plane of symmetry (Containing a1 and a2 axes) 

2. Four fold axis of symmetry (Coinciding with c axis) 

3. Centre of symmetry 

 

Forms                  No. of faces              General Symbols 

1. Base or Basal pinacoid    

2. Tetragonal Prism of  I Order   

3. Tetragonal Prism of II Order  

4. Tetragonal pyramid of  III Order Left  4   (hko)  

        Right    4    (kho) 

5. Tetragonal pyramid of  I Order  

6. Tetragonal Prism of II Order  

7. Tetragonal pyramid of  III Order Right  4   (hkl)  

        Lift       4    (khl) 

         

TETRAGONAL PRISM OF III ORDER :- 

  It is bounded by four similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts the two horizontal axes 

at unequal distances and is parallel to the vertical or c axis.  So the general symbol is (hko) and 

a good example is (210).  In this respect it closely resembles the ditetragonal prism of the 

normal class.  But it contains only one half of the number of faces of ditetragonal prism.  Hence 

it is a hemihedral form of ditetragonal prism of normal class.  There are two distinct forms 

known as left handed and right handed tetragonal prism of III order with the symbols (hko) and 

(kho) respectively.  

 

TETRAGONAL PYRAMID OF III ORDER :- 



  It is a solid bounded by eight similar scalene triangular faces.  Each face cuts two 

horizontal axes at unequal distances and also cuts the vertical c axis.  So the general symbol is 

(hkl).  The good examples are (321) ; (211) etc.  In this respect it closely resembles the 

ditetragonal pyramid of the normal class.  But it contains only one half of the number of faces 

of ditetragonal pyramid.  Hence it is a hemihedral form of ditetragonal pyramid of normal class.  

There are two distinct forms known as left handed and right handed tetragonal pyramid of III 

order with the symbols (hkl) and (khl) respectively.  Both are simple and closed forms. 

 

  The important mineral crystallizing in this class is scheelite.  Meionite also crystallizes 

in this class. 

 

4. PYRAMIDAL – HEMIMORPHIC CLASS – WULFENITE TYPE 

SYMMETRY ELEMENTS :- 

  Pyramidal – hemimorphic class of the tetragonal system is closely related to the 

tripyramidal class.  But it also exhibits hemimorphism.  Thus the only symmetry element of  

this class is one four fold axis of symmetry coinciding with the vertical or c axis. 

 

  It has neither horizontal plane of symmetry non axis of symmetry.  This class is both 

semimorphic and hemihedral. 

The following are the forms present in this class :- 

Forms                  No. of faces              General Symbols 

1. Base or Basal pinacoid        Upper    1                               (001) 

           Lower    1   (001)   

2. Tetragonal Prism of  I Order  4   (110)   

3. Tetragonal Prism of II Order  4   (100) 

4. Tetragonal pyramid of  III Order Left  4   (hko)  

        Right    4    (kho) 

5. Tetragonal pyramid of  I Order Upper    4                               (hhl) 



           Lower    4   (hhl)  

6. Tetragonal Prism of II Order Upper    4                               (hol) 

           Lower    4   (hol)  

7. Upper left handed tetragonal  

     pyramid of  III Order    4   (hkl)  (321) 

     Lower      - do -                 4    (hkl)  (321) 

    Upper right handed tetragonal  

     pyramid of  III Order    4   (khl)  (231) 

     Lower      - do -                 4    (khl)  (231) 

 

Tetragonal pyramid of III Order (Left handed upper, left handed lower, right handed upper 

and right handed lower) :-  Each of these four forms are bounded by 4 scalene triangular faces.  

Each face cuts the two horizontal axes at unequal distances and also cuts, the c or vertical axis.  

Hence the general symbol is (hkl) where h>k  The general symbols of the upper and lower left 

handed forms are (hkl) and (hkl) with (321) and (321) as examples.  In the case of the upper 

and lower right handed forms the general symbols are (khl) and (khl) the best examples are 

(231) and (231).  The faces of the upper left handed and upper right handed forms cut the c 

axis at its positive or upper end.  The faces of the lower left handed and right handed forms cut 

the c axis at its negative or lower end. 

These are simple and open forms. 

The mineral that crystallizes in this class is WULFENITE 

                                                                --------- 

5. SPHENOIDAL CLASS – CHALCOPYRITE TYPE 

SYMMETRY ELEMENTS :- 

  There are three two fold axes of symmetry coinciding with the three crystallographic 

axes.  There are two vertical secondary or diagonal planes of symmetry.  No centre of symmetry 

is present. 

Thus the symmetry elements are:- 



1. Three two fold axes of symmetry (coinciding with a1 and a2 and c axes) 

2. Two secondary planes of symmetry (Vertical, diagonal) 

3. No centre of symmetry. 

The typical forms of this class are sphenoid, and tetragonal scalenohedron. 

 

The following are the forms present in the sphenoidal class:- 

1. Base or Basal pinacoid         

2. Tetragonal Prism of  I Order     

3. Tetragonal Prism of II Order   

4. Ditetragonal prism 

5. Tetragonal sphenoid  positive  4   (hhl)  

       negative           4    (hhl) 

6. Tetragonal pyramid of II order 

7. Tetragonal scalenohedron positive  8   (hkl)  

       negative           8    (hkl) 

 

TETRAGAONAL SPHENOID :- 

  It is a solid bounded by four similar isosceles triangular faces.  Each face cuts the two 

horizontal axes at equal distances and also cuts the c or vertical axis.  So the general symbol is 

(hhl).  In this respect it resembles the tetragonal pyramid of I order.  But it has only one the 

number.  This is due to the development of the alternate faces of the latter.  Hence this is the 

hemihedral form of the tetragonal pyramid of I order normal class.  There are two possible 

complementary forms known as the positive and negative sphenoid’s with the symbols (hhl) 

and (hhl) respectively.  These two are simple, closed and congruent forms. 

 

TERAGONAL SCALENOHEDRON :- 

  It is a solid bounded by eight similar scalene triangular faces.  Each face cuts the two 

horizontal axes at unequal distances and also cuts the c or vertical axis.  Hence the general 

symbol is (hkl).  In this respect it resembles the ditertragonal pyramid of the normal class.  But 



it has only one half of the number of faces of the ditetragonal pyramid.  This is due to the 

development of the alternate pairs of faces of the latter.  Hence it is the hemihedral form of 

ditetragonal pyramid of normal class.  There are two possible forms known as positive and 

negative tetragonal scalenohedrons with the symbols (hkl) (hkl) respectively.  These two are 

simple and closed forms. 

                      The mineral that crystallizes in this class is Chalcopyrite. 

 

6. TRAPEZOHEDRAL CLASS – NICKEL SULPHATE TYPE 

SYMMETRY ELEMENTS :- 

  In this class the vertical or c axis is an axis of four fold symmetry.  There are four 

horizontal axes of two fold symmetry.  Out of these, two are coinciding with the two 

crystallographic axes a1 & a2 and the other two are bisecting the angles between them.  The 

crystals belonging to the trapezohedral class possessed neither plane of symmetry non centre 

of symmetry.  In this respect it resembles the plagiohedral class of cubic system.  The typical 

form of this class is tetragonal trapezohedron.  

The following are the forms present in this class :- 

1. Basal pinacoid 

2. Tetragonal prism of  I order 

3. Tetragonal prism of  II order 

4. Ditetragonal prism 

5. Tetragonal pyramid of  I order 

6. Tetragonal pyramid of  II order 

7. Tetragonal trapezohedron     Left handed    8   (hkl) 

     Right handed  8  (hkl) 

TETRAGONAL TRAPEZOHEDRON :- 



  It is a solid bounded by eight similar faces each of them a trapezium.  Each face cuts 

the two horizontal axes at unequal distances and also cuts the c or vertical axis.  Hence the 

general symbol is (hkl).  In this respect it resembles the ditetragonal pyramid of the normal 

class.  But it has only one half of the number of faces of the ditetragonal pyramid.  This is due 

to the development of the alternate faces of ditetragonal pyramid of normal class.  There are 

two complementary forms known as Left handed and Right handed tetragonal trapezohedron 

with the symbols (hkl) and (hkl) respectively.  These two are simple closed and 

enantiomorphous forms. 

             Nickel sulphate and few other artificial salts crystallize in this class. 

                                                                    ----------- 

ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM 

  All crystals whose faces can be referred to three mutually perpendicular axes, which 

are of unequal length are included in the orthorhombic system.  Any one of the three axes may 

be taken as the vertical axis known as ‘C’ axis.  Of the two horizontal axes, the front to back 

axis is known as ‘a’ axis and the left to right axis is called ‘b’ axis.  Normally the  ‘a’ axis is 

the shorter and hence known as branchy axis and the ‘b’ axis is the longer and called macro 

axis.  But for some orthorhombic crystals this is not true. 

 

  The length of the b axis is taken as unity and the lengths of the other two axes are 

expressed in terms of it.  Thus the axial ratio for barite for example is a:b:c=0.815:1:1.314.  

The figure shows the three crystallographic axes. 

 

Three classes are included in this system.  They are :- 

1. Normal class – barite type 

2. Hemimorphic class – calamine type 

3. Sphenoidal class – Epsomite type 

NORMAL CLASS – BARITE TYPE 



SYMMETRY ELEMENTS :- 

  There are three principal planes of symmetry; two vertical and one horizontal.  Each 

plane contains two crystallographic axes.  There are three axes of two fold symmetry coinciding 

with the three crystallographic axes.  Centre of symmetry is also present. 

 

Thus the symmetry elements of Normal class are as follows :- 

1. 3 principal planes of symmetry (2 vertical and one horizontal) 

2. 3 Two-fold axes of symmetry (coinciding with a, b and c axes) 

3. Centre of symmetry. 

 

Following are the forms present in the Normal class :- 

Macro pinacoid     or a - pinacoid  2 (100) 

Branchy pinacoid  or b - pinacoid  2 (010) 

Basal pinacoid       or c - pinacoid    2 (001) 

Prism       4 (hko) 

Macro dome     4 (hol) as (101) ; (201) 

Brachy dome     4 (okl) as (011) 

Pyramid     8 (hkl) 

 

1. MACRO PINACOID OR A – PINACOID :- 

  It is bounded by two similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts only the a axis or brachy 

axis and is parallel to the macro or b axis and the vertical c axis.  Hence the symbols of the two 

faces are (100) and (100).  It is also called as front pinacoid.  It is a simple and open form. 

 

2. BRACHY PINACOID OR B – PINACOID :- 

  It is bounded by two similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts only the b axis or macro 

axis and is parallel to the brachy or a axis and the vertical or c axis.  So the symbols of the two 

faces are (010) and (010).  It is also called as side pinacoid.  It is a simple and open form. 

 



3. BASAL PINACOID OR C –PINACOID :- 

  It is bounded by two similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts only the vertical or c axis 

and is parallel to the two horizontal axis (a and b axis) hence the symbols of the two faces are 

(001) and (001).  It is a simple and open form. 

 

4. PRISM :- 

  It is bounded by four similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts both a and b axes and is 

parallel to the vertical or c axis, so the general symbol is (hko).  It is a simple and open form. 

  There are three kinds of prisms depending on the relative intercepts of the two 

horizontal axes.  Thus in Macro prism h>k as in (210), (310), (320) etc.   In unit prism h=k as 

in (110).  In …………………………………….. 

 

5. MACRO DOME :- 

  It is bounded by 4 similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts the brachy axis or a axis 

and also the vertical or c axis.  So the general symbol is to (hol) and good example are (101) 

and (201)  It is a simple and open form. (The name dome is derived form the Latin domes 

because it resembles the roof of a House) 

 

6. BRACHY DOME :- 

  It is bounded by four similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts the macro axis or b axis 

and also the vertical or c axis.  Hence the general symbol is (oku) and good examples are (011) 

(021) etc.   It is a simple and open form. 

7. PYRAMID :- 

  It is bounded by eight similar scalene triangular faces.  Each face cuts all the three axes.  

So the general symbol is (hkl).  It is a simple and open form.  

 



  The pyramids may be divided into three groups corresponding respectively to the three 

prisms namely macro pyramids, unit pyramids and brachy pyramids.  In macro pyramid h>k 

as in (211) (321) etc.  In unit pyramid h=k as in (111) (221) etc.  In brachy pyramid h<k as in 

(121) (231) etc. 

 

  The important mineral that crystallizes in this class is BARITE.  So this class is 

otherwise known as Barite type. 

 

  The other important mineral crystallizing in this class are Sulphur, Olivine, staurolite, 

topaz, aragonite, andalusite, celestite, enstalite etc. 

                                                                                ---------- 

 

ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM 

HEMIMORPHIC CLASS – CALAMINE TYPE 

Symmetry – Elements :- 

  The forms of this class are characterized by two vertical planes of symmetry each 

containing the vertical c axis and any one of the two horizontal axes.  The vertical or c axis is 

an axis of two fold symmetry.  There is no centre of symmetry.  Horizontal plane of symmetry 

and horizontal axes of symmetry are also absent.  The forms are therefore hemimorphic. 

The symmetry elements of hemimorphic class are :- 

1. Two vertical planes of symmetry (containing a and c and b & c axes) 

2. One two fold axis of symmetry (coinciding with c axis) 

3. Centre of symmetry absent. 

The following are the forms present in the hemimorphic class :- 

Macro pinacoid   2  (100) 

Brachy pinacoid   2  (010) 

Basal pinacoid  upper  1  (001) 

    lower  1  (001) 



Prism     4  (hko) as (210); (110) : (      ) 

Macro dome  upper  2  (hol) 

     lower   2  (      ) 

Pyramid  upper  4  (hkl) 

    lower    4  (hkl) 

 

BASAL PINACOID :- 

  In this form the two faces of the basal pinacoid of normal class are two distinct forms, 

the upper base and the lower base each with only one face.  The upper base is cutting the 

vertical axis at its positive end and the lower base is cutting the vertical axes at its negative 

end.  Both of them are parallel to the horizontal axes.  Hence the symbols of the two forms are 

(001) and (001).  They are simple and open forms. 

 

MACRO DOME:-  (Upper and Lower)  

  Each of these two forms are bounded by 2 similar faces.  Each face cuts the brachy or 

a axis and parallel to the macro or b axis.  The faces of the upper macro dome cuts the c axis 

at its positive end with the general symbol (hol) and the faces of the lower macrodome cuts the 

c axis at its negative end with the general symbol (hol).  These two forms are simple and open 

forms. 

 

BRACHY DOME :- (Lower and Upper) 

  Each of these two faces are bounded by 2 similar faces.  Each face cuts the macro or b 

axis and is parallel to the brachy or a axis.  The faces of the upper brachy dome cuts the c axis 

at its positive end with the general symbol (okl) and the faces of the lower brachy dome cuts 

the c axis at its negative end with the general symbol (okl).  These two forms are simple and 

open forms. 

 

PYRAMID :- (Upper and Lower) 



  Each of these two forms are bounded by 4 similar triangular faces.  Each face cuts the 

two horizontal axis.  The faces of the upper pyramid cuts the c axis at its positive end with the 

general symbol (hkl) and the faces of the lower pyramid cuts the c axis at its negative end with 

the general symbol (hkl).  These two forms are simple and open forms. 

                   Calamine and struvite crystallize in this class. 

                                                                        ----------- 

 

ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM 

SPHENOIDAL CLASS – EPSOMITE TYPE 

SYMMETRY ELEMENTS :- 

  The forms of the sphenoidal class are characterized by three axis of two fold symmetry 

coinciding with a, b and c crystallographic axes.  They have no plane and no centre of 

symmetry. 

The following are the forms present in this class :- 

1. Macro pinacoid   2  (100) 

2. Brachy pinacoid   2  (010) 

3. Basal pinacoid    2  (001) 

4. Prism     4  (hko)  

  Macro prism   h>k  eg  (210) 

 Unit prism   h=k   eg  (110) 

  Brachy prism  h<k   eg  (120) 

5. Macro dome    4  (hol) 

6. Brachy dome    4  (okl) 

7. Orthorhombic sphenoid  4   (hkl)  +ve 

        4  (hkl)   -ve  

ORTHORHOMBIC SPHENOID :- 

  It is bounded by four similar faces.  Each face cuts all the axes.  So the general symbol 

is (hkl).  In this respect it resembles the pyramid of the normal class.  But it has only one half 

of the number of faces of orthorhombic pyramid.  Hence it is a hemihedral form of the 



orthorhombic pyramid.  There are two complementary sphenoids, positive and negative with 

the general symbols (hkl) and (hkl) respectively.  They are simple closed and enantiomorphous 

forms. 

                                 Epsomite crystallizes in this class. 

                                                                          -------- 

 

 

MONOCLINIC SYSTEM 

  All crystals in the monoclinic system are referred to three unequal crystallographic 

axes, a, b and c.  The two axes a and c are in a vertical plane and …….. towards each other.  

The c axis is vertical, The third axis is b axis, which is horizontal and perpendicular to the a-c 

plane.  The front to back, a axis slopes downward toward the observer, and known as clino 

axis.  The left to right b axis is the ortho axis.  The acute angle between a and c axes is termed.  

There are three classes included in this system. 

 

NORMAL CLASS – GYPSUM TYPE 

Symmetry Elements :- 

  The symmetry elements of the normal class of the monoclinic system include a 

principal plane of symmetry and an axis of two fold symmetry.  The plane of symmetry is 

vertical and includes the a and c axes.  The two fold axis of symmetry coincides with b axis 

and normal to the plane of symmetry.  Centre of symmetry is also present. 

 

The following forms are present in this class:- 

Forms                  No. of faces              General Symbols 

1. Orthopinacoid  or  a - pinacoid      2                               (100) 

2. Clinopinacoid  or  b - pinacoid  2   (010)   

3. Base                 or  c - pinacoid  2   (010) 



4. Prisms     4   (hko)  

5. Orthodomes     2+2   (hol) & (hol) 

6. Clinodomes     4   (okl) 

7. Pyramids     4+4   (hkl) & (hkl) 

 

1. Orthopinacoid :- 

  This form includes only two faces.  Each face cuts the clino-axis (a axis) and is parallel 

to the orthoaxis (b) and also the vertical axis (c).  Hence the symbols of the front and back faces 

are (100) and (100) respectively.  It is a simple and open form.  This is known as front pinacoid. 

 

2. Clinopinacoid :- 

  This form also includes only two faces.  Each face cuts the ortho-axis (b) and is parallel 

to the clino – axis (a) and vertical axis (c).  Hence the symbols of the two faces are (010) and 

(010).  It is a simple and open form.  This form is known as side pinacoid. 

 

3. Basal pinacoid :- 

  The base or basal pinacoid includes two faces.  These are parallel to the clino-axis (a) 

and ortho axis (b) and are cutting the vertical axis (c).  The symbol of the upper face is (001) 

and of the lower face is (001).  This form is a simple and open form. 

 

The three pinacoids taken together form the diametral prism:- 

  This is similar to cube of the isometric system.  But it is bounded by three sets of unlike 

faces.  The three pinacoids are open forms, but together they enclose space.  Geometrically it 

is the same as cube (with same symbols).  But it differs in having different symmetry elements. 

 

4. Prism :- 

  This is bounded by four similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts the clinoaxis (a) and 

ortho-axis (b) and parallel to the vertical C axis.  Hence the general symbol is (hko).  This is a 

simple and open form. 



 

  There are three types of prisms depending upon the relative intercepts at the clino and 

ortho axis: in ortho prism h>k eg. (210) in unit prism h=k eg. (110) and clino prism h<k eg. 

(120). 

 

5. Orthodomes :- 

  There are two sets of orthodomes each including two faces and hence they are 

hemiorthodomes.  The four faces are parallel to the ortho-axis (b) and cut the clino – axis (a) 

and vertical axis (c).  Hence the general symbol is (hol).  The two sets of hemiorthodomes are 

positive and negative with the symbols (hol) and (hol) respectively.  They are simple and open 

forms. 

 

6. Clinodomes :- 

  It is bounded by 4 similar faces.  Each face is parallel to the clino axis (a) and cuts the 

ortho axis (b) and vertical axis (c).  So the general symbol is (okl).  It is a simple and open 

form. 

 

7. Pyramids :-  

  The pyramids in the monoclinic system are two homipyramids, each including four 

faces.  Each face cuts all the three axes.  Hence the general symbol is (hkl).  The two sets of 

hemipyramids are positive and negative with the symbols (hkl) and (hkl) respectively.  

Pyramids are simple and open forms. 

 

  There are three types of pyramids depending upon the relative intercepts at the clino 

and ortho axes in orthopyramids h>k eg. (211) ; in unit pyramids h=k eg. (111) and in clino 

pyramids h<k eg. (121). 

 



  These three kinds of pyramids correspond respectively to the three prisms already 

named.  They are similar to macro pyramids, unit pyramids and brachy pyramids of 

orthorhombic system. 

 

  The important mineral crystallizing in this class is Gypsum.  Hence this class is known 

as Gypsum type.  Other minerals crystallizing in this class are orthoclase, augite, hornblende, 

micas, sphene, epidote etc. 

 

TRICLINIC SYSTEM 

  All crystals in the triclinic system are referred to three unequal crystallographic axes 

and none is at right angles to each other.  Here the axis, which is sloping towards the observe 

is the a – axis or brachy – axis.  The right to left axis is the b axis or macro – axis and the 

vertical axis is the c – axis.  The angle between the positive end of the b – axis and c – axis is 

L, that between a axis and c axis is B, and that between a axis and b axis, is r. 

 

There are two classes in this system:- 

1. Normal class and   2. Asymmetricclass. 

  

NORMAL CLASS – AXINITE TYPE 

Symmetry :- 

  The normal class of triclinic system is characterized by a centre of symmetry only.  

There is no plane of symmetry and axis of symmetry. 

 

Form :- 



  Since there is only centre of symmetry in this class, each form of the class includes only 

two faces.  These two faces are parallel and opposite to one another.  Each form the fore 

consists, of two faces only.  The forms are named similar to forms of orthorhombic system. 

 

Forms of the normal class of the triclinic system. 

Macropinacoid or  a  –  pinacoid – (100) 

Brachypinacoid of  b  –  pinacoid – (010) 

Base or  c   –  pinacoid – (001) 

Prisms    –  (hko) ; (hko) 

Macrodomes   –  (hol) ; (hol) 

Brachydomes   –  (okl) ; (okl) 

Pyramids   –  (hkl) ; (hkl) ; (hkl) ; (hkl) 

 

1. Macropinacoid or  a – pinacoid :-  It is bounded by two similar rectangular faces.  Each 

face cuts only the brachy – axis (a) and is parallel to the macro-axis (b) and the vertical c axis.  

Hence the symbols of the two faces are (100) and (100).  It is also called as front pinacoid.  It 

is a simple and open form. 

 

2. Brachypinacoid or  b – pinacoid :-  It is bounded by two similar rectangular faces.  Each 

face cuts only the macro – axis (b) and is parallel to the brachy – axis (a) and the vertical c axis.  

Hence the symbols of the two faces are (010) and (010).  It is also called as side pinacoid.  It is 

a simple and open form. 

 

3. Basal pinacoid or  c – pinacoid :-  It is bounded by two similar rectangular faces.  Each 

face cuts the vertical ‘c’ axis only and is parallel to brachy (a) and macro (b) axes.  So the 

symbols of the two faces are (001) and (001).  It is a simple and open form. 

 

  As in the case of orthorhombic and monoclinic systems, the three kinds of above said 

pinacoids, (Macropinacoid, brachy pinacoid and basal pinacoid) constitute the diametral prism.  



This is similar to the cube of the isometric system.  But here the like, faces, edges and solid 

angles include only a given face, edge and angle opposite to it. 

 

4. Prisms (Hemi – prism) :-  There are two sets of prisms, (hemi-prism) each consisting of 

two parallel faces.  Each face cuts the brachy (a) and the macro (b) axes and is parallel to the 

vertical axis.  So the general symbol is (hko) and the negative hemi-prism has (hko) as the 

symbol.  These two are simple and open forms. 

 

  There are three types of prisms depending upon the relative intercepts at the brachy and 

macro axes; in macroprism h>k eg. (210); in unit prism h=k eg. (110) and in brachyprism h<k 

eg. (120). 

 

5. Macrodome (hemi – macrodome) :-  There are two sets of macrodome each including two 

faces and so they are hemi-macrodomes.  Each face cuts the brachy (a) axis and the vertical c 

axis and is parallel to the macro (b) axis.  Hence the general symbol is (hol).  The positive 

macrodome has the symbol (hol) and the negative macrodome has (hol) as the symbol.  They 

are simple and open forms. 

 

6. Brachy dome (Hemi-brachydome) :-  There are two sets of brachydomes, each including 

two parallel faces.  Hence they are hemi-brachy domes.  Each face cuts the macro (b) axis and 

the vertical c axis and is parallel to the brachy (a) axis.  So the general symbol is (okl).  The 

positive macrodome has the symbol (okl) and the negative macrodome has the symbol (okl).  

They are simple and open forms. 

 

7. Pyramids (Quarter – pyramids):-  The pyramids in the normal class of the triclinic system 

are four quarter pyramids, each including two parallel faces.  Each face cuts all the three 

crystallographic axes.  Hence the general symbol is (hkl).  The four quarter pyramids are 



positive right (hkl), positive left (hkl), negative right (hkl) and negative left (hkl). These are 

simple and open forms. 

 

  There are three types of pyramids depending upon the relative intercepts at the brachy 

and macro axes; in unit pyramid h=k as in (111) ; (221) etc, in macropyramid h>k as in (211) 

; (321) etc. and in brachy pyramid h<k as in (121) ; (234) etc. 

 

  The important mineral crystallizing in this class is axinite, So this class is known as 

Axinite type. 

 

  The other important mineral crystallizing in this class are Albite, Anorthite, Microcline, 

Rhodonite, etc. 

 

TWINNING 

  Many crystals occur in groups of two or more individual members.  Some time this 

grouping is irregular.  But at other times it may be systematic.  The individual members appear 

to be definitely related to each other.  Such groups of crystals are divided into two types (1) 

Parallel growth and (2) Twin growth. 

 

PARALLEL GROWTH :- In parallel growth every part of the individual is parallel to the 

corresponding part of the other individuals.  That is the like edges and faces of the different 

crystals are parallel.  The individuals may be united on any crystal plane.  Such type of parallel 

growth are common in Calcite, Quartz, Copper, fluorite etc. 

 

TWIN CRYSTALS :-  Twinned crystal consist of two or more portions (of the same 

substance) that are joined together in such a way that some Crystallographic directions or 

planes are common to both the parts of the twin.  In twin crystals one part is in reverse position 



to the other part.  The second half of the twin may be produced by the rotation about a line or 

axis of one half of the crystal through an angle of 180o.  In the twinned crystals the parallelism 

between the two individuals will be restricted to only some parts of the individuals. 

 

PARTS OF TWINNING :-  The twinned crystals may be conveniently described with the 

help of certain planes and axis.  Among them twin plane, Composition plane and twin axis are 

important. 

 

TWIN PLANE :-  This is an imaginary plane which divides the twinned crystals into two 

symmetrical halves. 

 

TWIN AXIS :-  This is an imaginary axis about which rotation seems to have occurred in order 

to produce twinning. 

 

COMPOSITION PLANE :-  this is a plane along which the two parts of the twinned crystals 

are united.  Usually the twin plane and the composition plane coincide.  Occasionally they are 

at right angles to each other, as in mica.  In mica the twin plane is (110) and the composition 

plane is (001), the twin axis is perpendicular to (001). 

LAWS OF TWINNING :- 

1. A plane of symmetry of a crystal is not a twin plane. 

2. A twin axis is not an even axis of symmetry ( 2 fold, 4 fold and 6 fold symmetry are 

not twin axes).  Only an axis of 3 fold symmetry can be twin axis. 

3. A crystal which possesses a centre of symmetry has both twin plane and twin axis.  The 

crystal which does not possess centre of symmetry has either twin axis or twin plane, 

but not both. 



 

  Many contain either a twin plane or twin axis.  For example quartz crystallizes.  In the 

trapezohedral class of hexagonal system in which centre of symmetry is absent.  Hence in 

twinned quartz crystals there is only twin plane which is parallel to (1120) but there is no twin 

axis.  Similarly in the case of Tetrahedrite which belongs to the tetrahedral class of cubic system 

centre of symmetry is absent.  The twinned crystals of tetrahedrite has only a twin axis which 

is perpendicular to (111) and there is no twin plane. 

 

TYPES OF TWINNING :-  There are several types as given below.  1) Simple and contact 

twin  2) Penetration twin  3) Multiple (or) Repeated twin  4) Mimetic twin  5) paragenetic twin  

6) Metagenetic twin. 

 

  In a simple or contact twin the two individuals are in contact with each other along the 

composition plane.  In this the twin plane and the composition plane coincide with each other.  

The twin axis is perpendicular to the twin plane (eg.)  spinel twin.  Here the twin plane is 

parallel to the octahedron (111) and the composition plane coincides with twin plane.  The twin 

axis is perpendicular to (111). 

 

  A Penetration twin results due to the interpenetration of two individuals of crystals.  

They are mixed in such a way that the twin cannot be divided into two separate halves.  In 

Tetrahedrite two tetrahedrons have interpenetrated each other so that they can not easily be 

separated. 

 

  Multiple or repeated twin is produced by the repetition of twinning according to the 

same law.  A crystal composed of three parts related to one another by the same twinning law 

is called a trilling, of four parts a fourling etc.  If the twin plane in all parts of the repeated twin 

remains parallel, then the twinning is often called polysynthetic, (eg.)  Plagioclase feldspar.  



When the twin plane does not remain parallel, the resulting twin plane approaches a curved or 

circular form.  This type of repeated twinning is called cyclic twin, example Rutile, Aragonite 

etc. 

 

Compound or complex twin :- A twin in which twinning has taken place on two or more laws 

is called a compound or complex twin.  Example. Plagioclase feldspar. 

 

IMPORTANT METHODS OF TWINNING IN DIFFERENT SYSTEMS 

1. CUBIC SYSTEM : 

Normal Class :- The type of twinning commonly exhibited by crystals belonging to normal 

class of cubic system is known as spinel twinning.  The twin plane is the octahedral face and 

the twin axis is at right angles to this.  Fluorite commonly forms interpenetration twin on this 

law.  The minerals of the spinel group and copper are also twinned on this law. 

 

Pyrithohedral Class :- The mineral pyrite itself twins resulting in the iron cross twinning.  

This is an interpenetration twin with dodecahedron as a twin plane and the twin axis is normal 

to it. 

 

Tetrahedral Class :-  In this class tetrahedrite shows a peculiar type of interpenetration twin.  

Here the twin axis is perpendicular to tetrahedral face (111) and there is no twin plane in 

Tetrahedral. 

2. TETRAGONAL SYSTEM :-  In the most common type of twinning of the normal class of 

Tetragonal system the twin plane and the composition plane are parallel to a face of the pyramid 

of II order.  The twin axis is perpendicular to it.  This is known as knee shaped twins under the 

Rutile law.  Rutile, zircon, cassiterite often show this type of twinning.  Rutile sometimes shows 

multiple or repeated twins of this type. 

 



3. HEXAGONAL SYSTEM :-  In the Hexagonal division of this system, twinning is rare.  

The mineral pyrhotite shows a penetration twin with (1011) as a twin plane and the twin axis 

normal to it. 

 

  Twinning is very common in calcite, Quartz and some other minerals of rhombohedra 

division of this system.  The mineral calcite twins with the base (0001) as the twinning plane 

and twin axis is ‘c’ axis.  This is a simple contact twin with scalenohedron as the form.  The 

faces of the positive rhombohedron (1011) and – Ve (Rhombohedron (0111)  may be twinning 

planes, if the calcite crystallizes as rhombohedron. 

 

  The mineral Quartz also exhibits several types of twinning.  The following are the two 

important laws of twinning exhibited by Quartz, Brazil law of twinning and dauphine law. 

 

Brazil law of Twinning :- Twin plane (1120).  The composition plane is interpenetrating.  

Right and left halves are united to make a plane of symmetry (Pseudo symmetry). 

 

Dauphine law :-  Twin axis is ‘c’ axis composition plane (1120).  This is an irregular 

interpenetrating twin.  Both halves are right handed or both are left handed.  Hence no plane of 

symmetry. 

4. ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM :-  The mineral Aragonite shows twinning with (110) as 

twin plane, resulting in Contact twin.  Sometimes penetration twins which are often cyclic with 

five or more individual exhibit multiple aragonite twin.  This can produce a pseudo – hexagonal 

crystal. 

 



  Staurolite twins are also common in this system.  In one of the two types, the twin plane 

is parallel to (032).  This is an interpenetration twin known as maltese cross or cruciform.  The 

second type has a pyramid (232) as twin plane and gives “skew” twin. 

 

5. MONOCLINIC SYSTEM :-  In this system Gypsum, pyroxene and horn blande commonly 

form simple contact twins with ortho pinacoid (100) as twin plane.  In gypsum the vertical ‘c’ 

axis is the twinning axis with (100) as twin plane and the twin known as “squalor – tail”. 

 

  Orthoclase twins according to 3 common laws namely carls bad, Bavano and Mane 

back.  The carls bad twinning is either a penetration twin or a simple contact twin.  Here the 

vertical or ‘c’ axis is the twin axis and (010) is the composition plane. 

 

  In the Bavano law the twin and composition is clinodome (021).  In the Mane back law 

the twin and composition plane is (001) and the crystals are usually simple or contact twin. 

 

6. TRICLINIC SYSTEM :-  Plagioclase feldspars commonly show two methods of twinning.  

In the first type, the Brachy pinacoid (010) is the twinning plane and the composition plane.  

This is known as Albite law.  This is repeated polysynthetic twinning.  The individuals are then 

parallel lamella resulting in striations on the (001) face.  This can be seen in than sections of 

plagioclase under the microscope.  

  The second type 10 called per cline law.  Where the twinning axis is the ‘b’ 

crystallographic axis.  Polysynthetic twinning is common according to this law.  This results 

in two sets, of striations one on the surface parallel to (001) and the other parallel to (010).  

Twins similar to the carlsbad, Mane back and Baveno twins of orthoclase super imposed on 

the albeit and on per cline law. 

 



DEUECTION OF TWINS :-  The twined crystals are often seen to consist of two or more 

crystals symmetrically united.  They may also have the form of a cross or stat.  

 

  The presence of re-entrant angle in the crystals indicate twinning.  On many twin 

crystals corresponding crystal faces on opposite parts of the twin meet at reentrant angles (the 

re-entrant angles are interior angles greater than 180o.  If the twinning is polysynthetic and 

lamellar, these re-entrant angles across an edge, alternate with normal angle order the next 

edge, resulting in striations.  Such re-entrant angles are easily recognized on a penetration twin. 

 

  Striations and etch figure, in reversed orientation may also indicate twins.  The twinning 

can be detected by noting the pseudo – symmetry of the twinning crystals (Example – 

Aragonite – orthorhombic) showing hexagonal symmetry. 

 

  Microscopic studies of thin sedions of twinned crystals clearly indicate twinning.  

Under crossed nicols, the twinned parts show alternate extinction. 

                                                                       ---------- 

(Add after compound or complex twin in page 29) 

Mimetic or Supplementary Twin 

  Due to twinning, a crystal belonging to a lower class exhibit the symmetry of a higher 

class.  Such twinning is called the Mimetic Twin.  Calamine, for example, belonging to 

orthorhombic hemimorphic class can exhibit the symmetry of the normal class of orthorhombic 

system along the plane parallel to Basal pinacoid. 

 

  Twins are also divided based upon the origin of crystals (crystallogeny) as paragenotic 

and metagenetic twins. 

 



Paragenetic twins :- Are those in which the reverse arrangement of atoms, starts in the nucleus 

itself. 

 

  In Metagenetic twins the normal crystal is first formed and due to the addition of other 

layers in which the atoms are reversed the metagenetic twins are formed. 

 

HEXAGONAL SYSTEM 

  The faces of all crystals in the hexagonal system are referred to four crystallographic 

axes.  Three of them are equal and in the horizontal plane.  They intersect at angles of 120o 

between the positive ends (60o between the positive end of one axis and the negative end of the 

next axis).  The horizontal axes, a1, a2 and a3, being equal are interchangeable.  The fourth axis, 

c axis, is vertical and either shorter of longer than the horizontal axes. 

 

Drawing 

 

 

  There are two divisions in the hexagonal system, namely hexagonal division and 

trigonal or rhombohedral division.  The vertical axis is an axis of six-fold symmetry in all the 

classes of hexagonal division and three-fold symmetry in the case of rhombohedral division. 

HEXAGONAL DIVISION 

NORMAL CLASS-BERYL TYPE 

Symmetry Elements :- 

1. Six vertical planes of symmetry (Three principal planes and three secondary planes). 

2. One horizontal principal plane of symmetry. 

3. One six-fold axis of symmetry (coinciding with c axis). 



4. Six two-fold axes of symmetry (three coinciding with a1, a2 and a3 axes and others 

bisecting them). 

5. Centre of symmetry. 

 

FORMS :- The possible forms of the normal class are as follows: 

              Forms                          No. of faces           General symbol 

Base or Basal pinacoid      2    (0001) 

Hexagonal prism of I order      6   (hoho) as (1010) 

Hexagonal prism of II order      6   (hh2ho) as (1120) 

Dihexagonal prism     12   (hkio) as (2130) 

Hexagonal pyramid of I order   12   (hoh1) as (1011) 

Hexagonal pyramid of II order   12   (hh2hl) as (1121) 

Dihexagonal pyramid    24   (hki1) as (2131) 

           (here  h > k and h + k = i) 

 

1. Base or Basal pinacoid :-  It is bounded by two similar faces, which are parallel to the three 

horizontal axes and perpendicular to the vertical axis.  One face cuts the vertical axis at its 

positive end and the other face cuts it at the negative end.  Hence the indices of the two faces 

are (0001) and (0001).  Since they do not enclose a space, this form is an open form.  

Consequently this form can occur only in combination with other forms. 

2. Hexagonal Prism of  I Order :-  It is bounded by six similar rectangular faces.  Each face 

cuts the two adjacent horizontal axes at equal distances, and is parallel to the third horizontal 

axis and the vertical axis.  So, the general symbol is (hoho) with (1010) as a good example.  It 

is a simple and open form. 

 



3. Hexagonal Prism of  II Order :-  It is bounded by six similar rectangular faces.  Each face 

cuts one horizontal axis at unit distance and the other two horizontal axes at twice the distance, 

and is parallel to the vertical axis.  So, the general symbol is (hh2ho) with (1120) as a good 

example.  It is a simple and open form. 

 

4. Dihexagonal Prism :-  It is bounded by twelve similar rectangular faces.  Each face cuts all 

the three horizontal axes at unequal distances and is parallel to the vertical axis.  So, the general 

symbol is (hkio) with (2130) as a good example.  It is a simple and open form. 

 

5. Hexagonal Pyramid of  I Order :-  It is bounded by twelve similar isosceles triangular 

faces.  Each face cuts the two adjacent horizontal axes at equal distances and is parallel to the 

third horizontal axis and also cuts the vertical c axis.  So, the general symbol is (hoh1) with 

(1011) as a good example.  It is a simple and closed form. 

 

6. Hexagonal Pyramid of  II Order :-  It is bounded by twelve similar isosceles triangular 

faces.  Each face cuts one horizontal axis at unit distance and the other two horizontal axes at 

twice the distance and also cuts the vertical axis.  So, the general symbol is (hh2h1) with (1121) 

as a good example.  It is a simple and closed form. 

 

7. Dihexagonal Pyramid :-  It is bounded by twenty four scalene triangular faces.  Each face 

cuts all the three horizontal axes at unequal distances and also cuts the vertical axis.  So, the 

general symbol is (hki1) with (2131) as a good example.  It is a simple and closed form. 

 

  The important mineral that crystallizes in this class is BERYL.  So this class is referred 

to as Beryl Type; 



 

  Other minerals crystallizing in this class are Pyrrhotite, Niccolite, Covellite, Graphite, 

Ice, Molybdenite, etc. 

 

TRAPEZOHEDRAL CLASS – B  QUARTZ TYPE 

Symmetry Elements :-  

  This class has no plane of symmetry and centre of symmetry.  There is an axis of six-

fold symmetry coinciding with the vertical ‘c’ axis.  There are six two-fold axes of symmetry.  

Three of them coincide with the three horizontal crystallographic axes and three bisect the 

angles between them. 

 

Forms :- The typical form of this class is the Hexagonal trapezohedron which is derived from 

the dihexagonal pyramid of the normal class.  The trapezohedron is a solid bounded by twelve 

similar faces.  Each face is a trapezohedron.  The faces cut all the three horizontal axes at 

unequal distances, hence the general symbol is (hkil).  In this respect it closely resembles the 

dihexagonal pyramid of the normal class.  But it is derived due to the development of alternate 

faces of dihexagonal pyramid.  There are two different types of trapezohedrons, right and left 

hexagonal trapezohedrons with the symbols (hkil) and (khil).  They are enantiomorphous 

forms.  The mineral B-Quartz crystallizes in this class. 

Rhombohedral Division 

  Five classes are included in the Rhombohedral division of the Hexagonal system, of 

which the Rhombohedral class or the calcite type is by far the most important. 

 

RHOMBOHEDRAL CLASS – CALCITE TYPE 

Symmetry Elements :- 



  There are three Secondary vertical planes of symmetry, which bisect the horizontal 

crystallographic axes.  The vertical crystallographic axis (c) is an axis of three fold symmetry.  

The horizontal crystallographic axes (a1, a2, a3) are axes of two-fold symmetry.  Centre of 

symmetry is also present. 

Thus the symmetry elements of the Rhombohedral class are as follows :- 

1) 1 III fold axes of symmetry 

2) 3 II fold axes of symmetry 

3) 3 Secondary planes of symmetry 

4) Centre of symmetry is present 

The following are the forms of the Rhombohedral class:- 

              Forms                          No. of faces           General symbol 

1. Basal pinacoid       2    (0001) 

2. Hexagonal prism of I order     6   (1010) 

3. Hexagonal prism of II order     6   (1120)  (hh2ho)  

4. Hexagonal prism      12   (2130)  (hkio) 

5. Rhombohedron     6  (1011)  (hohl) 

6. Hexagonal pyramid of II order   12    (1121)  (hh2hl)  

7. Scalenohedron     12    (2131)  (hki1)  

 

5. Rhombohedron :-  It is a solid bounded by 6 similar faces.  Each face is in the form of 

Rhomb.  It has six lateral edges.  When joining these lateral edges a zig-zag line is formed.  It 

has also six terminal edges, three above and three below.  Each face cuts the two adjacent 

horizontal axes at equal distances and is parallel to the third horizontal axis and also cuts the 

vertical axis (‘c’ axis).  So, the general symbol is (hohl).  In this respect rhombohedron 

resembles that of hexagonal pyramid of I order of the normal class of the hexagonal system.  



But is contains only half the number of faces as in hexagonal pyramid of Ist order.  So, it is 

hemidedral a form of hexagonal pyramid of Ist order.  There are two types of Rhombohedrons, 

namely the positive Rhombohedron and negative Rhombohedron with the symbol (1011) and 

(0111).  Both are simple, closed and congruent forms. 

 

Scalenohedron :-  It is a solid bounded by 12 similar triangular faces.  Each face cuts all the 

horizontal axes at unequal distances and also cuts the vertical axis.  So, the general symbol is 

(hkil).  In this respect it resembles that of dihexagonal pyramid of the normal class.  There are 

two types of scalenohedron.  Positive and negative with the symbol (hkil) and (khil).  Both are 

simple, closed and congruent forms. 

 

  The mineral which typically crystallizes in this class is calcite.  This class is known as 

calcite type.  Other minerals crystallizing in this class are Corundum, Haematite, etc. 

                                                                        ---------- 
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Introduction:  

Definition: Minerals are defined as a naturally occurring inorganic compound or solid, which 

poses a fixed or definite chemical composition and definite atomic structure. Example: - Quartz 

(SiO2), Calcite (CaCo3), Diamond (C) etc. 

Mineral forming processes 

Crystallization 

Recrystallization / metamorphism 

Precipitation and evaporation 

Sublimation 

Classification of minerals 

Rock forming minerals 

Economic minerals 

Rock forming minerals are 

Common minerals that make up most of the rocks of Earth’s crust 

Only a few dozen members 

Composed mainly of the 8 elements that make up over 98% of the continental crust 

a. Silicates - made of silicon and oxygen and make up 92 % of earth’s crust. (formed at high 

temperature) 

      b. Non-silicates – make up 8% of Earth’s crust  (formed at normal temperature) 

Carbonates 

Sulfates 

Oxides 

Sulfides 

Halides 

Phosphates 

Hydroxides and Native elements 



Physical properties of Minerals: 

     The physical properties are highly important in the rapid determination of minerals.  A close 

relations exists between the physical properties of a mineral, its crystal structure, and its chemical 

composition.  Thus the study of physical properties enables us even in determining the structure 

of a mineral.  Physical properties can be determined more quickly and easily even at sight or by 

simple tests. 

     The physical properties of minerals fall under the following heads. 

1.  Characters depending upon cohesion and elasticity- such as cleavage, fracture, tenacity, 

hardness, elasticity, etc. 

2.  Characters depending upon light such as color, streak, lusture, diapherneity, luminescence, 

special optical properties etc. 

3.  Characters depending upon the state of aggregation (Forms or crystal habits). 

4. Characters depending upon Electricity and magnetium. 

5.  Characters depending upon the action of senses such as taste, order and feel. 

6.  Characters depending upon heat-conductivity change of form and optical characters with 

change of temperature and fusibility etc. 

Characters depending upon cohesion and elasticity 

     Elasticity is the force that tend to restore the molecular of one and the same body that refers 

resistance to any interference that tend to separate them such as scratching etc. 

     Elasticity is the force that tend to restore the molecules to their original position from which 

they were disturbed. 

Cleavage 

     Cleavage can be defined as the tendency of minerals to break in certain directions with more or 

less smooth surfaces.  Cleavage is also defined as the easy direction of breaking.  Cleavage surfaces 

or cleavage planes are always parallel to certain crystal faces or possible crystal faces and they 

have simple relation to the crystallographic axes.  The atoms are closely packed in the cleavage 

planes and the bonding is weak between successive cleavage planes i.e. There is comparatively 

larger spacing between the successive cleavage planes. 

     Cleavage is always defined (1) according to the cse with it is obtained and (2) according to its 

direction either in terms of the indices of the faces or name to which it is parallel. 

1. Cleavage defined according to the case:  A Mineral is said to posses perfect or eminent 

cleavage when the cleavage is obtained with great ease giving smooth lustrous surfaces as in 

mica, calcite and topaz.  Such minerals can be broken onlu in the cleavage directions.  

 



2. A mineral has good cleavage when it breaks easily along the cleavage , but the mineral when 

broken also transverse to it. 

 

3. Mineral with distinct cleavage break more readily along the cleavage but also fracture easily 

in other directions. 

 

4. In minerals with indistinct cleavage it is difficult to differentiate the fractured  surfaces from 

the cleavage surfaces. 

 

Cleavage defined according to its directions: 

If the cleavage plane is parallel to a cubic face it is defined as (111) cleavage or octahedral 

cleavage.  Other examples are cubic dodecahedral prismatic basal, pinacoidal  cleavage 

which are parallel to the respective crystal faces. 

 

Gliding planes: These are closely related to the cleavage planes and are directions parallel 

to which a slipping of the molecules takes place under the application of a mechanical fore 

such as pressure. 

 

Gliding may result in the revolution of the molecules into a new twinning position and thus 

secondary twinning lamellae  are produced. 

 

Pseudocrystalline faces or pseudo symmetry may result due to gliding of secondary 

twinning.  The secondary twinning planes are often directions  of an easy separation like 

cleavage and are called parting planes.  (eg) The pseudo cleavage due to the basal parting 

in peroxenes. 

 

PERCUSSION FIGURES; 

 

     Percussion figures are produced upon a crystal section by a blow or pressure with a 

suitable point.  The figures consist of well defined cracks whose orientation  varies with 

crystallographic direction of the surface.  Thus upon a cubic face of a halite crystal a four 

rayed star shaped figure is produced with its arms parallel to the diagonals.  On an 

octahedral faces a three rayed star is formed. 

 

     Percussion figures are well illustrated by a cleavage plate of mica (basal plane).  The 

figure is obtained by a blow with a dull pointed instrument in the cleavage plate.  It consists 

of a six rayed star one of whose branches is parallel to the clinopinacoid  (b-pinacoid ) , 

the others are approximately parallel to the intersection edges of the prism and base. 

 



     Thus the percussion figures are very useful in determination the crystallographic 

direction. 

 

     Pressure upon a mica plate produce less clear six rayed star which is diagonal to the 

percussion figure.  Ths is called a pressure figure. 

 

ETCHING FIGURES:  The molecular structure of the crystal faces can be studied by 

etching on crystal faces with suitable solvents such as mineral acids, caustic alkalis or 

hydrofluoricacid.  The figures thus produced on crystal faces are called Etching figures.  

The edging figures in majority of cases are angular depressions, such as low triangular or 

quadrilateral pyramids whose outlines run parallel to same of the crystalline edges.  The 

etching figures are alike on similar faces of crystals and hence are useful in distinguishing 

different faces of crystals and hence are useful in distinguishing different forms.  Right 

handed and left handed quartz crystals can be easily differentiated by etching their faces 

hydrofluoric acid.  Calcite can be distinguished from dolomite by noting the etching 

figures.  Thus the etching figures are very useful in determining the symmetry elements, 

forms etc. 

 

CORROSION FORMS; Continued etching on crystal faces with sutiable solvants may 

result in the destructing of the original crystalline surface and a number of minute 

elevations may be produced.  Under some condition new faces may form.  These forms are 

called corrosion forms. 

 

FRACTURE:  The term fracture refers to the nature of the surface which is obtained by 

breaking a mineral in a direction other than that of cleavage.  When the cleavage is highly 

perfect in a several directions as in calcite it is very difficult to obtain a fractures surfaces. 

 

Fracture is defined as follows: 

 

1. CONCOIDAL: when the fracture has smooth curved surfaces like the interior surfaces 

of a shell.  Eg, obsidian, Quartz and glass. 

2. EVEN:  When the fracture appears to be a plane surfaces thought it consist of small 

elevations or depressions. 

3. UNEVEN:  When the surfaces of the mineral is rough and lightly irregular.  This is 

true in most minerals. 

4. Hackly:  Broken surfaces is very irregular and having sharp edges, it is called hackly 

fracture. 

5. SPLINTERY: When the broken surface shows splinters or fibrous of like broken 

surfaces of a timber ( shown by fibrous minerals). 

 



                                                    TENACITY 

     Tenacity refers to the resistance offered by a mineral to mechanical disturbances such as 

breaking, bending, crushing or cutting.  The following terms are used to describe various kinds of 

tenacity in minerals. 

 

1.  FRITTLE: When a mineral can be broken easily into powders (eg) Calcite. 

2. MALLEBALE:  When a mineral can be hammered cut to their sheets.  (eg) Native gold, 

native silver. 

3. SECTILE:  When a mineral can be cut into thin shavings with a knife.  (eg) gypsum. 

4. Ductile: When a mineral can be drawn into wire (eg) native gold. 

5. FLEXIBLE: When a mineral bends but does not resume its original position when the 

pressure is released. (eg) talc. 

6. ELASTIC: When the mineral resume its original position upon the release of the pressure 

after being bent.  (eg) muscovite, mica. 

    HARDNESS 

     The term hardness refers to the resistance offered by a smooth surface of a mineral to scratching 

.  To test the hardness of mineral a hardness has been proposed by the Austrian mineralogist 

F.Mohrs 1828.  The scale consist of en minerals arranged according to the hardness from softest 

to hardest.  They are;- 

1. Talc        

2. Gypsum 

3.  Calcite 

4. Fluorite 

5. Apatite 

6. Feldspar 

7. Quartz 

8. Topaz 

9. Corundum 

10. Diamond  

 

Each mineral in the above hardness scale wil scratch the one below it the topmost mineral is 

diamond and will not scratch the one above it. 

For making hardness tests a set of chips of the minerals of the scale should be kept available.  Each 

chip Can be cemented into the end of a short metal tube with araldite to make a set of hardness 

pencils. 



There is another little scale in addition to the Moh’s scale which is useful in roughly testing 

hardness in the field.  The scale is given below:  

 

a. Minerals scractched by the finger nail have hardness of 2.5 or less.  Finger nail=2.5 

b. Hardness of copper coin about 3. 

c. Hardness of window glass about 5.5. 

d. Steel of a file about 6.5. 

e. Knife blade 5.5. 

SELEROMETER: It is an instrument which is used to determine the accurate hardness of 

minerals.  The minerals is placed on a movable carriage with the surface to be experimented upon 

horizontal this is brought into contact with a steel or diamond point, fixed on a support above.  

How the weight just required to move the carriage and produce a scratch on the surface of the 

mineral is determined.  This weight is proportional to the hardness of the mineral. 

     The following correlations have been found between hardness and crystal structure. 

     The hardness greater : 1. The smaller the ions or atoms 

                                         2. The greater their valency or charge 

                                         3. The greater the packing density. 

     It has been found out that different faces of a crystal differ in hardness and the same face amy 

differ in different directions. (EG) Kyanite.  The face which is intersected by most cleavage in the 

hardness.  The plane which is perpendicular to the cleavage direction is the softest. 

CHARACTER DEPENDING UPON LIGHT 

COLOR :  The color of a mineral is due to the absorption of certain wavelength from white light.  

Dark colored minerals are those which absorb practically all the wavelength of white light 

uniformly.  If a mineral is colorless or white the absorption is minimum.  The mineral Sapphire 

appears blue because it absorbs the wavelength other than blue.  In ruby which is red in color all 

the wavelength except red ae absorbed. 

     Certain minerals possess a constant and characteristic color.  They are termed Idiochromatic 

minerals.  Those minerals whose color is variable are called allochromatic.  MaNY OF THE 

OPAQUE MINERALS FALL IN THE FIRST CATEGORY EG. mALACHITE [green], pyrite 

and chalcopyrite [golden], galena [ silver green].  Most of there allochromatic minerals are 

transparent or translucent because they are greatly influenced by small amounts of impurities.  

Thus a mineral barite which commonly pale in color or ALMOST WHITE CAN Also be found in 

pink, green, yellow or blue colors.  Quartz also is good example of this type of behavior and occurs 



in many varieties such in rock crystal [colorless], amethyst[violet], rose quartz [pink], smoky 

quartz [grey] and citrine [yellow]. 

STREAK:  The color f the crushed powder of a mineral specimen is known as the streak of the 

mineral.  This is an important physical property which is mush useful in mineral identification.  

The streak is obtained by rubbing the specimen across a white unglazed porcelin plate known as a 

streak plate.  The color of the powder can also be observed by scratching the specimen.  This 

property is useful particularly in the identification of opaque minerals which are black or darkish 

in color. Heamatic for example can appear as shiny black crystals [specular hematite] or as dull 

reddish masses of totally different appearance.  Both of these , however , give the same red  streak 

characteristic of the mineral.  Similarly mineral limonite which can occur in varity of earth 

brownish or black masses has a charteritc yellow streak.  Other minerals with distinctive streaks 

are volfram [chocolate brown] cinnabar [soarlet] , and pyrite and chalcopyrite [greenish black]. 

LUSTRE 

      The luster of the mineral is its surface appearance and it is dependent on the quantity and 

quality of the reflected light.  Lustre is generally  independent of the color of the mineral .  The 

degree of lustre depends upon the quantity of light reflected from the mineral surface.  Then kind 

of luster depends upon the nature of the reflecting surface.    

KINDS OF LUSTRE 

Two chief types of lustres are recognized: 

1. Metallic:  The luster of the metals as of gold, copper, iron, tin. This kind of luster is seen 

in opaque minerals. Imperfect metallic lustre is defined s sub metallic and is shown by 

minerals which are translucent to opaque s in columbite and wolfanite. 

2. Nonmetallic: Lustres other than metallic and sub metallic falls to this head.  The following 

are the chief types of non metallic luster. 

3. Adamandine:  Lustre of the diamond. (eg) Corundum, Diamond and crystallized Sulphur. 

4. Vitreous: The luster of  broken glass as in quartz. Nearly 70% of all minerals show this 

luster. An imperfect, vitreous lustre is termed subvitreous luster. (eg) Calcite. 

5. Resinous: The luster of the yellow resin as in opal and some yellow varieties of Sphalerite. 

6. Pearly: The luster is similar to one that is shown by pearl as in talc, brucite and selenite. 

7. Silky: Like silk and is shown by fibrous minerals such as fibrous Gypsum and Asbestos. 

8. Greasy: Lustre of oily glass as in nephaline and some varieties of Chalcedeny. The term 

waxy or oily luster are also used. 

DEGREES OF INENSITY OF LUSTRE 

The degress of luster are classified as follows: 

 



1. Splendent: This term is applied to surfaces giving brilliant reflection with clear image. 

(eg) Crystallised haematite cassiterite. 

2. Shining: An imatge is produced by reflection but it is less distinct. Eg. Good crystals 

of celestite. 

3. Glistening: There is a general reflection from the mineral surface but no image is seen. 

Eg. Talc, Chalcopyrite etc. 

4. Glimmering: There is an imperfect reflection of light from different points over the 

mineral surface. Eg. Flint, Chalcedeny etc. 

5. Dull: No luster at all and there is a complete lack of reflection giving an earthy 

appearance. Eg. Magnesite, Ochres, Kaoline. 

 

DIAPHANEITY: Diaphaneity is described as the relative capacity of minerals to absorb on 

transmit light. The following general terms are used to describe this property. 

1. Transparent: When most of the light is transmitted and objects are seen through the 

minerals with perfect outlines.  

2.  Translucent: The mineral transmits light but objects are not seen.  

3. Opaque: No light is transmitted by the mineral, even on this edge. 

PLAY OF COLORS: Some minerals, when turned about or looked at in different directions, 

display a changing series of prismatic colors. This is called a play of colors.It is shown by the 

diamond and is produced by the splitting up of white light into its constituents as it enters and 

emerges from the mineral. Change of color is a similar phenomena extending over broader surface. 

The succession of colors being produced less rapidly. This phenomenon is well shown by certain 

varieties of the mineral Feldspar. The change of colors is produced by the interference of light 

reflected from thin plates of other minerals enclosed in parallel planes within the feldspar.  

Schiller: is a peculiar kind of luster, somewhat metallic and shown by certain surfaces of the 

mineral Hypersthene, schiller spar, etc. It is due to the reflection of light either from minute plates, 

or cavities arranged on parallel planes within the mineral. The phenomenon is described as 

schillerization. 

Opalascence is a somewhat pearlyor milky reflection shown by minerals like opal, moonstone, etc. 

Iridescence is a display of prismatic colors, due to the interference of light reflected from minute 

fissures filled up with air or liquid. Iridescence may sometimes be seen in quartz, calcite and mica. 

The surface of colors of the mineral may be permanently changed when exposed to the air. This 

may result either from oxidation or from the chemical action of sulphur and other elements which 

are present in the atmosphere  in minute quantities. This phenomenon is said to be tarnish. 

Luminescence: in the reflection of light by minerals from all processes except incandescence. It is 

usually roduced when the mineral is exposed to uv rays or x rays or an electrical discharge in a 



vaccum tube. i.e. Luminiscence is usually produced by irraditon. It is said to be fluorescent. If the 

mineral continue to emit light even after the ceasing of irradiation, the phenomenon is described 

as phosphorescence. Fluorescence is well shown by the mineral fluorite and phosphorescence by 

fluorite, certain vrieties of diamond, calcite and several others.  

Fluorescence usually involves the absorption of invisible radition in the uv par4t of the spectrum 

simultaneous emission of this energy as visible light with longer wavelength. Sometimes the 

absorbed energy is released in the form of visible light only upon heating the mineral. This is 

known as thermoluminescence. Luminescence may be induced in some minerals by crushing, 

scratching or rubbing and is known as triboluminescence. This is shown by the minerals like 

feldspar, calcite and dolomite. 

PROPERTIES OF CHEMISTRY AS APPLICATION OF MINERALS 

Polymorphism: It can be defined as the existence of an element or compound I more than one 

crystal form. If a chemical compound exist in two different forms, it is said to be dimorphous. If 

it is three trimorphous or generally polymorphous. Each polymorphic form has different physical 

properties and distinct structures i.e. the atoms or ions are arranged differently in different 

polymorphous of the same substance. 

An example is given by the compound calcium carbonate (caco3], which is dimorphous as calcite 

with trigonal symmetry and Aragonite with orthorhombic symmetry. These two polymorphic have 

different physical properties and optical properties. The specific gravity of calcite is 2.7 And that 

of aragonite is 2.9. 

 Titanium dioxides is trimorphous. The species being called rutile is tetragonal specific gravity 

4.25, octahedrite tetragonal specific gravity 3.9 and brookite orthorhombic specific gravity 4.15.  

Polymorphism is the expression of the fact that crystal structures are not determined completely 

by chemical composition and then is often more than structures into which the same atoms or ions 

in the same proportion may be build up.  

Different polymorphous of the same substance are formed under the conditions of different 

pressure, temperature and chemical environments, hence the presence of one polymoph in a rock 

will tell something about the condition under which the rock is formed.  

Pseudomorphism 

A crystallized mineral which has undergone a change so that its crystal form no longer belongs to 

its chemical composition is said to be pseudomorph. The phenomenon is known as 

pseudomorphism. Paramorphism is a special type of pseudomorphism and it can be defined as the 

change from one polymorph to another without change in external form. The replacing form is 

called the paramorph. eg. Change of aragonite to calcite, brookite to rutile.  



Pseudomorph may formed by the following process: 

1. By substitutes  

2. By simple deposition, either by infilteration or by incrustation. 

3. By altertation. 

The pseudomorphs by substitution includes those cases where there has been a gradual removal of 

the original material and corresponding ands simultaneous replacement of it by another. Without 

any chemical reaction between the two. A common example of this is a piece of wood, where the 

original fibre ha been replaced entirely by silica. Other examples are quartz after fluorite, clciter 

etc. In pseudomorphs by infilteration a cavity made by the removal of a crystal has been filled by 

another mineral. Pseudomorphs by incrustation form a less important class and includes those that 

form a crust over other minerals. Eg. Crust of quartz over fluorite. 

Pseudomorphs formed by the alteration of original mineral originate by    

1. The loss of constituent  

2. The gain of constituent. Eg. Copper after cuprite, gypsum after anhedrite. 

3. A partial exchange of constituent. Simonite after pyrite. 

4. A complete exchange of constituents quartz after fluorite. 

CRYSTAL HABITS O MINERAL FORMS 

The greater parts of the rocks and the masses of the minerals that occur on the earth are 

aggregations of imperfect crystals.  The individual of such aggregates may be  

1. Columns, or fibers in which case the structure is columnar  of fibrous, 

2. Thin lamina producing a lamellar structure  

3. Grains giving a granular structure. 

A mineral is said to be columnar when it is made up of columns.Eg., Amphiboles.  The different 

types of columnar and fibrous structure are described below: 

1. Reticulated: The fibrous or columns cross in several directions giving a net like form. 

2. Stellated: The individuals radiate from a centre and produce stanlike forms.  

Ex  Stiibite, wavellite. 

3.  Radiated or dicergent: When the crystals radiate from a centre without producing stellar 

forms.  Ex Silimanite, quartz. 

The structure of a mineral is lamellar when it consists of plates or leaves.  Ex, Wollastonite, some 

varieties of gypsum, talc.  When the laminae are thin and separable the structure is said to be 

micaeous or foliaceous. Ex Mica.  When a mineral is composed of aggregates or equidimensional 

grains the structure is granular.  If the grains are finer as in same crystalline limestone the structure 

is described when they easily crumble in the fingers. 



     In addition to the above structure some minerals have the following imitative forms: 

1. Reniform; Kidney shaped. Ex hematite. 

2. Botryoidal : consisting of spherical masses resembling  a bunches of grapes.  Ex. Limonite, 

chalcedony, psilamalene etc. 

3. Mammarely: consisting of spherical masses that resembles the breast of mammals.  Ex 

chert and malachite. 

4. Nodular:  Spherical masses formed by the concentric deposition of minerals matter around 

some nucleus. Ex Phosphatic nodules. 

5. Dendrite : branching tree like, as in crystallized long.  The term dendrite is used for similar 

non crystalline deposits also, as in dendrite of manganese oxide which form on surfaces of 

limestone or are enclosed in “moss-agates”. 

6. Mossy: Mosses like appearance. 

7. Capillary or filiform : consisting of very long slender hair like individuals Ex hematite, 

pyralusite etc. 

8. Adicular : consisting of needle like crystals. Ex stibnite.  

9. Drusy; consisting of unplanted crystals Ex quartz. 

Amorphous minerals are neither crystalline nor have imitative forms.  They do not polarize the 

light i.e. They look regular atomic arrangement. 

                                                 SILICA GROUP OF MINERALS [SIO2] 

     Silica [SIO2] occurs in nature as five desistance minerals quartz, tridymite, crystobalite, opal 

and lechatelierite.  Of the five minerals mentioned above quartz is very common: tridymite and 

cristobalite are widely distributed in volcanic rocks.  They are also not rare. Opal is not uncommon 

and lechatelierite is very rare. 

    Opal and lechalirite are amorphous. The three crystalline forms quartz, tridymite and 

cristobalitye are enantiotropic and they have their stability field quartz is stable upto 867*c and 

1470*c and crystabalite from 1470*c to 1713*c liquid silica forms and stable up to its boiling 

point.  Each of the three polymorphic I turn has a high and low temperature Polymorphous. In 

quartz the change from one to the other takes places at 573*c at atmosphere pressure.  High 

tridymite charge into low tridymite between 120*c and 160*c and high crystobalite into low 

cristobaltie between 200*c and 275*c. 

                                              

 QUARTZ, SIO2 

     Quartz crystallizes with trigonal symmetry and occur commonly as prismatic crystals.  They 

are terminated by two sets of rhombohedrons (1001) and (o111).  If the two rhombohedrons are 

equally developed the crystals have the appearance of a hexagonal dipyramid.  But usually one set 



is developed better than the other and, in such cases, alternate rhombohedron faces are similar, but 

adjacent ones are different.  Prism faces are commonly horizontally striated.  Three horizontal 

striation are due to the incipient development of several rhombohedron faces.  The trigonal 

pyramids appear as small faces truncating the corners between the rhombohedron and prism faces.  

The traphezohedron faces appear in combination with the trigonal pyramids beveling the edges 

between the pyramids and prism faces. are the common twin types observed in quartz. 

 The following are the common twin types observed in quartz. 

a. Duaphine type:  penetration twin with twin axis C. 

b.  Brazil type: penetration twin with (11`20) as the twin plane. 

c. Japanese type: contact twin with (11`22) as twin plane. 

     Cleavage is absent in quartz but occasionally an indistinct rhombohedral parting may be 

present.  Quartz has a distinct conchoidal fracture and white streak.  It’s usually colorless, but color 

in all shades.  The macro crystalline varieties of quarts have vitreous luster.  The cryptocrystalline 

varieties often have waxy or dull lustre.   

     MACRO CRYSTALLINE VARIEITIES OF QUARTZ 

1. Rock crystal: Colorless, transparent variety of quartz. 

2. Asteriated quartz: Gives out a whitish or colored radiation in the form of star.(asterism) 

3. Amethyst: It is violet or purple in color and it transparent.  The color it due to the presence 

of manganese. 

4. Milky Quartz: it is almost opaque and Milky white in color.  Lustre often greasy. 

5. Rose quartz: Rose red or pink, crystals rare. 

6. Siderite Quartz: Is a rare variety of Quartz which in indigo blue or berlin blue in color. 

7. Smoky quartz; It is smoky brown, grey or black in color and transparent to semi-transparent 

variety. 

8.  Yellow Quartz or citrine: Yellow and transparent cut stones resembles topaz and hence 

called false topaz; also called Spanish topaz.  Amethyst on heating often turns yellow and 

becomes citrine. 

     CRYPTO CRYSTALLINE VARIEITIES  

     Crypto crystalline varieties of quartz are generally described as chalcedony.  Chalcedony 

consists of quartz crystalline which are fibrous in form. The different varieties of chalcedony are 

described below; 

1. Carnedian or sare: Red and reddish-brown chalcedony.  Heliotrope or blood stone, is green. 

Chalcedony with red spots. 

2. Chrysoprase: Apple green chalcedony. 

3. Prase; Translucent and dull green chalcedony. 



4.  Plasma; Bright green or emerald green variety which is sub translucent or feebly 

translucent. 

5. Agate; Banded form chalcedony, the banding begin due to intermittent deposition in 

cavities.  The bands are parallel to the walls of the cavity.  Some natural agates show 

attractive color bandings. If the bands are straight and parallel to each other and 

alternatively dark and light the agate is called onyx. 

6. Moss agate: white or cream-colored chalcedony enclosing green or black dendritic, like 

aggregates of manganese oxides. 

7. Jasper: opaque chalcedony generally red, yellow, or brown.  The color is due to the 

colloidal particles of iron oxides. 

8. Chert or flint; Massive opaque with dull color, usually white, pale yellow, grey or black.  

They occur as nodules or extensive beds in sedimentary rocks.  They are tough and breaks 

with sharp cutting edged and have used by primitive people for tools and weapons.  

9. Silicified wood: Generally consists of reddish or brown chalcedony. 

10. Tiger eye: Pseudo morph of quartz after crocidolite, a variety of asbestos.  It appears as 

fibrous structure of crocidolite with a yellow, brown, or blue color.  It is extensively used 

as an ornamental stone.   

DIAGNOSTIC FEATURE OF QUARTZ: 

    Quartz is generally recognized by its crystal form, hardness and lack of cleavage. Chalcedony 

varieties by their hardness and typical dense structure.   

OCCURRENCE: It is very common mineral on the earth’s surface.  It is present in silica rich 

igneous rocks both such as granites, granodiorites, granite, pegmatites, aplite’s, rhyolites, etc.  It 

is the essential constituent of most sand stones.  It is an important constituent in most metamorphic 

rocks.  

The different varieties of chalcedony are found in sedimentary rocks and in veins and cavities.   

USES 

Quartz find many uses.  Enormous amount of quartz is utilized in construction industry.  Quartzite 

and sandstone are used as building stones as aggregate in concrete.  Quartz is also used as a flux 

in metallurgy, in the manufacture of glass, ceramics and refractory and as an abrasive.  Many of 

the colored varieties are cut and polished as ornamental and semi precious stones.  Fused silica is 

used for the manufacture of laboratory equipment’s such as dishes and crucibles.         

 

Feldspar Group 



 The feldspar are the most important minerals because they are the most abundant of all minerals.  

They are present in most igneous rock and are used in the classification of such rocks.  Through 

they have closely related form and physical properties they are divided into two groups: 

1. The potassium barium feldspar which are monoclinic or nearly monoclinic and  

2. The sodium and calcium feldspar which are definitely triclinic. 

The composition of any feldspar may be given terms of a general formula WZ4O8 in W = Ba, k, 

Na and Ca; Z = Si and Al.  Si:Al ratio varies 1:1  to 3:1 

The following are the important minerals of the feldspar group: 

1.  K. feldspar: 

a) Sanidine             …………..   Monoclinic } 

b) Orthoclage         ………….    Monoclinic } K Al Si3  O8 

c)  Microcline        ……………   Triclinic       } 

d) Adularia             …………… Monoclinic or Triclinic.} K Al Si3 O8 

2. Barium feldspar: 

       Celsian  ……  Ba Al Si3  O4 

3. Sodalime feldspar (plagioclase series)  

           Intermediate between Albite (Na Al Si3 O8 ) and Anorthite (  Ca Al  Si3  O8 ) which 

are triclinic.   

The Barium feldspar in rare in rocks and hence it is omitted from further consideration and 

the feldspar will be discussed here as a three component system. 

Potash feldspar or Alkali feldspars 

           The compound KAlSi3O8 in polymorphous and it exists in 4 different modifications.  They 

are sanidine, orthoclase, microcline and microcline crystallize at intermediate at low temperatures. 

Adularia is found in low temperature hydrothermal veins. Sandine is the more disordered 

polymorph and microcline is the more disordered polymorph.  The Si and Al atoms are arranged 

in a regular fashion in microcline.  They are randomly arranged in sanidine. 

     All the above feldspar have two sets of cleavage; One set is more perfect and is parallel to ( 

001) and the other set is less perfect and is parallel to (010).  The two cleavages intersect nearly at 

right angles. 

Sanidine and orthoclase: (kAl Si3O8) 

        crystal system – monoclinic; crystals usually short prismatic, flattened parallel to (010).  

Twinning: common in carlsbad law (composition plane (001)) and Baveno law (composition 

plane(021)). Cleavage (001) and (010). Hardness – 6. Sp.gr – 2.56.  Colour: sanidine is colourless 

or white and has a Glassy appearance; Orthoclage is usually  white, pink, or grey.  Luster – 

Vitreous; pearly on cleavage planes. Streak –   white.  



Optical properties: 

              Orthoclase occur in thin section as rectangular or shapeless grains.  It is colourless with 

intersecting cleavage cracks.  Relief is low with very weak birefringence producing I order gray 

interference colour.  Optically negative.  Maximum extinction angle in the side pinacoid 21◦.  In 

other sections extinction is nearly straight. Due to alteration it has often cloudy appearance. 

Diagnostic properties: 

                    Sanidine and orthoclase can be distinguished from plagioclase feldspar by the absence 

of twinning striations. 

Occurrence: 

                 Sanidine being in a high temperature polymorph occurs in volcanic rocks rich in potash 

such as rhyloties, and trachyte.  Orthoclase occur in many igneous rocks and metamorphic rocks.   

Adularia is a vein mineral. 

Microcline: K Al Si3 O8 

         Crystal system: triclinic. Occur as tabular crystals flattened parallel to 010.  Winning – poly-

synthetically twinned on albite and pericline laws.  The two twin lamellae cross each other nearly 

at right angles producing a characteristic cross hatched structure on grating structure.   Cleavage – 

(001), perfect and (010), less perfect. Hardness – 6. Specific gravity: 2.56.  Colour – usually white 

or grey; bright green variety is called amazon stone.  Lustre – Vitreous; streak white. 

Optical properties: 

           In this section’s microcline occurs as shapeless grains which are colourless.  Under crossed 

nicols they show the characteristic cross in other sections nearly parallel. 

Diagnostic properties: 

              Microcline can be distinguished from orthoclage by optical properties.  It`s 

occurrence in granite pegmatites and hydrothermal veins is a useful guide.                                

Anorthoclage  and  perthites 

                At temperature above 660◦ c soild solution exists between KAlSi3O8 and NaAlSi3O8.  

The more potassic members of this series are triclinic and they are known as Anorthoclase.  At 

low temperatures solid solution between KAlSi3O8  and NaAlSi3O8 is not stable and spilts into 

subparallel lamellar which are alternatively sodic and potassic in composition.  Such an 

intergrowth is called perthite.  In normal perthites the K- feldspar occurs as films or veins of lenses 

inside the plagioclase.  These perthites are said to be exsolution perthites as they result from 

unmixing of soild solutions.  Perthites also form by metasomatic replacement.  Microperthites can 



be recognized only under the microscope.  In cryptoperthites the intergrowth cannot be recognized 

even under the microscope.  

 Plagioclase Feldspar Series (or) Albite - Anorthite Series (or) Soda- lime feldspar 

         The two mineral Albite (NaAlSi3O8) and Anorthite (CaAl3Si2O8) are completely miscible 

in all proportions at high temperatures and they form a continuous soild solution series.  They 

series is known as the plagioclase feldspar series or soda lime feldspars.  All them members of the 

series have triclinic symmetry.  The crystals are usually tabular, flattened parallel to (010).  The 

plagioclase occurs and commonly as irregular grains and cleavage masses. These minerals are 

commonly polysyuthetically twinned on both albite and pericline laws.  Carlsbad, Baveno and 

Manebach twins are also common.  The whole plagioclase series is divided into six species or 

subspecies as follows based upon the percentage of Albite and Anorthite molecules. 

Name of the species Percentage of the Albite Percentage of the Anorthite 

Albite 100   to  90 0    to 10 

Oligoclase    90  to  70 10  to 30 

Andesine    70  to  50 30  to 50 

Labrodorite    50  to  30 50  to 70 

Bytownite    30  to  10 70  to 90 

Anorthite    10  to   0 90  to  100 

              

  All the members have two sets of cleavage, one parallel to (001) and the other to (010).  The 

former is more  perfect then the latter.  The specific gravity varies between 2.62 and 2.76 , 

increasing with the anorthite content.  For pure albite it is 2.62 and for pure anorthite it is 2.76.  

Luster – Vitreous; often pearly cleavage surfaces.  Colour is usually white or gray; may be reddish 

or reddish brown. Hardness –   6.  

Optical properties: 

                        The plagioclase feldspar occurs as rectangular or irregular grains in thin sections.  

They are colourless.  The relief Is low to moderate increasing with an content.  When analyser is 

inserted they show lamellar twinning on albite and pericline laws, which is characteristics of 

plagioclase.  The refractive indices α, β, λ corresponding to the three vibrations X, Y and Z increase 

gradually from albite to anorthite.  Thus a correct determination of refractive indices will enable 

the determination of chemical composition. 

                        The extinction angle is a very useful guide in the computation of Alite and 

Anorthite contents in a given plagioclase.  The extinction varies with crystallographic orientations 

and also with composition.  Therefore different sections will give different values of extinction 

angle.  The symmetrical extinction is shown by sections which are perpendicular to the 010 face 

with reference to the Albite twin lamellae.  The extinction angles for such sections are given below 

for the various  plagioclase feldspars. 



➢ Albite  …………….   12◦  to  16◦ 

➢ Oligoclase ………… a  few degree only 

➢ Andesine ………….. 20◦ 

➢ Labradorite ………. 27◦ 

➢ Bytownite  ………… 38◦ 

➢ Anorthite …………… 738◦ 

           A  section perpendicular to (010) shows equal illumination in eight position. i.e when the 

albite twin lamellae is either parallel to across hair or at 45◦ positions.  The 2v ( optical axial angle) 

and the optic sign also vary with composition.  For some members the  optic sign is   +ve  and for 

others it is –ve. The position of the optical axial plane also differ in different species of the series.  

The birefringence is generally weak and increase from Albite to Anorthite.  In Albite and 

Oligoclase and  it is less than that of quartz and hence a first order grey interference colour is 

produced.  Andesine has more or less the same birefringences as that of quartz.  Other members 

therefore produce a  first order yellow colour. 

Diagnostic  Properties: 

               The plagioclase feldspar can be distinguished from the potash feldspar by the presence 

of twinning striations on basal cleavage surfaces.  

Occurrence: 

              Albite and Oligoclase are found in acidic and intermediate igneous rocks like granite 

pegmatites, granite, rhyolite, granodiorites etc.  Andesine occurs in andesites and diorites.  

Labradorite is a common feldspar in basic and ultrabasic igneous rocks like gabbros, basalts, 

norites, anorthosites etc.  Anorthite and bytownite also occur in such rocks.  The plagioclase are 

also found in metamorphic rocks. 

                The plagioclase feldspar are the typical example for isomorphism because of the 

following : 

➢ There is close analogy in chemical composition between the member of the 

series. 

➢ Complete solid solution exists between the end members at all proportions 

producing an infinite number of intermediate members; 

➢ All the members of the series have the same crystal structure and hence similar 

external forms with same cleavage and more or less similar physical properties. 

➢ The physical properties vary continuously and graditionally with composition. 

 



Feldspathoid Group 

     The feldspathoids constitute a group of sodium and potassium aluminosilicates.  They appear 

in place of feldspar in rocks rich in alkalies and poor silica.  They are therefore called silica poor 

feldspars.  Feldspathoid never occur with free quartz.  They crystallize in several system; but most 

species are either isometric or hexagonal.  In place of silica which is definite.  The feldspathoids 

contain other elements like Cl, H, S, O etc.. 

       The common minerals of the feldspathoid group are  

❖ Leucite  –    KAlSi2O6 

❖ Nepheline – NaAlSiO4 

❖ Cancrinite  –  Na8(AlSiO4)6(HCo3)2  

❖ Sodalite Group: 

• Sodalite  –  3(NaAlSiO4) NaCl 

• Hauyne   –  3(NaAlSiO4) CaSO4 

• Nasean   –   3(NaAlSiO4) Na2SO4 

• Lazurite  –    3(NaAlSiO4) Na2S 

            Various staining techniques are used  to know the presence of a feldspathoid mineral in 

rocks.  The members of the group are readily attacked by acids.  The individual members are 

described below: 

Leucite : KAlSi2O6 

         Crystal system – isometic or pseudo isometric.  Crystals are usually trapezohedral.  Cleavage 

(110), very imperfect.  Hardness – 6.  Sp.gr – low.  Colour – Colourless,  white or grey. Streak – 

white. Luster  –  Vitreous. 

Optical properties: 

              Colourless in thin section with low relief.  Occur as euhedral or rounded grains.  Often 

include regularly arranged foreign material.  Some varieties are weekly birefringent. 

Diagnostic  Properties: 

                  Leucite is readily recognized by its crystal form and its occurrence as embedded 

crystals in volcanic rocks.  Analine  resembles Leucite; but it occurs lining the cavities of volcanic 

rocks and not as embedded crystals. 

Occurrence:   

              Leucite occurs in volcanic igneous rocks like Leucitophyres, Leucite  – phenolites, basalts 

etc. 

 



 

 Nepheline : NaAlSiO4 

            Crystals system  – Hexagonal.  Crystals are usually prismatic with hexagonal cross 

sections.  Occur also as irregular grains.  Cleavage  – (10Ῑ0), poor.  Hardness – 6. Sp.gr – 2.63 ( 

medium) colour.  Usually white, sometimes grey or brown.  Streak – White.  Lustre – vitreous or 

greasy. 

Optical properties: 

              Colourless in thin sections with with very low birefringence with first order gray 

interference colour.  Extinction – straight  in vertical sections. Optically –ve.  

 Diagnostic  Properties: 

                          Crystals have greasy luster. It readily decompose with HCl acid. 

Occurrence:   

             Occurs in the plutonic and volcanic rocks of the nephaline syenite  facily. 

       Eleolite is the dark coloured variety of nephaline with greasy luster. 

Cancrinite : Na8(AlSiO4)6(HCo3)2 

           Crystals system – Hexagonal.  Occurs commonly in massive form.  Cleavage – perfect 

(1010).  Colour – commonly yellow, also white, red.  Hardness – 5 to 6.  Sp.gr – 2.5 (low).  Luster 

– Vitreous. 

Optical properties: 

          Colourless in thin sections.  Under crossed nicols show 2nd order interference colours.  

Refractive index is very low.  Extinction – Straight.   Optically –ve.  

Diagnostic Properties: 

            Cancrinite effervesces readily with dilute HCl acid. 

Occurrence:   

      Cancrinite occurs only in plutonic rocks of the nephaline syenite family. 

Sodalite : 3(NaAlSiO4) NaCl 

          The members of the group constitute an isomorphous series.  i.e.  They all have analogous 

chemical composition and more or less similar crystal form and structure.  They all crystallize  in 



the isometric system.  Crystals are usually dodecahedron or octahedrons.  They often occur as 

rounded grains or irregular graints.  Hardness – 5.5 to 6.  Cleavage – (110) good.  Sp.gr – 2.5 to 

2.9.  Colour – usually in shades of blue ; may be white or pink.   Streak – white.  Luster – Vitreous. 

Optical properties: 

            In this section the sodalite group are usually blue; sometimes colourless.  Refractive index 

– low.  Relief – low.  Under crossed nicols they are all isotrophic. 

Diagnostic  Properties: 

      The members of the sodalite group are recognized by their blue colour.  In the absence of blue 

colour special chemical tests are required  a recognize mineral.  

Occurrence:   

          They occur in both volcanic and plutonic rocks of the nephaline syenite family along with 

other feldspathoids. 

 

Pyroxene Group 

    The pyroxenes include a group of minerals which are closely related in structure, physical 

properties and chemical properties but they fall into two groups : the  Orthorhombic pyroxene and  

monoclinic  pyroxenes.  The pyroxene with orthorhombic symmetry are also said to 

Clinopyroxenes.  All the pyroxenes have two sets of cleavage that are  parallel to the prism faces.  

The prism is the fundamental form in all pyroxenes.  It is (210) in orthorhombic  and (110) in 

monoclinic.  The two cleavage intersect at angles of 87◦ and 93◦,  i.e. nearly at right angles. The 

general formula of pyroxene may be  written as ( W, X, Y)2 Z2O6.  W, X, Y, Z indicate elements 

of similar conic size which can replace each other.  These elements may be : 

                W = Ca, Na (W is generally close to 1 or 0) 

                X = Mg, Fe2, Mn2, Li    

                Y = Al, Fe3 ,  Ti 

                Z = Si, Al ( Si : Al ratio is always 3:1) 

 The following are the important species of the pyroxene group :   

Orthorhombic : 

❖ Enstatite         –    MgSiO3 

❖ Hypersthene   –   (Mg, Fe) SiO3 



Monoclinic  : 

❖ Clinoenstatite      –   MgSiO3 

❖ Clinchypersthene – (Mg, Fe) SiO3 

❖ Diopside                –  Ca, Mg, Si2O6 

❖ Hedenbergite       –  Ca Fe Si2O6    

❖ Augite                    –  Ca(Mg, Fe, Al)(AlSi)2O6 

❖ Aegirine                 –  NaAlSi2O6 

❖ Jadelite                  –  NaAlSi2O6 

❖ Spodumene          –  Li AlSi2O6 

❖ Johannsenite        –  CaMnSi2O6(rare) 

Enstatite and Hypersthene : MgSiO3  and  (Mg, Fe) SiO3  

            Crystal system – Orthorhombic; crystals are rare;  occur usually as shapeless grains or 

cleavable masses. Cleavage (210), good.  Hardness – 6. Sp.gr varies between 3.2 to 3.9 , increasing 

with iron content.  Enstatite is colourless, white or pale green.  Hypersthene is brownish green, 

grayish or greenish black and sometimes black.  Colour becomes dark with increasing iron content.  

The bronze colour variety of hypersthene is called bronzite.  Streak  –  White or gray. Luster – 

Vitreous. 

Optical properties: 

            In this section enstatite is usually colourless or pale green.  Hypersthene is usually 

pleochroic in shades of pink, yellow and green.  Enstatite is optically +ve,  hypersthene –ve. In 

longitudinal sections the extinction is straight with reference to prismatic cleavage.  Birefringence 

weak producing first order interference colours.  Some varieties show schillerization.  

Diagnostic  Properties: 

      The colour and the pyroxene cleavage are characteristic of enstatite and bronzite.  Dark 

coloured varieties resemble augite. 

Occurrence:   

        The orthopyroxene occur typically in basic and ultrabasic rocks low in calcium, such as 

pyroxenites, peridotites, norites and some basalts.  They also occur in some metamorphic rocks. 

Clinopyroxenes : 

                      Clinoenstatite and Clinohypersthene are the unstable forms and hence they are 

unknown in terrestrial rocks. 

Diopside (Ca, Mg, Si2O6), Hedenbergite(Ca Fe Si2O6) and Augite(Ca(Mg, Fe, 

Al)(AlSi)2O6) 



               Crystal system –  Monoclinic, Crystals are usually short and prismatic with square cross 

section; occurs also in granular and massive forms.  Twinning may be present with (110), good.  

Parting may be present parallel to (100) (variety –  diallage), parallel to (001).  Hardness  – 6.  

Sp.gr  – 3.25 to 3.5 icreasing with iron content.  Colour  –  iron free varieties are usually colourless 

or white; generally dark green to black.  Streak  –  White to gray.  Luster  –  Vitreous. 

Optical properties: 

             In this sections diopside is colourless or pale green, hedenbergite is pale green.  Augite is 

colourless, green or yellowish brown; titaniferous augite is purplish in colour usually non-

pleochroic.  Strongly coloured varieties may be weakly pleochroic.  Some varieties of augite show 

hourglass structure and zoning.  Extinction angles  –  on clinopinacoid Diopside  –  38◦ to 42◦ 

hedenbergite –  48◦; augite –  45◦ to 50◦.  All three minerals are optically +ve.  Birefringence – 

strong producing 2nd and 3rd  order interference colours. 

Alkali pyroxenes: 

Aegirine : NaAlSi2O6 

       Crystal system  –  monoclinic.  Occurs usually as long prismatic crystals or as acicular or 

fibrous  crystals.  Cleavage  –  prismatic (110) good.  Twinning  –  often twinned with twin plane 

(100).  Hardness  –  6.  Sp.gr  –  3.5 to 3.6.  colour  –  dark green, greenish black or nearly black.  

Streak  –   gray.  Lustre  –   Vitreous. 

Optical properties: 

       Cross section are often six sided due to the absence of clinopinacoid.  Usually pleochroic in 

shades of green.  Extinction angle in clino– pinacoid with the cleavage is low, 2◦ to 6◦. Optically 

–ve.  Birefringence strong. 

 Diagnostic  Properties: 

       The low extinction angle and strong pleochronic are useful in distinguishing aegirite from 

other pyroxenes. 

Occurrence:   

        Aegirine and aegirine – augite occurs in sodium rich igneous rocks such as alkali granites, 

nephaline syenite etc. 

Jadeite : NaAlSi2O6 

            Crystals system  – monoclinic crystals very rare.  Usually fine grained or dense masses.  

Cleavage –(110) good, but not visible in hand specimens; fine grained varieties are extremely 



tough.  Hardness – 6.5 to 7.  Sp.gr –3.25 to 3.35. Colour – Usually green, may be white, brown or 

rarely violet.  Streak – white.  Lustre – Vitreous; waxy in polished specimens. 

Optical properties: 

         Usually colourless in thin sections.  Extinction angle 30◦ to 40◦ In clinopinacoid.  Optically 

+ve.  Birefringence – moderate. 

 Diagnostic  Properties: 

         Jadeite often resembles nephrite from which it can be distinguished by a determination of 

density. 

Occurrence:   

   Mode of occurrence no well-known possibility of metamorphic origin occurs more 

commonly as stream worn boulders. 

Spodumen : Li AlSi2O6 

  Crystal system – Monoclinic; occurs as long prismatic crystals and platy masses.  Large crystals 

occur in some pegmalites.  Cleavage – (110) perfect; parting may be present parallel to (100) 

giving a splintery fracture which is characteristic of spodumene.  Hardness – 6.5;         Sp.gr – 3.1 

to 3.2. colour – usually white , pink or violet, transparent variety is called Kunzite; green 

transparent variety is called hiddenites.  They are use as gemstones.  Streak – white.  Lustre – 

Vitreous. 

  Optical properties: 

         Usually pleochronic in shades of green. Optically +ve. Birefringence – strong. Extinction 

angle in clinopinacoid to the prism cleavage – 25◦. Optically +ve.  

Diagnostic  Properties: 

    It’s typical occurrence in granite – pegmalites and it’s form are diagnostic. 

 Occurrence:   

     Occurs typically in complex granite – pegmatites with other lithium bearing minerals. 

Amphibole Group 

                 The amphibole group includes a number of minerals which are analogous with the 

pyroxene in chemical composition.  They have more or less similar physical properties and 

chemical composition.  They are all structurally related to each other.  The minerals of this group 

crystallize either Orthorhombic system and Monoclinic system.  This group is divided into a 



number of series. In each series extensive replacement is possible between ions which have similar 

size.  Therefore, the composition of an amphibole mineral is usually complex.  Though the 

amphiboles are similar to pyroxene in composition they contain essential (OH) group in the 

structure.  This Si:O ratio is 4:11 in amphibole and it is 1:3 in pyroxenes.  Like pyroxene the 

amphibole also have two sets of cleavages parallel to the prism faces. (210)is the fundamental form 

in orthorhombic amphiboles and (110) in the monoclinic amphiboles.  The two cleavages intersect 

at angles of 124◦ and 56◦.  The general formula of amphibole may be written as (X,Y,Z)7–8 

(Z4O11) 2(OH)2.   In the above formula 

  W = Ca and Na ;  X = Mg, Fe  and Mn ; Y = Fe, Ti, and Al ; Z = Si and Al. 

 W may be zero or near zero; or it may vary between 2 and 3.   OH  may be replaced by F.  The 

following are the principal species of the amphibole group: 

Orthorhombic : 

1. Anthophyllite series – (Mg, Fe)7 Si8 O22 (OH)2 

Monoclinic ; 

2.  Cummingtonite – Grumerite series  

a. Cummingtonite – (Mg, Fe)7 Si8 O22 (OH)2 

b. Grunerite – (Fe, Mg)7 Si8 O22 (OH)2 

3. Tremolite –  Actinolite series 

a. Tremolite – (Ca, Mg)5 Si8 O22 (OH)2 

b. Actinolite – Ca2 (Mg, Fe)5 Si8 O22 (OH)2 

4. Hornblende series – (Ca, Mg, Fe, Al, Na)7-8(Si, Al)8 O22 (OH)2 

5.  Alkali amphiboles series: 

a. Glucophane   – Na2 (Mg, Fe)3(Al,Fe)2Si8 O22 (OH)2 

b. Riebeckite  – Na2 (Fe2, Fe)3Si8 O22 (OH)2 

c. Arfuedsonite  – Na3 Mg4AlSi8 O22 (OH)2 

Anthophyllite series – (Mg, Fe)7 Si8 O22 (OH)2                                                                            

     Crystal system – Orthorhombic. Occurs usually in the form of  prismatic neddles or as radiating 

fibres. Amosite is a fibrous variety of anthophyllite as which is a type of asbestos.  Cleavage – 

(210), perfect.  Hardness – 6.  Sp.gr – 3 to 3.2 increasing with iron content. Colour – white, grey 

or brown. Streak – white.  Luster – Vitreous; silky in fibrous varieties. 

  Optical properties: 

         Usually pleochroic in thin section is shades of yellow and green.  Extinction – Straight. 

Optically –ve.   Aluminium rich varieties are +ve. Birefringence – Strong. 

  Diagnostic  Properties: 



      Anthophylite differs from other amphibole is coloured appearance.  It is similar to 

cummingtorite  from which it can be distinguished by optical characters.  

Occurrence:   

    Anthophylite occurs only in metamorphic rocks of medium grade. 

Cummingtonite – (Mg, Fe)7 Si8 O22 (OH)2                                                                      

      Crystal system – Monoclinic.  Occurs usually in aggregates of fibrous crystals which often 

radiate.  Cleavage – (110) perfect. Hardness – 6.  Sp.gr – 3.2 to 3.6, increasing with iron content.  

Colour – pale brown to dark brown.  Streak – white.  Lustre – Vitreous to silky.  Iron rich varieties 

are called grunerite.  Magnesium rich varieties are called cummingtonite. 

Optical properties: 

        Usually pleochronic in pale yellow, green or brown.  Transverse sections show the 

characteristic amphibole cleavages intersecting at 124◦and 54◦.  Birefringence – strong. Extinction 

angle is clinopincoid with reference to be cleavage is 18◦ for above 10◦ for grunerite.  

Cummingtonite is Optically +ve. Grunerite  is Optically –ve.  Lamellar twinning commonly seen.  

Diagnostic  Properties: 

   The colour of cummingtonite is characteristic and serves to distinguish it from other anphiboles 

except anthrophylite which has lower sp.gr than it. 

Occurrence:   

      Occurs in medium grade metamorphic rocks. 

Tremolite – Actinolite series:  

                 (Ca, Mg)5 Si8 O22 (OH)2 and Ca2 (Mg, Fe)5 Si8 O22 (OH)2 

     Tremolite contains very little or no iron.  Actinolite contains a considerable amount of iron. 

Crystal system – monoclinic. Occurs usually in aggregates of long prismatic crystals, sometimes 

fibrous and asbestiform.  Nephrite is a fine grained and dense variety.  Cleavage – (100),perfect.  

Sp.gr – 3 to 3.6, increasing with iron content. colour – white in tremolite.  Actinolite is green.  

Some varieties of tremolite are pink or pale violet.  Streak – white.  Luster – Vitreous. 

Optical properties: 

       In thin section, give long bladed prismatic sections and diamond shaped cross section.  Cross 

section show the characteristic amphibole cleavage that intersect at 124◦ and 56◦.  Tremolite is 

colourless; actinolite is pleochroic in shades of green and or yellow.  Birefringence – strong.  

Extinction angle on the clinopinacoid is 15◦ – 18◦. Optically –ve.  



 Diagnostic  Properties: 

 Colour and from are the diagnostics of tremolite and actinolite series.  

Occurrence:   

        Tremolite and actinolite occurs in metamorphosed dolomitic limestones. 

Hornblende series – (Ca, Mg, Fe, Al, Na)7-8(Si, Al)8 O22 (OH)2 

     Crystal system – monoclinic. Occurs more commonly in columnar aggregates of prismatic 

crystals with hexagonal crystals; also as irregular grains and massive. Twinning – commonly 

twinned with (100) as twin plane.  Cleavage – (110), perfect. Hardness – 6. Sp.gr – 3 to 3.4, 

increasing with iron content.  Colour – dark green, dark brown or black.  Streak –white or grey.  

Luster – vitreous.  Brown varieties contain a considerable amount of TiO2  and are deficient in 

(OH).  They are called basaltic hornblendes as they occur typically in basic igneous rocks.   

Optical properties: 

     In thin sections hornblende occurs with six sided cross section showing two sets of cleavage 

intersecting at 124◦ and 56◦.  Markedly pleochronic in shades of green, yellow or brown.  Basaltic 

hornblende is brown in thin sections.  Birefringence fairly strong giving second orger interference 

colours.  Extinction angle in clinopinacoid 18◦ to 20◦. Optically –ve.  Some varieties may be +ve. 

Diagnostic  Properties: 

        Distinguished from pyroxenes by it’s cleavage angles of 56◦and 124◦ and the six sided cross 

sections.  Colour is generally darker than other amphiboles. 

Occurrence:   

        Hornblende is an important a common rock forming mineral.  It is found in a variety of rocks. 

It is common in metamorphic rocks like schists and gnesisses.  In igneous rocks it is more 

commonly in plutonic rocks than in volcanic rocks.  It occur abundantly in dorites and syneties.  

Glucophane   – Na2 (Mg, Fe)3(Al,Fe)2Si8 O22 (OH)2   Riebeckite  – Na2 (Fe2, 

Fe)3Si8 O22 (OH)2 

     Crystal system – monoclinic.  Riebeckite is rich in iron than glaucophane.  They occur as 

prismatic to acicular crystals, sometimes fibrous and asbestiform.  Cleavage – (110), perfect.  

Hardness – 6. 

Sp.gr – 3.0 to 3.4, increasing with iron content. Colour – pale blue, dark blue or black, depending 

with iron content.  Streak – white to blue gray.  Luster – vitreous, silky in fibrous varieties. 

 



Optical properties: 

        Strongly pleochronic in shades of blue, violet and green.  Extinction – 5◦ in glaucophane and 

nearly straight in reibeckite in clinopinacoid.  Birefringence – low.  Optically negative. 

Diagnostic  Properties: 

           Glaucophane and riebeckite are characterized by their blue colour ( In black or dark 

coloured varieties the blue tint is seen when the mineral is crushed). 

 Occurrence:   

    Glaucophane is found only in medium grade metamorphic rocks like glaucophane schists.  

Reibeckite occurs in both metamorphic and igneous rocks.  In igneous rocks it occurs especially 

in alkali granites and related rocks. 

Arfuedsonite  – Na3 Mg4AlSi8 O22 (OH)2 

    Crystal system – Monoclinic.  Common form – elongated prismatic crystals, often in aggregates.  

Cleavage – (110), perfect.  Hardness – 6.  Sp.gr – 3.45.  streak – white. Luster – vitreous. 

Optical properties: 

     In this thin section strongly pleochronic in blue to yellow. Optically –ve.  Extinction angle in 

(110) varies from 14◦ to 20◦. 

Diagnostic  Properties: 

     It’s pleochroism in blue and yellow colours in characteristics. 

Occurrence:   

    Occurs in alkali rich igneous rocjs like nephaline – syneties and related rocks. 

Compare the contrast the minerals of the amphibole group and those of the pyroxene group: 

   The amphiboles and pyroxenes have many properties in common.  Bothe the group of minerals 

have chain structures.  There is a close similarly in chemical composition between the two groups.  

Both the silicates of bivalent and trivalent cations. Both have two sets of cleavages which are 

parallel to the prism faces.  The prism is the fundamental form in both pyroxenes and amphiboles.  

The minerals of the two groups crystallize in the two systems namely orthorhombic and 

monoclinic.  The prism is (110) in monoclinic species and (210) in orthorhombic species.  They 

all have more or less similar physical and optical characters. 

      

 



The principal distinction between the pyroxenes ad amphiboles are given in the following table :  

           

            Amphibole              Pyroxenes 

1. Prism angles 124◦ and 54◦ Prism angle 57◦ and 93◦ 

2. Cleavage intersect at angles of 124◦  and 

56◦ 

Cleavage intersect at angles of 87◦ and 93◦ 

3. Blades forms common  Bladed forms are not common 

4. Commonly pleochroic in thin sections Commonly non pleochroic in thin sections 

5. Crystals commonly terminated by three 

faces 

Crystals terminated by two faces 

6. Twins with no re-entrant angle Twins with re-entrent angle 

7. Ortho pinacoid is absent  Ortho pinacoid is present 

8. Transverse sections 6-sided or diamond 

shaped 

Transverse sections 8-sided or square in 

outline 

9. Extinction angles on (010) less than 20◦  Extinction angle on (010) about 40 to 45◦ 

10. Have double chain silicate structures Have single chain silicate structure 

11. Si:O ratio 4:11  Si:O ratio 1:3 

                          

GARNET GROUP 

          The garnet group includes a number of isomorphous minerals which crystallize in the cubic 

system.  They occur commonly in crystals.  The crystals are usually dodecahedrons (110) or 

trapezohedron (hkl) or combination of these two, rarely combination of hexoctahedron (hkl) and 

dodecahedron.  The garnets also occur in massive and granular forms.  The garnet are characterized 

by the absence of cleavage.  But parting or cracks may be present.  The hardness varies from 7 to 

7.5. the sp.gr is 3.6 to 4.3 depending on the composition. 

 The general formula of garnet is X3 Y2 (SiO4)3  in which X may be Ca, Mg, Fe or Mn  and Y 

may be Al, Fe or Cr.  The garnet group in divided into two groups namely the pyralspite group and 

the Ugrandite group.  The following are the principal species of the garnet group.   

Pyralspite group                  Composition                           Sp.gr 

1. Pyrope                         Mg3Al2(SiO4)3                    3.58 

2.  Almandite                  Fe3Al2(SiO4)3                      4.32 

3. Spessartite                  Mn3Al2(SiO4)3                     4.19 

Ugrandite group 

1. Uvarovite                       Ca3Cr2(SiO4)3                     3.78 

2.  Grossularite                  Ca3Al2(SiO4)3                     3.59 

3. Andradite                        Ca3Fe2(SiO4)3                   3.86 



The composition of naturally occurring garnets does not approach the above formulas, as a result 

of extensive atomic substitution.  There is extensive atomic substitution between pyrope and 

almandite. A series of intermediate minerals are known between these two members.  Similarly 

a series of intermediate composition exist between almandite and spessartite and between 

grossularite and andradite.  There is a very limited substitution between the pyralspite group and 

the ugrandite group due to the differences in ionic size between the calcium on the one hand and 

ferrous iron and magnesium on the other.  Solid solution intermediate between pyrope and 

spessarite is also not known because of the size variation of the Fe and Mn ions.   

Colour:  colour is variable, but commonly dark red or reddish brown.  The colours usually 

observed in different species are given below 

Pyrope        –  red to black                                                                                       

Almandite  –  red or reddish brown                                                             

Spessartite  – orange to dark red or brown                                   

Uvarovite    –   emerald green                                                          

Grossularite – white (pure varieties), yellow, pink, green or brown      

Andradite  –  yellow, greenish yellow, greenish brown or black   

Streak – white ;  Fracture – subconchoidal ;  Lustre –  Viterous or uneven may be earthy or 

resinous. 

   Optical properties: 

         Garnets occur in thin section as somewhat rounded crystals usually with cracks and having 

no cleavage.  The colour is usually pale pink.  The R.I is very high varying with composition 

between 1.74 and 1.94.  therefore they appear with high relief in thin sections.  The garnets being 

isometric minerals are usually isotrophic between crossed nicols.  However they may show a weak 

birefringence due to abnormal sector twinning or due to strain polarization.  This is an optical 

anomaly.   

Optical properties: 

             The crystal form, hardness, absence of cleavage and colour are useful guides in identifying 

garnets.  A correct determination of sp.gr and R.I enable the determination of chemical 

composition as there is a good correlation between these. 

Occurrence:   

  Garnets are typically minerals or metamorphic rocks though they have been found in some 

igneous rocks.  The mode of occurrence of each species  in given below : 



Pyrope : occurs in ultra basic igneous rocks and serpentines derived from them and also in high 

grade magnesium rich metamorphic rocks. 

Almandine : It is the common garnet of schists and gneisses.  It also occurs in igneous rocks like 

granites and rhyolites and pegmatites. 

Spessartite :  occurs in metamorphosed manganese bearing rocks and also in pegmatites. 

Uvarovite :  It is rare , occurs with chromite in serpentine. 

Grossularite : It occurs in metamorphosed impure limestones in association with wollastonite, 

calcite and vesuvianite.  It is also calkled grossular. 

Andradite : It occurs commonly in association  with or deposits and is formed by metasomatic 

alternation of limestones by iron bearing solutions. 

Uses and Varieties   

                     Garnet being a harder mineral is used as an abrasive.  Garnet sand is used to make 

sand paper.  Transparent pure garnet of good colour can be cut in gemstones.  Demantoid is a green 

colour variety of andradite.  Flawless uvarovite and pyrope are also used in jewellery.     

Cinnamonstone is a gem variety of grossularite which has a light cinnamon or yellowish colour.  

Melaniote, pyrancite, topazolite and colophonites are difference variety of Andradite. 

The garnets and isomorphism : 

 The garnets are very good examples for isomorphism because of the following:   

1.   All the members of the group crystallize with the same structure and hence there is similarity 

in the external forms also.  All the minerals crystallize as dodecahedron or trapezohedron or 

the combination of these two.  Hexoctahedron may be also present. 

2.  There is extensive atomic substitution between various members of the group and a large 

number of minerals with intermediate composition are known. 

The physical properties are also more or less similar reflecting the similarity in structure 

 

ZEOLITE 

VARIETIES: 

Analcime 

Natrolite 

Mesolite 



Scolecite 

Thomsonite 

Phillipsite 

Harmotome 

Chabazite 

Heulandite 

Stilbite 

Lamuonite 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: 

                        Color       :   White 

                        Lustre    :    Vitreous to pearly 

                        Streak     :   White 

                       Cleavage :    Perfect 

                        Form        :   Accicular 

                       Fracture   :   Even fracture 

                       Hardness :   3.5 

                       S.gr              :   2.10-2.47 

 Chemical properties: 

     Category              : Tectosilicates 

    Formla                 : (Na,K)2  Al2 Si3 O10, 2H2O                                       

   Crystal System   : Monoclinic 

Optical Properties:  

 Under the polarizer  light :  

Colour          : Colourless 

Form            :  Anhedral                                       



Cleavage      :  Perfect  

Relief           : Moderate  

Refractive Index  :  Medium  

Pleochroism   :  absent 

Twinkling         :  absent 

Inclusion and alteration : absent 

 Under Analyser: 

  Isotropism/anisotroposim  :   anisotroposim 

 Extention angle    : Straight oroblique 

 Twinning                : present 

Interference            : White to pale yellow 

Optic sign                : Biaxial (+)or (-) 

MODE OF OCCUREANCE:  

Natural zeolite form where volcanic rocks and ash layers react with alkaline ground water. 

Zeolites also crystallize in post –depositional environments over periods ranging form thousands 

to millions of years in shallow marine basins . 

Naturally occurring zeolite are rarely pure and are contaminated to varying degress by other 

minerals metals ,quartz or other zeolites. 

Zeolites transform to otherminerals under weathering ,hydrothermal alteration or metamorphic 

conditions . 

Zeolites occures in natural ,artificial synthesis and the zeolite conundrum . 

USES : 

Zeolites are widely used as iron exchange beds in domestic and commercial water purification, 

softening and other application.              

In chemistry, zeolite are used to separate molecules and as traps for molecules so they can be 

analyzed. 

  



Used in industries, biological gemstones, commercial and domestic. 

Zeolite are also widely used as catalysts and sorbents. 

Zeolite having the potential of providing precise and specific separation of gases ,including the 

removal of H2o ,co2 ,So2 form low grade natural gas streams .others nobal gas separation are also 

takes place . 

                                                                   WOLLASTONITE 

Wollastonite is a group of innosilicate mineral, formula is caSio3 that may include small amount 

of magnesium, manganese and iron substituting for calcium. 

A valuable industrial mineral, wollastonite is white, gray, or pale green in colour. 

It occurs as rare, tabular crystals or massive, coare-bladed, foliated, or fibrous , masses. 

Its crystals are usually triclinic, although its structure has seven variants, one of which is 

monoclinic. These variations are however, indistinguishable in hand specimens. 

Wollastonite forms as a result of the contact metamorphism of limestone and in igneous rocks that 

are contaminated by carbon-rich inclusions. 

It can be accompanied by other calcium containing silicates, such as diopside, tremolite, epidote, 

and grossular garnet. 

Wollastonite also appears in regionally metamorphosed rocks in schists, slates, and phyllites. 

It forms when impure limestone or dolomite is subjected to high temperature and pressure, which 

sometimes occurs in the presence of silica-bearing fluids as in skarns or in contact with 

metamorphic rocks. 

NAME: For William  Hyde Wollaston(1766-1828), English chemist and mineralogist. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: 

                                  Color               :    White, grey ,yellowish ,brown or brownishred  

                                  Lustre             :     Vitreous but pearly on cleavage planes  

                                  Streak             :     white  

                                  Cleavage         :    Perfect  

                                  Form                :    Columnar or fibrous  

                                  Fracture           :    Splintery to uneven 



                                  Hardness         :     4.5-5.0 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES : 

                                 Category           :   Inosilicate mineral 

                                 Formula            :    Calcium silicate ,CaSio3 

                                Crystal system  :    Triclinic  

                                Varieties            :     Wollastonite is also variety of pyroxenoids 

OPTICAL PROPERTIES : 

                                 Under plane polarised light  

                                Color                    :  Colourless 

                                Form                    :   An hedral  

                                Cleavage              :   Present  in any section  

                              Relief                     :  Moderate 

                              Refractive Index  :  Medium 

                              Pleochroism          : Absent  

                              Twinkling               :  Absent 

                              Inclusion Alteration : Absent 

                UNDER ANALYSER:  

                               Isotropism \Anisotropism     :  Anisotropism  

                               Extintion Angle                        :  Parallel extinction  

                               Twinning                                   :  Common 

                               Interference                             :  Grey 

                               Optic sign                                  : Biaxial (-) 

MODE OF OCCUREANCE : 

❖ Wollastonite usually occurs as a common constituent of a thermally metamorphosed 

impure limestone, it also could occure when the silicon is due to metamorphism in 



contact altered calcareous sediments, or to contamination in the invacling igneous 

rocks. 

❖ In most of these occurrence it is the result of the following reaction between calcite 

and silica with the loss of carbondioxide . 

❖ CaCo3+ Sio2->CaSio3+Ca2 

❖ It develops limestone with in a sandstone is metamorphosed by a like, which results 

in the formation of wollastonite in the sandstone 

❖ Para wollastonite has a similar paragenetic being reported form limestone blocks 

ejected during a volcanic eruption. 

    USES : 

✓ Wollastonite has industrial importance world wide  

✓ It is used in many industries, mostly in tile factories 

✓ In metallurgical application, wollastonite serves as a flux for welding, a source for 

calcium oxide, a slag conditioner, and to protect the surface of molten metal during 

the continuous casting of steel 

✓ It Is also mixed with paint, plastics ceramics for the durability and flexibility of the 

product  

✓ It also resists to chemical attack even it is stable at high temperature  

✓ It is used as ornamental building material.                                  

 

MICA GROUP 

Mica is a naturally occurring mineral, based on a group of silicate minerals composed of varying 

amounts of aluminum, potassium, magnesium, iron and water having thin sheet like or plate like 

structure with different composition and physical properties  

Category: phyllosilicates  

Classification: 1. Dioctahedral micas: Muscovite  

2.Trioctahedral micas: Biotite lepidolite, phlogopite, zinnwalite  

3.Brittle micas: clintonite  

Chemical composition: General formula of mica group: XY(2-3) Z(4)0(10)(OHF) 2 

X=kNa,Ba,Cs,Ca(lH30) Y=Al,MgFe2+,Li, Cr Mn, V,Zn Z=Si,AI,Fe3+,Be, Ti  

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES  

1.Colour :purple, rosy, silver, gray (lepidolite), dark,green,brown, black (biotite), yellowish 

brown, greenish White(phlogopite),.colourless, transparent (Muscovite) 2.Lustre: vitreous to 



pearly lustre 3.Clevage:perfect clevage 4.Streak:white.colourless 5.Fracture:flaky,brittle,uneven 

6.Hardness: 1.lepidolite-2.5 to4 2.Biotite phlogopite -2.5to3 3.Muscovite -2to2.5 7.Specific 

Gravity :2.8to3 8.Diaphaneity:transparent to translucent 9.Crystal System :monoclinic 10.Form 

:massive  

OPTICAL PROPERTIES  

Under polariser:  

1.colour:.colorless, white,grey,silver 2.Clevage perfect 3.Form:Euhedral 4.Pleochroism:present 

5.Reliefmoderate 6.Refractive Index moderate 7.Birefrigence:high  

Under Analyser :  

1.Isotrophic /anisotrophic: anisotrophic 2. Extinction :parallel extinction 3.Twinning none 

4.optical character :biaxial ()5.Interference Colours:2nd ,3rd order  

MODE OF OCCURENECE  

1.Mica is widely distributed and occurs in Igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary regimes.  

2.large crystals of mica used for various applications are typically mined from granitie 

pegmatites.  

3.The largest documented single Crystal of mica (phlogopite)was found in Lacey mine, Ontario, 

Canada.  

4. similar sized crystals were also found in Kerala, Russia.  

USES  

It is used in a paint as a pigment extender and also helps to brighten the tone of coloured 

pigments.  

lts shiny and glittery appearance make its ultimate for toothpaste and cosmetics The high 

thermal resistance allows it to be used as insulator in various electronics.  

MICA SHIELDS and GAUGE GLASS MICA can be used to secure the liquid level 

gauges from corrosive and acidic solutions.  

In the electrical industry the same as thermal insulation, and electrical insulators in 

electrical equipment  

                                              

 

 



                           Rhodonite 

ETYMOLOGY: Rhodonite, the name comes from the Greek word "Rhodos" means, 

rosy.  

VARIETIES:  

1.Bustamite: specimens of rhodonite that contain upto 20% of calacium oxide are 

usually grayish brown in colour and are known as "bustamite". But it is scientifically classified 

as an individual separate mineral species  

2. Fowlerite: "fowlerite" is the name given to specimens that contain upto 7% of 

zinc oxide. Specimens with a brown colour have usually been altered by weathering  

3.Pajsbergite: rhodonite from the Haristigen mine in Pajsbergate,Sweden  

4.pyroxmangite: Rhodonite is one of two minerals with a chemical composition of 

manganese silicate. The other is ahigh temperature and low-pressure POLYMORPH known as 

"pyroxmangite".  

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF RHODONITE:  

1.Chemical classification : silicate.  

2.General chemical formula :(Mn,Fe,Mg,Ca)sio3. Rhodonite is a pink manganese inosilicate 

and member of pyroxenoid groups of minerals. That often contains significant    

iron,magnesium,and calcium.  

Rhodonite is often associated with black manganese oxides which may occur as dendrites, 

fracture-fillings or matrix within the specimen. Other names of rhodonite include "manganese 

spar" and "manganolite".  

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: 1.Colour :Rose, pink, brownish red. Massive specimens Often 

have black veins through them. Some rhodonite specimens tarnish black or brown upon 

exposure to air (surface oxidation). 2.Luster :Vitreous to Pearly. 3.streak white. 4.Cleavage 

Perfect, two directions. 5.Form Tabular crystals, massive, granular. 6.fracture :Conchoidal to 

uneven. 7.specific gravity: 3.5-3.7 8. Hardness 5.5-6.5 9. Diaphaneity Transparent to 

Translucent.  

OPTICAL PROPERTIES: 1.0ptic sign Biaxial(+). 2.Colour pink colour. 3.Cleavage present, 

two directions, 90 degrees. 4.Twinning : lamellar, composition plane {0 1 0}. 5.pleochriosm : 

weak. 6 Relief :high. 7.Refractive index: high. 8.birefrigence : low.  

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY: 1.Crystal system: Triclinic. 2.Crystal class : Pinacoidal(1 bar). 

3.crystal habit : tabular crystals.  



MODE OF OCCURRENCE: Rhodonite is usually found in metamorphic rocks associated with 

other manganese minerals. It is also found in rocks that have been altered by contact 

metamorphism, hydrothermal and metasomatic processes. It is usually granular in occurrence. 

Rarely, it is found as red triclinic crystals. Rhodonite is uncommon mineral, it is found in a few 

small deposits across the world. COMMON MINERAL ASSOCIATIONS: Calcite, Willemite, 

Franklinite, Teprotide, Spessartine, Galena, Pyrolusite, Pyrite, Pyroxmangite, Bustamite.  

GEOLOGICAL OCCURRENCE: Sources of rhodonite include: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 

Canada, England, India, Peru, Russia and Sweden. Rhodonite has been named as the state gem 

of Massachusetts. 

 USES OF RHODONITE Rhodonite was once used as ore of manganese in India. Today it is 

only uses as lapidary materials and as mineral specimens. High quality crystals of rhodonite can 

sell for very high prices. Good massive pink to redcoloured material is used as an ornamental 

stone or gem rough. It is stypically used to make cabochons, beads, small sculptures, tumbled 

stones and other lapidary projects. Most of these are acquired by collectors because their 

cleavage and low hardness make them too fragile for use in jewellery. 

 

 

CHLORITE GROUP MINERALS 

 

The chlorites are a group of phyllosilicate minerals. Chlorites can be 

described by the following four end members based on their chemistry 

via substitution of the following four elements in the silicate lattice; Mg, 

Fe, Ni and Mn. 

  

 CATEGORY  PHYLLOSILICATES  

FORMULA  (Mg,Fe)3(Si,Al)4O10  

CRYSTAL SYSTEM  Monoclinic 2/m,with some Triclinic polymorphs.  

 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: Silicate  

 

 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:  

❖ COLOR: Various shades of green, rarely yellow, black, white, pink.  



❖ STREA: Greenish to greenish grey  

❖ LUSTURE: Vitreous, Pearly, Dull  

❖ DIAPHENEITY: Transparent, Translucent, Opaque  

❖ CLEAVAGE: Perfect in one direction.  

❖ HARDNESS: 2-3  

❖ SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 2.6-3.3  

❖ CRYSTAL SYSTEM: Monoclinic  

 

DIAGONOSTIC PROPERTIES : Color, hardness, foliated appearance ,feels 

slightly greasy.  

 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION:  

Chlorite minerals have a generalized chemical composition of (X,Y) 4-6 

(Si,Al) 4 O 10 (OH,O) 8. The "X" and "Y" in the formula represent ions, which 

might include: Fe +2, Fe +3, Mg +2, Mn +2, Ni +2, Zn +2, Al +3, Li +1, or Ti +4  

 

OPTICAL PROPERTIES:  
PLEOCHORISM: Yellow-green-brown  

COLOR: Green-greenish brown  

RELIEF: Moderate to high  

BIREFRIGENCE: low  

INTERFERENCE COLOR: Anomalous blue, I order yellow, brown, purple  

 

USES:  

➢ Chlorite is a mineral with a low capacity for industrial use.  

➢ It is used as a filler and as a constituent of clay.  

➢ It is used as a raw material for carving into sculptures and vessels since 

prehistoric times.  

 

MODE OF OCCURRENCE:  

➢ Chlorite is commonly found in igneous rocks as an alternation product of mafic 

minerals.  

➢ Mafic minerals are pyroxene, amphibole and biotite.  

 



RUTILE 

         => Rutile is a mineral composed primarily   of titanium  dioxide[Ti,O2] and is 

the most common natural form of Ti,O2 , other raner polymorphs of Tio2 are known 

including anatase, a kaogita and brookite. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:   

Colour             - Reddish brown, red, pale yellow pale 

                          violet, rarely, grass - green black  

Crystal habit   - prismatic 

Twinning        - common on [0 11]or [031], os contack twins 

                          with two ,six, or  eight individuals, cyclic, 

                           pylosythetic . 

cleavage  - Perfect  

Fracture   -   uneven to conchoidal. 

Mohs scale hardness - 6.0 -6.5 

Luster    - Adamantine to submetallic 

Streak - bright red to dark red 

Specific gravity - 4.23 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES: 

                      Catagory  -  oxide minerals 

                      Formula   - Tio2 

                      Strunz classification - 4.DB. 0.5 

                      crystal system - Tetragonal 

     OPTICAL PROPERTIES: 



                     Refractive Index    - uniaxial   

                     Birefrengence        - Very High 

  Relief   -  

  RI    - High  

                     pleochroism         - weak to distinct brownish  red-green - yellow 

                      Dispersion                 - strong 

                      other charecter         - strongly anisotropic 

 MODE OF OCCURENCE: 

        =>   rutile is a common accessory mineral in high temperature and high pressure 

metamorphic rocks and in igneous rocks. 

   => within the igneous environment, rutile is a common necessary mineral in 

plutonic igneous rocks, though it is also found occasionally in extrusive igneous 

rocks particularly those   such as kimberlites and lamproites that have deep mantic 

sources 

USES: 

 Finely powdered rutile is a brilliant white pigment and is used in paints, plastics, 

paper, foods. 

Rutile is a widely used as a welding electrode covering. 

It is used in jewellery because it is not very hard measuring only about6 on the Mohs 

scale reading. 

The main uses for rutile are the manufacture of ceramic, as a pigment, and for the 

production of titanium metal. 

It's also used for a part of the ZTR index, which classifies highly weathered 

sediments 

 



Rhodonite 

ETYMOLOGY:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Rhodonite , the name comes from the Greek word “Rhodos” means , rosy. 

VARIETIES:           

                                                                                                                             

1.Bustamite:  specimens of rhodonite that contain upto 20% of calacium oxide are 

usually grayish brown in colour and are known as ”bustamite”. But it is scientifically 

classified as an individual separate  mineral species 

2. Fowlerite: “fowlerite” is the name given to specimens that contain upto 7% of 

zinc oxide. Specimens with a brown colour have usually been altered by weathering.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

3.Pajsbergite: rhodonite from the Haristigen mine in Pajsbergate,Sweden                                                                                                 

4.pyroxmangite: Rhodonite is one of two minerals with a chemical composition of 

manganese silicate. The other is ahigh temperature and low-pressure POLYMORPH 

known as “pyroxmangite”.                                                                                                          

 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF RHODONITE: 

1.Chemical classification        : silicate.                                                                               

2.General chemical formula  : (Mn,Fe,Mg,Ca)sio3.                                

           Rhodonite is a pink manganese insosilicate and member of  pyroxenoid 

groups of minerals. That often contains significant amount of iron,magnesium,and 

calcium. Rhodonite is often associated with black manganese oxides which may 

occur as dendrites, fracture-fillings or matrix within the specimen. Other names of 

rhodonite include ”manganese spar” and ”manganolite”. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: 

1.Colour         :Rose, pink, brownish red. Massive specimens Often have black veins 

through them. Some rhodonite specimens tarnish black or brown upon exposure to 

air (surface oxidation). 



2.Luster          : Vitreous to Pearly. 

3.streak          : white. 

4.Cleavage     : Perfect, two directions. 

5.Form           : Tabular crystals, massive, granular. 

6.fracture       :Conchoidal to uneven. 

7.specific gravity: 3.5 – 3.7  

8. Hardness        : 5.5 – 6.5 

9. Diaphaneity   : Transparent to Translucent. 

OPTICAL PROPERTIES: 

1.Optic sign        : Biaxial(+). 

2.Colour              : pink colour. 

3.Cleavage          : present, two directions, 90 degrees. 

4.Twinning          : lamellar, composition plane {0 1 0}. 

5.pleochriosm    : weak. 

6 Relief              : high. 

7.Refractive index: high. 

8.birefrigence    : low. 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY: 

1.Crystal system: Triclinic. 

2.Crystal class    : Pinacoidal(1bar). 

3.crystal habit    : tabular crystals. 

MODE OF OCCURRENCE: 



                               Rhodonite is usually found in metamorphic rocks associated with 

other manganese minerals. It is also found in rocks that have been altered by contact 

metamorphism, hydrothermal and metasomatic processes. It is usually granular in 

occurrence. Rarely, it is found as red triclinic crystals. Rhodonite is uncommon 

mineral, it is found in a few small deposits across the world. 

COMMON MINERAL ASSOCIATIONS: 

                              Calcite, Willemite, Franklinite, Teprotide, Spessartine, Galena,  

Pyrolusite,  Pyrite, Pyroxmangite, Bustamite.  

GEOLOGICAL OCCURRENCE:  

                              Sources of rhodonite include:  Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 

Canada, England, India, Peru, Russia and Sweden. 

                               Rhodonite has been named as the state gem of Massachusetts. 

USES OF RHODONITE: 

                               Rhodonite was once used as ore of manganese in India. Today it 

is only uses as lapidary materials and as mineral specimens. High quality crystals of 

rhodonite can sell for very high prices. Good massive pink to red-coloured material 

is used as an ornamental stone or gem rough. It is stypically used to make cabochons, 

beads, small sculptures, tumbled stones and other lapidary projects. 

                             Most of these are acquired by collectors because their cleavage 

and low hardness make them too fragile for use in jewellery. 

 

MICA GROUP : 

Mica is a naturally occurring mineral, based on a group of silicate minerals 

composed of varying amounts of aluminum, potassium, magnesium, iron and water 

having thin sheet like or plate like structure with different composition and physical 

properties.  

Category:  phyllosilicates  



Classification: 1. Dioctahedral micas: Muscovite 2. Trioctahedral micas :Biotite 

,lepidolite, phlogopite, zinnwalite  

3.Brittle micas: clintonite  

Chemical composition : General formula of mica group : 

    XY(2-3) Z(4)O(10)(OH,F) 2 X=k,Na,Ba,Cs,Ca(H30) Y=Al,Mg,Fe2+,Li, Cr Mn, 

V,Zn Z=Si,Al,Fe3+,Be, Ti  

  PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

1.Colour :purple, rosy, silver, gray (lepidolite), dark,green,brown, black (biotite), 

yellowish brown, greenish White(phlogopite),colourless, transparent (Muscovite) 

2.Lustre: vitreous to pearly lustre 3.Clevage:perfect clevage 

4.Streak:white,colourless 5.Fracture:flaky,brittle,uneven 

6.Hardness:     1.lepidolite-2.5 to4     2.Biotite ,phlogopite -2.5to3     3.Muscovite -

2to2.5 

7.Specific Gravity :2.8to3 8.Diaphaneity:transparent to translucent 9.Crystal System 

:monoclinic 10.Form :massive  

 OPTICAL PROPERTIES  

Under polariser: 

1.colour:colorless,white,grey,silver 2.Clevage: perfect 3.Form:Euhedral 

4.Pleochroism:present 5.Relief:moderate 6.Refractive Index :moderate 

7.Birefrigence:high 

Under Analyser : 1.Isotrophic /anisotrophic : anisotrophic 2.Extinction :parallel 

extinction 3.Twinning :none 4.optical character :biaxial (-) 5.Interference 

Colours:2nd ,3rd order 

 MODE OF OCCURENECE  

1.Mica is widely distributed and occurs in Igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary 

regimes.  



2.large crystals of mica used for various applications are typically mined from 

granitic pegmatites.  

3.The largest documented single Crystal of mica (phlogopite)was found in Lacey 

mine, Ontario, Canada.  

4. similar sized crystals were also found in Kerala, Russia.  

USES :  

 It is used in a paints as a pigment extender and also helps to brighten 

the tone of coloured pigments.  

 Its shiny and glittery appearance make its ultimate for toothpaste and 

cosmetics  

 The high thermal resistance allows it to be used as insulator in various 

electronics.  

 MICA SHIELDS and GAUGE GLASS MICA can be used to secure 

the liquid level gauges from corrosive and acidic solutions.  

 In the electrical industry the same as thermal insulation, and electrical 

insulators in electrical equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KYANITE 

CATEGORY:Nesosilicate                    

FORMULA  : Al2O5                   

SYSTEM     : Trilclinic           

ABOUT KYANITE :                      kyanite is a typically blue allumino silicate 

mineral,usually found in aluminium-rich metamorphic pegmatites and or 

sedimentary rocks.It is commanly found in quartz.                     Although potentially 

stable at lower pressure and low tempreature,the activity of water is usually high 

enough under such conditions that it is replaced by hydrous allumino silicates such 

as muscovite ,p r o p h yllit e and k a olinite .              kyanite is also known as 

disthene, rhaeticite and cyanite. 

    CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION; Silicates 

    CHEMICAL COMPOSITION    ;Al2O5                        

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: 

 1.COLOUR           ; Blue,white,grey,colourless 

2.LUSTURE          ;Vitreous,pearly. 

3.CLEVAGE          ;Perfect. 

4.STREAK            ;White,colourless. 

5.FORM                ; Massive 

6.FRACTURE       ; Splintery. 

7.HARTNESS       ; 4-7 

8.SPECIFIC GRAVITY; 3.5-3.7 

             OPTICAL PROPERTIES 

UNDER POLARISER: 

1.COLOUR            ; Usually Colourless or   can be pink               



2.FORM                ; Subhedral. 

3.CLEVAGE          ; Present. 

4.RELIEF               ; High. 

5.REFRACTIVE INDEX; High. 

6.PLEOCHROISM; Usually absent or weak. 

UNDER ANALYSER: 

1.ISOTROPHY OR ANISOTROPHY;         Anisotrophic. 

2.EXTENTION        ; Parallal. 

3.TWINNY               ; Absent. 

MODE OF OCCURANCE:                   In gneisses,schists include pegmatites and 

quartz veins, from moderately high-pressure regional metamorphism of principally 

pelitic rocks;  derital in sedimentary rocks. 

ASSOCIATION Staurolite, Andalusite, sillimanite talc,. 'hornblende', gedrite, 

mullite, corundum. 

USES ;      

  Kyanite is used in primarily refractory and ceramic products, 

including porcelain, plumping and dishware.  

 It is also used in electronics, electrical insulators and abrasives.         

 kyanite has been used as a semiprecious gemstone          

 It is one of the index mineral that are used to estimate the tempreature, 

depth and pressure at which a rock undergoes metamorphism. 

 

Sillimanite 

 Sillimanite is an aluminosilicate mineral with the chemical composition 

Al2SiO5 . Sillimanite named after the American chemist Benjamin Silliman (1779-



1864).It was  first described I  1824, for an occurrence in Chester, Middlesex county 

, Connecticut,US.  

Variety:-  

A variety of Sillimanite is called “Fibrolite”. It is a common fibrous massive form  

Chemical composition :- Al2SiO5  

Category. :- Neosilicate   

Classification :- Silicates  

Crystal system :- Orthorhombic  

Crystal class :- Dipyramidal  

Physical properties: -  

Color: Colourless white to grey, also brown, Yellow, yellow – green, grey-green, 

blue, blue-green, olive green  

Lustre. :-. Vitreous to Sub-adamantine  

Cleavage: - Perfect  

Streak: - white  

Fracture: Uneven  

Diaphaneity: - Transparent to Translucent  

Specific gravity: 3 .24  

Moh's hardness: 7  

Crystal form: - Prismatic crystals, fibrous, acicular  

Optical properties: -  

Under polaraiser:-   

Colour : Colorless  



Pleaochroism: - Colorless  

Relief: High  

Refractive index: - High  

Form: Usually found as elongate prisms or in fibrous crystal  

Twinkling: Absent  

Inclusion and Alternation; present  

Properties under analyser  

Isotropic/Anisotropic; Anisotropic  

Optical character: Biaxial (+)  

Twinning: Absent  

Interference: High interference colors  

Birefringence: low  

Extinction: Parallel  

Mode of occurrence: -  

*Sillimanite is one of three aluminosilicate polymorphs, the other two being 

andalusite and kyanite.  

*The fibrous and traditional forms of Sillimanite are common in metamorphosed 

sedimentary rocks. It is an index mineral indicating high temperature but variable 

pressure.  

*Example rocks include gneiss and granulite. It occurs with andalusite, kyanite, 

potassium feldspars, almandine, Cordierite, biotite and quartz in schist, gneiss, 

hornfels and also rarely in pegmatites. *It has been found in Brandywine, Springs, 

New Castle county; Delaware. It was named by the stage Legislature in 1977 as the 

state mineral of Delaware by the suggestion of the Delaware mineralogical society.  

 



Uses:  

*Used in glass industries  

*Used in manufacture of aluminium refractories  

*Used in manufacture of spark plugs   

*Used in ceramic industries  
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1.1   INTRODUCTION 

Rocks have always been a matter of fascination for human beings. Stones were among the first tools 

and weapons used by humans. The rock caves provided shelter to the prehistoric man. He could ignite 

fire by rubbing pieces of rocks. Rocks have been and are being explored by human beings for 

extraction of minerals and metals. Later, metals became the basis of wealth and the foundation of 

empires. After having learnt megascopic and microscopic properties of minerals in the course BGYCT-

133, let us study about rocks. Rocks are the most common and abundant materials found on the Earth. 

On closer examination we observe that rock consists of smaller crystals or grains. Rock is defined as a 

naturally occurring solid aggregate of minerals. Its character and appearance depend on the nature and 

volume of the constituents mineral(s). They may occur in various colours and textures. They act as 

vehicles in all Earth processes such as volcanic eruptions, mountain building, weathering, erosion, and 

even earthquakes. The rocks provide a historical record of geologic events giving insight into 
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interactions among components (crust and mantle) and spheres (lithosphere, 

atmosphere, hydrosphere and biosphere) of the Earth System. Now in this unit, 

you will be introduced to the basic concepts of petrology, i.e. study of rocks. 

Petrology (derived from the Greek word petra meaning ‘rock’, and logos meaning 

‘discourse or explanation’), is the branch of geology dealing with the origin, 

occurrence, structure and history of rocks.   

Let us realise, what the term rock means to geologists? What are the rock 

constituents? How to distinguish one rock type from other? We will also discuss 

about rock cycle and the uses of rock to the human and society. 

Expected Learning 
Outcomes__________________________ 

After reading this unit you should be able to: 

❖ define rocks and discuss the importance of their study; 

❖ classify and distinguish principal rock types;  

❖ explain the concept of rock cycle;  

❖ appreciate the uses of rocks to human beings; and 

❖ discuss briefly about the extraterrestrial rocks. 

1.2   WHAT ARE ROCKS? 

We live on the rocks, even though we don’t always see them. Strange! 

Unbelievable, isn’t it.  

These rocks are sometimes exposed on Earth’s surface and we can see them, 

whereas, often they are concealed by the debris, soil, water and ice. Try to recall 

that in unit 9, Introduction to Structural Geology of the course BGYCT-131, you 

must have read that when a portion of the rock below appears at the surface it is 

termed as outcrop. The rocks which are not exposed on the surface are referred 

to incrop. Rock occurs at the Earth’s surface either as broken chunks (pebbles, 

cobbles or boulders) that have moved down a slope or by being transported in ice, 

water or wind or as bedrock on the surface of the Earth. Geologists refer to an 

exposure of bedrock as an outcrop. An outcrop may appear as a rounded knob in 

the field, as cliff or ridge (Fig. 1.1a), along road-cuts (Fig. 1.1b) or on face of a 

stream cut (Fig. 1.1c). 
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Fig. 1.1: Field photographs showing appearance of rocks: a) as ridge; b) along road 

cutting; and c) along a river valley. 

Now, let us discuss fundamental aspects related to rock and try to answer queries 

like:  

What are the rocks?  

How do they look like?  

Where do they occur?  

How do they form?  

There are many definitions of rock. The most acceptable scientific definition is that: 

a rock is a coherent, naturally occurring solid, consisting of an aggregate of 

minerals. There may be exceptions like basalt, it may comprise glass and fine-

grained minerals about which you will read further in this unit. 

Now let us analyse the different aspects of this definition. 

Coherent: This means that the mineral(s) are present together in a rock. A pile of 

unattached mineral grains, e.g. loose sands does not constitute a rock. 

Naturally occurring: Bricks do not qualify as they are not naturally occurring 

material.  

Aggregate of minerals or a mass of glass: You have read that the rocks 

crystallising from magma consist of aggregate of mineral grains grown together. 

Volcanic rock products often consist of glass which may be homogenous mass or 

an accumulation of tiny glass shards. 

You must have learnt to appreciate that a single mineral crystal is considered as a 

“mineral specimen” and not a rock, even if it is meters long. There are some rocks 

that contain minerals of only one kind of mineral.  They are called monomineralic 

rock for example dunite, anorthosite and limestone. For example, dunite is made 

up of mineral olivine; calcic plagioclase constitutes anorthosite rock and limestone 

is composed of mineral calcite.  If a rock is made of more than one mineral, it is 

called a polymineralic rock. Granite is a good example of polymineralic rock 

because it consists of many light and dark coloured minerals like quartz, 

orthoclase, plagioclase, muscovite and biotite. Let us carefully examine a granite 

sample (Fig. 1.2) with hand lens; we will observe that some portions of the rock are 

translucent comprising the mineral quartz. Pink mineral with tabular habit and 
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pearly luster is orthoclase (K feldspar-potash feldspar). Off white coloured mineral 

with tabular habit and striations, shows properties of plagioclase feldspar. Brown 

mineral grains occurring as thin sheets, showing pearly luster are mica grains; 

shinning mineral is muscovite and dark brown mineral is biotite. Dark minerals that 

occur as stubby crystals are probably hornblende, the most common mineral of the 

amphibole family. Other minerals occur in granite, but they are not as common as 

these four. 

 

Fig. 1.2: Constituent minerals in a granitic rock. 

A characteristic of rock is that each of the component mineral retains its properties 

in the mixture. Obsidian and pumice are considered as volcanic rocks even though 

they are made of glassy material. A few rocks are composed of non-mineral 

matter. Coal is considered as rock as it often occurs in layered structure although it 

consists of organic material.  

What determines the physical appearance of a rock?  

Rocks vary in colour, in the crystal or grain sizes and also the kinds of elements 

that compose them. Let us examine a road cut to visualise it. You may find a rough 

white and pink speckled rock composed of interlocking crystals, large enough to be 

seen with the naked eye. This may be igneous rock known as granite. Nearby you 

might see greyish rock containing many large glittering crystals of mica and some 

grains of quartz and feldspar which may possibly be micaceous sedimentary rock-

like micaceous sandstone. Elsewhere you might see a rock, wherein, dark and 

light minerals are aligned forming bands or layers. This may be metamorphic rock 

like schist. The identity of a rock is determined partly by its mineralogy and partly 

by its texture. Here the term mineralogy refers to the constituent minerals of the 

rock. Texture describes the sizes, shapes and mutual relationship of constituent 
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minerals. If in a rock most of the crystals or grains are a few millimetres in 

dimension that is they are large enough to be seen with the unaided eyes, the rock 

is categorised as coarse- grained. If they are not large enough to be seen, the rock 

is categorised as fine- grained.  

According to the estimation made by Clarke and Washington, the lithosphere 

consists of 95% igneous rocks, 5% sedimentary rocks, including shale, sandstone 

and limestone (the metamorphic rocks being the altered equivalent of one or other 

of these rocks). 

Now you must be curious to know about the origin of rock? 

The discovery of the origin of rock was a century long struggle. Neptunists, led by 

Abraham Gottlob Werner (1749–1817) believed that all rocks were derived by the 

processes of chemical precipitation from ocean. Vulcanists (or plutonist) 

championed by James Hutton (1726–1797) were of the belief that most rocks 

initially formed were of igneous origin. Hutton used careful, observation to refute 

Neptunists’ claims by demonstrating the presence of igneous rocks and showing 

evidence of Earth’s internal heat. James Hutton, a Scottish gentleman farmer and 

doctor, with many others fostered the idea of the genetic scheme of classification 

of rocks. Modern geologists revere Hutton as the “Father of Geology”. 

Rocks are classified into three major groups based on their origin;  

• igneous rocks 

• sedimentary rocks 

• metamorphic rocks  

Igneous rocks: Rocks solidified from molten or partly molten magma are called 

igneous rocks. They are also referred primary rocks. 

Sedimentary rocks: These rocks have resulted from the consolidation of loose 

sediments derived by mechanical and chemical weathering. These rocks are also 

termed as secondary rocks because they are derived from pre-existing rocks. 

Sedimentary rocks can also form from the chemical precipitation from solution or 

from an organic rock, consisting of secretions or remains of plants and animals at 

a normal temperature and pressure.  

Metamorphic rocks: A rock derived from pre-existing igneous, sedimentary or 

metamorphic rocks when undergo mineralogical, chemical and/or structural 

changes are called metamorphic rocks.  

You will read more about these rocks and their interrelationship further in this unit 

when we discuss the rock cycle. 

1.3   WHY DO WE STUDY ROCKS?  

You have studied that the rocks are aggregate of different minerals. In other 

words, minerals are the building blocks of the rocks. Petrology is the branch of 

geology that deals with the study of all the aspects of rocks. A petrologist studies 

rocks, identifies minerals present and makes observations.  

Why do the petrologists study rocks? Let us look for an answer to this question. 
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Petrologists study rocks as they provide clues about Earth’s origin and historical 

past because different rocks form under specific physico-chemical conditions. 

Petrologists can also interpret how the Earth processes of the past might influence 

the future. The processes that shaped and continue to shape, the Earth could be 

understood by studying rocks, and minerals. The rocks form the landscape and 

provide us with valuable mineral resources. Petrologists locate resources that 

contain important metals, mineral deposits and plan the mining activities. They 

also play an important role in exploration of oil and natural gas.  

By now you must be questioning how the petrologists study rocks! 

A petrologist studies the rocks by examining rock in an outcrop. They carefully 

record observations of the outcrop in the field and then examine a broken fist sized 

rock piece more closely with hand lens. Thereafter, its thin section is prepared and 

examined under the petrological or polarising microscope. Recall you have been 

introduced to the polarising microscope in Unit 8 of BGYCT-132. This microscope 

helps in carrying out petrographic studies of the rocks. The branch of geology 

dealing with the description and systematic classification of rocks by microscopic 

examination of thin sections is known as petrography. 

Let us discuss significance of petrography in geological studies that  

• helps to understand the environmental conditions of rock formation;  

• throws light on the mineralogical composition and interrelationship between 

mineral grains; 

• enables to determine the kinetics (energy of a body derived from its movement) 

of their formation.  

The petrography helps in mineral identification and provides the basic information 

about the rocks. In the beginning of 1950s, sophisticated equipments became 

available that enabled the petrologists to examine rocks on even finer scale. 

Advanced research laboratories have instruments such as Electron Probe Micro 

Analyser (EPMA), X-ray diffractometers (XRD) and mass spectrometers. 

Geochemistry has proved to be indispensable tool for the petrologists. They make 

use of geochemical data such as major oxides, trace elements, rare earth 

elements and platinum group elements, stable and radiogenic isotopes. 

Petrogenesis deals particularly with the origin and evolutionary history of igneous 

rocks which depends on a thorough and systematic petrography and petrology. 

Learners, you have learnt the fundamental concept of rocks. Before discussing 

about the classification of rocks, spend few minutes to perform an exercise to 

check your progress.  

 SAQ 1 
a) Define rock. 

b) Mention the three types of rocks. 

c) Why do the petrologists study? 

d) What is the significance of petrography? 
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  Watch the following video to know more about uses of petrography.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: An Overview  

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NU3SL7HWF4 

1.4   CLASSIFICATION OF ROCKS  

Classification schemes help us to organise and appreciate significant aspects or 

characteristics about the objects to be studied. They also help us recognise 

similarities and differences among them. In the beginning of eighteenth century, 

geologists struggled to develop a scientific way to classify rocks. By the end of the 

eighteenth century, after much struggle, it became clear that different rocks were 

formed under different conditions. Most geologists had accepted that the genetic 

scheme of classifying rocks as an approach that we continue to use even today. 

This approach became the foundation of the modern system of classification of 

rocks. Using these approaches geologists recognised three major groups of rocks 

(Table 1.1). 

• Igneous rocks e.g. granite, basalt, dolerite 

• Sedimentary rocks e.g. sandstone, shale, limestone 

• Metamorphic rocks e.g. phyllite, quartzite, marble 

Let us try to differentiate between the igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rock.  

Earlier you have learnt that igneous rocks form from cooling and consolidation of 

the hot molten magma. Therefore, they mostly consist of crystals of minerals which 

can be big or small and fit together like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. However, there 

are exceptions, such as pitchstone, obsidian and volcanic glass where the cooling 

and consolidation is very fast.  Igneous rocks do not contain fossils, but may 

contain gas bubbles. Igneous rocks exhibit interlocking relationship between the 

mineral grains (Fig. 1.3a). 

 

  

Fig. 1.3: Sketches showing different physical appearance of: a) Igneous rock; b) 

Sedimentary rock; and c) Metamorphic rock. 
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Sedimentary rocks are made up of mineral grains or sediments that have resulted 

from weathering and disintegration of the pre-existing rocks. The sediment grains 

can be big or small; and angular or rounded. The grains are often cemented to 

each other. Sedimentary rocks may be layered and may also contain fossils. The 

hand specimen of sedimentary rock can also show layering (Fig. 1.3b).  

Metamorphic rocks are formed when pre-existing rocks (may be igneous, 

sedimentary or metamorphic) are subjected to heat and/or pressure. They show 

evidences of recrystallisation resulting in the formation of bigger crystals, banding 

of minerals or foliation (Fig. 1.3c). 

Let us now summarise the general characteristics of igneous, sedimentary and 

metamorphic rocks in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Summary of three major groups of rocks. 

Rock types Igneous rocks Sedimentary rocks Metamorphic rocks 

     

 

Granite 

 

Sandstone 

 

Phyllite 

Mineral 

sources 

Melting of rocks in the 

crust and upper part 

of the mantle 

Weathering and 

erosion of rocks 

exposed at or near the 

surface or chemical 

precipitation 

Rocks formed under 

high temperature and/or 

pressures in deep crust 

and upper mantle 

Rock 

forming 

processes 

Cooling, 

crystallisation and 

solidification of 

magma 

Sediment deposition, 

burial, and lithification 

Recrystallisation and re-

orientation in solid state 

under the influence of 

temperature and 

pressure and formation 

of new minerals 

Compositio

n & texture 

Composed of crystals 

and/ or glass. Mostly 

interlocking texture. 

May have layers in 

case of volcanic rocks  

Mostly composed of 

sediments.  

Some may be 

crystalline, 

layered/stratified  

 

Always crystalline, 

have aligned crystals, 

mostly foliations are 

developed.  

Classified using 

composition and texture 

Classificatio

n 

Classified using 

texture, mineralogical 

and chemical 

composition 

Classified using texture 

and mineralogical 

composition 

Classified using texture 

and mineralogical 

composition 

Examples Granite, Basalt, 

Dolerite, 

Gabbro, Diorite 

Sandstone, Shale, 

Siltstone, Limestone, 

Fossiliferous limestone 

Quartzite, Slate, 

Phyllite, Schist, Marble 
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1.5   IGNEOUS ROCKS 

About seven hundred types of igneous rocks are known today. Igneous petrology 

is the field of geology. Its objective is to study the textural and mineralogical 

characteristics of igneous rocks which are controlled by chemical and physical 

properties of magmas and their surroundings. The igneous rocks dominate crustal 

and upper mantle environments that provide understanding of melt generation and 

crystallisation mechanisms, diverse rock types and their link to tectonic settings. 

Study of igneous rocks is a key component of geology curriculum. 

The word igneous is derived from the Latin word ignis, meaning ‘fire’ or ‘to ignite’. 

Igneous rocks are formed due to cooling and crystallisation of hot molten material 

called magma, which rises up from the mantle inside the Earth. The magma can 

be derived from melting of pre-existing rocks in either crust or mantle. The cooling 

of magma can take place either in deeper conditions or on the surface of the Earth. 

The melting of rocks is caused by three processes like increase in temperature, a 

decrease in pressure, or a change in composition. Depending upon the cooling 

and crystallisation of magma that has taken place below or above the surface of 

the Earth, igneous rocks may be grouped as intrusive or extrusive.  

Intrusive igneous rocks: They are also known as plutonic igneous rocks. 

These rocks crystallise when magma cools in the deeper conditions or magma 

chamber or intrudes the country rocks or host rocks. When the cooling of 

magma takes place below the surface of the Earth it is very slow. It has resulted in 

the formation of large crystals, giving rise to coarse grained rocks recognised by 

their interlocking crystals, visible in hand specimen, for example granite, 

granodiorite, gabbro, and diorite. 

Extrusive igneous rocks: They are known as volcanic igneous rocks. Hot or 

partly molten rock material known as lava moves over the Earth's surface, where, 

its cooling occurs very rapidly in the contact with air and water. If the overlying rock 

has fractures, then the pressures may be released and a sizeable volume of 

molten rock will extrude on the surface. The lava cools and crystallises rapidly, it is 

fine grained or glassy. They may have air cavities, indicating that the volatile 

material or gas escaped from the molten material on release of pressure. In case 

of basalt, the open spaces or cavities called as vesicles that signifies top of the 

lava flows. The term glassy is used for those igneous rocks which do not possess 

discrete crystalline unit or structure. Extrusive igneous rocks, such as basalt, 

rhyolite, trachyte, and pitchstone are easily recognised by their fine grained or 

glassy texture.  

Three types of igneous rocks based on their mode of occurrence have been 

recognized: 

Plutonic rocks: The term plutonic is derived from word Pluto ‘the Roman God’ of 

the underworld. These rocks undergo cooling and consolidation beneath (Fig. 

1.4a) the surface of the Earth or within the magma chamber. Plutonic rocks occur 

as intrusive bodies for example Mount Abu, Ladakh batholith. 

Volcanic rocks: These rocks undergo cooling and consolidation at the surface of 

the Earth in contact with air or water such as basalt, rhyolite. They occur as 
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extrusive bodies like lava flow for example Deccan basalts (Fig. 1.4b), Malani 

rhyolite in Jodhpur. 

Hypabyssal rocks: These rocks undergo cooling and consolidation at the shallow 

level/ near the surface of the Earth such as dolerite (Fig. 1.4c). They are medium 

grained and occur often as dykes or sills. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.4: a) Plutonic igneous rock, observe the coarse-grained granite; b) Volcanic 

igneous rock, basalt; and c) Hypabyssal igneous rock, photograph shows 

medium grained dolerite. 
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You have studied in units 6 and unit 7 of the course BGYCT-133 that most of the 

minerals in the igneous rocks are silicates, partly because silicon is so abundant in 

Earth’s crust and partly because many silicate minerals melt at the high 

temperatures and pressures in deeper parts of the crust and in the mantle. The 

most common silicate minerals found in igneous rocks include quartz, feldspar, 

mica, pyroxene, amphibole and olivine.  

1.6   SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

The layers of sedimentary rocks can be compared to the pages of book that record 

stories of earlier events and environments of our geological past. 

Sedimentologists are a specific group of geologists who study sedimentary rocks. 

We have learnt that sedimentary rocks are formed due to the decomposition and 

disintegration of the pre-existing rocks which can be igneous, metamorphic or even 

earlier formed sedimentary rocks. These rocks are produced by the process of 

weathering (physical, chemical and biological) by geological agents such as wind, 

river, glaciers, oceans and groundwater. Therefore, they are categorised as 

secondary rocks. The sedimentary rock is the rock that forms at or near the 

surface of the Earth by processes:  

• by cementing together of loose clasts (fragments or detrital grains) that had 

been produced by physical or chemical weathering of pre-existing rock;  

• by growth of shell masses or cementing together of shells and shell fragments;  

• by accumulation and subsequent alteration of organic matter from living 

organisms; or  

• by precipitation of minerals from water solutions.  

Sediments are the precursors of sedimentary rocks that are found at Earth’s 

surface as layers of loose particles, such as sand, silt, and the shells of organisms. 

These particles originate in the processes of weathering and erosion. The loose 

grains of sediments transform into sedimentary rock by following five steps- 

i) Weathering refers to the entire chemical, physical and biological processes that 

break up and decay rocks into fragments and dissolved substances of various 

sizes.  

ii) Erosion refers to the combination of processes that separates rock or regolith 

such as abrasion, plucking caused by moving air, water or ice. 

iii) Transportation can occur by gravity, wind, water or ice. They can carry 

sediments. The ability of a medium to carry sediment depends on its viscosity 

and velocity. 

iv) Deposition is the process by which sediments (a) settles out of transporting 

medium due to decrease in velocity or (b) precipitate from a solution due to 

saturation or change in temperature/pressure, the medium is no longer able to 

carry sediments. 

v) Lithification and diagenesis are the transformation of the loose sediment into 

solid rock. Diagenesis is the process that occurs after deposition, but, prior to 

lithification. In these processes the sediments accumulate in layers and are 
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compressed under their own weight and/or what buries them and form a 

hardened mass.  

The sedimentary rocks may be classified into two groups based on their origin: 

a) Clastic sedimentary rocks: They are also known as terrigenous rocks. They 

comprise siliciclastic sediments which are made up of physically deposited 

particles such as grains of quartz and feldspar derived from weathered pre-

existing rock. The term ‘clastic’ is derived from the Greek word klastos, meaning 

‘broken’. These sediments are laid down by geological agents like water, wind 

and ice. Common minerals in siliciclastics rocks are silicates because silicate 

minerals predominate in the rocks that weather to form sedimentary particles 

(Fig. 1.5a). The most abundant silicate minerals in siliciclastic sedimentary 

rocks are quartz, feldspar and clay minerals. Clay minerals are formed by 

weathering and alteration of pre-existing silicate minerals, such as feldspar, 

micas, pyroxene and amphiboles. 

b) Non clastic sedimentary rocks: They comprise the biological and chemical 

group of sediments that are formed by the process of precipitation with or 

without organic materials. For example, halite is chemical sediment that 

precipitates directly from evaporating seawater. Calcite is precipitated by marine 

organisms to form shells or skeletons which form biological sediments when the 

organisms die. The most abundant minerals of chemical and biological 

sediments are carbonates such as calcite, the main constituent of limestone 

(Fig. 1.5b). Dolomite rock comprises calcium magnesium carbonate formed by 

precipitation from seawater.  

Different kinds of sedimentary rocks are identified on the basis of their mineral 

composition. According to some estimates, 70% to 85% of all the sedimentary 

rocks on the Earth are clastic, whereas, 15% to 25% are carbonate biochemical or 

chemical rocks. 

The sedimentary rocks were once sediments; they are the records of the 

conditions at Earth’s surface when and where the sediments were deposited. 

Using the evidences provided by a sedimentary rock’s texture, physical structure 

and mineral content geologists can work backward to infer the source rock for the 

sediments (also known as provenance, from which they were derived) and the 

depositional environment.  
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Fig. 1.5: a) Clastic sedimentary rock, coarse and medium grained sandstone; and b) 

Non clastic sedimentary rock, limestone. 

1.7   METAMORPHIC ROCKS 

We have discussed igneous and sedimentary rocks now let us learn about 

metamorphic rocks. 

The term metamorphic derive its name from the Greek words meta meaning 

‘change’ and morphe meaning ‘form’. Charles Lyell in 1833, first proposed the 

word metamorphism in his book ‘Principles of Geology’. 

A metamorphic rock forms when a pre-existing rock or protolith undergoes a 

solid-state change (without melting) in response to elevated temperatures and 

pressure in presence of a chemically active fluid. This may take thousands or 

millions of years. Metamorphism is essentially an isochemical process, i.e. the 

bulk chemical composition of a rock body is more or less unchanged from the 

protolith, or original rock. This process is characterised by the growth of new 

minerals from pre-existing minerals through recrystallisation and deformation of 

existing minerals involving change in shape and orientation of mineral grains. 

Let us discuss the causes of metamorphism. 

• Heat: Increased heat allows chemical bonds to break easier.  

• Pressure:  Enhanced pressure causes minerals with ‘open’ lattices to collapse, 

forming more dense crystals.  

• Differential Stress: When forces are not equal in all directions, minerals may 

deform and change shape.  

• Hydrothermal Fluids: Apart from water, hydrothermal fluids are solutions that 

chemically react with minerals.  

To understand metamorphism, you can consider an analogy of a caterpillar and a 

butterfly. Caterpillars undergo metamorphosis because of hormonal changes in 

their bodies to form butterfly. Similarly, the rocks undergo metamorphism when 

they are subjected to heat, pressure, compression and shear in presence of hot 

chemically active fluid. 
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So, we have learnt that the metamorphic rocks are formed when the pre-existing 

rock (which can be igneous, sedimentary or metamorphic rock) is subjected to high 

temperature and pressure deep within the Earth causing changes in the 

mineralogy, texture or chemical composition while maintaining its solid form. The 

temperatures of metamorphism are below the melting point of the rocks (about 

700oC), but, high enough (above 200oC) for the rocks to be changed by 

recrystallisation and chemical reactions. Metamorphism can produce a group of 

minerals which together make up a metamorphic minerals assemblage. The 

texture in metamorphic rocks is defined by the new or re-arrangement of mineral 

grains. Commonly, the texture results in metamorphic foliation defined by the 

parallel alignment of platy minerals (such as mica) and/or the presence of 

alternating light coloured and dark coloured bands. For example, the 

metamorphism of granite (a rock with randomly oriented crystals) can produce a 

metamorphosed rock like schist showing parallel alignment of platy minerals or 

gneiss with alternating light coloured and dark coloured bands (Fig. 1.6). We have 

discussed that the formation of metamorphic minerals and textures takes 

thousands to millions of years.  

Fig. 1.6: Granite transformed to schist during the process of metamorphism. 

Let us list the most common processes occurring during the process of 

metamorphism. 

• Recrystallisation changes the shapes and sizes of grains without changing the 

identity of the mineral, e.g. limestone may recrystallise to marble.  

• Phase change occurs when a mineral retains the same composition, but, with a 

different crystal structure, e.g. kyanite (chemical composition is Al2O5 and 

crystal system is triclinic) may change to sillimanite (chemical composition is 

Al2O5 and crystal system is orthorhombic). 

• Metamorphic reaction or neocrystallisation (derived from the Greek word 

neos, for ‘new’) results in the growth of new mineral crystals that are different 

from those of the protolith. This is very slow process and happens through 

diffusion of atoms in solid state. 

• Pressure solution takes place when the mineral grains dissolve where their 

surfaces are in contact. It occurs when the rock is squeezed in one direction 

more than the others, at low temperature, and usually in the presence of water.  

• Plastic deformation happens when a rock is squeezed or sheared at elevated 

temperatures and pressures and at high temperature. This takes place without 

changing the composition of the minerals. The minerals behave like soft plastic 

and change shape without breaking.  
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Common minerals found in the metamorphic rocks are silicate minerals like quartz, 

feldspar, micas, pyroxenes and amphiboles. They are the most abundant minerals 

in metamorphic rocks because most of the parent rocks (protolith) are rich in 

silicate minerals. Several other minerals include kyanite, andalusite and some 

varieties of garnet. Limestone composed of calcite mineral (CaCO3) is 

metamorphosed to marble (Fig. 1.7a). Similarly, sandstone dominantly comprises 

of quartz mineral which is metamorphosed quartzite (Fig. 1.7b). 

   

Fig. 1.7: a) Limestone is metamorphosed to marble; and b) Sandstone is 

metamorphosed to quartzite. 

Learners, you have learnt the classification of rocks into igneous, sedimentary and 

metamorphic rocks. Before discussing about the rock cycle spend few minutes to 

perform an exercise to check your progress.  

 SAQ 2 
a) Distinguish between intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks. 

b) List three types of igneous rocks based on the mode of occurrence. 

c) Mention the steps in the formation of sedimentary rocks.  

d) What are the common processes involved in the formation of metamorphic 

rock? 

1.8   ROCK CYCLE  

Do you know that rocks tell us a story?  

‘As stable as a rock’ is a familiar expression which implies that a rock is permanent 

and remains unchanged over the long time period. But this is no longer true. The 

Earth has witnessed the change and transformation of the rock’s innumerable 
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times in the time span of 4.57 Ga in its history. The process is in continuum. We 

just need to understand the language of rocks in order to decipher the narration of 

the story.  

Let us read the simplified story of the rocks on the Earth before learning about the 

concept of rock cycle. Earth was originated from a ball of molten material during 

the birth of the solar system. The molten material cooled, and solidified at the 

surface, forming a shell of solid igneous rock. While the Earth’s crust was being 

formed, volcanic activity, spewed gases and steam to create the first atmosphere 

and oceans. Therefore, the first climate came into existence. The climatic 

conditions generated on the surface of the planet worn down the igneous rock into 

sediments. As the mountains wore down the eroded sediments were transported 

and accumulated into the low-lying areas or depressions. The piles of sediment 

stacked up to hundreds or thousands of feet. The intense weight of the sediments 

began to coat the sediment grains as mineral cement. The combination of 

compaction and cementation caused the sediments to bind together into solid 

sedimentary rock in a process called lithification. The sedimentary rock, formed 

at the bottom was driven deeper into the Earth under increasing pressure and 

temperature. The minerals in the rock recrystallised, rearranged and formed 

distorted structures forming new minerals giving rise to metamorphic rock. Even 

though, a new rock has formed, the process of heating and pressurisation did not 

stop. Eventually, the minerals reached their melting points and the rocks turned 

into liquid magma. The return of the melted rock completes the cycle and the rocks 

go on to become igneous again, then sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. 

Hope you enjoyed reading this story the basic concept about the rock cycle.   

Now let us go through Fig. 1.8 and discuss rock cycle. 

You have read that magma is molten fluid or material inside the Earth. It is the 

source of all the igneous rocks. Since the Earth was largely molten during its 

origin, magma may be considered as the beginning of the rock cycle. The 

relationship between igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary rock 

constitutes a rock cycle. Geologists consider rock cycle to have been operating 

through ages; it is intimately involved with other cyclic processes of the Earth. This 

is one of the basic concepts of geology and emerging out of as the principle of 

uniformitarianism (the present is the key to the past) given by Hutton in 1785. 

Rock cycle is particularly closely related to the plate tectonic processes. Basically, 

the rock cycle is a continuous process. It starts with the cooling and consolidation 

of mantle derived magmas which may erupt on the surface or confine below to 

deeper level. The erosion of rocks exposed on the surface of the Earth produced 

clastic materials which are transported to low lying depositional basins. The deeply 

buried sediments in due course of time undergoes deformation and 

metamorphism. The tectonic cycle leads to deformation, reconstitution, uplift and 

accompanying erosion of fresh rocks so that the cycle continues. Thus, plate 

tectonics is the driving force for rock cycle. 

The rock cycle operation may be viewed as a function of energy changes or 

redistribution of energy within the Earth systems. The rock cycle illustrates the role 

of various geologic processes which act to transform one type into another.   
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The rock cycle allows us to visualise interrelationship amongst various 

components of the Earth system. This knowledge is linked to the other processes 

that act upon and within the planet. The Earth is constantly 

recycling and transforming its rocky crust. The rock cycle explains how geological 

processes can change a rock from one type to another through geological time. 

Movements of tectonic plates are the main forces driving the rock cycle. You have 

studied about plate tectonics in unit 16 of BGYCT-131 course. 

 

Fig. 1.8: Rocks are constantly forming, transforming and reforming. The rock cycle 

helps to understand origin of three rock groups. 

1.9   USES OF ROCKS 

You must be pondering that what is the use of studying rocks to the human and 

our society? Have you ever thought of it?   

Rocks are naturally occurring chemical compounds that have been formed by 

geological processes. They provide chemicals that are essential for the life on the 

Earth. Geologists aim to understand properties of the rocks and infer their origin. 

Such inferences and deductions enhance understanding of many important 

aspects of our planet like its origin, economically important resources. For 

example, the knowledge that oil and natural gas occurs in certain kinds of 
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sedimentary rocks that are rich in organic matter allows us to explore for oil 

reserves more intelligently. Understanding of the formation and properties of rocks 

guides us in solving environmental problems, e.g. landslide. Geologists are 

responsible to locate and assist in the extraction of mineral deposits such as gold, 

metallic ores, coal, petroleum, building materials and economically useful clays. 

They explore common, but vital materials such as stone aggregates for making 

concrete and road building, limestone for the cement, fertilizer and chemical 

industries, and sand for building or glass manufacture. The underground storage of 

radioactive and other wastes depends on analysis of the rock to be used as a 

repository. Human and our society depend on mineral resources. They are 

essential for the development of our cities such as infrastructure, power 

generation, transportation and communication. They enrich us in art, and we wear 

them as personal adornments.  

Let us discuss about the uses of rock to man and society. 

• Ceramics, pottery, glass utensils: You must have used ceramics and pottery. 

Ceramics are made up of mixtures of clay and earthen elements. Glasses are 

made from silica sand, limestone, etc. The utensils are made from metals – 

usually aluminum or steel or copper. We extract these metals from ores. Ore is 

a mineral deposit from which valuable metals can be recovered profitably. 

• Gemstones: They have been prized for thousands of years for their colour, 

clarity, rarity, shape and durability. They are found in rocks and form in different 

geological situations.  

• Food industry: Minerals like sodium chloride (halite) and calcium carbonate 

(calcite) and other mineral products used in preparation of food, bread, soups 

and cereal, are powdered with these ingredients. Sand is used to filter water, 

e.g. diatomite (silica mineral formed from fossilised algae). Diatomite and 

bentonite clay both are used to purify drinks, such as beer, fruit juices and wine. 

• Fertiliser industry: Phosphate rock, potash and lime are used in agricultural 

fertilisers and some other mineral products to improve soil quality. A 

sedimentary rock known as glauconitic sandstone is directly crushed and used 

as fertilizer in agricultural fields.  

• Packaging industry: Food, cold and energy drinks may be packaged in cans 

made from aluminium or steel, or in glass made from silica sand which we get 

from rocks. Plastic packaging is made from chemicals obtained from 

hydrocarbons. 

• Building materials: Have you ever thought from where do we get tonnes of 

building material used in construction of roads and buildings? Rocks like 

sandstones, quartzite, slate, etc. are used as building stones. These are locally 

available material. Apart from these a wide range of materials such as iron used 

in the framework of building, clay in bricks and roofing tiles, slate for roofing 

tiles, limestone, clay, gypsum in cement, plaster of Paris, silica sand in window 

glass, sand and gravel and crushed rock as aggregates are used in the 

construction of buildings. The paints and pigments are derived from rock and 

mineral sources. Granite is popularly used in buildings, bridges, paving, and 

monuments and as polished granite slabs and tiles. For example, Red Fort in 
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Delhi and Agra are made up of red sandstone while Taj Mahal in Agra is of 

marble. 

• Power generation: Energy used at home, industries, services and 

transportation is derived from fuel minerals such as coal and petroleum. Coal is 

used for domestic and industrial purposes such as thermal power houses for 

generation of electricity. The geologists play a crucial role in exploration of 

hydrocarbon reserves. We get many by-products from petroleum industry such 

as plastic and many organic products. The nuclear power reactors use naturally 

occurring radioactive materials such as uranium, thorium and potassium 

associated with rocks. 

• Transportation: Every journey you make depends on minerals (rocks are 

aggregate of minerals), whether by car, train, plane, boat or foot. Aggregates 

(crushed rock, sand and gravel) are used for roads and footpaths, while railway 

tracks made from steel are laid on aggregate (known as ballast). Airports, 

railway stations and shipping ports all use large amounts of construction 

material to build their infrastructure. 

• Information and computer technology: Many of us have access to a 

computer and mobile phone, and many services depend on computers and 

other forms of telecommunication. These technologies require a wide spectrum 

of minerals and metals, including copper, gold, platinum, tantalum, tin, zinc and 

nickel. Quartz crystals have unusual properties that are useful for high-tech 

applications. For example, superconductors, lasers, molecular sieves and high-

temperature ceramics have been developed from natural crystals, which are 

derived from rocks. 

  Watch the following videos to learn more about uses of rocks.  

• Geology Around Us-Part I 

Link: http://egyankosh.ac.in//handle/123456789/63948 

• Geology Around Us-Part II 

    Link: https://youtu.be/BtmJ8lOfxek  

                 http://egyankosh.ac.in//handle/123456789/65950   

1.10   INTRODUCTION TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
ROCKS  

We have discussed about the rocks found on our planet. Now, let us have an idea 

about extraterrestrial rocks which generally referred to rock material found on the 

Earth, but they were solidified prior to arriving on the Earth. 

The extraterrestrial rocks include a vast range of material. They include:  

a)  Meteorites 

b)  Micrometeorites  

c)  Lunar samples brought to the Earth by Apollo missions  
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a) Meteorites are the fragments of larger bodies called parent bodies which could 

have been small planets or large asteroids or comets that were once part of 

solar system. They can be classified generally into three types:  

1. Stony meteorites are the most common type of meteorites. They resemble 

the rocks found on and within the Earth. Stony meteorites are composed 

mainly of the minerals like olivine and pyroxene having a composition that is 

roughly equivalent to the Earth's mantle. They are of two types- chondrites 

and achondrites.  

•   Chondrites are the most common type of stony meteorite. They are 

made of olivine, pyroxene, and iron - nickel alloys that are magnetic in 

nature. They are composed of small round spheres called chondrules. 

They were possibly formed by rapid melting followed by rapid cooling 

early in the history of the solar system. The chondrites have mostly 

radiometric age dates of about 4.6 Ga.  

•   Achondrites are composed of the same minerals as chondrites, but they 

lack chondrules and resemble igneous rocks found on the Earth. The 

chondrules are absent because they have been heated, melted, and 

recrystallised.   

2. Iron meteorites are composed of alloys of iron and nickel. They have a 

much higher density than normal crustal rocks. They are magnetic. When cut 

and polished, iron meteorites show a distinct texture called a 

Widmanstätten pattern which results from slow cooling of a very hot solid 

material. Iron meteorites give us an idea of the composition of Earth's core. 

3. Stony Iron meteorite consists of a mixture of stony silicate material and 

iron.  They exhibit silicates embedded in a matrix of iron-nickel alloy. They 

also occur as a breccia, wherein the fragments of stony and iron material 

have been cemented together either by heat or chemical reactions.  

b) Micrometeorites are essentially un-melted micrometeoroid that has 

survived entry through Earth's atmosphere. It ranges in size from 50 µm to 

2 mm. They differ from meteorites in having a smaller size, more abundant, and 

are different in composition. They include cosmic dust and 

smaller interplanetary dust particles. Sometimes the meteoroids and 

micrometeoroids entering the Earth's atmosphere are visible as meteors or 

shooting stars. 

c) Lunar samples brought to Earth by Apollo Missions: Six Apollo missions 

between 1969 and 1972 brought back 382 kilograms of lunar rocks, 

core samples, pebbles, sand and dust from the lunar surface. Study of rock and 

soil samples from the Moon has yielded and will continue to provide useful 

information about the early history of the Moon, the Earth and the inner solar 

system. 

1.11   SUMMARY 

Let us summarise about what we have learnt in this unit: 

• Rock is a coherent, naturally occurring solid, consisting of an aggregate of 

minerals. 
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• Geologists study rocks as they (i) contain clues about Earth’s historical aspect, 

(ii) provide us with valuable resources, (iii) help to locate and produce oil, 

natural gas, and ground water and building stones like granite, and (iv) discover 

the mineral deposits.  

• Rocks based on their mode of origin have been classified into three groups- 

igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic. 

• Igneous rock is a rock that solidified from the hot molten or partly molten 

material called magma. Igneous rocks may be intrusive and extrusive 

depending upon their placement below or above the surface. Based on their 

mode of occurrence, they are grouped into: plutonic, volcanic and hypabyssal. 

• Sedimentary rock is a rock resulting from the consolidation of loose sediment or 

chemical precipitation from solution or an organic rock consisting of secretions 

or remains of plants and animals. Sedimentary rock may be classified as (a) 

mechanically formed clastic rocks, and (b) chemically formed nonclastic rocks. 

• Metamorphic rock is a rock derived from recrystallisation of pre-existing rocks 

by mineralogical, chemical or structural changes in response to temperature, 

pressure and chemically active fluids at the depth of the Earth’s crust. 

• Rock cycle is a continuous process closely related to the plate tectonics. Rock 

cycle starts with cooling and consolidation of magma derived from the mantle, 

which are subsequently exposed to atmospheric agencies to form sedimentary 

rocks under normal temperature and pressure or metamorphic rocks under 

increased temperature and/or pressure. 

• The rocks are of manifold utility in every sphere of human life. Therefore, they 

are used in industries like ceramics, pottery, glasses and utensils, gemstones, 

food, fertilizer, packaging, building materials, power generation, transportation 

and information and computer technology. 

• The extraterrestrial rocks include a vast range of material like meteorites, 

micrometeorites and lunar rocks brought to the Earth by Apollo missions. 

1.12   ACTIVITY 

1. Try to explore rocks around you and collect different types of rock and identify 

them. Write their physical characters in a notebook.  

2. Make a list of uses of rocks you see in your daily life.  

1.13   TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. Discuss the classification of rocks. Give suitable examples.  

2. What is rock cycle? Mention its significance. 

3. Discuss about uses of rocks to human beings. 

4. What are the extraterrestrial rocks? Add a note on kinds of terrestrial rocks. 
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2.1   INTRODUCTION 

You have been introduced to the igneous rocks in the previous unit. You have 

also learnt that the slow cooling of magma takes place in the deeper parts of the 

Earth and large size crystals are formed. On the contrary, magma undergoing 

rapid cooling in shallower depth or on the surface of the Earth yielded fine 

grained crystals. The rapid cooling of lava/melt molten rock on the surface of 

the Earth produces fine grained minerals or glass. The igneous rocks vary in 

grain size from very coarse, medium to fine grained or even glassy in hand 

specimen and under the microscope. Thus, igneous rocks display variety of 

textures. Thus, the term texture refers to physical appearance of a rock. In this 

unit we will discuss textures and structures of igneous rocks. Further we will 

also discuss the forms of the igneous rocks in which they occur in the field.  

Expected Learning 
Outcomes________________________ 

After reading this unit you should be able to: 

❖ define texture;  

❖ discuss textural elements such as crystallinity, granularity; and 

❖ recognise the forms and structures of igneous rocks in the field. 

2.2   TEXTURES OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

We have studied that the igneous rock crystallises from the hot 

molten magma or melt that gives rise to diverse type of textures. In 

this unit we will discuss about textures found in igneous rocks. 

Texture is defined on the basis of glass vs. mineral grains proportions, their 

sizes, shapes and mutual arrangements. Perhaps you may have questions 

asking about importance of textural and structural studies!  

These textures and structures provide an idea about the geological processes 

during its crystallisation. They also provide us valuable information about 

physical chemistry and cooling history of the igneous rocks. Let us consider an 

example - if you observe granite and basalt and compare their physical 

properties, you will find distinct differences as mentioned below: 

• Colour- granite is light coloured or leucocratic whereas basalt is dark 

coloured or melanocratic in appearance.  

• Grain size- granite is coarse grained, whereas, basalt is fine grained or 

sometimes glassy. 

• Mutual relationship- in case of granite the crystal is large enough to be 

seen with unaided eyes but it is not possible in case of a basalt. 

However, many more unravelled differences can be discerned when granite 

and basalt are studied under the petrological microscope. We hope that the 

concept of granite and basalt that display different textures is clear to you now.  

Thus, the textures help us to identify different rock types. The term texture is 

applied to megascopic (as observed in hand specimens with unaided 
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eyes) as well as microscopic features (as observed in thin section under 

the microscope).  

We have already discussed that the texture of an igneous rocks represents 

intimate relationship between the mineral grains and the glass.  

Let us discuss following textural elements with reference to igneous rocks. 

• Crystallinity/ degree of crystallisation 

• Granularity/ grain size 

• Shape of the mineral grains  

• Mutual relationship amongst crystals and glass as well 

We have learnt that the igneous rock comprises of crystallised as well as non-

crystallised components. Study of shape of crystals and mutual relationship 

between mineral grains and glassy matter is described as fabric. Thus, fabric is 

defined as the arrangement, orientation and mutual relationship of mineral 

grains or crystals and/or glass. Fabric is a non-compositional property of rock, 

comprises of textures and structures both. 

 Watch the following video to more about fabric of igneous rocks.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: An Overview  

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NU3SL7HWF4 

Let us discuss the above-mentioned textural elements in detail. 

2.2.1   Crystallinity  

Crystallinity or degree of crystallisation refers to degree or amount of crystals 

formed during the process of solidification of magma. The igneous rocks may 

be composed of the crystals, partly crystals and partly glassy matter or totally 

glassy matter. Degree of crystallisation is measured by the ratio between the 

crystallised matter and the glass in an igneous rock. It is the modal percentage 

of mineral grains relative to glass and varies between 0 – 100 %.   

Let us learn few more terms related to crystallinity.  

Crystallites are embryo of crystals, organised to full crystalline status. They 

have more varied shapes. Longulites are cylindrical rods with rounded ends. 

Globulites are minute spherical drops or pellets, often quite opaque and consist 

of iron oxide. When globulites are aligned like string of beads, the resulting form 

is called margarites. Scopulites are rods or needle with divergent plumes. 

Trichites are filamentous or hair-like.  

Microlites are somewhat larger bodies and can be recognised as minute 

crystals. They are usually rod or needle shaped and exhibit crystal outlines 

appropriate to their mineralogical nature.  

Glass: Highly viscous liquid, disordered atomic structure, formed by rapid 

cooling of silicate melts during crystallisation. This term is specifically used for a 

rock or portion of a rock which is devoid of crystalline structure. It is formed 

when a highly viscous magma is rapidly supercooled, wherein the atomic 
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groups and the molecules present in them are not properly and regularly 

arranged in a definite order to form crystalline substance. 

On the basis of crystallinity or degree of crystallisation, textures of igneous 

rocks are grouped as: 

1. Holocrystalline: The prefix ‘holo’ implies entirely or wholly composed of 

well-defined crystal faces of constituent minerals in the rock, e.g. orthoclase 

in granite, augite in gabbro. Holocrystalline texture is seen in plutonic rocks 

(Fig. 2.1a).    

2. Hemicrystalline/ Microcrystalline: When the rock comprises partly of 

crystalline and partly of glassy material, e.g. dolerite, basalt, the rock is 

known to exhibit hemicrystalline texture. This is mainly observed in the rocks 

which are crystallised near the surface or at an intermediate depth from the 

surface (Fig. 2.1b). The other synonym terms in use are merocrystalline or 

hypocrystalline. 

3. Holohyaline: The rocks exhibiting this texture are entirely made up of glassy 

matter or non-crystalline matter (like crystallites and microlites). This results 

when the rate of cooling is very rapid. This texture is mostly seen in volcanic 

rocks, e.g. obsidian, pitchstone, nephelinite (Fig. 2.1c). 

 

Fig. 2.1: Rocks: show a) holocrystalline granite specimen; b) hemicrystalline 

              Dolerite; and c) holohyaline volcanic outcrops. 
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Crystallinity is largely controlled and governed by following factors:  

• Rate of cooling- Faster the cooling finer will be the crystals. Volcanic glass 

is formed by rapid cooling of the lava. Slower rate of cooling favours crystal 

growth of the bigger crystals.   

• Depth of cooling and volume of magma- Higher the depth, slower will be 

the cooling rate as heat deccipiation is slow. Similarly, volume of the magma 

have significant bearing on crystal growth. Larger the volume slower will be 

the rate of cooling, hence larger crystals will be formed.  

• Composition and viscosity of magma- Highly viscous lavas such as 

rhyolite or siliceous magma favours formation of non-crystalline and/or 

glassy rocks. Contrarily, less viscous basaltic or mafic lavas/magmas give 

rise to crystalline rocks e.g. phyric and aphyric basalts. Magma with high 

viscosity have high volatile content as compared to less viscous magmas. 

 Watch the following videos to learn more about glass.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: An Overview  

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NU3SL7HWF4 

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Volcaniclastics 

Link:  

2.2.2   Granularity 

We have already discussed about crystallinity, now let us introduce you to few 

important technical terms related to granularity. Grain size or granularity in 

igneous rocks shows wide variation. It varies from a meter size (e.g. pegmatite) 

to few centimeters to even > 0.01 mm size of a microlite or sometimes even 

glassy as found in volcanic rocks. Generally, phaneritic and aphanitic terms 

are used to describe coarse- and fine-grained rocks, respectively. Coarse-

grained crystals can be seen with unaided eyes and mineral grains in rocks are 

identified easily. Whereas, study of fine-grained minerals in rocks requires 

petrological microscope for their identification. Synonym terms for aphanitic 

texture are hyaline or glassy texture (Fig. 2.2). The alternative terms used for 

phaneritic and aphanitic rocks are phyric and aphyric respectively. 

 

Fig. 2.2: a) Phaneritic; and b) Aphaneritic texture. 
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1) Phaneritic rocks: In these rocks minerals grains are large enough to be 

visible with unaided eyes. Such types of textures are commonly associated 

with the magmatic intrusions and they reflect crystallisation at low degree of 

undercooling. Phaneritic texture also indicates low rate of nucleation, formed 

under plutonic conditions, and emplaced on the surface due to upliftment. 

Phaneritic texture is classified into following sub-types. They are referred to 

as: 

• fine-grain (< 1mm) 

• medium-grain (1-5 mm)  

• Coarse-grain (3 mm-5cm)  

• very coarse-grain (>3 cm) 

Rapid cooling of lava flow (being in contact of air or water) results in a fine-

grained or glassy rock (< 1mm). The cooling in hypabyssal rocks such as dykes 

and sills is relatively slow as it takes place under shallower depth that result in 

medium-grained rock (1-5mm). Large igneous intrusions at much deeper levels 

undergo very slow cooling that result in the formation of coarse and very 

coarse-grained igneous rocks (e.g. pegmatite).  

 

Fig. 2.3: Coarse, medium, fine and glassy texture (megascopic view). 

 

Fig. 2.4: Photomicrographs showing: a) fine-grained texture; b) medium-grained 

texture; and c) coarse-grained texture; Abbreviations used: Plag-

plagioclase, Cpx-clinopyroxene, Alt. px-altered pyroxene, Pala-

palagonite. (Photo credit: Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 
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2) Aphanitic rocks: They are fine-grained and have too small crystals to be 

identified with the unaided eyes or even with the help of a hand lens. They 

are further classified into two sub-types such as: 

• Microcrystalline: In this the grains are visible only under the microscope 

(Fig. 2.5a). 

• Cryptocrystalline: In this case only felty mass is seen and mineral grains 

are not visible under the microscope (Fig. 2.5b). 

     

Fig. 2.5: Photomicrographs showing aphanitic texture: a) microcrystalline; and b) 

the interspaces between the plagioclase laths are occupied by 

cryptocrystalline material; Abbreviation used: ol-olivine, pl-plagioclase, 

g/gl-glass, pyr-pyroxene. (Photo credit: Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 

 Watch the following videos to learn more about phaneritic and 

aphanitic textures.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Phaneritic Textures   

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tw7vVvp6R_U 

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Aphanitic Textures  

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pboabkaFzWY&t=5s 

Let us learn about the factors controlling grain size or granularity in igneous 

rocks, viz. rate of cooling, viscosity, volatile content, and complexity of the 

magma composition.  

• Rate of cooling: If crystallisation is delayed due to slow cooling only a few 

centers of crystallisation are initiated. Slow diffusion of ions favours large 

crystal development.  

• Viscosity: If the magma is viscous, it opposes ionic diffusion thereby, 

hindering crystallisation. Viscosity is directly related to water vapour and 

gaseous (e.g. CO2, H2S, Cl, F) phases along with the silica and to some 

extent alumina contents as SiO4 and AlO4 units readily forms linkages or 

polymers to produce dense networks. Thus, fine-grained or glassy rocks like 

rhyolite (obsidian) resulted from siliceous viscous magma.  

• Volatile content: Presence of volatiles, particularly H2O, in magma reduces 

the viscosity, but, promotes larger crystal growth. Pegmatites crystallised 

from hydrous magmas are invariably very coarser than granites. Aplites are 

fine-grained as they form from dry magmas. In the volatiles besides H2O 
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CO2 is also present.  CO2, other important volatile constituents in magma has 

an opposite effect; rather it has drying effect on magma. Common metal 

cations, e.g. Fe, Mg, Ca, Na, K, etc.  and dissolved water in magmas hinder 

linkage formation or Si-O polymerisation and decrease viscosity. Water rich 

magma is therefore more fluid. 

• Molecular concentration and chemical activity: Minerals like zircon, 

apatite, sphene, rutile, ilmenite form small sized grains because the 

concentrations (molality) of their constituents is not high in the magma. 

• Complexity of magma composition: Complexity of magma increases with 

the number of chemical components.  

2.2.3   Shape of the Crystals  

Let us discuss the three important terms euhedral, subhedral and anhedral and 

their resulting textures that are universally used to describe relative proportion 

of the grain shape. 

1. Euhedral term is used for the mineral grains which possess fully developed 

grain/crystal outlines. All the faces are perfectly or near perfectly developed. 

Idiomorphic and automorphic are equivalent terms, used for euhedral 

grains. Panidiomorphic granular texture (pan-all; idio-one’s own; morph-

shape) comprises majority of grains with euhedral shape (e.g. pegmatite).  

2. Subhedral refers to crystal forms with less or partly developed crystal faces 

or grain boundaries. Hypidiomorphic granular texture (hypo-less or below) 

consists of dominantly of mineral grains with partly developed or subhedral 

shape, e.g.  gabbro, granite. Thus, hypidiomorphic granular texture is the 

commonest of the granular texture, also called granitic because this is 

mostly found in granite rock.  

3. Anhedral term is used for mineral grains lacking crystal outlines. When 

majority of the grains are anhedral resulting, texture is known as 

allotriomorphic granular texture (allotrio-alien), also called as 

xenomorphic granular texture, e.g. aplite. This texture is also called aplitic 

because this is best developed in aplites (hypabyssal equivalent of granite). 
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Fig. 2.6: Shapes of crystals and resulting textures: a) Panidiomorphic granular 

texture; b) Hypidiomorphic granular texture; and c) Allotriomorphic 

granular texture. (Sketch credit for (a) and (b): Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 

We know that the crystals tend to develop crystal grains in length, breath and 

height, thus, exhibits three-dimensional geometry during the process of 

crystallisation.  On the basis of mineral grain dimensions, the mineral grains in 

the igneous rocks can be grouped as: 

1. Equidimensional: The mineral grains are equally developed in all the 

dimensions, e.g. garnet, olivine, leucite.  

2. Prismatic: The mineral grains show more distinct growth in one direction 

(along C axis) than the other two directions/axes, e.g. augite, hornblende. If 

the width and breadth is insignificant as compared to the length, then it is 

called acicular or needle shaped, e.g. sanidine. 

3. Tabular: The mineral grains have greater development in length as 

compared to width, e.g. plagioclase, orthoclase.  

4. Platy or sheet: The mineral grains are developed in length and breadth in 

relation to height e.g. mica.  

5. Irregular: The mineral grains are irregularly developed in all the dimensions, 

e.g. quartz in granite. 
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 Watch the following video to know more about homogenous textures.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Homogenous Textures 

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zx6wQG0qiG4 

The following factors control shape of the grains in igneous rock: 

• Crystal habit: It is controlled by internal structure of an individual mineral.  

• Conditions of their growth: Plagioclase may be euhedral, elongated, lath 

shaped as present in dolerite and basalt, subhedral somewhat tabular in 

gabbro and diorite, plagioclase is often subhedral to anhedral in granite and 

aplite. This is due to differing conditions of crystallisation may have given 

rise to different shapes and sizes of the same mineral. 

• Order of crystallisation: Shape of crystals is often guided by its position in 

the order of crystallisation. Earlier formed crystals are more developed than 

later formed crystals.  

• Slow cooling and favourable diffusion process: This allows formation of 

euhedral crystals.  

Learners, you have learnt about the crystallinity and granularity in igneous 

rocks. Before discussing about the mutual relationship between minerals and 

non-crystalline material, spend few minutes to perform an exercise to check 

your progress.  

SAQ 1 
a) Define texture. 

b) Define crystallite, microlite and glass. 

c) List the textural elements. 

d) List three types of granular textures based on the shape of the crystals, 

citing examples of igneous rocks. 

e) List the mineral grains based on their three-dimensional geometry. Give 

examples. 

2.2.4   Mutual Relationship between Crystal and Non- 
Crystalline Material 

We have read that apart from describing the shape, fabric also includes mutual 

relationships of crystals and non-crystalline matrix/glass. It is has been 

discussed under two sub-groups: 

• Equigranular texture 

• Inequigranular texture 

1) Equigranular textures: When the majority of the grains are of equal size, it 

is said to have equigranular texture, e.g. granite and gabbro. It can be 

grouped into three sub-types:  

• Microgranitic- It occurs in fine grained rocks, where shape of the grains 

is mostly anhedral or subhedral.  

• Orthophyric- If in a fine-grained rocks grains are mostly euhedral. 
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• Felsitic- If grains are very fine or microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline. 

2) Inequigranular textures: In an igneous rock if the grain size difference 

becomes so pronounced that one set of grains is distinctively larger and 

associated with another set which is much finer in size, then it is termed as 

inequigranular. They are of following types: 

• Porhyritic texture 

• Poikilitic texture 

• Intersertal/intergranular texture 

Usually, there is a marked difference in the grain size of the rock. But, if the 

variation of larger to smaller is systematic and gradual, then it is known as 

seriate texture. 

Let us discuss types of inequigranular textures. They are- 

a) Porphyritic texture: In this, the larger grains are surrounded by the 

groundmass consisting of smaller grains (microcrystals) or glassy part. 

The larger grains are termed as phenocryst. Please note that this texture 

is visible both megascopically (Fig. 2.7a) and microscopically (Fig. 2.7b 

and 2.9a). Porphyritic texture resulted due to change in physicochemical 

conditions, molecular concentration and insolubility. 

 

Fig. 2.7: Porphyritic texture: a) Handspecimen showing phenocrysts (white) in 

mottled pinkish groundmass; and b) Photomicrograph showing 

plagioclase phenocryst in groundmass consisting of fine-grained 

plagioclase, augite, glass and iron oxide. (Photo credit: Prof. J. P. 

Shrivastava) 

The term microphenocryst is subjectively used to distinguish finer 

phenocrysts from coarser ones for which the term megaphenocryst is used. 

Porphyritic texture is of three types:  

• Vitrophyric: phenocryts are enclosed by glassy groundmass (Fig. 2.8a)  

• Felsophyric: phenocryts are enclosed by cryptocrystalline groundmass 

• Glomeroporphyritic: phenocryts are the early formed crystals of 

minerals such as olivine, pyroxenes and plagioclase (Fig. 2.8b and 2.9b) 

clubbed together and form distinct clusters of crystals or crystal 

aggregates  
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Fig. 2.8: Types of Porphyritic texture: a) Sketch of vitrophyric texture showing 

phenocrysts in glassy groundmass; and b) Photomicrograph of 

glomeroporphyritic texture showing cluster of plagioclase crystal as 

phenocryst in groundmass consisting of fine-grained plagioclase, 

augite, palagonite and iron oxide. (Photo credit: Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 

 

 

Fig. 2.9:  Sketches showing: a) Porphyritic texture in basalt, euhedral grains of 

plagioclase occur as phenocrysts, and b) Glomeroporphyritic texture 

showing cluster of olivine grains as phenocryst in the groundmass of 

augite in alkali gabbro. (Sketch credit: Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 
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b) Poikilitic texture: In this texture the larger grain encloses smaller mineral 

grains. The larger or host or house crystal is known as oikocryst and the 

enclosed crystals are known as chadocrysts. Poikilitic texture can be of 

three types: 

1. Ophitic texture: This is the most common texture found in fine to 

medium grained mafic rocks like dolerite and basalts. The microscopic 

view exhibits that augite encloses smaller laths of plagioclase feldspar 

(Fig. 2.10a and b).  

2. Subophitic texture: When the crystals of augite grains are smaller 

and partially enclose the plagioclase laths then the texture is known as 

subophitic. Ophitic and subophitic textures resulted due to nearly 

simultaneous crystallisation of plagioclase and pyroxene minerals that 

differ in their crystallisation properties (Fig. 2.10b).  

3. Hyalophitic texture: It is similar to ophitic texture, but the difference is 

that the diversely oriented plagioclase grains are completely 

surrounded by the glass. 

 

Fig. 2.10:  Photomicrographs showing: a) ophitic, a big plate of Cpx, i.e. augite 

encloses laths of plagioclase, and b) subophitic texture. (Photo credit: 

Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 

c) Intersertal/ Intergranular texture 

The mafic rocks like basalt, often shows a variety of textures depending 

on the mutual relationship between the grains and the groundmass, which 

comprise mainly plagioclase, pyroxene and glass. The volcanic glass may 

be replaced by secondary alteration products like palagonite. When the 

corners of randomly oriented plagioclase laths touch each other to form a 

network and the polygonal interstitial spaces are filled by granular 

anhedral pyroxene, the texture is known as intergranular texture (Fig. 

2.11). When the interlath polygonal spaces are filled-up by glass or its 

devitrified product, the texture is known as intersertal texture. 
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Fig. 2.11:  Photomicrograph showing intergranular and intersertal texture, notice 

the polygonal spaces between the plagioclase (Pl) laths are filled by 

secondary altered product of glass (Pala-palagonite) and somewhere 

by augite (Cpx). (Photo credit: Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 

2.2.5   Intergrowth Textures 

Intergrowth texture results from intergrowth which means the state of 

interlocking of grains of two different minerals. Intergrowth texture results due to 

simultaneous crystallisation of two mineral components of the magma at a 

particular temperature or due to eutectic crystallisation of the two mineral 

components of magma at a particular temperature. Let us discuss. 

1) Graphic texture: Graphic texture is commonly found in granites and results 

from the intergrowth between quartz and orthoclase. The quartz blebs are 

aligned parallel to a well-defined crystallographic orientation giving rise to the 

effect of cuneiform writing on a background of K-feldspar (host). It resembles 

ancient German alphabets. Quartz is disposed in the form of prismatic 

wedge-shaped areas intersecting at an angle of about 60o. When this texture 

is observed in hand specimens (Fig. 2.12), it is called graphic texture and 

when it is in a microscopic level called as micrographic (term used for 

texture observed under microscope) and the rock is called granophyre. 

Sometimes such type of an intergrowth is ultra-small and can be seen under 

the scanning electron microscope under high resolution.  

 

Fig. 2.12: Hand specimen of a granite showing graphic texture. Notice the 

elongated belbs of grey quartz in the host of white orthoclase. 
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2) Myrmekitic texture: Myrmekitic texture results from the intergrowth of 

quartz and plagioclase (usually oligoclase). The intergrowth of quartz is in 

the form of worm-like rods within the plagioclase. It is also referred as to 

symplectite. It is found in some granite and metamorphic rocks. 

3) Corona texture: It refers to those resulting from reactions in magmas and 

exhibit concentric arrangement of characteristic minerals. The zone of 

reaction products surrounding a mineral is called a reaction rim or 

kelyphitic borders. For example, olivine is enclosed with the rim of 

pyroxene. There may be a number of successive rings around the central 

mineral.   

 Watch the following video to know more about inhomogeneous 

textures.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Inhomogeneous 

Textures 

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYb_tzRlSKc 

2.2.6   Exsolution Textures  

Exsolution textures represent chemical breakdown of an originally homogenous 

solid solution as it cools down. During cooling in solid state, the reverse process 

of solution, i.e., exsolution (unmixing) takes place and the intergrowth is 

produced. 

• Perthitic texture: Exsolution of alkali feldspar and albite produces perthites 

which comprises thin strings, films and patches of albite oriented within K-

feldspar host, e.g. orthoclase/ microcline (Fig. 2.13). Microperthitic texture 

is the texture which is resolvable under the microscope. It is commonly 

developed in coarse plutonic rocks like granite, gabbro. 

• Antiperthite texture: It is the reverse of the perthitic texture. In this case the 

belbs and patches of orthoclase or microcline occur within plagioclase and 

gives rise to antiperthic intergrowth (Fig. 2.13).  

 

Fig. 2.13: Perthite and antiperthite textures. 
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 Watch the following video to know more about exsolution 

intergrowth and textures.  

• Exsolution Intergrowth 

     Link: https://youtu.be/7SnfV0nJMvk  

2.2.7   Miscellaneous Textures 

1) Directive/ Flow texture: The term directive indicates directional 

arrangements of mineral grains, indicating flows or bands. When the magma 

during the process of its crystallisation undergoes flow movement, the 

crystallising minerals tend to arrange themselves in a regular directive bands 

which results in a flow texture. The direction of the flow may be interrupted 

by early formed crystals, but the flow bands will produce stream line without 

distorting the bigger crystals, such texture is known as flow texture (Fig. 

2.14). 

 

Fig. 2.14: Flow structure in rhyolite, notice the plagioclase crystals arranged 

parallel to flow of magma, marked by red arrow. 

2) Trachytic texture: This texture is particularly observed in some volcanic 

rocks such a trachyte. In basaltic rock, the calcic plagioclase, glassy and 

cryptocrystalline material show parallel or sub-parallel alignment and 

preferred orientation due to flowage of magma in molten state which is 

referred as to trachytic texture.  

3) Eutaxitic texture: This term is used for the parallel alignment of pumice 

fragments in welded ignimbrites which are pyroclastic rocks. Ignimbrite is 

formed by the widespread deposition and consolidation of ash flows.  The 

wavy laminations swirl around volcanic lithic fragments, indicating flow 

pattern in the dark bands. The stretched lithic, pumice and crystal fragments 

are aligned and welded together with a devitrified, cryptocrystalline and 

microcrystalline groundmass (Fig. 2.15).  
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Fig. 2.15: Photomicrograph of medium grained pyroclastic rock showing eutaxitic 

texture, notice the welding of stretched pumice fragments. 

4) Devitrification: Let us introduce you to the term devitrification.  

We have discussed the term ‘glass’ earlier in this unit. Let us recall it.  

If a highly viscous magma is rapidly supercooled then the atomic groups and 

the molecules present in them are not able to get properly and regularly 

arranged in a definite order to form crystalline substance. Such supercooled 

viscous melt or semi-solid material gives rise to disordered as glass. This 

condition of non crystalline state is unstable or metastable. The glasses tend 

to change themselves in a long course of time into an irregular arrangement 

of atoms and molecules thus they form cryptocrystalline mass. This process 

of devitrification is promoted if the glassy material is placed under 

increased pressure and temperature with chemically active fluids. 

Devitrification in natural glasses usually produces a mass of minute crystals 

of cryptocrystalline character forming felsitic texture and such rocks are 

known as felsites. Perlitic cracks in crystals are evidences of their original 

glassy condition. Perlitic cracks refers to curved or spherical cracks found in 

glassy or devitrified igneous rocks, formed by contraction during rapid 

cooling of the magma (Fig. 2.16a). 

 

Fig. 2.16: a) Perlitic cracks in pitchstone, notice curved or spherical cracks; and 

b) Spherulitic texture. (Photo credit: Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 
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5) Spherulitic texture: More rapid cooling and crystallisation of viscous 

magma yields spherulitic texture. Spherulitic aggregates are radiating arrays 

of fibrous or needle-like crystals. This texture is common in glassy felsic 

volcanic rocks (Fig. 2.16b). 

6) Spinifex texture: This texture is characteristic of komatiitic rock (an 

ultramafic rock of volcanic origin). Spinifex texture is defined as randomly 

oriented, extremely fine-grained, slender hollow crystals or acicular olivine 

phenocryst formed by rapid cooling or quenching of ultramafic lavas. 

Learners, you have learnt about the the mutual relationship between minerals 

and non-crystalline material, intergrowth texture, exsolution textures and 

miscellaneous textures. Before discussing about the structures in igneous 

rocks, spend few minutes to perform an exercise to check your progress.  

SAQ 2 
a) Distinguish between equigranular and inequigranular textures. 

b) What is seriate texture? 

c) Define graphic texture. How it forms? 

d) What is exsolution intergrowth? Cite and example. 

2.3    STRUCTURES OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

We have discussed in detail about textures, let us learn about few common 

igneous structures. 

The term structure is very much different from texture. Structure is used for 

larger features of a rock, observed in the field on large outcrops like flow 

banding, layering, vesicles, etc. If you observe a basaltic outcrop you would 

describe its structure as vesicular or amygdaloidal. Even today, the petrologists 

use the terms texture and structure interchangeably.  

2.3.1   Vesicular and Amygdaloidal Structures 

The lavas are heavily charged with gases and other volatiles. When the lava is 

erupted on the surface, the volatile constituents escape from the fluid with the 

decrease of pressure, thus forming cavities, bubbles or vesicles of variable 

dimensions and shapes, such as spherical, elliptical, cylindrical or irregular in 

shape. The individual openings are known as vesicles and the structure as a 

whole is known as vesicular structure (Fig. 2.17a and b).  But, if the vesicles 

are filled-up by some low temperature secondary minerals such as quartz (Fig. 

2.17a), calcite (Fig. 2.17b), zeolite, chalcedony it is termed as amygdale. 

Volcanic rocks containing amygdales are said to have amygdaloidal 

structure. They are called so because their shapes sometimes suggest 

resemblance to almonds. 
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Fig. 2.17: Volcanic rock showing vesicular and amygdaloidal texture: a) Notice 

vesicles and vesicles filled-up with quartz; and b) Vesicular cavity is 

filled-up with calcite crystal, encircled with red.  

2.3.2   Scoriaceous and Pumiceous Structures 

Lava which is heavily charged with volatiles and gaseous constituents, on 

consolidation and cooling gives rise to ‘scoria’ and the resulting structure is 

called scoriaceous structure. Scoria is a clinkery looking extrusive, highly 

vesicular basalt. If the vesicles are so abundant that they make up over 50% of 

the rock and the rock has a density greater than 1, then the rock is said to be 

scoriaceous. Pumice is a volcanic rock containing numerous irregular shaped 

cavities or vesicles that remain after trapped volatiles escape from the cooling 

lava. Such structures are characteristic of highly siliceous lavas because they 

are highly charged with volatiles. If vesicles are so abundant that they make up 

over 50% of the rock and the rock has a density less than 1 (i.e. it would float in 

water), then the rock is known as pumiceous. Vugs are angular cavities in a 

rock formed by collection of volatile fluid between existing crystals the resulting 

structure is known as vuggy structure. 

 

Fig. 2.18: Lava tube. (Photo credit: Prof. J.P. Shrivastava) 

2.3.3   Lava Tunnel 

On cooling and consolidation of lava, the enclosed fluid lava drains out through 

some channel ways known as lava tunnel. The hardened basaltic flows 

commonly contain cave-like tunnels called lava tubes that are supposed be 

conduits carrying lava (Fig. 2.18). These conduits develop in the interior of a 

flow where temperatures remain high long after the molten material on the 
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surface hardens. Lava tubes are important features because they serve as 

insulated pathways that facilitate advancement of lava to great distances from 

its source. 

2.3.4   Blocky and Ropy Lava 

They are two different appearances represented by lava flows. The surface is 

covered with the mass of rough jagged, angular blocks of all dimensions with 

dangerously sharp edges and spiny projections. This is known as blocky lava 

or ‘aa’ structure. On the other hand, very mobile lavas solidify with 

comparatively smoother surface often highly glazed which exhibit wrinkled, ropy 

or corded forms that often resemble with the twisted braids of ropes. The 

structure is known as ropy lava is also called ‘pahoehoe’ (Fig. 2.19). Blocky 

and ropy lava flows as described above are known by their Hawaiian names, 

i.e. aa and pahoehoe flows. Pahoehoe means “on which one can walk.” Both 

the lavas can erupt from the same vent. However, pahoehoe lavas form at 

higher temperatures and contain more fluid than aa lava flows. Apart from this 

pahoehoe lava flow can change into an aa lava flow, although the reverse does 

not occur. 

 

Fig. 2.19: Ropy lava. (Source : www.usgs.gov) 

2.3.5   Platy and Sheet Structure 

The development of different set of parallel partings or joints giving rise to 

plates of rock mass, often intersected by closely spaced, irregular joint planes 

or surfaces is known as platy structure. The development of one set of well-

defined horizontal joints or surfaces is known as sheet structure. 

2.3.6   Pillow Lava 

This is a peculiar ellipsoidal pillow-shaped structure (Fig. 2.20), which occurs 

mostly in basic/mafic lavas. Such types of lavas appear as pile of small masses 

like pillows or cushions. They are produced by extrusion of lava under water 

logged sea water or sediment, rain-soaked air or beneath the ice-sheets. 

Pillows generally have a vesicular crust or glassy skin. Chilled margins develop 

at the peripheral portion of pillow due to sudden cooling. 
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Fig. 2.20: Elliptical shaped pillow lava, showing chilled margins from Chitradurga 

district, Karnataka. 

2.3.7   Columnar/Prismatic Structure 

When the uniform cooling and contraction in a homogeneous magma takes 

place, the parting planes tend to take on a regular columnar or prismatic form 

(Fig. 2.21a and b) which is characterised by four, five or six sides. Columnar 

structure is formed due to the development of centres of nucleation- 

contractions at equally-spaced intervals on the cooling surfaces.  

 

Fig. 2.21: Columnar jointing in: a) basalt (Photo credit: Dr. Omkar Verma); and b) 

Rhyolite. (Source: www.gsi.gov.in) 

2.3.8   Lava Flow Structure 

The eruption of lava on the surface faces difficulty in movement due to 

viscosity. This results in the formation of dissimilar elongated lenticular patches 

arranged parallel to the flow of the lava. This is known as directional or flow 

structure. 

 

Fig. 2.22: Flow structures in rhyolite. (Photo credit: Dr. Amit Kumar) 
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2.3.9   Rift and Grain 

These structures developed due to three sets of mutually perpendicular, equally 

spaced joints, producing cubical blocks known as mural jointing. This rift and 

grain structure is taken into advantage by quarrymen to dress down big blocks 

of granite into smaller ones. 

2.3.10   Perlitic Structure 

This refers to produce spherical balls having a pearl-grey luster. The concentric 

shelly cracks formed by rapid cooling of viscous lava or magma.  

2.3.11   Rapakivi Structure 

Rapakivi is a term derived from the Finnish language which means ‘rotten or 

crumbled stone’.  This term is used for rounded crystals of potassic feldspar 

mantled by white rims of sodic feldspar. They consist of orthoclase crystals as 

large as 4 cm in diameter in fine grained mantled plagioclase. Mostly this 

structure is found in granitic rocks. 

 Watch the following video to know more about rapakivi structure.  

• Rapakivi Texture  

Link: https://youtu.be/voXGUT4HSxY 

 

Fig. 2.23: Rapakivi structure where large orthoclase ovoids mantled by 

plagioclase. (Photo credit: Ganga Prasad Bhartiya) 

2.3.12   Xenoliths 

Xenolith is an accidental foreign rock fragment trapped in another rock of 

igneous origin (Fig. 2.24). Xenolith itself may be igneous, sedimentary or 

metamorphic in origin. The term xenolith literally means ‘foreign rock’ but, some 

xenoliths are not entirely foreign to their hosts. They may be genetically related 

and known as cognate because both of them may have crystallised from the 

same magma. The unrelated xenoliths are always older than their host rocks 

because they existed before the magma around them was solidified. 
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Xenocrysts differ from the xenoliths. Xenolith is the term used for rock fragment, 

whereas, xenocryst refers to individual mineral fragment. The xenocryst term 

is used for the crystals that was accidentally incorporated in the magma and 

preserved in partly resorbed state. They can have foreign source or can be 

derived from the same country rock. Cognate are the xenocrysts genetically 

related to the enclosing rock.  

 Watch the following video to know more about structures of igneous 

rocks.  

• Physical Features of Volcanic Terrain  

      Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wrbw0MQzSQU&t=141s 

 

 

Fig. 2.24: Basaltic xenolith in granite. (Photo credit: Ihsan Ullah Lone) 

2.4   FORMS OF IGNEOUS ROCKS 

You better understand that the igneous rocks are formed due to cooling and 

consolidation of hot molten rock material. We have already learnt these terms 

earlier in this unit, let us recall.  

The molten rock material occurring below the Earth’s surface is called magma, 

but, when it comes out on the surface of the Earth, it is called lava. The deep-

seated magma in the magma chamber ascends due to buoyancy or any 

tectonic activity and intrudes into the country rock (host rock) or it may come 

out at the surface and solidify. When the magma reaches to the Earth’s surface, 

it forms ‘extrusive’ igneous rock. When magma rises through the crust, it 

forcefully displaces pre-existing crustal rocks referred to as host or country 

rock. Igneous body is called as ‘intrusive’ when magma solidifies beneath the 

surface of the Earth. We understand about intrusive igneous activity from the 

study of old, and now solidified, magma bodies exposed by the erosion. The 

intrusive or extrusive igneous rock bodies can occur in a variety of forms.  

Concordant body: When the igneous body runs parallel to the bedding or 

foliation plane of the country rock. 

Discordant body: When the igneous body cuts across the bedding or foliation 

plane and penetrates through the country rock.  
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Let us now discuss about forms of the igneous rocks. 

2.4.1   Sill 

Sill is a concordant igneous body, lying parallel to the planar structure such as 

bedding and foliation plane of the country rock (Fig. 2.25a and b). These sheet-

like masses of igneous rock penetrated into the country rock and spread out 

parallel to the bedding or foliation planes.  

 

Fig. 2.25: a) Sill is concordant and dyke is discordant body; and b) Field 

photograph of sill. (Photo credit: Ihsan Ullah Lone) 

2.4.2   Dyke  

Dike is a discordant igneous body of more or less tabular shape and exhibits a 

cross cutting relationship with the country rock (Fig. 2.25a and 2.26a and b). 

The word dike is of Scottish origin meaning ‘a wall of stone’. These are wall like 

masses of igneous rocks cutting across country rock which may be of igneous, 

sedimentary or metamorphic rock. Dykes formed by solidification of magma 

penetrate through fissures or fractures in the rocks. 

 

Fig. 2.26: Field photographs of dyke: a) dyke intruding Deccan lava flow (Photo 

credit: Prof. J.P. Shrivastava); and b) dyke intruding granite, Ladakh 

Batholith. (Photo credit: Ihsan Ullah Lone) 

Dykes are generally a few feet in thickness and commonly occur in groups 

which may exhibit some pattern. Based on their pattern, they are categorised 

as follows: 

• Radiating dykes: When different dykes seem to radiate from a common 

centre (Fig. 2.27a). 

• Arcuate dykes: When several dykes form arc like structure (Fig. 2.27b). 
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• Ring dykes: When arcuate dykes occur in a form of more or less a complete 

circle or ring (Fig. 2.27c). 

• Cone sheets: Cone sheets refer to sheets of an igneous body which occurs 

in the form of inverted, co-axial cones, with thin layers of country rocks lying 

in between them. Both the cone sheets and ring dykes have near circular 

outcrop on surface, but the ring dykes are nearly vertical. The cone sheets 

converge toward the apex of the cone (Fig. 2.27d). 

 

 

Fig. 2.27: Different types of dykes: a) Radiating; b) Arcuate; c) Ring; and d) Cone 

sheet. 

2.4.3   Laccolith 

Laccoliths are more or less concordant intrusive dome-like masses of igneous 

rock arching upward and has a more or less flat floor (Fig. 2.28). They are lens-

shaped sub-structures formed by igneous rocks pushing up the overlying rocks 

and get exposed only after long continued erosion. In a typical laccolith, the 

diameter is only few times greater than the thickness.  

 

Fig. 2.28: Laccolith is concordant dome-like mass. 
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2.4.4   Bysmalith 

Bysmalith is a special type of laccolith which is a roughly vertical cylindrical 

igneous intrusion bounded by steep faults. It results into a cylindrical plug like 

mass. Bysmalith is a body where the roof uplifts along a circular or arcuate 

fault.  

2.4.5   Lopolith 

The word lopolith is derived from the Greek word lopas means basins. Lopoliths 

are more or less saucer or basin shaped sunken concordant igneous bodies 

which are concave upwards (Fig. 2.29) in the form of basins. 

 

Fig. 2.29: Saucer shaped lopolith. 

2.4.6   Phacolith 

Phacoliths are concavo-convex concordant igneous rocks which occur along 

the crest and trough of folds of the country rocks (Fig. 2.30). 

 

Fig. 2.30: Phacolith are lens shaped igneous rocks which occur in folded strata. 

2.4.7   Chonolith 

Chonolith is an igneous intrusion whose form is so irregular that it can not be 

classified as a laccolith, dike, sill or any other recognised body. 

2.4.8   Volcanic Neck 

It is a pipe-like elevated discordant igneous monolith mass (body) in which lava 

consolidated (Fig. 2.31). Volcanic landforms on land comprising of cinder cones 

which are easily eroded as they are composed of unconsolidated volcanic 

materials. Thus, the volcanoes on land are continually being eroded and 

lowered by weathering. Even after most of the cones have been eroded away 

and the rock occupying a volcanic pipe being composed more often of a 
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resistant material that may remain standing above the surrounding terrain.  The 

best-known volcanic pipes are the diamond-bearing structures of the South 

Africa. The rocks filling these pipes must have been originated at a depth of at 

least 150 kilometers, where pressure is high enough to generate diamonds and 

other high-pressure minerals. 

 

Fig. 2.31: Volcanic neck. 

2.4.9   Batholith 

Batholith is the largest intrusive of all igneous bodies (bathos means depth, 

lithos means stone). They occur as huge linear structures extending several 

hundreds of kilometers and up to 100 kilometers wide (Fig. 2.32a). Batholiths 

are plutonic igneous rock masses which occupy the core of the mountain, e.g. 

Ladakh  batholith (Fig. 2.32b), Mt Abu batholith. Batholiths are always made up 

of granitic (felsic) and intermediate rock types and are often referred to as 

granite batholiths. They are formed at some depth below the Earth’s surface 

and exposed only after the removal of overlying cover of the rock masses. They 

do not have determinable floor, but, have steep walls.  

  

Fig. 2.32: a) Block diagram of some intrusive bodies; and b) Field photograph of 

Ladakh Batholith. 

2.4.10   Stock 

It is an intrusive mass of plutonic igneous rocks, but, smaller in size than the 

batholith and usually possessing more or less circular or elliptical cross section 

(Fig. 2.32a).  
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2.4.11   Boss 

Boss is a mass of plutonic igneous rocks (or stocks) which has circular outline 

upon the surface. 

2.5   SUMMARY 

In this unit, we have learnt about the texture, structure and forms of the igneous 

rocks. Let us summarise about what we have learnt in this unit: 

• Textures in igneous rocks include crystallinity/ degree of crystallisation, 

granularity/ grain size and fabric. Fabric includes mineral orientation, the 

shape of the mineral grains and mutual relationship of the crystals and 

glassy matter. 

• On the basis of crystallinity igneous have been grouped as: holocrystalline 

texture, hemicrystalline/ microcrystalline texture, holohyaline texture. 

• The coarse-grained igneous rocks are called as phaneritic rocks and fine-

grained rocks are known as aphanitic rocks. Aphanitic texture can be 

grouped as microcrystalline and cryptocrystalline. 

• Factors controlling grain size or granularity in igneous rocks are the rate of 

cooling, viscosity, volatile content, and complexity of the magma 

composition.  

• Shape of the crystals can be euhedral, anhedral and subhedral. The 

resulting texture can be grouped as panidiomorphic granular texture, 

allotriomorphic granular texture and hypidiomorphic granular texture. 

• Texture can be equigranular or inequigranular. Inequigranular textures can 

be further grouped as porphyritic, ophitic, intergranular or intersertal. 

• Glass tends to change themselves in a long course of time into irregular 

arrangement of atoms and molecules, thus, they form cryptocrystalline 

masses. The process of devitrification is promoted if the glassy material is 

placed under increased pressure and temperature with chemically active 

fluids. 

• Structures found in the igneous rocks can be vesicular and amygdaloidal, 

cellular or scoriaceous, lava tunnels, blocky and ropy lavas, pillow lavas, 

columnar/prismatic structures, lava flow structures, rapakivi structure, etc. 

• Concordant body refers to the igneous body, running parallel to the bedding 

or foliation plane of the country rock. Discordant body refers to the igneous 

body cutting across the bedding or foliation plane and penetrating through 

the country rock.  

• Forms of the igneous rocks can be sill, dyke, laccolith, bysmalith, lopolith, 

phacolith, chonolith, volcanic neck, batholith, stocks and bosses. 

2.6   ACTIVITY 

• Try to explore rocks around you and collect different types of igneous rocks 

and identify them. Write their textural characteristics in a notebook.  
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2.7   TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. What is granularity? Discuss in detail with neat and labeled diagrams 

wherever necessary. 

2. Describe the types of inequigranular textures found in igneous rocks. 

3. Explain the structures found in igneous rocks. 

4. Discuss forms of the igneous rocks with the help of neat and labeled 

diagrams. 

Audio/Video Material-Based Questions: 

• Differentiate (a) fabric and texture, and (b) primary and secondary textures. 

• List the components of texture. 

• List the processes of formation and growth of crystals. 

• What is glass? Mention the textures formed devitrification of glass. 

• What is perlitic texture? 

• What is palagonite? 

• Explain how felty texture is seen under the polarising microscope? 

• Draw diagram of banded rhyolite as seen under polarising microscope. 

• Distinguish between: a) Intergranular and intersertal texture 

b) Aphanitic and Phaneritic texture 

c) Porphyritic and poikilitic texture 

d) Perthite and antiperthite 

e) Dyke and lava flow 

• List the types of crystal habits present in igneous rocks. 

• What are ‘battlemented’ crystals? 
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2.10   ANSWERS 

Self Assessment Questions  

1    a)   Texture is defined as the overall physical appearance of a rock based 

on the size, shape, and arrangement of its mineral grains and it also 

describes the mutual relationship between the adjoining grains of 

mineral materials. 

b) Crystallites are embryo of crystals organised to full crystalline status. 

They have more varied shapes. Microlites are somewhat larger bodies 

can be recognised as minute crystals. They exhibit crystal outline 

appropriate to their mineralogical nature. Glass is term specifically used 

for rocks or portions of rocks which are devoid of crystalline structure. It 

is formed when a highly viscous magma is rapidly super-cooled, 

wherein the atomic groups and the molecules present in them are not 

properly and regularly arranged in a definite order to form crystalline 

substance. 

c) Crystallinity / degree of crystallisation; Granularity/ grain size; Shape of 

the mineral grains; Mutual relationship of the crystals and glassy matter. 

d) Panidiomorphic granular texture; hypidiomorphic granular texture; 

allotriomorphic granular texture. 

e) Equidimensional (garnet, olivine, leucite); prismatic (natrolite); tabular 

(plagioclase, orthoclase); platy or sheet (mica); irregular (quartz in 

granite). 

2    a)   If in an igneous rock the difference of the grain size becomes highly 

pronounced, i.e. one set of the grains is distinctly larger associated with 

another set which is distinctly fine then it is termed as inequigranular. 

When the majority of the grains are of equal size, it is said to have 

equigranular texture, e.g. granite and gabbro.  

b) If the variation of larger to smaller grain size is systematic and gradual, 

then it is known as seriate texture. 

c) Graphic texture results due to the intergrowth between quartz and 

orthoclase. 

d) Exsolution textures represent chemical breakdown of an originally 

homogenous solid solution as it cools down. During cooling in solid 

state, the reverse process of solution, i.e., exsolution (unmixing) takes 

place and the intergrowths are produced. 

Terminal Questions 

1. Your answer should include the points discussed under Section 2.2.2. 

2. Your answer should include detailed description about porphyritic, poikilitic, 

intergranular and intersertal textures. 

3. Your answer should include the points discussed under Section 2.3. 

4. Your answer should include the points discussed under Section 2.4. 
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5.1   INTRODUCTION  

In Unit 4, we have already learnt that the magma consists of complex mixtures of solids, fluids and 

dissolved gases. Essentially, they are very hot silicate melts containing large quantities of water and 

varying amount of highly reactive fluids and gases in the solution. You have also learnt that the 

volatiles impart low viscosity to the magma. The minerals in igneous rocks crystallise at a range of 

different temperatures. You have read in Unit 4 that the sequence in which minerals crystallise out 

from the magma is studied under the Bowen reaction series. In this unit, you will study about 

unicomponent and bicomponent or binary systems, the application of phase rule and equilibrium 

crystallisation.  
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Expected Learning 
Outcomes________________________ 

After reading this unit you should be able to:  

❖ define phase rule and phase diagrams; 

❖ describe unicomponent and bicomponent/ binary systems; 

❖ explain the application of phase rule; and 

❖ discuss binary eutectic system. 

5.2   PHASE RULE  

It is important for you to understand the contribution of each chemical 

constituent existing in any system of the universe. The effects that occur by the 

addition or subtraction of constituents in the system will also be considered. 

This will not only help us to understand each system better, but also enable us 

to study more complex systems in nature. The fundamental and simple 

approach for this is the Phase rule. Before reading about the phase rule, let us 

get familiar with a few terms.  

• System: It is part of the universe that one can isolate (either physically or 

mentally) to study it. Types of system: 

1) Open System: A system may be open, if it can transfer energy and 

matter to and from the surroundings. 

2) Closed System: In a closed system, only energy, such as heat, may be 

exchanged with the surroundings. 

3) Isolated System: Neither energy nor matter may be transferred with the 

surroundings. 

• Surroundings: Surroundings can be considered the bit of the universe just 

outside the system.  

• Phase: Phase is defined as a chemically and physically homogenous part of 

a system that is bounded by an interface with adjacent phases. 

•    System Components: Smallest number of chemical constituents 

needs to make up all phases in the system. 

• Variance (also known as the Degrees of Freedom, expressed as "f"): 

Minimum number of variables that need to completely define the state of a 

system at equilibrium. 

The state of a system is described completely by defining macroscopic 

properties of the system, which include temperature, pressure, composition, 

mass, volume and other interdependent properties. Gibbs phase rule was 

formulated by American Chemist J. Willard Gibbs and so it is named after him. 

It is used in the determination of the variance or degrees of freedom of a 

system (f). Phase rule is applicable only to the heterogeneous reversible 

reactions which are in equilibrium, whereas other reversible reactions are 

studied using “law of action.”                                                                               
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Phase Rule governs the number of phases that can co-exist in an equilibrium 

in the system and is expressed as:     

F=C-P+2 or F+P=C+2 

Where, P= Number of phases present in a system 

 F= Degree of Freedom 

 C= Components 

 2= Two intensive parameters usually T (temperature) and P (pressure). 

As stated above, phase is physically distinct in a system (based on their 

composition, structure and/or state) that is mechanically separable from the 

rest. It may be a liquid or gas or solid. 

For example: 

Matter Number of Phases 

Ice 1 (solid phase) 

Ice + water 2 (liquid+solid) 

2 piece of ice 1 (only different pieces) 

To understand a phase diagram, it is very important to know about its 

components. A component is defined as the minimum number of chemical 

species required to define a system and all its phases. It is generally expressed 

as proportion of oxides (SiO2, Al2O3, FeO, Fe2O3, H2O, CO2, CaO, MgO). If we 

consider ice and water, they have only 1 component (H2O) and 2 phases. To 

describe silica /quartz system (SiO2), we can describe it by 3 components (Si, O 

or SiO2) but only SiO2 is good enough to define it. So, number of components is 

“1”.  

Number of components depends upon: 

1) the behaviour of the system and  

2) the range of conditions over which it is studied. 

For example, at low temperature, calcite is treated as a single component 

(CaCO3) system, but at high temperature, it is a two-component system 

(CaO+CO2). 

5.2.1   Phase Diagram 

The graphical presentation giving the conditions of pressure and temperature 

under which the various phases are existing and transform from one phase to 

another is known as the phase diagram of the system. A phase diagram 

consists of areas, curves or lines and points. These diagrams display stability 

fields of various phases, separated by lines representing conditions under 

which phase changes occur. They also represent relationship between melt and 

solids. Phase diagrams are those which show stability fields and relationship 

between different phases as a function of variables such as P, T and 

composition (X). Thus, the results of the phase equilibrium experiment which 

are performed in the laboratory to study the crystallisation and melting 

behaviour of a magma of definite composition under same P and T conditions 

are graphically represented by phase stability diagram. These diagrams show 
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constitution of alloys as a function of temperature under equilibrium condition 

and are also known as phase equilibrium diagrams.  

 

Fig. 5.1: Phase diagram showing solid-liquid-gas behaviour of a substance. 

 

Fig. 5.2: Phase diagram of unicomponent system showing critical and triple 

point. 

In Figure 5.1, temperature is represented as T on Y-axis and composition on 

the X-axis. 

In general, at high temperature, the system is completely in the melt form and 

100% melt field is separated from rest of the phase diagram by a boundary 

called liquidus. Liquidus line separates liquid from liquid + solid. The 100% 

melt exists above this line. 

Likewise, low temperature stability field for 100% solid is separated from high 

temperature condition by a phase boundary line called solidus. Solidus is the 

line below the liquidus line, where 100% solid exists. Solidus line separates 

solid from liquid + solid. In the intermediate T between solidus and liquidus, the 

system consists of 2 types of stable phases at an equilibrium i.e., both liquid 

and solid crystals. Figure 5.2 shows the phase diagram of a unicomponent 
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system where temperature (T ºC) is represented on X-axis and pressure (P 

atm) on Y-axis. The three curves separate these phases, viz. solid, liquid and 

gas. Triple point is the point where the temperature and pressure at which the 

solid, liquid and vapour phases of the pure substance can exist together at 

equilibrium (Fig. 5.2). The end point of a phase equilibrium curve is known as 

critical point. It is defined as the point at which two phases of a substance 

initially become indistinguishable from one another.  

You have read in Unit 3 of BGYCT-131 course that the interior of the Earth is 

inaccessible. Geologists observe only a tiny fraction of the rocks that compose 

the Earth. A large portion of information about the Earth is indirect, coming from 

melts of subsurface material, geophysical studies or experiments conducted at 

elevated temperature and pressure. Thus, it is important to note that the P and 

T conditions of magma generation and modification can be deduced from the 

real melting of melt of minerals under laboratory conditions.  

5.2.2   Condensed Phase Rule 

In cases, where either P or T is kept constant, one can apply the condensed 

phase rule with the formula:     

F=C-P+1 

This is simply because the total number of variables within the system has now 

become 1, as only one of the two intensive properties of the system (P and T) is 

allowed to vary. The condensed phase rule is quite helpful in understanding 

isobaric T (temperature) – X (composition) or isothermal P (pressure) – X 

(composition) diagrams as well as experimental geochemistry where either P or 

T is kept constant to investigate the dependence of a system on the other 

intensive variable. 

5.3   UNICOMPONENT SYSTEM         

In the above section you have studied about phase rule and phase diagram. 

Now let us discuss about unicomponent system.  A system having only one 

component is called unicomponent system. The least number of phases 

possible in any system is one. Thus, according to phase rule, a one-component 

system should have a maximum of two degree of freedom.  

When C=1, P=1, 

So, F=C-P+2 

         =1-1+2  

         =2 
Hence, a one component system requires a maximum of two variables (i.e. 

temperature and pressure) to be fixed in order to define the system completely. 

Phase diagram of one component system consist of points, curves or lines, 

areas, and represents a non-variant, univariant and bivariant systems 

respectively. SiO2 and H2O systems are examples of one component system. In 

the following section let us discuss H2O system of unicomponent system. 

5.3.1   Crystallisation Behaviour of H2O System 

Water is a one component system which is chemically a single compound 

involved in the system. It constitutes a three phase (ice-solid, water-liquid and 
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vapour-gaseous) and have the following equilibria that depends upon the 

conditions of temperature and pressure (variables): 

ice →  vapour 

ice → water 

water → vapour 

If the values of vapour pressures at different temperatures are plotted against 

the corresponding temperatures, the phase diagram of the H2O System (Fig. 

5.3) is obtained. It consists of three stable curves and one metastable curve. 

Water and vapour exist together in equilibrium along the vapour pressure curve 

of water OB. At point D, the vapour pressure of water becomes equal to the 

atmospheric pressure (100 ºC; boiling point of water). At temperature 374 ºC 

and pressure 218 atm, the curve OB finishes at B where the water and vapour 

are indistinguishable. The system has one phase and this point is the critical 

point. Applying phase rule on this curve,  

C=1, and P=2,  

                                            F=C-P+2 

    =1-2+2 

=1 

Hence, the curve represents a univariant system, i.e. only one factor either 

temperature or pressure is sufficient to be fixed in order to define a system. 

Two phases ice and vapour exist together in equilibrium along sublimation 

curve of ice OA (Fig. 5.3). The lower end of the curve OA extends to absolute 

zero (-273 ºC) where no vapour exists. In Fig. 5.3 the areas AOC, COB and 

BOA represent following phases. 

Area Phase Component 

Area AOC ice H2O 

Area COB water H2O 

Area below BOA vapour H2O 

Thus, for every area when C=1 and P=1; Applying phase rule on areas 

F=C-P+2 

  =1-1+2 

        =2 

Hence, each area is a bivariant system, where it becomes necessary to specify 

both the temperature and the pressure to define a one phase system. 
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Fig. 5.3: Phase diagram of unicomponent system. 

5.3.2   Crystallisation Behaviour of SiO2 System 

In one component system, e.g. silica polymorphs, where silica has number of 

polymorphs, each having a definite crystal structure and is stable under definite 

T and P range. The stability field represents the P and T conditions under which 

each mineral is stable and the phase boundaries define the limits of the stability 

field as well as the conditions under which phases in the adjoining fields are co-

existing. There are various phases in the phase diagram. For any of the 

phases, we can freely vary P and T without affecting the nature of the phases. It 

is important to mention that phase rule does not provide any information on the 

number of phases that exist or are possibly produced in the system. A good 

example of unicomponent system is the SiO2 system that consists of many 

phases as shown in Fig. 5.4. 

At a point X, P=3 where high quartz, tridymite, cristobalite co-exist as the high 

quartz - tridymite, high quartz - cristobalite and tridymite-cristobalite phase 

boundaries intersect. 

Here component denoted by C=1(e.g. SiO2). So, when we apply phase rule it is 

expressed as:   

P+F=C+2 

3+F=1+2 

                                               F=0 

As F=0, X is an invariant point. i.e., at this point, 3 phases co-exist in 

equilibrium but, T and P are invariable, if 3 phases are co-existing. 

At the phase-stability boundaries e.g. Y on the Fig. 5.4 (univariate curve) 

P=2 (stishovite, coesite) and C=1, 

 F=1+2-2=1 
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F=1, indicating that the P and T are invariant independently. If, T increases, P 

must have to increase, and vice-versa, for the system to remain on the phase 

stability boundary, where these two phases co-exist.    

For any point within a phase stability field, Z marked on the Fig. 5.4 (bivariant 

field),                                    P=1(low quartz) and  

                                             C=1(SiO2).  

 

Fig. 5.4: P-T phase diagram for the SiO2 system (unicomponent system) where 

following phases are present: melt SiO2, low quartz (α-quartz), high 

quartz (β-quartz), tridymite, cristobalite, coesite, stishovite. 

Now F=2 indicating that this is a bivariant field and T and P can change 

independently without changing the phase stability. 

In the Fig. 5.4, the shaded portion represents high T condition under which 

silica is in liquid phase (melt). On cooling, at X (temperature 1650 ºC and at 

pressure 0.4GPa), cristobalite begins to crystallise. On further cooling, the 

system will be reaching the cristobalite-tridymite phase boundary at 1470 ºC 

and here cristobalite transforms into tridymite. On continuous cooling at 

tridymite- high quartz phase boundary, it will transform into high quartz. With 

further cooling, it reaches the low-quartz/high-quartz phase boundary, where 

high-quartz is converted into low quartz. Two phases will coexist only at phase 

boundary during phase transformation. On decompression and cooling, the 

high-pressure varieties of SiO2 such as, stishovite and coesite will be converted 
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into lower polymorphs at suitable T and P ranges. SiO2 system explains an 

abundance of quartz as a rock forming mineral (as quartz is the stable 

polymorph of silica over a broad range of P-T conditions). The existence of 

coesite and stishovite associated with the meteorite impact and thermonuclear 

bombsites.  

Learners, you have learnt about the phase rule, phase diagram and 

crystallisation behaviour of unicomponent system. Before discussing about the 

binary system, spend few minutes to perform an exercise to check your 

progress.  

SAQ 1 
a) A part of universe that one can isolate either physically or mentally to 

study is known as ____________.  

b) Equation ‘Liquid+Solid1=Solid2’ denotes ______________reaction.  

c) Define phase rule. 

d) Define triple and critical point. 

e) What are solidus and liquidus lines? 

5.4   BICOMPONENT SYSTEM 

You have studied unicomponent system in the above section. Now, let us 

discuss about bicomponent/binary system. Systems having two components 

are described as bicomponent system. The binary phase relations are mainly of 

three different types, such as: 

a)   crystallisation of two end members of a solid solution,  

b)   eutectic crystallisation of two mineral components, and  

c)   incongruent melting of a binary eutectics with the peritectic reaction. 

Generally, in nature, only three cases are possible when two components are 

mixed together.  

• Mixed-crystals form which are miscible and form a solid solution series in 

indefinite proportions.  

• Miscible crystals of composition 1 and composition 2 will be formed (due to 

eutectic reaction), which are of definite proportions. 

• Two immiscible components form a crystal of intermediate composition by 

reaction only.  

5.4.1   Binary System with Complete Solid Solution of Two 
End Members 

Minerals with very similar mineral lattice structures mix easily on the atomic 

scale. This phenomenon is defined as solid solution of one phase with the 

other phase. The most common example in the igneous petrology which 

shows such behaviour is of olivine and plagioclase minerals. Now, let us define 

the term mixed crystals and solid solution series. When the two components 

are isomorphous and miscible in all proportions in solid state, they form 
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homogeneous crystals which are called as mixed crystals. Solid solution 

forms where both components are isomorphous and constituent ions have 

similar ionic radius and equal ionic charge. In this case, both the components in 

solid and melt phases change during equilibrium crystallisation and both the 

components mixed completely with each other.  

 
Fig. 5.5: Isobaric T-X phase diagram for Albite-Anorthite (Ab-An) system at 

atmospheric pressure. 

Now you will learn about binary system with complete solid solution of the two 

end members with the help of Albite (NaAlSi3O8) - Anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8) (Ab-

An) system. In Ab-An system, solid solution coupled with Na+1 and Si+4 

substitution for Ca+2 + Al+3 in a constant AlSi2O8 reference framework is 

involved. 

In the above Fig. 5.5, pure albite (Ab) is taken on the right end and the pure 

anorthite (An) on the left end of the X axis. These two pure systems behave like 

a typical isobaric one component system. In this system, solid-melt that 

coexists in a single phase at a fixed temperature in equilibrium (P=2). 

When applied in the phase rule (F=C-P+2), it is expressed as 

F =1-2+1 

               F =0 (invariant point) 

Pure Ab and An melts at 1118 ºC and 1153 ºC at X and Y points respectively. 

Now, let us examine what happens when we add a component on either of the 

pure systems. In the experiment, when we add Ab component to pure An 

component, the melting point lowers down. In case of addition of pure Ab, 

melting point rises. Now, let us use the phase rule to analyse the behavior of 

melt of an intermediate composition.  
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Now, first consider a melt of a composition ‘a’ in Fig. 5.5 at 1600 ºC (An60Ab40), 

we take it as the bulk composition (X bulk) of the system. At about 1600 ºC, liquid 

composition is An60. In this case, the liquid composition is equal to the bulk 

composition as the system is entirely of liquid composition. Thus, in this case 

P=1(liquid) and C=2.  

Applying phase rule (F=C-P+2), we have  

F = (2+1-1) = 2 

This means that for a single two component liquid at a constant pressure, F =2. 

The two most realistic intensive variables that we can take to define the system 

include:  

1)   temperature, and  

2)   composition (X liqAn or X liqAb). 

After cooling the system to point ‘b’ (An60Ab40) in Fig. 5.5 at about 1475 ºC, 

plagioclase of composition ‘c’ (An87), which is different from that of the melt 

beings to crystallise indicating that the initial crystal is An-rich. The line 

connecting b and c i.e., the composition of the co-existing phases at a definite 

temperature is called a ‘Tie line’.  

Now, with the help of a phase rule, at any point on the liquidus curve, P=2 (co-

existing liquid and solid) and C=2. So,  

F=2-2+1 = 1 

Here, only one intensive variable is sufficient to define a system completely.  

With continuous cooling, both liquid and solid vary in compositions. The liquid 

composition changes along the liquidus from b to g in Fig. 5.5 and the 

plagioclase changes from c to h indicating that with continuous cooling, both 

crystal and liquid become more sodic (Ab rich). In this case, the reaction is 

represented by:  

   Liquid1 + plagioclase1= liquid2 + plagioclase2  

Such reactions having at least one degree of freedom that occur by exchange 

of components over a range of temperature and or pressure are called 

continuous reaction and form a series of mixed crystals. 

 Watch the following video to learn more about solidus and liquidus 

curves.  

• Exsolution Intergrowth  

      Link: https://youtu.be/7SnfV0nJMvk  

5.5   LEVER RULE 

Now let us study about lever rule. In addition to their mineralogical 

compositions, a phase diagram also furnishes information related to the modal 

proportions of phases. The technique used to find out this information is known 

as lever rule. It can be used to determine the fraction of liquid and solid phases 

for a given binary composition and temperature that is between 

the liquidus and solidus line. Using the length of a tie line at any specific 
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temperature, we can calculate the relative amount of phases in a system. The 

tie line in the two-phase regions is analogous to a lever balance on a fulcrum. 

This geometric approach is called “Lever rule”. Let’s consider the tie-line ‘df’ 

(Fig. 5.6) we can represent it as- 

 

Fig. 5.6: Graphical representation of the abundance of components in a binary 

mixture. 

According to lever’s rule: 

Liquid % = length of line segment (e-f) * 100/ df 

Plagioclase % = length of d-e * 100/ df 

We can define lever rule as the amount of a given phase in a system is 

proportional to the length of segment on opposite side of the bulk composition. 

The closer a phase to the bulk composition, the more predominant it is. In order 

to understand lever rule, take help of Fig. 5.5. 

Using this at 1445 ºC, 

ef= An82- An60 = 22 and de= An60- An48 = 12, thus 

Liquid % = 22*100/(82-48)= 22*100/34 = 64.70 wt% 

Solid % = 12*100/34 = 35.29 wt% 

If we continue the cooling, with a constant bulk composition, ‘ef’ becomes 

larger, whereas ‘de’ becomes smaller which is a natural phenomenon, i.e., the 

% of solid increases with the decrease % in the melt. 

As the temperature approaches to 1340 ºC, the corresponding solid 

composition of melt ‘g’ (An22) will be at ‘h’ which is equal to the bulk 

composition (An60). With continuous cooling, the tiny amount of liquid (An22) is 

consumed immediately. Here F= 2-1+1 = 2, so we must specify both T and a 

compositional variable, like in case of liquidus to specify the system. 

• Petrographic Significance of Ab-An system 

As solid is always rich in An-component with respect to corresponding liquid, 

‘Ca’ becomes more refractory than ‘Na’. Compositional zoning can be defined 

by this system. 

5.6   BINARY EUTECTIC SYSTEM 

In a binary system, when two mineral components crystallises or melts 

simultaneously at a particular or fixed temperature, the temperature is called 

eutectic temperature and the process is called eutectic crystallisation. 
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Opposite to the case, when a mixture of two minerals is heated at a fixed 

pressure a melt of fixed composition is formed. The temperature at which two 

minerals are melted is called eutectic melting temperature and the process is 

called eutectic melting. 

 

Fig. 5.7: Binary system (Diopside-Anorthite) without solid solution relation. 

Fig. 5.7 represents a simple type of Diopside –Anorthite binary system without 

solid solution relation (as the Diopside –Anorthite posses different mineral 

structure, Diopside-single chain inosilicate, Anorthite-tectosilicate). In this case, 

both the mineral components crystalises out simultaneously only at a particular 

temperature or a point called eutectic point in a particular fixed proportion. 

• Crystallisation behaviour on the left side of the eutectic point: Consider 

a melt of ‘a’ (Di30An70) composition above the liquidus, P= 1 (only liquid) and 

C=2, so applying phase rule 

F= 2+1-1= 2 

Here two variables, temperature and composition (T, XliqAn or  XliqDi) are required 

to define the system. With cooling, when the melt (Di30An70) touches the 

liquidus at a point ‘b’ at 1450 ºC, pure Di begin to crystallise. So above liquidus, 

as F= 2+1-2= 1, only one variable (temperature or composition) is needed to 

define the system. With further cooling, more and more Di crystals are formed 

and liquid composition will move away from b towards point d.  At point d (1274 

ºC), anorthite joins diopside and both (Di and An) the mineral components 

crystalises out simultaneously at a fixed eutectic temperature and in a fixed 

eutectic proportion. Cooling to the point ‘g’ (1450 ºC), crystallisation of pure ‘Di’ 

will begin and at that point, F will be = 2-2+1= 1. Here, we have to fix one 

variable (generally ‘T’). With continuous cooling, the liquid composition changes 

along the liquidus line from ‘g’ towards ‘d’ and pure anorthite crystals continue 

to form. This crystallisation of ‘An’ from melt is also a continuous reaction which 

may be represented by: 
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Liquid1 = solid + liquid2 

With continuous cooling, at the eutectic point (1274 ºC), where both the liquidus 

converge, there are 3 phases that coexist, and degree of freedom F= 0. This 

eutectic reaction is a type of equilibrium crystallisation. 

At eutectic point, we can apply the lever's rule to determine the relative amount 

of solid and liquid. It has been found that with the progress of time, ratio of solid 

to liquid that increases. 

Learners, you have learnt about the binary system with complete solid solution 

of two end members and binary eutectic system. Now, spend few minutes to 

perform an exercise to check your progress.  

     Watch the following video to know more about eutectic point.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Volcaniclastics 

         Link:  

SAQ 2 
a) The point at which two liquidus lines meets is known as ___________.  

b) When the two mineral components are isomorphous and miscible in all 

proportions in solid state, they form a homogeneous crystal and are called 

as __________.  

c) ____________ is used to determine the fraction of liquid and solid phases 

for a given binary composition and temperature that is between 

the liquidus and solidus line.  

5.7   SUMMARY 

Let us summarise what we have learnt in this unit: 

• Phase Rule governs the number of phases that can co-exist in an equilibrium 

in any system and expressed as F=C-P+2. Where, P= number of phases 

present in a system; F=degree of freedom; C=components; and 2= two 

intensive parameters usually T and P. 

• A component is defined as the minimum number of independent chemical 

species required to define a system and all its phases. It is generally 

expressed as a proportion of oxides (SiO2, Al2O3, FeO, Fe2O3, H2O, CO2, 

CaO, MgO). Minimum number of components depends upon: a) behaviour of 

the system, and b) the range of conditions over which it is studied. 

• Phase diagrams show stability fields and relationship between different 

phases as a function of such variables as P, T and composition (X). In case, 

where either P or T is held constant, one can apply the condensed phase 

rule with the formula: P+F=C+1. 

• A system having only one component is called unicomponent system. For 

example: silica polymorphs, where silica have number of polymorphs, each 

having a definite crystal structure and stable under define set of T and P 

range. 
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• Two phases will co-exist only at a particular phase boundary during phase 

transformation.  

• System having two components is described as binary system. Generally, in 

nature, only three cases are possible when two components are mixed. i) 

mixed crystal form which are miscible (solid solution) in any proportion, ii) 

mixed crystals of composition 1 and composition 2 formed as result of 

Eutectic reaction, miscible at a fixed proportion, and iii) two components will 

be immiscible and a crystal of intermediate composition is formed by reaction 

only.  

• Lever rule is used to determine fraction of liquid and solid phases for a given 

binary composition and temperature that is between 

the liquidus and solidus line.  

• In a binary eutectic system, a new melting point is called the eutectic point 

that occurs when melt of a fixed composition called eutectic composition is 

formed by mixture of two mineral components is heated at a fixed pressure. 

The temperature at which eutectic melting occurs is called the eutectic 

temperature.  

5.8 ACTIVITY 

• Redraw and discuss the phase diagram for water system and albite-anorthite 

(Ab-An) system as given in section 5.3. 

5.9 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. What do you understand by phase diagram and phase rule?  

2. Explain the crystallisation behaviour of SiO2 system.  

3. Explain binary system with complete solid solution.  

4. Explain the principle of lever rule.  

Audio/Video Material-Based Questions: 

• What is eutectic point? 

• Define liquidus and solidus curve. 
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5.12   ANSWERS 

Self Assessment Questions 

1    a)   System 

b) Peritectic 

c) Triple point is the point where the temperature and pressure at which 

the solid, liquid and vapour phases of the pure substance can exist 

together at equilibrium. The end point of a phase equilibrium curve is 

known as critical point.  

d) The liquidus is represented by a line on a phase diagram that separates 

a liquid phase from a solid + liquid phase region. A system must be 

heated above the liquidus temperature to become completely liquid.  

The solidus is represented by a line on a phase diagram that separates 

a solid phase from a solid + liquid phase region. The system is not 

completely solid until it cools below the solidus temperature.  

2    a)   Eutectic point. 

b) Mixed crystal. 

c) Lever rule. 

Terminal questions 

1. Refer to section 5.2 and subsection 5.2.1. 

2. Refer to section 5.3. 

3. Refer to section 5.4. 

4. Refer to section 5.5 
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3.1   INTRODUCTION 

The igneous rocks show great variations both in chemical and mineralogical compositions as well 

as in textural characteristics. We have learnt about textures, structures and forms of igneous rocks 

in Unit 2 of this course. Let us discuss about classification and nomenclature of igneous rocks. Time 

to time attempts has been made by petrologists to classify igneous rocks. The classification of 

igneous rocks has been the subject of debate amongst the petrologists. Over the past decade, most 

geologists have accepted the IUGS (International Union of the Geological Sciences) classification 

as the standard. Since this classification is being widely adopted which we will discuss later in this 

unit.  
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Now we will discuss and introduce to you much simpler classification that will 

allow to easily identify the more common igneous rocks. 

Classifications in the Earth sciences are designed to reduce complexity. Most 

classifications are what we use are genetic. For example, aphanitic rocks are or 

volcanic origin while phaneritic rocks are plutonic. 

Igneous rocks have been classified on the basis of their texture, mode of 

occurrence, mineralogy, and chemical composition. We have already learnt 

about the classification of igneous rocks based on texture and mode of 

occurrence in Unit 2. Remember that the classification of igneous rocks is 

based on their mode of occurrence, i.e., plutonic, hypabyssal and volcanic 

rocks and texture as phaneritic, aphanitic and fragmental.  Let us discuss about 

the classification of igneous rocks based on their mineralogy and chemical 

composition in this unit. 

Expected Learning 
Outcomes________________________ 

After reading this unit you should be able to: 

❖ explain the classification of igneous rocks in the field; 

❖ classify igneous rocks based on their mineralogical composition; and 

❖ discuss the classification of igneous rocks based on their chemical 

composition. 

3.2   Field Classification 

Now let's look at a much simpler classification. We call this as field 

classification because it requires little detailed knowledge of rocks and can be 

easily applied to any igneous rock, we might pick up during the field trip. Field 

classification utilises the characters like texture, mineralogy and colour. Though 

identification of igneous rocks on the basis of colour is unreliable however in 

the classification of certain fine grained (aphanitic) igneous rocks which contain 

no visible mineral grains, colour is the only other available property. Learners 

are thus cautioned to use colour only as a last resort. 

In order to use this classification during the fieldwork, you must first determine 

the rock's texture. According to field classification there are five basic textures; 

phaneritic (coarse), aphanitic (fine), vesicular, glassy and fragmental. Now 

examine the rock sample collected by you and determine its textural group in 

the following manner. Refer to Table. 3.1. If it is glassy, vesicular or fragmental 

you cannot determine mineralogy and hence the name is simply obsidian for a 

glass, tuff for a fragmental or pumice/scoria for a vesicular rock. In case of 

phaneritic and few aphanitic rocks you can determine the mineralogy. Identify 

one or two key minerals, not all of the minerals in the rock. For instance, 

granites and rhyolites will have quartz and potassium feldspar (K-feldspar). 

Amphibole is only abundant in diorite or andesite. If the rock is coarse-grained 

(phaneritic) then it must be one of the rocks in the row labelled as coarse 

grained, i.e. granite, diorite, gabbro or peridotite. 
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Table 3.1: Field classification. 

 

3.3   CLASSIFICATION BASED ON 
MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION 

You have read that minerals are the building blocks of rocks in the BGYCT-133 

course. The classification of the rocks based on minerals forms the 

fundamental basis of mineralogical classification. Let us discuss following 

classification schemes based on mineralogy of igneous rocks. They can be 

• Based on composition and proportion of minerals 

• Based on colour index 

• CIPW classification 

• Tabular classification 

• IUGS classification 

3.3.1   Composition and Proportion of Minerals 

The minerals occurring in igneous rocks can be classified as primary and 

secondary minerals. 

a) Primary minerals: They are formed at the time of formation of the rocks or 

in other words formed during the cooling and crystallisation of magma. 

Primary minerals may be further subdivided into: 

1. Essential minerals are those minerals whose presence are necessary 

and considered to be essential for naming or nomenclature of the 

particular rock. For example, quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase should 

be present for naming a rock as granite; minerals augite and labradorite 

are necessary for a rock to be named as basalt. Quartz and orthoclase 

minerals in granite; augite and labradorite in basalt are considered as 

essential minerals.  

2. Accessory minerals are also formed at the time of primary crystallisation 

of magma but their presence is not necessary and not used in naming the 

particular rock, e.g. magnetite, apatite, zircon. They are present in small 

quantity. Some minerals are present in very small quantity but they can 
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be used in naming the rock such as hornblende or biotite granite. 

Hornblende or biotite can be prefixed with granite and named as biotite 

granite or hornblende granite, depending on the mineral present. 

b) Secondary minerals: They are formed by alteration of primary minerals 

which may be primary or secondary such as clay minerals, biotite, chlorite, 

xeolite. Primary alteration refers to the alteration of primary minerals by 

water vapours at the time or subsequent to the cooling and crystallisation of 

magma, whereas, secondary alteration is due to secondary processes such 

as weathering and alteration. In this process, primary minerals alter into 

secondary minerals. For example, pyroxenes changes into chlorite, 

plagioclase changes into clay minerals on weathering.  This is one of the 

oldest criteria used for classification of igneous rocks, but it is still in use. 

Igneous rocks can also be classified on the basis of minerals present. Since 

colour of the rock depends upon the minerals present in it, in addition to the 

grain size to some extent. Depending on the commonly occurring minerals 

the igneous rocks, it has been broadly classified into: 

• felsic rock, e.g. granite, rhyolite. 

• mafic rock, e.g. basalt, gabbro. 

The word felsic (feldspar and silica) is used for minerals that are lighter in 

colour. Silica and feldspar have low melting point, low specific gravity and 

are lately crystallised. Mafic or ferromagnesium rocks comprise minerals 

dark in colour, e.g. olivine, pyroxene, amphibole and biotite. Mafic minerals 

have high specific gravity, higher melting point and are early crystallised. As 

discussed above, the colour of the rock is also governed by grain size. 

Granite is a coarse-grained rock consisting of light-coloured minerals, but, 

when the rock of the same composition cools rapidly and forms glassy rock, 

it is known as obsidian which is dark in colour and if bears pitch-like or luster 

of an asphalt, called as pitchstone. 

Let us read some examples of felsic-light coloured and mafic-dark coloured 

minerals: 

Felsic minerals: Quartz, feldspar, feldspathoid, muscovite, etc.   

Mafic minerals: Pyroxene, amphibole, olivine, biotite, iron oxide, etc. 

3.3.2   Colour Index 

This classification is based on the percentage volume of ferro-magnesium or 

dark coloured minerals present in the rock. The groups are: 

• Leucocratic: ‘Leuco’ means light ‘cratic’ means coloured. When the rock is 

dominantly composed of light-coloured minerals and poor (<0.33%) in dark 

coloured minerals it is known as leucocratic.  

• Mesocratic: ‘Meso’ means medium, when the dark coloured minerals vary 

between 33-67%. It represents intermediate colour, i.e. neither dark nor light 

in appearance. 

• Melanocratic: ‘Melano’ means dark, when the dark coloured minerals are 

more than 67% in the rock. 
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3.3.3   CIPW Classification 

This classification scheme is quite old and is based on the normative 

calculation from the bulk chemistry of the rocks. This is quasi-chemical method 

of classifying rocks. Thus, it is also known as norm classification. A norm is a 

means of converting the chemical composition of an igneous rock to an ideal 

mineral composition. This method of classification was devised by four 

Americans (Cross, J.P. Iddings, V. Pirsson and H.S. Washington) in 1931. This 

system of rock classification is abbreviated as ‘CIPW’ classification and is 

widely accepted by the petrologists. The basic principle of classification is to 

understand relationship between major element chemistry and possible 

mineralogical composition of the investigated rock. Norms are series of 

arbitrarily selected minerals that are formed from chemical composition of 

rocks. The series of standard rules governing formulation of major minerals 

which generally follow the Bowen’s reaction series are used for norm 

calculation. This is a theoretical exercise and the norms calculated may or may 

not tally with the mode (actual individual minerals percentage by, calculated by 

determining volume of the minerals and converting them into their weight by 

multiplying density and recalculating by 100%). The norm is divided in to sialic 

and a femic group, important minerals of each group is mentioned in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: List of sialic (rich in silica and aluminum) and femic (rich in iron 

and magnesium) minerals.  

          Sialic Minerals            Femic Minerals 

Minerals Composition Minerals Composition 

Quartz SiO2 Wollastonite CaO.SiO2 

Corundum Al2O3 Enstatite MgO.SiO2 

Orthoclase K2O.Al2O3.6SiO2 Ferrisilite FeO.SiO2 

Albite Na2O.Al2O3.6SiO2 Diopside CaO(Mg.Fe)SiO2 

Anorthite CaO.Al2O3.2SiO2 Hypersthene (MgFe)OSiO2 

Leucite K2O.Al2O3.4SiO2 Forsterite  2MgO.SiO2 

Nepheline Na2O.Al2O3.2SiO2 Fayalite 2FeO.SiO2 

Kalsilite K2O.Al2O3.2SiO2 Acmite Na2O.Fe2O3.4SiO2 

  Magnetite FeO.Fe2O3 

  Limonite FeO.TiO2 

  Apatite 3(CaO.P2O5)CaF2 

This classification system is in use from several years and has been revised. 

Earlier the process of calculation was done manually and time taking and 

tedious. Now the calculation of norm is carried using computer codes.  

Let us discuss advantages and limitations. 

CIPW classification uses several chemical constituents normally present in the 

rock. Fine grained and glassy rocks can also be classified using this 

classification. CIPW norms of slightly altered igneous and metamorphic rock 
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can give hint to their original nature. The disadvantage is that the chemical 

composition is essential for calculating norms. The calculated norms may not 

match with the actual mineralogy, i.e. mode, as norm is a hypothetical 

mineralogy.  

3.3.4   Tabular Classification 

This classification takes into consideration both the silica content and relative 

proportion of feldspars, i.e. alkali feldspar and plagioclase. Let us look at Table 

3.3, which portrays tabular classification. This classification scheme takes into 

consideration (i) the mode of occurrence, (ii) SiO2 percentage and free quartz, 

(iii) proportion of K-Feldspar, lime (calcic) and sodic (Na) plagioclase. Apart 

from these, on the basis of silica saturation 3 categories have been made:  

• oversaturated  

• saturated and  

• undersaturated  

Further, oversaturated is divided into two groups, i.e. Group I and II; saturated 

in one group, i.e. Group III; undersaturated in three groups, i.e. Group IV, V and 

VI. 

Table 3.3: Tabular Classification (source : Tyrell, 1973). 

 

Let us discuss, for example oversaturated igneous rocks which contain quartz 

and feldspar (Table 3.3). They are sub-divided into two predominant types:  

1. quartz  

2. quartz and feldspar.  

Similarly, you can observe for saturated igneous rocks. They comprise three 

predominant sub-groups-  
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1. alkali feldspar, 

2. soda lime plagioclase, and  

3. lime soda plagioclase.  

The unsaturated igneous rocks are divided into three predominant sub-

groups-  

1. feldspars and feldspathoids  

2. feldspathoids  

3. mafic minerals  

Tabular classification also takes into consideration, the mode of occurrence. 

The plutonic division in the first column of the tabular classification has 

been divided into felsic and mafic.  

3.3.5   IUGS Classification 

Let us discuss IUGS classification. 

This classification has brought uniformity and rationality in the field of 

classification of igneous rock. IUGS stands for International Union of Geological 

Sciences. IUGS established a sub-commission for classifying plutonic rocks. 

This classification was recommended by IUGS in 1973 which was further 

elaborated by Le Bas and Streckeisen in 1991. The rocks are classified and 

named on the basis of their actual mineral contents measured in volume 

percent, i.e., on the basis of their quantitative modal composition. The modal 

composition is usually determined from a number of thin sections of the same 

rock by point counting on a grid pattern. IUGS classification is strictly a 

quantitative mineralogical classification (Fig. 3.1). To classify a rock correctly 

on the basis of modal proportions of minerals, the percentages of five minerals 

must be determined, such as: 

• Q- Quartz and polymorphs of SiO2. 

• A- Alkali feldspars includes albite 

• P- Plagioclase feldspars more calcic  

• F- Feldspathoids (foids) 

• M- All other phases (mafics) 

The mineralogy of a rock reflects its chemical composition, for example: 

• rocks which contain free quartz are rich in silica could be granite, 

• rocks with plagioclase dominant feldspar are high in calcium may be gabbro 

or diorite, etc. 

• rocks dominated by mafic minerals contain considerable magnesium and 

iron may be peridotite or dunite, etc. 

The IUGS classification distinguishes the common rocks first on the basis of 

the grain size i.e. plutonic (coarse-grained) and volcanic (fine-grained). The 

rocks with mafic minerals less than 90% are classified according to their light-

coloured constituents, i.e., quartz, plagioclase, alkali feldspar (orthoclase, 

microcline, albite) and feldspathoid minerals. 
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The quantitative mineralogical composition is plotted in QAPF double triangle 

joined at A-P base for classification purpose the composition is recalculated on 

the percentage basis and projected on QAPF plane so that Q+A+P=100 or 

F+A+P=100. 

 

Fig. 3.1: IUGS classification of plutonic (phaneritic) rock. 

The rocks with 90-100% are ultramafic rocks and are classified on relative 

proportion of mafic minerals. 

A small number of plutonic igneous rocks are low in silica and contain 

feldspathoids (foids) rather than quartz. Second classification triangle is used 

for these rocks i.e., FAP. A rock cannot appear on both triangles because 

quartz and feldspathoids are chemically incompatible when mixed they will 

react to form feldspar of intermediate silica content. 

Let us learn how to calculate? 

The triangle permits classification of plutonic rocks that contain a little as 10% 

QAP; the rest of the rock consists of mafic minerals. The technique used is to 

determine percentages of the Q, A, P, minerals along with the mafic 

constituents. Now assume that a rock has 50% mafic minerals, 15% Q, 20% A, 

and 15% P. We have learnt that the mafic minerals are not included in 

classification triangle. The Q, A, P, are so recalculated as to equal 100 thus 

giving Q-30%, A-40%, P-30% (Fig. 3.2). 
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Fig. 3.2: Plotting the sample in IUGS diagram; lines parallel to base represents 

percentage of quartz (Q), that parallel to right side alkali feldspar (A) and 

the one parallel to left, plagioclase feldspar (P). The modal percentage of 

these minerals is recalculated to 100 and plotted. Purple point depicts A-

40%, Q-30%, P-30% 

The drawbacks of IUGS classification is that there is no place for texture of the 

rock except for making distinction in phaneritic and aphanitic rocks. Rocks like 

serpentinite, kimberlite do not fit into IUGS classification. 

Learners, you have learnt about the classification of igneous rocks based on 

mineralogical composition. Before discussing about the classification based on 

chemical composition spend few minutes to perform an exercise to check your 

progress.  

 SAQ 1 
a) What are the primary minerals? Give examples. 

b) What are the felsic and mafic rocks? 

c) Give an example of dark coloured rock, consisting of silica and orthoclase. 

d) Why CIPW is known as quasi-chemical method of classifying rocks? 

3.4   CLASSIFICATION BASED ON CHEMICAL 
COMPOSITION 

We have studied in course BGYCT-133 that the minerals have fixed chemical 

composition and the rocks are the aggregate of minerals. But here we are 

concerned with the chemical composition or the chemistry of rocks. Since 

minerals are made up of chemical elements, therefore using chemical 

composition is most ideal way of classifying rocks. Chemical classification 
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requires partial or complete analyses. A number of chemical classifications of 

igneous rocks have been devised. Few are listed below: 

• Silica percentage 

• Silica paturation 

• Alumina saturation 

• Alkali lime index 

• Total Alkali Silica (TAS)  

3.4.1   Silica Percentage 

Shand and Holmes (1935) devised a method of classification on the basis of 

the silica content present in the rock. The igneous rocks vary between wide 

limits in their chemical composition. Thus, rock such as granite may contain 

about 70 to 80% of silica and very little quantity of iron, magnesium and lime 

while at the other end, there are rocks like peridotite dunite, etc. which may 

contain about 35 to 40% of silica and larger quantities of iron, magnesium and 

lime. Thus, igneous may be classified as: 

1. Acid igneous rocks: These rocks have more than 66% SiO2 content.  They 

are also called felsic or silicic rocks, e.g. granite, rhyolite. 

2. Intermediate igneous rocks: These rocks having 52 to 66% of SiO2, e.g. 

syenite or diorite, trachyte, andesite. 

3. Basic igneous rocks: The SiO2 content in these rocks vary between 45 to 

52%. They are also called mafic rocks, e.g. gabbro and basalt. 

4. Ultrabasic igneous rocks: In these rocks SiO2 contents is less than 45%. 

They are also called ultramafic rocks. They have high Mg content, e.g. 

dunite, peridotite, pyroxenite. 

This is the classification of igneous rocks based on percentage of silica. The 

grouping of rocks on the basis of their silica contents is a chemical parameter. 

Let us summarize, the classification scheme based on silica percentage as 

given in Table 3.4.  

Table 3.4: Igneous rock classification based on silica percentage. 

 SiO2 (in wt%) Rock types Examples 

75-66 Acidic/ felsic granite, rhyolite 

52-66 Intermediate granodiorite, andesite 

45-52 Mafic/basic diorite, gabbro, basalt  

<44 Ultrabasic/ultramafic peridotite, dunite 

3.4.2   Silica Saturation 

Shand in 1913 and Holmes in 1917 classified igneous rocks on the basis of 

free silica into three groups: 

1. Silica oversaturated rocks contain more than 66% SiO2, i.e. free quartz 

mineral is found. Such rocks are also known as acidic or felsic rocks. 
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2. Silica saturated rocks are typically those which have sufficient silica to 

form stable silicate mineral but seldom free quartz occur. They contain more 

than 52 - 66% SiO2. 

3. Silica undersaturated rocks contain insufficient silica and silica deficient 

minerals like olivine, nepheline, leucite and are devoid of quartz mineral. 

Rocks contain 45 - 52% SiO2. 

3.4.3    Alumina Saturation 

You have read that silica is the most abundant oxide constituent in igneous 

rocks. Next to silica, alumina is the most abundant oxide present in the rocks. 

Shand in 1943 devised classification based on alumina saturation.  

 

 

 

On the basis of alumina, the rocks have been divided into three subtypes: 

1. Peraluminous: This group contains excess of alumina than required for 

formation of feldspars, which can be chemically expressed as: 

Al2O3>(CaO+Na2O+K2O) 

A/CNK>1 

Minerals like muscovite, corundum, kyanite should be present. 

2. Metaaluminous: Molecular percentage of this category is expressed in the 

form: 

Al2O3<(CaO+Na2O+K2O) and Al2O3>(Na2O+K2O) 

A/CNK<1 and A/NK<1 

This group does not contain alumina rich minerals and also lack alkali 

pyroxene and amphibole. This group is quite common in igneous rocks. 

3. Peralkaline: This group is alumina poor and oversaturated with alkalis. On 

a molecular basis will be expressed as: Al2O3<(Na2O+K2O) 

A/NK<1  

3.4.4   Alkali Lime Index 

In 1931 a petrologist by name Peacock examined suites of rocks throughout 

the world. He used this classification for a related series of igneous rocks using 

SiO2, Na2O, K2O and CaO data. He plotted CaO vs SiO2 and (Na2O+K2O) vs 

SiO2. Commonly CaO decreases and Na2O + K2O increases with respect to 

SiO2. Peacock noted that the two curves intersect at different values of SiO2 

for different suites. He used the value of SiO2, where the two curves intersect 

known as the Peacock Index or Alkali Lime Index, to divide the rock suites 

into following: 
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Name of Suite Peacock Index 

Alkalic <51 

Alkali-Calcic 51-56 

Calcic-Alkalic 56-61 

Calcic >61 

 

Fig. 3.3: Silica versus lime and alkali plot. 

Learners, you have learnt about the schemes using chemical composition for 

classifying igneous rocks. Before discussing about the TAS classification spend 

few minutes to perform an exercise to check your progress.  

3.4.5   Total Alkali Silica (TAS)  

The most popular chemical classification scheme is total alkali silica contents 

based (TAS) diagram was given by Le Bas and others in 1986 (Fig. 3.4). The 

TAS (Total Alkalis vs Silica) classification scheme uses major chemistry to 

classify igneous rocks. It is a simple X-Y graph with the X-axis showing silica 

(SiO2) wt% and the Y-axis showing alkalis (Na2O+K2O) wt%. A boundary line 

separates alkaline rocks from subalkaline rocks (Fig. 3.4). This is the most 

acceptable chemical classification based on major oxides. The TAS plot help in 

classifying the rocks ranging from rhyolite to picrobasalt, phonolite. 

 

Fig. 3.4: Total Alkali silica (TAS) diagram.  
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4.1   INTRODUCTION  

We have already learnt in Unit 1 Introduction to Petrology of this course that the igneous rocks 

are formed from the cooling and consolidation of hot molten viscous material known as magma. If 

the magma cools and crystallises below the surface of Earth, it gives rise to intrusive/plutonic 

igneous rock. However, if it takes place above the Earth’s surface it gives rise to extrusive/volcanic 

igneous rock. In our discussion on the rock cycle, we have learnt that the magma is also parent 

material for the igneous rocks which are also known as primary rocks. Rock cycle has provided us 

the understanding that magma can be derived from either the Earth’s mantle or from melting of the  
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pre-existing rocks in extreme temperature and pressure changes. The study of 

igneous rocks provides the clues about the geological processes that had 

occurred in the geological past. In this unit we will study the concept, physical 

properties and chemical composition of magma, Bowen’s reaction series and 

processes of differentiation of magma.  

Expected Learning 
Outcomes___________________________________  

After reading this unit you should be able to: 

❖ familiarise with the concept of magma; 

❖ describe the physical properties and composition of magma; 

❖ discuss the Bowen’s reaction series; and 

❖ explain the mechanisms of magmatic differentiation and assimilation. 

4.2   WHAT IS MAGMA?  

The term magma is derived from Greek word which means ‘thick ungent’. It is a 

mixture of molten or semi-molten rock, volatiles and solids. Magma is often 

collected in a magma chamber found beneath the surface of the Earth.  Magma 

may solidify at deep inside the Earth. It may intrude the adjacent rocks or feed a 

volcano. Magma when extruded on to the surface of the Earth as lava may be 

explosive to form pyroclastic rock.  

We have read that about 700 types of igneous rocks have been reported on the 

earth. You must be thinking that so many different types of magma may be 

forming various types of rocks! Different types of igneous rocks are formed due 

to differentiation of magma. We will learn about processes of differentiation of 

magma responsible for forming different rock types later in this unit. Before 

proceeding further let us read about few terms related to magma. 

• Primary magma: It refers to the initial composition of magma before it 

underwent any differentiation process. Primary magma must have >10% 

MgO by weight. Primary magma by the process of differentiation evolves into 

parental magma. In other words, they are modified by the process of 

differentiation. However, it is rare to find primary magma in nature. Primary 

magma is also known as primary melt. 

• Primitive magma: This term refers to the primary magma derived from 

mantle. The composition of primitive magma gives an idea of the 

composition of the mantle which gave rise to melt. This is important in 

understanding the evolution of magma. Primitive magma has undergone 

minimal differentiation. It is also known as primitive melt. 

• Parental magma: This refers to the magma from which the observed range 

of magma has been derived by the process of magmatic differentiation. In 

other words, parental magma is capable of producing all rocks belonging to 

igneous rock series by the process of differentiation. Parental magma is 

derived from primary magma. This is important in understanding the 

evolution of magma. It is also known as parental melt. A parental melt is a 
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magma composition which may be derived directly through melting of deep-

seated primary magma.  

Let us study the physical properties and origin of magma. 

4.3   PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MAGMA 

Now let us study about the physical properties of magma. The crystallisation of 

magma is governed by following factors: 

1. Temperature: It is difficult to measure the temperature directly as it involves 

danger. The direct measurements of temperature 12000C in flowing lava 

have been possible by remote control. The laboratory measurements and 

field observations indicate that the temperature of magma crystallises 

between the temperatures ranging from 12000C to 6500C. Temperature of 

magmas indicate that the eruption temperature of various magmas is as follows: 

• Basaltic magma - 1000 to 1200oC 

• Andesitic magma - 800 to 1000oC 

• Rhyolitic magma - 800 to 650oC. 

2. Viscosity: It is quantified as the resistance offered to its flow (opposite of 

fluidity) which controls the mobility of magma. It depends primarily on the 

composition and temperature of magma. The volatiles impart low viscosity to 

the magma. Felsic (with higher SiO2) magma has higher viscosity as 

compared to mafic magma. This is because of the complexity in the crystal 

structure (increasing silica composition) of felsic magma. Thus, the basaltic 

magmas tend to be having low viscosity as compared to rhyolitic magmas. 

Temperature also controls viscosity of magma. Cooler magmas are more 

viscous than hotter magmas of the same composition. Thus, viscosity is an 

important property in determining the eruptive behaviour of magmas. 

3. Density: Density of magma is 2.65 gm/cm3 and that of mantle 3.3gm/cm3. 

More iron rich magma has more density. Mostly basalts are richer in Fe, Ca, 

and Ti than rhyolites; rhyolites are richer in Na, Al, and Si than basalts. The 

density of basaltic magma ranges in density from 2.65 to 2.80 gm/cm3; 

andesitic magma- 2.45 to 2.50 gm/cm3; rhyolitic magma- 2.18 to 2.25 

gm/cm3. Apart from composition, temperature and pressure are important 

factors in controlling density. The magma tends to expand on increase in 

temperature causing lowering of density. On the contrary higher pressure 

increases the density of the magma.   

4. Volatiles/gases: Nearly all magmas contain dissolved volatile and gasses. 

According to petrologists water is predominant constituent (about 90%) of 

volatiles present in magma. As the pressure decreases, the magma rises 

towards the surface and the gas forms a separate vapour phase. Let us 

comprehend this with an analogy. Gas forming as separate phase is quite 

similar to carbonated beverages bottled at high pressure. The high pressure 

keeps the CO2 dissolved in the beverage, but when the pressure is released, 

that is when you open the bottle the gas escapes out of the solution and 

forms a separate gas phase that is observable in the form of bubbles. Gas 

provides explosive character to magma because the volume of gas expands 
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as the pressure is released. As the amount of dissolved gases or the 

volatiles in magma increase, the explosiveness of the magma increases. 

After water, carbon dioxide is the most abundant volatile. In general, basaltic 

magmas are dry with H2O<0.5%. While the felsic rocks like granite and 

rhyolite consist of H2O content ranging from 0.5% to 0.7%. 

4.4   COMPOSITION OF MAGMA  

In the beginning of the nineteenth century the invention of petrological 

microscope led to the accumulation of petrographic data from the petrographic 

provinces all over the world. This firmly established that the magma is the 

parent material for igneous rocks.  On the basis of extensive petrographic data, 

it was established that the magmas have some salient features mentioned 

below.  

• The diverse mineralogical composition and texture of the igneous rocks were 

the result of difference in the composition of magma and its conditions of 

cooling. 

• Magma is essentially silicate in composition and its crystallisation begins at 

high temperature levels. It has a range of crystallisation temperature. 

• Magma has adequate fluidity because of the variable amount of volatile 

materials. 

4.4.1   Components of Magma 

We know that the magma is hot molten and mobile rock material beneath the 

Earth’s crust. The magmas consist of complex mixtures of materials in all the 

three states:   

• Liquid portion is the melt which consists mainly of mobile ions of the eight 

most common elements found on Earth’s crust, e.g. oxygen, silica, 

aluminium, iron, calcium, sodium, potassium, magnesium.  

• Solid includes silicate minerals that have already crystallised from the melt.  

• Gaseous components are volatiles, as discussed above. Most common 

volatiles present are water vapour (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2) and sulphur 

dioxide (SO2). Other minor constituents are HCl, H2S, HF, N2, Cl, F, Br. 

Petrologists often use the terms ‘dry magma’ and ‘wet magma’ as we have 

discussed earlier. Let us distinguish. The ‘dry’ magmas contain no volatiles. 

The ‘wet’ magmas comprise up to 15%, dissolved volatiles. These volatiles are 

released in the form of gas, as the magma moves towards the Earth.  

4.4.2   Chemical Composition of Magma 

After having discussed the components of magma, let us discuss the chemical 

composition of magma. Magmas do not have a fixed composition. Petrologists 

describe the chemical composition of magma in terms of the weight percentage 

of various major oxides. The chemical composition of any magma is made up of 

10 elements, including Silicon (Si), Titanium (Ti), Aluminum (Al), Iron (Fe), 

Magnesium (Mg), Calcium (Ca), Sodium (Na), Potassium (K), Hydrogen (H) 

and Oxygen (O). They together constitute more than 99% of fixed constituent. 

In magma all of the elements exist as electrically charged ions. The first eight 
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elements listed above exist as positively charged cations with charges that 

range from +1 to +4 and oxygen occurs as a negatively charged anion with a 

negative charge of -2. As both cations and anions are present there is natural 

tendency for the different charged ions to bond with one another to form 

molecules that are electrically neutral. Let us look at the average composition of 

magma mentioned in terms of oxide wt % (Table 4.1). SiO2 followed by Al2O3 

forms the major component in any magma. All the magmas contain silicon and 

oxygen, which combine to form the silicon-oxygen bond or silicon-oxygen 

tetrahedron. In a silicon-oxygen tetrahedron a silicon atom is surrounded by 

four oxygen atoms arranged in the corners of a tetrahedron. You have read 

about silicon-oxygen tetrahedron in block 2 of BGYCT-133 course. Silicon-

oxygen tetrahedron is a fundamental component of most silicates on the Earth's 

crust. But magmas also contain varying proportions of other elements such as 

aluminum (Al), calcium (Ca), sodium (Na), potassium (K), iron (Fe), and 

magnesium (Mg); each of these ions also form bonds with oxygen. The magma 

ranges from liquid to semi liquid state therefore its molecules do not lie in an 

orderly crystalline lattice but are grouped in clusters or short chains.  

Table 4.1: Average composition of magma in oxide weight %. (Source: 

Tyrell, 1973) 

SiO2 – 59% Fe2O3 – 3% Al2O3 – 15% 

CaO – 5% FeO – 3.5% MgO – 3.5% 

Na2O – 3.8% K2O – 3% H2O – 1% 

TiO2 – 1% P2O5 – 0.3% CO2 – 0.1% 

MnO  - 0.1%   

4.4.3   Mineralogical Composition of Magma 

We have read the chemistry of magma let us study its mineralogy. As magma 

cools and solidifies, the elements (SiO2 and Al2O3) mentioned in above 

subsection combine to form two major groups of silicate minerals (Table 4.2). 

The dark silicate minerals (mafic) are rich in iron and/or magnesium 

(ferromagnesium) and are comparatively low in silica. Olivine, pyroxene, 

amphibole and biotite mica are the common dark silicate minerals.  The light 

silicates contain greater amounts nonferromagnesium minerals like light 

silicates (felsic) which include quartz, muscovite mica and feldspar group 

(orthoclase, microcline, and plagioclase) minerals and are richer in silica. 

Feldspars make up at least 40% of most igneous rocks. Felsic minerals are 

highest in silica and mafic minerals are lowest in silica content. 

Table 4.2: Common minerals found in igneous rocks. 

Compositional 

Groups 

Minerals Chemical 

Composition 

FELSIC Quartz SiO2 

Orthoclase feldspar KAlSi3O8 

Plagioclase eldspar KAlSi3O8; CaAl2Si2O8 

Muscovite (mica group) KAl3Si3O10(OH)2 
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MAFIC Olivine (Mg,Fe)SiO4 

Pyroxene Group (Al, Ca, Fe, Mg) SiO3 

Amphibole Group (Mg, Fe, Ca, 

Na)Si8O22(OH)2 

Biotite (Mica) (K,Mg, Fe, Ca, 

Al)Si3O10(OH)2 

4.4.4   Major Types of Magmas 

Do you know that even a single magmatic province or an individual eruptive 

centre can give rise to a variety of rock types? Earlier the petrologists thought 

that the four different types of magma existed corresponding to each rock type, 

viz. felsic, mafic, intermediate, ultramafic. But now it is widely accepted that 

there is single parental magma which is homogenous and basaltic in 

composition. N.L. Bowen in 1923 established the concept of primary magma 

that can produce secondary magma or parental magma types. He advocated 

that all the different varieties of igneous rocks are supposed to have originated 

from a single parental magma by offering more logical interpretation for rock 

diversification or differentiation. We will read about magma differentiation 

further in this unit. 

Let us consider an analogy to understand magma. Imagine four pots of molten 

chocolate simmering on a stove. Each pot contains a different type of 

chocolate, i.e. milk chocolate, bitter chocolate, dark chocolate, and resin 

chocolate. It is obvious that different kinds of molten chocolate yield different 

chocolates on solidification; each type differs from the others in taste and color. 

Similarly, like molten chocolate, not all molten magma is the same. Specifically, 

magmas differ from one another in terms of their chemical composition. 

Geologists distinguish following four major types of magma on the basis of 

silica (SiO2) percentages (Table 4.3):  

• Felsic magma contains a high proportion of feldspar and silica. “Fe” stands 

for feldspar and “Si” stands for silica.  

• Intermediate magma gets its name simply because this type has a 

composition between felsic and mafic. 

• Mafic magma contains relatively high proportion of iron oxide (FeO, or 

Fe2O3) and magnesium oxide (MgO). “Ma” stands for magnesium and “fic” 

stands for iron.  

• Ultramafic magma, as the name suggests, contains even lesser amount of 

silica as compared to mafic magma.  

As suggested by N.L. Bowen essentially, the magma is basaltic in nature. 

However, based on mineralogical and chemical composition, magma can be 

categorised as shown in Table 4.3. It is obvious from the above fact that 

different types of rocks are formed due to differentiation of magma.  This 

process is called magmatic differentiation. Magmatic differentiation is the 

process by which magma is able to diversify or differentiate and produce rocks 

of a different composition. We will learn about magmatic differentiation in the 

next section of this unit. 
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Table 4.3: Summary of the chemical composition and physical properties 

of four magma types. 

Magma 

Type 

Rock 

Types 

Chemical 

Composition 

Temperature Viscosity Volatile 

Content 

Felsic Rhyolitic SiO2 65-75%, 

low in Fe, Mg, 

Ca and high in 

K, Na 

650-8000C High High 

Intermediate Andesitic SiO2 55-65%, 

intermediate in 

Fe, Mg, Ca, 

Na, K 

800-10000C Intermediate Interme

diate 

Mafic Basaltic SiO2 45-55%, 

high in Fe, Mg, 

Ca and low in 

K, Na 

1000-12000C Low Low 

Ultramafic Picritic SiO2 38-45%, 

Fe–Mg > 8% 

up to 32% 

MgO and 

lowest in K, Na 

Up to 15000C Very low Low 

We have read about physical properties, components and composition of 

magma.  

Before discussing about origin of magma spend some time to check your 

progress. 

 SAQ 1 
a) Define Primary magma. 

b) How the composition of magma affects viscosity? 

c) Mention the three components of magma. 

d) What is silicon-oxygen tetrahedral? 

 

4.5   ORIGIN OF MAGMA 

You have read in Unit 3 Structure and Composition of Earth of BGYCT-131 that 

the Earth’s crust is about 35 km thick under the continents and 7 kms beneath 

the oceans.  

The natural magmas display a wide variation in chemical composition, and that 

the variation is very systematic. You must be thinking why is the overall range 

of magma compositions the same.  

Petrologists have spent countless man hours during the past century in trying to 

answer these questions. Based on the knowledge generated the geologists can 

confidently say that the overall compositional range and systematic variation in 
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the composition of natural magma is primarily an indication of two important 

processes taking place within the earth. These two processes are called partial 

melting and fractional crystallisation. Partial melting controls the composition 

of an initial magma when it is formed deep within the earth. Fractional 

crystallisation is a process that changes the composition of magma as it 

makes its way toward the surface. It is envisaged that nearly all magmas 

originate through partial melting of the upper mantle, under special physical 

conditions. Some magmas result from melting of rocks in the lower regions of 

the continental crust.  

But question is why do mantle and/or lower crustal rocks melt.  

We know that the Earth is not covered everywhere with volcanoes, there must 

be various regions of the earth in which various processes cause melting of 

rocks. The following three processes either alone or in combination with one 

another, can cause upper mantle (and lower continental crustal) rocks to melt: 

• increase in temperature;  

• decrease in pressure; and 

• addition of fluids dominated by H2O.  

The magma is originated at various levels within the Earth’s crust and upper 

mantle to depths of perhaps 250kms. Earth’s crust is made up of relatively low-

density materials and the mantle comprises denser rocks. Most of the magmas 

which form igneous rocks are generated within the upper parts of the mantle at 

the temperature estimated between 6000C and 12000C. As magma cools, 

minerals crystallise from the melt at different temperatures.  

4.6   BOWEN’S REACTION SERIES 

On the basis of petrographic study geologist have identified different types of 

igneous rocks on large scale. The critical approach to petrography was 

validated with the intensive field investigations. The study of the genetic 

aspects of igneous rocks is known as petrogenesis. The petrologists became 

involved with genetic aspects of rocks which led them to think in terms of 

“evolution of igneous rocks”. This eventually marked the turning point in 

petrology from petrographic approach to petrogenetic approach. The pioneering 

studies by Dr. N. L. Bowen in 1922 enunciated the Bowen’s reaction series or 

principle which developed fundamental ideas on the magmas, their trend of 

evolution and origin (Fig. 4.1). This sequence of crystallisation is also known as 

Bowen’s reaction series or Bowen’s reaction principle. In this series, the 

minerals are so arranged that each is supposed to react with the magmatic fluid 

so as to produce the new mineral placed below it. Bowen’s reaction series 

illustrates how magma may solidify as a single rock type or it may also give rise 

to many rock types. 

You can observe in Figure 4.1 that there are two parallel series in Bowen’s 

reaction series. On the left side is discontinuous series which represents 

transformation of structure and composition of ferromagnesian minerals with 

decreasing temperatures. Whereas on the right side is the continuous series 

which represents the cooling and crystallisation of the minerals of plagioclase 

series with decreasing temperature. Both the two series, i.e. discontinuous 
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series and continuous series converge and merge into single series which also 

forms a part of discontinuous reaction series. In the continuous reaction series 

as the name suggests the minerals continuously react with the magma forming 

the next mineral in the plagioclase series. On the contrary in the discontinuous 

reaction series the new minerals are formed when the magma reacts with the 

earlier formed minerals at a particular temperature. The minerals in the 

Bowen’s reaction series indicates a generalised order in which each mineral 

crystallises from a cooling basaltic magma. Unless the early formed crystals are 

removed from the melt its composition can be changed further. After the early 

formed crystals are removed the reaction between magma and the crystals 

formed takes place to produce new minerals. The temperature range for 

Bowen’s reaction series is from 1100°C to 573 °C. The crystallisation of silicate 

minerals begin to take place with the crystallisation of the minerals of spinel 

group at a temperature of about 1100° C. Spinel (MgAl2O4) is an oxide group of 

mineral with cubic symmetry often occurring as octahedral crystals. 

 

Fig. 4.1: Bowen’s reaction series. 

4.6.1   Discontinuous Reaction Series 

You have learnt about the continuous and discontinuous series in the previous 

subsection. The first mineral to crystallise in the discontinuous reaction series is 

Mg-rich olivine followed by Fe-rich olivine. You have read in the previous 

subsection that as soon as olivine is formed, unless it is removed from the 

crystallisation site, it reacts with the magma so as to produce the next mineral 

in series. Thus, with the falling temperature Mg-rich olivine (mineral fosterite) is 

converted to Fe-olivine (mineral fayalite). This further continues till the whole of 

olivine is converted into Mg-pyroxene, under ideal physico-chemical conditions. 

As the crystallisation of magma proceeds, there is a tendency for equilibrium to 

be maintained between solid and liquid phases. Thus, the early formed crystals 

react with the liquid and changes in composition takes place in order to 

maintain this equilibrium. The two minerals in the series are called as ‘reaction 
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pair’. For example, Mg-pyroxene after reacting with the remaining magma gets 

converted into Fe-pyroxene and then to hornblende which further gets 

transformed to biotite, with the falling temperature.  

4.6.2   Continuous Reaction Series 

After discussing about the discontinuous series let us learn about the 

continuous series of the Bowen’s reaction series. This is the series consisting of 

plagioclase minerals which begin crystallising more or less simultaneously with 

olivine or little later. The first formed plagioclase crystals are richest in calcium; 

as reaction goes on and the temperature drops, the crystals become 

progressively more sodic. This fact is well recorded in zoned plagioclases in 

which core is more calcic surrounded by successive soda rich zones. 

The partial failure of reaction between olivine and melt/magma results in the 

enrichment of the liquid in silica and the final crystallised product may be a 

mixture of olivine, pyroxene and quartz. In this case, the quartz is called a 

released mineral. Rocks containing released minerals are called 

doliomorphic rocks. Thus, doliomorphic rocks contain released minerals due 

to incomplete reaction or relics of early minerals which has escaped reaction. 

4.6.3   Importance of Bowen’s Reaction Series 

We have learnt about the Bowen’s reaction series now let us read about its 

importance. 

• It establishes the process of differentiation and diversification of magma. 

• It illustrates that a magma may solidify as a single rock type or may give rise 

to many rock types. The primary basaltic magma may solidify as a gabbro, 

diorite, granodiorite to granite depending upon the degree of fractionation 

and the extent of the removal of the early formed minerals from further 

reaction with the melt. 

• The silicate structure becomes more complicated from early formed minerals 

like olivine to the minerals like quartz. 

• The early formed crystals are denser (rich in Mg and Fe) than the late 

formed minerals in the Bowen’s reaction series. 

4.7   MAGMATIC DIFFERENTIATION AND 
ASSIMILATION 

We have known that the model of magmatic evolution based on the 

differentiation of primary basaltic magma, was outlined by Bowen in 1928. 

There are two main reasons for the origin of diverse igneous rocks: 

• Magmatic Differentiation 

• Assimilation 

4.7.1   Magmatic Differentiation  

Magmatic differentiation may be defined as a process operating within the 

magma (involving solid, liquid and gaseous phases) by which homogenous 

parent magma breaks up into fractions with diverse composition and forms 

different rock types. 
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We must remember that the process of differentiation is concerned only with 

variations which have clearly risen within an originally uniform body of magma. 

But not with the heterogeneity produced within an igneous mass by successive 

intrusion of different magmas or by assimilation of foreign rock material. 

Magmatic differentiation may be effective, when the magma is in a fluid state 

(only liquid or liquid + vapour system). Now Let us discuss about the important 

mechanisms of magmatic differentiation when:  

• magma is in fluid state  

• solid mineral phases are involved 

A) Magma is in Fluid State  

The following processes are operational when the magma is in fluid or liquid 

state. 

• Liquid immiscibility: A mixture of two different components may be 

homogenous at a particular temperature, but with falling of temperature they 

become immiscible and separate as droplets or bubble from other by the 

difference in specific gravity. The phenomenon of liquid immiscibility explains 

presence of sulphides in silicate magma.  

• Liquid fractionation: This is considered an important and effective 

mechanism by petrologists in the differentiation of a homogenous magma. In 

case of thermal gradient, the compound with which the solution is nearly 

saturated tends to accumulate in cooler horizons; gravitational diffusion 

involves separation and stratification of element in a homogenous magma 

under the influence of gravity.  

• Movement of volatiles: Volatiles are excellent solvents. They are capable 

of making selective transfer of material from lower to higher levels, thus 

developing inhomogeneity in magma. We have read that with the release of 

pressure the volatiles tend to migrate towards areas of least pressure and 

distil off. 

B) Solid Mineral Phases Involved  

The fractional crystallisation takes place when solid mineral phases are 

involved in the magmatic crystallisation. Let us read the mechanism of 

fractional crystallisation before reading about the processes involved in it. 

Fractional crystallisation: With the cooling and solidification of magma the 

crystallisation of the minerals begins. Crystallisation may be localised at 

margins, where the cooling is faster and the temperature is lower than in the 

central part.  By the action of diffusion, the minerals formed during early 

crystallisation may be concentrated towards the margin of an igneous body. 

The core of the igneous body is more felsic as compared to the outer part which 

is more mafic due to crystallisation and differentiation. During crystallisation, 

there is a tendency for equilibrium to be maintained between the solid and liquid 

phases in the magma, as we have read in Bowen’s reaction series. In order to 

maintain equilibrium between the early formed crystals react with the liquid and 

the changes in composition of magma takes place. In case of plagioclase, for 

instance the first formed crystals are those richest in calcium, as reaction 

proceeds with falling temperature, the crystals become progressively sodic. 
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Thus, Bowen’s reaction principle illustrates how a primary basaltic magma may 

solidify as gabbro or it may give rise to rocks varying through dunite, gabbro, 

diorite, granodiorite, granite depending upon degree of crystal fractionation and 

extend to which early minerals are formed and removed from magma or melt. 

Fractional crystallisation or crystallisation differentiation takes place through 

mechanisms like: 

• Gravity settling 

• Filter Pressing  

• Flowage of magma  

• Crystal zoning  

1) Gravity settling: Crystal fractionation involves sinking, floating or 

suspension of early formed crystals within magma body. Monomineralic 

rocks such as dunite, pyroxenite and anorthosite are formed by this process 

caused by the gravitational sinking of olivine, pyroxene and calcic 

plagioclase respectively. The rocks formed by accumulation of crystals are 

described as cumulates (Fig. 4.2). The separation of accumulated crystals 

changes the composition of the melt (Fig. 4.3) which leads to the evolution 

and diversification of magma. 

 

Fig. 4.2: Separation of early formed crystals from the melt under the influence of 

gravity in magma chamber. 

 

Fig. 4.3: Crystallisation and gravity settling changes the composition of the 

remaining melt. 
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2) Filter Pressing: This involves mechanical separation of coexisting magma 

form the crystal mesh. As the crystallisation continues a loose mesh or 

framework of crystals with residual liquid is formed.  At this stage if the 

deformation of the crystallising mass occurs, the residual liquid will be 

squeezed out leaving behind the early formed crystals. This process of 

separation of solid crystals from the fluid magma is known as filter pressing.  

3) Flowage of magma: You may observe that as the fluid moves along a pipe 

or a narrow channel, its flowage behaviour at the centre and away from the 

contact walls is different. This mechanism can result in preferential 

accumulation of early formed minerals. The rate of flow of magma changes 

rapidly towards the walls of an intrusion than at its centre.  

4) Crystal Zoning: It is a common phenomenon in igneous rocks. If equilibrium 

during the crystallisation is disturbed, the successive liquids and 

corresponding zones will have different composition. For example, calcic 

plagioclase will successively be rimmed by more sodic rich species. 

SAQ 2 
a) Distinguish between discontinuous and continuous series. 

b) Define magmatic differentiation. 

c) List the mechanisms for fractional crystallisation. 

d) How are the cumulates formed?   

4.7.2   Assimilation 

We have learnt about mechanisms of magma differentiation both in fluid state 

and when solid mineral phases are involved. Now let us read about another 

process of magmatic differentiation, i.e. assimilation.  

Assimilation is the process whereby foreign rock masses are incorporated by 

magmas. This also includes the mingling of two liquid magmas, i.e. magma 

mixing. Assimilation is an important factor in bringing about diversity in the 

igneous rocks. Since these processes involve the remixing of rocks with 

magmas therefore, they represent the reverse of the differentiation processes 

resulting in heterogeneity and incomplete and nonuniform mixing. 

The process of assimilation too is governed by the laws of Bowen’s reaction 

principle. The reaction between magma and host or wall or country rock is a 

normal phenomenon during igneous intrusion (Fig. 4.4). In the course of this 

reaction the magma becomes contaminated by incorporating materials 

originally presenting the wall rock (Fig. 4.5).  

Assimilation or incorporation of foreign rock matter in the magma occurs as:  

• mechanical incorporation without chemical reaction; 

• reactions involving partial solution of incorporated matter and solid phase; 

• total dissolution and reaction involving disappearance of the solid phase. 

The factors affecting assimilation include: 
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• temperature of magma at the time intrusion, 

• presence or absence of notable degree of superheat,  

• composition of the xenoliths or inclusions,  

• concentration of volatiles in the magma, and  

• conditions which facilitate or retard escape of volatiles into surrounding 

rocks. 

 

Fig. 4.4: Reaction between magmatic intrusion and wall rock. 

 

Fig. 4.5: a) Xenoliths of host rock in magmatic intrusion; and b) Xenoliths of 

basaltic rock in granite. 
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Magma mixing can take place when two or more magmas with different 

chemical compositions come in contact with one another beneath the surface of 

the Earth (Fig. 4.6). The mixing of the magmas produces compositions 

intermediate between the end members. If the composition of magmas are very 

contrasting (rhyolite and basalt), there are several factors that could prevent 

their mixing. The possible reasons for this may be contrast in temperature, 

density and viscosity. But there is evidence that magmas do sometimes mix. If 

there is lesser difference between the chemical compositions between two 

magmas probability of their mixing will be more. 

 
Fig. 4.6: a) Sketch showing mixing or co-mingling of two magmas; and b) Field 

photograph indicating mixing of magma. (Photo credit: Ganga Singh 

Bhartiya) 

4.8   SUMMARY 

In this unit we have learnt about the concept and composition of magma, 

Bowen’s reaction series and magmatic differentiation of igneous rocks. Let us 

summarise about what we have learnt in this unit: 
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• Geologists refer to melt beneath the ground surface as magma and melt that 

has emerged at the Earth’s surface as lava. 

• Magma consists of complex mixtures of solids, fluids and dissolved gases. 

Volatiles impart low viscosity to the magmas.  

• Bowen’s reaction principle illustrates differentiation and diversification of 

magma. It displays the crystallisation of the minerals in continuous series 

and discontinuous series, with decreasing temperature from 573°C to 

1100°C.  

• Magmatic differentiation is the process by which homogenous parent magma 

breaks up into fractions with diverse composition and forming different rock 

types through mechanisms like liquid immiscibility, liquid fractionation, 

movement of volatiles, fractional crystallisation, gravity settling, filter 

pressing, flowage of magma and crystal zoning.  

• Assimilation is the process by which rock masses are incorporated by 

magmas. It also includes the mixing of magmas. 

4.9   ACTIVITY 

• Redraw Bowen’s reaction series in your notebook and write the names of 

rocks which would crystallise with different mineral assemblage and at 

different temperature. 

4.10   TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. Discuss the physical properties of magma. 

2. Explain Bowen’s reaction series. 

3. Describe various mechanisms of magmatic differentiation. 

4. What is assimilation and magma mixing? 
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4.13   ANSWERS 

Self Assessment Questions  

1    a)   Primary magma refers to the initial composition of magma before it 

underwent any differentiation process. Primary magma must have >10% 

MgO by weight. Primary magma by the process of differentiation 
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5.1   INTRODUCTION  

In Unit 4, we have already learnt that the magma consists of complex mixtures of solids, fluids and 

dissolved gases. Essentially, they are very hot silicate melts containing large quantities of water and 

varying amount of highly reactive fluids and gases in the solution. You have also learnt that the 

volatiles impart low viscosity to the magma. The minerals in igneous rocks crystallise at a range of 

different temperatures. You have read in Unit 4 that the sequence in which minerals crystallise out 

from the magma is studied under the Bowen reaction series. In this unit, you will study about 

unicomponent and bicomponent or binary systems, the application of phase rule and equilibrium 

crystallisation.  
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Expected Learning 
Outcomes________________________ 

After reading this unit you should be able to:  

❖ define phase rule and phase diagrams; 

❖ describe unicomponent and bicomponent/ binary systems; 

❖ explain the application of phase rule; and 

❖ discuss binary eutectic system. 

5.2   PHASE RULE  

It is important for you to understand the contribution of each chemical 

constituent existing in any system of the universe. The effects that occur by the 

addition or subtraction of constituents in the system will also be considered. 

This will not only help us to understand each system better, but also enable us 

to study more complex systems in nature. The fundamental and simple 

approach for this is the Phase rule. Before reading about the phase rule, let us 

get familiar with a few terms.  

• System: It is part of the universe that one can isolate (either physically or 

mentally) to study it. Types of system: 

1) Open System: A system may be open, if it can transfer energy and 

matter to and from the surroundings. 

2) Closed System: In a closed system, only energy, such as heat, may be 

exchanged with the surroundings. 

3) Isolated System: Neither energy nor matter may be transferred with the 

surroundings. 

• Surroundings: Surroundings can be considered the bit of the universe just 

outside the system.  

• Phase: Phase is defined as a chemically and physically homogenous part of 

a system that is bounded by an interface with adjacent phases. 

•    System Components: Smallest number of chemical constituents 

needs to make up all phases in the system. 

• Variance (also known as the Degrees of Freedom, expressed as "f"): 

Minimum number of variables that need to completely define the state of a 

system at equilibrium. 

The state of a system is described completely by defining macroscopic 

properties of the system, which include temperature, pressure, composition, 

mass, volume and other interdependent properties. Gibbs phase rule was 

formulated by American Chemist J. Willard Gibbs and so it is named after him. 

It is used in the determination of the variance or degrees of freedom of a 

system (f). Phase rule is applicable only to the heterogeneous reversible 

reactions which are in equilibrium, whereas other reversible reactions are 

studied using “law of action.”                                                                               
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Phase Rule governs the number of phases that can co-exist in an equilibrium 

in the system and is expressed as:     

F=C-P+2 or F+P=C+2 

Where, P= Number of phases present in a system 

 F= Degree of Freedom 

 C= Components 

 2= Two intensive parameters usually T (temperature) and P (pressure). 

As stated above, phase is physically distinct in a system (based on their 

composition, structure and/or state) that is mechanically separable from the 

rest. It may be a liquid or gas or solid. 

For example: 

Matter Number of Phases 

Ice 1 (solid phase) 

Ice + water 2 (liquid+solid) 

2 piece of ice 1 (only different pieces) 

To understand a phase diagram, it is very important to know about its 

components. A component is defined as the minimum number of chemical 

species required to define a system and all its phases. It is generally expressed 

as proportion of oxides (SiO2, Al2O3, FeO, Fe2O3, H2O, CO2, CaO, MgO). If we 

consider ice and water, they have only 1 component (H2O) and 2 phases. To 

describe silica /quartz system (SiO2), we can describe it by 3 components (Si, O 

or SiO2) but only SiO2 is good enough to define it. So, number of components is 

“1”.  

Number of components depends upon: 

1) the behaviour of the system and  

2) the range of conditions over which it is studied. 

For example, at low temperature, calcite is treated as a single component 

(CaCO3) system, but at high temperature, it is a two-component system 

(CaO+CO2). 

5.2.1   Phase Diagram 

The graphical presentation giving the conditions of pressure and temperature 

under which the various phases are existing and transform from one phase to 

another is known as the phase diagram of the system. A phase diagram 

consists of areas, curves or lines and points. These diagrams display stability 

fields of various phases, separated by lines representing conditions under 

which phase changes occur. They also represent relationship between melt and 

solids. Phase diagrams are those which show stability fields and relationship 

between different phases as a function of variables such as P, T and 

composition (X). Thus, the results of the phase equilibrium experiment which 

are performed in the laboratory to study the crystallisation and melting 

behaviour of a magma of definite composition under same P and T conditions 

are graphically represented by phase stability diagram. These diagrams show 
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constitution of alloys as a function of temperature under equilibrium condition 

and are also known as phase equilibrium diagrams.  

 

Fig. 5.1: Phase diagram showing solid-liquid-gas behaviour of a substance. 

 

Fig. 5.2: Phase diagram of unicomponent system showing critical and triple 

point. 

In Figure 5.1, temperature is represented as T on Y-axis and composition on 

the X-axis. 

In general, at high temperature, the system is completely in the melt form and 

100% melt field is separated from rest of the phase diagram by a boundary 

called liquidus. Liquidus line separates liquid from liquid + solid. The 100% 

melt exists above this line. 

Likewise, low temperature stability field for 100% solid is separated from high 

temperature condition by a phase boundary line called solidus. Solidus is the 

line below the liquidus line, where 100% solid exists. Solidus line separates 

solid from liquid + solid. In the intermediate T between solidus and liquidus, the 

system consists of 2 types of stable phases at an equilibrium i.e., both liquid 

and solid crystals. Figure 5.2 shows the phase diagram of a unicomponent 
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system where temperature (T ºC) is represented on X-axis and pressure (P 

atm) on Y-axis. The three curves separate these phases, viz. solid, liquid and 

gas. Triple point is the point where the temperature and pressure at which the 

solid, liquid and vapour phases of the pure substance can exist together at 

equilibrium (Fig. 5.2). The end point of a phase equilibrium curve is known as 

critical point. It is defined as the point at which two phases of a substance 

initially become indistinguishable from one another.  

You have read in Unit 3 of BGYCT-131 course that the interior of the Earth is 

inaccessible. Geologists observe only a tiny fraction of the rocks that compose 

the Earth. A large portion of information about the Earth is indirect, coming from 

melts of subsurface material, geophysical studies or experiments conducted at 

elevated temperature and pressure. Thus, it is important to note that the P and 

T conditions of magma generation and modification can be deduced from the 

real melting of melt of minerals under laboratory conditions.  

5.2.2   Condensed Phase Rule 

In cases, where either P or T is kept constant, one can apply the condensed 

phase rule with the formula:     

F=C-P+1 

This is simply because the total number of variables within the system has now 

become 1, as only one of the two intensive properties of the system (P and T) is 

allowed to vary. The condensed phase rule is quite helpful in understanding 

isobaric T (temperature) – X (composition) or isothermal P (pressure) – X 

(composition) diagrams as well as experimental geochemistry where either P or 

T is kept constant to investigate the dependence of a system on the other 

intensive variable. 

5.3   UNICOMPONENT SYSTEM         

In the above section you have studied about phase rule and phase diagram. 

Now let us discuss about unicomponent system.  A system having only one 

component is called unicomponent system. The least number of phases 

possible in any system is one. Thus, according to phase rule, a one-component 

system should have a maximum of two degree of freedom.  

When C=1, P=1, 

So, F=C-P+2 

         =1-1+2  

         =2 
Hence, a one component system requires a maximum of two variables (i.e. 

temperature and pressure) to be fixed in order to define the system completely. 

Phase diagram of one component system consist of points, curves or lines, 

areas, and represents a non-variant, univariant and bivariant systems 

respectively. SiO2 and H2O systems are examples of one component system. In 

the following section let us discuss H2O system of unicomponent system. 

5.3.1   Crystallisation Behaviour of H2O System 

Water is a one component system which is chemically a single compound 

involved in the system. It constitutes a three phase (ice-solid, water-liquid and 
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vapour-gaseous) and have the following equilibria that depends upon the 

conditions of temperature and pressure (variables): 

ice →  vapour 

ice → water 

water → vapour 

If the values of vapour pressures at different temperatures are plotted against 

the corresponding temperatures, the phase diagram of the H2O System (Fig. 

5.3) is obtained. It consists of three stable curves and one metastable curve. 

Water and vapour exist together in equilibrium along the vapour pressure curve 

of water OB. At point D, the vapour pressure of water becomes equal to the 

atmospheric pressure (100 ºC; boiling point of water). At temperature 374 ºC 

and pressure 218 atm, the curve OB finishes at B where the water and vapour 

are indistinguishable. The system has one phase and this point is the critical 

point. Applying phase rule on this curve,  

C=1, and P=2,  

                                            F=C-P+2 

    =1-2+2 

=1 

Hence, the curve represents a univariant system, i.e. only one factor either 

temperature or pressure is sufficient to be fixed in order to define a system. 

Two phases ice and vapour exist together in equilibrium along sublimation 

curve of ice OA (Fig. 5.3). The lower end of the curve OA extends to absolute 

zero (-273 ºC) where no vapour exists. In Fig. 5.3 the areas AOC, COB and 

BOA represent following phases. 

Area Phase Component 

Area AOC ice H2O 

Area COB water H2O 

Area below BOA vapour H2O 

Thus, for every area when C=1 and P=1; Applying phase rule on areas 

F=C-P+2 

  =1-1+2 

        =2 

Hence, each area is a bivariant system, where it becomes necessary to specify 

both the temperature and the pressure to define a one phase system. 
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Fig. 5.3: Phase diagram of unicomponent system. 

5.3.2   Crystallisation Behaviour of SiO2 System 

In one component system, e.g. silica polymorphs, where silica has number of 

polymorphs, each having a definite crystal structure and is stable under definite 

T and P range. The stability field represents the P and T conditions under which 

each mineral is stable and the phase boundaries define the limits of the stability 

field as well as the conditions under which phases in the adjoining fields are co-

existing. There are various phases in the phase diagram. For any of the 

phases, we can freely vary P and T without affecting the nature of the phases. It 

is important to mention that phase rule does not provide any information on the 

number of phases that exist or are possibly produced in the system. A good 

example of unicomponent system is the SiO2 system that consists of many 

phases as shown in Fig. 5.4. 

At a point X, P=3 where high quartz, tridymite, cristobalite co-exist as the high 

quartz - tridymite, high quartz - cristobalite and tridymite-cristobalite phase 

boundaries intersect. 

Here component denoted by C=1(e.g. SiO2). So, when we apply phase rule it is 

expressed as:   

P+F=C+2 

3+F=1+2 

                                               F=0 

As F=0, X is an invariant point. i.e., at this point, 3 phases co-exist in 

equilibrium but, T and P are invariable, if 3 phases are co-existing. 

At the phase-stability boundaries e.g. Y on the Fig. 5.4 (univariate curve) 

P=2 (stishovite, coesite) and C=1, 

 F=1+2-2=1 
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F=1, indicating that the P and T are invariant independently. If, T increases, P 

must have to increase, and vice-versa, for the system to remain on the phase 

stability boundary, where these two phases co-exist.    

For any point within a phase stability field, Z marked on the Fig. 5.4 (bivariant 

field),                                    P=1(low quartz) and  

                                             C=1(SiO2).  

 

Fig. 5.4: P-T phase diagram for the SiO2 system (unicomponent system) where 

following phases are present: melt SiO2, low quartz (α-quartz), high 

quartz (β-quartz), tridymite, cristobalite, coesite, stishovite. 

Now F=2 indicating that this is a bivariant field and T and P can change 

independently without changing the phase stability. 

In the Fig. 5.4, the shaded portion represents high T condition under which 

silica is in liquid phase (melt). On cooling, at X (temperature 1650 ºC and at 

pressure 0.4GPa), cristobalite begins to crystallise. On further cooling, the 

system will be reaching the cristobalite-tridymite phase boundary at 1470 ºC 

and here cristobalite transforms into tridymite. On continuous cooling at 

tridymite- high quartz phase boundary, it will transform into high quartz. With 

further cooling, it reaches the low-quartz/high-quartz phase boundary, where 

high-quartz is converted into low quartz. Two phases will coexist only at phase 

boundary during phase transformation. On decompression and cooling, the 

high-pressure varieties of SiO2 such as, stishovite and coesite will be converted 
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into lower polymorphs at suitable T and P ranges. SiO2 system explains an 

abundance of quartz as a rock forming mineral (as quartz is the stable 

polymorph of silica over a broad range of P-T conditions). The existence of 

coesite and stishovite associated with the meteorite impact and thermonuclear 

bombsites.  

Learners, you have learnt about the phase rule, phase diagram and 

crystallisation behaviour of unicomponent system. Before discussing about the 

binary system, spend few minutes to perform an exercise to check your 

progress.  

SAQ 1 
a) A part of universe that one can isolate either physically or mentally to 

study is known as ____________.  

b) Equation ‘Liquid+Solid1=Solid2’ denotes ______________reaction.  

c) Define phase rule. 

d) Define triple and critical point. 

e) What are solidus and liquidus lines? 

5.4   BICOMPONENT SYSTEM 

You have studied unicomponent system in the above section. Now, let us 

discuss about bicomponent/binary system. Systems having two components 

are described as bicomponent system. The binary phase relations are mainly of 

three different types, such as: 

a)   crystallisation of two end members of a solid solution,  

b)   eutectic crystallisation of two mineral components, and  

c)   incongruent melting of a binary eutectics with the peritectic reaction. 

Generally, in nature, only three cases are possible when two components are 

mixed together.  

• Mixed-crystals form which are miscible and form a solid solution series in 

indefinite proportions.  

• Miscible crystals of composition 1 and composition 2 will be formed (due to 

eutectic reaction), which are of definite proportions. 

• Two immiscible components form a crystal of intermediate composition by 

reaction only.  

5.4.1   Binary System with Complete Solid Solution of Two 
End Members 

Minerals with very similar mineral lattice structures mix easily on the atomic 

scale. This phenomenon is defined as solid solution of one phase with the 

other phase. The most common example in the igneous petrology which 

shows such behaviour is of olivine and plagioclase minerals. Now, let us define 

the term mixed crystals and solid solution series. When the two components 

are isomorphous and miscible in all proportions in solid state, they form 
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homogeneous crystals which are called as mixed crystals. Solid solution 

forms where both components are isomorphous and constituent ions have 

similar ionic radius and equal ionic charge. In this case, both the components in 

solid and melt phases change during equilibrium crystallisation and both the 

components mixed completely with each other.  

 
Fig. 5.5: Isobaric T-X phase diagram for Albite-Anorthite (Ab-An) system at 

atmospheric pressure. 

Now you will learn about binary system with complete solid solution of the two 

end members with the help of Albite (NaAlSi3O8) - Anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8) (Ab-

An) system. In Ab-An system, solid solution coupled with Na+1 and Si+4 

substitution for Ca+2 + Al+3 in a constant AlSi2O8 reference framework is 

involved. 

In the above Fig. 5.5, pure albite (Ab) is taken on the right end and the pure 

anorthite (An) on the left end of the X axis. These two pure systems behave like 

a typical isobaric one component system. In this system, solid-melt that 

coexists in a single phase at a fixed temperature in equilibrium (P=2). 

When applied in the phase rule (F=C-P+2), it is expressed as 

F =1-2+1 

               F =0 (invariant point) 

Pure Ab and An melts at 1118 ºC and 1153 ºC at X and Y points respectively. 

Now, let us examine what happens when we add a component on either of the 

pure systems. In the experiment, when we add Ab component to pure An 

component, the melting point lowers down. In case of addition of pure Ab, 

melting point rises. Now, let us use the phase rule to analyse the behavior of 

melt of an intermediate composition.  
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Now, first consider a melt of a composition ‘a’ in Fig. 5.5 at 1600 ºC (An60Ab40), 

we take it as the bulk composition (X bulk) of the system. At about 1600 ºC, liquid 

composition is An60. In this case, the liquid composition is equal to the bulk 

composition as the system is entirely of liquid composition. Thus, in this case 

P=1(liquid) and C=2.  

Applying phase rule (F=C-P+2), we have  

F = (2+1-1) = 2 

This means that for a single two component liquid at a constant pressure, F =2. 

The two most realistic intensive variables that we can take to define the system 

include:  

1)   temperature, and  

2)   composition (X liqAn or X liqAb). 

After cooling the system to point ‘b’ (An60Ab40) in Fig. 5.5 at about 1475 ºC, 

plagioclase of composition ‘c’ (An87), which is different from that of the melt 

beings to crystallise indicating that the initial crystal is An-rich. The line 

connecting b and c i.e., the composition of the co-existing phases at a definite 

temperature is called a ‘Tie line’.  

Now, with the help of a phase rule, at any point on the liquidus curve, P=2 (co-

existing liquid and solid) and C=2. So,  

F=2-2+1 = 1 

Here, only one intensive variable is sufficient to define a system completely.  

With continuous cooling, both liquid and solid vary in compositions. The liquid 

composition changes along the liquidus from b to g in Fig. 5.5 and the 

plagioclase changes from c to h indicating that with continuous cooling, both 

crystal and liquid become more sodic (Ab rich). In this case, the reaction is 

represented by:  

   Liquid1 + plagioclase1= liquid2 + plagioclase2  

Such reactions having at least one degree of freedom that occur by exchange 

of components over a range of temperature and or pressure are called 

continuous reaction and form a series of mixed crystals. 

 Watch the following video to learn more about solidus and liquidus 

curves.  

• Exsolution Intergrowth  

      Link: https://youtu.be/7SnfV0nJMvk  

5.5   LEVER RULE 

Now let us study about lever rule. In addition to their mineralogical 

compositions, a phase diagram also furnishes information related to the modal 

proportions of phases. The technique used to find out this information is known 

as lever rule. It can be used to determine the fraction of liquid and solid phases 

for a given binary composition and temperature that is between 

the liquidus and solidus line. Using the length of a tie line at any specific 
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temperature, we can calculate the relative amount of phases in a system. The 

tie line in the two-phase regions is analogous to a lever balance on a fulcrum. 

This geometric approach is called “Lever rule”. Let’s consider the tie-line ‘df’ 

(Fig. 5.6) we can represent it as- 

 

Fig. 5.6: Graphical representation of the abundance of components in a binary 

mixture. 

According to lever’s rule: 

Liquid % = length of line segment (e-f) * 100/ df 

Plagioclase % = length of d-e * 100/ df 

We can define lever rule as the amount of a given phase in a system is 

proportional to the length of segment on opposite side of the bulk composition. 

The closer a phase to the bulk composition, the more predominant it is. In order 

to understand lever rule, take help of Fig. 5.5. 

Using this at 1445 ºC, 

ef= An82- An60 = 22 and de= An60- An48 = 12, thus 

Liquid % = 22*100/(82-48)= 22*100/34 = 64.70 wt% 

Solid % = 12*100/34 = 35.29 wt% 

If we continue the cooling, with a constant bulk composition, ‘ef’ becomes 

larger, whereas ‘de’ becomes smaller which is a natural phenomenon, i.e., the 

% of solid increases with the decrease % in the melt. 

As the temperature approaches to 1340 ºC, the corresponding solid 

composition of melt ‘g’ (An22) will be at ‘h’ which is equal to the bulk 

composition (An60). With continuous cooling, the tiny amount of liquid (An22) is 

consumed immediately. Here F= 2-1+1 = 2, so we must specify both T and a 

compositional variable, like in case of liquidus to specify the system. 

• Petrographic Significance of Ab-An system 

As solid is always rich in An-component with respect to corresponding liquid, 

‘Ca’ becomes more refractory than ‘Na’. Compositional zoning can be defined 

by this system. 

5.6   BINARY EUTECTIC SYSTEM 

In a binary system, when two mineral components crystallises or melts 

simultaneously at a particular or fixed temperature, the temperature is called 

eutectic temperature and the process is called eutectic crystallisation. 
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Opposite to the case, when a mixture of two minerals is heated at a fixed 

pressure a melt of fixed composition is formed. The temperature at which two 

minerals are melted is called eutectic melting temperature and the process is 

called eutectic melting. 

 

Fig. 5.7: Binary system (Diopside-Anorthite) without solid solution relation. 

Fig. 5.7 represents a simple type of Diopside –Anorthite binary system without 

solid solution relation (as the Diopside –Anorthite posses different mineral 

structure, Diopside-single chain inosilicate, Anorthite-tectosilicate). In this case, 

both the mineral components crystalises out simultaneously only at a particular 

temperature or a point called eutectic point in a particular fixed proportion. 

• Crystallisation behaviour on the left side of the eutectic point: Consider 

a melt of ‘a’ (Di30An70) composition above the liquidus, P= 1 (only liquid) and 

C=2, so applying phase rule 

F= 2+1-1= 2 

Here two variables, temperature and composition (T, XliqAn or  XliqDi) are required 

to define the system. With cooling, when the melt (Di30An70) touches the 

liquidus at a point ‘b’ at 1450 ºC, pure Di begin to crystallise. So above liquidus, 

as F= 2+1-2= 1, only one variable (temperature or composition) is needed to 

define the system. With further cooling, more and more Di crystals are formed 

and liquid composition will move away from b towards point d.  At point d (1274 

ºC), anorthite joins diopside and both (Di and An) the mineral components 

crystalises out simultaneously at a fixed eutectic temperature and in a fixed 

eutectic proportion. Cooling to the point ‘g’ (1450 ºC), crystallisation of pure ‘Di’ 

will begin and at that point, F will be = 2-2+1= 1. Here, we have to fix one 

variable (generally ‘T’). With continuous cooling, the liquid composition changes 

along the liquidus line from ‘g’ towards ‘d’ and pure anorthite crystals continue 

to form. This crystallisation of ‘An’ from melt is also a continuous reaction which 

may be represented by: 
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Liquid1 = solid + liquid2 

With continuous cooling, at the eutectic point (1274 ºC), where both the liquidus 

converge, there are 3 phases that coexist, and degree of freedom F= 0. This 

eutectic reaction is a type of equilibrium crystallisation. 

At eutectic point, we can apply the lever's rule to determine the relative amount 

of solid and liquid. It has been found that with the progress of time, ratio of solid 

to liquid that increases. 

Learners, you have learnt about the binary system with complete solid solution 

of two end members and binary eutectic system. Now, spend few minutes to 

perform an exercise to check your progress.  

     Watch the following video to know more about eutectic point.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Volcaniclastics 

         Link:  

SAQ 2 
a) The point at which two liquidus lines meets is known as ___________.  

b) When the two mineral components are isomorphous and miscible in all 

proportions in solid state, they form a homogeneous crystal and are called 

as __________.  

c) ____________ is used to determine the fraction of liquid and solid phases 

for a given binary composition and temperature that is between 

the liquidus and solidus line.  

5.7   SUMMARY 

Let us summarise what we have learnt in this unit: 

• Phase Rule governs the number of phases that can co-exist in an equilibrium 

in any system and expressed as F=C-P+2. Where, P= number of phases 

present in a system; F=degree of freedom; C=components; and 2= two 

intensive parameters usually T and P. 

• A component is defined as the minimum number of independent chemical 

species required to define a system and all its phases. It is generally 

expressed as a proportion of oxides (SiO2, Al2O3, FeO, Fe2O3, H2O, CO2, 

CaO, MgO). Minimum number of components depends upon: a) behaviour of 

the system, and b) the range of conditions over which it is studied. 

• Phase diagrams show stability fields and relationship between different 

phases as a function of such variables as P, T and composition (X). In case, 

where either P or T is held constant, one can apply the condensed phase 

rule with the formula: P+F=C+1. 

• A system having only one component is called unicomponent system. For 

example: silica polymorphs, where silica have number of polymorphs, each 

having a definite crystal structure and stable under define set of T and P 

range. 
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6.1   INTRODUCTION 

In the previous Unit 4, you have learnt the concept of magma, physical properties, and composition 

of magma, Bowen’s reaction series, and the mechanisms of magmatic differentiation. Further in 

Unit 5, you have read about the unicomponent and bicomponent systems, application of phase rule 

and equilibrium crystallisation of magmatic systems. You have also read that the igneous rocks are 

grouped into four major subgroups, based on their composition, such as: ultramafic, mafic, 

intermediate and felsic rocks in Unit 1. These terms are used to indicate chemical composition of 

igneous rocks (Fig. 6.1), the silicate minerals that comprise them, and the magma types through 

which they were derived or formed. 
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Petrographic description of a rock provides detail about its mineralogical 

composition and texture, i.e. shape, size and inter-relationship of mineral 

constituents. The mineralogical composition studies cover both megascopic and 

microscopic observations. Megascopic description of rocks includes all the 

characters which are visible in hand specimens by unaided eyes. While, 

microscopic characters of rocks are studied using thin sections under the 

petrological microscope. You have read about petrological microscope in Unit 9 

and diagnostic features of different minerals in thin section in Unit 10 of BGYCT-

131 course. The textural relationship on the other hand is mostly observed under 

the microscope. Since the petrographic description and textural details of any rock 

contribute greatly to the understanding of the sequence of crystallisation of the 

various mineral constituents in a rock. This knowledge provides an idea about their 

genesis.  

In this unit, we will discuss megascopic and petrographic description of the 

important felsic and intermediate rocks. The mafic and ultramafic rocks will be 

discussed in next unit.  

 

Fig. 6.1: Principal chemical and mineralogical characteristics of common igneous  

rock types.  

Expected Learning 
Outcomes__________________________ 

After reading this unit, you should be able to: 

❖ define felsic and intermediate igneous rocks; 

❖ identify megascopic and microscopic characteristics of felsic rocks, e.g. granite 

and rhyolite; and 
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❖ learn and list megascopic and microscopic characteristics of intermediate rocks, 

e.g. granodiorite, diorite, syenite and phonolite. 

6.2  WHAT ARE FELSIC ROCKS? 

Let us discuss what are the felsic rocks.  

The term felsic, i.e. FEL+SIC is a combination of the two words: Feldspar and 

Silica.  The igneous rocks which have more than 65% of silica content are called 

felsic igneous rocks.  These rocks are usually enriched in sodium and potassium 

and depleted in iron, magnesium, and calcium than the mafic rocks. The important 

minerals in felsic rocks are quartz, feldspathoid, soda and potash feldspar and 

muscovite. Felsic rocks are usually light-coloured because the minerals that 

comprise felsic rocks are often light-coloured. In this unit we shall discuss the most 

common felsic rocks, i.e. granite and rhyolite. Before discussing the important felsic 

rocks, let us define the following: 

• Granitoid/ Granitic Rock: In practice, a granitic rock is used commonly for a 

group of plutonic rocks which include (senso-stricto) granites and is classified 

according to the percentage of quartz, alkali feldspar and plagioclase contents 

present in a QAPF diagram as you have read in Unit 3. In this unit we shall 

discuss medium to coarse-grained rocks that are mostly felsic with a few mafic 

minerals present (Fig. 6.2a).  Please note that the granite (senso-stricto) 

according to modern petrologists’ convention, contains both plagioclase and 

alkali feldspar (orthoclase and microcline).  

• Rhyolite is an extrusive rock and is closely related to granite in composition. It 

is cooled much more rapidly than the granite and gives a glassy appearance. 

Rhyolite has much finer crystals and commonly cannot be seen by the unaided 

eye (Fig. 6.2b). The minerals that make up rhyolite are quartz, feldspar, mica, 

and hornblende. 

• Pegmatite is very coarse-grained felsic rocks that occur as dykes or pod like 

segregations both within granitic plutons which are intruded into the surrounding 

country rock. Compositionally, most of the pegmatites are similar to granite and 

are composed of quartz, alkali feldspar and mica. Pegmatites are formed during 

the final stage of magma crystallisation. They contain exceptionally large 

crystals and contain minerals that are rarely found in other types of rocks (Fig. 

6.2c). Pegmatite is considered to be store house of gemstones. 
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Fig. 6.2: a) Granite is intrusive/plutonic igneous rock; b) Rhyolite is 

extrusive/volcanic igneous rock, (Photo credit: Prof. Meenal Mishra); and c) 

Pegmatite with large crystals of tourmaline. (Source: www.gsi.gov.in)  

You have studied the concept of essential and accessory minerals and also the 

igneous textures in Unit 2 and 3 of this course respectively. Let us recapitulate that 

texture is defined as the mutual relationship of different mineralogical constituents 

in a rock. It is determined by the size, shape and arrangement of these constituents 

(mineral and glass) within the rock. We shall discuss about mineralogical and 

microscopical characters of granite (a felsic plutonic rock) and rhyolite (a felsic 

volcanic rock) in the following sections.   

6.3   GRANITE 

Granite is one of the most common igneous rocks found on the Earth's surface and 

is commonly used as dimension/ building stones. Granite is a plutonic felsic rock. It 

is mostly light in colour and grains are large enough to be visible with the unaided 

eye. Let us discuss the megascopic and microscopic characteristics of granite in 

following subsections. 

6.3.1   Megascopic Characters 

Granite occurs as light coloured (leucocratic), medium to coarse-grained intrusive 

igneous rock (Fig. 6.3).  It is essentially composed of quartz, alkali feldspar and 

plagioclase with minor amount of mica, amphiboles, and other accessory minerals. 

The predominance of alkali feldspar over plagioclase distinguishes it from 

granodiorite which is another felsic rock. It is important for you to note that granite 

is rich in alkali feldspars (orthoclase and microcline) as compared to plagioclase. 

Whereas granodiorite is rich in plagioclase as compared to alkali feldspars 

(orthoclase and microcline). You will learn about granite in section 6.6. The 

dominance of light-coloured minerals is responsible for its leucocratic nature of 

granite, although dark coloured mineral grains are visible and are dispersed 

throughout the rock. You may find different shades of granite such as grey, white, 

red or pink in colour (Fig. 6.3). These colours depend upon the bulk mineral 

composition of granite. 
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Fig. 6.3: Different colours of granite (grey, white or pink). (Photo credit: Prof. Meenal Mishra) 

Granite contains more than 20% quartz, 50-80% alkali feldspars (orthoclase and/or 

microcline, perthite), plagioclase and mica (muscovite and biotite). In granite the 

amount of alkali feldspar (orthoclase and microcline) exceeds than that of the 

plagioclase (Fig. 6.4). The mafic minerals are usually biotite, but amphibole may 

also occur. In a few types of granite, muscovite, garnet and cordierite are also 

present in variable amount. 

 

Fig. 6.4: Field photograph showing medium-grained granite from Ladakh area. An 

aplitic dyke is cutting granite. 

The megascopic characters of the rock are described below: 

i) Colour: Granite is light coloured (grey, white, pink or red) rock (Fig. 6.3). It is 

composed of light-coloured minerals therefore it is leucocratic rock, as you have 

read in Unit 3. 

ii) Appearance: It is medium-grained to coarse-grained grain size igneous rock. 
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iii) Mineralogical Composition: The minerals which are found in these rocks as 

accessory, essential and secondary minerals are described below: 

• Essential Minerals: Alkali feldspar (K-rich feldspar)> Na-rich plagioclase, 

perthite and antiperthite and quartz. 

• Accessory Minerals: Muscovite, biotite, hornblende, zircon, apatite, titanite 

(sphene), tourmaline, topaz, ilmenite and magnetite etc. 

• Secondary minerals: Sericite, chlorite and epidote. 

iv) Texture: The appearance, size and arrangement of different mineralogical 

constituents within the rock are as follows: 

• Physical appearance: Granite consists of crystalline form and mostly show 

holocrystalline texture. 

• Grain size: It is generally medium to coarse-grained rock and exhibits 

equigranular or inequigranular (porphyritic) textures (Fig. 6.4).  

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: The arrangement of the 

components is irregular and compact. Porphyritic texture is very commonly 

observed in granite. The feldspar phenocrysts (large crystals) are 

surrounded by fine quartz grains, feldspar and mica (Fig. 6.5). 

 

Fig. 6.5: a) Hand specimen of granite showing porphyritic texture. Phenocrysts 

(bigger crystals) of pink orthoclase are surrounded by smaller crystals 

(groundmass); and b) Boulder of porphyritic granite displaying phenocrysts 

of bigger crystals of lath shaped orthoclase (white) on the weathered 

surface. (Photo credit: Prof. Meenal Mishra) 
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v) Structure: Granites commonly contain xenoliths (Fig. 6.6). Foliations are also 

rarely observed in a few granites. 

 

Fig. 6.6: Basaltic xenolith in granite. (Photo credit: Ihsan Ullah Lone) 

6.3.2   Microscopic Characters 

Microscopically granite contains mostly colourless minerals with very few coloured 

minerals under plane polarised light. It shows holocrystallinity. Most of the granite 

show equigranular texture, however a few types of granite contain coarse feldspar 

grains, surrounded by finer grains representing inequigranular texture. The 

microscopic characteristics of the granitic rock are described below: 

i) Mineralogy: Granite is essentially composed of quartz, alkali feldspar, 

plagioclase and mica in variable proportions (Fig. 6.7). The alkali feldspar is 

represented mostly by microcline and orthoclase and are always dominant over 

the plagioclase feldspar. While, studying thin sections of the granite under the 

microscope, you may also observe blebs or irregular lamellae of sodic feldspar 

within alkali feldspar. Such type of intimate intergrowth of sodic and potassic 

feldspars is called perthite. It results from subsolidus exsolution (unmixing of 

two minerals). You have read about exsolution texture (Fig. 6.8) in Unit 2. Let us 

recall. Exsolution textures represent chemical breakdown of an originally 

homogenous solid solution as it cools down. During cooling in solid state, the 

reverse process of solution, i.e. exsolution (unmixing) takes place and the 

intergrowth is produced. 

Accessory minerals are those whose presence is not necessary which include: 

muscovite, biotite, hornblende, zircon, titanite (sphene), apatite, tourmaline and 

magnetite. Feldspar alters to sericite while hornblende alters to biotite and give 

rise to secondary chlorite. Epidote occurs rarely as secondary mineral in some 

of the granites.   

ii) Texture: The shape, size and mutual relationship between crystals are as 

follows: 

• Crystallinity: The granite contains euhedral crystals of feldspar, mica, zircon, 

topaz and some other accessory minerals, while quartz occur in subhedral or 

anhedral forms. Hence, granite represents holocrystalline and hypidiomorphic 

texture.  
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• Granularity: Granite is medium to coarse-grained rock. It is usually granular 

with most of the grains of almost equal size (phaneritic), but porphyritic 

texture is also not rare. In case of porphyritic texture, phenocrysts of feldspar 

(usually euhedral or well-developed shape) are surrounded by smaller quartz 

and feldspar grains.  

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: In some granites 

myrmekitic texture is found. Myrmekite is the intergrowth of quartz in 

plagioclase. The intergrowths are microscopic in scale. These quartz-

plagioclase (mostly sodic-albite or oligoclase) intergrowths are associated 

and commonly in contact with potassium feldspar texture (Fig. 6.8). In most of 

the granites, intergrowth of quartz and feldspar is observed giving rise to 

graphic texture (Fig. 6.9). 

 

Fig. 6.7: Photomicrograph of granite showing typical mineralogy under cross nicol. 

Microcline (Micro) showing typical cross hatched twinning, orthoclase (Or) 

and quartz (Qtz) with first order grey interference colours and muscovite 

(Mus) with second and third order interference colours. 

 

Fig. 6.8: Exsolution texture-myrmekitic texture. (Source: www.gsi.gov.in) 

iii)  Rock types: The following types of granite are observed based on mineralogy: 
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• Monzogranite: Amount of alkali feldspar within the feldspar is 35-65% is 

called monzogranite. This is the most common granite type.  

• Syenogranite: Within feldspars the alkali feldspar has an amount of 65-90%. 

• Alkali granite: Amount of alkali feldspar within feldspar is >90%. The mafic 

minerals are alkali pyroxenes (aegirineaugite) and alkali amphibole. 

• Graphic granite: Quartz and orthoclase show oriented intergrowth (Fig. 6.9) 

resulted from eutectic crystallisation. 

• Luxullianite (tourmaline-granite): Tourmaline occurs in significant amount 

in such granites. 

 

Fig. 6.9: Typical graphic texture seen in granite: a) Hand specimen of granite 

showing graphic intergrowth between grey quartz and pink orthoclase (Photo 

credit: Dr. Suresh Kumar); and b) Photomicrograph of granite showing graphic 

texture (marked by yellow arrow). 

iv) Classification: Granite is classified as felsic plutonic igneous rock.   

v) Occurrence: Granite is an intrusive igneous rock which is very hard and 

crystalline. It most commonly occurs in the form of stocks, bosses and 

batholiths. 

 Watch the following videos to know more about texture of granite.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: An Overview  

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NU3SL7HWF4 

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Phaneritic Textures  

 Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tw7vVvp6R_U 

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Homogenous Textures 

 Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zx6wQG0qiG4 

• Rapakivi Texture 

 Link: https://youtu.be/voXGUT4HSxY 

6.4   RHYOLITE 

In the above section you have read about megascopic and microscopic 

characteristics of granite. Now, let us discuss about another felsic rock, rhyolite. 

Rhyolite is a volcanic rock of felsic composition (Fig. 6.2b). It is a light-coloured 
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rock with high silica content (>68%). Alkali (Na2O+K2O) content reaches upto 5%. 

You have already read that rhyolite is extrusive equivalent of granite. These rocks 

are formed by acidic lavas which erupt at low temperatures (700 to 850°C) as 

compared to basalt and are much more viscous.  

Let us now discuss the megascopic and microscopic characteristics of rhyolite in 

the following sections. 

6.4.1   Megascopic Characters 

Rhyolite is a light coloured, fine-grained igneous rock, dominated by quartz (>20%), 

alkali feldspar (>35%) and biotite. It is often porphyritic with feldspar (sanidine) and 

rarely quartz and plagioclase phenocrysts within the fine-grained or glassy 

groundmass. In case, quartz phenocrysts are not present, it is often difficult to 

identify rhyolites without chemical analysis due to their glassy groundmass. Many 

rhyolites consist of mainly glass, and are termed as obsidian, or are partially 

devitrified, and termed as pitchstones. Most of the rhyolites are banded due to 

small differences in composition in the glass. 

You may find rhyolite with grey, bluish grey or pink in colour. Banding is quite 

commonly observed. It is normally related to the difference in the vesicles and 

crystallites in the glassy groundmass. The megascopic characters of rhyolite are: 

i) Colour: Generally, rhyolite (Fig. 6.10) is light coloured, such as pink, grey, bluish 

grey, but red rhyolites are also observed. 

ii) Appearance: The appearance of rhyolite is fine-grained and often banded. 

 

Fig. 6.10:  Rhyolite with some minute vesicles. 

iii) Mineralogical Composition: The rock is mostly fine-grained with few crystals 

visible by unaided eyes. The essential, accessory and secondary minerals are 

described below: 

• Essential Minerals: K-feldspar (sanidine) > Na-rich plagioclase, quartz, 

biotite. 

• Accessory Minerals: Zircon, apatite, magnetite, ilmenite, pyroxene, 

amphibole. 

• Secondary Minerals: Sericite, chlorite. 
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iv) Texture: The appearance and grain size present in rhyolite are discussed 

below: 

• Physical appearance: The texture of rhyolite varies from glassy, aphanitic to 

porphyritic. The orientation of small crystals in the rock reflects the lava flow 

direction. Frequently, rhyolite shows altering layers that differ slightly in 

granularity or colour. 

• Grain size: It is fine-grained, mostly aphanitic, but a few euhedral to 

subhedral crystals may also be present in the finer matrix.  

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Commonly rhyolite is 

equigranular and fine grained but sometimes it may exhibit porphyritic texture 

in hand specimen. 

v) Structure: Rhyolite rock may have vesicular (Fig. 6.10) or amygdaloidal 

structure. It may contain spherulites that are spherical bodies, comprising of 

radial aggregates of needles, usually of quartz and feldspar. You have read 

about these structures in Unit 3 of this course. Rhyolitic magma flows very 

slowly and commonly develop a flow banding in the matrix. This is due to high 

viscosity and low capacity of the rhyolitic lava flow. You can observe flow 

banding both at megascopic and microscopic levels. In the field you may 

observe rhyolite occurring in the form of volcanic plate and lava basin with 

relatively large thickness and small propagation. Flow structure (Fig. 6.11a) and 

columnar joints (Fig. 6.11b) are commonly found in rhyolite. You have read 

about flow structures and columnar joints in Unit 3 of this course. 

 

Fig. 6.11: a) Flow structures in rhyolite. Notice the dark and light bands marking 

flows (Photo credit: Dr. Amit Kumar); and b) Columnar joints in rhyolite. 

(Source: www.gsi.gov.in) 

6.4.2   Microscopic Characters 

Rhyolite is composed of quartz, sanidine, plagioclase with minor amount of biotite, 

anorthoclase and magnetite when observed under the microscope. Glass is 

present in a variable amount. At places, the glassy portions are devitrified. Rock 

textures vary from holohyaline to hemicrystalline. The common texture in rhyolite is 

porphyritic. 

i) Mineralogy: In general, the fine-grained groundmass is mostly made up of 

quartz, sanidine and plagioclase with lesser amount of orthoclase, biotite, 

amphibole, pyroxene and glass. Some phenocrysts of sanidine, plagioclase and 
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quartz are also recognised along with the amphibole and/or biotite. Quartz is 

more than 20% and the amount of alkali feldspars (sanidine/orthoclase) exceeds 

with that of the plagioclase. The mafic minerals are usually biotite and/or 

amphibole. Microscopically, you may find that some of the rhyolites contain 

equigranular quartz and feldspar and show uniform and homogenous nature. 

Presence of idiomorphic phenocrysts of quartz, sanidine and plagioclase set in a 

nearly aphanitic matrix consisting of quartz, sanidine/orthoclase, plagioclase, 

biotite and hornblende can be very well recognised in the porphyritic rhyolites 

(Fig. 6.12). One or more minerals out of zircon, apatite, xenotime, pyroxene, 

amphibole, magnetite, ilmenite, rutile and leucoxene may be present in rhyolites 

as accessory minerals. Sericitisation and chloritisation is commonly observed in 

rhyolite.  

 

Fig. 6.12: Photomicrograph of porphyritic rhyolite showing fine grained vitrophyric 

matrix and phenocryst of euhedral grains of a) Plagioclase (Plag), b) 

Clouded orthoclase (Or) shows resorption at the margins. (Photo credit: Prof. 

Meenal Mishra) 

ii) Texture: Microscopically, the texture of rhyolite varies from cryptocrystalline to 

microcrystalline felsitic type to porphyritic type in accordance with their 

megascopic features. Spherulitic texture is also observed in devitrified glass 

portions. Holohyaline and hypocrystalline textures characterise obsidian and 

pumice which contain volcanic glass. 

• Crystallanity: Rhyolite is mesocrystalline or hemicrystalline, very fine grained 

and partly glassy. 

• Granularity: Grain size is very fine and/or partly glassy. 

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: In thin section rhyolite 

appears very fine-grained. It may be glassy with holohyaline texture. Rhyolite 

can exhibit porphyritic texture with phenocrysts of quartz, plagioclase (Fig. 

6.12a) and orthoclase/ sanidine (Fig. 6.12b). Quartz phenocrysts are 

bipyramidal in shape. The groundmass may be fine-grained or vitrophyric. 

Devitrification is commonly observed in thin section. The margins of 

phenocrysts often show resorption. 

iii) Rock types: Based on mineralogy and texture following rock types are 

observed in rhyolite: 

• Obsidian: Rhyolitic glass with 1-2% water content, usually black, or rarely 

red in colour, having cuspate fracture is called obsidian. 
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• Perlite: Rhyolitic glass with 3-5% water content, characterised by cuspate 

fractures and globular appearance are called perlite. 

• Pumice: It is highly vesicular glassy rhyolite (solidified magma foam) 

originating mostly during explosive volcanic eruption. 

iv) Classification: Rhyolite rocks are classified as felsic volcanic rocks. 

v) Occurrence: Rhyolites are more common and voluminous on the continents 

than in the oceans. They range from small domes and lava flows to much larger 

centres that have erupted volumes measured in hundreds of km3. Due to high 

silica content rhyolite melts are highly polymerised and form highly viscous lava. 

They also occur as breccia or volcanic plugs and dykes. Rhyolite occurs mostly 

at areas where thick crust is developed. It is commonly present along the 

subduction zones, but can also be observed in the extensional regions and in 

large magmatic provinces associated with the flood basalts. In India, rhyolite is 

extensively present within the Malani Igneous suit in Rajasthan. 

 Watch the following videos to know more about texture of rhyolite.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: An Overview  

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NU3SL7HWF4 

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Aphanitic Textures  

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pboabkaFzWY&t=5s 

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Volcaniclastics 

            Link:  

In the previous sections we have studied about the megascopic and microscopic 

characters of felsic rocks like granite and rhyolite. Before going to the next section 

spend 5 minutes to check how you are progressing. 

SAQ 1 
a) Name at least one plutonic and volcanic felsic igneous rock. 

b) Name the volcanic equivalent of granite? 

c) What are the essential minerals present in granite and rhyolite? 

d) Name important textures associated with granite. 

6.5    WHAT ARE INTERMEDIATE ROCKS? 

In the above sections you have read about felsic rocks. Now let us discuss, what 

are intermediate rocks? 

Intermediate rocks are those igneous rocks which contain silica between 52 - 65%. 

Intermediate rocks are roughly even mixtures of felsic and mafic minerals that have 

chemical composition between those of basic and acid rocks. The most common 

felsic mineral in these rocks is plagioclase, while the most common mafic minerals 

in these rocks are hornblende, augite and/or biotite. There is little or no quartz 
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present in these rocks. Most common intermediate rocks are granodiorite, diorite, 

syenite, andesite and phonolite.  

Now in the following subsections we will discuss about megascopic and 

microscopic characteristics of some common intermediate rocks such as 

granodiorite, diorite, syenite and phonolite. 

6.6   Granodiorite 

Granodiorite like granite is another most commonly found igneous rock on the 

surface of the Earth. It is also a plutonic felsic rock. It is mostly light coloured with 

grains large enough to be visible with the unaided eye. 

You have read in the introduction part of this unit that granodiorite is a part of the 

granitic clan of rocks. It has some similarity with the granite. It differs from granite in 

having dominance of plagioclase over alkali feldspars and having low quartz and 

low SiO2 contents.  

6.6.1   Megascopic Characters 

Granodiorite is usually medium-grained to coarse-grained and medium to light 

coloured intrusive felsic rock (Fig. 6.13). The large phaneritic crystal in this rock is 

due to slow cooling. Mineralogically, it is composed of quartz (10-30%), feldspar 

(plagioclase, alkali feldspar) and minor amount of biotite and amphibole. Out of the 

total feldspar present in the granodiorite, the Na rich plagioclase is more than K-

feldspar (orthoclase). The mafic minerals are represented by amphibole, pyroxene 

and biotite.  

i) Colour: Granodiorite is of variable colours, but typically light coloured like grey, 

orange, pink and white.  Some darker granodiorite types also occur in shades of 

greyish black (Fig. 6.13). 

ii) Appearance: It appears as holocrystalline, medium-grained to course-grained 

and light in colour. 

iii) Mineral content: The essential, accessory and secondary minerals are 

described below: 

• Essential minerals: Na-rich plagioclase, K-feldspar (orthoclase), quartz, 

biotite and amphibole. Quartz is generally colourless to smoky and identified 

by its glassiness, hardness, lack of cleavage, and conchoidal fracture. 

Feldspar dominates the granodiorite composition and is easily recognised by 

its appearance, colour and cleavages. Biotite is flaky, black and silver in 

appearance and hornblende is black/dark-green and prismatic in nature.  

• Accessory minerals: Muscovite, apatite, magnetite, zircon. 

• Secondary minerals: Sericite, chlorite, epidote. 

iv) Texture: The appearance, size and arrangement of different mineralogical 

constituents within the rock are as follows: 

• Physical appearance: Granodiorite consists of crystalline form and hence it 

shows holocrystalline texture (Fig. 6.13) with large phaneritic crystals. 

• Grain size: It is generally medium-grained to coarse-grained rock. They may 

show both equigranular and inequigranular (porphyritic) textures. 
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• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: The arrangement of the 

components is irregular and compact. 

v) Structure: The layered structure commonly occurs in many granodiorite plutons. 

Foliations are rarely observed in some granodiorites. 

 

Fig. 6.13: Granodiorite showing uniform holocrystalline texture: a) Coarse-grained; 

and b) Medium-grained. 

6.6.2   Microscopic Characters 

Thin sections of the granodiorite show phaneritic texture. Under polarised light it 

contains many colourless minerals like plagioclase, alkali feldspar, quartz etc. with 

a few coloured minerals like biotite and hornblende. The microscopic 

characteristics of the rock are described below: 

i) Mineralogy: In order of abundance, it is composed essentially of plagioclase 

feldspar, alkali feldspar, quartz, biotite and hornblende in variable amount.  

Plagioclase is almost 2/3rd of the total feldspar present in the rock. As it is a 

felsic rock, the light-coloured felsic minerals (quartz and feldspar) dominate over 

the mafic and dark minerals like biotite, hornblende and pyroxene (Fig. 6.14a). 

Minor amount of muscovite and pyroxene is also present in thin section. Quartz 

is typically anhedral (ill-formed crystals), and occurs as fillings within the 

interstices between the other minerals masking its own characteristic crystal 

shape. Quartz sometimes shows undulose/wavy extinction. The plagioclase 

typically shows lamellar twining under cross nicols. Green hornblende with 

typical two sets of cleavages and pleochroism and brown biotite with one set of 

cleavage and pleochroism are commonly seen in these rocks. You have already 

read the optical properties of these minerals in BGYCT-133 and BGYCL-134 

courses. Some of the minerals which may occur as accessory minerals are 

muscovite, zircon, titanite (sphene), apatite, tourmaline, magnetite etc. In some 

of the rocks, feldspars have undergone alteration to sericite, while hornblende 

and biotite may alter into secondary chlorite. Epidote also occur rarely as 

secondary mineral in some of the granodiorite.  

ii) Texture: The shape and size of the crystals are as follows: 

• Crystallinity: Granodiorite is mostly granular in nature. Anhedral and 

subhedral minerals such as quartz, biotite and feldspar are present. You may 

get some euhedral grains of hornblende, zircon, sphene and plagioclase in 

some of the thin sections of granodiorites. The texture of granodiorite is 

hypidiomorphic.  
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• Granularity: The rock is mostly medium-grained to coarse-grained. It is 

usually granular with most of the grains are of almost equal in size 

(phaneritic), but porphyritic texture is also not rare (Fig. 6.14a and b). In case 

of porphyritic texture, feldspar phenocrysts (usually euhedral or well-

developed) surrounded by smaller grains of quartz, feldspar and biotite. 

Zoned feldspar can also be seen in some of the granodiorite. 

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Intergrowth texture is 

commonly observed in granodiorite. Like granite, graphic and myrmekitic 

textures are also observed in the granodiorite.  

 

Fig. 6.14: Photomicrographs of granodiorite consisting of: a) Anhedral quartz (Qtz), 

orthoclase (Or), plagioclase (Plag), hornblende (Hb) and biotite (Btt); and b) 

Quartz, plagioclase, orthoclase and muscovite. (Photo credit: Prof. J. P. 

Shrivastava) 

iii) Rock types: The following rock type is observed: 

• Tonalite: It is usually coarse-grained rock with lesser amount of quartz and 

feldspars. They are represented almost exclusively by Na-rich plagioclase 

with no or very little alkali feldspar. 

iv) Classification: Granodiorite is classified as felsic plutonic igneous rock.   

v) Occurrence: Granodiorite is an intrusive rock. It is formed mostly in subduction 

zones (active continental margins) and collisional settings. It also occurs in small 

volume, shallow intrusive bodies of andesitic to dacitic volcanoes. The rock is 

very hard, crystalline and is visibly homogeneous in texture. 

 Watch the following video to know more about granodiorite.  

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Homogenous Textures 

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zx6wQG0qiG4 

6.7   DIORITE 

In the above section you have read about megascopic and microscopic 

characteristics of granodiorite. Now, let us discuss about another intermediate rock, 

diorite. Diorite is a plutonic igneous rock with intermediate composition. It is 

crystalline in nature and usually shows granular texture. Its appearance may vary 

widely, but usually it is found consisting roughly of equal size crystals. Its volcanic 

equivalent is andesite. Diorite in wider sense may include other varieties such as 
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quartz diorite, quartz monzodiorite, monzodiorite etc. In strict sense of its definition 

based on QAPF diagram of IUGS classification, it consists of feldspar out of which 

more than 90% is plagioclase and less than 5% is quartz. Due to its mineralogical 

composition, it commonly appears as speckled black and white and hence is often 

referred to as "salt and pepper" rock. 

6.7.1   Megascopic Characters 

The megascopic characters of the rocks are described below: 

i) Colour: Diorite is dark to medium in colour, typical speckled black and white.  

ii) Appearance: Due to its mineralogical composition, it commonly appears as 

speckled black and white, hence it is often referred to as "salt and pepper" rock 

(Fig.6.15). It is a medium-grained to coarse-grained holocrystalline intrusive 

igneous rock. 

 

Fig. 6.15: Diorite showing uniform salt and pepper appearance. 

iii) Mineralogical Composition: The essential, accessory and secondary minerals 

are described below: 

• Essential Minerals: Ca-Na plagioclase, amphibole, less biotite and pyroxene 

(clino- and/or orthopyroxene). Among the mafic minerals, the amphibole 

predominates. The feldspar in diorite is generally white. The dark minerals in 

diorite are primarily biotite and amphibole.  

• Accessory Minerals: Minor amount of quartz, alkali-feldspar, apatite, 

magnetite and garnet. Olivine and feldspathiods may also be seen in some 

diorites. 

• Secondary minerals: Chlorite, sericite, epidote. 

iv) Texture: The appearance and grain size present in diorite are as follows: 

• Physical appearance: Diorite is medium to dark in colour with typical equal 

sized black (mostly hornblende and minor pyroxenes) and white (plagioclase) 

crystals, holocrystalline rock. 

• Grain size: The grain size of diorite is medium-grained to coarse-grained. 
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• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: The mafic minerals are 

commonly present in good quantity along with the light coloured feldspathic 

minerals.  The arrangement of the components is irregular and compact. 

6.7.2   Microscopic Characters 

Microscopically, diorite is a coarse-grained rock, consisting of Ca-Na plagioclase 

and one or more of the mafic minerals such as clino- and ortho-pyroxenes, 

hornblende and biotite. Minor amount of quartz and K-feldspar may also be 

present. Olivine may also be seen in some of the diorites. If quartz is more, the rock 

is termed as quartzdiorite. 

i) Mineralogy: The minerals present in diorite are similar to those of the gabbro 

except that the anorthite content of plagioclase is usually 50% and presence of 

minor amount of quartz. Main minerals present in this rock are plagioclase 

(oligoclase, andesine) and amphiboles (mainly hornblende) (Fig. 6.16). 

Plagioclase usually dominates over the hornblende and other mafic minerals. It 

frequently contains minor amount of quartz, pyroxene (usually augite, but some 

orthopyroxene may also be present) and biotite. In some of the diorite, olivine is 

also seen in smaller amount. Magnetite, apatite, sphene (titanite), ilmenite, 

zircon etc. are the main accessory minerals present in varying amount in diorite 

 
Fig. 6.16: Photomicrograph of diorite showing plagioclase and hornblende under PPL 

(left side) and XP (right side). 

Under the microscope, the diorite contains laths of plagioclase feldspar with 

lamellar twinning and minor amount of subhedral quartz. The other important 

minerals mafic minerals are dominated by high relief hornblende and augite 

with their characteristic cleavage, and common biotite which exhibits some 

pleochroic haloes caused by zircon inclusions.  Biotite occurs as pale brown to 

dark brown pleochroic subhedral crystals. Some of the clinopyroxenes can be 

easily recognised by their second order interference colours of blue and purple. 

The orthopyroxenes are pleochroic and show first order interference colours. In 

many of the diorite thin sections, you may also observe cloudy nature of 

plagioclase due to its alteration. 

ii) Texture: Microscopically the texture of diorite are as follows: 

• Crystallinity: It is holocrystalline and hypidiomorphic. The hornblende and 

augite grains are subhedral. Biotite and feldspar are present as subhedral to 

euhedral in shape.  
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• Granularity: The texture is phaneritic and crystals are of medium size (1-

2mm). 

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Diorite contains phaneritic 

grains, often speckled represents texture of a coarse-grained rock and is 

occasionally porphyritic. 

iii) Rock types: Following rock types are observed in diorite. 

• Quartzdiorite: It is a variety of diorite containing quartz (>5%) and alkali 

feldspar. 

• Monzodiorite: It is a variety of diorite containing olivine and feldspathoids. 

• Alkali diorite: In alkali diorite it is observed that Ca-Na plagioclase> 

orthoclase-microcline, nepheline, sodalite, alkali amphibole, alkali pyroxene 

and biotite are present. 

iv) Classification: Diorite is classified as plutonic intermediate igneous rock. 

v) Occurrence: Diorite is usually associated with the subduction zones. Diorite 

may form larger plutons, but usually present in the form of sills, dykes and 

stocks. It occurs in both continental and oceanic crust and is not a rare rock 

type, but it is significantly less common than granitoids.  

6.8   SYENITE 

Syenite is an intrusive plutonic rock. It belongs to the alkali series of intermediate 

igneous rock with >65% SiO2. The term “syenite” in a wider sense involves similar 

rock types like quartz syenite, alkali feldspar syenite, foid syenite and foid 

monzosyenite. A true syenite (sensu stricto), however, is having alkali feldspar 

(orthoclase and /or microcline) as a major mineral component with total feldspar 

content is >65%. Quartz is typically lacking in syenite. Compositionally, it 

resembles to granite with absence or very low quantity of quartz. It occurs in a wide 

variety of colours. Trachyte and phonolite are the two volcanic equivalents of 

syenite. Nepheline syenite of Kishangarh in Rajasthan is one of the exposures of a 

such rock type. 

6.8.1   Megascopic Characters 

i) Colour: Syenite is found in varied colours, but mostly it is leucocratic.  

ii) Appearance: Syenite is medium-grained to coarse-grained intrusive leucocratic 

rock, where alkali feldspar predominates (Fig. 6.17). The mafic minerals are 

represented by small amount of pyroxenes (usually aegirine-augite and 

aegirine), amphibole and biotite. Plagioclase occurs also in a small amount. 

Quartz or feldspathoid could be found in a minor amount. It is the intrusive 

equivalent of trachyte and phonolite. It is formed mostly in continental rift zones. 

iii) Mineralogical Composition: The essential, accessory and secondary minerals 

present in syenite are as follows: 

• Essential Minerals: Alkali feldspar, plagioclase, amphibole, biotite, 

pyroxene. 

• Accessory Minerals: Quartz or felspathoid, ilmenite, apatite, magnetite and 

zircon. Foid syenites contain significant amount of relatively rare feldspathoid 
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minerals which are called foids in a simplified manner. Syenitic rock that 

contains quartz cannot contain feldspathoids and vice versa. 

• Secondary minerals: Chlorite and sericite. 

iv) Texture: Microscopically the texture of syenite is as follows. 

• Physical appearance: Syenite is leucocratic, granular, holocrystalline rock. 

• Grain size: It is medium-grained to coarse-grained rock. 

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: It is also granular in nature 

like granite and show phaneritic texture. 

 

Fig. 6.17: Hand specimen of syenite showing pink and white orthoclase. (Source: 

www.gsi.gov.in) 

6.8.2   Microscopic Characters 

i) Mineralogy: Microscopically, the syenite is identified by the dominance of alkali 

feldspar, (Fig 6.18) lesser to minor amount of plagioclase (<10%) and with little 

or no quartz. If the quartz is present in the rock, it cannot exceed more than 5%. 

The alkali feldspar present in the rock may include orthoclase and perthites or 

very rarely microcline. Perthites are also commonly observed in syenite. Minor 

amount of mica, augite and hornblende may also be present. Biotite is rarely 

found. Common accessory minerals are apatite, illmenite, magnetite and 

sulphides. Alkali syenites are rich in alkali minerals such as feldspathoids 

(nepheline, sodalite and leucite), alkali amphibole (riebeckite and arfvedsonite), 

alkali pyroxene (aegirine and aegirine-augite) and K- feldspars. It is poor/no 

plagioclase and quartz. 

ii) Texture: Microscopically the texture of syenite is as follows:  

• Crystallinity: The rock contains both euhedral and subhedral crystals, 

hence show pandiomorphic (euhedral crystals of same size) and 

hypidiomorphic (subhedral crystals of equal size) texture. 

• Granularity: It shows phaneritic texture (medium-grained to coarse-grained). 

iii) Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Perthitic textures are 

commonly observed.  

iv) Rock types: Following rock types are observed in syenite: 
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• Quartz syenite:  It is called quartz syenite when the occurrence of quartz 

(Si-saturated variety) is more. 

• Nepheline syenite: Presence of nepheline (feldspathoids) in a Si-under-

saturated variety is called nepheline syenite. 

 

Fig 6.18: Photomicrograph of syenite showing porphyritic texture with orthoclase as 

phenocryst. Abbreviation: Mt- magnetite, Hbl-hornblend. (Photo credit: 

Mageswarii. G) 

v) Classification: Syenite is classified as intrusive plutonic intermediate rock. 

vi) Occurrence: Syenitic rocks are usually associated with other plutonic rocks. 

They form relatively small intrusive bodies or parts of larger intrusions. Syenitic 

rocks are produced by alkaline igneous activities typically resulted from partial 

melting of lower crust. Syenites are formed in continental rift zones and thick 

continental crustal areas or subduction zones.  

In the previous sections we have studied about the megascopic and microscopic 

characters of intermediate rocks like diorite, syenite and granodiorite. Before going 

to the next section spend 5 minutes to check how you are progressing. 

SAQ 2 
a) Name two plutonic and one volcanic intermediate rock. 

b) What are the essential minerals of granodiorite? 

c) Which rock is referred to as “salt and paper” rock? 

d) Give mineralogy of syenite. 

6.9    SUMMARY 

In this unit, we have discussed megascopic and petrographic characteristics of 

some of the important felsic and intermediate rocks. Let us summarise now. 

• Granite and granodiorite are the most abundant igneous rocks present on the 

Earth’s crust. 
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7.1   INTRODUCTION 

Out of the four major compositional groups of the igneous rocks, you have learnt about the felsic 

and intermediate igneous rocks in the previous Unit 6. In this unit, you will learn about the 

megascopic and microscopic characteristics of the mafic and ultramafic rocks. But, before we 

discuss the microscopic description of these important rocks, let us recapitulate general 

characteristics of the mafic and ultramafic rocks. 

Mafic or basic igneous rocks have low silica contents that vary between 45% and 52% SiO2. They 

are typically composed of minerals with high iron and magnesium contents such as pyroxene and 

olivine. The most common rocks are gabbro, basalt and dolerite. 
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Ultramafic or ultrabasic igneous rocks contain <45% SiO2, >18% MgO, high 

FeO, low K2O and generally 90% mafic minerals. The common ultramafic 

rocks are dunite, peridotite and pyroxenite. 

In this unit, we shall be discussing detailed megascopic and microscopic 

descriptions of the important mafic and ultramafic rocks. 

Expected Learning 
Outcomes_______________________ 

After reading this unit you should be able to: 

❖ know the terms mafic and ultramafic igneous rocks; 

❖ identify the important rock-forming minerals in mafic and ultramafic rocks; 

❖ discuss the textures present in mafic and ultramafic rocks; and 

❖ discuss common structures and occurrences of mafic and ultramafic rocks. 

7.2   WHAT ARE MAFIC ROCKS? 

The term mafic is used to describe igneous rocks with 45 - 52 weight % of 

silica. Like felsic the term mafic is also a mnemonic as based on its 

mineralogy. It can be understood by breaking it in three parts as MA+F+IC. 

“MA” stands for “magnesium” and “F” for “ferrum”, the Latin word for iron, and 

“IC” is a suffix meaning “having the character of”. 

You have already learnt that the chemistry of magma defines the mineralogical 

constituents of the rocks originated from magma. Further, it was discussed in 

the earlier units of this block that the mafic magmas are highly enriched in iron 

and magnesium and are also enriched in calcium relative to potassium and 

sodium. Therefore, the mafic igneous rocks are dominantly composed of iron 

and magnesium rich silicates, for example- olivine, pyroxenes, amphiboles, 

and biotite. Calcium rich plagioclase is also an important constituent in mafic 

rocks. The iron rich silicates form typical dark-coloured minerals; therefore, the 

mafic rocks are dark-coloured. The most common mafic rocks are basalt, 

gabbro and dolerite. The basalt is a fine-grained volcanic igneous rock. The 

coarse and medium grained equivalents of basalt are gabbro and dolerite, 

respectively. Dykes are mostly composed of dolerite rock. 

In Unit 6, we have already discussed in detail about the felsic and intermediate 

rocks. We have read that mineralogical and textural descriptions of any 

igneous rocks can be dealt both at megascopic and microscopic levels. Now, 

we will try to understand megascopic and microscopic descriptions of 

important mafic rocks namely basalt, gabbro and dolerite. 

7.3   BASALT 

Basalt is the most abundant volcanic rock on Earth’s surface and comprises of 

> 90% of all volcanic rocks. Much of the ocean floor is made up of basalt. It 

occurs in a wide variety of tectonic environments on the Earth. These tectonic 

environments include mid–ocean ridges, island arcs, back-arc basins, intra-

plate oceanic islands and intra-continental rifts etc. Basalt is also found in 

other planetary bodies like the Moon and the Mars. It also constitutes an 
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important class of meteorites (e.g. basaltic achondrites). You have read about 

this in Unit 2 of BGYCT-131 course. 

Basalt is an extrusive/common volcanic rock and occurs as small intrusive 

bodies, such as a dyke or a sill. It is fine-grained and dark in colour, chiefly 

composed of plagioclase, pyroxene and olivine. Basalt also contains 

hornblende, hypersthene, feldspathoid minerals and rarely minor amount of 

quartz and biotite. It also contains mantle xenoliths. Chemically, basalt 

contains 45-50 wt % of silica and abundant iron, magnesium and lime 

(calcium). But it contains little amount of soda and potash. The plutonic 

equivalent of basalt is called gabbro. 

In Unit 4 of this course magma types have been discussed. In the unit you 

would read that basaltic magmas are parental to most of the more evolved 

magma types that develop through fractional crystallisation. Therefore, it is 

important to study basalt, in view of its parental role involving its relatively 

simple mineralogy.  

Now, let us learn about the megascopic characteristics of basalt.  

7.3.1  Megascopic Characters 

Basalt is a fine-grained, dark coloured mafic extrusive rock. It is essentially 

composed of pyroxenes (mostly augite) and calcic plagioclase with or without 

olivine. Augite is a variety of high-Ca pyroxene and calcic plagioclase which 

refers to more anorthite content than albite. Augite is clinopyroxene as it 

crystallises in monoclinic system. However, the rock is so fine-grained and it is 

difficult to identify many minerals with unaided eyes, except for a few 

phenocrysts (Fig 7.1). The detailed megascopic characters of basalt have 

been described below.  

i) Colour: Basalt is mesocratic, dark grey to black, greenish and appears 

reddish black to brown in colour when altered.  

ii) Appearance: It is fine-grained, dark coloured, mostly aphyric rock but 

porphyritic basalt is also found (Fig. 7.1a and b).  In the field, the 

morphology of the basaltic body, its structure and texture are characterised 

about by the mode of its eruption.  

iii) Mineralogical Composition: The accessory, essential and secondary 

minerals are described below. 

• Essential Minerals: Ca-rich plagioclase, clinopyroxene (augite) with or 

without olivine. 

• Accessory Minerals: Spinel (usually as inclusions in olivine and 

clinopyroxene), apatite, magnetite, ilmenite, glass and leucite (in alkaline 

basalts), K-feldspars (in Si-saturated basalts). Amphibole group minerals 

like hornblende are found in basalts with low-grade metamorphism. 

• Secondary minerals: Serpentine group of minerals, chlorite, carbonate 

minerals. 

iv) Texture: The appearance, size and arrangement of different mineralogical 

constituents within the rock are as follows: 
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• Physical appearance: Fine-grained rock consisting of a mosaic of 

crystals, normally not seen without high magnification, hence shows 

aphanitic texture (Fig. 7.1a). 

• Grain size: Mostly fine to very fine-grained (cryptocrystalline or 

microcrystalline) and show aphyric texture, but basalt commonly may 

contain phenocrysts or microphenocrysts. 

 

Fig. 7.1: a) Fine-grained basalt (Photo credit: Ihsan Ullah Lone); and b) Porphyritic 

basalt. (Source: www.gsi.gov.in) 

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: The arrangement of 

the components or crystalline and non-crystalline material is irregular 

and compact. Sometimes, the texture is porphyritic, containing larger 

crystals embedded in a fine-grained matrix. Glomeroporphyritic is one 

of the common porphyritic texture of the basalt, characterised by the 

phenocrysts of plagioclase and/or pyroxenes clustered together as an 

aggregate within the fine-grained matrix (Fig. 7.2).  

 

Fig. 7.2: Basalt showing glomeroporphyritic texture: a) Hand specimen; and b) 

Photomicrograph showing cluster of plagioclase laths 

(glomeroporphyritic) as phenocryst in fine-grained groundmass. 

(Source for (b): www.gsi.gov.in) 

v) Structure: Basalt forms lava flows (Fig. 7.3a) or pyroclastic fields. It occurs 

mostly as thick and extensive lava flows because basaltic magma is one of 

the least viscous magma types as you have read in Unit 4 of this course. 

However, in case of thin and irregular lava flows, gas cavities form over 

rock surfaces. Such basalt with open spaces or cavities is called as 

vesicular basalt (Fig. 7.3b). When these gas cavities are filled up by 

secondary minerals (mostly silicate and carbonate minerals e.g. zeolites, 

calcite, quartz, or chalcedony), the rock is called as amygdaloidal basalt 

(Fig. 7.3c). 
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Fig. 7.3: a) Lava flows in Deccan basaltic terrain at Mahabaleshwar, notice the 

individual layers (Source: www.gsi.gov.in); b) Volcanic rock showing 

vesicular texture (notice vesicles and some vesicles filled with quartz. 

(Photo credit: Prof. Meenal Mishra); and c) Amygdaloidal texture showing 

cavity filled by amethyst and calcite. (Source: www.gsi.gov.in) 

Columnar/polygonal joints (Fig. 7.4) are quite common in basaltic outcrops.  

Further, basalt lava flow outcrops are easily susceptible to mechanical and 

chemical weathering by penetration of groundwater along the polygonal joints 

and fractures. We have already discussed about these structures in Unit 2 of 

this course. 

 

Fig. 7.4: Columnar/polygonal jointing in basalt. (Photo credit: Dr. Omkar Verma) 
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7.3.2   Microscopic Characters 

Commonly, basalt shows aphanitic or fine-grained texture, formed as a result 

of rapid cooling of magma on or close to the surface of the Earth. The mineral 

components are so fine that they are better identifiable at higher magnification 

under the petrological microscope.  

i) Mineralogy: Mineralogically, basalt contains calcium rich plagioclase and 

pyroxene minerals as dominant phases. Both the minerals are present 

almost in equal proportion/amount. The olivine is present in a subordinate 

amount. Apart from these minerals, hornblende, biotite and rarely garnet is 

also present. Sometimes secondary quartz is also present, but in varying 

proportion depending on the degree of alteration (Fig. 7.5).   

 

Fig. 7.5: Secondary quartz in basalt. (Photo credit: Ihsan Ullah Lone) 

The calcic plagioclase is commonly referred to plagioclase (Fig. 7.6) which 

contains more anorthite (An) than albite (Ab) contents in molar terms and is 

represented by An50-An100. Labradorite is a common plagioclase present in 

basalt. The pyroxene is represented by augite (Fig. 7.6a and b), however 

enstatite or pigeonite may also occur in a few thin sections. Nepheline / 

leucite may or may not be present in a few basalt types. Low Ca pyroxene 

(enstatite or pigeonite) and quartz, however, never coexist with nepheline 

or leucite in basalt. Accessory minerals present in relatively minor amount, 

include magnetite, ulvospinel, ilmenite, apatite etc. The spinel normally 

occurs as inclusions in olivine and clinopyroxene. The iron-titanium oxide 

minerals (magnetite, ilmenite) are commonly referred to as opaque. Some 

altered or low-grade metamorphic minerals may also be present as 

secondary minerals in basalt. Olivine is altered to serpentine, pyroxene to 

chlorite, whereas, plagioclase is altered to sericite and saussurite (clay 

minerals). Saussurite may also be present as replacing glass or some other 

minerals.  

ii) Texture: The shape and size of the crystals are as follows: 

• Crystallinity: Basalt exhibits mesocrystalline and hypidiomorphic 

texture. Grains are mostly anhedral grains. Euhedral phenocrysts are 

also commonly found in porphyritic basalt. 
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• Granularity: Basalts show, aphanitic or fine-grained texture resulted 

from rapid cooling of the magma at the surface or at a very shallow 

depth. However, a few basalt types also show larger crystals, embedded 

in a fine-grained matrix and giving rise to porphyritic texture.  

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: The term 

glomeroporphyritic is used to those porphyritic textures in which 

phenocrysts of plagioclase and/or pyroxenes are clustered together into 

aggregates in the groundmass due to surface tension (Fig. 7.2b). 

Commonly, intergranular texture is displayed by basalt, i.e. the polygonal 

spaces between the laths of plagioclase are occupied by augite mineral 

(Fig. 7.6a). Intersertal texture is also present in some basalt types, in 

which the polygonal spaces between the laths of plagioclase are filled by 

mostly glassy material (Fig. 7.6b). When the phenocryst of plagioclase 

and/or augite is surrounded by glassy material texture is known as 

vitrophyric texture. You have read about intergranular, 

glomeroporphyritic and intersertal, vitrophyric texture in Unit 2 of this 

course. 

 

Fig. 7.6: Photomicrographs of basalt: a) Intergranular texture showing augite 

filled in the polygonal spaces between plagioclase laths; and b) 

Intersertal texture, the polygonal spaces are filled with glassy material 

and palagonite (Pala) between plagioclase laths (Plag). (Photo credit: 

Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 

iii) Rock types: There are two main chemical subtypes of basalt:  

• Tholeiitic basalt or tholeiite: They are silica saturated or oversaturated 

basalts. Olivine-tholeiites contain olivine phenocrysts along with 

clinopyroxene and plagioclase. Quartz-tholeiite contain orthopyroxene 

(hypersthene) instead of olivine. Quartz may be present in the 

groundmass. Tholeiitic basalt predominates in the upper layers of 

oceanic crust and oceanic islands. 

• Alkali basalt: They are silica under saturated basalt with feldspathoids 

(nepheline or leucite). Olivine often occurs as phenocrysts occasionally 

with augite. Alkali basalt is commonly found in ocean islands and in 

continental magmatism. 
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iv) Classification: Basalt is classified as igneous volcanic or extrusive mafic 

rock. 

v) Occurrence: Basalt erupted in a wide variety of tectonic environments on 

the Earth, hence have a widespread occurrence. It is commonly present in 

the mid–oceanic ridges, island arcs, back-arc basins, intra-plate oceanic 

islands, large igneous provinces, intracontinental rifts and continental flood 

basalt. 

 Watch the following videos to know more about megascopic and 

microscopic characters of basalt.  

• Deccan Volcanism- An inside story  

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1a3glcg0oGs&t=109s 

• Physical Features of Volcanic Terrain  

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wrbw0MQzSQU&t=141s 

• Microscopic view of basaltic rocks 

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RGL3XB2x3E&t=103s 

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Inhomogeneous 

Textures 

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYb_tzRlSKc 

7.4   GABBRO 

Gabbro is a dark mafic intrusive plutonic rock, equivalent to basalt in 

composition. It is essentially composed of calcic plagioclase and 

ferromagnesian minerals such as pyroxene (augite), hornblende and minor 

amount of olivine. Gabbro “sensustricto” is a term for an intrusive rock which is 

chiefly composed of monoclinic pyroxene (clinopyroxene-Cpx) and 

plagioclase. In some cases, more than 5% of the Cpx is replaced by 

hypersthene. Hypersthene is orthorhombic pyroxene also known as 

orthopyroxene or Opx, the rock is called as gabbronorite. When > 95% of Opx 

is present the gabbro, the rock is called as norite. These rocks are collectively 

called as gabbroic rocks. 

Large gabbro intrusions exhibit internal chemical and mineralogical layering.  

A systematic study of these layered rocks provides details about crystallisation 

history of the magma, and indirectly records evolution of the magma.  

Let us now understand megascopic and microscopic characteristics of gabbro.  

7.4.1   Megascopic Characters 

Gabbro consist of high proportion of ferromagnesian minerals. Therefore, it is 

a dark coloured or mesocratic mafic rock. It occurs in plutonic condition. It is 

mainly composed of plagioclase, pyroxenes, hornblende and opaque. It 

appears as a densely homogeneous rock and often displays fairly the same 

type of texture and composition throughout the entire gabbroic body. 

i) Colour: Gabbro is dark grey, greenish, greenish black, brownish in colour. 

It is mesoocratic. 
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ii) Appearance: It is dark coloured coarse-grained intrusive igneous rock. 

Gabbro is mostly dark coloured because of the high proportion of 

ferromagnesian minerals. They appear as a densely homogeneous rock 

often showing fairly the same texture and composition throughout the rock 

mass. 

iii) Mineralogical Composition: The minerals which are found in these rocks 

as minor proportion or are found as accessory, essential and secondary 

minerals are described below. 

• Essential minerals: Ca-rich plagioclase, clinopyroxene (diopside and 

augite) and/or orthopyroxenes (hypersthene), olivine and amphibole 

(Fig. 7.7).  

• Accessory minerals: Apatite, magnetite, ilmenite; and may contain less 

amount of quartz, alkali feldspar and feldspathoids. 

• Secondary minerals: Chlorite, titanite, serpentine group minerals, 

epidote. 

iv) Texture: The appearance, size and arrangement of different mineralogical 

constituents within the rock are as follows: 

• Physical appearance: Gabbro is holocrystalline, coarse-grained with 

equigranular grains and display hypidiomorphic texture (Fig 7.7). 

• Grain size: It is phaneritic.  

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Gabbro is a mixture of 

equigranular dark coloured pyroxene grains and light-coloured 

plagioclase laths. Gabbro exhibits typical ‘salt and pepper texture’. 

Sometimes plagioclase laths are aligned parallel to layering. 

 

Fig. 7.7: a) Gabbro in hand specimen equigranular texture; and b) porphyritic 

gabbro with phenocryst of olivine. [Photo credit: Ihsan Ullah Lone for (a) 

and Ganga Prasad Bhartiya for (b)] 

v) Structure: Gabbro is commonly layered and may show alternating light 

(feldspar rich) and dark (pyroxene and/or olivine rich) layers. Layered 

structure is called as cumulate structure (Fig. 7.8). 
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Fig. 7.8: Cumulate structure in gabbro at Sukinda complex, Odisha. (Photo credit: 

Ganga Prasad Bhartiya) 

7.4.2   Microscopic Characters 

Gabbro is a holocrystalline, hypidiomorphic rock. Therefore, several minerals 

present in the rock can be identified by unaided eyes or at low magnification 

under the petrological microscope. Now, let us study gabbro under the 

microscope. 

i) Mineralogy: The rock is chiefly composed of mixture equigranular 

ferromagnesian minerals and plagioclase laths. Ferromagnesian minerals 

show dominance of pyroxene. Mainly, two types of clinopyroxene minerals 

are present:  

1) diopside and 2) augite.  

The orthopyroxene minerals may or may not be present. If orthopyroxene 

mineral alone is present, it is mainly represented by hypersthene that too in 

a subordinate amount. The other important ferromagnesian minerals 

present in the gabbro are olivine and hornblende. The plagioclase feldspar 

in all gabbro types is chiefly of calcic in nature and is compositionally 

labradorite – bytownite (Fig. 7.9a and b). Proportion of olivine, pyroxene 

and plagioclase grains that vary from the outcrop to outcrop. The rocks 

have also been named on the basis of mineral compositions. Apatite, 

magnetite, ilmenite, quartz, alkali feldspar and feldspathoids are few 

accessory minerals present in gabbro. Quartz in gabbro is normally less 

than 5%.  Considering presence of quartz or feldspathoid, and the relative 

proportions of alkali feldspar and plagioclase, various types of gabbros 

have been distinguished. Plagioclase and pyroxene undergo varying 

degrees of alteration, as a result, they give rise to secondary minerals such 

as: sericite, calcite, epidote.  

2) Texture: The shape and size of the crystals are as follows: 

• Crystallinity: Gabbro is holocrystalline and hypidiomorphi. Most of the 

crystals are anhedral to euhedral in shape and represent granular 

texture.  

• Granularity:  Gabbro is a medium to coarse-grained rock (Fig 7.9a). It is 

usually granular with most of the grains are of almost equal in size 

(phaneritic), but poikilitic texture may also be present. 
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• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Gabbro commonly 

shows poikilitic texture. However, in a few cases, large, anhedral 

crystals of augite enclosing small, randomly oriented, euhedral 

plagioclase laths forming to ophitic texture.  

 
Fig. 7.9: Photomicrographs gabbro showing equigranular, hypidiomorphic 

texture with plagioclase (Plag) and Augite (Aug). (Photo credit: Dr. Amit 

Kumar) 

3) Rock types: Rock types of gabbro are as follows. 

• Norite: It is hypersthene and plagioclase bearing gabbro. 

• Alkali gabbro: Apart from augite it dominantly comprises orthoclase and 

microcline together with alkali amphibole (Fig. 7.9b). 

• Troctolite: It is olivine and plagioclase bearing gabbro, but, with minor 

amount of pyroxene. 

• Anorthosite: It is gabbro which containing>90% Ca-rich (anorthite-rich) 

plagioclase. 

    Other varieties include monzogabbro, quartz-gabbro and quartz-

monzogabbro as well as foid-gabbro. This classification is based on the 

relative presence of quartz or feldspathoid and proportions of alkali 

feldspar and plagioclase. 

4) Classification: Gabbro is classified as mafic plutonic rock. 

5) Occurrence: Gabbro generally occurs as batholiths and laccoliths. It is 

often found along mid-ocean ridges or in ancient mountains composed of 

compressed and uplifted oceanic crust. Gabbro is an essential part of the 

oceanic crust, and often found in many ophiolite sequences all over the 

world. Cumulate gabbros are more properly termed as pyroxene-

plagioclase orthocumulate (Fig. 7.10).  
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Fig. 7.10: Orthocumulate. 

7.5 DOLERITE 

Dolerite is a dark coloured mafic, holocrystalline, subvolcanic or hypabyssal 

rock.  Compositionally, it is equivalent to gabbro and basalt. Texturally, it falls 

between gabbro and basalt, as it is finer than gabbro, but coarser than the 

basalt. The term microgabbro has also been used by geologist for dolerite. 

Another term diabase is also used as synonymous for dolerite, particularly in 

the North America and Europe. Ophitic and subophitic textures are common in 

the dolerite. Quickly cooled dolerite varieties show porphyritic texture with 

phenocrysts of plagioclase and pyroxene and sometimes olivine. 

7.5.1   Megascopic Characters 

Dolerite is a fine to medium-grained, dark coloured mafic intrusive rock (Fig 

7.11). It is hard and heavy rock with specific gravity ranging between 2.9 and 

3.3. 

i) Colour: Dolerite is dark grey, black and green in colour. 

ii) Appearance: It is greyish black, dark fine-grained rock contains 

plagioclase and pyroxene. Crystals are visible with unaided eyes. Euhedral 

plagioclase laths are embedded in fine matrix composed of pyroxenes and 

olivine. 

 

Fig. 7.11: a) Hand specimen of dolerite, and b) Porphyritic dolerite. (Source: 

www.gsi.gov.in) 

iii) Mineralogical Composition: The minerals which are found in these rocks 

as essential, accessory and secondary minerals are described below: 
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• Essential minerals: Plagioclase dominates over clinopyroxenes mostly 

augite with minor amount of olivine. 

• Accessory minerals: Magnetite, ilmenite, hornblende, biotite and 

apatite. 

• Secondary minerals: Chlorite, sericite and calcite. 

iv) Texture: The appearance, size and arrangement of different mineralogical 

constituents within the rock are as follows: 

• Physical appearance: It is greyish black to dark black in colour and 

fine-grained. Greyish tint is due to alteration of primary minerals such as 

plagioclase and pyroxene. The overall texture varies from 

hypidiomorphic granular, to ophitic to panidiomorphic granular.  

• Grain size: It is phaneritic, fine-grained to granular. 

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: It is granular 

hypidiomorphic to panidiomophic. Euhedral plagioclase laths are 

embedded in finer matrix of pyroxene and olivine forming subophitic to 

ophitic texture. 

v) Structure: It is commonly quarried for crushed stone. Dolerite is 

widespread and usually it occurs as dykes, sills, and other relatively small, 

shallow bodies. Dolerite dykes and sills occur as shallow intrusive bodies 

and often exhibit fine-grained to aphanitic chilled margins which may 

contain tachylite (dark mafic glass).  

7.5.1   Microscopic Characters 

Dolerite is a medium to fine-grained holocrystalline rock shows ophitic to 

subophitic texture. Detailed microscopic characteristics are discussed below: 

i) Mineralogy: It is essentially composed of (~ 60-65%) calcic plagioclase 

and > 20% pyroxenes and minor amount of olivine. Mostly, calcic 

plagioclase is represented by labradorite and rarely bytownite. Augite is the 

main clinopyroxene present in the dolerite.  Other accessory minerals 

present include hornblende, augite, rarely biotite and opaque minerals like 

iron oxides and sulphides.  Augite also shows uralitisation. Uralitisation is 

the process of alteration of augite to amphibole. Olivine may alter into 

serpentine. Other secondary minerals include as chlorite and calcite are 

also present.  

ii) Texture: The texture of dolerite varies from hypidiomorphic granular to 

subophitic to ophitic to panidiomorphic granular. 

• Crystallinity: Dolerite exhibits mesocrystalline and hypidiomorphic 

texture. 

• Granularity:  It is a holocrystalline rock often shows fine-grained to 

aphanitic texture. Dolerite dyke may exhibit glassy texture along the 

chilled margin due to the formation of dark mafic glass as tachylite. 

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Dolerite shows ophitic 

texture (Fig 7.12a) where slender to broad plagioclase laths are 

embedded within anhedral to subhedral pyroxene grains. In subophitic 
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texture, this relationship is less developed (Fig 7.12b). Larger pyroxene 

grains completely enclose plagioclase; but as the quantity of the latter 

increases, pyroxene appears more interstitial. Generally, true ophitic 

texture is restricted to those doleritic rocks with a small grain size and 

low olivine content. In rocks of larger grain size, the texture is subophitic 

with high olivine content and a coarser grain size, the texture is 

hypidiomorphic granular. Fine-grained dolerite shows intersertal, 

intergranular and micro-porphyritic texture. Dolerite with poikilitic texture 

shows mottled luster due to the occurrence of smaller crystals of 

pyroxene in larger plagioclase laths.  

 

Fig. 7.12: Photomicrographs showing typical mineralogy ophitic and subophitic 

texture of dolerite. (Photo credit: Prof. J. P. Shrivastava) 

iii) Rock types: Diabase and microgabbro are two synonyms for dolerite.  

Petrographically, it is classified as: 

• Olivine dolerite: Dolerite having more olivine (up to 10%). 

• Tholeiitic dolerite: It is equivalent to tholeiitic basalt. It contains 

enstatite (orthopyroxenes) in addition to augite (clinopyroxene) apart 

from Ca plagioclase. Minor interstitial quartz may also be present. 

• Alkali dolerite: Apart from essential minerals, Ca plagioclase and 

augite, it also contains small amount of feldspathoids in addition to 

olivine. Minor amount of hornblende and biotite may be present. 

iv) Occurrence: Dolerite usually occurs in the form of smaller relatively 

shallow intrusive bodies such as dykes, sills, sheet, laccolith and plugs.  

 Watch the following videos to know more about megascopic and 

microscopic characters of gabbro and dolerite.  

• Physical Features of Volcanic Terrain  

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wrbw0MQzSQU&t=141s 

• Microscopic view of Basaltic Rocks 

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RGL3XB2x3E&t=103s 

• Igneous Textures, Processes and Pathways: Homogenous Textures 

     Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zx6wQG0qiG4 
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In the previous sections we have studied about the megascopic and 

microscopic characters of mafic rocks like basalt, gabbro and dolerite. Before 

going to the next section spend 5 minutes to check how you are progressing. 

SAQ 1 
a) Name a mafic volcanic and plutonic rock. 

b) List the essential minerals present in basalt. 

c) Name the essential minerals present in gabbro. 

d) Define ophitic texture? 

7.6   WHAT ARE ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS? 

Ultramafic rocks are not very much abundant on the Earth’s surface. 

Commonly, they are intrusive in nature and rarely occur as extrusive rock. 

Ultramafic rocks occur in three distinct geological settings such as: 

a) Intrusive ultramafic rocks occur mostly as large layered intrusive complex 

and act as host rocks for major ore deposits of chromium, nickel, platinum 

group of elements and massive sulfides.  

b) They are found as mantle xenoliths (small pieces) derived from the 

peridotite mantle of the Earth and transported as representative specimens 

to the surface or shallower depths by volcanic or tectonic processes. 

c) They also occur as lavas of the ultramafic compositions erupted on the 

surface and are called as komatites. Komatites were found during the 

Archean age. They possess typical spinifex texture. 

You have read in classification of igneous rocks that the utramafic rocks 

contain < 45% SiO2 content. They are also referred to as ultrabasic rocks. 

Chemically these rocks contain < 45% SiO2, > 18% MgO, high FeO and low 

K2O. Ultramafic igneous rocks are melanocratic (dark coloured) and contain 

>90% ferromagnesian minerals (magnesium and iron bearing mafic minerals) 

with almost no plagioclase. The common ultramafic rocks are peridotite, dunite 

and pyroxenite. Dunite and pyroxenite are monomineralic rocks (i.e. made up 

more than 90% of one mineral only). Dunite is mainly composed of olivine, 

while pyroxenite is mainly composed of pyroxene. On the basis of modal 

percentage of main ferromagnesian minerals constituents (olivine, pyroxene 

and hornblende). Ultramafic group of rocks have been further classified. For 

example, rocks with >40% olivine form a subgroup known as peridotite. 

Monomineralic ultramafic rocks with >90% olivine is called dunite, >90% 

pyroxene is classified as pyroxenite and >90% amphibole is known as 

hornblendite.  

In the following section, we will discuss the megascopic and microscopic 

characters of the peridotite. 

7.7   PERIDOTITE 

Generally, peridotite refers to those ultramafic rocks which are coarse-grained 

dense, dark green to black having high specific gravity. Peridotite derives its 
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name from the “peridot” gemstone which is a gem variety of the pale green 

olivine. 

Peridotite represents a group of ultramafic rocks, which contains> 40% 

magnesium rich olivine (forsterite), pyroxenes (both clino- and ortho- 

pyroxenes) and hornblende. The nomenclature of peridotite depends on the 

varying proportions of olivine and pyroxene. Accessory phases include garnet, 

spinel, plagioclase, ilmenite, chromite and magnetite. Peridotite occurs as 

xenoliths within a wide range of mantle derived magma types and also within 

the sequences of ophiolites. 

7.7.1   Megascopic Characters 

i) Colour: Typical peridotite specimen is bright green in colour with a few 

black specks (Fig. 7.13). But it may exhibit a wide range of colours from 

blackish green, yellow, brown to red.  

 

Fig. 7.13: Hand specimen of peridotite. 

ii) Appearance: Peridotite is very dense, coarse-grained, olivine rich 

ultramafic plutonic rock. It is massive/ homogeneous and holocrystalline, 

but layers are also present in case of layered peridotite. It is identified by 

typical green colour with black specks. 

iii) Mineralogical Composition: Megascopically, peridotite consist of olive-

green olivine, black orthopyroxenes and grass-green clinopyroxenes grains 

that are visible with unaided eyes. It contains following minerals: 

• Essential Minerals: Olivine>40%, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene. 

• Accessory Minerals: Spinel or garnet, rarely amphibole, phlogopite, 

and apatite. 

• Secondary minerals: Serpentine group of minerals. 

iv) Texture: The appearance, size and arrangement of different mineralogical 

constituents within the rock are as follows. 

• Physical appearance: Peridotite is usually holocrystalline, coarse-

grained and olive-green coloured rock.  

• Grain size: The grains are phaneritic, coarse-grained. 
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• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Peridotite is a 

granular rock. There are three main varieties of texture found in the 

peridotite:  

a) Where well-defined olivine crystals are surrounded by pyroxene and 

other minerals. The olivine crystals crystallise out first and owing to 

their high specific gravity, they settle down in the magma chamber. 

b) In few peridotites, equal sized crystals with straight grain boundaries 

meet at angle of 120° forming triple junction. They result from the 

slow cooling. 

c) The long olivine crystals in peridotite with ragged curvilinear 

boundaries, resulted from internal deformation. 

v) Structure: Mostly, peridotite occurs in massive form, but it is also present 

in the form of layers. The layered peridotites form the base of gabbro 

intrusions. It is a cumulate rock, formed by settling of olivine crystals in the 

bottom of the magma chamber. Some peridotite that are rich in amphibole 

show concentric layered structure and form parts of zoned ultramafic 

complexes. 

7.7.2   Microscopic Characters 

Microscopically, peridotite is one of the most colourful rocks when viewed 

under the cross nicol conditions. It contains lot of olivine grains which show 

second to third order blue-red interference colours.     

i) Mineralogy: You have read above that olivine and pyroxene (and/or 

amphibole) are the main components of the peridotite. It constitutes>40% 

of the pair olivine + pyroxene (or amphibole) (Fig. 7.14). The mafic minerals 

form more than 90% of the bulk. Other notable minerals that are present 

includes chromite, garnet and plagioclase. Under the microscope, various 

minerals can be identified easily. The orthopyroxenes are usually grey, 

while olivine shows second-third order bright blue-red interference colours. 

Clinopyroxenes show light green colour, pleochroism and spinel shows 

brown colour under plane polarised light. 

ii) Texture: The shape and size of the crystals are as follows. 

• Crystallinity: It shows mesocrystalline, hypidiomorphic and granular 

texture. Few subhedral to euhedral crystals of olivine are observed in 

some peridotites. 

• Granularity: It is coarse-grained phaneritic. 

• Mutual arrangement of the constituents/fabric: Poikilitic texture is 

common in peridotite. In this type of texture oval shaped olivine crystals 

are embedded in clinopyroxene crystals. Some of the peridotite also 

exhibit cumulate textures and display preferred crystal orientation (Fig. 

7.14).  
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Fig. 7.14: Photomicrograph of peridotite: a) Peridotite with olivine (Ol) and 

augite (Aug) (Source:  http://petrography.geology.uiowa.edu); and b) 

Altered peridotite showing irregular interlocking crystals of 

pseudomorph of olivine and orthopyroxene (bright colours). (Photo 

credit: Irfan Bhat) 

iii) Rock types: The following rock types are observed: 

• Dunite is a monomimeralic ultramafic rock where olivine>90%. 

• Harzburgite is a rock having olivine >40%, orthopyroxene (commonly 

enstatite), clinopyroxene < 5% (commonly diopside).  

• Lherzolite has olivine>40%, clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene. 

• Wehrlite is composed of >40% olivine and clinopyroxenes and < 

5%orthopyroxene. 

iv) Occurrence: Peridotite is a common component of oceanic lithosphere and 

which is derived from upper mantle. Peridotites are also formed as 

cumulates in layered intrusions. Peridotite is found in layered igneous 

complexes.  

In the previous sections we have studied about the megascopic and 

microscopic characters of ultramafic rocks like peridotite. Before going to the 

next section spend 5 minutes to check how you are progressing. 

SAQ 2 
a) Name the essential minerals of peridotite. 

b) Name a monomineralic ultramafic rock. 

c) What is lherzolite? 

d) Which ultramafic rock exhibits spinifex texture? 

7.8    SUMMARY 

In this unit, we have discussed megascopic and microscopic characters of 

some of the important mafic and ultramafic rocks. Let us summarise now. 

• Mafic igneous rocks contain 45–52 wt% silica, while ultramafic rocks 

contain <45% silica. 

• Basalt is a dark coloured, fine-grained mafic extrusive rock. Essentially, it is 

composed of pyroxenes (mostly augite) and calcic plagioclase with or 
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INTRODUCTION: - 

 Sedimentary rocks are also called secondary rocks.  This group includes 

a wide variety of rocks formed by accumulation, compaction and consolidation 

of sediments, particles or remains of organisms in suitable environment under 

ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure.  The accumulation and 

compaction of the solid matter making the sedimentary rocks commonly takes 

place under water or at least in the presence of water. 

 The solid matter may itself be derived in different ways from different 

sources.  A great bulk of all the sedimentary rocks is comprised of the sediments 

or grains broken from preexisting rocks by the action of natural agencies such 

as wind, water and ice.  These sediments are transported for varying distances 

and finally deposited in suitable basins (or places of deposition) such as sea 

floor, lakes, river banks and channel floors. 

 Some sediments may be derived as precipitates or evaporates from lake 

and sea waters.  Animal and vegetable life, especially in seas and lakes, also 

contributes a good supply of organic residues which on accumulation and 

compaction turn into hard massive rock bodies of considerable size.  

 The process of formation of sedimentary rocks is ever prevailing.  Even 

at present, millions of tons of sediments are being broken from the rocks of the 

upper crust of the earth and transported to sea floor in different parts of the 

world.  The sediments accumulate in the form of graded layers, the heavier parts 

settling first at the bottom.  The layers get compacted due to the load of 

sediments accumulating above them and are gradually transformed into rocks. 

 Sedimentary rocks are known to cover as much as 75 percent of the 

surface area of the land, the rest being covered by the igneous rocks.  But 

followed depth wise, they disappear at shallower depths.  Thus in the upper 16 

km of the crust, their volume is believed to be around 15 per cent rest being 

igneous rocks.  On the oceanic crust, they are either absent or form only a thin 

cover.  

FORMATION OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS:  

 Sedimentary rocks are formed by simple or complex mechanical or 

chemical processes.  Biological activity is often involved in many cases in 

association with these processes.  
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 Sedimentary rocks are broadly grouped into three classes depending 

upon the mode of formation: clastic rocks (mechanically formed), chemically 

formed and organically formed sedimentary rocks. 

(A) Clastic (Mechanically formed) rocks  

 These sedimentary rocks are formed through a number of steps. 

(a) Decay and Disintegration: Preexisting rocks everywhere on the 

surface of the earth are exposed to natural process of decay and 

disintegration like weathering and erosion.  The original hard 

coherent rocks are loosened, decomposed in some cases, and the 

grains and particles so obtained are transported to places of deposition 

(sea floor, lake, basins and river channels).  The disintegrated product 

is often called detritus.  Hence these rocks are also sometimes called 

detrital rocks.  

(b) Gradual Deposition: The sediments as produced through weathering 

and erosion transported to depositional basins start settling there.  

Those sediments which as carried in suspension settle down on the 

floor of the basin in accordance with the density, size and shape, 

forming layers.  The particles that have been transported solution are 

first precipitated due to evaporation and then settle down.  Deposition 

generally takes place under ordinary temperature and pressure 

conditions. 

(c)  Compaction and Consideration - Diagenesis: The sediments 

accumulate at first in the form of layers or heaps but gradually these 

get transformed into cohesive, hard and massive rocks when 

conditions are favorable.  This process of transformation of loose 

particles into hard cohesive rock like masses is called diagenesis.  It 

may be achieved by either of the two methods: welding and 

cementation. 

Welding is the process of compaction and consolidation of the 

sediments accumulated in a basin due to pressure.  This results in 

squeezing out all or most of the water from in between the sediments, 

which are brought together so that their boundaries almost unite 

together.  Pressure is most commonly due to the load of the overlying 

sediments.  Sometimes it is also due to the earth movements, which 

if too intense, results in the formation of a metamorphic rock. 

 The degree of packing of the grains in a sedimentary rock depends 

on the extent of welding undergone by the sediments. 
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 Cementation is the process by which loose grains in a 

sedimentary deposit are held together by a foreign binding or 

cementing material.  These binding substances are commonly 

supplied by percolating waters which are rich in carbonates of 

calcium and magnesium, oxides of iron and silicon and clay.  

(C) ORGANICALLY FORMED (NON-CLASTIC) ROCKS  

 More than 70 per cent of the globe is covered by oceans and seas.  These 

extensive and immense water bodies contain a variety of animal and plant life.  

The hard parts of many sea organisms are constituted chiefly of carbonates of 

calcium.  Death and decay of these organisms within the water bodies gradually 

results into huge accumulations of carbonate materials which get compacted 

and consolidated with the passage of time.  Limestone is very often compacted 

and consolidated form of remains of these organisms.  Generally the evidence 

of the source material gets obliterated from these rock bodies due to compaction 

but in many cases it may be quite easy to determine the source.  The coral 

limestones, for instance, can be easily recognized as having resulted form the 

tiny shells of organisms called corals. 

 Summarizing, the formation of sedimentary rocks involves the 

cooperative operations of processes like weathering, erosion, transportation and 

deposition of sediments as well as solution and precipitation as also the 

accumulation of organic remains.  

ENVIRONMENT OF FORMATION 

 Facies: The concept of formation of a sedimentary rock in a particular 

type of environment is explained by the term facies.  Three distinct facies are 

recognized with respect to sedimentary rocks. 

(a) Continental faces 

  Sedimentary rocks formed on the continents such as in the lakes, 

rivers and streams and from alluvial fans are said to belong to this facies. 

  Coarse grained rocks like conglomerates, breccias and sandstones 

are typical examples of sedimentary rocks of continental facies.  Boulder clays 

and varved clays of clays of glacial and lacustarine origin, respectively, also 

fall in this category. 

  The rocks of this facies are relatively less dense, loosely packed 

and often cemented. 
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(b) Transitional facies  

  Some sedimentary rocks may be formed by accumulation and 

compaction of sediments along the seashore, even along the continental shelf 

as on beaches and deltas.  These represent the transitional facies.  Many 

varieties of sandstones and clay stones are commonly formed in such 

environments.  

 

(c) Marine Facies 

 This type of environment prevails in the middle of the sea where 

sediments from the contributing streams do not reach easily (because they have 

been already deposited along the shelf).  In this marine environment, these are 

the organic remains (bones and along the shells of the sea organisms) that go 

on accumulating and getting compacted by fresh accumulation at top.  

Limestones are the best example of sedimentary rocks of marine facies.  

 It must be mentioned here, however, the sea level has never been a static 

lecture in the history of the earth.  There have been repeated advances 

(transgression) and retreats (regression) of sea over land.  Many sedimentary 

formations, therefore, may actually show rocks of mixed facies heaped one 

above another. 

 Shallowing of seas due to their upheaval and subsequent disappearance 

has left many a deposit of marine environment exposed in various parts of the 

earth.  Any environment of deposition is, therefore, a temporary phenomenon 

in the life history of the earth.  
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MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION  

 Sedimentary rocks show extreme variations in their mineralogical 

composition.  Rocks of simplest composition, i.e. containing one or two 

minerals only (e.g. limestones) are known, whereas those with a complex 

mineralogical composition are also very abundant.  This variation is explained 

by factors like: 

(a) The Nature of Gathering Ground: The agents of decay, disintegration 

and transportation are the supplies of the sediments.  The composition of 

the ultimate rock will actually reflect the sum-total of the composition of 

the areas over which the above agents operate for obtaining the 

sediments.  Streams eroding carbonate rich hills will carry only carbonate 

particles in them and the resulting rock will be a limestones.  But, where 

the same stream flows over a variety of sedimentary, igneous and 

metamorphic rocks, they are likely to contain minerals as sediments from 

these rocks. 

(b) Duration of Transport: This defines the extent in terms of time and 

distance for which any given load of sediments is transported by an agent 

of transport (like wind, water and ice).  Sediments that are soft and friable 

wear out easily whereas hard and resistant particles may be transported 

to the ultimate destination.  Quartz is one example of resistant category 

of minerals.  

(c) Mixing up of Sediments: In rocks formed along sea shore (transitional 

facies) from the detritus carried there by long distance streams, a variety 

of components may get mixed up together before actual settling starts.  

This may result into various types of rocks from the mixed load. 

 In spite of the fact that sedimentary rocks show great variation in 

their mineralogical composition, most common rocks of this group are 

made up of few rock forming minerals like quartz, calcite, feldspar, 

gypsum, anhydrite and clay group of minerals.  Thus, sandstones are 

made predominantly of quartz, limestones of calcite and shale of clay 

minerals. 

 Sometimes the minerals of sedimentary rocks are grouped into two 

classes: allogenic and authigenic. 

 The allogenic (detrital) minerals are those which have been 

formed outside the basin of deposition and brought there by some natural 
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transporting agent.  Quartz, feldspar, pyroxenes, amphiboles, olivine and 

corundum etc. are common allogenic minerals found in sedimentary 

rocks. 

 The authigenic minerals are those that have been formed within 

the basin deposition.  Commonly they are the result of chemical or 

biochemical activity taking place in the basin, calcite, dolomite, 

anhydrite and gypsum are few examples of authigenic minerals. 

CLASSIFICATION OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

 Sedimentary rocks have been variously classified on the basis of their 

mineralogical composition, environment of deposition, mode of formation, and 

textural and structural features. 

 A classification system combining most of the above characters has been 

widely favoured and will be followed in this book. In this classification, all the 

sedimentary rocks are grouped under two divisions on the mode of formation : 

the clastic (detrital) rocks and the non-clastic (non-detrital) rocks. These groups 

are further subdivided on the basis of grain size, composition and nature of the 

source material. 

Clastic Rocks 

 These are also called Mechanically formed sedimentary rocks and 

include all those sedimentary rocks that have been formed from pre-existing 

rocks through the mechanical action of denuding agents like wind, water and 

ice. Their formation (page 328) is achieved in three steps : erosion, 

transportation and deposition of the sediements followed by their compaction 

and consolidation. 

 Further sub-disivion of the clastic rocks is based on the average grain 

size or grade of the sediments making the rock. Following terminology has now 

been widely adopted by the sedimentologists for various grades of sediments: 
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Gravels:  All sediments and fragments of rocks irrespective of their 

composition and shape, which are bigger than 2 mm in average diameter are 

termed as gravels. 

Gravels are further distinguished into : 

 Boulders: grain size greater than 256 mm. 

 Cobbles:grain size between 256-16 mm. 

 Pebbles : grain size between 16-2 mm. 

Sands: All sediments which lie within the size range of 2 mm and 1/16 mm are 

grouped as sands. This term is generally used for siliceous sediments. Sands 

may be further distinguished into coarse, medium and fine as follows : 

Coarse Sands: size range between 2 mm and 1/2 mm 

Medium Sands: size range between 1/2 mm and 1/4 mm 

Fine Sands: size range between 1/4 mm and 1/16 mm. 

Quartz is the dominant mineral in most sands. 

Silts : These are very fine sized particles in the size range of 1/16 mm – 1/256  

Coarse Silt 1/16mm to 1/32mm 

Medium silt 1/32 mm to 1/64 mm 

Fine silt 1/64 mm to 1/256mm 

Clays : All sedimentary particles finer in size than 1/256 mm are broadly 

grouped as clays. The mineralogical constitution of clays can be studied only 

under very high resolution microscopes. 

 

The grade classification of sediments is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 

13.5. 
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 Fig. 13.5. Size Classification (Grade) of Sediments 

 

Based on the predominance of the sediments of a particular grade, the clastic 

rocks are sub-divided into following three major classes : 

1. Rudites (Psephites) 

These are also called rudaceous rocks and include all coarse-grained 

clastic rocks of heterogeneous composition. The average grain size of the 

constituent sediments in rudites is greater than 2 mm. They are composed of 

boulders, cobbles and pebbles that are generally held together by some natural 

cementing material (clay being the most common). 

Examples : Breccia and Conglomerates are important type rocks of this 

group. (These are described in detail in a latter paragraph). 

 

2. Arenites (Psamites) 

These are also called arenaceous rocks. Arenites are made up of 

sediments of sand grade (2 mm 1/16 mm). The sand grains may be held 

together either by pressure (welding) or by cementation. In a particular rock, 

sand grains of a particular grade may be predominating giving rise to coarse 

arenites, medium arenites and fine arenites. 
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Examples :  Sandstones; Greywackes; Arkoses. 

 

a. Lutites (Pelites) 

           These are also called argillaceous rocks. Lutites may be defined as 

sedimentary rocks of the finest particle size. They are made up of particles of 

silt and clay grades, which are invariably packed together with varying degree 

of compaction (loosely packed, densely packed).  These are among the softest 

of rocks showing a complex behavior towards imposed loads that depends on 

the porosity and moisture content besides the mineralogical composition. 

Examples: Shales, Clays, Mustone. 

 It may be mentioned here that many a times a sedimentary rock is made 

up of sediments of more than one grade. In such cases, it is the dominant grade 

which is taken into consideration. If the other grade is also present in significant 

proportions, say beyond 5 per cent, it is also reflected by adopting a mixed 

nomenclature. For example : Argillaceous sandstone, silty sands, sandy 

siltstone, arenaceous shales and so on. 

Non-Clastic Rocks 

 This group includes all those sedimentary rocks that have been formed 

by  

(i) Operation of simple chemical processes such as evaporation, precipitation 

and crystallization at ordinary temperature and pressure; 

(ii) Accumulation of hard parts of organisms followed by their compaction and 

consolidation. 

 

These are also called non-detrital rocks. They are generally homogeneous 

in character, fine-grained in particle size and varying in chemical composition. 

These may be further divided into two sub-divisions: chemically formed rocks 

and organically formed rocks. 

 

(A) Chemically Formed Rocks 
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They are generally formed by precipitation, evaporation or crystallization 

from aqueous solutions carrying the weathered material in a dissolved state. On 

the basis of their chemical composition, these rocks are further subdivided into 

following groups. 

 

(i) Siliceous Deposits: in which Silica (SiO2) is the chief constituent. Some 

forms of silica like chalcedony and opal are slightly soluble in water. When 

solutions saturated with this type of silica are allowed to evaporate, deposits of 

siliceous mass are made. Example : Flint, Chert, Jasper, 

(ii) Carbonate Deposits: These are precipitated from carbonate rich waters 

under different conditions controlled by the concentration of carbon dioxide. 

Many deposits of Limestones, Dolomites and Magnesite are of chemical origin 

from solutions rich in calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate. 

 Carbonate deposits of Iron (siderite) having a similar origin are also 

known. 

(iii) Ferruginous Deposits: Oxides and hydroxides of Iron are common 

examples of chemically precipitated iron deposits. At places these may form 

huge deposits which can be used as an ore of the metal. This is also-called bog 

iron ores are iron hydroxides of chemical origin. 

 

 

(iv) Phosphatic Deposits: Common examples of phosphatic deposits are 

rock phosphates that have formed from sea water rich in phosphoric acid. 

Similarly, some other rocks like limestones and shales may also be rich in 

phosphate content derived from a chemical process. 

 

(V) Evaporates: These may be treated as a special class of chemically formed 

sedimentary rocks in which evaporation is the distinct process responsible for 

their formation. These include some of the very important sedimentary deposits 
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of economic value like gypsum, anhydrite, rock salt, borates, rock Sulphur and 

nitrate. The deposits have formed in the past from bodies of sea water that got 

detached from the main source and were then concentrated to the point of 

saturation due to loss of moisture. Even at present common salt is manufactured 

by a similar process from sea water. 

 

(B) Organic Deposits 

Those sedimentary deposits in the formation of which organisms (both 

plants and animals) have contributed significantly are grouped under this 

heading. The organisms might have contributed in the formation of these 

deposits directly or indirectly. Thus rocks in which the bulk of the material is 

derived from an organic source are formed by their direct contribution. Corals 

and limestones are simply the refined remains of certain plants and organisms 

respectively. Indirect contribution is made by organisms in a different manner 

: some types of bacteria may help or even be solely responsible for 

precipitating the rock component from solutions. 

 Thus, an organically formed deposit may be bio-mechanical or bio-

chemical in origin. It is because of this fact that “organic” deposits are 

sometimes regarded as a separate division of sedimentary rocks distinct from 

mechanically formed and chemically formed rocks. 

 The organic deposits are further distinguished into following types based 

on their chemical composition: 

(i) Carbonate Rocks: which are formed by gradual accumulation of 

shells and skeletal bones of sea organisms like foraminifera, corals, 

crinoids, and crustacean etc. A great part of the limestone (Ca CO3) 

rocks of the world are of marine organic origin. 

 

(ii) Carbonaceous Rocks are the sedimentary rocks rich in carbon. In 

their formation, the source material is derived from plants of various 
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types. Most important of such deposits are coals of various types 

which are derived from woods deposited in proper basins and 

converted by bio-mechanical and bio-chemical processes to the final 

form. Some carbonaceous shales are also good examples. 

(iii) Phosphatic Deposits – Guano : Although most phosphate rocks are 

of chemical origin, quite a few deposits, specially referred as guano 

have a clear organic origin. The guano deposits are actually 

accumulations of excreta of certain birds that inhabitate islands and 

live mainly on fishes. The excreta contains a high content of 

phosphate and when accumulated in the form of a deposit may make 

a useful source of salt phosphate. Large deposits of guano occur in 

islands of eastern Pacific Ocean and also in west India. 

 

(iv) Ferruginous Deposits- This group includes certain iron deposits in 

the precipitation of which a certain types of bacteria are believed to 

have taken active part. Thus, in fresh water lakes and also in many 

swamps, these are bacteria that are held responsible for reduction of 

ferric oxide to ferrous state and subsequent precipitation of siderite. 

 

 

Miscellaneous Deposits : 

      Some sedimentary rocks have complex mode of formation so that 

they cannot be easily grouped under any of the above headings of non-clastic 

rocks. 

       It is customary to describe them separately. Some of them are clearly 

of residual  

TEXTURES OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS  
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 Like composition, sedimentary rocks show considerable variation in 

their texture (or mutual relationship of the constituent minerals).  Their texture 

is determined by at least six contributing factors. 

i. Origin of Grains: A sedimentary rock may be partially or wholly 

composed of clastic (allogenic) grains, or of chemically or organically 

contributed components.  Thus, the rock may show a clastic texture a 

non-clastic texture. 

ii. Size of Grains: The grain size in the sedimentary rocks varies within 

wide limits.  Individual grains of less than 0.002 mm and more than    250 

mm may from a part or whole of these rocks.  Accordingly, rocks are 

divided into three textural types on this basis: 

  Coarse grained = average diameter > 5mm 

  Medium grained = grains range between 1-5 mm 

  Fine grained = particles < 1 mm size make up the rock. 

iii. Shape of Grains: The sedimentary grains are of various shapes: 

rounded, subrounded, angular and subangular.  They may show 

sphericity to various degrees.  Roundness and sphericity of grains are the 

indications of varying degree of abrasion and transport of the grains 

before their deposition.  Breccias are made up mostly of rough fragments 

of angular shapes whereas conglomerates have rounded to subrounded 

gravels. 

iv. Packing of Grains: Sedimentary rocks may be open-packed or densely-

packed giving rise to a porous or dense texture.  The degree of packing 

is generally related to the load from above or pressure due to earth 

movements. 

v. Fabric of Grains: A given sediments rock may contain many elongate 

particles.  Their orientation is studied and described in terms of their 

longer axis, and is of great textural arrangement. 

  If all or most of the elongated particles are arranged in such a way that 

their longer axes lie in the same direction, the rock is said as showing high 

degree of preferred orientation.  This direction (of preferred orientation) is 

commonly related to flow prevalent at the time of deposition.  
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vi. Crystallization Trend: In sedimentary rocks of chemical origin, 

textures are usually defined on the basis of degree and nature of crystallization 

of the component grains. 

 Rocks may show perfectly interlocking grains giving rise to crystalline 

granular textures or they may be composed of non-crystalline, colloidal 

particles when they are described as amorphous.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STRUCTURES OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

 The term structure includes some large-scale features developed in the 

rocks during the process of their formation. These can be studied under 

following three headings. 

MECHANICAL STRUCTURES 

 These are the most prevalent structures of clastic sedimentary rocks and 

are developed due to physical processes operating at the time of deposition of 

these rocks. These include following specific types. 
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 Stratification:   By stratification is understood a layered arrangement in 

a sedimentary rock. This may be developed very prominently and can be seen 

from distance or only slightly and may be detected after close examination. The 

different layer (also called beds or strata) may be of similar or dissimilar colour, 

grain size and composition. The beds are separated from each other by planes 

of weakness- the bedding planes. The thickness of each layer in a sedimentary 

formation may show great variation: from a few centimenters to many meters. 

In lateral extension, the layered structure may continue for several kilometers 

or even hundreds of kilometers. Further, the layers may be horizontal, slightly 

dipping, steeply dipping or even overturned, folded and faulted, depending 

upon the forces that have acted upon them after their formation 

 

 

Fig. 13.2. Stratification. Beds & Bedding Planes (BP) 

 

Lamination: This is similar to stratification but in this case, the individual 

layers are quite thin (generally less than one cm in thickness). Lamination is a 

characteristic structure of very fine textured sedimentary rocks like shale and 

clay. 
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Fig. 13.3.  Lamination 

 Cross Bedding: It is sedimentary structure in which various layers lying 

one above another are not parallel but bear an irregular, inclined relationship. 

Such a structure results in shallow-water deposits when the stream suffers 

repeated changes in its direction of flow. The structure is sometimes referred as 

false bedding or current bedding is further distinguished into following types: 

(a) Tabular: A type of cross-bedding in which the top and bottom 

surfaces are essentially parallel but the intervening strata are inclined 

differently (Fig. a). 

 

 

 
 

   Fig. False Bedding (Some common types) 

 

(b) Lenticular: A type of cross-bedding in which the layers show 

extreme irregularity in their shape and disposition; each layer or set of beds 

may be intersected by many others lying at different angles (Fig. b). 
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(c) Wedge Shaped: In this case the structure is highly complex; there 

are sets of may layers bearing angular relationship. The layers in each set, 

however, are parallel to each other. The sets are inclined mutually in such a way 

that they give the appearance of interwoven wedges in vertical cross section. 

(Fig. c). 

Graded Bedding: In some stratified rocks the component sediments in each 

layer appear to be characteristically sorted and arranged according to their grain 

size, the most coarse being towards the bottom and the finest at the top in each 

layer. Such an individual layer is said to be graded. When a sequence of rocks 

is made up of a number of such sorted out layers, the structure is referred as 

graded bedding. Normally, such perfectly graded beds are the result of 

sedimentation in bodies of standing water where there are seasonal variations 

in the process. In many cases, however, the exact cause of this structure is far 

from simple and may be attributed to a number of such unrelated processes as 

subaqueous landslides and submarine earthquakes. 

Mud Cracks: These are common structural features of many fine- grained 

sedimentary rocks. These polygonal or irregular cracks are developed in drying 

muds.  

Subsequently, these cracked muds are covered by further layers of sediments 

but the cracked structure is preserved. 

Rain Prints:   These are marks (depressions of irregular, small crater-like 

shape) left on the top, dried surface of fine-grained muds. Like mud cracks, 

these also get preserved when the particular layer is covered by subsequent 

deposits. 

Ripple Marks: These are also common sedimentary structures of mechanical 

origin in deposits made in shallow waters. They are defined as symmetrical or 

unsymmetrical, wavelike undulations or irregularities in a layer. Ripple marks 

generally result due to wind or wave action on the process of deposition. The 
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fine sediments are dragged from their normal course by the waves developed 

in the water due to prevailing winds. Later on, these are deposited at places 

where the waves become weaker or  

 The mud cracks, rain prints and ripple marks when observed in a 

sedimentary formation are taken as a confirmatory evidence of the formation 

having been deposited in a shallow-water environment. 

CHEMICAL STRUCTURES 

 

 Many sedimentary rocks are produced due to chemical processes such as 

evaporation, precipitation and crystallization. Accordingly, these often show 

peculiar chemical structures. Following types are more commonly observed. 

Concretionary Structures: 

 When the rock is made up of concretions of various shapes and 

dimensions, it is said to possess a concretionary structure. The individual 

concretions may be rounded, sub-rounded, smooth or rough and small or of 

quite appreciable sizes, even as big as walnuts. In many cases, the rock may be 

of a massive structure. The enclosed concretions may be of some or different 

chemical composition. 

Oolitic and Pisolitic Structues  

 These are similar to concretionary structures in broader meaning but 

differ in size. 

 In the oolitic structure, the small, rounded particles are of fine size 

(ranging between 0.1-1.0 mm), so that rock appears as an assemblage of eggs 

of fish. When the component grains are brittle and bigger, of the size of peanuts, 

the structure is known as pisolitic. Limestones and bauxites show these 

structures. 

Nodular Structure 
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 This type of structure is seen in some limestones and is characterized by 

the development of irregularly shaped nodules of chert, iron oxides, iron 

carbonates and clay ironstones. Sometimes these nodules show an elongation 

or flattering parallel to the bedding planes. 

Geode Structure  

 A geode is actually a hollow shell of rock, the interior of which is lined 

with inwardly projecting crystals. Generally, the rock shell is made of 

chalcedony and the inner encrustations are of quartz crystals. It is believed that 

this type of structure results from formation or quartz crystals on inner walls of 

an original cavity. 

ORGANIC STRUCTURES 

 Such structures result in a sedimentary rock due to biological remains of 

one or other type of living organisms. 

 The fossiliferous structure is due to the presence of fossils of animals or 

plants in a rock mass. Sometimes a good part of the rock may be made up of 

fossils, when it is described as highly fossiliferous. 

 The stromatolitic structure is produced in the sedimentary rock by algae, 

a kind of lower vegetation. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

Many classifications had been proposed for the sedimentary rocks. 

Some of the classification are based on the environment of deposition 

such as continental, marine or marginal sediments.  Sub divisions are 

based on the composition in texture and structure.   This type of 

classification gives much stress to paleogeographical aspects rather than 

the  lithological  relationship.    For  petrological  studies  of  Sedimentary 

rocks,  they  are  classified  as  (1)  Residual  deposits  (2)  Fragmental 

deposits (or) clastic deposits (3) Organic deposits (4) Chemical deposits 

and (5) Pyroclastic deposits. 

Residual deposits:  Consist of materials left ‘in situ’ as a result of rock 

weathering.  They are mostly the insoluble products of rock weathering 

which have escaped transportation by the geomorphic  agencies.   The 

unaltered minerals of the original rock also form residual deposits. 

Fragmental or Clastic deposits:   These are mechanically derived 

sediments  made  up  of  fragments  of  pre  existing  rocks  or  the  solid 

products of chemical weathering.   The deposits consisting of clastic 

sediments  are also  called  Exogenetic  or  Epiclastic  deposits.    The 

clastic rocks are subdivided into several types based upon the abundant 

mode of grain size of the minerals present. Viz. Claystone/Mudstone, 

Sandstone, Conglomerate/Breccia etc. 

Organic deposits:   These are sedimentary deposits which form due to 

the  direct  or  indirect  vital  activities  of  animals  and  plants.     The 

constituents of these sediments are originally the skeleton or tissue of 

the living organisms.   Organic deposits cover larger area of the ocean 

floor.  They also occur in fresh water environments.  They are absent in 

rainless deserts and frozen polar regions.   The organic deposits are 

subdivided  into  several  types  based  upon  their  composition.  Viz. 

calcareous, phosphatic, ferrugenous, siliceous and carbonaceous. 

Chemical deposits:  The chemical deposits are formed directly by the 

precipitation  from  solution  chiefly  due  to  evaporation  or  chemical 

reactions between soluble salts.  The most important chemical deposits 

are the salts contained in the sea water. ie. calcium carbonate, various 

chlorides   and   sulphates,   naturally   occurring   nitrates   and  alkali 

carbonates. 
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Pyroclastic   deposits:     These  include  the  accumulations  of  solid 

particles  ejected  by a volcano,  chiefly  volcanic  ash.   At present,  the 

sediments constitute only some 5% by volume of the earth’s crust, but  

they cover 75% of the exposed land surface.  Therefore, the sediments 

represent only a very thin veneer over the earth’s crust. 

 

COMPOSITION OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

The materials of the sedimentary rocks come from a great variety of 

sources and hence, there are great dissimilarities in their composition. 

Through chemical analysis of many sediments, it has been possible to 

arrive at a mean composition.  The important differences between the 

chemical  compositions  of the igneous  and the sedimentary  rocks are 

given below. 

 

1. Sedimentary  rocks  contain  much  more  Co2   than  the  igneous 

rocks.   This constituent might have been derived from the 

atmosphere. 

2. In  sedimentary   rocks,  the  amount  of  K2O  and  Na2O  are 

comparatively less.  This suggests that these components might 

have been lost as soluble salts during the process of weathering. 

It is always convenient to approach the composition of sedimentary 

rocks  in  terms  of  the  constituent  minerals.     The  minerals  of  the 

sedimentary rocks fall into two groups. 

 

(1)  The detrital minerals 

(2)  The chemically formed authigenic minerals. 

 

The detrital minerals are the mechanically derived clastic products 

of weathering.  The character of these minerals is determined by the nature 

of the source rocks.   Since the detrital minerals are formed elsewhere and 

brought to the basin of sedimentation from outside they are often called 

allogenic (Originating elsewhere). 
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Quartz,  clay  minerals  and  fine  grained  micas  are  the  common 

detrital minerals and they generally constitute more than 10% of the 

rock.  Felspars are also common but they constitute less than 10%.  The 

heavy minerals like zircon, tourmaline, epidote, garnet, hornblende and 

iron minerals form less than 1% of the rock.   The heavy minerals, in 

spite of their very small occurrence, are highly valuable as they can say 

something  about the parent rock and also the distance and mode of 

transportation suffered by them. 

The chemically formed minerals comprise the carbonates, sulphates, 

phosphates,  halides  and  silica.     These  minerals  are  formed  from 

solutions either by precipitation through evaporation or other inorganic 

reactions.  The most abundant chemically formed minerals are calcite, 

dolomite,  secondary quartz like chert, chalcedony etc. and gypsum.  

The Authigenic  minerals  are those which have been introduced 

after deposition.   They are formed  within  the basin of deposition  by 

subsequent  changes.   These  minerals  serve  as binding  or cementing 

materials of detrital particles.  Carbonates, silica, feldspar, chlorite, illite, 

sericite, gypsum and anhydrite are the common authigenic minerals. 

 

DIAGENESIS AND LITHIFICATION 

 

The  changes  which  occur  at  relatively  low  temperatures  and 

pressures after the deposition of a sediment till the final in duration are 

collectively known as diagenesis.  Lithification is the process by which 

unconsolidated  sediment  becomes  indurated.   Many of the diagenetic 

changes are due to the reactions between the substances dissolved in 

the connate waters and those in the percolating surface waters.  These 

dissolved substances may also react with the sediments. 

 

Organisms play a very important part in diagenesis.  Some organic 

activity yields Co2  to produce weak acid when it is dissolved in water. 

This acid reacts readily with the carbonates and remove shell material 

and calcite in solution.   Some bacteria reduce sulphates into sulphides 

from which sulphur and sulphuric acid are produced.  The sulphuric acid 

may react with the carbonates and sulphates are again formed.  The 

bacteria will again start the reaction.  There are certain bacteria which 

favors the precipitation of calcium carbonate.   Some of the sediments 

may pass through the alimentary canals of the soil-dwelling animals and 
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suffer modifications in composition, texture, form and color.  Thus, the 

original characters of the rock may be completely lost. 

 

Apart from the above changes some inorganic changes may also 

occur.  For example, ferric compounds of iron may be reduced to ferrous 

sulphide which imparts dark colour to the sediments.  Further reduction 

may result in the conversion of ferrous sulphide into the disulphide 

(marcasite or phyrite) which gives a grey colour to the sediments. 

The final lithification of the sediments takes place by chemical and 

physical reactions.   The process of lithification may be discussed under 

the following heads. 

(a) Compaction 

(b) Recrystallisation 

(c) Cementation. 

Compaction:   With the accumulation of sediments, the weight of the 

overlying layers squeeze out much of the connate water and the volume 

of the sediment is reduced. This is known as compaction.  Much stronger 

compaction may result in the melting between the grains at their 

interfaces leading to the welding of the components  as in some 

quartzites. 

Recrystallisation:  This process is effected mostly by percolating waters 

which dissolve some of the sediment and redeposit them at some other 

point.  This is more effective in carbonate bearing rocks.  In some cases, the 

percolating   waters   bring   substances   in solution   from elsewhere and 

introduce into the sediments.   For example, silica is commonly introduced 

into sandstones in optical continuity around quartz grains. An original lime 

mud may recrystallise and they may act as cements. 

Cementation: This process is effected through the deposition of substances 

from aqueous solutions and results in the binding of the loose grains 

together.  The cementing substances may be derived from outside or they 

may be derived from the materials of the sediment by solution.   Substances 

like alumina, hydrous aluminium silicates, silica and iron are commonly 

in colloidal solution.   These substances are deposited  in  the  interstices  

of  the  sediments  and  combine  the  grains together.  Other substances 

like carbonates of lime and magnesium are in true solution and 

precipitated to form common cements in many sedimentary rocks. 
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TEXTURES OF SEDIMENTS/SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

 

Texture deals with the size, shape and arrangement of the mineral 

grains in the rock.  The texture of a sedimentary rock is essentially the 

micro geometry of the rock.  Structure deals with the larger features of 

the  rock.   Texture  explains  the  grain  to grain  relation  but  structure 

describes the features like bedding, ripple marks, etc.  Texture can be 

studied very well in thin sections or by analysis of a small sample.  On 

the other hand, the structure is usually studied in the outcrop and less often 

in hand specimens. 

Texture can be broadly divided into two groups 

1. Clastic texture 

2. Non-clastic texture 

Clastic texture 

 

The constituents of the sediments with clastic texture are of two 

types 

(a) The allogenic constituents 

(b) The authigenic constituent  

The allogenic minerals are those derived from areas outside the basin 

of depostion.   These are mostly consisting of resistant minerals. The 

allogenic constituents can be differentiated into grains and matrix. The 

larger clastic particles (derived by mechanical processes) are called the 

‘grains’ and the smaller ones usually of the same composition are said 

to be the ‘matrix’.  In well sorted sediment, the amount of matrix is always 

very less. 

The authigenic minerals are formed within the basin of deposition. 

The  common  authigenic  constituents  are  silica,  feldspars,  chlorite, 

gypsum etc.  This group usually forms the cement in the sedimentary 

rocks. 
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Variation in the clastic texture depends on the following factors. 

 (1)  Grain size 

(2)    Shape 

(3)    Degree of sorting 

(4)    Nature of packing of clastic grains 

 

Grain size:  The size of the grains in a sedimentary rock is largely based 

upon   the   mode   of  weathering   (Physical   or   Chemical),   texture, 

composition of the parent rock and the mode and amount of transport 

suffered by the grains. 

 

Chemical  weathering  usually produces  very fine grained material. 

But disintegration  tends to produce coarser grains.   A coarse grained 

rock such as granite yields grains of more or less same size by 

disintegration because they are broken along the fracture planes. 

 

If the materials suffer more transport by wind, waves, rivers and 

glaciers the grain size will be reduced much.  The aeolian deposits are 

much finer than the aqueous ones. 

 

The grains of the clastic sediments are divided into different grades 

based upon the size.  Several grade scales have been proposed.   The 

following   is  the   classification   proposed   by   the   committee   on 

sedimentation of the National Research Council, USA. 

 

Boulder:  It is a detached rock mass, more or less rounded and with a 

minimum size of 256 mm.  It is larger than a cobble. 

 

Cobble:  It is similar to a boulder.  But it’s size range is between 64 mm 

and 256 mm. 
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Pebble: It is a rock fragment which is smaller than a cobble and larger than 

a coarse sand grain.  It’s size range is between 4 mm and 64 mm in 

diameter and is rounded. 

 

Gravel: The unconsolidated aggregate of boulders, cobbles  and pebbles 

are designated  as ‘gravel’.   They may be defined as boulder gravel, 

cobble  gravel   and  pebble   gravel   respectively.      The  consolidated 

equivalent is called conglomerate.   Rubble is an unconsolidated 

accumulation of ‘angular’ rock fragments coarser than sand.   It’s 

consolidated equivalent is ‘breccia’. 

Granule: It is applied to the grains with size range between 2 mm and 

4 mm. 

Sand:   The grains with diameter greater than 1/16 mm and less than 

2 mm are described as ‘sand’.   The consolidated aggregate of sand is 

called sand stone. 

Silt: It consists of grains with size less than 1/16 mm and greater than 

1/256 mm.  The consolidated aggregate of silt is siltstone. 

Clay:  The term ‘clay’ is applied  to the materials  with size less than 

1/256 mm. The consolidated aggregate of clay is claystone/shale 

The grain size distribution in a sedimentary rock can be graphically 

represented  either  in  the  form  of  bar  diagrams  (Histograms)   or 

cumulative curve (Fig.1). 

Sphericity and Roundness: 

The shape of the grains in a sedimentary rock is defined in many 

ways.   Sphericity  is used by some authors to define the shape of a 

grain. 

Sphericity is defined as s/S,   where 

s = Surface area of a sphere of the same volume as 

the fragement in question 

S = Actual surface area of the grain. 
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If the grain is a perfect sphere sphericity value will be 1.  For all 

other shape, the value will be less than 1. 

 

The sphericity may also be defined as dn/Ds,   where 

 

dn =  Diameter of a sphere with the same volume as 

the fragment 

Ds = Diameter of a circumscribing sphere  (generally the 

long diameter). 

 

Zingg used the ratio of b/a and c/b, where a, b and c are length, breadth 

and  thickness, respectively.  He has defined the following four shape 

classes (Fig.2). 

 

Class no  b/a  c/a Shape 
 

I 

 

> 

 

2/3 

 

< 

 

2/3 

 

Oblate (discoidal) II > 2/3 > 2/3 Equant (spherical) 
III < 2/3 < 2/3 Triaxial (bladed) 
IV < 2/3 > 2/3 Prolate (rod-shaped) 

 

Roundness:  Roundness refers to the degree of sharpness of the edges and 

corners of the clastic fragments.  The roundness of a grain depends upon 

the following factors.   1.   Size   2.   Hardness   3.  Distance of transport 

and 4.  Agent of transport. 

 

The large grains are well rounded than the smaller ones.   Among 

the grains of equal size heavier ones attain more roundness.  The softer 

mineral is likely to be more rounded than the harder.   Feldspar grains 

show more degree or roundness than quartz. 

 

If two similar grains are transported to different distances, the one 

which has travelled a long distance is more rounded.  The roundness is 

more in wind transported sediments and least in glacial sediments.  The 

water  transported  sediments  occupy  an  intermediate  position  in  this 

regard. 
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The following term are used to describe the degree of roundness 

1.   Angular 

2.   Subangular 

3.   Subrounded 

4.   Rounded 

5.   Well rounded 

Non clastic Texture 

Oolites and Pisolites:   Oolites are small spherical or subspherical 

accretionary bodies, 0.25 mm to 2 mm in diameter.   Most commonly 

they are 0.5 mm to 1 mm in size.  If they are larger than 2 mm in 

diameter, they are termed Pisolites.  Some oolites are oblate ellipsolidal 

in shape.   Within any given rock, they are highly uniform in size and 

shape.    A  rock  consisting  chiefly  of  oolites  is  said  to  have  Oolitic 

texture.   In cross section, oolites appear in concentric, radial and   in 

both  the  forms  (Fig.4).    Oolites  are  formed  by  the  precipitation  of 

material from solutions around a foreign nucleus such as a fragment of 

quartz or a fossil.   They are mostly made up of CaCo3  or SiO2.  Some 

economic mineral deposits like bauxite and hematite also occur in oolitic 

form.  Their formation is favoured in the shore regions. 

 

SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES 

The  structures  of  sedimentary  rocks  have  been  classified  into 

several   types  mainly  on  the  basis  of  ‘genesis’   or  ‘morphology’. 

Sedimentary structure are classed as physical, chemical and biological or 

organic.  The physical structures are formed at the time of deposition of 

the  sediments.     They  are  also  called  the  ‘mechanical  structures’. 

Chemical structures are developed during the post depositional period 

i.e. they are ‘diagenetic’ in origin.  Organic structures are formed by the 

organisms during the depostition.   In general, sedimentary  structures 

are independent of rock composition or lithology. 
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I. Primary Structures 

 

Bedding:    It is the  most  distinctive  major  structure  of sedimentary 

rocks.  It is also called the ‘stratum’.  The term refers to a tabular or 

lenticular rock unit which has same lithological and structural properties 

throughout.    The  parting  plane  which  separates  two  beds  from  one 

another is called the bedding plane.  The thickness of each bed ranges 

from a fraction of an inch to many feet.  Beds of an inch or two in 

thickness  are referred to as flags.   Thinner accumulations  are called 

laminae.  A bed or laminae or flag represents a single episode (period) 

of deposition.   The bedding plane represents the cessation (end or 

termination) of deposition or a change in the nature of supply. 

 

When the bedding planes are essentially parallel to each other the 

beds are called ‘concordant’.  But in some cases, within particular beds 

secondary stratification may be seen.  The bedding planes of these may 

be inclined to the major lines of bedding.  Such beddings are described 

as ‘discordant’. 

 

Graded Beddings:  This type of bedding is found in fragmental deposits 

(Fig.5A & 5B).  In graded beddings, there is a gradual reduction in the 

size of grains from the lower to the upper part.  This structure results 

mainly due to the progressive settling of grains from larger to a smaller 

in calm bodies of water. It may also be formed by the stirring up of 

bottom  sediments  by storms  and their subsequent  differentitation  by 

settling. 

Current Bedding:  It is a kind of discordant bedding (Fig.6 & 7).  In this 

type, beds with oblique lines of stratification are seen bounded by layers 

of concordant bedding. The current beddings are also called cross- 

beddings or cross-laminations or false beddings. A current bedding 

represents the advance of a sloping front of deposition.  The sediments 

which are deposited before reaching the edge of the front form nearly 

horizontal layers and are called top set beds.  The sediments reaching 

the sloping front are deposited to form the inclined beds.   These are 

called the fore-set  beds.   The sediments  swept horizontally  forward 

from  the  fore-set  beds  form  the  bottom  set  beds.    In  aqueous 

sediments,  the false beds are roughly parallel to each other.   But in 

aeolian deposits, due to the frequent change in wind direction, the beds 

appear  one  group  which  have  different  orientation  and  are  wedge 

shaped. 
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Torrential bedding: It consists of alternation of coarse current bedded 

material and fine grained material in horizontal laminea.  In truncated 

current bedding the false beds abruptly cut the lower surface of the 

top set beds, but they are tangent to the bottom set beds. 

Bedding plane markings and structure 

Ripple marks 

These  are  the  most  familiar  structures  on  the  surface  of  a 

sedimentary  rock  (Fig.8).    Ripple  marks  are  the undulating  or wavy 

patterns seen on the upper surface of modern beach sediments or the 

sandstones.  On beach, the ripple marks are due to wave action and 

consist of small undulations which are symmetrical in cross sections. 

These are called the ‘wave ripples’.  The crests of wave ripples are 

angular and the troughs are broad and rounded.  Current ripples are 

produced by current action either in water or in air.   They have 

assymmetrical cross sections with the crests and troughs rounded.  In 

aeolian ripples, the coarser grains are found on the crests and the finer ones 

in the troughs.   In aqueous ripple marks, the finer grains are on the 

crests.      The ripple marks especially the wave ripples are very useful 

in finding the top and bottom of beds or to find whether the beds are 

overturned or not. 

Mud cracks 

Mud cracks consist of a reticulated network of fractures which split 

up a surface into poligon units (Fig.9).  They are well developed mostly 

in argillaceous or calcareous sediments by dessication.   Therefore, they 

are commonly found in tidal flats, dried up river courses and flood plains. 

The cracks are the result of shrinkages caused by loss of water (drying). 

They  are  also  called  suncracks  or  dessication  cracks.    The  mud 

cracks may be filled with sand or silt and the infillings may stand out 

prominently in relief, if they are harder than the host sediments after 

erosion of the later. 

Rain print is a slight shallow depression encircled by a low ridge which 

is formed by the impact of the drop.  Hail pits, Spray pits and Bubble 

impression  are also similar to rain prints and are often mistaken for 

them. 
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Sole marks (or) Sole structures 

These are bedding plane features found on the undersurface of 

mostly  sandstones  and  less  commonly  limestones  that  overlie  shale. 

These are raised structures formed by the filling of depressions present 

in the underlying shale or mud. 

Scour marks 

These are produced by the scouring action of currents.   There are 

two important types of scour marks.   They are:    1) Flute casts and 

2) Current crescent 

Flute casts 

These are raised structures vary in shape, size and arrangement. 

The cast is usually a slightly elevated, elongated mound like form with a 

bulbous  upcurrent  nose.   The  down  current  end  is more  gentle  and 

merges with the surface of the bedding plane.  Flute casts usually occur 

in swamps.  The filling of the flute is usually sand which is generally 

coarser than that in other parts of the bedding which bears it.  Flutes are 

formed by the eddy currents. 

Current crescent 

It is a horse-shoe shaped depression.  This structure is a result of 

scouring around an obstacle such as a pebble lying on a sand surface. 

The scouring is greater in the upcurrent side and extends in the down 

current direction on each side of the obstruction.  The filling up of these 

depressions result in the formation of raised crescent shaped ridge like 

cast on the undersurface of the overlying sediments. 

Toolmakrs 

Currents move various objects like sand grains, mud chips, etc. on 

the underlying mud surface.  These materials while traveling with the 

currents come into contact with the surface and produce a variety of 

markings.  These are preserved as weak positive features on the base of the 

overlying sandstones.  These features are collectively known as tool marks.
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Groove casts 

These are the most important and distinct tool marks.  They appear 

as raised, rectilinear and rounded to sharp crested features on the base of 

some sandstone beds.  Some are multiple and show a second order set 

of micro grooves  and ridges.   A few of these may have smaller 

symmetrically  arranged groove on either side.   The individual  groove 

cast has a height of 1 or 2 mm and is remarkably straight. 

Load structures or load pockets 

These are somewhat irregular bulbous or mamillary features found 

on the base of sandstone bed that overlies shale bed.   They resemble 

flute  casts  but  differ  from  them  by  their  irregularity  and  lack  of 

symmetry.  They are formed by the differential loading of a clay or shale 

bed by an overlying sandstone and not by the filling up of depressions as 

in flute casts.  The load casts are also called load pockets.  If they are 

detached from the mother bed and sink into the underlying shale, they 

are called load balls. 

II. Secondary structures 

These are formed by the chemical action subsequent 

(Contemporaneous)   to  sedimentation.      The   important   diagenetic 

structures are discussed below. 

Concretions and Nodules:  These are bodies formed by the segregtion 

of  the  rarer  constituents  of  the  host  rock  in  which  they  occur. 

Concretions and nodules are formed by precipitation from an aqueous 

solution within the host rock.  Concretions are more regular forms and 

have  a nucleus  (Fig.10).   Nodules  are less regular  and structureless 

bodies.  (ex. flint and chert nodules).  The concretions and nodules are 

chiefly  made  up  of  silica  of  the  carbonate  host  rock  and  the  lime 

carbonate and the iron sulfide of the black shale the phosphorous, Ma, 

ba or other minerelements in the host rock.  These are large (10 to 1000 

cms) oblate nodules characterized  by a series of adiating cracks that 

widen to ward the center & die out near the margin.  These rocks are 

crossed by a series of cracks concentric with the margin. 

Septarian  nodules:  These are usually impure argillaceous  carbonate 

bodies enclosed in shale.  This structure is developed by the formation of 

a nodular body, hardening of the exterior with the dehydration of the 

interior.  The dehydration results in the development of shrinkage cracks 

(Fig.11). 
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Cone in cone:  These are minor features of some shales.  They occur as 

distinct layers in shales or as jackets enveloping some large calcareous 

concretions  in  dark  shales.     The  structure  is  characterised  by  an 

abundance   of   circular   cones   which   stand   with   the   cone   axis 

perpendicular  to  the  cone-in-cone  layer  or  to  the  surface  of  the 

concretions.   The apical angle generally  varies between 30o  and 60o. 

The sides of the cones  are usually  ribbed  or grooved  (Fig.12).   The 

apices  of the  cones  in a layer  may  be directed  either  downward  or 

upward.  The cones are usually made up of fibrous calcites.  Siderite and 

gypsum have also been reported.  The cones are usually developed by 

shear. 

Geodes:   These are concretions  characterized  by subspherical  shape, 

hollow interior, outer chalcedonic layer and inner drusy lining of inward 

projecting  crystals  (Fig.13).    Geodes  are  more  commonly  found  in 

certain limestone beds than shales. 

III. Biogenic structures 

Stromatolites:    The term stromotolite  is applied to a laminated 

structure composed of calcareous detritus (Fig.14).  It is formed by the 

trapping  and  binding  of particles  by  an  algal  mat.  The  particles  are 

generally  sand,  silt  or  clay  sized.    The  structure  varies  from  flat 

laminations to small mound  like forms.  These forms are generally fixed 

or attached.   There are also forms of varying convexity  at columnar 

forms coneinrically structured stromatolitic bodies which are free rolling 

or mobile.  These bodies are called the ‘oncolites’.  Thrombolites are 

typically   hemispherical   stromatolites   which   lack   the  characteristic 

internal laminations. 

The other important biogenic structures include tracks, trails and 

burrows.   some animals leave the imprint of the part of their bodies 

while moving on a soft sediment such cost print of the crawling mark. 

These  are  called  the  tracks  and  trails.    The  others  are  capable  of 

burrowing the mud.  These features appear as markings on the bedding 

planes  and  also  in  sections  lower  to  the  bedding  planes.    These 

structrures are called trace fossils and are useful to determine the age of 

the strata and the top and bottom of beddings.  The trace fossils help in 

sedimentary facies studies. 
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RESIDUAL DEPOSITS 

The residual deposits are the insoluble products of rock weathering 

which have escaped transportation.  They are found over the rocks from 

which they have been formed.   The rocks belonging to this class are 

made up of two components. 

1.  Unaltered minerals from the original rock 

2. The insoluable products of chemical weathering. 

Quartz and muscovite are the commonest unaltered minerals found 

in residual deposits.  To lesser extent, feldspars are also present though 

they are readily attacked by decomposition.   The other rarer durable 

minerals  are  zircon,  rutile,  gamet,  tourmaline,  kyanite,  magnetite 

chromite, ilmenite, etc. 

The common insoluble products of chemical weathering are the 
hydrous  aluminium  silicates  of  kaoline  and  halloysite  (clay  group), 

hydrous magnesium silicates of serpentine-talc group, chlorites, zeolites 

and other  minerals.   Various  hydrated  oxides  of iron and aluminium 

(laterite and bauxite) and colloidal silica are also found. 

Texture 

The residual sediments are composed of unsorted and angular 

materials as they have not suffered transportation.  The grain size of the 

deposits are determined by the nature and grain size of the weathered rock. 

Plutonic rocks like granite will yield sand sized fragments since the 

fractures generally take place around the individual mineral grains.  Due 

to  this  the  individual  fragments  are  sharply  angular.     Mechanical 

weathering of coarse grained rocks like conglomerates and breccia 

generally produce coarse gravelly material.   The insoluble products of 

rock weathering are usually very fine grained (flour like) and hence form 

the matrix for the coarser grains.  The term ‘insoluble’ is used here only 

in a relative sense.  The insoluble material pass into colloidal state by 

further weathering and re-deposited almost insitu.   The colloidal 

precipitation results in the formation of oolitic, pisolitic and other 

concretionary structures.  The important types of residual deposits are 

described below. 

Terra  rossa:    This  deposit  is  found  in  limestone  countries  in  arid 

regions.  Terra rossa is a reddish  clayey  soil covering  the limestone 

country  constituting  the  insoluble  residue  of  clay  and  other  mineral 
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matter after removal of the limestone by solution.   In areas of 

comparatively  high rainfall, the terra rossa is washed into depression, 

swallow holes and caves soon after its formation.  In many regions, terra 

rossa is underlain by bauxite deposit which suggests that it is the early 

product  of  bauxitization.    The  material  constituting  terra  rossa  is 

chiefly clay with small amounts of iron oxide in the upper layers. 

 

Laterite and Bauxite :    Laterite    is    a    reddish    brown    porous 

concretionary  deposit made up of chiefly a mixture of hydrated ferric 

oxide with hydrated alumina in various proportions.  It also contains in 

small quantities manganese chloride, titanium dioxide and free silica 

(quartz).    The  deposit  covers  vast  areas  in  tropical  and  subtropical 

regions i.e. the formation  of laterite is favoured by warm and humid 

climate.   When the alumina content increases the red colour disappers  

and it becomes yellowish or whitish with earthy or clay like appearance. 

This rock is called Bauxite.  Bauxite often shows oolite and pisolitic 

structures. 

In tropical and subtropical regions characterized by an alternation of 

wet and dry seasons, chemical weathering results in the removal of silica 

and  alkalies  from  the  silicates  of  alkalies,  lime  and  alumina    (eg. 

feldspars).   The iron present is oxidized to insoluble  ferric oxide and 

hydrates.  Thus, the final residue is composed of a mixture of hydrated 

oxides  of  iron  and  aluminum.    Laterite  is  produced  from  iron  rich 

materials where as bauxite from aluminum rich material.  Bauxite is the 

principal ore of aluminium. 

Soils:  The soil is the most important residual deposit.  It is the ultimate 

product  of rock weathering  and is defined  as the upper layer of the 

regolith.  The soil passes downward into loose, broken debris called the 

subsoil which in turn grade into the unweathered  bedrock.   Soil may 

form either on top of the residual or transported materials.  In residual 

soils the soil and the subsoil are made up of material of similar nature of 

the bed rock.  In case of transported soil, the material of the soil and 

subsoil vary markedly from that of the bed rock. 

Soil,  apart  from  rock  debris,  also  contain  organic  matter.    This 

organic material is called the humus.  Which is derived from the bacterial 

decay of vegetable and animal matter.  The soil constituents have been 

classified into sand, silt, clay, lime and humus.   Depending  upon the 

relative abundance of these constituents soils are classed as sandy soil, 

loamy soil (sand + silt or clay) marls (clay or silt + calcium carbonate) 

silty soil, clayey soils, calcareous soil and peaty soil.  
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FRAGMENTAL DEPOSITS (OR) CLASTIC 

DEPOSITS (OR) 

CLASTIC SEDIMENTARY 

ROCKS 

 

Fragmental deposits are the mechanically derived sediments made 

up  of  the  clastic  fragements  of  the  pre-existing  rocks  or  the  solid 

products of chemical weathering.  Familiar examples of this group are 

sand,  gravel,  mud  and  clay.   The  clastic  sediments  are divided  into 

different types based mainly upon the grain size.  The following are the 

Greek terms used to describe various fragmental deposits. 

Psephites: The sediments which consist of grains coarser than gravel. 

Psamites:  The sediments which consists of mostly sand sized particles. 

In other words they are sandy sediments. 

Pelites:  These are the fine grained sediments consisting of clay sized 

particles i.e. they are clayey sediments. 

 

In latin terminology, the psephites are called the Rudites or 

Rudaceous  rocks, psamites are called the Arenites or Arenaceous 

rocks and the pelites are said to be the Lutites or Argillaceous  or 

lutaceous rocks. 

Psephitic sediments (or) Rudaceous sediments 

The coarser clastic sediments such as the gravels, conglomerates 

and breecias are grouped together under this class. Gravel is an 

unconsolidated  accumulation of rounded fragments coarser than sand 

grade.  (i.e. more than 2 mm in diameter).  If the grain size is less than 4 

mm, it is referred to as granule gravel or fine gravel.  Indurated gravel 

is said to be conglomerate. 

According to the grain size of the constituent particles, the gravels 

and  conglomerates  may  be  designated  as  pebble  gravel,  cobble gravel 

and boulder gravel or pebble conglomerate, cobble conglomerate and 

boulder conglomerate. 
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The unconsolidated accumulation of angular fragments larger than 

sand grade is known as the rubble.  The term talus or scree is used if 

the fragments are very larger.  Consolidated equivalents of rubble and 

scree are said to be breccia.  There are certain breccias which are not of 

sedimentary origin  (fault breccia, crush breccia, volcanic breccia, etc.). 

Talus and breccia are composed of material that has accumulated at 

the base of slopes.  They have suffered only a little transportation and 

hence heterogenous i.e. very poorly sorted.  The fragments may consist 

of any type of material derived from a rock which has undergone sub 

aerial weathering.  On the other hand, conglomereates are consisting of 

highly durable material which has suffered much transport.  Since the 

fragments have been transported much they are well rounded. Among 

the gravel, the beach gravels are well sorted.   The gravels of glacial 

origin are ill sorted. 

Composition of conglomerates : The pebbles present in the 

conglomerates are called phenoclasts.  The phenoclasts are commonly 

represented by the rock type rather than minerals.  The most common 

rocks   constituting    the   phenoclasts    are   siliceous    varieties    like 

quartizites,     vein     quartz,     chert,        rhyolite        and     granite. 

Conglomerates    with     phenoclasts   of a single rock type are called 

oligomictic conglomerate.   The polymictic conglomerates have 

phenoclasts  of  more  than  one  rock  type.    Most  conglomerates  are 

lithified by cementation of the matrix which in turn binds the whole rock 

together.  The cementing material may be introduced from outside or by 

the solution and redeposition of material already present in the deposit. 

The common cement are silica and lime, rarely iron oxide. 

Psammites (or) Arenites (or) Arenaceous sediments 

The rocks of this class consist essentially of sand sized clastic grains. 

The diameter of the constituent grains ranges between 2 mm and 1/16 mm.  

The chief rock types of this class are described below. 

Sands and sandstones:  Sands may be classifed as marine, estuarine, 

lacustrine, fluviatile, desert, fluvioglacial and volcanic.  Of these, the first 

four are closely similar in origin and are called the aqueous sands.  The 

grains of the aqueous sands are generally subangular and well sorted. 

They  may  contain  organic  fragments  also.     It  is  very  diffcult  to 

differentiate the coastal dune sands from the marine sands but desert sands 

show a high degree of rounding and are often free of dust and mica 

flakes.   Fluvioglacial  sands are characterized by sharp angular grains 

which are unsorted.  Volcanic sands are found around volcanic islands 
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and are characterised by their igneous nature, angularity of the grains and 

good stratification. 

The cementation  of sand  grains  gives rise to sand  stones.   The 

cementing material may be brought into the rock by percolating solution 

or it may be formed within the sediment itself.   (e.g. solution and 

redeposition  of the constituents  or formation  of clay from feldspars). 

The cementing substances may be siliceous, calcareous, argillaceous and 

ferrugenous.    The  other  susbstances  are  gypsum  and  barite.    The 

cement is usually deposited between the grains.  Occasionally silica may 

be    deposited around quartz grains in optical continuity to form a very 

compact hard rock known as quartzite.  Pure quartzites are said to be 

ganister.  Calcareous   sandstones   are   characterized   by  calcareous 

cement.  Sandstones with iron oxide as cement are usually red or brown 

in colour.  Argillaceous material is not a common cement in sandstones. 

Grit and Arkose: A sandstone  with angular grains is known as grit. 

Arokose is also a variety of sandstone containing chiefly of quartz and 

feldspars.   The feldspars  are more abundant  in arkose.   The rock is 

moderately well sorted and derived from rocks of granitic composition. 

The term graywack is applied to an ill sorted sediment composed 

of angular grains of a variety of minerals and rock fragments.  The rock 

is generally  tough  and  dark  gray  to black  in colour  without  internal 

stratification or parting but it is generally graded.   Graywacks are 

characterized  by the abundance  of both feldspars  and rock particles. 

The pore filling cement is lacking in graywackes.   In the place of pore 

filling cement, there is a matrix composed of a fine grained intergrowth 

of sericite chlorite with silt sized gypsum and feldspar.  These rocks are 

rich in FeO, MgO and Na2O.  Under the microscope, graywackes appear 

as micro breccias. The materials of Arokose and graywake have suffered 

only a little transport.   Some varieties of sandstones can be split into 

very thin beds due to the presence of flakes of white mica mixed with 

clay or slit in between them.  Such sandstones are called flagstones. 

Pelites (or) Argillaceous rocks 

In this section, rocks which have detrital grains with size less than 

silt grade are included i.e. less than 1/256 mm.  The pelitic sediments 

are therefore clayey. Unconsolidated dry rock particles with size less 

than the silt grade form  the  dust.    These  particles  with  varying  

amounts  of  moisture become clay or mud.  Indurated clay is known as 

a claystone.  Shale is  a   variety   of   claystone   which   possesses   

bedding   fissility   and laminations.  The term mudstone refers to those 

claystones which are neither fissile nor laminated.  Clay stones will 
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become a siltstone when the amount of silt sized particles (i.e. particles 

with size between 1/16 mm  and  1/256  mm)  exceed  that  of  clay  sized  

particles.    The  term argillite is used to denote more indurated shale or 

siltstone hardened by recrystallisation. 

Shales and silt stones commonly have concretionary bodies. 

Calcareous  concretions  are  very  common  in  shales.     Black  shales 

contain   cone-in-cone    layers,   septarian   nodules   and   clay- 

ironstone concretions. 

Under  the microscope,  it is not possible  to resolve  many  of the 

minerals present in shales and silt stones because of their fine texture. 

The argillaceous rocks consist of two main groups of minerals. 

1. Hydrated silicates of alumina, hydrated iron oxides formed by the 
chemical weathering of rocks 

2. The rock flour derived from the disintegration  or abrasion. Some 
calcareous and carbonaceous materials may also be present in shales. 

The rocks are characterized by a high percentage of alumina and 
dominance of K over Na. 

Most  clays  except  kaoline  are  plastic  when  wet.    The  common 

argillaceous rock of glacial origin is the boulder clay.  It is composed 

mostly  of  clay  in which  larger  rock  fragments  like  pebbles,  cobbles, 

boulders,  etc. are scattered.   Indurated  boulder  clay is called tillite. 

Glacial deposits with very less quantity of clay are called glacial drift in 

which boulders are scattered in a sand sized material.  In glacial lakes, 

silt and clay accumulated to from alternate layers.   Such a deposit is 

called varved clay.  The coarser silty layer represents summer and the 

fine grained layer the winter. 

China clay or kaoline is a white non plastic clay which is a pure 

hydrated aluminium silicate with fragments of quartz, mica, feldspar etc. 

It is usually derived from granites by chemical weathering. Highly plastic 

clays are rich in aluminium and are used for pottery works. They are free 

of iron and are called pottery clays or ball clays.  Fire clays have a 

very low content of alkalies and hence withstand very high temperatures 

without melting.   Therefore, they are used for the manufacture of 

refractories.  Muds, clays and shales may be classed marine, fluviatile, 

lacustrine, glacial, aeolian and volcanic based on their mode of origin. 
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CHEMICAL DEPOSITS 

The deposits  included  under  this class are formed  from aqueous 

solution   by   physico   chemical   processes   such   as  precipitation   or 

evaporation.  Precipitation generally produces a finely divided crystalline 

or amorphous powder.  Therefore, the grain size of the rock produced by 

precipitation  is  generally  small.    On  the  other  hand,  evaporation  of 

solutions may favour the growth of larger crystals.  Since the growth of 

each  crystal  is distributed  by  the  juxtaposition  of  its  neighbour  well 

shaped crystals are seldom produced by precipitation or evaporation. 

The chemical sediments  are characterized  by non clastic textures 

such as oolitic or pisolitic and secondary or diagenetic structures like 

concretion and secretion. 

The chemical deposits may be grouped as follows. 

1.   Siliceous deposits  2.   Carbonate deposits   3.  Ferrugenous deposits 

4.   Salts: (a) chlorides, sulphates and carbonates 

(b) borates and 

(c) Nitrates. 

Siliceous  deposits:  Silca  is  present  in  all  river  waters  in  varying 

amounts.    This  silica  is  derived  from  the  decomposition  of  silicate 

minerals of igneous rocks.  Under tropical climatic conditions.  Quartz is 

generally  insoluble  in water, but it’s Chalcedonic  and Opal forms are 

fairly  soluble  particularly  in  presence  of  alkali  carbonates.    Silica  is 

present  in  the  water  of  hotsprings  and  geysers.    This  is  generally 

deposited in the from of small amounts around the vents of eruption 

known as siliceous sinter. There are three common types of siliceous 

deposits. 

Chert, Flint and Jasper: Chert is a hard, dense and tough rock with a 

conchoidal fracture consisting of cryptocrystalline quartz and amorphous 

silica.  It occurs in varying colours such as brown, red, pink, yellow and 

grey and in extensive beds of considerable thickness.  The origin of chert 

is still a matter of controversy.  Many Sedimentologists consider it as an 

original   deposit.   Other   belive t h a t  i t  i s  f o r m e d    by 

m e t a s o m a t i c  replacement of calcareous rocks as it occurs 

commonly as extensive beds in limestones. 

Flint is a special variety of chert.  It is a hard gray to black coloured 

rock with conchoidal fracture and a smooth fracture surface.  It occurs 

commonly as nodules or thin beds in chalk.  Flint is translucent in its thin 
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edges. It is belived that flint in chalk might have been derived from 

siliceous fossils.  The theory is that the siliceous fossils were dissolved by 

percolating ground waters and redeposited as flint in the chalk.  In chalk 

beds, there is an inverse relationship between the siliceous fossils and 

the flint deposits. 

Jasper is a variety of chert which is red in colour.  The red colour is 

due to the presence of iron.  It occurs as thin laminations in haematite 

and in some iron formations. 

Carbonate deposits: In this section, carbonates of calcium and 

magnesium   are d i s c u s s e d .      Iron   carbonate   is  dealt   with   under 

ferruginous deposits and sodium carbonate under salts.  Most calcium 

carbonate is formed by organic activity.  However, inorganic processes 

with or without organic activity may also precipitate CaCo3.      CaCo3  

is present in the dissolved state in sea water and also in fresh waters. 

From sea water, it is precipitated either by a loss of Co2  or by a rise of 

temperature or both.   In fresh waters, the precipitation is by a loss of 

Co2.   Almost all natural water contain this salt and its percentage is high 

if the waters are highly charged with Co2.   When the water trickles down 

from the roof of a limetone cave and flows over the floors, the gas is lost 

by evaporation and CaCo3 present in it is precipitated to from the well 

known stalactites and stalagmites.  Stalactites are the long icicle  like 

pendants from the roof and stalagmites consist of material that grows 

from the floor. 

CaCo3  is also present in spring waters.   When such spring waters 

reach the surface because of the reduction in pressure, the substance is 

deposited about the orifice of the spring.  The deposit is generally porous 

and is known as calcareous sinter or travertine or calcareous tufa. 

Rivers flowing through limestone regions may also precipitate calc tufa in 

thick sheets.   In tropical regions like our country, CaCo3  dissolved in 

ground water may be brought to the surface by capillary action during 

dry seasons.   After the evaporation  of water, CaCo3  is deposited just 

below the soil as hard layer known as kunkar.   Kunkar is generally 

nodular and rich in iron.  This is also known as cornstone. 

Oolitic limestones consist of CaCo3  in the form of oolites.  Oolites are  

minute  spherical  or  ellipsoidal  grains  with  a series  of concentric layers 

or with a radial structure.  When these spherical grains are larger in size 

(usually pea sized) the term pisolite is used for the rock. There are views 
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regarding  the origin of oolites.   According to one group of workers, the 

oolites are formed by precipitation of CaCo3  around sand gains or fossil 

fragment  in the shallow  water regions  of lakes where wave agitation is 

constant.  The rounded shapes of the grains are due to the continuous 

abrasion through movement.  Bucher has advocated the view  that  oolites  

and  pisolites  are  concretionary  bodies  formed  by colloidal precipitation. 

Dolomite is a double carbonate of calcium and magnesium (Ca, Mg 

Co3).  When limestone is partly replaced by dolomite the rock is known 

as dolomitic limestone.  Most of the dolomitic limestones are formed 

through the replacement of ordinary limestones by magnesium cabonate 

which  is  present  in  sea  water  or  ground  water.    Some  dolomitic 

limestones are formed by direct precipitation. 

Ferrugenous Deposits:  Ferrugenous  materials  are  present  in  most 

natural water under suitable conditions.  They are deposited as oxides, 

hydroxides,  carbonates,  silicates, sulphides,  chlorides,  etc.   The 

important varieties of ferrugenous deposits are discussed below. 

Glauconite is a hydrous aluminum silicate of iron and magnesium. 

Its original colour is green but it readily changes in colour to brown by 

oxidation.   It is formed by the reconstitution  of certain clay minerals. 

The most suitable environment for its formation is the edge of the 

continental shelf i.e. a depth of 600 ft.  However, it has been found at 

depths more than 3000 ft in the Indian Ocean. 

The iron in solution is mainly as bicarbonate.   Loss of Co2  converts 

the bicarbonate into ferrous carbonate.   Ferrous carbonate may be 

precipitated under suitable environments  to produce siderite.   Siderite 

may be mingled with clay and coaly matter in swamps and marginal seas 

to from clay iron stones or black band iron stones.  Their formation is 

favoured by reducing environments.   Sometimes, ferrous carbonate 

present in solution in springs, streams and lakes may be oxidized to iron 

hydroxide  when it comes in contact  with air.   This iron hydroxide  is 

deposited along the banks of streams or on the lake floors yielding soft 

porous material known as bog iron ore. 

Chamosite is the common ironsilicate which generally forms layers in 

the  ocean  floor.     Chamosite  occurs  mostly  in  oolitic  form.     The 

composition of chamosite is approximately 2SiO2  Al2O3  3FeO with 

water molecules.     Fresh  chamosite  is  deep  green  in  colour.    The  

other ferruginous deposits of this class are oolitic haematite and iron 

sulphides.
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Salts: The deposits included under this class are chlorides, sulphides, 

carbonates, nitrates and borates of sodium and potassium, and the sulphates of 

calcium and magnesium.  Economic deposits of salts are formed by the 

evaporation of waters of enclosed arms of seas and salt lakes.   Sea water 

contains many salts.   Gypsum, anhydrite, common salt, glauber’s salt 

(Na2So4,10H20) caliche (NaNO3), alkaline carbonates, etc. are the 

commonest  types  of salt deposits  precipitated  from  sea water. 

The deposits of the salt lakes are distinguished from those of marine salts by 

the presence of sodium carbonate.  Bitter lakes deposit sodium and  magnesium  

sulphates  in  abundance.    Caliche  is  precipitated  in shallow lakes or playas.  

In regions of recent volcanic activity, the lakes contain borax salt 

(Na2B4O7,10H2O). 

 

ORGANIC DEPOSITS 

These are sedimentary  deposits  formed  due  to  direct  or  indirect activity 

of animals and plants. Most of the organic deposits are formed on  the  sea  

floor,  fresh  water  and  terrestrial  examples  are  also  well known.    These  

deposits  are  found  throughout  the  world  except  in rainless deserts and in 

frozen polar regions.  The organic deposits may be either biochemical or 

biomechanical in origin.   Biochemical sediments are those which formed due 

to the precipitative effects of organisms.  Biomechanical sediments are those 

which formed due to the mechanical accumulation of organic materials as in 

the case of shell limestone  and  some  coals.     It  is  very  difficult  to  

distinguish  the biochemical deposits from the sediments precipitated by 

inorganic processes. 

The grain size of the biomechanical sediments is variable depending upon 

the original size of the component organisms or the size of the fragments into 

which they break.  Thus, micro organisms like Radiolaria, Foraminiferra, 

Diatom, etc. accumulate and produce clay grade deposits forming  oozes  in  

these  floor.    Deposits  of  certain  shells  may  be extremely coarse grained 

(eg. Hippurite limestones) 

The organic deposits are said to be zoogenic if they are formed by the 

activity of animals and phytogenic if they are formed by the activity of plants. 

The organic deposits may be grouped as follows. 
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1.   Calcareous   2.  Phosphatic    3.  Ferruginous  4.   Siliceous 

5.  Carbonaceous 

Calcareous deposits:  These are represented by limestones formed by different 

organisms.    They are composed chie f ly  of CaCo3   (calcite).Impurities 

like sand, clay, iron, phosphates and bitumen may also be present.     Certain  

varieties  incorporate   a  considerable   amount  of magnesia derived from 

the organisms.   Most of the organic limestones are biomechanical in origin.  

Some of them are deposited at first as solid rock (e.g. coral rocks and some 

algal limestones).  A few varieties are formed by biochemical processes. 

Biomechanical limestones are generally heterogenous in composition i.e.  

they  are  composed  of  fragments  of  more  than  one  organism. However, 

one group of organism occurs abundantly in most rocks and it gives the character 

to the rock.  The common shell fragments found in organic limestones are those 

of Foraminifera, Crinoids, Mollusca and Crustacea.  Among the plants, 

calcareous algae contributes more in the formation of limestone rocks. 

Globigeina  ooze  is an  important  foraminiferal  limestone.    It  is 

consisting chiefly of the tests of Globigerina.  It covers vast areas of the ocean 

floor.   It is formed at depths between 2500 and 4000 yard. Pterapods  ooze  is  

consisting  chiefly  of  minute,  delicate  shells  of pterapods which belong to 

the Phylum Mollusca.  These tests are also calcareous and produce limestones.  

Other Foraminiferal limestones are Nummulitic limestone and Fusilina 

limestone which consist chiefly of the test of Nummulites and  Fusilina, 

respectivey. 

Chalk is a kind of consolidated ooze.  It is consisting chiefly of the tests 

Foraminifera especially, Globigerina al well as shell fragments of cocoliths.  

The deposit is consisting of a large quantity of finely divided calcareous mud 

which is derived by a communition of organic fragments. 

Biomechanical coral limestones are formed due to the consolidation of  

coral  detritus  along  with  fragments  of  other  organisms.    These detritus  are  

produced  by  the  wave  action  against  the  coral  reefs. Crinoidal  limestone  

consists  chiefly  of  the  plates  and  stems  of Crinoids.    This  organism  can  

thrive  only  in  tropical  seas  and  hence Crinoidal  limestones  are  formed  in  

tropical  regions  only.    Shells  of Mollusca and Brachiopoda also accumulate 

to form shell limestones of various types. 
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Calcareous algae also precipitates carbonate from bicarbonate solutions.     

The  material  is  deposited  on  the  leaves  of  the  plants producing the 

laminated stromotolitic limestones. 

Most of the powdery calcareous oozes found in the tropical seas are of 

biochemical origin.  They have been precipitated by nitrifying bacteria which 

live in these seas.  The organisms produce ammonium carbonate by their 

metabolism which can precipitate CaCo3 from sea water. 

Phosphatic deposits: Sea waters contain phosphoric acid to the extent of 18 

% of the total salt content.  This phosphoric acid is belived to have been formed 

originally from the mineral Apatite present on land by chemical weathering and 

brought to the oceans by rivers.  In the sea, it is utilized as calcium phosphate 

by certain organisms like Fish, Crustacea and  some  Brachiopods  in  building  

their  shells  and  skeletons.    The remains of these organisms accumulate on 

the sea floor to form week phophatic deposits.   From these primary phosphatic 

deposits, the phosphatic  rocks of economic   value  might  have been  formed.   

The solution  of the  primary  phosphatic  deposits  and  subsequent  colloidal 

precipitation  around foreign nuclii have given rise to the phosphatic nodules 

present on the sea floor. 

Guano is a type of phosphatic  deposit of organic origin formed on the 

land.  Fish eating sea birds live in groups in small islands and their excrement 

is very rich in nitrogen and phosphate.  The accumulation of such nitrogenous 

and phosphatic excreta form g u a n o  deposits.  Guano is highly  soluble  in 

water  and hence  it is preserved  only  in rainless regions.    In less  arid  

areas,  the nitrogenous  material  is removed  in solution leaving behind the 

less soluble phosphatic material known as phosphatic  guano.    Oolitic  guano  

is formed  by  solution  of  original guano and subsequent  colloidal 

precipitation.   The solution containing guano may come in contact with 

reactive rocks like limestones during its movement through fractures and other 

openings and replace them to produce metasomatic phosphate deposits. 

Ferrugenous deposits:  Certain  organisms  like  bacteria  and  algae 

precipitate ferric oxide and ferrous sulphide.  The iron bacterial entirely depend  

upon  the  iron  present  in solution.    They  have  the power  of extracting iron 

from the solution and depositing as ferric oxide around their  cells.    The  

accumulation  of  ferriferous  casts  of  bacteria  and granular iron ore 

precipitated by chemical processes is known as bog iron ore.   Certain 

organisms act only as collecting or gathering media for iron oxides precipitated 
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by chemical processes.  Organisms like sulfur bacteria can precipitate ferrous 

sulphide (either as phyrite or marcasite) by reducing iron salts such as ferrous 

sulphates.   The ferrous sulphide thus formed is generally in colloidal 

condition and mingled with clayey and organic matter produces black mud. 

Siliceous deposits:   Certain organisms like Radiolaria and Diatoms are rich 

in silica.  Radiolaria is a microorganisms belonging to the Phylum Protozoa.  

Their shells are made up of silica.  As silica is insoluble, these shells reach the 

abyssal portions of the ocean and accumulate with the red clay to form the 

radialoian ooze.  Sponge spicules  and diatoms are also found in the radiolarian 

ooze.   Radiolaran remains also accumulate in some shallow water regions of 

the sea to form radiolarian chert or radiolarites.        Diatoms a r e  l o w l y  

p l a n t  o r g a n i s m  w h i c h  s e c r e t e s frustules composed of silica.  They 

live in both fresh and salt water.  The accumulations  consisting  chiefly  of 

these  organism  form  the diatomaceous  ooze in the ocean floor.   White or 

yellowish  chalk like diatamaceous deposits found on the floor of certain lakes 

and swamps of temperate  regions are known as Tripoli or Diatomaceous  

earth or Kieselguhr. 

Carbonaceous   deposits:      These  deposits   include   those   organic deposits 

in which carbonaceous matter is a significant constituent.  The chief varieties 

of carbonaceous deposits are peat, coal, anthracite and cannel coal.  All these 

deposits consist largely of plant matter in various stages of alteration. 

Peat is a loose, fibrous mass of plant debris.    The plant matter present in 

it can be easily recognised with naked eye as it has suffered only a little 

alteration.   It is usually brown or yellow in colour.   It is formed i n  

t e m p e r a t e    and c o l d  r e g i o n s  w h e r e  b a c t e r i a l  a c t i o n  i s  

minimum. 

Lignite is more compact than peat.  It is a dull, soft, brown to black material.  

The plant material in it is still recognizable.  It represents an intermediate 

stage between wood and coal.    Lignite is associated with sand and clays. 

Bituminous coals are dense, black and distinctly layered with conchoidal 

fracture.   The layers are alternatively bright and dull.   The dull layer is 

known as durain.  It consists of spore cases and other resistant  plant  structures  

such  as leaf cuticles  along  with clay.   The bright layer is known  as 

clarian.    It consists  of finely divided  more resistant plant structure which 

represents the end point of plant decay. Sub bituminous represents an 

intermediate stage between lignite and bituminous. 
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Anthracite is dense black in colour, has a brilliant lusture.  It is not layered.   

It does not soil the hand.  It has a very high carbon content when compared 

with other varieties of coal.  The volatiles are present in very little quantities.  

In general from peat to anthracite, there is an increase in carbon and decrese in 

volatiles. 

Cannel coal is an important type of coal.   It is dense, lustureless with 

a conchoidal fracture.  It does not soil the finger.  It takes a high polish and 

burns with a candle like flame. 

All the varieties of coal are produced by the chemical changes in the plant 

debris under water in anaerobic condition.  During the course of change, 

carbon unites with oxygen to form CO2, hydrogen combines with oxygen and 

carbon to form water and methane.  Thus, the plant matter is gradually enriched 

in carbon. 
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UNIT – IV 

METAMORPHISM 

The word “Metamorphism” comes from the Greek: Meta = change, Morph = form, so 

metamorphism means to change form. In geology this refers to the changes in mineral 

assemblage and texture that result from subjecting a rock to pressure and temperature different 

from those under which the rock originally formed. 

Diagenesis is also a change in form that occurs in sedimentary rocks.  In geology, 

however, we restrict diagenetic processes to those which occur at temperatures below 200
o
C and 

pressures below about 300 MPa (MPa stands for Mega Pascals), this is equivalent to about 3,000 

atmospheres of pressure. 

Metamorphism, therefore occurs at temperatures and pressures higher than 200
o
C and 

300 MPa.  Rocks can be subjected to these higher temperatures and pressures as they become 

buried deeper in the Earth.  Such burial usually takes place as a result of tectonic processes such 

as continental collisions or subduction. 

In the dynamic Earth, changes in geologic systems resulting from transfers and 

transformations of energy and from movement of rock, magma, and fluids are continually 

occurring, chiefly near margins of lithospheric plates. States of thermodynamic equilibrium are 

perturbed, causing rock systems to seek new, lower energy, more stable states by adjustment of 

their fabric and composition. These equilibrating adjustments that take place in the solid state at 

elevated temperatures are called metamorphism. Equilibration processes and the kinetic factors 

that control their rates vary widely, depending on the fabric and composition of the parent rock, 

the T and P of the evolving rock system, the composition of fluids in it, and the prevailing state 

of stress. 

Changing geologic conditions in metamorphic systems range between those where buried 

sediment is cemented and lithified in the sedimentary process known as diagenesis at relatively 

low T and P, up to where rock partially melts. Simply put, during metamorphism, rocks are hot 

enough to recrystallize but not hot enough to melt. 
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AGENTS OF METAMORPHISM 

Metamorphism- solid state changes in sedimentary or igneous rocks. Takes place within the crust 

and in response to the agents of metamorphism. 

1) Heat 

2) Pressure 

3) Chemically active fluids 

1. Heat 

Heat contributes to the process in two ways.   

First, atoms may combine differently at different temperatures.  This means that a 

mineral stable at one temperature might become unstable at a higher (or lower) temperature and 

be converted to a different mineral with a more stable atomic structure.  This may or may not 

involve changing the exact elemental composition.   

Second, heat makes practically all chemical reactions go faster, meaning that mineral 

transformations are much easier at higher temperature. 

2. Pressure  

Pressure also has two effects.  As with heat, it can control which minerals or forms of 

minerals are stable.  Some minerals may be converted to minerals with similar composition but 

different atomic packing simply because pressure is increased.  The exact nature of the pressure 

is not important in this case, only the amount. Thus the Confining (or Lithostatic) 

Pressure created by deep burial of rocks under sediment may have this effect as well as 

the Directed (Or Differential) Pressure produced by converging plates.   

The second effect of pressure is to reorient minerals with linear or platy structure or to 

create a preferred orientation of them as they form.  Thus elongate minerals such as amphiboles, 

or platy minerals such as clays or micas tend to align themselves parallel to each other when 

under pressure.  This only happens when there is directed pressure; confining pressure does not 

accomplish it.  The diagram illustrates the effect.  A texture of this sort in a metamorphic rock is 

called Foliation and the rocks are said to be foliated. 
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3. Chemically active fluids  

Chemical reactions require water, and most proceed much faster as the amount of water 

goes up.  Dissolved ions in the fluid also make those mineral transformations that require 

chemical changes in the minerals to occur, whether by supplying needed ions or flushing away 

excess ones. 

KINDS OF METAMORPHISM 

1. Contact metamorphism 

Pyrometamorphism 

2. Dynamic metamorphism 

3. Regional metamorphism 

4. Burial Metamorphism 

1. Contact metamorphism 

Contact Metamorphism is the result of baking the surrounding country rocks by an 

igneous intrusion. The metamorphic aureole surrounding an igneous body may be only 2 
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centimeters wide adjacent to a small dike or it may be 2 kilometers wide at the contact with a 

large, slow-cooling granite pluton. Contact metamorphosed rocks may be bleached out looking 

and non-descript fine-grained. A common contact metamorphic rock is hornfels (German for 

"hard rock"). 

Alteration of rocks at or near the contact of a cooling pluton. Most important agents of 

metamorphism are heat and circulating fluids. Pressures usually less important, often in the range 

from 1-3 kilobars. Temperatures 300-800˚ C. produces a series of zones characterized by the 

presence of one or more diagnostic minerals. 

Because the primary metamorphic agent in this situation is heat and not pressure, the 

rocks produced by contact metamorphism are never foliated.  Any fluids escaping from the 

magma will of course facilitate the metamorphism, and may produce economically important 

accumulations of minerals in Hydrothermal deposits. 

Pyrometamorphism 

Pyrometamorphism is a minor type of contact metamorphism characterized by very high 

temperatures at very low pressures, generated by volcanic and sub volcanic body. It is most 

typically developed in xenoliths enclosed in such bodies, but may also occur at country rock 

contacts. Pyrometamorphism is typically accompanied by varying degrees of partial melting. 

Critical minerals are: spurrite, tilleyite, rankinite, larnite and/or merwinite in low-SiO2 carbonate 

rocks; mullite and glass in aluminous rocks; or tridymite and glass in high- SiO2 rocks. 

2. Dynamic metamorphism 

Metamorphism along faults zones in response to pressure. This localizes intense 

pressures on the rocks adjacent to the faults, but the temperatures are typically not particularly 

high. Heat and chemical fluids are less important. This allows for a type of high-pressure/low-

temperature metamorphism called Dynamic metamorphism. 

Most important rock is mylonite a very distinctive lineated rock. The resulting texture is 

that of finely pulverized rock powder called Mylonite. 

3. Regional metamorphism 

Occurs over a very large area in response to increased temperature and pressure. 

Circulating fluids are unimportant due to the great depth of regional metamorphism. Pressure 

seals pore space in the rocks and fluids can't circulate. A variation on regional metamorphism 
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is burial metamorphism, the latter occurs solely in response to burial. Generally, regional 

metamorphism occurs in tectonically active areas (i.e. plate margins). 

we call rocks that have the characteristic minerals and textures of low 

temperature/pressure conditions Low grade rocks, and those with higher temperature/pressure 

characteristics High grade rocks.  This is best understood as a gradually increasing condition, 

and in general we use "grade" as a shorthand version of "temperature and pressure". 

If we begin with a shale protolith and crank up the heat and (directed) pressure,  that is, if 

we increase the metamorphic grade, the first change would be to develop foliation of the clays, 

producing a rock called Slate. 

With increasing grade the clays become unstable and begin to change to micas.  The first 

mica is usually Chlorite, next comes Muscovite, and finally Biotite.  Initially (as chlorite and 

muscovite begin to form) the mica crystals are small -- not much bigger than the original clays.  

The rock produced is foliated, but instead of the dull luster of a slate it has a bright sheen 

produced by the cleavage faces of the micas.  Such a rock is called Phyllite.  With increasing 

grade the micas begin to combine with each other and grow larger.  Once they are large enough 

to see (~"phaneritic") the rock name changes from phyllite to Schist.  Chlorite and muscovite are 

known from either of these rock types, biotite is generally found in schist. 

With further increase in grade, new minerals begin to form, some at the expense of the 

micas.  Garnet comes first, followed by Staurolite, Kyanite, and Sillimanite.  All these 

minerals can occur in schists, either in addition to or instead of micas.  Kyanite and sillimanite 

can also be found in even higher grade rocks called Gneiss. 

Gneiss forms at temperatures approaching the melting point of many silicate minerals.  

As grade increases further the rock may begin to melt, at least partially.  A rock that is partly 

gneiss and partly igneous like this is called Migmatite.  Further increases in temperature lead to 

complete melting, making a fully igneous rock. 

4. Burial Metamorphism 

When sedimentary rocks are buried to depths of several hundred meters, temperatures 

greater than 300
o
C may develop in the absence of differential stress.  New minerals grow, but the 

rock does not appear to be metamorphosed.  The main minerals produced are the Zeolites.  

Burial metamorphism overlaps, to some extent, with diagenesis, and grades into regional 

metamorphism as temperature and pressure increase. 
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FACIES OF METAMORPHISM 

Metamorphic facies - An assemblage of minerals that reached equilibrium under a 

specific set of temperature and pressure conditions. Each facies named for a readily recognizable 

characteristic mineral or other feature. Remember that any one mineral does not have to be 

present, the facies is characterized by several different minerals 

The concept of metamorphic facies is fundamental to our understanding and 

characterization of metamorphic rocks. Although Pentii Eskola coined the term and initially 

developed the concept, we should step back a few more years to the work of V. M. Goldschmidt 

to understand more fully its background. 

Goldschmidt studied a series of contact-metamorphosed pelitic, calcareous, and 

psammitic hornfelses of Paleozoic age in the Oslo region of southern Norway. Although the 

chemical composition of the rocks varied considerably, Goldschmidt found relatively simple 

mineral assemblages of fewer than six major minerals in the inner zones of the aureoles around 

granitoid intrusives. Goldschmidt was the first to formally note that the equilibrium mineral 

assemblage of a metamorphic rock (at a particular metamorphic grade) could be related directly 

to its bulk composition. He noticed that the aluminous pelites contained Al-rich minerals, such as 

cordierite, plagioclase, garnet, and/or an Al2SiO5 polymorph (andalusite or sillimanite). The 

calcareous rocks, on the other hand, contained Ca-rich and Al-poor minerals, such as diopside, 

wollastonite, and/or amphibole. From the correlation between a rock’s chemical and 

mineralogical composition, he concluded that the rocks in the inner aureoles had achieved 

chemical equilibrium. 

Eskola (1920) proposed five original metamorphic facies, which he named greenschist, 

amphibolite, hornfels, sanidinite, and eclogite facies. Each of these facies was easily defined 

on the basis of distinctive mineral assemblages that develop in mafic rocks. The mafic 

assemblages are clearly reflected in the facies names, most of which correspond to characteristic 

metamorphic mafic rock types. In his final account, Eskola (1939) added the granulite, epidote–

amphibolite, and glaucophane–schist facies, and he changed the name of the hornfels facies to 

the pyroxene hornfels facies. His facies, and his estimate of their relative temperature–pressure 

relationships, are shown in below the figure. 
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Figure: The metamorphic facies proposed by Eskola and their relative temperature–pressure 

relationships. After Eskola (1939). 

1. Zeolite - Transitional from sedimentary conditions. P 2-4 kb and T 200-300 degrees C. 

2. Greenschist - Low temperature and pressure facies of regional metamorphism. P 3-8 kb 

and T 300-500 degrees C. Characterized by the green minerals chlorite, epidote and 

actinolite. 

3. Amphibolite - Moderate to high temperature and low pressure regional metamorphic 

facies. P 3-8 kb and T 500-700 degrees C. Characterized by the presence of amphibole. 

4. Granulite - High temperature and low to moderate pressure regional metamorphic facies. 

P 3-12 kb and T >650 degrees C. Characterized by quartz, feldspar, same minerals in a 

granite, hence the name. 

5. Blueschist - Low temperature and high pressure metamorphic facies. Occurs only in 

areas of abnormally low geothermal gradients. P >4 kb and T 200-450 degrees C. Name 

from the blue mineral glaucophane. Common rock type on Catalina Island. Actually very 

rare in much of the world. 

6. Eclogite - Mantle rock, probably not a valid metamorphic facies. Requires P >10 kb and 

T from 350-750 degrees C. 
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As Yardley (1989) pointed out, it is convenient to consider metamorphic facies in four 

groups: 

 

1. Facies of high pressure. The blueschist and eclogite facies are characterized by the 

development of low molar volume phases and assemblages under conditions of high pressure. 

The lower-temperature blueschist facies occurs in areas of unusually low T/P gradients, 

characteristically developed in subduction zones. Although the term glaucophane schist facies 

has precedence over blueschist facies, having been used earlier, the latter term is more common. 

This is due to the blue-gray color of most mafic blueschists, imparted by sodic amphiboles. 

Eclogites occur in subduction zones, and, because they are also stable under normal geothermal 

conditions, they also develop wherever mafic rocks occur in the deep crust or mantle (stranded 

crustal magma chambers and dikes, or sub-crustal magmatic underplates). 

 

Definitive Mineral Assemblages of Metamorphic Facies 

Facies Definitive Mineral Assemblage in Mafic Rocks 

Zeolite zeolites: especially laumontite, wairakite, analcime (in place of other Ca-

Al silicates such as prehnite, pumpellyite, and epidote). 

Prehnite–pumpellyite prehnite + pumpellyite (+ chlorite + albite) 

Greenschist chlorite + albite + epidote (or zoisite) + actinolite ± quartz 

Amphibolite hornblende + plagioclase (oligoclase, andesine) ± garnet 

Granulite orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene + plagioclase ± garnet 

Blueschist glaucophane + lawsonite or epidote/zoisite (± albite ± chlorite ± garnet) 

Eclogite pyralspite garnet + omphacitic pyroxene (± kyanite ± quartz). No 

plagioclase. 

Contact facies Mineral assemblages in mafic rocks of the facies of contact 

metamorphism do not differ substantially from those of the corresponding 

regional facies at higher pressure. 

 

2. Facies of medium pressure. Most metamorphic rocks now exposed at the surface of the Earth 

represent metamorphism in the greenschist, amphibolite, or granulite facies. As you can see in 

below the figure, the greenschist and amphibolite facies conform to the “typical” continental 

geo-thermal gradient. All three facies also conform to elevated geotherms typical of most 

orogenic regions, such as the 30˚C/km geotherm illustrated. Granulite facies rocks occur 

predominantly in deeply eroded continental cratons of Precambrian age. 
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3. Facies of low pressure. The albite–epidote hornfels, hornblende hornfels, and pyroxene 

hornfels facies are typically developed in contact metamorphic terranes, although they can also 

occur in regional terranes with very high geothermal gradients. The sanidinite facies is rare and 

limited to xenoliths in basic magmas and the innermost portions of some contact aureoles 

adjacent to hot basic or anorthosite intrusives (pyrometamorphism). Because intrusions can stall 

at practically any depth, and orogenic geotherms are diverse, there is considerable overlap and 

gradation in terms of genesis and mineralogy between the low pressure facies types and the 

corresponding medium-pressure facies immediately above them on Figure. 

 

Figure: Temperature–pressure diagram showing the generally accepted limits of the various 

facies used in this text. Boundaries are approximate and gradational. The “typical” or average 

continental geotherm is from Brown and Mussett (1993). The 30˚C/km geothermal gradient is an 

example of an elevated orogenic geothermal gradient. The “forbidden zone” is bounded by the 

5˚C/km (150˚C/GPa) gradient beyond which conditions are generally considered unrealized in 

nature. 

4. Facies of low grades. Rocks commonly fail to recrystallize thoroughly at very low grades, 

and equilibrium mineral assemblages do not always develop. As a result, the zeolite and 
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prehnite–pumpellyite facies may not always be represented, and the greenschist facies is the 

lowest grade developed in many regional terranes. The zeolite and prehnite–pumpellyite facies 

are thus treated separately. These facies are best developed where the protolith is immature and 

susceptible to metamorphism and where there are a high geothermal gradient and abundant 

hydrous fluids. As a result, they are most common in areas of burial or hydrothermal 

metamorphism affecting immature volcanics. Due to the poorly developed mineral assemblages 

and the complex dependency of these two facies types on mineral compositions, many 

petrologists have given up trying to distinguish between them and have taken to using the term 

sub-greenschist facies to refer to them collectively. 

Facies series 

A traverse across a typical metamorphic terrane typically reveals a sequence of zones and 

facies that developed in response to gradients in temperature and pressure. This led Miyashiro 

(1961, 1973) to extend the facies concept to encompass progressive sequences and propose 

facies series. According to the facies series concept, any large-scale traverse up grade through a 

metamorphic terrane should follow one of several possible metamorphic field gradients, and, if 

extensive enough, cross through a sequence of facies. 

The contrast between Miyashiro’s higher-T-lower-P Ryoke-Abukuma belt and the 

classical Barrovian sequence also led him to suggest that more than one type of facies series was 

probable. Miyashiro (1961) initially proposed five facies series, most of them named for 

a specific representative “type locality.” The series were: 

1. Contact facies series (very low P) 

2. Buchan or Abukuma facies series (low P regional) 

3. Barrovian facies series (medium P regional) 

4. Sanbagawa facies series (high P, moderate T) 

5. Franciscan facies series (high P, low T). 

GRADE OF METAMORPHISM 

Metamorphic grade is a general term for describing the relative temperature and 

pressure conditions under which metamorphic rocks form. 

Metamorphic grade is a convenient term that is commonly used to express the general 

increase in degree of metamorphism without specifying the exact relationship between 

temperature and pressure. The term should concentrate on temperature, but not constrain 
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pressure. We may thus refer to “high-grade” rocks or “low-grade” rocks from any area, such as 

those depicted in figure. 

The term prograde refers to an increase in metamorphic grade with time as a rock is 

subjected to gradually more severe metamorphic conditions. Prograde metamorphism refers to 

the changes in a rock that accompany increasing metamorphic grade.  

Retrograde refers to decreasing grade as a body of rock cools and recovers from a 

metamorphic or igneous event, and retrograde metamorphism describes any accompanying 

changes. 

As metamorphic grade (mostly temperature) increases, recrystallization becomes more 

dominant. Thus we might summarize the following as the most pronounced textural effects of 

increasing metamorphic grade in contact aureoles: 

1. Fewer relict textures and a more fully recrystallized metamorphic texture 

2. Increased grain size 

3. Straighter grain boundaries and less evidence of strain 
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Figure: Metamorphic field gradients (estimated P-T conditions along surface traverses directly 

up metamorphic grade) for several metamorphic areas. After Turner (1981). 

ZONE OF METAMORPHISM 

Metamorphic zones occupy the area between isograds and have the same name as the 

isograd (and index mineral) that forms its low-grade boundary. 

Sequence of mineral zones has been recognized in orogenic belts in the world, and is now 

so well established in the literature that the zones are commonly referred to as the Barrovian 

zones. 

Most regionally metamorphosed areas can be divided into zones where a particular 

mineral, called an index mineral, is characteristic of the zone. The zones are separated by lines 

(surfaces in three dimensions) that mark the first appearance of the index mineral. These lines are 

called isograds (meaning equal grade) represent lines (really surfaces) where the grade of 

metamorphism is equal. 
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1. Chlorite zone. Pelitic rocks are slates or phyllites and typically contain chlorite, muscovite, 

quartz, and albite. 

2. Biotite zone. Slates give way to phyllites and schists, with biotite, chlorite, muscovite, quartz, 

and albite. 

3. Garnet zone. Schists with conspicuous red almandine garnet, usually with biotite, chlorite, 

muscovite, quartz, and albite or oligoclase. 

4. Staurolite zone. Schists with staurolite, biotite, muscovite, quartz, garnet, and plagioclase. 

Some chlorite may persist. 

5. Kyanite zone. Schists with kyanite, biotite, muscovite, quartz, plagioclase, and usually garnet 

and staurolite. 

6. Sillimanite zone. Schists and gneisses with sillimanite, biotite, muscovite, quartz, plagioclase, 

garnet, and perhaps staurolite. Some kyanite may persist (although kyanite and sillimanite are 

both polymorphs of Al2SiO5). 

METAMORPHIC STRUCTURE AND TEXTURE 

Texture 

Texture is divided into two groups. Foliated textures show a distinct planar character. 

This means that the minerals in the rock are all aligned with each other. This planar character can 

be flat like a piece of slate or folded. Non-foliated textures have minerals that are not aligned. 

Essentially, the minerals are randomly oriented. 

Foliation 

Foliated textures show four types of foliation. Slaty cleavage is composed of platy 

minerals that are too small to see. Typically, these rocks split along parallel, planar 

surfaces. Phyllitic foliation is composed of platy minerals that are slightly larger than those 

found in slaty cleavage, but generally are still too small to see with the unaided eye. The larger 

size gives the foliation a slighly shiny appearance. Schistose foliation is composed of larger 

minerals which are visible to the unaided eye. Platy minerals tend to dominate. Gneissic 

banding is the easiest of the foliations to recognize. It is composed of alternating bands of dark 

and light minerals. 

Foliation is the result of the parallel arrangement of (micas, etc.) in a plane perpendicular 

to the maximum principal applied stress. A lineation is caused by a similar growth of elongate 

minerals (eg. hornblende) in this plane.  Slate, schist, and gneiss are three common foliated 
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metamorphic rocks.  Slate is a hard, fine-grained rock with a well-developed rock cleavage or 

slaty cleavage caused by the incipient growth of platy (micaceous) minerals, due to 

metamorphism of fine-grained clastic sediments such as shale and siltstone and also volcanic 

tuffs.  Schist is a still higher degree of metamorphism, characterized by coarse grained foliation 

and/or lineation, with mica crystals large enough to be easily identified with the unaided 

eye.  Gneiss is a medium to coarse-grained, irregularly banded rock with only poorly developed 

cleavage. The light and dark bands (gneissic banding) are alternations of felsic vs. mafic layers. 

 

 

 

Slate is a product of low grade metamorphism (not terribly great burial temperatures and 

pressures are required).  Schist and gneiss are produced by medium to high grade 

metamorphism.  In some cases gneisses are produced by higher grade metamorphism than 

schists.  Low-grade metamorphic rocks tend to be fine-grained (the newly formed metamorphic 

mineral grains that is). High-grade metamorphic rocks tend to be coarse-grained. But grain size 

is also dependent on the grain size of the protolith. 

 

Non-Foliation 

Non-foliated textures are identified by their lack of planar character. Further 

identification of non-foliated rocks is dependent on the composition of the minerals or 
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components in the rock. Anthracite coal is similar to bituminous coal. Both are black in color, 

and is composed of carbon. Anthracite coal is generally shiny in appearance and breaks with a 

conchoidal fracture (broken glass also shows this type of fracture). Metaconglomerate is 

composed of pebbles and gravel that have been flattened due to directed pressure. Quartzite is 

composed of quartz sand grains. Quartz has a hardness of 7, which makes it difficult to scratch. 

Marble is composed of calcite and will readily react to a small drop of HCl. 

Non-foliated metamorphic rocks include quartzite, which is metamorphosed sandstone 

in which the quartz grains have recrystallized into a very solid interlocking network, and marble, 

which is metamorphosed limestone composed of recrystallized and interlocking calcite or 

dolomite crystals. 
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Metamorphic Rock Identification Chart 

TEXTURE FOLIATION COMPOSITION TYPE 
PARENT 

ROCK 
ROCK NAME GRAIN SIZE NOTES 

Foliated 

Slaty Mica Regional Mudstone Slate Very fine 
Smooth dull 

surfaces 

Phyllitic Quartz, mica, chlorite Regional Mudstone Phyllite Fine 
Surfaces are often 

shiny 

Schistose Mica, quartz Regional Slate Schist Medium to course 
Micaceous 

minerals 

Schistose 
Amphibole, 

plagioclase 
Regional Basalt or Gabbro Amphibolite Medium to course 

Clasts are smooth 

to touch 

Gneissic 

banding  
Feldspar, mica, quartz Regional Schist Gneiss Medium to course 

Generally rough 

to touch 

 Non-Foliated 

  

  

  

  

Carbon 
Contact or 

Regional 
Bituminous Coal Anthracite Fine 

Black, shiny, 

organic rock 

Quartz, rock 

fragments 

Contact or 

Regional 
Conglomerate Metaconglomerate Course 

Pebbles and 

gravel 

Calcite 
Contact or 

Regional 
Limestone Marble Medium to course 

Interlocking 

calcite or 

dolomite grains 

Quartz 
Contact or 

Regional 
Sandstone Quartzite Medium to course 

Fused quartz 

grains 
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Structure 

The structures of the metamorphic rocks are:  

(i) Slaty structure, 

(ii) Schistose structure, 

(iii) Gneissose structure, and 

(iv) Granulose structure. 

(i) Slaty structure:  

The slaty structure is also called slaty cleavage. 

The rock possessing slaty cleavage has a unique property of splitting into thin sheets. The 

slaty cleavage may form at any angle to the bedding planes of the shale from which the slaty 

rock has been derived as shown in below. 

 

(ii) Schistose structure:  

It is formed by the parallel arrangement of flat, tabular, elongated or flaky minerals, such 

as Muscovite, Biotite, Chlorite, talc and Hornblende as shown in below. 

 

The rock having Schistose structure has a tendency to split readily into flakes, leaves or 

thin slabs. 

 

 

http://www.geographynotes.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/clip_image008-6.jpg
http://www.geographynotes.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/clip_image010-6.jpg
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(iii) Gneissose structure:  

A rock possessing gneissose structure exhibits a pronounced appearance in which light 

and dark coloured band alternate as in Fig. 

 

The light coloured bands are due to quartz and Feldspar, while the dark coloured bands 

are due to the presence of Ferro-magnesium minerals. 

 (iv) Granulose structure:  

Granulose (even grained) structure is produced due to the predominance of equigranular 

and presence of subhedral grain minerals such as quartz, feldspar, pyroxenes and calcite as 

shown in Fig. 

 

The flaky minerals are absent or present only in small amount on breaking a granulose 

rock producing a rough fracture surface. 

A SHORT ACCOUNT ON ANATEXIS AND PALINGENESIS 

Anatexis 

Anatexis, in geology, the differential, or partial, melting of rocks. Each mineral in a rock 

has its own melting temperature, which is decreased to varying degrees by its close association 

with other minerals. In addition to the melting temperature of each individual mineral, pressure, 

temperature, and the presence of volatiles all influence the melting temperature of a mineral 

assemblage; a rock has a melting range dependent upon these parameters. In the process of 
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anatexis, it is assumed that rocks are buried to such great depths that an increase of pressure and 

temperature causes partial melting; as the temperature is increased, an increasing percentage of 

the rock becomes liquid. The rock fraction with the lowest melting range typically has a granitic 

composition, and the unmelted residuum is more mafic (silica-poor). The layers of granite in 

migmatites, and perhaps larger granitic bodies, may have formed through anatexis. 

Anatexis (loss of texture) is partial melting of rock under extreme conditions of 

temperature and pressure.  

Anatexis more often results from tectonism (regional metamorphism) than from 

magmatism (contact metamorphism) because magmas typically carry too little excess heat to 

melt significant quantities of surrounding rock while themselves continuing to remain molten. 

Anatexis provides a common form of magmatic mixing in areas of active magmatism, 

wherby adjacent magma bodies can develop transient subsurface communications before their 

eruption or final subsurface emplacement. Anatexis-related magmatic mixing involves the 

secondary melting of mid- to lower crustal rocks upon contact with much hotter, rising mafic 

melts of mantle origin, and produces felsic (feldspar- and quartz-rich) magmas in arc and 

continental rift settings. Such melts may reach high crustal levels carrying both mantle heat and 

mantle material. 

Magmas producing these mostly Cretaceous plutons had an increasing crustal component 

through time. In some areas, latest Cretaceous plutons are strongly peraluminous two-mica 

granites that were probably derived entirely by anatexis of ancient crust. Unlike the S-type 

granites of eastern Australia, the North American peraluminous granites contain no cordierite. 

Many petrologists have hypothesized that crustal anatexis was energized by internal heating 

effects in the crust thickened by orogenic contraction. 

When by more or less thorough assimilation of the country rock, and interchange of its material 

with the magma, a complete admixture takes place j and the pasty mass is at the same time 

rendered gneissose, partly by magmatic flow and partly by the pressure at great depths, the 

extreme types of metamorphic rocks known as composite gneiss or migmatite are produced. This 

regional granitisation, with the production of a pasty viscous mass possessing some magmatic 

characters, and capable of movement, has been called anatexis. 
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Palingenesis 

Palingenesis is the production of new magma by the complete or partial melting of 

previously existing rocks. 

The formation of magmas, usually of granitic composition, through selective or complete 

fusion of igneous or metamorphic rocks deep in the earth. Fusion occurs when the rocks are 

acted upon by juvenile fluids. The magmatic melts resulting from palingenesis develop further 

through replacement of the rock by magma that selectively assimilates components (SiO2, K2O, 

Na2O, AI2O3, and others) and through the formation of injection gneisses and migmatites. 

Granitoid magmatism in the deep zones of geosynclines results. Palingenesis may occur in part 

during regressive metamorphism. 

The complete mixing and melting of rocks, with the production of new bodies of magma, 

which are capable of injection, and of passing through a cycle of igneous change. This process of 

regeneration of magma has been called palingenesis. The petrogenic cycle first began on the 

original igneous crust of the earth, and fresh initial material has been provided with every new 

irruption of magma from the depths. Under the operation of external geological forces, the 

primary rocks have been broken down into the various types of secondary deposits. Subsequently 

many of the already formed rocks, both primary and secondary, have gone through the 

metamorphic mill, and have been more or less completely reconstituted with new minerals and 

new structures. With the regeneration of magma by the regional re-melting of metamorphosed 

rocks in the deeper parts of the earth's crust, the great wheel of petrological change has finally 

turned full circle. 

CATACLASTIC METAMORPHISM AND ITS PRODUCTS 

Cataclastic metamorphism results from the crushing and granulation of minerals and 

rocks (cataclasis), through the application of stress under small load and at low temperatures, 

with but little new mineral formation, except along planes of considerable movement, and at 

places where heat has been locally generated. At greater depths in the crust, or near the loci of 

igneous intrusions, where heat becomes a cooperating factor, cataclastic metamorphism passes 

gradually into dynamo-thermal metamorphism. 

Cataclasis may act on fine-grained rock bodies as a whole, producing crush-breccias; or 

upon individual minerals (in coarse-grained rocks), forming micro-breccias, fiaser-rocks, and 
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mylonites. \Vith simple crushing and granulation a structureless aggregate results; but when 

strong lateral movement occurs, as along thrust-planes, the broken mineral and rock fragments 

are rolled out and milled with the production of parallel, lenticular, and banded structures. 

Rocks and minerals vary greatly in their resistance to pressure, and their susceptibility to 

fracture and crushing. At great depths in the crust, where the rocks are confined by enormous 

hydrostatic pressure and are highly heated, the deformation of all rocks and minerals takes place 

by plastic flow and recrystallisation. At shallower depths only the softer, more soluble, less 

brittle rocks. and minerals react in this way to pressure j the harder and more brittle materials are 

deformed by fracture and crushing. Hence cataclasis is much more prominent in the hard, brittle, 

resistant rocks, such as granites and arenaceous sediments, than in the boiler and more 

chemically-susceptible rocks slich as the argillaceous and calcareous sediments, and basic 

igneous rocks. Where rocks of different suscepllbllity, such as, for example, thin·bedded 

alternations of quartzite and slate, come under cataclastic conditions, the harder beds yield by 

folding, fracture, and crushing, while at the same time, the weaker slates are deformed by 

cleavage, flow, and recrystallisation. 

Slates and slaty cleavage 

The chief effect of cataclastic metamorphism on argillaceous rock is the production of 

slate, which splits or cleaves readily along smooth, flat, closely-spaced surfaces of weak 

cohesion, usually developed at an angle to the original bedding. Slates are mainly composed of 

finely-divided micaceous minerals, including chlorite, with subordinate quartz and felspars. All 

the minerals are flattened and elongated in the plane of cleavage. 

Slaty cleavage results from the flattening and rotation of mineral fragments, so that the 

directions of their greatest, mean, and least diameters are brought into parallel position. Under 

the action of directed pressure the rocks first yield by folding; then, as compression increases, the 

mineral fragments are gradually rotated into positions perpendicular to the direction of pressure, 

producing flow cleavage. On the other hand, yielding may sometimes take place along sets of 

closely-spaced, parallel shear planes which are inclined to the direction of pressure. This gives 

rise to fracture cleavage or strain-slip cleavage. The cleavage directions must obviously be more 

or less inclined to the original bedding-planes, which are often obliterated, but can sometimes be 

recognised as colour bands, or as bands of slightly-differing textures, upon the cleavage surfaces. 
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As argillaceous materials are especially susceptible to chemical change during metamorphism, a 

considerable amount of new mineral formation takes place in the transformation of a clay or 

shale into slate. 

Slaty cleavage is naturally best developed in rocks rich in micaceous minerals. It occurs 

also in other types of rock, but much less perfectly. In thin-bedded alternations of argillaceous 

and arenaceous rocks directed pressure may cause cleavage (usually strain-slip cleavage) in the 

shaly layers, but folding or granulation in the sandstone intercalations. 

Crush-breccia and cataclasite 

If no serious lateral thrusting or shearing takes place during cataclastic metamorphism, 

the rocks are merely shattered ~nd pulverised, with the formation of a structureless aggregate of 

fragmental material of various sizes (crush-breccia, kakirite, cataclasite). If, on the other hand, 

the crushing is accompanied by considerable dislocation and differential mass movement of the 

material, well-marked lenticular ahd parallel structures are produced (flaser-rocks, mylonite). 

The shattering may affect the rock body as a whole, especially fine-grained rocks; or it may 

affect the individual minerals of coarse-grained rocks, producing brecciation in the one case, and 

microbrecciation or cataclasis in the other. 

Cnuh-breccia and crush-conglomerate, are formed by the mechanical fragmentation, 

chiefly of hard and brittle rocks. The rock is seamed by fissures in all directions, dividing it up 

into angular fragments which are separated from each other by pulverised material. The kakirite 

of Swedish Lappland is of the same nature as crush-breccia. The fracture planes are full of rock 

powder in which there has been a little recrystalIisation. When limestones are broken in this way 

the fissures are often filled with veins of calcite, producing a veined crush-breccia. 

The first effect of directed pressure on the larger mineral fragments of a rock is to 

produce optical anomalies, in some; and bending, or gliding along cleavage planes, in others. 

Undulose extinction appears in quartz; a patchy secondary twinning is induced in felspars and 

calcite; isotropic minerals such as garnet become irregularly birefringent. The next stage, as the 

stress exceeds the elastic limits of the minerals, is flattening, elongation, and peripheral 

granulation. Quartz is more easily broken down than felspars, and the larger crystals become 

enveloped in a mantle of finely-crushed material (mortar structure); while felspars are merely 

flattened and fractured. Hence felspars more often occur as porphyroclasts than quartz. 

Porphyroclasts which have been crushed into lenticular eye-like forms produce the so calIed 
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augen structure. The final stage of cataclasis is the complete pulverisation of all minerals; and 

when the product is a structureless rock powder, in which a few porphyroclasts may have 

survived, the term cataclasite, is used in preference to mylonite, as the latter connotes a roIling 

out or milling of the material with resulting paralIel structure. 

Flaser rocks and mylonite 

Coarse igneous rocks, such as granite and gabbro, are sheared into lenticular masses, 

which are enveloped by streaks of finelycrushed rock in which a considerable amount of 

recrystallisation has often taken place. The phacoidal fragments do not lose all traces of their 

original characters, and the rocks as a whole have not been transformed into schists and gneisses. 

Similar effects may be produced in acid volcanic or hypabyssal rocks, such as quartz-porphyry 

or felsite, in which the quartz and felspar phenocrysts may escape granulation; and persist as 

porphyroclasts in a very fine-textured, sheared, quartz-sericite matrix. These rocks are called 

porphyroid. The shearing of sandstones and grits has produced some of the rocks known as 

schistose grit; but many of the rocks so-called are completely recrystallised. In some sheared 

limestones uncrushed lenticles of the original rock have been preserved in a matrix which, owing 

to the susceptible nature of the material, has been largely recrystallised. Rocks in which lenticles 

of relatively-unaltered material are preserved in a finely-crushed and partially-recrystallised 

matrix, are called flaser rocks (Ger. flaser = streaks, lenticles); hence the terms flaser-granite 

flaser-gabbro, etc. These rocks form the “mylonite-gneiss” of Quensel. The new minerals 

produced under these circumstances naturally beleng to the stress category. 

mylonite is applied to rocks which have been completely pulverised and rolled out 

(milled) by extreme differential movement during cataclastic metamorphism. Quensel has used 

the term for the structureless rock powder here called cataclasite, and has employed mylonite-

schist for pulverised rocks with parallel structures. The amount of recrystallisation varies with 

the kind of rock acted upon. Quartzo-felspathic rocks crush down readily without much new 

mineral formation; but basic igneous rocks, such as those frequently found on the soles of the 

thrust-blocks of the north·west Highlands, are sheared into chlorite-schists, in which 

recrystallisation prevails over cataclasis. 
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THERMAL METAMORPHISM AND ITS PRODUCTS 

Thermal metamorphism includes pyrometamorphism, contact metamorphism optalic 

metamorphism, and pneumatolytic metamorphism, but these classes are not sharply marked off, 

and pass by insensible graduations one into the other. By pyrometamorphism is here meant the 

effects of the highest degree of heat possible without actual fusion, acting under relatively dry 

conditions. Contact metamorphism takes place at lower temperatures, and mineral 

transformations are facilitated by abundance of rock moisture aided by magmatic emanations. 

The changes produced with positive additions of material from magmatic sources are dealt with 

later under the heading of pneumatolytic metamorphism. The greater the size of an intrusive 

mass the greater, in general, the degree of metamorphism effected in the surrounding rocks. 

Thus, the contact aureole around large granite batholiths may be several miles wide. In small 

sills and dykes, however, the alteration may be limited to a few feet or inches immediately 

adjoining the contacts. 

Finally, the varying composition and texture of the rocks subjected to heat influence the 

nature and extent of the metamorphism.  The stability-fields of different minerals and mineral 

assemblages vary widely. Some react quickly to temperature changes; others do not react at all. 

An open, porous texture is more favourable to metamorphism than a close, dense, compact 

texture, as it permits freer diffusion of the magmatic fluids and rock moisture which play so large 

a part in contact metamorphism. 

Thermal metamorphism of clay rocks 

Clay rocks are composed chiefly of particles of quartz and felspar, flakes of mica and 

chlorite, and a flour of colloidal decomposition products such as hydrous aluminium silicates, 

iron oxides, and silica. Colloidal clay matter has a selective affinity for potash salts, and to a less 

extent, for titanic acid; hence these substances are often added to clay rocks by adsorption. The 

chemical constituents of clays important from the point of view of metamorphism are therefore 

silica, alumina, magnesia, ferrous oxide, potash, and ferric oxide, and in a smaller degree, soda, 

lime, and titanium dioxide. In contact metamorphism these constituents unite to form certain 

characteristic minerals, especially silicates of alumina, many of which are unknown in igneous 

rocks. 
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These minerals are formed within different temperature-pressure fields from clay rocks of 

appropriate composition. The mineral assemblages which are produced from systems of three, 

four, and even, five oxide components under thermal metamorphism can be represented on 

triangular composition diagrams. The most fundamental diagram for the study of the thermal 

metamorphism of argillaceous rocks is that in which the corners represent respectively Al2O3, 

(Mg,Fe)O, and SiO2. 

Contact metamorphism of clay rocks 

The classic example of the contact metamorphism of an argillaceous rock is that of the 

Steiger slate of Alsace, where it comes into contact with the great granite masses of Barr-Andlau 

and Hohwald. The sediments are fairly uniform, and it is possible to trace definite zones of 

alteration as follows: 

1. Outermost zone of spotted slate. The spots are segregations of carbonaceous matter, but the 

mass of the rock remains practically unaltered. 

2. Intermediate zone of spotted hornfels. The rocks are harder, and the cleavage has been 

obliterated. The spots are now incipient crystals of andalusite, and the groundmass has been 

recrystallised with the abundant development of mica and quartz. 
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3. Innermost zone of andalusite hornfels. Adjacent to the granite margin the spots disappear, and 

there has been thorough recrystallisation into a fine-grained granoblastic aggregate of andalusite, 

biotite, muscovite, and quartz. 

A good example of the contact metamorphism of an already metamorphosed clay rock is 

provided by the politic schists (Dalradian) of the Glencoe region, where they enter the aureoles 

of the Ballachulish and Bert Nevis granites. The original rock was a phyllite or fine-grained 

mica-schist, with porphyroblasts of biotite, chlorite, and less often garnet, in a base of muscovite, 

quartz, and occasionally alkali-felspar. The contact metamorphism of this aggregate has resulted 

in the production of andalusite, cordierite, and alkali-felspar, with the partial or complete 

destruction of muscovite, chlorite, garnet, and quartz. Biotite remains unaltered, or is simply 

recrystallised. Andalusite and orthoclase appear to have been formed in accordance with the 

equation. 

H2KAl3(SiO4)3 + SiO2 = Al2SiO5 + KAISi3O8 + H2O 

                                            (muscovite)   (quartz) (andalusite) (orthoclase) 

Pyrometamorphism of clay rocks 

Pyrometamorphism is a term used by Brauns to denote the changes which the schist 

xenoliths enclosed within the Laach trachyte of the Eifel have suffered. The schist fragments 

have been converted into “sanidinites,” consisting essentially of alkalifelspars, cordierite, spinel, 

corundum, with sometimes biotite, sillimanite, and almandine garnet. These rocks are believed to 

have been produced by a combination of melting and pneumatolytic metamorphism. The term 

pyrometamorphic might be usefully extended to all products of the action of very high magmatic 

temperatures, whether aided or not by the chemical action of magmatic substances. 

Pyrometamorphic effects are conterminous with, and are hardly distinguishable from, those due 

to assimilation and hybridization. 

An excellent British example of pyrometamorphism is provided by the sapphire-bearing 

xenoliths in certain tholeiite dykes of Mull. The metamorphism was not affected by the enclosing 

magma, but in deep-seated magmatic chambers the lining of which consisted of a highly-

aluminous, shaly sediment. The first effect was the actual fusion of the material to a glass 

(buchite), containing needles of mullite· and a small amount of corundum representing the 

excess of alumina over the requirements of mullite and the glass.  
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The alteration of the glass to crystalline material is never symmetrical to the margins of 

the xenoliths, showing that the action has not taken place in situ. The relations of the xenolithic 

minerals suggest that the temperature within the magmatic chamber at the period of 

metamorphism was between 1400˚ C. and 1250˚ C. 

Thermal metamorphism of arenaceous rocks 

Pure quartz and felspar sandstones, affected by a sufficient degree of heat, are merely 

recrystallised into granoblastic aggregates of those minerals, with the complete obliteration of 

their clastic characters. A peculiar vitreous lustre is often imparted to the rock, which is known 

as quartzite. Other quartzites are formed by silica cementation, and to distinguish metamorphic 

quartzites, the term quarts-hornfels might be introduced. If argillaceous, calcareous or magnesian 

impurities are present in quantity as cement or otherwise, they are transformed on contact 

metamorphism into the minerals appropriate to their collective composition, but the large excess 

of quartz remains neutral and simply recrystallises. The Silurian flagstones and graywackes 

present good examples of the thermal metamorphism of impure arenaceous rocks where they 

enter the aureoles of the Galloway granites. 

Thermal metamorphism of limestone 

Carbonate rocks are particularly susceptible to metamorphism because of the solubility of 

their minerals, the ease with which they recrystallise under conditions of augmented temperature 

and pressure, and the chemical reactivity of lime and magnesia. This instability is greatly 

increased by the presence of siliceous and aluminous impurities. 

When calcium carbonate is heated with free access of air it is dissociated with the 

formation of quicklime: 

CaCO3    CaO + CO2 

 

But when the calcite is heated under pressure, as, for example, by an igneous intrusion, 

dissociation is hindered, the carbon dioxide is retained, and the mineral merely recrystallises as a 

granoblastic aggregate, forming crystalline limestone or marble. The pure white marble used as 

statuary and for tombstones comes chiefly from Carrara (Italy), and is due to the metamorphism 

of a Triassic limestone. The Greek statuary marbles came from Pentelikon, near Athens 

(Cretaceous), and from the island of Marmora (Eocene) near Constantinople. 
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Many limestones, however, contain admixtures of siliceous and aluminous (clay) 

impurities. The basic principle in the thermal metamorphism of impure limestones is that the 

lime tends to unite with the foreign material, with the elimination of carbon dioxide. If there is 

sufficient silica present the whole of the rock may be transformed into lime silicate. 

The chief minerals formed under these conditions are lime-gamet, vesuvianite, anorthite, 

wollastonite, diopside, malacolite, tremolite, zoisite, and epidote. When silica is present as the 

sole impurity, wollastonite is formed under the appropriate conditions of temperature 

and pressure, according to the equation: 

 

The formation of anorthite requires the presence of aluminous matter, and probably a 

rather high temperature. The reaction may be as follows: 

 

Anorthite is found along with vesuvianite and lime-garnet in the limestone blocks ejected from 

Vesuvius. 

Regarding the magnesia present as in the form of dolomite, the reaction can be 

represented by the following equation: 

 

 

 The heating of pure dolomite under a com· paratively low pressure results in the 

dissociation of the magnesian carbonate, with the crystallisation of calcite. This destruction of 

dolomite and reconstitution of calcite was called dedolomitisation. 
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Dedolomitisation is facilitated by the presence of siliceous or argillaceous impurities, and a great 

variety of new minerals is produced on contact metamorphism. With a small amount of silica, 

forsterite (magnesian olivine) is formed: 

 

With alumina as an impurity in the original dolomite rock, spinel may be formed: 

 

 

 

 

*****************************************************************************  
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UNIT – V 

DYNAMO THERMAL METAMORPHISM AND ITS PRODUCTS 

Dynamo thermal metamorphism is due to the co-operation of directed pressure and heat. 

The heat element facilitates recrystallisation; but the stress element not only promotes 

recrystallisation, but is powerful in deforming the rocks, and producing new structures. The new 

parallel textures and structures are usually orientated perpendicular to the direction of greatest 

stress, and parallel to that of minimum stress. The deformation may be regarded as due to the 

interaction of three processes, which may be designated as clastic, plastic, and blastic. 

The clastic process is instrumental in actual fracture, rupture, and rolling-out of the 

minerals. Plastic deformation occurs when, under powerful confining pressure, rocks and 

minerals are made to stretch and flow by movement along cleavage and gliding planes without 

actual rupture (fractureless deformation), perfect cohesion being maintained during the 

movement. Blastic deformation is that effected by recrystallisation processes under the operation 

of Riecke's principle, in such a way that previously-existing minerals are elongated perpendicular 

to the direction of greatest pressure, and new minerals, whose cleavage and gliding characters are 

well adapted to stress conditions, grow in the same plane. 

Dynamo thermal metamorphism of argillaceous rocks 

The slate stage of the dynamic metamorphism of clay rocks there is already a 

considerable amount of recrystalIisation. When the dynamic factor is assisted by heat the degree 

of recrystallisation increases rapidly. The numbers and sizes of the mica flakes are augmented, 

and the rock passes through the stage of phyllite (a still cleavable rock with visible mica flakes) 

into that of mica schist. 

Any excess of alumina is met by the formation of kyanite, the stress member of the 

Al2O3, SiO2 assemblage of minerals. Alumina may also enter, along with (Mg, Fe)O, into the 

common pink garnet, almandine, the ferro-magnesian element being supplied by the destruction 

of chlorite in the original rock. 

Dynamo thermal metamorphism of quartzo-felspathic rocks 

The quartzo-felspathic rock types include the acid igneous rocks with their porphyries 

and lavas, the sandstones, quartzites, and quartz-conglomerates. These are stubborn and resistant 

to alteration, and under a given intensity of metamorphism, may reach only the cataclastic stage 
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of metamorphism, whilst associated argillaceous, calcareous, or basic rocks, may be more or less 

thoroughly recrystallised. 

Pure quartz sandstones and quartzites naturally show little mineralogical change. They 

are merely recrystallised and rendered more or less schistose, forming quartz-schist or schistose 

quartzite. Parallel structures are often barely noticeable; mosaic quartzites with orientated wisps 

of sericite derived from felspathic impurities, and occasionally a few lines of heavy minerals 

(magnetite and zircon) which mark the original bedding, make up much of the Perthshire 

quartzite formations. 

The metamorphism of impure sandstones with a considerable amount of argillaceous or 

calcareous cement, or ferromagnesian impurities, results in the production of schistose grit, 

albite-schist, etc., rocks which are common along the southern margin of the Scottish Highlands. 

chlorite and biotite derived from the ferro-magnesian impurities; albite, due to the break-up of 

plagioclase felspar in the manner more fully described in the next section; epidote, zoisite, or 

even a little hornblende, originating from the lime of the plagioclase reinforced by any other 

calcareous matter which may have been present. The albite may occur as small waterclear grains 

intermingled with the quartz matrix, or it may form porphyroblasts which are usually crowded 

with inclusions. 

The dynamo thermal metamorphism of granites proceeds in a very similar manner to that 

of coarse felspathic sandstone. The first stage is the production of flaser granite. The felspars are 

the most resistant minerals, and remain as porphyroclasts when the rest of the rock has been 

crushed down into a granular aggregate. The augen or eyed structure which is thus produced is 

much more pronounced when the original rock was a porphyritic granite or a graniteporphyry. In 

the succeeding grade of metamorphism the recrystallisation of the fine-textured paste to a 

mixture of quartz and white mica is completed; while the porphyroclasts may or may not be 

reconstituted. The final product is coarse quartzo-felspathic gneiss, which, in view of its igneous 

origin, is called orthogneiss or granite-gneiss. 

Dynamo thermal metamorphism of basic igneous rocks and tuffs 

An important group of metamorphic rocks, including the chlorite, talc, and hornblende-

schists, amphibolites, and hornblende-gneisses, arise by the dynamo thermal metamorphism of 

diorites, gabbros, dolerites, basalts, and ultrabasic rocks, or tuffs of like composition. The 

original minerals of these rocks are calcic plagioclase, augite, olivine, and iron ores, including 
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both ilmenite and magnetite. From this assemblage, at a moderately intense degree of 

metamorphism, are formed albite, zoisite, epidote, hornblende, sphene, talc, anthophyllite, and 

garnet. At a lower grade of metamorphism chlorite tends to be formed in place of the 

amphiboles. 

At an early stage of metamorphism any ferro-magnesian mineral may break down into 

chlorite. Chloritisation, indeed, is often due to intensive weathering, and characterizes such 

altered rocks as diabase and propylite. The alteration of pyroxenes to chlorite frequently gives 

rise to calcite and quartz as by-products. Chlorite also appears as the product of the alteration of 

garnet. In the next stage of metamorphism hornblende is produced directly from pyroxene, and 

epidote or zoisite and quartz may develop as by-products of the change. This process is known as 

uralitisation; the secondary hornblende pseudomorphous after augite being called uralite. 

Under dynamothermal metamorphism olivine breaks down into tremolite, anthophyllite, 

or talc. Leucoxene, a dense aggregate of minute granules of sphene, arises from the alteration of 

ilmenite; and under more intense metamorphism large crystals of sphene are formed from 

ilmenite or other titaniferous minerals. Many of these mineralogical changes appear to take. 

Place at the first onset of pressure before new textures are imposed. Rocks thus altered while still 

retaining their original textures may be called meta-gabbro, meta-dolerite, and meta-basalt 

respectively. 

Hornblende-schists with a well-marked linear foliation are the final products of the 

extreme dynamo thermal metamorphism of basic rocks. Quartz, plagioclase, albite, biotite, 

epidote, zoisite, and rutile, may occur as subordinate constituents of these rocks. The term 

amphibolit, is used for a hornblendic rock in which foliation gives place to granoblastic texture. 

Garnet is a frequent and often abundant accessory in either type, giving rise to garnetiferous 

hornblende- schist and garnetiferous amphibolite. The garnet may be formed by a reaction 

between original olivine and the anorthite molecule of plagioclase, leaving albite as a by-

product. Excellent examples of all these types are provided by the sills of epidiorite, hornblende-

schist, and amphibolite, which are interbedded with the Dalradian series of the Scottish 

Highlands. 
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PLUTONIC METAMORPHISM AND ITS PRODUCTS 

Plutonic metamorphism is meant the changes which are produced in rocks by great heat 

and uniform pressure. These changes necessarily take place in the kata-zone of Grubenmann, at 

depths wherein directed pressure becomes less and less pronounced, and finally becomes a 

practically negligible factor in metamorphism. The high temperature which is also a 

characteristic of this depth-zone is maintained by the natural increase of heat in depth due to the 

temperature gradient, and by magmatic heat. Geological study of deeply-eroded regions of the 

earth's crust shows that the lower levels are almost everywhere penetrated by igneous intrusions 

on a far greater scale than the upper parts of the crust; and as these lower levels in general consist 

of the oldest rocks, it is the Archaean basement (the Grundg,birg, of German and Scandinavian 

geologists) which most often shows the effects of plutonic metamorphism. 

As the regional intrusion of magma, especially magma of granitic composition, is a 

character of great depth, the problems of plutonic metamorphism are more or less closely 

connected with the problems of the soaking of rocks in magmatic emanations, their wholesale 

injection by igneous veins and sheets, and their final melting and incorporation within the 

magma. These are the phenomena of injection-metamorphism, granitisation, etc. 

As the influence of directed pressure is at most feeble in this type of metamorphism, 

oriented parallel structures are, in general, unimportant, and give place to even-grained, 

granulose, directionless structures. Radical recrystallisation without marked directional 

tendencies thus occurs under the conditions of plutonic metamorphism, and such rocks as 

granulite, eclogite, and granulitic gneisses, are the typical products. The formation of anti-stress 

minerals of small specific volume and high density will obviously be favoured by these 

conditions. The rock types produced are cordierite, sillimanite, and garnet-gneisses due to the 

metamorphism of rocks ranging from argillaceous to arenaceous composition; pyroxene-gneiss, 

eclogite, garnet-amphibolite, and jadeite, derived from basic igneous rocks; granulite and leptite 

from quartzo-felspathic rocks; crystalline limestones and quartzites. Certain pyroxenic igneous 

rocks, as, for example, the charnockite series, are believed to have acquired their distinctive 

characters under the conditions of plutonic metamorphism. Many of the rock types have a close 

resemblance to the more extreme products of thermal metamorphism. 
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Granulite, leptynite, leptite 

This group of rocks covers a wide range of composition, but, in general, it may be 

regarded as derived from plutonic metamorphism of quartzo-felspathic rocks. The typical 

granulites, from the famous granulite region.of Saxony, are light-coloured rocks consisting of 

xenoblastic felspar and quartz grains, frequently with abundant pyroxene and garnet, and 

occasionally sillimanite, kyanite, green spinel, etc., in small quantity. The typical texture is that 

of granulose gneiss, as the rocks often have a parallel banded structure due to the streaky 

elongation of quartz grains The chemical composition of granulites is that of granite or felspathic 

sandstone. There is often an excess of alumina over alkalies and lime which results in the 

formation of kyanite, sillimanite, almandine, and hercynite (green spinel). 

Granulites occur in many of the great Archaean basements, as in Peninsular India, West 

Africa, Scandinavia, Canada, and Antarctica. In the North-west of Scotland many types of the 

Lewisian Gneiss should be referred to as granulite. Thus rocks consisting of quartz-felspar 

mosaics with accessory hornblende, biotite, iron ore, sphene, and rutile, which might be called 

hornblende-granulite, occur near Loch Inver. 

Leptite is a term now extensively used by Scandinavian geologists to indicate fine-

grained granulose metamorphic rocks, which are composed chiefly of quartz and felspars, with 

subordinate mafic minerals, including biotite, hornblende, and occasionally garnet. They have a 

wide range of composition from almost pure quartzite to amphibolite, and undoubtedly represent 

a great variety of original rock types. Thus, in Finland, Eskola distinguishes blastoporphyritic 

leptites which have been derived from porphyritic acid igneous rocks, and even-grained leptites 

probably of sedimentary or tuffaceous origin. A cordierite-leptite has the composition of 

argillaceous sediment. 

Leptitic rocks clearly derived from graniteporphyry and aplite occur in Benguella (Portuguese 

West Africa), where they are intrusive into an Archaean basement, and have been immersed, as 

have the Finnish examples, in immense granite batholiths. In both regions, as also in Peninsular 

India, rocks of this character are associated with scapolite- and cordierite-bearing granulites, and 

with members of the charnockite series. 
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Pyroxene-gneiss, pyroxene-granulite, and the charnockite series 

Pyroxene-bearing rocks are abundant under conditions of plutonic metamorphism. 

Associated with the common types of the Saxon granulites there are dark varieties which are rich 

in pyroxenes (augite and hypersthene) and plagioclase. Alkali-felspar may sometimes occur, 

garnet is often an important accessory, and there are quartz-rich, quartz-poor, and quartz-free 

varieties. Most of these rocks have a typical granulose structure (pyroxene-granulite); others, 

however, have a more or less marked gneissose structure (pyroxene-gneiss). The pyroxene-

granulites of Saxony seem to have been basic igneous rocks which have acquired their present 

mineral composition and texture by slow recrystallisation under conditions of great uniform 

pressure and heat. The gneissose structure of some varieties may have been impressed by load 

metamorphism. 

Pyroxene-gneisses and granulites have been described from many parts of the world, but 

almost exclusively from Archaean basement complexes. Thus from the Lewisian Gneiss of the 

North-west of Scotland, garnetiferous hypersthene-augite-plagioclase-granulites have been 

described, in which, as in the Saxon rocks, and in the charnockite series, all the minerals are 

xenoblastic and of extraordinary freshness. Some varieties of pyroxene-granulites and gneisses in 

this locality contain quartz. 

The charnockite series of India and other localities, although usually ranked as igneous 

rocks, may also he considered in this connection. Charnockite itself is a granular hypersthene 

granite; the charnockite series comprises a group ranging from charnockite, through intermediate 

and basic rocks (quartz-norite and norite), to pyroxenites, all characterised by the abundance of 

pyroxenes, especially hypersthene. They are unquestionably of plutonic igneous origin, and are 

most often of Archaean age. The evidence for metamorphic recrystallisation is found in their 

well· marked xenoblastic texture, like that of a coarse hornfels; the ideal freshness of the 

minerals; the occasional presence of gneissose banding; and the appearance of myrmekitic 

quartz-felspar growths or quartz de corrosion. 

The peculiar characters of rocks of the charnockite series may be explained in two ways: 

they are either of primary igneous crystallisation under conditions of high temperature and great 

uniform pressure; or they represent plutonic igneous rocks of the usual characters which have 

undergone slow recrystallisation in the solid state on being subjected to conditions of plutonic 

metamorphism. In this connection it may be noted that the analyses of the charnockite series 
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listed by Washington do not exhibit any marked differences from those of rocks of the normal 

granite to gabbro series; and it is therefore conceivable that the charnockite series represents 

these rocks transformed by recryltallisation without notable chemical change. 

Eclogite and garnet amphibolites 

Eclogite is a coarse grained granulose rock consisting of garnet and pyroxene. Rutile, 

iron ores, and apatite, may occur as subordinate constituents; and various other minerals, such as 

quartz, kyanite, sillimanite, felspars, bronzite, and olivine, may appear in special varieties. 

Hornblende may replace pyroxene to such an extent that the rock passes over to the group of 

garnet- amphibolite. The pyroxene is frequently the bright-green variety known as omphacite, in 

which the soda-pyroxene jadeite enters into solid solution with ordinary augite. Most frequently 

eclogites and the associated garnet-amphibolites occur in Archaean formations. Their modes of 

occurrence and chemical composition suggest derivation from basic igneous rocks, especially 

dolerite and gabbro. Under conditions of plutonic metamorphism lime-sodaplagioclase is 

unstable; the anorthite molecule reacts with original olivine or augite so as to form garnet; and 

the albite molecule enters into the pyroxene to form omphacite. Jadeite itself appears in many 

Alpine eclogites. Any alumina remaining after the above reactions are completed may unite with 

silica to form kyanite or sillimanite. 

Numerous occurrences of eclogite belonging to the Lewisian are found in the Glenelg 

district of Sutherlandshire. They occur in thin seams and irregular masses associated with garnet-

amphibolite, and interbanded with garnet-biotitegneiss and crystalline limestone. 

Eclogites may also be of primary igneous origin, being due to the direct crystallisation of 

a basic magma under conditions of great hydrostatic pressure. Thus, for example, in the eclogites 

of Norway, there are certain occurrences forming bands and lenses in olivine-rock, which are 

believed to represent late segregations from the ultrabasic magma. These eclogites as a whole are 

poor in alkalies and rich in chromium oxide. 

Eclogite represents the dark segregations common in granites, which have been 

recrystallised, along with the surrounding granitegneiss, under conditions of plutonic 

metamorphism. Nodular lumps of eclogite-like rocks occur enclosed in the kimberlite (mica-

peridotite) of the South African diamond pipes. These nodules have been regarded as fragments 

brought up from a very deep-seated eclogite formation. 
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METASOMATISM AND METASOMATIC PROCESS 

Metasomatism is defined as metamorphism accompanied by changes in whole-rock 

composition. The role of interstitial rock moisture and solutions of foreign derivation, as the 

media of mineral change in metamorphism. This process of mineral or rock alteration by the 

agency of solutions is called metasomatism (change of body). Metasomatism, of course, is not 

confined to metamorphic rocks, but goes on, in varying degree, in all kinds of material. 

Lindgren has recently defined metasomatism as “an essentially simultaneous molecular 

process of solution and deposition by which, in the presence of a fluid phase, one mineral is 

changed to another of differing chemical composition.” 

Metasomatism as the transformation of a rock with essential changes in its composition. 

The full definition is as follows: "Metasomatism is a process of alteration which involves 

enrichment of the rock by new substances brought in from the outside. Such enrichment takes 

place by definite chemical reactions between the original minerals and the enriching substances." 

In effect, this definition narrows down metasomatism to alterations and replacements effected in 

rocks by solutions of external origin which bring in new substances. 

Metasomatic processes 

Metasomatic processes may be classified as follows, according to the kinds of rock they 

affect:  

(1) Metasomatism of silicate rocks and silica, illustrated by the numerous replacements and 

alterations which go on in metamorphic rocks. (2) Metasomatism of carbonate rocks, illustrated 

by the alteration of limestone to dolomite or siderite. (3) Metasomatism of salt deposits, 

illustrated by the changes which take place in the highly soluble sodium and potassium salt beds. 

(4) Metasomatism of sulphide rocks, illustrated by the well-known enrichment reactions in 

sulphidic ore deposits. 

In metamorphism we are mostly concerned with metasomatic reactions in silicate and 

carbonate rocks. Goldschmidt classifies metasomatism in silicate rocks according to whether 

there has been addition of metallic compounds, or of non-metals and their compounds. In the 

first group of processes a distinction can be made between alkali, magnesia, lime, iron, and 

nickel metasomatism, according to the metallic compounds introduced. Lime metasomatism is 

illustrated by the formation of epidote at the expense of micas, and iron metasomatism by many 

processes through which basic igneous rocks, slates, and limestones have been replaced by 
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ferriferous solutions to form iron ores. Serpentine has the property of precipitating the silicate of 

nickel from nickeliferous solutions in the form of garnierite. The replacement of serpentine by 

garnierite is then an example of nickel metasomatism. 

Metasomatism by the addition of non-metals and their compounds may be classified as 

halogen metasomatism, sulphur metasomatism, phosphorus metasomatism, silica metasomatism, 

and water and carbon dioxide metasomatism.  

Halogen metasomatism involves the addition of fluorine and chlorine (frequently with 

boron). It is fully dealt with later under the heading of pneumatolytic metamorphism. Sulphur 

metasomatism is illustrated by the process of pyritisation, whereby iron pyrites is formed by the 

reaction of sulphide solutions with the iron in rocks and by the formation of alunite from 

feldspars. Phosphorus metasomatism is represented by the replacement of rocks by phosphates 

under a capping of guano. The widespread phenomena of silicification, with the replacement of 

rocks by flint, chert, opal, and chalcedony, may be cited as examples of silica metasomatism.  

Water and carbon dioxide metasomatism is the chemical basis of the ordinary processes of 

weathering, with the formation of serpentine from olivine, chlorite from biotite and pyroxene, 

zeolites and carbonates from felspars, etc. Intensive alteration on these lines in intermediate and 

basic lavas by the action of hot carbonated waters as a sequel to vulcanism is the essential feature 

of the process of propylitisation. 

PNEUMATOLYTIC METAMORPHISM 

Pneumatolytic metamorphism may be defined as the alteration in rocks due to the 

combined effects of heat and magmatic emanations largely consisting of the halogen elements, 

water, and compounds of boron, phosphorus, and the alkali metals. The term pneumatolysis (= 

gas action) indicates the metasomatic processes effected by these agents, mainly in the gaseous 

state, and at a high temperature. The chief minerals produced include muscovite, lithia-mica, 

fluorite, topaz, tourmaline, axinite, apatite, and scapolite. The alteration may affect the igneous 

rock itself (endogenous), as well as the adjacent country rock (exogenous).  

The chemical elements concerned in pneumatolysis vary with the nature of the magma. 

With granites, the reacting substances, beside water, are fluorine, boron, compounds of the alkali 

metals (including lithium and beryllium), and compounds of a special suite of metals such as tin, 

copper, lead, zinc, tungsten, molybdenum, and uranium. With basic magmas, water, along with 
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chlorine, and compounds of phosphorus and titanium are the chief substances concerned in 

pneumatolysis. 

Three main types of pneumatolysis are connected with the intrusion of granitic magma: 

tourmalinisation, greisening, and kaolinisation.  

Tourmalinisation is due to the combined action of water, boron, and fluorine, which are 

concentrated in the residual liquors towards the end of the crystallization period of the granite. 

They may attack the already solidified parts of the igneous mass, and the felspars are partially 

replaced by tourmaline, with the formation of tourmalinegranite. Greisening is a process of 

metasomatic alteration due to the action of superheated steam and fluorine. In granite the felspars 

are attacked and converted into white mica, which is often lithium-bearing. Hence there result 

aggregates of muscovite and quartz, which are called greisen. Albite seems to resist 

pneumatolysis of this type, and is retained in the greisen when the potash-felspar has been 

entirely destroyed. Topaz is often an important constituent of greisen, and may become so 

abundant as to constitute a topaz-rock. The adjacent country rocks are extensively muscovitised 

by the process of greisening, and topaz and fluorite are also introduced. Kaolinisation is due 

chiefly to superheated Iteam aided by a little fluorine and boron. The felspars at the granite are 

attacked, with the formation of the mineral kaolinite the main constituent of china clay. 

INJECTION METAMORPHISM AND AUTO METAIIORPHISM 

The metasomatic action of the highly volatile constituents of magmas. We now go on to 

describe the metamorphic effects due to the injection of the partial magmas, not volatile but still 

very mobile, which become available towards the end of the process of crystallisation. These 

residual magmas are rich in water, alkalies, alumina, and silica i that is, in the components of 

alkali-felspars. Their injection into rocks, or imbibition by rocks, lead, therefore, to processes of 

alkali metasomatism, and especially felspathisation. Before the residual liquids leave the parent 

rock they may attack the previously-formed minerals, producing effects which are discussed 

under the heading of autometamorphism. 

Two processes may be distinguished in exogenous metamorphism of this type: the 

imbibition of alkaline solutions from the magma, and the injection of residual liquors of 

pegmatitic or aplitic nature between the planes of fissility of the invaded rock. Some 

metamorphic reactions have simple silicates of potassium and sodium as by-products; and the 

passage of these solutions into rocks, such as slates, in which there is an excess of available 
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alumina, leads to the process of felspathisation. This process is one of soaking-in, or imbibition, 

of alkaline solutions of magmatic origin. On the other hand, the injection process is a more 

forcible one in which magmatic material is bodily squirted along the bedding, cleavage, or 

schistosity planes of the affected rocks. There are, of course, all transitions between the injection 

of acid and alkaline magmatic residua, and of undifferentiated magma. The final result is the 

production of lit-par-lit gneiss, veined gneiss, etc. 

The mineral occurring in the normal reaction cycle between early-crystallised minerals 

and the magmatic fluid in which they are immersed. The alteration of an igneous rock by its own 

residual liquors has been called autometamorphism. 

The endogenous pneumatolysis or autopneumatolysis described in the preceding section 

must be regarded as a special case of autometamorphism. All these phenomena are on the 

borderline between truly igneous and truly metamorphic effects, and are variously classed by 

petrologists with one or the other. 

The albitisation of basic igneous rocks is a widespread phenomenon of 

autometamorphism. Bailey and Grabham have described its occurrence in tho porphyritic basalt 

lavas of the Lower Carboniferous in Scotland. The phenocrysts of labradorite have suffered 

most, and in them the more calcic zones have been albitised in preference to the more sodic 

zones, while kernels of unaltered labradorite are preserved within the albite areas. On the other 

hand, the more basic lavas are the less altered, indicating that the albitisation is connected with 

the composition of the rock, and that the source of the albite is to be found within the rock itself. 

The change may be ascribed to the “self-digestion” of the lava by its own soda-rich and silica-

rich residual liquid. The attack upon the labradorite phenocrysts takes place towards the end of 

the magmatic period. The reaction may be expressed as follows: 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF FOLLOWING ROCK TYPES 

Quartzite 

Quartzite is a metamorphic rock formed when quartz-rich sandstone or chert has been 

exposed to high temperatures and pressures. Such conditions fuse the quartz grains together 

forming a dense, hard, equigranular rock. The name quartzite implies not only a high degree of 

induration (hardness), but also a high quartz content. Quartzite generally comprises greater than 

90% percent quartz, and some examples, containing up to 99% quartz, and are the largest and 

purest concentrations of silica in the Earth's crust. Although a quartz-rich sandstone can look 

similar to quartzite, a fresh broken surface of quartzite will show breakage across quartz grains, 

whereas the sandstone will break around quartz grains. Quartzite also tends to have a sugary 

appearance and glassy lustre. The variety of colours displayed by quartzite are a consequence of 

minor amounts of impurities being incorporated with the quartz during metamorphism. Although 

quartzite can sometimes appear superficially similar to marble, a piece of quartzite will not be 

able to be scratched by a metal blade, and quartzite will not fizz on contact with dilute 

hydrochloric acid. 

Texture - granular.  

Grain size - medium grained; can see interlocking quartz crystals with the naked eye.  

Hardness - hard.  

Colour - variable - pure quartzite is white but quartzite exists in a wide variety of colours.  

Mineralogy - quartz.  

Other features - generally gritty to touch.  

Uses - pure quartzite is a source of silica for metallurgical purposes, and for the manufacture of 

brick; as aggregate in the construction and roading industries; as armour rock for sea walls; 

dimension stone for building facings, paving etc.  

Slate 

Slate is a low grade metamorphic rock generally formed by the metamorphosis of 

mudstone / shale, or sometimes basalt, under relatively low pressure and temperature conditions. 

Clay minerals in the parent rock metamorphose into mica minerals (biotote, chlorite, muscovite) 

which are aligned along foliation planes perpendicular to the direction of pressure. Slate is 

characterized by fine foliation along which it breaks to leave smooth, flat surfaces (often referred 

to as "slaty cleavage" - not to be confused with cleavage in minerals). Sometimes relict (original) 
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bedding is visible on foliation planes. Slate will 'ring' when struck, unlike mudstone or shale 

which makes a dull 'thud'. 

Phyllite, a metamorphic rock very similar to slate, has undergone a slightly greater degree 

of metamorphism. It is slightly coarser-grained (some crystals may be visible to the naked eye), 

and the foliation is less perfect (it lacks perfect "slaty cleavage"). 

Texture - foliated, foliation on a mm scale.  

Grain size - very fine-grained; crystals not visible to the naked eye.  

Hardness - hard and brittle.  

Colour - variable - black, shades of blue, green, red, brown and buff.  

Mineralogy - contains mica minerals (biotote, chlorite, muscovite) which typically impart a 

sheen on foliation surfaces; can contain cubic pyrite porphyroblasts.  

Other features - smooth to touch. 

Uses - historically extensively used for roof and floor tiles, and blackboards; standard material 

for the beds of pool/snooker/billiard tables. 

Schist 

Schist is medium grade metamorphic rock, formed by the metamorphosis of mudstone/ 

shale, or some types of igneous rock, to a higher degree than slate, i.e. it has been subjected to 

higher temperatures and pressures. The resulting foliation is coarser and more distinct than that 

of slate due to the higher degree of crystallisation of mica minerals (biotite, chlorite, muscovite) 

forming larger crystals, and is often referred to as schistosity. These larger crystals reflect light 

so that schist often has a high lustre, i.e. it is shiny. Porphyroblasts are common in schist, and 

they provide information on the temperature and pressure conditions under which the rock 

formed. Due to the more extreme formation conditions, schist often shows complex folding 

patterns. There are many varieties of schist and they are named for the dominant mineral 

comprising the rock, e.g. mica schist, green schist (green because of high chlorite content), 

garnet schist etc. 

Texture - foliated, foliation on mm to cm scale.  

Grain size - fine to medium grained; can often see crystals with the naked eye.  

Hardness - generally hard.  

Colour - variable - often alternating lighter and darker bands, often shiny.  

Mineralogy - mica minerals (biotite, chlorite, muscovite), quartz and plagioclase often present as 
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monomineralic bands, garnet porphyroblasts common.  

Other features - generally smoothish to touch.  

Uses - generally used as a decorative rock, e.g. walls, gardens etc; high percentage of mica group 

minerals precludes its use in the construction and roading industries. 

Gneiss 

Gneiss is a high grade metamorphic rock, meaning that it has been subjected to higher 

temperatures and pressures than schist. It is formed by the metamorphosis of granite, or 

sedimentary rock. Gneiss displays distinct foliation, representing alternating layers composed of 

different minerals. However, unlike slate and schist, gneiss does not preferentially break along 

planes of foliation because less than 50% of the minerals formed during the metamorphism are 

aligned in thin layers. Because of the coarseness of the foliation, the layers are often sub-parallel, 

i.e. they do not have a constant thickness, and discontinuous. 

Gneiss is typically associated with major mountain building episodes. During these 

episodes, sedimentary or felsic igneous rocks are subjected to great pressures and temperatures 

generated by great depth of burial, proximity to igneous intrusions and the tectonic forces 

generated during such episodes. Gneisses from western Greenland comprise the oldest crustal 

rocks known (more than 3.5 billion years old). Gneiss is an old German word meaning bright or 

sparkling. 

Texture - foliated, foliation on a scale of cm or more.  

Grain size -medium to coarse grained; can see crystals with the naked eye.  

Hardness - hard.  

Colour - variable - generally alternating lighter and darker sub-parallel discontinuous bands.  

Mineralogy - felsic minerals such as feldspar (orthoclase, plagioclase) and quartz generally form 

the light coloured bands; mafic minerals such as biotite, pyroxene (augite) and amphibole  

( hornblende) generally form the dark coloured bands; garnet porphyroblasts common.  

Other features - generally rough to touch.  

Uses - dimension stone for building facings, paving etc. 

Marble 

Marble is a metamorphic rock formed when limestone is exposed to high temperatures 

and pressures. Marble forms under such conditions because the calcite forming the limestone 

recrystallises forming a denser rock consisting of roughly equigranular calcite crystals. The 
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variety of colours exhibited by marble are a consequence of minor amounts of impurities being 

incorporated with the calcite during metamorphism. While marble can appear superficially 

similar to quartzite, a piece of marble will be able to be scratched by a metal blade, and marble 

will fizz on contact with dilute hydrochloric acid. 

Texture - granular.  

Grain size - medium grained; can see interlocking calcite crystals with the naked eye.  

Hardness - hard, although component mineral is soft (calcite is 3 on Moh's scale of hardness).  

Colour - variable - pure marble is white but marble exists in a wide variety of colours all the 

way through to black .  

Mineralogy - calcite.  

Other features - generally gritty to touch.  

Uses - building stone; dimension stone for building facings, paving etc; cut into blocks and cut 

for monuments, headstones etc (wears over time due to softness of calcite, prone to acid rain 

damage [calcite is soluble in acid]); whiting material in toothpaste, paint and paper. 

Hornfels 

Hornfels is a metamorphic rock formed by the contact between mudstone / shale, or other 

clay-rich rock, and a hot igneous body, and represents a heat-altered equivalent of the original 

rock. This process is termed contact metamorphism. Because pressure is not a factor in the 

formation of hornfels, it lacks the foliation seen in many metamorphic rocks formed under high 

pressure and temperature regimes. Pre-existing bedding and structure of the parent rock is 

generally destroyed during the formation of hornfels. It is often difficult to identify hornfels 

without microscopic observation, or knowledge of its association with a magma body, as it is 

typically non-descript in hand specimen. Under a microscope the structure of hornfels is very 

distinctive, with small, generally equigranular, mineral grains fitting closely together like the 

fragments of a mosaic or a rough pavement. 

Texture - granular, platy or elongate crystals randomly oriented so no foliation evident.  

Grain size - very fine grained; grains need to be observed under a microscope; can contain 

rounded porphyroblasts.  

Hardness - hard (commonly displays conchoidal fracture).  

Colour - variable, generally grey to black, but can form in a variety of colours dependent on 

parent rock composition.  
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Mineralogy - extremely variable, dependent on the original composition of the parent rock; 

generally contains minerals only formed under high temperature conditions, e.g. andalusite (Al 

2SiO 5), cordierite ((Mg, Fe) 2Al 4Si 5O 18).  

Other features - generally smooth to touch.  

Uses - as aggregate in the construction and roading industries. 

Migmatite 

A migmatite, or "mixed rock" in Greek, is a banded, heterogenous rock composed of 

intermingled metamorphic and igneous components. Veins, contorted layers, and irregular pods 

of silica-rich granite occur within the structure of foliated iron and magnesium-rich metamorphic 

rocks like gneiss, schist and amphibolite. Because metamorphic rocks form by recrystallizaton of 

minerals without melting, and igneous rocks like granite form by crystallization of minerals from 

molten magma, it is difficult to explain their coexistence in a single rock. It is clear, however, 

that migmatites form at the threshold between high-grade metamorphic recrystallization, and 

complete igneous melting. Migmatites were partially melted during formation. 

Some migmatites appear to have formed by intrusion of liquid granitic melt into a 

preexisting banded metamorphic rock. In these examples, the granite inclusions have sharp 

contacts with the metamorphic bands, and cut across the metamorphic fabric in places. In other 

cases, the boundaries between metamorphic and igneous components are gradational, or 

indistinct, suggesting that at least some migmatites form during a single phase of partial melting 

and fractional recrystallization. Metamorphic and igneous petrologists have rigorously debated 

these two hypotheses regarding the formation of migmatites. As is sometimes the case, both 

hypotheses are probably correct, and some migmatites form in several phases of metamorphism 

and melting, while others from during a single phase. 

Migmatites generally occur in plate tectonic settings where regional belts of continental 

crust have been subjected to very high temperatures and pressures. The metamorphic portion of 

most migmatites includes the minerals horneblende, plagioclase feldspar, and garnet. This 

mineral assemblage indicates so-called amphibolite-grade metamorphism typical of convergent 

plate tectonic boundaries where rocks are subjected to very high pressures, strong directional 

stresses, and high temperatures. Migmatites form by high temperature regional and thermal 

metamorphism of protolith rocks where rocks melt partially due to high temperature. 
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Texture - foliation. 

Grain size - medium to fine coarse grained 

Hardness - medium.  

Colour - black, bluish-grey, brown, brown- black, dark greenish - grey, dark grey to black. 

Mineralogy - biotite, chlorite, feldspar, garnet, graphite, hornblade, micas, muscovite or illite, 

quartz, quartzite, silica, zircon. 

Other features - stretched minerals look like pencils, or on broken surfaces of the rock. 

Uses - building stone, sometimes was being polished for ornament. 

Charnockite 

Charnockite is a granofels that contains orthopyroxene, quartz, and feldspar. Charnockite 

is frequently described as orthopyroxene granite. Granites are felsic rocks that usually contain no 

or very little pyroxene. There is actually an entire array of rocks (mostly granitoids but also 

syenite, monzonite, etc.) that may contain orthopyroxene plus quartz. These rocks are 

collectively referred to as charnockitic rocks or charnockitic suite. All of these rock names refer 

to igneous rocks which make it very logical to assume that charnockite is just an igneous rock 

with a somewhat unusual composition. 

Such an interpretation (which seems to be prevalent) is very likely not true (at least not 

entirely). Igneous rocks are formed from magma, but charnockites are found in high-grade 

metamorphic terranes (granulite facies). The transformation from the protolith to charnockite had 

probably no magma phase, which means that in most cases we are dealing with true 

metamorphic rocks which have nothing to do with igneous processes. Charnockitic rocks are 

sometimes described as granulites, but this term seems to be somewhat out of favor nowadays. 

Charnockitic rocks are commonly green. Both feldspars and orthopyroxene tend to have a 

greenish or brown hue and quartz crystals may contain rutile needles which give them bluish 

tinge. Charnockites are formed at high pressures in almost water-free conditions. That’s why we 

see only small amounts of hydrous phases here (biotite, amphiboles) which are widespread in the 

rocks of amphibolite facies. Finally Charnockite is a variety of granite containing minerals like 

orthopyroxene, quartz, and feldspar. Charnockite is an intrusive igneous rock which is very hard 

and is formed due to weathering of existing rocks. 
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Texture - granular. 

Grain size - coarse grained. 

Hardness – medium to high.  

Colour - black, grey, orange, pink, white. 

Mineralogy - amphibole, biotite, feldspar, hornblade, micas, muscovite or illite, olivine, 

plagioclase, pyroxene, quartz. 

Other features - the reflection of light from the surfaces of these inclusions gives the minerals 

often a peculiar appearance. 

Uses - decorative aggregates, building stone and gemstone. 
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III YEAR – V SEMESTER 
COURSE CODE: 7BGEE1A 

 
ELECTIVE COURSE – I (A) - FIELD GEOLOGY 

Unit I 
Importance of field geology – tasks of field geologist – preparation for and planning 

of field trip-field equipments – places of importance for the field geologist – where to look 
for outcrops, fossils and other geological features.   
 
Unit II 

Topographic features, methods of representing topography on maps – Clinometer 
compass and Brunton Compass, their uses  - detailed study of contouring, dip, true dip and 
apparent dip, their relationship with strike.  Influence of dip and ground slope on outcrops. 
 
Unit III 

True thickness and vertical thickness of beds, their measurement in the field, 
relationships between true thickness and vertical thickness, their calculation from field data.  
Conditions that bring about repetition of outcrops. 
 
Unit IV 

Sampling – definition of a sample – sample requirement as to the size, purity, 
contamination, packing etc.  Important methods of sampling : Chip samples, muck samples, 
car samples, channel samples, grit samples, pitting and trenching the ore bodies, drill hole 
sampling or core sampling. Coning and quartering. 
 
Unit V 

Topographic map – details printed on the map, cardinal points (directions) 
conventional signs, scale of map, map references (indexing), orienting the map, locating the 
position of outcrops  on a map, plotting attitude of beds, symbols used  for rock types and 
various structural features – an outline on preparation  of geological map and report. 
 
 



Greek word: Topo- place, graphy – write

Topographic map is one that shows the size, shape and
distribution of features of the earths surface.



 The beginning of Geology are lost in antiquity.
The Greeks, Egyptians and Arabs made some
progress.

 The world Geology is less than 200 years old.
 Geological maps:

Geological map is a valuable economic tool to find
mineral deposits.

© Reference: Principles of Geology – James Gilluly, Aaron C. Water, A. O. Wood Ford.



Observations:
 Characteristic fossils are present in some strata.
 Certain bed changes in colour and composition as they are

followed.
 Distinct sequences of strata can be grouped in to

“Formations” which has distinct physical characters.
 From this generalization has proved fundamental in

correlating isolated Outcrop of strata even across continents.

Alexandre BrongniarGeorges Cuvier 





 He took great effort to fix contacts of his
formation acurately on the map with reference to
the streams and other features.

 He worked in coal canal for 6 years for observing
rock details, he also prepared a record of
succession and kinds of rocks.

 Finally after 24 years of continuous observation,
he published his coloured geological map of
England, one of the greatest classy of Geology.

 His map demonstrated that many problems of
Engineering and scientific importance could be
solved by careful mapping of the rocks.

 He successfully predicted the kind and thickness
of rock masses that that would met in a particular
excavation.

 From the study of his map men began to think of
many other economic applications of Geology.

© Reference: Principles of Geology – James Gilluly, Aaron C. Water, A. O. Wood Ford.

William Smith 





 Map of any part of the earth’s surface is its
representation made to a certain scale on a plain
sheet of paper

 Scale: it is the ratio of the distance between any two
point on the map to the distance between the point
on the ground.
types
 Large scale map - showing smaller areas in more detail,

(1:600,000).
 Small Scale map - map showing large areas of land on a

small space (1:2,000,000).





The curvature of the earth’s certainly introduces some
inaccuracy in respect of the position and distance relatively
between one land fixture and another as shown on map

It can be neglected by dividing the earth surface in to sufficiently
small unit of area and the scale adopted to the map is large.

Different part of ground cannot be depicted in any direct manner in respect of there
difference in depression and elevation.

Conventional way to show relief difference are,
Hachuring
Stippling or shading
Form lines
Layering
Contouring



 Method of depicting surface relief consists of drawing lines or
hachures running in direction of steepest slope.

 Will be crowded together and thick where the ground is steep
become more spaced in gentle slope

 Drawbacks
 No information regarding the actual ground elevation (a hill or valley

have almost same pattern)
▪ Over come this problem triangular marks and spot levels are used.

 Entering of any additional details of information gather in field would
make it difficult to read



 Similar to hachuring 
consists of shading 
with dots instead of 
hachures.

 Surface density of the 
dots being indicative 
of the relative steep 
ness of the ground 
surface.

 Consist of the same 
drawbacks. 



 This method of depicting
relief of ground surface
consists of continuous or
broken lines which go
round the land surface and
are more or less zig-zag
according to the nature of
the ground.

 The run close to together
on steep slope and get
dispersed on gentle
ground.

 Gives no idea about
altitude of the area.



 This method uses various shades of
colors to indicate the heights ranging
between certain limits such as from
the MSL to 1000ft.

 Light blue for MSL and darker shades
for depth

 Dark Green from MSL to progressively
lighter shades up to 1000ft.

 Brown colour employed which become
darker at higher altitude upto 1000ft.

 Followed by dull purple.
 This method provide sufficient space

for entering field details.
 And also provide idea for the altitudes

of the various places within certain
limits, but not sufficient for geological
purpose.

 Commonly used by Geography
students.









 In this system the ground surface
is assumed to have been traversed
by a series of parallel, horizontal
planes situated at regular interval
of altitude above the mean sea
level (or) a contour line can be a
line which passes through all
places on the ground surface
having the same height above the
mean sea level.

 Topographical maps is good for
geological field work because
 Gives accurate idea about the

altitude and nature of ground
surface.

 Leave sufficient space for entering
geological data.



 In this figure AA’ BB’, etc
represent the level
planes cutting the hill
surface at various
altitude, contour lines
are shown here is a
contour map of hill

Slope =

Here = = 



 From the equation, greater the horizontal equivalent
lower the ground slope & smaller the horizontal equivalent
steeper the ground (or) the relative crowding or dispersion
of the contour lines in different part of the map would at a
glance give a comparative idea about the steepness or
gentleness of the ground.

 a river in its active stage tends to cut its valley in such a
way as to have its sides more or less V – shaped. While
crossing the bed of a river or a stream, contour lines get
suddenly diverted towards those of high values, because
the altitudes as those on banks of the stream can be met
with in its bed only by moving a little upstream. This
deflection is so sharp that here contour lines take the form
of the letter V with its apex pointing upstream.







 The place where actually the water fall is
situated, the ground face is vertical.

 When approaching waterfall from downstream
side, we would find the contour lines on the two
banks of the valley gradually approaching and
tending to merge one into another to show that
the banks are becoming steeper, until at the
site of the waterfall all the contour line would
be seen coinciding with one another. Shown in
the fig.



 Contour line will always be closed curves.
 The closer the contour lines, the steeper the

ground surface, dispersed the lines, gentler the
ground surface.

 The smoother the course of the contour lines the
more even the ground surface, zigzag the course
of contour lines the more irregular the ground
surface.

 The contour line will not cross one another,
except in the case of an overhanging precipice.



Introduction:
The dip and strike of an exposed bed in the field can be measured

in degrees by an instrument, known as a clinometer, which consists of a
pendulum with a graduated arc. A compass can measure the directions of the
dip and strike similarly.

For the sake of convenience, a clinometer as well as a compass is
both combined together, as to form an instrument known as Clinometer-
Compass. The clinometer of this instrument will help in measuring the
amount of the dip and the strike, while the compass will help in measuring
their directions with respect to north, south, east and west.

Parts & Working
(i) This compass is usually fixed to a rectangular plate made of cast iron or plastic, in such a
way that the 0° = 180° diameter, i.e., North-South direction, is parallel to the length (i.e.,
longer side of the rectangular plate).
(ii) The divisions on the circle from 0° to 360° go anti-clockwise. The signs for East and West
are thus the opposite from the normal compass. This is done so as to calculate the azimuth of
the strike directly from the position of the North = pointing end of the magnetic needle.
(iii) A clinometer is situated to the compass needle with a half circle divided from 0° to 90°
on either side, as shown. The angle of the dip is measured by its position on the half circle.



The elements on the beds of a rock stratum are determined in
four steps by this instrument:

(a) The direction or line of the strike is first determined on a
cleared patch of the bed.

(b) Having determined the strike, the direction or line of the
dip is determined.

(c) To determine the azimuth of the dip of the bed the
compass is applied to the strike, so that the south end is
pressed against the bed and the north end is pointed down the
dip.

(d) Knowing the azimuth of the dip of the bed, there is no
need to further measure the azimuth of the strike, as adding or
subtracting 90° to the measured azimuth of the dip can easily
calculate it.



Bull’s eye level (Round Level)
For accurate azimuth measurement, dip direction and trend measurements, center the bubble in the round level.

Compass Needle
The needle is attached to a rare earth magnet which is induction damped, which allows the needle to seek magnetic north and
come to a complete rest in a minimum amount of time, without accuracy degradation.

Graduated Circle
In combination with the needle, the 1° graduated circle allows for azimuth readings that are accurate to 1/2 degree.

Clinometer level (Long Level)
The long level for inclination measurement. For accurate inclination measurement, center the bubble in the long level using
the vernier adjustment.

Lift Pin (Needle Release Mechanism- 2 Positions)
Unlocked: When needle locking adjustment is unlocked the needle swings freely, even when the needle release
mechanism is pressed.
Locked: When needle locking adjustment is in the locked position the needle is locked in place until the needle
release mechanism is pressed.

Vernier scale
The vernier is used for inclination measurements with an accuracy to 30 minutes.



The instrument was patented in 1894 by a Canadian-born Colorado geologist named
David W. Brunton. Unlike most modern compasses, It is used to get directional degree
measurements (azimuth) through use of the Earth's magnetic field. Holding the compass at waist-
height, the user looks down into the mirror and lines up the target, needle, and guide line that is on
the mirror. Once all three are lined up and the compass is level, the reading for that azimuth can be
made. The calculation of the strike and dip of geological features (faults, contacts, foliation,
sedimentary strata, etc.). If next to the feature, the strike is measured by leveling (with the bull's
eye level) the compass along the plane being measured. Dip is taken by laying the side of the
compass perpendicular to the strike measurement and rotating horizontal level until the bubble is
stable and the reading has been made. If properly used and if field conditions allow, additional
features of the compass allow users to measure such geological attributes from a distance.

As with most traditional compasses, directional measurements are made in reference to
the Earth's magnetic field and will thus run into difficulties if in a region of locally abnormal
magnetism. For example, if the user is near an outcrop that contains magnetite or some other iron-
bearing material, compass readings can be affected anywhere from several inches from the
outcrop to tens of yards away (depending on the strength of the magnetic field). Since they are
measured only using a rotating level, dip measurements are unaffected by magnetic fields.



Strike, True dip, apparent dip, 
slope



Slope & Dip
• The slope or gradient of a ground is described as its

steepness or inclination of a ground with reference to a
horizontal plain . A higher slope value indicates a
steeper incline. Slope is not defined for vertical lines

• The tilt or inclination of a rock formation measured
with reference to the horizontal plane is called the dip.



Strike lines (or) Stratum Contour

• Strike lines / Stratum contour is an imaginary
line representing the intersection of that
feature with an horizontal plain.

• In an inclined stratified strata , if traversed by
a series of parallel plane at regular interval of
height above the MSL , the line of there
intersection with the rock formation would be
the strike line.



Strike property 

• In the field, when followed for longer distance or
when the strata have suffered deformation, the
strike of the rock formation may show change in
its direction. The change will be much less than
the dip of the formation.

• While considering un-deformed rock formation
over a short distance will pursue its course like a
straight line.

• Dip of the rock formation ,
dip =



Cont…

• From the above eqation,
– If the dip of the bed is constant the strike line 

projected on the map would be equidistant. If the 
dip increases they will become closer, if the dip 
value decreases the distance between the strike 
will become more. While studying a map the 
strike spacing will give an idea about the 
inclination (dip) of the bed.



True dip and apparent dip

• The dip of the bed measured in the direction
perpendicular to the direction of strike is called
the true dip. Dip measured in any other direction
except the true dip is called apparent dip..

• The true dip will be showing the maximum
amount of the dip angle.

• Mentioning the dip on map
– On a geological map it is customary to show the dips

of strata as observed at different places, by means of
an arrow pointing towards the direction of the dip,
with the amount of the dip written alongside.

Inclined bed Horizontal bed Vertical bed

45



Determination of dip and strike from 
contoured geological map

• The strike line are on the surface of the bed, and are all at a
fixed altitude.

• Therefore the point of intersection of the surface of the rock
formation and the contour line would lie on strike lines of
values same as those of contour lines passing at those points.

• If on a geological map we join by straight lines of same values
of a bedding plane, we would get the strike line of the
corresponding values.

• Horizontal equivalent measured between successive strike
lines and also the corresponding vertical interval can be
obtained.

• From that, direction and angle of the dip can be calculated
• Apparent dip can be calculated on any required direction by

measuring the horizontal equivalent on that direction.



Three point problem



Influence of dip and ground slope 
on the out crop

• Horizontal formation
– When a rock formation is

horizontal, its surface (upper
and lower) will be at certain
heights above the mean sea
level. There outcrop, there
intersection with the ground
surface will be the contour
lines of those particular
values and their course will
depend on the nature of the
ground surface .

– The outcrop of horizontal
rock formations will be found
to have trends similar to the
course of the surface
contours.









Vertical formation
Under this condition

the outcrop of a bed when
followed from one level to
another, would not show
any deviation in its course.
This is the reason why the
outcrops of vertical strata
and the nearly vertically
disposed dykes and fault
planes on geological maps
running straight irrespective
of the nature of the
topography of the land.



Inclined Strata
 On Level ground

When an inclined strata crop out
on level ground, whether the dip of the
ground runs against or along the
ground slope, there outcrop will be
running straight along the direction of
there strike.

 On uneven ground
The course followed by the out

crop is found to show marked
departure from the direction of their
strike

The figure shows two coal seam
having the same dip, of these seam no1
outcrop at different altitude, no2 is
shown exposed throughout on level
ground

As we follow the outcrop of seam
no1 from lower to higher ground, it
seen to have been diverted in contrast
to that of no2. and the amount of
diversion can be calculated by using the
trigonometry function.



Cont..

• From the above equation it is clear that, when the dip
remaining constant, the greater the difference in level, the
grater would be the diversion of the outcrop. So the outcrop
of a bed dipping at a constant angle when observed over a
patch of ground will be deflected from place to place to
varying extend according to the changes in the level of the
ground

• If we assume that the level remains constant, then the
deflection surface by the outcrop would be less for values of
higher dip, because the denominator in the above equation
goes on increasing. When the dip rises to 90° there will be no
any deflection



Cont..

• When the dip of the bed decreases the value of 
tangent of the angle of the dip also decreases; 
hence the amount of deflection of the outcrop 
increases. (or) Low dipping strata have very 
sinuous outcrops, their sinuosity in the limit 
being the same as that of the surface contours. 

• The following figures shows same surface pattern
and dipping of bed in same direction but with
different angle.



Out crop pattern of same ground pattern same 
direction of dipping but different dip angle

Bed slope of 1 in 30

Bed slope of 1 in 10



Effect of topography on trend of 
the outcrop

Bed slope of 1 in 5

Two maps showing same sequence
of beds with same trend (dip & strike)
but a different type of topography.

It is thus clearly that the outcrop
pattern depends on

Nature of the ground surface.
Dip of the bed.

Conclusion : The out crop pattern is
produced by the topography and
controlled by the dip of the formation.



Direction of deflection of outcrop

• To find the direction in which the deflection of
the outcrop will take place, we have to take in
to consideration the mutual relationship
between the ground slope and dip of the
strata in terms of value and direction.



Dip & slope condition and outcrop 
pattern

Dip & Slope in
opposite Direction
V of the outcrop points
upstream direction

Dip & Slope in
Same Direction,
Dip > Slope
V of the outcrop points
downstream direction

Dip & Slope in Same
Direction,
Dip < Slope
V of the outcrop points
upstream direction



V - rule

When dip of the bed is down stream and is higher
then the ground slope, V of the outcrop points
downstream direction

When dip of the bed is down stream and is lower
then the ground slope, V of the outcrop points
upstream direction

When dip of the bed is Upstream, V of the outcrop
points upstream



Thickness of the strata



Width of the out crop:
When a rock formation outcrop at the

surface of the ground, the distance between the
outcrops of its two surface is called the width of
the outcrop.

True thickness:
Distance measured perpendicular to the

upper and lower contact of a tabular unit.

Vertical thickness:
vertical distance between an upper and

lower contact in a non-horizontal unit. The vertical
thickness is equal to the true thickness only when
the unit is horizontal





• Horizontal formation:
True thickness  = Vertical thickness

Thickness = AC
From trigonometric function,

Sin(θ) = AC/AB
AC = AB X Sin(θ)

Thickness of the outcrop = width of the outcrop X Sin(θ)
Where, θ – Slope of the ground



inclined formation
Vertical thickness  True thickness
Vertical thickness = AC = AB X Tan(d)……………….(1)

= width of the outcrop X Tan(d)
True thickness       = AD = AC X Cos (d)                         from eq (1),

= AB Tan(d) X Cos (d)
= AB X Sin(d)



Method used to find the thickness of an 
horizontal strata in a geological map

For an horizontal formation in an sloping ground, 
the horizontal equivalent can be measured from the 
map ,

in this fig, 16 horizontal equivalent is BC
From the trigonometric function

Tan (q)  = AC / BC
Thickness =  AC  = BC X Tan (q)  

q  - slope of the ground



Method of determination of the 
thickness of the formation

Strike method

Equal altitude method

Dip method



Strike method

• In the case of horizontal strata, there lower and
upper level would be a horizontal planes at
certain altitudes. The thickness would be equal to
difference in the altitudes of the places where the
two surface are known to outcrop.

• For an inclined formation, when a single strike,
with different values, pass through both the
upper and lower surface of a bed, the difference
in the strike value would be the vertical thickness
of the strata.
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0 0



Equal altitude method
when the ground is not horizontal the same relation as

above would obtain, if the line of section be so chosen that
the outcrops of the two surfaces of the bed along that line
occur at the same altitude, the nature of intervening
ground being of no consequence. This can be done taking
the section along any contour line which intersect the two
surface of the rock formation. This method is known as
Equal Altitude Method.

To find the thickness, we need the value of the width
of the out crop and dip along the direction of measurement
of the width.

Formula:
vertical thickness = Width of the out crop X Gradient of the strata





Cot..

If we consider the section along such a
direction that the ground surface has some
slope, the two surface of the outcrop at
different levels, and a correction will than
have to be applied for the difference in their
altitudes.

under these circumstances there are three
possible cases which have to be considered.



Case 1

Slope (q) of tHe ground < dip (d) of tHe bed dip & Slope 
in Same direction

Width of the outcrop measured in the geological map,
Vertical thickness = AC = DC – AD

= BD X Tan(d) – AD ……………………………….(1)
= width of outcrop X Tan (d) – level Difference

AD = BD X Tan(q)     substituting the value on Eq. 1
= BD X Tan(d) – BD X Tan(q)
= BD (Tan(d) – Tan(q))
= width of the outcrop X (Tan(d) – Tan(q))



Cont..

Width of the outcrop measured from field data
vertical thickness,

= AC = DC – AD
= BD X Tan(d) – AB X Sin (q)
= AB X Cos(q) Tan(d) – AB X Sin(q)
= AB X (Cos(q)Tan(d) – Sin(q))
= width of the outcrop  

X (Cos(q)Tan(d) – Sin(q))



Case 2

Slope (q) of tHe ground > dip (d) of tHe bed dip 
& Slope in Same direction

Width of the outcrop being measured from geological
map
V.T =  AC = AD – DC

= BD X Tan(q) – BD X (Tan(d))
= BD(Tan(q) - Tan(d))
= width of the outcrop X  (Tan(q) - Tan(d)) (OR)
= level difference - width of outcrop X Tan(d)



Cont..

Width of the outcrop measured from field data
Vertical thickness

= AC = AD – DC
= AB X Sin(q) – BD X Tan (d)
= AB X (Sin(q) – Cos(q) Tan(d))
= width of the outcrop

X (Sin(q) – Cos(q) Tan(d))



Case 3

Slope (q) of tHe ground & dip (d) of tHe bed are in
oppoSite direction
Width of the outcrop being measured from geological map
V.T. = AC = AD + DC

= AD + BD X Tan(d)
= level difference + width of the outcrop X Tan(d)

(OR)
= BD X (Tan(q) + Tan (d))
= width of the outcrop X (Tan(q) + Tan (d)) 



Cont..
Width of the outcrop measured from field data
Vertical thickness 

= AC = AD + DC
= AB X Sin(q) + BD Tan(d) ………. (1)

BD = AB X Cos(q) Tan (d)………………..(2)
Sub Eq (2) on Eq (1)

= AB (Sin(q) + Cos(q) Tan(d))
= width of the outcrop 

X (Sin(q) + Cos(q) Tan(d))

The vertical thickness of strata can thus be determined
trigonometrically on the basis of data obtained from field
observation or from geological maps or ‘sections can be drawn
correct to scale on the basis of the available information and the
thickness measured directly on the sections’.



Dip method

In dip method the dip factor, true dip or
apparent dip, involved in the section is
considered for the calculation of vertical
thickness.
V.T = (width of the outcrop X gradient of the bed) – level
difference

It is essential that one should be familiar with all the
different methods of calculation described above, so that
failing one, another method may be found serviceable.



Maclaren’s rule

For strata dipping at low angles, for every five
degree of the dip, true thickness of the strata is one
twelfth of the width of their outcrop, measured at the
right angle to the strike direction.

ex:
if width is = 600feet & dip at 10°

According to the rule
T = 1/12 X W X d/5 (OR) width of OC X d/60

d = True dip
= 600 X 10/60

= 100 feet



Direction of dip and sequence of 
outcrop

As a general principle it can be stated that
‘while crossing the outcrops of a series of strata
on a direction in the dip, we come to
successively younger beds, except when the
ground slope is greater then the dip of the bed and
in same direction as the dip of the bed, in which
case older bed are met on the dip side’



Repetition of outcrop
At some places, when traverse we find that the outcrops

of different beds come over and over again. Such a condition is
called repetition of the outcrop.

There are three conditions by which the repetition of
outcrop takes place, they are

i. Erosion and dissection of the ground,
Due to differential erosion the repetition of out crop
takes place,

ii. Folding
Due to the folding of the rock beds, repetition takes
place, and the repetition is of Symmetrical type.

iii. Faulting
Due to the faulting of the rock beds, repetition takes
place, and the repetition is of cyclic type.



Repetition of outcrop due to faulting Repetition of outcrop due to folding

Repetition of outcrop due to erosion
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Hydrogeology 

Hydrogeology (hydro- meaning water, and -geology meaning the study of the Earth) is 

the area of geology that deals with the distribution and movement of groundwater in the soil and 

rocks of the Earth's crust (commonly in aquifers). 

Scope of Hydrogeologists 

 Locating proper site for bore well and Dug well to give good water supply of 

groundwater. Design and construct water wells for drinking water supply, irrigation 

schemes and other purposes. 

 Hydrogeologists help is very much needed for mining activities. Design construction 

dewatering schemes and deal with groundwater problems associated with mining. 

 For engineering projects like construction of tunnels, reservoirs, dams, power plants etc., 

the hydrological investigation is very much important. 

 Hydrogeology is the fundamental subject for environmental impact analysis.  

 Try to discover how much water is available to sustain water supplies so that these do not 

adversely affect the environment – for example, by depleting natural base flows to rivers 

and important wetland ecosystems. 

 Investigate the quality of the water to ensure that it is fit for its intended use Where the 

groundwater is polluted, they design schemes to try and clean up this pollution 

 To select proper silting, design and construction of land disposal facilities to avoid future 

groundwater contamination and restoration of water quality in aquifers. 

 Help to harness geothermal energy through groundwater-based heat pumps. 

INTRODUCTION 

Groundwater or free water or gravitational water is that portion of the water beneath the 

surface of the earth that can be collected with wells, tunnels, or drainage galleries, or that 

flows naturally to the earth’s surface via seeps or springs. 

Moist soil, saturated soil – if this small portion of water doesn’t flow freely into hole or 

well, then it is not groundwater. 

IMPORTANCE OF GROUNDWATER 

   Groundwater is an important source of freshwater supply throughout the world,  

though it represents only about 0.6%  of the world’s total water, next to glaciers and ice 

caps. 

 

 



Advantages of Groundwater 

 Surface water potential may be not sufficient 

 Seasonal Change 

 Surface water quality may be deteriorates due to dissolution of minerals 

 Groundwater is free from pollution 

 Uniform in quality, temp, che. Comp. and sol. Mnl content 

 Covers wide area 

 Silting problems 

 Evaporation 

 Destruction of surface water bodies 

 Leakage 

 Disasters 

 Submergence 

 

HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE 

The hydrologic cycle is a constant movement of water above, on, and below the earth's 

surface.  

It is a cycle that replenishes ground water supplies.  

It begins as water vaporizes into the atmosphere from vegetation, soil, lakes, rivers, 

snowfields and oceans-a process called evapotranspiration.  

As the water vapor rises it condenses to form clouds that return water to the land through 

precipitation: rain, snow, or hail.  

Precipitation falls on the earth and either percolates into the soil or flows across the ground. 

Usually it does both.  

When precipitation percolates into the soil it is called infiltration; when it flows across the 

ground it is called surface runoff.  

The amount of precipitation that infiltrates, versus the amount that flows across the surface, 

varies depending on factors such as the amount of water already in the soil, soil composition, 

vegetation cover and degree of slope. 

 



Surface runoff eventually reaches a stream or other surface water body where it is again 

evaporated into the atmosphere. Infiltration, however, moves under the force of gravity 

through the soil. If soils are dry, water is absorbed by the soil until it is thoroughly wetted.  

Then excess infiltration begins to move slowly downward to the water table. Once it reaches 

the water table, it is called ground water.  

Ground water continues to move downward and laterally through the subsurface. Eventually 

it discharges through hillside springs or seeps into streams, lakes, and the ocean where it is 

again evaporated to perpetuate the cycle. 

Uses of water:  Water is needed for daily use for organisms, for irrigation, industries, 

electricity production and domestic use. Hence, water is an important resource in all 

economic activities ranging from agriculture to industry.  About 97% of it is salt water in the 

seas & oceans, 2.6% is trapped in polar ice caps & glaciers. Only 0.4% is available as fresh 

water. 

Fresh water occurs mainly in two forms namely  Ground water and  Surface water. The 

distribution of fresh water is geographically uneven varying greatly from country to country 

& even one region to another region. 

1. DOMESTIC USE: Water used in the houses for the purposes of drinking, bathing, 

washing, cooking, sanitary & other needs. The recommended value according to Indian 

Standard specification for domestic use is 135 liters/ day. 

2. INDUSTRIAL USE: Water is required for various industries  such  as  cement,  mining, 

textile, leather industries. 

3. PUBLIC USE: This includes water used for public utility purpose such as watering 

parks, flushing streets,  jails etc. 

4. FIRE USE: Water is used in case of accidents and to prevent the fire issues. 

5. IRRIGATION: To grow crops which is the main sources for food. 

6. OTHER USES: Hydro electric power generation requires water. 

Effects of over use of ground water: Over use of groundwater has following ill effects: 

1. Lowering of water table: Excessive use of ground water for drinking, irrigation and 

domestic purposes has resulted in rapid depletion of ground water in various regions 

leading to lowering of water table & drying of wells. 

2. Ground subsidence:  When ground water withdrawal is greater than its recharge rate, 

the sediments in the aquifer become compacted. This is called ground subsidence which 

may cause damage of buildings, destroy water supply systems etc. 

The reasons for shortage of water are: 

1. Increase in population, 



2. Increasing demand of water for various purposes. 

3. Unequal distribution of fresh water. 

4. Increasing pollution of existing water sources cause over exploitation. 

5. People depend on ground water as it is considered to be fresh water. 

SOURCES OF GROUNDWATER 

Origin and Occurrence of Groundwater 

Major Source 

The origin of groundwater is primarily one of the following:  

 Groundwater derived from rainfall and infiltration within the normal hydrological cycle. 

This kind of water is called meteoric water. The name implies recent contact with the 

atmosphere.  

Minor Source 

 Groundwater encountered at great depths in sedimentary rocks as a result of water having 

been trapped in marine sediments at the time of their deposition. This type of 

groundwater is referred to as connate waters. These waters are normally saline. It is 

accepted that connate water is derived mainly or entirely from entrapped sea water as 

original sea water has moved from its original place. Some trapped water may be 

brackish.  

 Fossil water if fresh may be originated from the fact of climate change phenomenon, i.e., 

some areas used to have wet weather and the aquifers of that area were recharged and 

then the weather of that area becomes dry.  

 Magmatic water is formed in the cracks or crevices or pores of rock doe to condensation 

of steam emanating  from hot molten magma. The magmatic water is also called Juvenile 

water. 

 If it is formed in very deeper (more than 5km) condition it is also called Plutonic water. 

If the magmatic water formed in the shallow depths (with in 5 km), then it is called 

Volcanic water. 

 Due to pressure and temperature variations, some rocks may squeeze an appreciable 

quantity of water. The water which is formed in this way  or has been associated with 

rocks during metamorphism is called Metamorphic water. 

 

 

 



VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF GROUNDWATER 

Water in the subsurface may be divided into two major zones: 

 Zone of aeration 

 Zone of saturation 

Zone of aeration  

  The zone of aeration consists of interstices occupied partially by water and partially by 

air. In the zone of saturation all interstices are filled with water, under hydrostatic pressure. 

One most of the land masses of the earth, a single zone of aeration overlies a single zone of 

saturation and extends upward to the ground surface. 

 In the zone of aeration (unsaturated zone), Vadose water occurs. This general zone may 

be further subdivided into the soil water zone, the intermediate Vadose zone (sub-soil 

zone), and capillary zone 

(i) Soil moisture zone 

 This zone lies just below the groundlevel and forming as upper most part of the zone of 

aeration. In this zone water held-up between soil grains against the force of gravity due to 

molecular attraction force. This zone water is utilized by plants. 

(ii) Intermediate zone 

 It is the middle part of the zone of aeration. Soil moisture zone lies above this zone. The 

water table or capillary fringe covers bottom of this zone. Through this zone water moves 

vertically downwards under the force of gravity to reach zone of saturation. 

 This zone become temporarily but regularly saturated during certain periods, especially 

after rainfall, hence also called ‘Intermittent (Periodic) zone’. 

(iii) Capillary Fringe 

 From the saturated zone the water moves upwards against the gravitational force and 

occupies porespaces  present above the water table. This water is called capillary water. The 

cause of rise of water  in the rock capillaries is due to the ‘surface tension force’. This zone 

occupies the lower part of zone of aeration or the uppermost part of zone of saturation 

Water table 

 The upper surface of the saturated zone of groundwater is called the watertable or 

waterlevel or as phreatic surface. 

Zone of Saturation 

 The saturated zone extends from the upper surface of saturation down to underlying 

impermeable rock. In the absence of overlying impermeable strata, the water table, or 

phreatic surface, forms the upper surface of the zone of saturation. This is defined as the 



surface of atmospheric pressure and appears as the level at which water stands in a well 

penetrating the aquifer. Actually, saturation extends slightly above the water table due to 

capillary attraction; however, water is held here at less than atmospheric pressure. Water 

occurring in the zone of saturation is commonly referred to simply as groundwater, but the 

term phreatic water is also employed. 

 

Vertical distribution of Groundwater 

Springs: They are the surface outflow of groundwater through an opening in a rock under 

hydraulic pressure. They show great variations in quantity of water, rate of flow & mode of 

occurrence. 

 

spring: a place where water flows naturally from rock onto the land surface  

 some springs discharge where the water table intersects the land surface, but they also 

occur where water flows out from caverns or along fractures, faults, or rock contacts that 

come to the surface  

 

 



 Some of the characteristics of springs are: 

 Discharge from spring may be constant or variable. 

 Springs can be perennial or seasonal. 

 Discharge from a spring may vary between from a trickle to about 100 cum per 

second. 

 Difficulty in access. 

 Variation in discharge. 

 Temperature of spring water may vary from mean atmospheric temperature to 

lower or higher, even boiling temperatures. Hot quality water springs are common 

to many parts of the world. 

 HOT SPRINGS: 

 When such springs emit hot water, they are called as Hot Springs. They generally 

occur in areas of active or recent volcanism. 

  springs in which the water is warmer than human body temperature 

 water can gain heat in two ways while underground: 

 ground water may circulate near a magma chamber or a body of cooling igneous 

rock 

 ground water may circulate unusually deep in the earth 

 When a spring emits hot water and steam in the form of fountains or jets at 

regular intervals, they are called as geysers. 

 the water is generally near boiling (100oC) 

 

 

 

 



According to the origin of springs can be classified into several types. 

Types of springs 

 Fault spring 

 Joint spring 

 Tubular spring 

 Thermal spring 

 Depression spring 

 Submarine spring 

 Contact spring 

Fault springs are formed when faulting gives rise to conditions favourable for spring formation 

as groundwater (at depth) under hydrostatic pressure (such as in confined aquifers) can move up 

along such faults. An impermeable rock unit may be brought in contact with an unconfined 

aquifer due to faulting. 

                       

 

 

 

Joint/ Fracture springs occur due to existence of jointed or permeable fracture zones in low 

permeability rocks. Movement of groundwater is mainly through fractures that may tap shallow 

as well as deep aquifers. Springs are formed where these fractures intersect the land surface. 

 

Cave Formation  

 Working slowly over many years, groundwater travels along small cracks. The water 

dissolves and carries away the solid rock, gradually enlarging the cracks. Eventually, a cave may 

form. 

 

 



Sinkholes  

  closed depressions found on land surfaces underlain by limestone; they form either by 

the collapse of a cave roof or by solution as descending water enlarges a crack in limestone If the 

roof of a cave collapses, a sinkhole could form. Some sinkholes are large enough to swallow up a 

home or several homes in a neighborhood. 

  

Depression springs are formed at topographic lows when water table reaches the surface due to 

topographic undulations. A local flow system is created and a spring is formed at the local 

  discharge zone. 

Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD) is a hydrological process which commonly occurs in 

coastal areas. It is described as submarine inflow of fresh-, and brackish groundwater from land 

into the sea. or groundwater discharge  through openings to the sea 

 

Contact springs are formed where relatively permeable rocks overlie rocks of low permeability. 

A lithological contact is usually marked by a line of springs. Such springs are usually associated 

with perched aquifers in mountains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AQUIFERS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Hydrogeology deals with occurrence, storage and movement of groundwater in the subsurface. 

All water below the earth surface is referred to as the groundwater or subsurface water.   

The surface  water  percolates or infilters into the ground  through  the  fractures/cracks and its 

distribution and movement in the subsurface is controlled by the Porosity and Permeability of the 

geological rock  materials such as soils, rocks etc…. 

Porosity in the rock formations facilitates the storage while permeability contributes to 

movement of groundwater.  Based on the porosity and permeability characteristics  all geological 

formations are named as aquifers, aquiclude,  aquitard and  aquifuse. 

Aquifers:  A geological formation that  yield significant quantities of water has been defined as 

an aquifer. A few  Sedimentary rocks  are permeable  considered as good aquifers           ( eg: 

porous Sandstone,  gravels,  cavernous limestones  ) while Igneous  and Metamorphic rocks are 

relatively impermeable and hence serve  as poor aquifers   

Aquiclude:  A rock formation has porosity but no permeability, then it is called aquiclude. That 

means it can store water and the flow of water does not take place.  Eg: clay. 

Aquitard: A saturated but poorly permeable strata that impedes groundwater movement and 

does not yield water freely but may transmit appreciable water to the adjacent aquifers. Eg: 

Sandy clay with a small quantity of silt. 

Aquifuse:  A rock neither containing water nor transmitting water.   Eg: Solid granite 

 

 



Types of Aquifers 

 Unconfined Aquifer 

 Confined Aquifer 

 Semi confined or Leaky Aquifer 

 Perched Aquifer and  

 Rich Aquifer 

Unconfined - In such types of aquifers, groundwater level works like the upper layer of the zone 

of saturationor the upper layer is defined by the water table. It is also called free or non-artesian 

or water table aquifer groundwater.  

Confined - Confined aquifers are found at such places where pressure of groundwater is 

comparatively more than atmospheric pressure due to non-permeable layers. They are also called 

‘artesian aquifers’. Such types of aquifers are found above the base of confined beds of water 

level in punctured wells 

Semi-confined or Leaky Aquifer 

 In some locations the separating  layers between deep confined aquifers and the shallow  water 

table aquifers are not  completely  impermeable, such aquifers causes lowering the water table. 

Perched – a special case of an unconfined aquifer, wherever a groundwater body is separated 

from the main groundwater by a small impermeable rock layer (clay) by the zone of aeration. 

These aquifers remain only f or a short time 

Rich Aquifer 

  The best aquifer is that which has massive ground water  reservoir at a reasonable 

depth. Sand and gravel of uniform size and moderately compacted are the best (rich) aquifers.  

Rock Properties Affecting Groundwater 

  The portion of a rock or soil not occupied by solid mineral matter may be 

occupied by groundwater. These spaces are known as voids, interstices, pores or pore space. 

Perhaps the most effective aquifers are sand and gravel deposits, sandstone and carbonate rocks. 

The permeability of limestone is usually due to solution that has enlarged the fracture and 

bedding planes into passageways. The fractured zones of some of the denser rocks such as 

granite, basalt and gabbro also act as aquifers, although the permeability of such zones decreases 

rapidly with depth. Clay, shale and most crystalline rocks are typically poor aquifers. 

  It is difficult to visualize water underground. Some people believe that ground 

water collects in underground lakes or flows in underground rivers. In fact, ground water is 

simply the subsurface water that fully saturates pores or cracks in soils and rocks.  

 



 

Porosity is the amount of openings  present in a rock 

Or 

Percentage of the voids present in a rock 

Or  

It is generally defined as the percentage of the voids present in a given volume of sediment. 

It can be expressed as, 

   Total volume of voids  in the sediments 

Porosity =  ----------------------------------------------------- 

   Total volume of sediments 

         Vv 

  =  ----------  X 100 

          V 

 Porosity 

  In sediments or sedimentary rocks the porosity depends on grain size, the shapes 

of the grains, and the degree of sorting, and the degree of cementation. 

 Well-rounded coarse-grained sediments usually have higher porosity than fine-grained 

sediments, because the grains do not fit together well. 

 

 Secondary porosity is porosity that developed after rock formation. Processes such as 

fracturing, faulting, and dissolution can create secondary porosity. 

 Permeability is a measure of the degree to which the pore spaces are interconnected, and 

the size of the interconnections. Low porosity usually results in low permeability, but high 

porosity does not necessarily imply high permeability. It is possible to have a highly porous rock 

with little or no interconnections between pores. A good example of a rock with high porosity 

and low permeability is a vesicular volcanic rock, where the bubbles that once contained gas give 

the rock a high porosity, but since these holes are not connected to one another the rock has low 

permeability. 



Movement of Groundwater 

  Groundwater is in constant motion, although the rate at which it moves is 

generally slower than it would move in a stream because it must pass through the intricate 

passageways between free space in the rock. First the groundwater moves downward due to the 

pull of gravity. But it can also move upward because it will flow from higher pressure areas to 

lower pressure areas, as can be seen by a simple experiment illustrated below. Imagine that we 

have a "U"-shaped tube filled with water. If we put pressure on one side of the tube, the water 

level on the other side rises, thus the water moves from high pressure zones to low pressure 

zones. 

 

  

Types of Flows 

Laminar flow 

In laminar flow, sometimes called streamline flow, the velocity, pressure, and other flow 

properties at each point in the fluid remain constant. Laminar flow over a horizontal 

surface may be thought of as consisting of thin layers, or laminae, all parallel to each 

other. 

 



Turbulent flow 

Turbulent flow, type of fluid flow in which the fluid undergoes irregular fluctuations, or 

mixing, in contrast to laminar flow, in which the fluid moves in smooth paths or layers. ... 

The flow of wind and rivers is generally turbulent in this sense, even if the currents are 

gentle. 

Transient flow 

The flow of a fluid is transient or unsteady if its flow parameters (i.e. velocity and 

pressure) are dependent not only on the position in the coordinate system used to describe 

the field of flow, but also on time. 

Darcy’s law states the principle which governs the movement of fluid in the given substance. 

 Darcy’s law equation that describes the capability of the liquid to flow via any porous media 

like a rock. 

 The law is based on the fact according to which, the flow between two points is directly 

proportional to the pressure differences between the points, the distance, and the connectivity 

of flow within rocks between the points. Measuring the inter-connectivity is known as 

permeability. 

 

• In the above figure there is an inclined main cylindrical tube filled with porous media.  

• The water is put in the system through water inlet on left and it comes out from the water 

outlet on the right. 

•  The water in the main cylindrical tube flows from left to right as shown by arrow.  

• There are two vertical small diameter cylinders (manometers) near water inlet and outlet.  

• They are meant for the purpose of measuring head of the water flowing through the 

porous media (manifested by elevation of water in the tubes) at the entry and exit 

positions in the given experimental setup.  



• Hydraulic head or piezometric head is a specific measurement of liquid pressure above 

a vertical datum. It is usually measured as a liquid surface elevation, expressed in units of 

length, at the entrance (or bottom) of a piezometer. 

• h1 is the initial head of water with respect to a reference plane (Unit: meter). 

• h2 is the final head of water with respect to a reference plane (Unit: meter). 

• Δh is the difference between final and initial head (h2- h1) (Unit: meter). 

• ΔL is the length of flow path (Unit: meter). 

• A is the cross sectional area through which water flow takes place (Unit: meter2). 

• Q is flow rate of water flowing, that is the volume of water discharged at the end of the 

cylindrical tube in a given time's’ (Unit: meter3/day). 

• The flux of water (v) is volume rate of water flow through unit cross section area; 

alternatively volumetric flow per unit area. 

• V=Q/A. 

•  the flux of water (v) through a saturated porous media for a given length (ΔL), under 

influence of a given head loss (Δh ) IS 

• 1. Directly proportional to the head loss (Δh ) and 

• 2. Inversely proportional to the length of the flow path (ΔL) 

• If we formulate a statement of Darcy’s law based on empirical observations, it would 

read as: “the flux of water (v) through saturated porous media is directly proportional to 

the hydraulic gradient”. 

• Further replacing the proportionality sign by equality constant K gives Darcy’s law 

• v=−KΔh/ΔL. 

• Here the constant K has unit of meters/day and is referred to as coefficient of 

permeability, more popularly known as hydraulic conductivity. The minus sign in the 

above equation have been introduced by the fact that in the given experimental set up Δh 

will always be negative . 

• Since Δh = h2 – h1 with a condition that always h2 < h1, hence Δh is always negative.  

• This also points to the fact that water flow through porous media is always in direction of 

decreasing water head. It implies that as water moves through a porous media it loses 

energy to other forms. This could be attributed to the resistance offered by the media to 

the flowing fluid. In fig.1 it can be observed that head varies along water flow path; that 

is Δh varies with Δl. Thus the Darcy’s law in differential form can be 

• v=−K dh/dL 



• Q=−K a dh/dL 

• Groundwater flow is through porous saturated media and Darcy’s law gives an equation 

for water flow through porous saturated media. Hence by this analogy, Darcy’s law has 

been used as most fundamental equation for quantification of groundwater flow.  

THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER 

  Water has several other unique physical properties.  

These properties are: 

 Water has a high specific heat. Specific heat is the amount of energy required to change 

the temperature of a substance. Because water has a high specific heat, it can absorb large 

amounts of heat energy before it begins to get hot. 

 Water in a pure state has a neutral pH. As a result, pure water is neither acidic nor basic. 

Water changes its pH when substances are dissolved in it. 

 Water conducts heat more easily than any liquid except mercury. This fact causes large 

bodies of liquid water like lakes and oceans to have essentially a uniform vertical 

temperature profile. 

 Water molecules exist in liquid form over an important range of temperaturefrom 0 - 

100° Celsius. This range allows water molecules to exist as a liquid inmost places on our 

planet. 

 Water is a universal solvent. 

 Water has a high surface tension. In other words, water is adhesive and elastic,and tends 

to aggregate in drops rather than spread out over a surface as a thin film.This 

phenomenon also causes water to stick to the sides of vertical structuresdespite gravitys 

downward pull. 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER: 

Water’s chemical formula is H2O. The water molecule odd shape with 

bothhydrogen atoms occurring on the same side of the oxygen atom gives water itsability 

to “stick” to itself and to other surfaces. The hydrogen atoms create apositive electrical 

charge while the oxygen atom creates a negative charge. Theattraction to one another is 

what causes water to form droplets. The chemicalproperties make water essential to the 

functioning of living things including humanbeings. We must ingest or drink water in 

order to maintain good health. 



 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES: 

i pH 

i  Alkalinity 

i Total Hardness 

i  Iron, Manganese, 

i  Metal-Zinc, Copper, Chromium, Lead 

i  Nitrate/ Nitrite 

i  Arsenic, Fluoride 

i  Chloride 

i  Total and Free Chlorine 

  

BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES: 

1. Adhesion: water tends to stick unlike substances . Example is water sticking toblood 

vessels 

.2. Cohesion: which water molecules clings together due to Hydrogen bonding; 

thesurface film (top layer of water) is held by surface tension. Example is spilledwater 

forming a puddle. 

3. Solvency: water is considered a universal solvent for its ability to dissolve awide range 

of substance since it is a polar molecule. Example is salt or sugardissolving in water. 

4. Chemical reactivity: water can participate in chemical reactions. Example:involvement 

of water molecules in dehydration synthesis and hydrolysis. 



5. Thermal stability: water has a high heat capacity, so it requires a lot of energy toheat 

up; requires 1 cal to raise 1 gram of water by 1 degree C. Example: stability ofthe oceans 

temperature during summer and winter. 

Design of groundwater recharge structures 

Recharge of aquifers 

In places where the withdrawal of water is more than the rate of recharge an imbalance in the 

groundwater reserves is created. Recharging of aquifers are undertaken with the following 

objectives:  

To maintain or augment natural groundwater as an economic resource 

To conserve excess surface water underground 

To combat progressive depletion of groundwater levels 

To combat unfavourable salt balance and saline water intrusion 

Design of an aquifer recharge system 

To achieve the objectives it is imperative to plan out an artificial recharge scheme in a 

scientific manner. Thus it is imperative that proper scientific investigations be carried out for 

selection of site for artificial recharge of groundwater.  

The proper design will include the following considerations: 

Selection of site:  

Recharge structures should be planned out after conducting proper hydro-geological 

investigations. Based on the analysis of this data (already existing or those collected during 

investigation) it should be possible to: 

  1. Define the sub-surface geology.   

 2. Determine the presence or absence of impermeable layers  or lenses that can impede 

percolation 

 

 3.  Define depths to water table and groundwater flow directions  

  4. Establish the maximum rate of recharge that could be achieved at the site. 

Design of recharge structures and settlement tank 

For designing the optimum capacity of the tank, the following parameters need to be 

considered: 

1.) Size of the catchment 

2.) Intensity of rainfall  

3.) Rate of recharge, which depends on the geology of the site 



  The capacity of the tank should be enough to retain the runoff occurring from 

conditions of peak rainfall intensity. The rate of recharge in comparison to runoff is a critical 

factor.  

  

 

 



  

Groundwater exploration is the investigation of underground formations to understand the 

hydrologic cycle, know the groundwater quality, and identify the nature, number and type 

of aquifers. There are different groundwater exploration methods.  

 Surface geophysical method is one of the groundwater investigation methods. 

 

  

 

  



ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 

 

Engineering geology is the application of the geology to engineering study for the 

purpose of assuring that the geological factors regarding the location, design, construction, 

operation and maintenance of engineering works are recognized and accounted for. Engineering 

geologists provide geological and geotechnical recommendations, analysis, and design 

associated with human development and various types of structures. The realm of the 

engineering geologist is essentially in the area of earth-structure interactions, or investigation of 

how the earth or earth processes impact human made structures and human activities. 

 

Engineering geology studies may be performed during the planning, environmental 

impact analysis, civil or structural engineering design, value engineering and construction phases 

of public and private works projects, and during post-construction and forensic phases of 

projects. Works completed by engineering geologists include; geological hazard 

assessments, geotechnical, material properties landslide and slope stability, erosion, 

flooding, dewatering, and seismic investigations, etc. Engineering geology studies are performed 

by a geologist or engineering geologist that is educated, trained and has obtained experience 

related to the recognition and interpretation of natural processes, the understanding of how these 

processes impact human made structures (and vice versa), and knowledge of methods by which 

to mitigate hazards resulting from adverse natural or human made conditions. The principal 

objective of the engineering geologist is the protection of life and property against damage 

caused by various geological conditions. 

 

History 

Although the study of geology has been around for centuries, at least in its modern form, 

the science and practice of engineering geology only commenced as a recognized discipline until 

the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The first book titled Engineering Geology was published 

in 1880 by William Penning. In the early 20th century Charles Berkey, an American trained 

geologist who was considered the first American engineering geologist, worked on several 

water-supply projects for New York City, then later worked on the Hoover Dam and a multitude 

of other engineering projects. The first American engineering geology textbook was written in 

1914 by Ries and Watson. In 1921 Reginald W. Brock, the first Dean of Applied Science at the 

University of British Columbia, started the first undergraduate and graduate degree programs in 

Geological Engineering, noting that students with an engineering foundation made first-class 

practising geologists. In 1925, Karl Terzaghi, an Austrian trained engineer and geologist, 

published the first text in Soil Mechanics (in German). Terzaghi is known as the parent of soil 

mechanics, but also had a great interest in geology; Terzaghi considered soil mechanics to be a 

sub-discipline of engineering geology. In 1929, Terzaghi, along with Redlich and Kampe, 

published their own Engineering Geology text (also in German). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering_geologist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering_geologist
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seismic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geologist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering_geologist
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The need for geologist on engineering works gained worldwide attention in 1928 with the 

failure of the St. Francis Dam in California and the death of 426 people. More engineering 

failures which occurred the following years also prompted the requirement for engineering 

geologists to work on large engineering projects. 

In 1951, one of the earliest definitions of the "Engineering geologist" or "Professional 

Engineering Geologist" was provided by the Executive Committee of the Division on 

Engineering Geology of the Geological Society of America. 
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ROLE OF GEOLOGIST IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 

1. Preliminary investigation using published information and other existing data 

2. A detailed geological survey of the site, possibly with a photogeology study 

3. Applied geophysical surveys to provide information about the subsurface geology 

4. Boring, drilling and excavation to provide confirmation of the previous results, and 

quantitative detail, at critical points on the site 

5. Testing of soils and rocks to assess their suitability, particularly their mechanical 

properties (soil mechanics and rock mechanics), either in situ or from samples. 

6. It is providing knowledge about material used for construction 

7. Construction of Dams 

8. Geotechnical engineered needs knowledge of this subject for digging work 

9.  Knowledge required about foundation of faults 

10. Design of Highways and Road 

11. Construction of Tunnels 

 

 

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCKS 

OBJECTIVES:  

The aim of this lesson is to understand the important physical properties of rocks and 

their determination, geological characteristics, general characteristics, modulus properties of 

rocks, building stones and their occurrences. The role of a geotechnical engineer is also 

highlighted.  

 

INTRODUCTION: 

A civil engineer has deal mostly with soil, rocks, timber, steel and concrete. A majority of civil 

engineering projects, soil and rocks form sites of construction directly.Engineering properties of 

soils are studies under “Soil Mechanics”, rock falls, till date domain of engineering geology. 

Rock mechanics has developed at fast pace during last few years. It deals essentially with 

behavior of rocks under applied force field in natural as well as in laboratory conditions. It might 

be understood to include discussion and practical determination of all such properties of rocks 

that are relevant to engineering applications of material after their extraction from natural 

place or without extraction ( in site condition). 

 

 

 



BUILDING STONE: 

 

Definition: Building stones may be defined as sound rock that can be safely used in some 

situation. In the construction as a massive dressed or undressed unit. 

Granite and Marble – used in the form of fine dressed blocks or slabs or columns in huge and 

costly buildings.  

Sandstone and Limestone are used in fort, retaining wall boundary wall, and also blocks in 

stone houses and bungalows are typical building stone. Slates used in roofing materials for 

ordinary construction.  

Stone Masonry is an engineering art that is preserved in many historical buildings in all parts of 

the world. This skill used in very less place scale. Example- Taj Mahalat agra, Red fort in Delhi, 

Jaganathapuri of the best known marvels of India.  

 

Properties: 

Physical, structural and other properties a rock should possess to be recommended as a building 

stone will developed upon the type of construction and situation within that particular 

construction. Stone used in flooring for a building need not possess all those qualities that are 

must in foundation and load bearing wall.  

 

A) Strength Characteristics:  

Stone, like all other solids, fail when subjected to load beyond the strength. The failure takes 

place under compressive, tension and sheer forces at different values. The unconfined 

compressive strength, which is taken as the most important index property of stones. 

1. Compressive strength 

2. Transverse strength 

3. Porosity 

4. Density 

5. Abrasive resistance 

6. Frost and Fire resistance 

1. Compressive strength is also sometimes referred as crushing strength of a stone and 

may be defined as the force expressed per unit area, which a stone can withstand without 

rupturing. Any force applied for beyond the compressive strength will cause failure or rupture of 

the stone. 

Compressive strength -    Co = P/A 

      Where Co = compressive strength / unit area; P= Load failure, A= Area of cross section of 

stone under P. 

 

The load at failure (p) divided by the area of cross section of the sample gives the unconfined 

compressive strength of the rock.  

 



When the compressive strength is tested by a method providing a lateral support, by keeping the 

specimen in a special cell (Triaxial cell) filled with liquid under pressure, the value obtained is 

called a confined or triaxial compressive strength. It is generally taken into consideration in 

civil engineering construction with stones.  

 

Compressive strength of rocks depends on a number of factors such as its mode of formation, 

its composition, texture and structure, its moisture content and extent of weathering it has already 

suffered.  

 

Igneous rocks being crystalline in character, compact and interlocking in a texture and uniform 

in structure possess very high compressive strengths compared sedimentary and metamorphic 

rocks. 

 

Two groups abundance of planes of weakness such as bedding planes, foliation, schistosity and 

cleavage affect the compressive strength  

 

Uniaxial compressive strength range of some rocks (kg/cm2) 

Igneous Rocks Sedimentary Rocks Metamorphic Rocks 

Granite 1000 – 2500 Sandstone 200 – 2000 Gneisses 500 – 2500 

Dolerite 1500 – 3500 Limestone  200 2000 Quartzite 1500 – 3000 

Basalt 1500 – 3500 Shales 50 – 150 Marble 700 - 2000 

 

Engineering classification of Rocks 

Class Type description Uniaxial compressive strength (kg/cm2) 

A Very high strength  More than 2240 

B High strength  1120 – 2240 

C Medium strength  560 – 1120 

D Low strength  280 – 560 

E Very low strength  Less than 280 

 

2. Transverse Strength: It is defined as the capacity of a stone to withstand bedding loads. 

Transverse strength is determined as modulus of rupture using the following relationship 

    R= 3wl/2bd2 

Where R = Modulus rupture, w = loads at which samples breaks, l = length, b= Width and d is 

thickness of the specimen. 

  

 

 



3. Porosity: is the percentage of void space in a rock. It is defined as the ratio of the volume of 

the voids or pore space divided by the total volume. Porosity range values for few common types 

of building stones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Low porosity is caused by interlocking crystals, angular grains of different sizes and uniformly 

distributed cementing material in the rock. Rock have high porous if composed of spherical or 

rounded grains is distributed uneven or poor cementing 

Absorption value defines as the capacity of a stone to absorb moisture when the immersed in 

water for 72hours or still saturation. 

Absorption Values =   S-W   X 100 

      W 

Where   W and S gives the dry and saturated weights. 

 

4. Density: It is defined as weight as weight per unit volume of substance, in this case of stone.  

(a). Dry density: it is the weight per unit Vol of an absolutely dried rock. It includes the Vol of 

the pore spaces present in the rock. 

(b) Bulk density: It is density of the rock with natural moisture content. It is assumed in such 

cases all the pore spaces are not filled with water. 

(c). Saturated water: Rock fully saturated water 

 In most engineering calculation it is the bulk density that is taken into consideration. Bulk 

density values in grams/cubic centimeters 

Granite – 2.7, Basalt – 2.9, sandstone – 2.6, Limestone – 2.2 – 2.6 

 

5. Abrasive Resistance: It is more a qualitative than quantitative property and may be broadly 

defined as resistance, which stone offer to rubbing action of one kind to another. This quality 

acquires considerable importance when stone is intended to be used in a situation where rubbing 

natural or artificial causes may become routine. 

 Mineralogical composition of a stone plays a great role in resistance to abrasion. A stone 

made up of the same mineral wear uniformly like soft – Example = Limestone and marble. It 

may not wear at all if made up of hard mineral --- eg = Quartzite and sandstone. 

Granite have an appealing appearance but made up of minerals in different hardness (feldspar 

and Quartz) may get unevenly. 

Abrasion resistance of a stone is commonly used in civil engineering laboratory using Dory’s 

Abrasion Testing Machine. It consists of a revolving steel disc provided at the top with two 

metallic funnel shaped projection placed at diametrically opposite ends.  

Granite 0.1 – 

0.5% 

Basalt 0.1 – 

1.0% 

Marble 0.5 – 

2.0% 

Sandstone  5 – 25% Limestone 5 -20% Quartzite 0.1 – 0.5 

      



 

6. Frost and Fire Resistance: 

     Frost causes disintegration by expansion of water freezing within the pores of rocks during 

winters; it’s melting during summers and the process getting repeated every year. This is called 

frost action. Limestone and sandstone are very poor frost resistance 

Fire resistance is determined when a stone is intended for use around stoves, heating 

place and in the wall of kilns or furnaces.  Examples: Granites and other coarse-grained 

igneous rocks are poor in fire resistance. 

 

 

(B). Geological characters: 

(1). Mineralogical composition: Rock properties depend on the composition and nature of 

packing in rock. It has been found made up chiefly of silica, especially quartz (sio2), free form is 

strongest in many respect. Quartzites, sandstone and granite are examples of quartz dominated 

strong rocks. 

 Carbonate rocks shows a very wide variation in their engineering properties and each 

variety has to be tested thoroughly for such properties before use in construction. 

(2). Texture and structure: Texture defines the shape size and mutual relationship of mineral 

constituents of a rock whereas strictures. Rocks may be coarse grained, medium grained, fine 

grain and equigranular and inequigranular in texture. 

 Structurally such features as stratification, foliation, lineation, cleavage, joints, micro-

joints and flow structures have consideration of before selection of stone for constructions. 

(3). Resistance to weathering:   

It is an essentially a geological character, that is determined by composition and texture 

of a stone. An engineering especially a town planner has to bear in mine.  The compatibility of a 

stone prosed to be used in a particular environment.  

  

C. General characters: 

Cost: It is an important a consideration in the selection of a stone for building consideration as it 

engineering properties or geological character.  

 Cost of building stone depends on its availability, accessibility and workability. Good 

quality of building stone is not available for everywhere.  

 Workability of a stone is understood the easiness in effort and economy with which can 

be extracted from its natural place of occurrence and finally given a proper shape is called 

dressing. 

Colour: It is property of appeal and gets importance of stone used is to be situations and exposed 

in a public view. Stone use in a foundation and dams, outer plastering. 

 The color of a rock is a geological character and depends on the mineralogical 

composition of rock. 

Example: Granites, Sandstone, limestone, marbles,  

 



Elastic properties of rocks 

 
The elasticity of rocks indicates their deformation under loads. The deformation is 

recovered when loads are removed. It is determined in accordance with Hook’s law which states 

that in elastic substances stress is directly proportional to strain.  

It is expressed by the relationship  

Q/E=E  

Where Q= stress, E= Strain, E= Modulus of elasticity, it is also termed as young’s modulus.  

It is tested for rocks by loading test specimens usually a cylinder of L/D ratio 2, Under uniaxial 

compression and sometimes tension.  

The axial deformation i.e. change in parallel to stress direction is determined at the 

application of each increment of load using strain gauges. This process of loading and 

determining the strain is continued till the specimen actually breaks.  

That is the ultimate limit up to which the specimen could be deformed. The limit up to which it 

remains elastic i.e. recovers the original shape when the load is removed is reached slightly 

earlier.  

Rocks are highly anisotropic so far as their elastic constants are concerned. They show all 

varieties ranging from perfectly elastic to practically inelastic. This depends on their 

composition, texture and structures. It is possible to broadly group the rocks into three 

categories, based on their Modulus of elasticity.  

 

Quasi elastic:  

 

These are rocks in which the stress-strain relationship is expresses by almost a straight-

line till the point of failure. Such rocks include massive, densely packed uniformly structured 

verities of igneous sedimentary and metamorphic groups such as Syenites, Diorites, Dolerites, 

gabbros, basalts and quartzites. Quasi elastic rocks show E values ranging from 6x10 to the 

power of 5 to 11x 10 to the power of 5 kg/cm2.  

 

Semi elastic Rocks:  

Are coarse, grained slightly open packed with some porosity and very minor in any 

structure discontinuities. The semi elastic rock show E value range between 4x10 to the power of 

5 to 6x10 to the power of 5 kg/cm2.Page 10 of 11  

 

Coarse grained igneous rocks like granites, some massive compact sediments like Sandstones 

and dolomite may often show semi elastic properties. In this group the curve indicating the 

modulus of elasticity. Such a characteristic that is slope tends to decrease with increasing loads.  

 

 

 



Non elastic Rocks:  

 

Are those in which stress strain relationship tends to break in two zones. An initial zone of steep 

slope followed by a curve of least slope. These are open textured coarse grained and rich in 

structural discontinuities. Values of E obtained with such rocks are commonly of the order of 

less than 4x10 to the power of 5 kg/cm2.  

 

IMPORTANT BUILDING STONES 

 
Any type of rock that satisfies the above considerations may be used as a building stone. 

Granites, Sand stones, Limestones, Marbles and Quartzites and others like Dolerites,Syenites, 

Basalts and Gneisses etc. are some of them are not available , because they do not possess all the 

requisite properties.  

 

Granites: These are the most commonly used building stones of all the igneous rocks.They 

generally possess all the essential qualities of a good building stone showing very high crushing 

strength, low absorption values, least porosity, interlocking texture, variety of appealing colors, 

and susceptibility to perfect polish. 

  

Indian occurrence: India has got good reserves of granite and granitic rocks. The archean group 

of rocks of peninsular India are comprised chiefly of Gneisses and Granites  

 

Sandstone: Massive sandstones consisting of closely interlocking and angular grains and free 

from structural defects find extensive use of building stones. Ferruginous and calcareous 

varieties should not be used for exterior work, especially in industrial towns. Argillaceous 

sandstones are generally weak in character. Massive varieties with siliceous cement possess 

sufficient strength and are easily workable.  

 

Indian occurrence: India has got immense reserves of Sandstones fit for construction purposes. 

The most important supplies come from two important stratigraphical systems, namely the 

Vindhyan and Gondwana systems. Vindhyan sandstones are fine grained in texture and available 

in abundance in a variety of colours like white, cream and deep red and grey etc. They are easily 

quarried and economically workable.  

 

These stones are available in a large area of the country for over 350,000 sq.kms 

extending from Bihar to Aravallis. Many buildings of Delhi, and Agra are built of these stones. 

No other rock formation of India posseses such as assemblages of characters rendering it so 

eminently suitable for building or architectural work.  

 

The gondawana formations of India have also yielded very good quality of sandstones. 

The fine grained sandstones of Cuttack( known as Athgarh sandstones) have been used most 

widely and famous temples of Jaganathpuri are built of them.  

 

 



 

Lime stones: These sedimentary rocks are veryextensively used as building stones. It is not due 

to their physical properties. It is due to the crushing strength. They may be weak showing values 

much below 300 kg/cm2 or as strong as 1500 kg/cm2 or even more.A similar variation in other 

property like absorption, specific gravity and porosity may be observed.  

 

The use of limestones as facing stones even if they are sufficiently hard should be 

avoided in situations where  

 

a. The air is polluted with industrial gases  

b. The air from sea can approach them easily.  

 

The reason for first precaution is that sulphuric acid vapours contained in the industrial 

gases react with calcium carbonate of limestone producing gypsum (calcium sulphate) crystals. 

This change involves an increase in the volume and results in disintegration of the surface layer 

of the rock.Salt crystals, may be formed from moist air from sea and cause dampness and 

disintegration of the stone.  

 

Indian occurrence: Lime stones occur in many geological formations of this country. i. The 

cuddapah system outcropping in Andhra, Chennai, Delhi and Chattisgarh, ii) The Bijawar, 

Kondalite and Aravalli groups iii) TheVindhyan system of Madhya Pradesh, vi)The hill 

limestone, exposed at many places in northern India.  

 

Marbles: These are metamorphic rocks that are used for ordinary structural work as well as for 

decorative purposes.  

 

Marbles are varying in their texture, color and composition. Their absorption value is 

generally below 1% and normally they possess sufficient crushing strength.  

 

They have been extensively used as decorative stones and this is because of their 

susceptibility to brilliant polish and beautiful colors.  

 

Indian occurrence: Most important source of commercial marbles in the crystalline formations 

of Rajasthan. i) Makrana in Jodhpur-white and pink, ii) Kharva in Ajmer – green and yellow, iii) 

Kishengarh and Jaipur are famous for black and dense marbles.  

 

Slate: It is another metamorphic rock, characterized by a perfect cleavage and because of this 

property it does not find any use in building stones except for paving roofing purposes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion:  

 

 It is a well-known fact that rocks play a vital role in constructing the structures which are 

destined to be strong, appealing and economical.  

 

 All the factors which have been considered so far give a clear guideline for an engineer to 

choose the right type of naturally occurring rocks or stones to be used to build such structures.  

 By choosing all the properties judiciously in conjunction with one another, it is possible to 

adhere to the safety regulations prescribed in building standards. A combination of laboratory 

testing of small samples, empirical analysis and field observations should be employed to 

determine the requisite engineering properties.  

 

 Engineering properties of rocks are very essential properties to be determined in every project 

of civil engineering, construction engineering and structural engineering. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ROADS AND HIGHWAYS 

Introduction: - 

 Roads and highways are always very important projects for any country and 

an index of its development.  Their planning, designing, construction and 

maintenance are among the major duties of civil engineers the world over.  As with 

any other civil engineering project, geological investigations play important role in 

the design, stability and economical construction and maintenance of the roads.  

Such investigations are aimed at providing full details regarding topography of the 

area, lithological characters of the rocks or soil and the groundwater conditions.  

The influence of these geological factors on the alignment and stability of roads is 

discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 

 Topography: -  

 Topography or the landform of a region is single most important factor that 

controls the selection of alignment of a road project.  Topographic maps would 

reveal the existence of various land features like valleys and the inflowing streams, 

the hills and their undulations, the plateaus and the plains with all their varying 

configuration from place to place. Obviously, knowledge of all such features is not 

only important but very essential for a right alignment. Moreover, such a 

knowledge world also be necessary to decide where cuttings would be required and 

in which areas it would be filling that would be necessary, or where the slopes 

could be left at their natural inclination and where these would have to be flattened, 

protected by giving breastwalls or supported by giving retaining walls and so on.  

Preliminary surveys, including aerial surveys followed by detailed surveys are 

often necessary to obtain desired topographical and other details mentioned in the 

following paragraphs.  

Lithological Character: - 

 Geological surveys should invariably provide all possible details regarding 

the composition, texture, structure and origin of rocks and sediments making the 

ground through which the proposed alignment of the highways has to pass. 

 Broadly speaking, ground may be divided into two types: consolidated, 

massive hard rock type and soft, unconsolidated type. 



 The Massive groups of rocks include all varieties of igneous, sedimentary 

and metamorphic rocks which can stand even with vertical slopes.  For making 

roads through them, however, these rocks require extensive blasting operations.  

They cannot be simply cut out or dug out.  Once cut, especially if they are free 

from joints and fractures and unfavorably inclined bedding planes, these rocks 

stand erect for year without much maintenance. 

The unconsolidated group presents the engineer many complicated 

problems.  Through soil investigations regarding their mode of origin, texture, 

structures, porosity, permeability, degree of compaction, consolidation 

characteristics or compressibility, etc. all are required to be known within broad 

limits to design safe and stable roads over them.  Residual soils are generally 

homogeneous and properties evaluated from selective bore hole samples might 

prove sufficient.  In transported type of soils, however, variation in properties both 

laterally and vertically might be a rule than exception.  Hence, the more 

complicated nature of these soils.  Presence of clay seams or layers at critical 

places should be investigated as some types of these rocks often swell on coming 

in contact with moisture, and create adverse situations for road stability and safety. 

Geological structure: - 

 The structural features of rocks, especially in those of sedimentary and 

metamorphic origin, have any important bearing upon the design of cuts as well as 

on the stability of the road as a whole.  A given rock might be quite hard and 

otherwise sound for a cut as road foundation.  But, if in the same rock some planes 

of weakness (such as bedding planes, joints, foliation, cleavage) are present in such 

a way that these are  inclined towards the free side of the valley, the rock could 

likely fail along these planes.  Such structural features include dip and strike, 

joints, fault planes and shear zones. 

 (a) Dip and Strike: There may be three possibilities for making a cut in the 

inclined beds: it can be made parallel, at right angles or inclined to the dip 

direction.  The relative merits of the cut vis-à-vis its stability would be as follows, 

assuming other things are favorable:  



(i) Cut is parallel to the dip direction: In such a case, the layers offer a 

uniform behavior on either side of the cut and as such the risk of failure is minimal 

on this account.  

(ii) Cut is made parallel to the strike, that is, at right angles to the dip 

direction.  In such a case, strata plunge across the cut, offering different 

inclinations of the layers on either side of the cut.  On the dipping inside of the cut, 

there is always likelihood of slips, especially when the planes are inclined steeply 

and get lubricated very often due to rainwater, or groundwater movement.  In some 

cases where the layers dip into the hill rather than in the road, the cut is considered 

quite stable.  

 (iii) Cut inclined to dip and strike: In such cases also, the strata will dip 

across the cutting and the slope of the cutting will be unequal on both sides.  Hence 

such a condition would give rise to similar difficulties as encountered in cuts 

parallel to strike.  

When there is no alternative to cuts either parallel to or inclined to strike 

(other than at right angles), special measure might become necessary to ensure 

stability of slopes.   Such measures would include: 

 (i) Enlarging of the section of the cutting, particularly on the hillside face, to 

stable limits. 

 (ii) Provision of strong, adequately high retaining walls. 

 (iii) Very efficient drainage system to effectively remove water from the 

affected slopes. 

 (b) Joints: These influence the stability of the cuts in the same way as the 

bedding planes.  When present in great abundance, joints reduce even the hardest 

rock to a mass of loosely held up blocks on the side of a cut which could tumble 

down on slight vibrations. Further, even if the joints are few, but are continuous 

and inclined towards the free side of the cut, these offer potential surfaces for slips 

during the presence of moisture.  In major road construction programmes, 

therefore, jointed rocks have to be provided artificial support by breastwalls and 

retaining walls for ensuring stability.     



(c) Faults. Faulting generally leads to the crushing of the rock along the 

fault planes and shear zones.  Such a condition is, of course, very unfavorable for a 

cut when it happens to form upper of lower slope or even base of the cut.  It should 

not be left untreated in any case.  These are the worst type of potential failure. 

Weathering: - 

 In some cases, when the strata along or under a cut is composed of layers of 

rocks of different hardness, the softer layers get we4ather at a faster rate than the 

overlying or underlying harder rocks.  This generally results in undermining which 

might cause slips or falls of the whole face.  Sometimes, when the top layers are 

weathered too heavily, the slope might experience a persistent rock fall or debris-

fall type of situation from above.  In either case, the state of weathering of rocks is 

of considerable significance and cuts might need better designing when these 

happen to pass through weathered zones of the rocks.  Cleaning of slopes from 

loose debris and flattering for avoiding debris fall shall be needed.  Sometimes 

constructing concrete wall against the fracture zones may also be adopted 

beneficially. 

Groundwater conditions: - 

 It is always necessary to investigate thoroughly the position of water table of 

the area.  Not only that, water bearing qualities should also be known along the 

proposed route.  It is quite likely that a water bearing zone (aquifer) might be 

intersecting the base or slopes of an alignment.  Specific care and design would be 

required for these natural water conduits.  These are always to be taken as weak 

and hazardous zones in the road.  

GEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AFTER ROAD CONDITIONS: - 

 Many of the above-discussed geological factors are to be considered prior to 

road construction as these greatly influence the final alignment of the road.  Two 

geological problems that affect roads after their construction are frost action and 

erosion of slopes along the roads. 

 

 



(a) Frost action: 

  In cold humid regions, road surface fails due to freezing of water 

within the voids of the subsoil below.  The freezing starts, in cold weather, from 

surface downwards and extends from the larger voids to the capillary zone below.  

The freezing of capillary water in sub in sub grade soil exerts tremendous pressure 

(140 kg/cm2) on the road above and also on the particles all around and becomes 

the major cause of (frost) heaving up of the solid particles which destroys the 

surface layer.  

In summer, thawing of the ice crystals results in surplus free water that escapes 

through the cracks in the road producing what is commonly known as the frost 

boils of the road. 

 The treatment of frost action lies in: 

 (i) Removing the porous soil susceptible to capillary freezing and replacing 

it with non-porous, uniformly mixed soil. 

 (ii) Lowering down of water-table by providing adequate drainage. 

(b) Erosion problems:  Side slopes of the cuts and fills and drainage ditches 

are most seriously affected due to erosion by flowing water.  Erosion is further 

enhanced if  

 (i) The soil of the slopes is soft and incoherent and without a vegetable 

cover. 

 (ii) The velocity of water that rushes in the side ditch during different 

periods becomes exceedingly high. 

 The erosion of side slopes can be prevented to a extent by providing 

interception ditches that should intercept the water in definite channels and drain it 

out properly without flowing over and into the body of the soil on slopes.  In case 

of side ditches, erosion can be prevented by reducing the velocity of the water 

flowing through them by flattering their grades.  

 

 



BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION: - 

 Definition:  A bridge may be defined as a structure built over a river, a dry 

valley, low land or an estuary or any depressed part of the land to provide a link 

between the two opposite sides.  It is essentially a communication link on a road or 

railway track or a highway.  Bridges, especially over major rivers and in hilly and 

mountainous areas are very important civil engineering structures.  Their role in 

socio-economic development and defence strategies can hardly be 

overemphasized. 

Geological considerations: - 

 In most cases the location of a bridge is decided more by socio- economic 

factors than by geological considerations.  Thus, there are seven bridges over the 

River Jhelum connecting the two parts of Srinagar city (in Kashmir) within a total 

distance of 5 km.  On the contrary, there is only one bridge over the River Chenab 

(at Ramban, Jammu province) connecting the valley of Kashmir with rest of the 

country.  That may be true for most of the other big cities, states and countries of 

the world.  In other words, within big cities divided by rivers or streams, a bridge 

has to be placed where it is needed, irrespective of the subsurface geology.  

However, on highways, there is often some flexibility available in the choice of 

placement of a bridge.  This is unlike tunnels, where alignment is primarily and 

essentially controlled by geological considerations.   But, in the case of bridges 

also, the design, stability and durability depend, to a great extent, on the subsurface 

geological conditions that must be properly investigated and cautiously interpreted. 

In any major bridge construction project, the designer is keen to place the 

bridge abutments and piers on as sound, strong and stable rock foundation below 

as possible.  This being so, the geological characters that need to be investigated 

and thoroughly established are: 

a) The depth to the bed rock. 

b) The nature of the bed rock. 

c) The structural disposition of rocks. 

 



 

Depth to Bed Rock: - 

 In most cases, the river bed below the water is covered by varying 

thickness of unconsolidated natural deposits of sand, gravels and boulders.  

Such loose materials are not safe as foundations for bridge piers for at least 

two reasons: 

 Firstly, piers placed directly on them would be unstable. 

 Secondly, the cover material is liable to be removed due to scouring 

by river water. 

 As such, the pier must be placed on stable foundations, preferably of 

rock, under a suitable thickness of cover material so that it is safe from scour 

by river water. 

 The height of pier from under the span to the foundation level, 

therefore, depends on the ‘depth of the bed rock’ below the river water.  

Such sound bed rocks might be available within a depth varying from 5 to 

20 meters below a river bed or they might not at all be available even up to 100 

meter or more.  All that depends on the local geology which has to be investigated 

and understood.  To achieve this, drill holes are made all along the centre line of 

the proposed bridge, even on the right or left of it, till they reach the sound rock 

sequence or up to a reasonable depth.  Utmost care is needed not to mistake 

isolated big boulders buried underneath the river bed as the bed rock.  Boulders are 

rocks but they are not bed rocks and cannot be trusted as foundations for bridge 

piers. 

Nature of bed rock: - 

 The very first rock encountered below the bed cover material may be 

suitable as a foundation.  It should be kept in mind that three types of loads are to 

be borne by a bridge pier foundation: 

▪  The compressive, vertical loads due to the weight of the bridge span 

and that of pier material.   



▪  The horizontal loads due to the thrust of the water flowing above as 

transmitted directly and through the pier. 

▪  The dynamic, complex load, often inclined and shearing in character, 

due to heavy traffic on the bridge. 

 Consequently, the bed rock selected as foundation for the pier must be 

strong enough to bear the sum total of all these loads, not temporarily, throughout 

the proposed life of the bridge. 

The nature of the bed rock is commonly determined through study of 

petrological characters and engineering properties, especially the strength values, 

using the core samples obtained during drilling of test bore holes.  In fact complete 

and very useful geological profiles could be prepared all along the centre line of 

the proposed bridge from the study of such core logs.  These (profile) would depict 

complete sequence (and even structural disposition) of the rock formations existing 

below the surface material up to a desired depth.  A decision to place the pier on a 

particular rock at a particular depth is then matter of judgement and design 

requirements. 

 Most igneous and massive type of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks are 

quite strong, stable and durable as foundations for bridge piers and abutments.  The 

group of weak rocks which might behave badly in the presence of water includes 

such types as cavernuous limestones, chalk, friable sandstones especially with 

clayey cements, shales, clays, slates, schists and the layers of peat and 

compressible organic material.  Many of them are amenable to treatment by 

artificial methods.   

Structural Disposition: - 

 Ideally, the horizontal attitude and uniformly massive structure with depth 

are desirable characters in the foundation rock as these offer inherent resistance 

against failure.  However, even inclined rocks in a confined situation under the 

bridge piers are considered quite safe if these possess normal strength values.  

Folding and faulting might cause some uncertainty in establishing a perfect 

geological profile but are not otherwise negative factors.  Acute fracturing and 



profuse jointing is, however, undesirable at the foundation levels as these might 

cause settlement beyond the allowable limits. 

 When the bridge sites are located in the zones of seismic activity, the 

foundations are required to be designed for additional seismic loads as specified in 

the codes of respective areas.  

In the glaciated areas, special care must be taken to establish the existence of 

drowned or buried valleys that might be filled by secondary material of most 

heterogeneous characters.  In such cases a bed rock may be encountered only at 

great depth and it may be desirable to reach it through piles.  In fact, occurrence of 

drowned valleys is considered on of the major complications in bridge foundations 

that limits the options of a design engineer. 

 Similarly, the factor of scour must never the overlooked.  Riverbed materials 

and rocks under them at shallow depths are liable to removal by scouring.  The 

scour itself is a function of river velocity and direction of the currents on the one 

hand and nature and degree of consolidation of the rocks on the other hand.  

 

DAMS AND RESERVOIRS 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 A Dam may be defined as a Solid barrier constructed at a suitable location across a river 

valley with a view of impounding water flowing through that river. Dams are constructed for 

achieving any one or more of the following objectives:  

i. Generation of hydropower energy 

ii. Providing water for irrigation facilities  

iii. Providing water supply for domestic consumption and industrial uses  

iv. Fighting droughts and controlling of floods 

v. Proving navigations facilities  

 

Additional benefits coming from dams are development of fishers and recreation 

facilities in the reservoirs created by them and the overall greenery effect all along the 

reservoirs. 

 

In a country like India where rainfall in erratic and depends considerably on the vagaries 

of seasonal winds – The monsoons, importance of dams can hardly by reservoirs created by 



around four thousand minor and major dams spread throughout the country have been 

responsible, to a great extent, for making India self-sufficient in food production. 
 

TYPES OF DAMS  

 
 Although no two dams are exact copy of each other, it has been practicing classifying 

these structures based on  

 

a) Design of construction, whether the load of the body of the dam is transmitted on the 

foundations or to the abutment rocks, such as gravity dams, arch dams, buttress dams 

etc. 

b) Material of construction, such as concrete, rockfill or earthfall dams. 

c) Size of the construction, such as small dams and large dams. 

The well-known main types of dams ate the gravity dams, the arch dams and the embankment 

dams. 

 

GRAVITY DAMS 

 

 A Gravity dams is a solid masonry or concreate structure. Generally, of a triangular 

profile, which is so designed that it can safely stand against a precalculated volume of water by 

virtue of its weight. All the fours arising in such a dam – as due to the thrust of impounded water 

and the massive weight strength of the foundation rocks is the most critical factor in, he their 

design (Fig 23.1) 

 

 

 
 

A Gravity dam, when properly designed and carefullly constucted, is considered amoung 

the safest types. 

 

Many derrived types of gravity dams have also been constrcuted with advantage, the Buttress 

Dam is such a type in which a thin concrete alsb is supported frim the downstream side by 

buttresses thereby saving considerable construction materrial. The upstream face in a garvity 

dam may be vertical or incliend. Similiarly, the axis of the dams are narrow, heavily loaded 



structures which tahe most of the load from the dam and trasnmist the dame to isolated 

foundations under them. Hence rocks most be exceptionally strong under the buttresses  

 

ARCH DAMS 

 
An Arch dam, as the name implies, is an arch-shaped solid structure mostly of concrete, 

which is designed in such a way that a major part of the thrust forces acting on the dam are 

transmitted mainly by the arch action, (and also cantilever action at the base) on the abutment 

rocks, that is, rocks forming the left and right sides of the stream valley. Hence such dams can 

build even on those sites where the hey hello foundation Hey rock may not be sufficiently 

strong. 2 main types of Arc dams are: 

 

 The constant radius is down in which the radius of curvature throughout the structure is 

constant and upstream faces vertical. 

 

 arch dams are better suited for narrow valleys hey with strong and uniformly sloping 

walls or abutments. Hey in ideal situations offer many advantages hey over the other type of 

dams. Fig 23.2, Arch dams are quite thin Walled compared to gravity dams and lighter in weight 

sometimes the designer mix the better points of both the gravity and arch dams and preferred to 

design a mixed arched-gravity dam. A combination of series of arch dams called the multiple 

Arch dams are Sometimes applied with advantages when the valley is too wide for a single arch 

or gravity dam. 

 

 
 
 The Idukki Dam in Kerala is an important Arch dam of our country. 

 

EMBANKMENT DAMS 

 

 These includes a variety on non-rigged structure which are built over wide with varying 

foundation characteristics from easily available material such as earth and rock fragments. 

These are generally of trapezoidal shape. In design they may be made up of a single type of 



material (such as earth fill or rock fill) or a combination of more than one material. Their main 

advantage over other shape of dams is that they can be constructed even on weak foundation 

such as unconsolidated weak river or glacial deposits. An embankment dam is constructed as a 

homogeneous construction but very commonly with a properly compacted core of an impervious 

material such as clay (fig 23.3). Concrete cores with proper cover are also provided in May 

embankment dams. Depending upon the type of material used embankment dams maybe earth 

fill dam or rockfill dam or mixed type embankment. the clay core wall is made up of simple dug 

up and cleared. Thoroughly compacted, puddled clay or rolled clay. It is followed by two or 

more layers of proactive transitional layers before the actual “fill” starts (fig 23.3). The Hirakud 

dam in Orissa Is one of the longest embankment dams of our country. 

 

 
 

 

 

GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS  

 

 Whereas a Decision regarding placing a damn across a particular River and creating a 

basin is always based on socioeconomic considerations, its design and construction are 

essentially civil engineering activities involving important geotechnical parameters detailed 

answers to following main questions Have to be obtained:  

 

i. The exact location where the dam should be placed against the River along its 

longitudinal profile  

ii. The type of dam that will be most suitable for that site  

iii. The availability, cost and quality of the materials required for the construction of 

the dam. 

Obviously answers to above questions would involve very systematic and through geological 

investigations along the River Valley in general and in some preliminary selected areas. The 

problem may be divided, for discussion purpose, into two categories: geotechnical considerations 

for dam site under for reservoirs sites. the two are however intimately interlinked and both the 

dam site and the reservoir area must be geologically suitable for a safe, stable and economical 

project.  

 

SELECTIONS OF SITES 



 

The Objectives 

 

 The main object of placing a dam across the River is to impound its water behind the 

dam. Naturally, this would require that  

 

 

 
 

 

a) Topographically a place which is most suitable for the purpose is selected. ideally it 

would be a narrow Gorge or a small Valley with enough catchment area available 

behind so that when a damn is placed there it would easily store a Calculated volume 

of water in the reservoir created upstream Fig 23.4. This should be possible involving 

Significant uprooting of population, loos of cultivatable land do too submergence or 

loss of existing constructions. also, strategically the location of a dam especially a 

major project is too decided as to cause minimum damage to the public in case of its 

destruction or failure. 

 

b) Technically, the site should be as sound as possible: strong, impermeable and stable. 

strong rocks at the site make the job of the designer much easy: he can evolve best 

design. impermeable sites ensure better strong inventories. stability with reference to 

seismic shocks and slop failures around the dam, especially upstream or a great relief 

to the public in general and the engineer. the slips slide and slope failures around 

and, in the dam, and susceptibility to shocks during an earthquake could prove highly 

hazardous. 

 



c) In Construction the site should not be far off from deposits of materials which 

would be required for its constructions. all type of major dams requires millions of 

cubic meters of natural materials- Earth, sand, gravel and rock - for their construction. 

Their non-availability in the adjoining areas would make the project cost too high, 

may be even unfeasible. 

 

d) Economically, the benefits arising out of a dam play placed at a particular site should 

be realistic under justified in terms of land irrigated or power generated, or floods 

averted, or water stored. dams are invariably costly structures and cannot be placed 

anywhere and everywhere without proper an analysis of cost benefit aspects  

 

e) Environmentally, the site where a dam is proposed to be placed and a reservoir 

created, should not involve ecological disorder, especially in the life cycles of 

animals and vegetarian and man. the fish culture in the stream is the first sector to 

suffer a major shock due to construction of a dam. its distraction may cause indirect 

effects on the population. This effect required as through analysis as for other objects. 

the dam and the associated reservoir should become an acceptable element of the 

ecological setup of the area  

 

GEOLOGICAL CHARACTERS FOR INVESTIGATION  

 

 For achieving the above object thorough and systematic investigations of following 

geological characters of the areas in general and of the Preliminarily selected site would have to 

be carried out. 

 

1) Geology of the Area 

 

Pre liminary geological surveys of the entire catchment area followed by detailed 

geological mapping of the reservoir area how to be conducted. these should reveal  

 

i) Maine topographic features  

ii) Natural drainage patterns  

iii) general characters under structures of rock formations such as their 

stratification folding and faulting and igneous in intrusions, and 

iv) The trend under rate of weathering and erosion in the area  

 

Such a study when interpreted properly, would rule out some areas for the dam 

placement and help in identifying the locations that are most suitable topographically and 

economically where further detailed geological investigations could be carried out. for 

obtaining the above information conventional geological and geophysical surveys need to 

be conducted. 

 

2). Geology of the site 

  



 a) Lithology. the single most important feature that must be known thoroughly at the site 

and all around and below the Valley up to a reasonable depth is Lithology for example type of 

the rocks that make the area. surface and subsurface studies using the conventional and the 

latest techniques of geological and geophysical investigations are carried out. such studies should 

reveal the type, the composition and texture of the rocks exposed along the Valley floor, in the 

walls and up to the required depth at the base. rocks are inherently anisotropic materials showing 

variation in properties in different directions. Yet it is of great significance to know what class of 

rocks make up the area: igneous, sedimentary or Metamorphic ; and also which type under 

subtype is more prevalent ; under weather is only one class of the rock existing there or more 

types of the same or different classes of the rocks are found. it is possible that the entire site may 

be made up of 1 type of rock. Say, for example find textured stand stones; it is also possible that 

it may be have alternate layers of stand stones, shales and clays, all the  

varying types complex lithology poses challenging design problems. 

 

b) Structures. Along with lithology, the structural features of rocks of the site are also 

thoroughly investigated. This involves detailed mapping of planes of weakness like bedding 

planes, schistosity, foliation, cleavage, joints. Shear zones, faults and fault zones, folding and the 

associated features. It is because each one of these modifies the engineering properties of the 

rocks to a great extent. While mapping these features, special attention is given to recording 

their attitude, spacing and nature. Joints, for instance, may not be as harmful when sparsely 

developed and of a closed nature, but these may render the same rock very weak and permeable 

when they profusely developed and of open type. shear zones must be searched, mapped and 

treated with great caution. in some cases, this may be developed to such an extent that the rock 

may necessitate extensive and intensive rock treatment (example excavation backfilling and 

grounding etcetera) in still other cases their development maybe to an unmanageable scale. In 

such cases cost factors may demand the abandoning of the site for a better alternative. 

 

Following is a brief account of the influence of more important structural features of rock 

on dam foundations. 

 

DIP and STRIKE. The strength of sound unfractured stratified rock is always greater 

when the stresses are acting normal to the betting planes then if applied in other directions. this 

being so horizontal beds should offer best support for the weight of the dam. but as is shown in a 

later section the resultant force (due to weight of the dam underthrust of the impound water) is 

also inclined downstream as such gently upstream dipping layers offer best resistance to the 

resultant forces in a dam. they also serve as a natural obstruction for leakage   

 

 It is also easy to understand that the easiest direction for slippage in stratified rocks is 

along the bedding planes. Consequently, the most UNFAVOURABLE strike direction is the one 

in which the best strike parallel to the axis of the dam and dip is downstream Fig 23.5. it 

must be avoided as far as possible. Therefore, other conditions being Same beds with upstream 

dips are quite favourable sites for dam foundations.  



 
 

FAULTS. These structures can be source of danger to the dam in several ways thus, 

 

i) Different types of rocks may be present on either side of a fault plane. Hence site 

with fault plane great caution in calculating the design strength in various sections 

of the dam. in case some fault surface or zone gets ignored or overlooked the 

stability of dam gets in danger. 

ii) Dam founded on beds traversed by fault zones and on major fault planes are more 

liable to shocks during an earthquake compare to dams on non-faulted rocks. This 

single factor is of great importance, especially when the area in which dam is 

proposed happens to be seismically active. it is therefore always desirable to 

avoid risk by rejecting site traverse by fault zones and shares zones for dam 

foundations. But when topographic, lithological and/or economic factor do not 

have a choice for an alternative site, then the nature, extent and age of the fault 

should be thoroughly investigated. Generally small-scale fault zones and shear 

zones can be treated effectively by grounding. But in the case of major shear 

zones weak material would have to be excavated and the space backfilled with 

hard material like concreate up to required depth. 

 
 



Folds. The most notable effects of folds on the rock are shattering and jointing along the 

axial planes and stressing of limits. Consequently, dams aligned along axial regions of folds 

would be resting on the most unsound rocks in terms of strength, similarly, in synclinal bends 

dams placed on the upstream limbs would run the risk of leakage from beneath the dam. Further, 

the balance of forces in the stressed limbs would be disturbed if these are opened during 

construction of diversion tunnels and galleries.  

 Joints. No sites are totally free from jointing. Hence, sites cannot be abandoned, even if 

profusely jointed. However, the detailed mapping of all the aspects and character of jointing as 

developing in the rocks of proposed site must be taken up with greatest cation. The geometry of 

joints, their intensity, nature and continuity with depth, all must be thoroughly established and 

their effects on the site rocks Evaluated and remedial measures taken in advance. Occurrence of 

micro joints must be established with still greater care as such joint system. If left untreated., 

could be source of many risks. In the Limestone rocks that foundation and abutments at salad 

Dam in Jammu Kashmir, the micro joints presented considerable difficulties in direction and 

treatment.  

 

EXAMPLES OF SOME MAJOR DAMS 

 

The Bhakra Dam (Gravity Dam) 

 

 The Bhakra Dam, which is a multipurpose gravity dam is built across River Sutlej in 

district hoshiarpur of Himachal Pradesh state of India. it is completed in 1963 and is 226 metres 

in height and 518 m in length at the crease about 100 metre at the base. its spillways have 

discharge capacity of 8372 cubic metre per second. the reservoir called Gobind Sagar as an area 

of 1,66,000 * 10 power 3 metres squared. 

 

 The Gorge in the dam area is made up of alternating layers of hard and thick better stand 

stones and light red clays. the sequences have a step-down stream dip varying between 70-

degree 80 degree. in the foundations and abutment rocks large number of shear zones and fault 

zones where encountered. Three types of shear zones were very abutment: bedding shear zones 

(parallel to bedding planes.) Diagonal shear zones and the cross or transverse shear zones cutting 

the bedding planes at right angles. These zones were treated thoroughly by conventional 

methods of excavation and back filling and grounding, wherever necessary. 

 

 The question of suitability of the present site for a dam was studied as far back as 1915. 

in 1925 doctor CS Fox top geologist of Geological Survey of India has summarised that  

i) the rocks hey in the proposed site or somewhat crushed.  

 

ii) there are potentialities for a landship to occur just below the North West part of 

the gorge owing to step down stream inclination of the strata and their striking 

across the George. 

 

 

The Site is in the Foot hill of Himalayans which falls in the zone highest seismic 

intensity in the country. but because of its topographic situation the dam which is one of the 



highest gravity dams in the world was constructed taking all the precautions incorporating high 

safety factors in its design. It has already stood the test of time for about 45 years in 2008 and 

play a single role in the development of the country especially in the field of food production and 

industrialization its irrigation potential is 10,000,000 acres and power generation capacity is 

1200 MW 

 
2. Idduki Dams (Arch Dam) 

 

  This is one of the major dams of Kerala state constructed over Periyar River. It is a 

storage type project with an installed capacity of 780 megawatts in 6 units of 130 megawatts 

each. the dam was completed in 1974 and is the only major Arch dam of the country at the close 

of the 20 centuries with the height of on 169 metre about the lowest foundation under length of 

366 metres. 

 

3. Nagarjuna Sagar Dam (Masonry Dam) 

 

 The Nagarjuna Sagar Dam is named after Buddhist Savant, Acharya Nagarjuna and it is 

constructed over river Krishna in Nalgonda district of Andhra Pradesh (India). The main dam is a 

masonry dam, 124 m high from the deepest foundation and 1446 m long. The main dam is 

flanked on either side by an earth dam. The left bank earth dam is 2554 m long and the right 

bank dam 851 long. Seen in totality, the Nagarjuna Sagar Dam forms one of the longest 

masonry- earth dams of the world as in 2003. It is also a multipurpose dam. The reservoir has a 

gross storage capacity of 937 million-acre feet and power generation capacity of 300 MW. The 

dam was inaugurated in 1967. 

 

4. the Hirakud Dam (Earth Dam) 

 

 This is one of the longest earth dams of India constructed over river Mahanadi near 

Sambalpur in Orissa state. The dam was completed in 1957 and has a length of 4800 meters and 

height of 59 meters. The reservoir created by the dam has a gross storage capacity of 1841 

million cum live storage capacity of 5822 million cum. It has irrigational facilities for 251 

thousand hectares of land and power generation capacity of 150 MW, it is one of the oldest 

multipurpose hydro power-irrigation projects of the country which has contributed tremendously 

toward the food production and power generation. 

 

 

 

 

5 Grand Coulee Dam (Gravity Dam -USA) 

 

 The dam is located on the Columbia River (USA) and is example of a dam constructed 

safely in a glaciated area. The dam is 168 m high, has a crest length of 1270 m and is founded on 

coarse grained granite that was overlain by 15 to 100 meters of silts and gravels. The dam was 

completed in 1942 and is a multipurpose dam with a capacity to generate more than 2000 MW 

power and reservoir extending for more than 240 km. 

 



6. Kariba Dam (Double Curvature Arch Dam - Zambia) 

 

The Kariba dam has been constructed across the Zambezi river which forms frontier 

between Rhodesia and Zambia in 1960. It is one of best examples of a double curvature arch 

dams and has a height of 128 m. The crest length is 620 m. The site is made up of metamorphic 

rocks, primally greed quartzites, the latter being highly fractured, sheared and weathered to a 

great depth. The dam provides example of improving the quality of rocks to the desired extent by 

artificial treatment. 

 

7. Grand Dixence Dam (Gravity Dam - Switzerland) 

 

The Grand Dixence Dam with a height of 285 m is certainly one of the greatest dams of 

the world. It is constructed to impound water from Rhone river and is of gravity type with a 

crest length of 695 m. The site rocks belong to Metamorphic group, being predominantly of the 

type quartz-rich mica-schist of hard type. The dam is considered as an example of highest gravity 

dam resting satisfactorily on Schists which are otherwise generally considered poor quality site 

rocks. The dam has a capacity to generate 1440 MW of hydroelectric power. 

 

8. Mangla Dam (Earth fill - Pakistan) 

 

The Mangla Dam is an important multipurpose dam of Pakistan constructed over Jhelum 

River in 1968. It has a capacity of generating 800 MW power and has created a reservoir 64 km 

in length. The Mangla Dam is of an earth till type having a maximum height of 138 m, crest 

length of 2450 m and a crest width of 12 m. 

 

The dam and the reservoir are in sandstones, siltstone, clays and gravel beds of Siwalik 

System, and are tectonically disturbed besides being soft and friable. Hence the dam posed lot of 

geological problems during construction. 

   

 

RESERVOIRS 

INTRODUCTION:- 

  Reservoirs may broadly be defined as artificially created water storage basins with 

storage capacity that may range from a few thousand cubic meters to thousands of million cubic 

meters.  Depending on the purpose of storage, reservoirs are classified into three main categories: 

(i)       Storage and conservation reservoirs, where river water is stored by creating 

barriers or dams in its path and is then released from gated or ungated outlets.  These feed the 

canal systems for irrigation and power generation. 

(ii) Flood control reservoirs which have as their main function accommodation large 

volumes of surplus water during peak flow times of a river.  The surplus water is released after the 

flood abates.  Such reservoirs are provided with large sluice ways to discharge the inflow received 

by the reservoir during a flood up to a volume which could be safely accommodated in the channel 

downstream, excess or surplus inflow is retained back till a desirable time.  



(iii) Distribution reservoirs are actually small storage reservoirs which hold water supplies 

in a water supply system for short spells of time.  Water is constantly pumped into these reservoirs, 

from where it is distributed for drinking and other purposes in a regulated manner. 

 Many reservoirs serve more than one of the above objects and are called multipurpose reservoirs.  

Most important terms related to the design of reservoirs are pool level, storage capacity and 

reservoir yield. 

  Pool level, indicates the designed level up to which the reservoir shall be ‘full of water’ at a 

particular point of time.  There is, thus, the maximum pool level, the minimum pool level and the normal 

pool level.  No water can be stored beyond maximum pool level and no water shall be available when the 

storage is below the minimum pool level. 

 

      Storage capacity of the reservoir is the single most important quality of a dam.  It is expressed 

by such terms as: 

• Useful storage.  Volume of water in cubic meters available between minimum pool level and 

normal pool level; 

• Dead storage.  Volume of water which is not available for use and is represented by the water 

stored in the reservoir below the minimum pool level;  

• Surcharge storage.  Volume of water which is available between the maximum reservoir level 

and normal pool level. 

Reservoir yield is a measure for the volume of water that can be drawn from a given reservoir in 

a certain interval of time and is also expressed in terms of safe of guaranteed yield, secondary yield and 

design yield etc. 

GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

 Since reservoirs are essentially water storage basins, the area should possess such geological 

characteristics that favour holding of water in the basin so created.  Such characters are: topographic 

suitability, ground water conditions, permeability and structural stability. 

a)  Topographically, the area should be a broad natural valley preferably ending in a narrow gorge 

where a barrier could be placed.   The valley could be a U-shaped glacial valley, or V-shaped river 

valley or a broad synclinal valley.  Flatlands and plains cannot make convenient places for 



reservoirs.  In alluvial plains, the reservoir are has to be an extensive low-lying stretch bordered by 

high-lands on flanks. 

b)  Ground water conditions in the proposed reservoir are must be thoroughly establish for an 

approximately accurate evaluation of storage capacity of the reservoir.  Any one of three 

possibilities could be there: 

 

(i)        The general water table is much above the top reservoir level (TRL) in the proposed 

reservoir.  This is very favourable situation, as there is no risk of water loss from the reservoir to 

the surrounding area. 

(ii) The general water table is much below the minimum water level in the reservoir.  Obviously, 

depending upon the permeability of rocks along the base and the flanks of the reservoir, water 

would be lost from the reservoir to the surroundings thereby effecting the total storage inventory 

considerably. 

(iii)The general water table of the area and the top water level of the proposed reservoir are almost 

the same.  This is an ideal situation ensuring a no loss no gain condition but generally not 

available on a large scale. 

In view of such a close relationship between water table and storage capacity of the proposed 

reservoir, it is absolutely essential that water table position all along the reservoir areas, especially along 

the flanks, must be thoroughly established.  This may necessitate drilling test holes upto required depths 

and numbering many hundreds or even thousands. 

c)  Permeability is a critical property in reservoir area studies, especially in those areas where 

groundwater table is below the minimum water level of the reservoir.  As mentioned earlier, 

permeability may be of primary nature, due to inherent porous texture of the rocks, or of secondary 

character, where it is caused due to structural deformations of the rocks subsequent to their 

formation.  Primary permeability may be extensive and all prevailing along the rock body whereas 

secondary permeability is often localized and amenable to treatment. 

In critical area where water loss from the proposed reservoir could be expected due to seepage 

and under hydraulic head difference, permeability-values, whether primary or secondary, must be 

thoroughly established.  This may also require drilling of test-wells at numerous places.  Such studies 

then can be analysed to calculate possible loss due to expected seepage and suggest methods of 

treatment of rocks in critical zones to minimize the expected loss. 



d)  Structural constitution of the area of the reservoir is important to identify those zones along the 

flanks which are liable to failure by sliding, creep or subsidence.  The worst known dam disaster 

of Vaoint, Italy that happened on October 9, 1963 was actually caused by sudden slippage of 

millions of cubic meter of mass from the flanks into the reservoir creating waves as high as 270 m 

above reservoir which took the form of a flash flood and killed 3000 people in a matter of 

minutes.  It has been established that the “disaster was entirely by dangerous geological 

conditions, accentuated by groundwater changes due to the filling of the reservoir”.  Such 

geological setting is not unique to Vaoint, Italy; it could be found repeated at many places in the 

world.  Hence great precaution is necessary in selection of reservoir locations. 

e)  Trend and rate of weathering in catchment area is of considerable importance in determining 

the age of the reservoir.  If the catchment happens to be made up predominantly of weathered, 

barren slopes which are broken, falling, shattered and jointed profusely, the runoff and slope wash 

would contribute heavy load of sediments to the reservoir after every rain.  This would obviously 

decrease the effective storage capacity of the reservoir on the one hand and its total life on the 

other hand.  However, stable rock slopes covered with thick forests and vegetation would make 

ideal catchment areas for reservoirs. 

Examples  

   Some of the major reservoirs are created by dams already mentioned.  Many of 

them are multipurpose reservoirs.  In table 23.1, the main features of these reservoirs are summarized 

for a quick review. 

 

 

NAME 

 

 

STATE 

STORAGE CAPACITY  

Million Cubic  

Meters 

       Gross 

STORAGE CAPACITY 

Million Cubic 

 Meters 

        Live 



Govind Sagar 

   (Bhakra dam) 

Pong Reservoir 

   (Pong Dam) 

Gandhi Sagar 

GB Pant Sagar 

   (Rhind Dam) 

Nagarjuna Sagar 

Srisailam  

Shivaji Sagar  

   (Koyna)                       

Hirakud Dam 

    Sagar 

Linganamakki  

 

Himachal Pradesh 

 

Himachal Pradesh 

Madhya Pradesh 

 

Uttar Pradesh  

Andhra Pradesh 

Andhra Pradesh 

 

Maharashtra 

 

Orissa  

Karnataka  

9621.00 

 

 

8570.00 

7413.00 

 

10800.00 

11560.00 

8722.00 

 

2797.00 

 

8141.00 

4435.00 

7191.00 

 

 

7290.00 

6827.00 

 

9022.00 

5733.00 

7164.00 

 

2677.00 

 

5822.00 

4294.00 

 

SILTING OF RESERVOIRS 

 The problem.  Sedimentation of the reservoirs with the passage of time is the most important 

problem to solve in reservoir design.  Uncontrolled sedimentation will lead to the indirect failure of the 

project by gradually reducing the storage capacity.  And removal of silt or methods of sedimentation 

control may be so much time and energy and money consuming that the economy of the project is 

sometimes threatened.  These facts prove the complicated nature of the problem. 

 Streams – along with their tributaries are the major agents that contribute to the silting of 

reservoirs.  Their contribution is much effected by factors like their velocities, their catchment zones, the 

climate of the region, its structural constitution, topographic and lithological characters and also by the 

vegetation of the area. 

Control.  The problem has been treated in different ways in different countries.  More important 

of these methods of treatment include better reservoir designs, installation of check dams at the inlet 

points and water-shed improvement by forestation on am extensive and intensive scale.  Removal of the 

silt after fixed intervals by dredging and similar methods are also practised in many cases.  All these are, 

however, very costly methods and any one or more of them are adopted in combination after careful 

analysis of cost benefit ratio.  If the rate of sedimentation is such that the safe reservoir yield would be 

available up to the designed life period of the reservoir, then spending too-heavily on desilting measures 

might not be advised.  However, when the rate of silting threatens the storage capacity and safe yield, 

effective silt control methods would have to be adopted in a proper planned manner. 

 



 

GEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AFTER DAM CONSTRUCTION 

Erosion below Spillways 

 The problem.  Reservoir water discharged over the spillway of dam generally acquires such 

velocities that are capable of causing deep erosion in any type of soil or rock below the spillway.  Silt, 

sand, gravels and boulders are easily removed by such action whereas rocks with open joints or bedding 

planes are virtually plucked out of their places gradually but surely. 

Control.  The aim of all methods of control of erosion below the spillways should be to 

dissipate the extra energy the reservoir water gains due to increased velocity during fall below spillway.  

The best method for dissipating extra energy within a limited space is to make the falling water strike 

against the tail water in a properly designed manner.  This would result in dissipation of extra energy in 

creation of turbulence in the tailwater and not in too much affecting the base material of the river bed 

below.  A simple method for producing such turbulence is by creating a hydraulic jump below the 

spillway.  For this jump to occur, the most essential condition is a requisite depth below the jump.   

So, the main problem with the dam design engineer is to obtain the required depth: 

(i) Either, by constructing a small auxiliary dam below the apron or by excavating the river 

bed when the depth of the tail water is insufficient to create the jump; 

(ii) or, in case the water depth is more than sufficient for the birth of the jump, by providing a 

sloping apron; 

(iii)Or, by devising any other economic methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TUNNELS AND ROAD CUTS 

INTRODUCTION 

 Tunnels may be defined as underground routes or passages driven through the ground without 

disturbing the overlying soil or rock cover.  Tunnels are driven for a variety of purposes and are 

classified accordingly.  Chief classes of tunnels are: Traffic Tunnels, hydro-power tunnels and public 

utility tunnels.  Tunneling has been practiced on a large scale during last two centuries in all big 

countries for ensuring better and faster communications through roads and railways.  At places such as 

in high mountains tunneling becomes an absolute necessity for connecting two countries or two different 

places of the same country.  Metros which are symbolic of great progress achieved by advanced 

countries are a version of tunneling and in fact may involve a good length of tunnels as their essential 

component.  It (tunneling) has been one of the most challenging jobs for the engineers.  Excavations 

below the ground for whatsoever purpose need very sound knowledge about the soil and rocks to be 

excavated on the one hand and keep the excavations so created (the tunnels) safe and stable at 

economically viable costs for the entire life of these projects on the other hand.  Like buildings, roads, 

railways and many other construction jobs, tunneling projects are included in the most important 

developmental activities of the big nations.  Geological information is an integral part of all the 

processes involved in preparing designs, executing excavations and construction of all types of tunnels.  

Traffic Tunnels:- 

 This group includes all tunnels which are excavated to divert the traffic load of whatsoever type 

from surface to subsurface routes for a short length with a view of facilitation the flow of traffic at a 

desired speed, maximum convenience and at minimum cost.  The railway tunnels, the highway tunnels 

and the pedestrian tunnels are main sub groups of traffic tunnels.  A few navigational tunnels also fall 

under this category. 

 A traffic tunnel is usually adopted as a convenient and cost-effective alternative to provide a 

direct transportation link between two places separated by such inconvenient obstacles as mountains, 

hills, water-bodies or even densely populated areas in the metropolitan cities.  Traffic tunnels may vary 

in length from a few meters to many kilometers and have been excavated in almost all major countries 

of the world.  Reduction in distance which in turn saves considerable time and hence cost drilling is the 

most common and important objective in driving tunnels compared to having traffic links. 



 

Among the hundreds of traffic tunnels in different parts of the world, the following are just 

for examples: 

 The Simplon Tunnel: It is a single-track railway tunnel, 19.370 km long and connects Brig in 

Switzerland with Chiasso in Italy.  Its construction started in 1895 and it was finally completed in 1921, 

thus taking more than 25 years for the job.  The Simplon Tunnel passes through complex sequence of 

gneisses, limestones and shales under an average cover of 2 km in the Alps. 

 The Hokoriku Tunnel in Japan is a double track railway tunnel driven through sandstones and 

granites.  It is 13.87 km in length. 

 The Mont Blanc Tunnel links France and Italy and is a 12.6 km long highway tunnel passing 

through complex rocks.  It was completed in 1965. 

 Another tunnel starting in Italy and jointing it with Switzerland is the St. Bernard Tunnel which 

is 6.60 km long.     

 The Jawahar Tunnel is a double tube highway tunnel on the National Highway in India and 

allows highway traffic even during extreme winters under the snow-clad Himalayan Mountains (Pir 

Panjal) at Banihal in Jammu and Kashmir, India.  The tubes have lengths of 2430 meters and pass 

through panjal lavas, agglometeratic slates and Triassic limestones.  It was completed in 1956, and 

has resulted in reducing the distance on the national Highway between Jammu and Srinagar to the tune 

of 20 kms. 

The Hydropower Tunnels 

 During twentieth century most of the tunneling has been in connection with hydropower 

generation.  Such tunnels are aptly called “hydropower” tunnels.  In most cases these are driven through 

rocks for the purpose of conveying water under gravity from one point to another, as for example, to 

cross a hill.  In such cases they are called discharge tunnels.  The other type of hydropowers tunnels are 

those which feed water under great pressure to turbines and are distinguished as pressure tunnels.  In 

India, till the end of 1989, more than 500 km of tunneling had been done in hydropower projects.  Some 

of the completed tunnels are around 15 m in diameter and 12-13 km in length.  The Beas-Sutlej Link, 

Yamuna-II, Konya and Balimela are few examples of hydropower tunnels.  



 

 

 

The Public Utility Tunnels  

 This group includes a variety of underground excavations made for specific purposes such as 

for disposal of urban waste (sewage tunnels), for carrying pipes, cables and supplies of oil, water etc.  

A recent development is construction of underground parking places and storage chambers to 

overcome space shortage in cosmopolitan cities.  Subways and tube railways also fall in the category 

of excavations but they are, in most cases, not tunnels in the strict sense because they are excavations 

made in the ground and then covered from the top.  This method of placing the ‘tubes’ or ‘tracks’ is 

called cut and cover method and not tunneling in which, as said earlier, top cover remains undisturbed 

and intact during the excavation. 

 Geological speaking, only two classes of tunnels are recognized: tunnels driven through rocks 

(rock tunneling) and tunnels driven through soil, loose sediments or saturated ground (soft-ground 

tunneling). 

GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION  

Objects:- 

  Geological investigations are very essential in tunneling projects.  These determine to a large 

extent solutions to following engineering problems connected with tunneling: 

a)  Selection of Tunnel Route (Alignment).  There might be available many alternate alignments 

that could connect two points through a tunnel.  However, the final choice would be greatly 

dependent on the geological contribution along and around different alternatives: the alignment 

having least geologically negative factors (discussed in latter section) would be the obvious 

choice. 

b)   Selection of Excavation Method.  Tunneling is a complicated process in any situation and 

involves huge costs which would multiply manifolds if proper planning is not exercised before 

starting the actual excavation methods are intimately linked with the type of rocks to be 

excavated.  Choice of the right method will, therefore, be possible only when the nature of the 



rocks and the ground all along the alignment is fully known.  This is one of the most important 

aim and object of geological investigations. 

c)  Selection of Design for the Tunnel.  The ultimate dimensions and design parameters of a 

proposed tunnel are controlled, besides other factors, by geological constitution of the area 

along the alignment.  Whether the tunnel is to be circular, D-shaped, horse-shoe shaped or 

rectangular or combination of one or more of these outlines, is more often dictated by the 

geology of the alignment than by any other single factor.  Thus, in self-supporting and 

strong rocks, either, D-shaped or horse-shoe shape may be conveniently adopted but these 

shapes would be practically unsuitable in soft ground or even in weak rocks with unequal 

lateral pressure.  In those cases circular outline may be the first choice. 

d)  Assessment of Cost and Stability.  These aspects of the tunneling projects are also closely 

interlinked with the first three considerations.  Since geological investigations will determine 

the line of actual excavation, the method of excavation and the dimensions of excavation as also 

the supporting system (lining) of the excavation, all estimates about the cost of the project 

would depend on the geological details. 

 Similarly tunnels passing through hard and massive rocks even when left unsupported may be 

regarded as stable. However, those passing through difficult grounds, although these might have been 

massively strengthened by secondary support system, might still collapse or bulge at places or even 

completely fail, if geological situation is not perceived properly. 

e) Assessment of Environmental Hazards. The process of tunneling, whether through rocks or 

through soft ground, and for whatsoever purpose, involves disturbing the environment of an 

area in more than one way. The tunneling methods might involve vibrations induced through 

blasting or ground cutting and drilling, producing abnormal quantities of dust and last but not the 

least, interference with water supply system of the nearby areas. A correct appreciation of 

geological set up of the area, especially where tunnel alignment happens to be close to the 

populated zones. Hazards in a successful manner. 

Methods:- 

 The geological information required for tunneling projects may not always be similar to that 

required for other civil engineering projects. As a matter of practice, the desired geological for a tunnel 

project are obtained in three stages using specific methods in each stage.  These stages are: preliminary 

surveys, conducted well before the actual planning of the project; detailed surveys which are conducted 

almost simultaneously with planning and concurrent explorations which are undertaken during the 

construction.  

A. Preliminary Surveys 

These are conducted by the routine geological, geophysical and geochemical methods.  In 

modern practice and for major tunneling projects such fast techniques as aerial photography and 

seismic surveying are commonly adopted in combination with the routine surface methods. 

Following geological characters are broadly established for the entire area in which the tunnel 

project is to be located of preliminary surveys: 



a. The general topography of the area marking the highest and the lowest points, occurrence 

of valleys, depressions, bare and covered slopes, slide areas, and in hilly regions and cold 

climates, the snow-line. 

b. The lithology of the area, meaning there by, the composition, attitude and thickness of rock 

formations which constitute the area. 

c. The hydrological conditions in the area, such as depth of water table, possibility of 

occurrence of major and minor aquifers of simple type and of artesian type and the likely 

hydrostatic heads along different possible routes or alignments. 

d. The structural conditions of the rock, that is, extent and attitude of major structural features 

such as folding, faulting, unconformities, jointing and shearing planes, if developed.  

Existences of buried valleys are also established during the preliminary surveys. 

In addition, such surveys would also reveal occurrence of reserves of rocks that could be 

beneficially used for construction programmes (lining etc.) in the tunnel project. 

It is obvious that with the help of above information, the engineers could propose a number of 

alternative tunnel routes to connect the two places, and in most cases, even decide about the general 

run of the tunnel. 

B. Detailed Surveys 

Once the general run of the tunnel has been decided, planning for its construction begins.  Such 

plans require fairly accurate data about the rocks or the ground to be excavated for passing through.  

Such data are obtained by: 

(i) Bore-hole drilling, along proposed alignments and up to desired depths; the number of 

bore-holes may run into dozens, scores or even hundreds, depending upon the length of the 

tunnel; rock samples obtained from bore holes are analysed for their mechanical and geo-

chemical properties in the laboratories; 

(ii) Drilling exploratory shafts and adits, which allow direct approach to the desired tunnel for 

visual inspection in addition to the usual advantages of drilling. 

(iii)Drilling pilot tunnels, which are essentially exploratory in nature but could better be used as 

a main route if found suitable by subsequent enlargement. 

GEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TUNNELING 

 Rocks may be broadly divided into two categories in relation to tunneling: consolidated and 

unconsolidated or soft ground.  Geological characters that have a direct bearing on a tunnel project 

will differ almost in all details in these categories.  Only a brief account is given below. 

 

A. Consolidated rocks 

This group includes the massive igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks that very often 

form major mountain ranges and sub-mountainous regions.  Most tunnels in the mountains 

pass through these rocks.  Tunnel design, method of its excavation and stability are greatly 

influenced by following geological conditions: lithology, geological structures and groundwater 

conditions. 

a) Lithology  



It has already been mentioned that information regarding miner4alogical composition, 

textures and structures of the rocks through which the proposed tunnel is to pass is of great 

importance in deciding:  

(i) The method of tunneling, 

(ii) The strength and extent of lining and, thus 

(iii)The cost of the project. 

Hard and Crystalline Rocks are the favorites with the tunnel engineers.  These are excavated 

by using conventional rock blasting methods (RBM) and also by tunnel boring machines (TBM) of 

suitable strength.  In the blasting method, full face or a convenient section of the face is selected for 

blasting up to a pre-selected depth during one shooting sequence.  Holes of proper size and angle and at 

proper spacing are drilled by machines.  These are loaded with predetermined quantities of carefully 

selected explosives of known strength.  The loaded or charged holes are ignited or triggered and the pre-

estimated rocks get loosened as a result of the blast.  The blasting round is followed by a mucking 

period during which the broken rock is hauled out of the excavations in hard and crystalline rocks are 

very often self supporting so that these could be left unlined and next round of blasting in the new face 

created is undertaken, ensuring better advance rate. 

 Rocks falling in this group include granites, diorites, syenites, gabbros, basalts and all the related 

igneous rocks, sandstones, limestones, dolomites, quartzites, arkose, greywacke and the like from 

sedimentary group and marbles, gneisses, quartzites, phyllites and slates from the metamorphic  groups.  

When any one of these rocks is stressed, such as during folding or fractured as during faulting, 

tunneling in these rocks proves greatly hazardous.  Rocks bursts which occur due to falling of big rock 

blocks from roofs or sides due to release of stresses or falling of rock block along fractures already 

existing in these rocks often cause many accidents. 

 Soft Rocks.  This group includes shales, friable and poorly compacted sandstones, chalk and 

porous varieties of limestones and dolomites, slates and phyllites with high degree of cleavage and 

also decomposed varieties of igneous rocks.  Their excavation cost, volume for volume, might be lower 

than those in hard rocks.  However, in most cases, these rocks are not self-supporting.  Hence, 

temporary and permanent lining becomes necessary that would involve extra cost and additional time.  

Rocks like clays, shales, argillaceous and ferruginous sandstones, gypsum bands and cavernous 

limestones have to be viewed specially with great caution during tunneling.  Many clays (and hence 

rocks in which clays are present), crumble due to swelling in the presence of water especially when 

there is a release of confining pressure from around them.  Such a situation may develop when they are 

exposed on the sides of a tunnel, at the inverts and on the arches.  In such cases sides might bulge out, 

inverts pop up and roofs might cave in – all very unfavorable situations.  Even slides and 

subsidence might be causes. 

 Fissure Rocks from a category in themselves and include any type of hard and soft rock that 

has been deformed extensively due to secondary fracturing as a result of folding, faulting and 

metamorphic changes of shearing type.   Tunneling in such rocks is always hazardous and very 

challenging job for an engineer.  The extend of deformation has first to be thoroughly investigated and 

comprehended.  A very safe (and economical) method of attack has to be planned, which would need, in 

almost all cases, very careful execution to avoid otherwise sure accidents.  Excavation through such 

stones in tunnel alignments would require large-scale timbering for providing temporary support which 

is to be followed by permanent lining.  The fissured rocks are very often the zones where groundwater 



would also be encountered.  Sometimes the water is under considerable hydrostatic head, sufficient 

enough to wash out men and machinery if not forewarned.  Adequate arrangements for providing 

drainage, even at a short notice, would have to be made. 

b) Geological Structures 

The design, stability and cost of tunnel depend not only on the type of rock but also on the 

structures developed in these rocks.  Following main structural features of rocks have to be fully 

determined along the proposed tunnel route: dip and strike, folding, faulting, shear zones and joint 

systems.  

 Dip and Strike.  These two quantitative properties of rocks determine the attitude (disposition in 

space) of the rocks and hence influence the design of excavation (tunnel) to a great extent.  Three 

general cases may be considered. 

(i) Horizontal Strata.  Such a situation is rare in occurrence for longer tunnels.  When encountered 

for small tunnels or for short lengths of tunnels, horizontally layered rocks might be considered 

quite favorable.  In massive rocks, that is, when individual layers are very thick, and the tunnel 

diameter not very large, the situation is especially favorable because the layers would then 

overbridge flat excavations by acting as natural beams.  But when the layers area thin or 

fractured, they cannot be depended upon as beams; in such cases, either the roof has to be modified 

to an arch type or has to be protected by giving a lining.  Sides of tunnels, however, could be left 

unsupported except when the rocks are precariously sheared and jointed. 

 
 

(ii) Moderately Inclined Strata.  Such layers that are dipping at angles up to 45 ͦ may be said as 

moderately inclined.  The tunnel axis may be running parallel to the dip direction, at right angles to 

the dip direction or inclined to both dip and strike directions.  Each condition would offer a 

different set of problems. 



 

In the first situation, that is, when the tunnel axis is parallel to the dip direction (which 

means it is at right angles to the strike direction), the layers offer a uniformly distributed load on 

the excavation.  The arch action where the rocks at the roof act as natural arch transferring the 

load on to sides comes into maximum play.  Even relatively weaker rocks might act as self-

supporting in such cases.  It is a favorable condition from this aspect.  However, it also implies that 

the axis of the tunnel has to pass through a number of rocks of the inclined sequence while going 

through parallel to dip (or across the strike) of strata. 

In the second case, that is, when the tunnel is driven parallel to strike of the beds (which 

amounts to same things as at right angles to the dip), the pressure distributed to the exposed layers 

is unsymmetrical along the periphery of the tunnel opening: one half would have bedding planes 

opening into the tunnel and hence offer potential planes and conditions for sliding into the 

opening.  The bridge action, through present in part, is weakened due to discontinuities at the 

bedding planes running along the arch. 

Such a situation obviously requires assessment of forces liable to act on both the sides and 

along the roof and might necessitate remedial measures. 

In the third case, when the tunnel axis is inclined to both the dip direction and the strike 

direction, weak points of both the above situations would be encountered and have to be taken care 

of. 

(iii) Steeply Inclined Strata.  In rock formations dipping at angles above 45 ͦ , quite complicated 

situations would arise when the tunnel axis is parallel to dip or parallel to strike or inclined to both 

dip and strike directions.  In almost vertical rocks for example, when the tunnel axis is parallel to 

dip direction, the formations stand along the sides and on the roof of the tunnel as massive girders.  

An apparently favorable condition, of coarse, provided all the formations are inherently sound and 

strong when considered individually also. 



 

Conversely, in tunnels running parallel to strike of vertical beds, it is more than likely that 

a number of bedding planes (which are planes of weakness) are intersected at the roof and along 

the arch so that natural beam action or arch action gets considered weakened. 

 

 

 

Folding:   

Folds signify bends and curvatures and a lot of strain energy stored in the rocks.  Their influence 

on design and construction of tunnels is important from at least three angles: 



Firstly, folding of rocks introduces considerable variation and uncertainty in a sequence of rocks 

so that entirely unexpected rocks might be encountered along any given direction.  This situation 

becomes especially serious when folding is not recognized properly in preliminary or detailed surveys 

due either to its being localized or to misinterpretation. 

 

Secondly, folding of rocks introduces peculiar rock pressures.  In anticlinal fold, loads of rocks at 

the crest are transferred by arch action to a great extent on to the limbs which may be highly strained.  

These conditions are reversed when the folds are of synclinal types.  In such cases, rocks of core 

regions are greatly strained.  Again, the axial regions of folds, anticlinal or synclinal, having suffered 

the maximum bending are more often heavily fractured.  The alignment of a tunnel passing through a 

folded region has to take these aspects in full consideration.  When excavations are made in folded 

rocks, the stain energy is likely to be released immediately, soon after or quite late to tunneling 

operations, very often causing the dreaded rock bursts.  Very slow release of small amounts of strain 

energy might cause bulging of walls or caving in of roofs or popping up of floors. 

Thirdly, folded rocks are often best storehouses for artesian water and also ideal as aquifers.  

When encountered during tunneling unexpectedly, these could create uncontrollable situations.  The 

shattered axial regions being full of secondary joint systems are highly permeable.  As such effective 

drainage measures are often required to be in readiness when excavations are to pass through folded 

zones. 

Faulting: 

 Faults, as defined earlier, are surfaces along which rock movement has occurred in the past; 

these are also potential surfaces for future movements of the rocks.  This definition clearly brings 

about significance of intersection of fault planes, fault zones and shear zones with the tunnel axis.  Not 

only that, faults may bring rocks of entirely different nature to come to lie in contact with each other. 

 Similarly, fault zones and shear zones are highly permeable zones, likely to form easy avenues 

for ground water passage.  Inclined fault planes and shear zones over the roof and along the sides 

introduce additional complications of rock pressure on the one hand and of rock strengths on the other.  

This discussion leads to a general conclusion: wherever tunnel is intersected by fault planes or shear 

zones, it is to be considered as passing through most unsafe situations and hence designed accordingly 

by providing maximum support and drainage facilities. 



Joint systems: 

 Joints are cracks or fractures developed in rocks due to a variety of causes.  Although all types 

of joints tent to close with depth (due to load of overburden), their presence and orientation has to be 

investigated.  Joints are planes of weakness and must always be suspected when the rocks are folded and 

faulted.  Even originally closed joints may become reactive and open up in the immediate vicinity of 

tunnel excavation.  Jointed rocks cannot be considered as self-supporting although these might belong to 

massive category 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In many cases problems created by jointing in such rocks can be rectified by grouting.  In other acute 

cases, lining of the tunnel in the fractured zones might have to be applied. 

c) Ground Water Conditions 

 Determination of groundwater conditions in the region of tunnel project is not to be under-

estimated at any cost.  In fact groundwater level vis-à-vis tunnel axis is a major factor governing 

computations of overhead loads on tunnels and also in the choice of method of tunneling. 

 Groundwater conditions effect the tunnel rocks in two ways: 

 Firstly, through its physic-chemical action, it erodes and corrodes (dissolves) the susceptible 

constituents from among the rocks and thereby alters their original properties constantly with the 

passage of time.  It might have already done much of this type of job when the tunnel is excavated 

through such water-rich rocks. 

 Secondly, it effects the rock strength parameters by its static and dynamic water heads.  Such an 

action may become highly pronounced when an artesian acquifer is actually intercepted by tunnel 

excavation.  A sudden release of pressure in the direction of excavation could create worst disaster 

for the tunneling men folk. 

  There are three general possibilities of relationship between tunnel axis and groundwater level:  



a) The tunnel axis may be passing entirely through impervious formations in which there is no 

possibility of water seepage or leakage or movement.  It is an ideal condition for tunneling of 

course, but is very rare in nature.  Good lengths in short tunnels or small length of long tunnels 

might show such a relationship. 

b)  The tunnel axis might be located mostly above the water table, intercepting the aquifer only in 

some sections.  This is one of the most common situations and would involve provision for 

special drainage facilities to be located in water-bearing zones of the section.  The head of the 

water in the zone of interception has also to be given due consideration and might necessitate 

lining for stopping leakage or inrush of water. 

c) The tunnel axis might be located below the water table.  Such a situation should be avoided as 

far as possible.  In some specific cases, however, this might be the only possibility, such as in 

soft ground tunneling, under water tunneling e.g., below rivers and lakes or in the karst regions. 

Wherever tunnels enter the saturated zones, effective drainage systems and also support 

systems have to be planned much in advance and executed with great precision and perfection.  

Water is likely to enter the excavation with a force proportional to full hydrostatic head of the 

water body.  Waterproof lining is to be provided for the full length. 

d) It may, therefore, be summed up that hydro geological investigations have to be made with 

fullest concern and caution all along the proposed tunnel alignment. 

 

 

  

SOFT GROUND TUNNELING  

 Tunneling in unconsolidated rocks or loose sediments or shales and clays, which require 

immediate support after excavation, is known as Soft Ground Tunneling.  It is comparatively 

complicated than tunneling in solid rocks because of inherent structural weakness of the ground.   



 Geological Investigations.  In soft ground tunneling, the emphasis of geological investigations 

is primarily on the following objects: 

(i) Preparation of geological profile along the centre line of the proposed tunnel; 

(ii) Thorough study of lithological characters and mode of origin of the sediments; 

(iii)Precise establishment of groundwater regime and assessment of its possible effects on 

tunnel line. 

The geological profile would give an idea of various types of soils that are to be encountered 

along the proposed tunnel.  This profile would have a direct bearing upon the length of the line, design 

of tunnel, method of construction and type and extent of safety measures that would be needed.  

Similarly some sediment, e.g., those of glacial origin, is known to be dangerous for tunneling. 
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